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DOES GOD EXIST?
Welcome to the Young Adults Bible Study Course and the first lesson – ―Does God Exist?‖ The
questions ―Does God Exist?‖ and ―Is the Bible True?‖ are two foundational subjects that are
worthwhile covering before we learn about what the Bible can teach us in the lessons that follow on
from them. If we are going to learn about what the Bible teaches then we need to know for sure that
God really does exist and that the Bible can be relied upon.
What we‘ll be covering in these first two lessons is background information to help you gain a deeper
appreciation and awe of the great God who has created this universe before we move on and learn
about what the Bible teaches. It is also designed to help you to appreciate the marvellous wonders that
He has created as well as appreciate the Bible for the incredible book that it is.
The Bible tells us that we are to love God with all of our heart, all of our soul and all of our mind
(Matthew 22:37). The use of the word "mind" in this verse means that our belief in God and the Bible is
to be an intelligent faith based on evidence, not just simply a blind faith. One of the most important
questions of all is ―Does God Exist‖? You might answer yes to that question but how would go if
someone asked you to prove to them that God exists? In this first lesson of the Young Adults Bible
Study Course we will tell you how.

1] Who created the universe?
 The laws of radioactivity show that the universe had a beginning.
The most basic point to prove that there has to be a supreme Creator is simply being able to prove that the
universe had a beginning. If there was a time when matter did not exist then a great and powerful Creator
had to have brought it into existence. The laws of radioactivity prove this very basic point.
There are 92 naturally occurring different types of atoms which all matter is made up of. Hydrogen is the
smallest with one proton in its nucleus and one electron circling the nucleus. Helium is the next type of
atom with two protons in its nucleus and two electrons circling around its nucleus. Oxygen has 8 protons
and 8 electrons. Iron has 26 protons and electrons and so on they go. Lead has 82 protons and 82
electrons.
All the elements with more protons and electrons than lead, such as uranium,
are unstable and break down. The nuclei of these elements are constantly
losing protons and over time they eventually turn to lead, which is the biggest
of the stable elements. We call this radioactivity. Now, if the universe has
always existed, all the radioactive elements in the universe would have long
ago broken down into lead atoms by now if these elements are breaking down
quicker than any processes which might build such atoms. If the universe had
a beginning, how did it come into existence from nothing? Something or
someone had to have created it. The atheist‘s view of ―nothing which
exploded into everything via a big bang‖ is illogical without a Creator with
incredible energy and power.

2] The wonders of design in the universe
 The Earth‘s tilt and rotation and its distance from the Sun are just right for supporting life.
The Earth‘s axis, or the line between the North and South Poles, is tilted at an angle of 23 degrees relative
to the orbit which the earth takes in revolving around the Sun. When it‘s winter in the Northern Hemisphere
the North Pole is closer to the Sun than the South Pole. When it‘s summer in the Southern Hemisphere the
South Pole is closer to the Sun than the North Pole. Although not a direct factor in whether life is possible,
the angle creates the change of seasons which we are able to enjoy. Were the earth not tilted, our climate
would always be the same, with no change of seasons. If the tilt were greater, summers would be
considerably hotter and winters much colder, wreaking havoc on plant cycles and agriculture.
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The earth rotates at just the right speed. It rotates once every 24 hours which evenly heats the planet like a
chicken on a spit. The earth, at 149 000 000 km from the Sun, is just the right distance for supporting life.
Astronomer Hugh Ross points out some of the ways earth is perfectly balanced for life to exist: "As
biochemists now concede, for life molecules to operate so that organisms can live requires an environment
where liquid water is stable. This means that a planet cannot be too close to its star or too far away. In the
case of planet Earth, a change in the distance from the sun as small as 2 percent would rid the planet of all
life...The rotation period of a life-supporting planet cannot be changed by more than a few percent. If the
planet takes too long to rotate, temperature differences between day and night will be too great. On the
other hand, if the planet rotates too rapidly, wind velocities will rise to catastrophic levels. A quiet day on
Jupiter (rotation period of ten hours), for example, generates thousand mph winds" (The Creator and the
Cosmos, 1993, pp. 135-136).
 The Earth‘s amazing atmosphere.
In the UCG booklet ―Does God Exist?‖ we read the following about the earth‘s amazing atmosphere:
―Earth's atmosphere is one way our planet is finely tuned for life. No
other planet in our solar system has anything remotely like it. High in the
atmosphere, ozone blocks cancer-causing radiation emanating from the
sun. The atmosphere shields us from meteors, burning up the
overwhelming majority long before they reach earth. Otherwise they
would cause great damage and loss of life.
―Our atmosphere contains a mixture of gases in perfect proportions to
sustain life. Oxygen makes up 21 percent of our air. Without oxygen, all
animate life - including humans - would die in minutes. But too much
oxygen is toxic and makes combustible materials more flammable. If the
proportion of oxygen in the air increased to only 24 percent, destructive
fires would frequently break out and be much harder to bring under
control. Objects around us could literally burst into flame.
―Nitrogen, making up 78 percent of earth's atmosphere, dilutes the oxygen and serves a vital function as a
fertilizer for plants. During thunderstorms millions of lightning bolts around the earth each day combine
some nitrogen with oxygen, creating compounds that are then washed to earth by rain, where they can be
utilized by plants. Carbon dioxide makes up much of the rest of our atmosphere. Without it plant life would
be impossible. Plants require carbon dioxide, which they take in while giving off oxygen. Animals and
humans are the opposite, breathing in oxygen and exhaling carbon dioxide. Plant life sustains human and
animal life and vice versa in a magnificent, precise, self-sustaining cycle‖ (p.6).
On the subject of the ozone layer Fred Meldau makes this incredible statement: ―If that little belt of
ozone, approximately forty miles up and ONLY ONE-EIGHTH OF AN INCH THICK (if compressed),
should suddenly drift into space all life on the earth would perish‖ (Why We Believe in Creation and
Not in Evolution, p.35). Ozone blocks out the deadly long UV rays while allowing through the short UV rays
necessary for life.
 The Moon distance and the tides it creates are just right.
Fred Meldau in his classic book ―Why We Believe in Creation Not in
Evolution‖ explains how the moon‘s distance and the tides it creates
from its gravitational pull are just right:
―If the moon were half as far away, or twice its present diameter, great
tides would wreck most of our harbours, periodically submerge lowlaying islands and coastal plains, and drive inland a hundred miles on
some rivers. If the moon ware smaller and farther away, it would not
have sufficient pull on our tides to cleanse our harbours or adequately
rejuvenate (with oxygen) the waters in our oceans…
―Those who visit our seashores are fascinated by the rhythmic pounding of the breakers against the rocky
coast and the resulting splash and spray with each incoming breaker. This rhythmic 'breathing' - for such it
truly is - is very important to the life of the sea. All animal life in the oceans must have oxygen. The
breakers, activated in part by the pull of the tides, aerate the water, giving it a new supply of oxygen.
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―Both the sun and the moon affect the tides. As a matter of fact, both the sun and the moon create ‗tides‘ in
the atmosphere as well as in the oceans! And this ebb and flow of gravitational pull helps circulate the air in
our atmosphere‖ (p.31-32).
 The sheer size and power in the universe.
The prophet Isaiah was inspired to write: ―To whom
then will you liken God?…It is He who sits above the
circle of the earth, and its inhabitants are like
grasshoppers, who S-T-R-E-T-C-H-E-S out the
heavens like a curtain, and S-P-R-E-A-D-S them out
like a tent to dwell in‖ (Isaiah 40:18, 22).
Our Sun is 149 000 000 km from the earth and is 1.3
million times bigger than the whole earth and yet there
are far larger stars than our sun. Antares, in the
constellation of Scorpio, is said to have a diameter of
nearly 700 000 000 km. Its diameter is nearly twice as
big as the diameter of the entire circular orbit that the
earth travels around the Sun.
At the incredible speed of 300 000 km per second, it still takes light 4 years to get to the nearest star to the
earth, Alpha Centauri, which is close to the Southern Cross. Our galaxy, the Milky Way, alone has about
100 000 million stars in it and it is 100 000 light years wide. If the orbit of the furthest planet, Pluto, was
about the size of a coffee cup then the Milky Way would be the size of the entire continent of North America
in comparison. And yet, the Milky Way is only one of an absolutely enormous number of galaxies in the
universe. Estimates vary but there is believed to be as many as 200 000 million (200 billion) galaxies just
like our own enormous galaxy!
Now try and think about this one. Einstein theorised that all matter is essentially made up of an incredible
amount of compressed energy. When the Americans dropped the atomic bomb on Hiroshima which
destroyed the city and killed 80 000 people, it was done by converting some of the matter in the bomb into
pure energy. The amount of matter that was converted into pure energy to destroy the whole city was only
ONE GRAM! One gram is about the size of a garden pea that you might eat at your dinner table. Now if
there‘s that much energy in that little pea, then that is how much energy it took for God to create the atoms
which make up that little pea. Now, if it takes the power of a Hiroshima bomb to create a little garden pea
how much would it take to create a man? How much to create the earth? How much to create the Sun? Or
the galaxy? Or the entire universe full of at least 200 billion galaxies? That‘s how powerful God is!!!


The evidence of design in the universe.

Most of the stars in the universe are orderly grouped together in galaxies, many of which are grouped
together in clusters of galaxies. How can such order seen in the galaxies result from a ―random explosion‖
as the big bang if there wasn‘t a Creator to draw them together and bring order to them? Even in the
irregular galaxies there is evidence of design for the purpose of displaying beauty, such as the amazing
Cartwheel Galaxy that has been photographed by the Hubble Space Telescope.

The Hubble telescope has also captured incredible colourful nebulas that show beauty that is anything but
random. We can see this well-ordered beauty in nebulas such as the horsehead nebula, the hourglass
nebula and the eagle nebula which truly look like the patterns which they were named after. There is the
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beauty of star clusters, double and triple stars with different colours like oranges, violets and blues due to
the different temperatures of the stars.
There is evidence of design in a number of the patterns of
the constellations. While some are hard to make out, others
are quite spectacular like Scorpio and the Big Dipper. E.W.
Bullinger in his book ―Witness of the Stars‖ has put forth an
interesting theory that the plan of God can be seen in the
various constellations in the heavens. One can‘t help but
wonder about that and the evidence of design in the
heavens when one sees the Southern Cross. Two of the
brightest stars, Alpha and Beta Centauri, point to it and
seem to highlight how Christ died on the cross to pay for our
sins. Truly ―the heavens declare the glory of God‖ as David
wrote in Psalm 19:1.
 Who started the original push of the orbits of all the stars and the planets?
Fred Meldau in his book ―Why We Believe in Creation Not in Evolution‖ writes the following about the orbits
of the stars and the planets: ―GRAVITATION pulls the stars toward their centre or nucleus - and toward
each other. INERTIA - after once the stars have been put in motion - keeps them in motion, and in a
regular orbit determined by the pull of gravity. By the balance between two great laws of nature, we have
the explanation of the ceaseless motion in orbits of the stars and every other heavenly body!
―But the serious thinker at once asks two pertinent questions: (a) What or Who STARTED all this motion?
Where did the original ‗push‘ come from? Science has no answer. The Bible Believer has the perfect
answer: the Creator gave the universe its original motion - and He is the One who keeps it going!
Remember, the universe is NOT an absolute vacuum; there is scattered through space a small quantity of
hydrogen gas, meteors, meteorites, and small particles. But be the matter ever so small, MATTER IN
SPACE WILL IN TIME SLOW DOWN AND STOP ANY MOVING BODY. The finest pendulum ever made in
the most nearly perfect vacuum man can make, will neither START itself - nor keep going indefinitely.
―(b) WHO keeps this vast machine going? The man-made satellites require a tremendous ‗push‘ to get
them 500 to 1000 miles above the earth: but they gradually lose altitude and will eventually fall to earth
[like Skylab and the Mir space station]…Obviously, Someone not only had to START this vast machine, but
Someone also has to keep it going. Again, we are forced back to GOD. The fact is, if God should suddenly
die - which is of course impossible - the universe would become chaotic in a very short time, even though it
is running smoothly now, due to the truth of the Second Law of Thermodynamics: the universal tendency
toward decay and decline‖ (p.57).
 The wonders of the atom.
ALL things in the universe are made up of tiny atoms, each a miracle of creation! These atoms are
incredibly small with the common ones being around a billionth of a centimetre in size. They are like
miniature solar systems with electrons whizzing around the nucleus. These minute ―electrons‖ dash around
the nucleus ―millions of times per second‖ and the electrons revolve around the nucleus ―in orbits whose
diameters are about 10 000 times larger than the nucleus‖. They make the trip around the nucleus several
thousand million times every second.
Because the orbits of the electrons are 10 000 times larger than the nucleus, most of the atom is empty
space. Scientists say that ―if you eliminated all the empty space in every atom in the body of a 200-pound
man he would be no bigger than a particle of dust‖ (Arthur S. Eddington, in ‗The Nature of the Physical
Universe‘). And if the entire earth were likewise compacted it would become a ball only one-half mile in
diameter.
Fred Meldau writes the following about the wonders of the electrical charge and the strong force that binds
the nucleus of atoms together: ―Each proton in an atom has a positive charge of electricity, each electron
has a negative charge that exactly balances the positive charge of the proton, with as many electrons
outside the nucleus as there are protons inside. Who put the electricity in the atom, and balanced the
normal atom so finely?
―Ordinarily, like charges of electricity in different objects that are close to each other REPEL each other; but
in the nucleus of the atom God has reversed the law of nature scientists are familiar with (called Coulomb's
Law). In the nucleus of the atom, in which all the protons have a positive charge, instead of repelling each
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other, they are held together by some unknown force of tremendous power! This phenomenon, to
scientists, is the most mysterious thing about the atom; in fact, they call it ‗the basic mystery of the
universe‘ (World Within Atoms)‘…
―Why does a comparatively minor change in the number of protons, neutrons and electrons in an atom
produce an entirely different element? Essentially all the atoms of all the elements are built on the same
general plan: a central nucleus made up of protons and neutrons with an equal number of electrons
revolving around them with unbelievable speed. Why, by merely changing the number of the protons,
neutrons and electrons, does one get the different elements vastly unlike?‖ (ibid, p.71-72, 262).
Water is a good example of this. It is a molecule made up of two hydrogen atoms and one oxygen atom.
Water is a liquid, yet it is made up of the atoms of two gases. Both of those gases are highly flammable and
when on fire they are put out by water. Even with molecules that are formed from the same element there
can be profound differences. The element carbon in its pure form is what forms the lead in a lead pencil yet
if carbon is super-compressed by natural forces and crystallized it produces the hardest substance known
to man – a diamond.
 The harmony and mystery of the laws of the universe
In Isaiah 33:22 we read: ―For the LORD is our Judge, The LORD is our Lawgiver.‖ God is the great Lawgiver.
He not only gave laws that guide human conduct but He also set in motion all the great laws of physics,
chemistry and biology, etc. If we are in harmony with them and obey them we are blessed. Break those
laws and they break us. Fred Meldau writes the following about the harmony of the laws of the universe:
―We have spoken of the law of GRAVITATION and the law of INERTIA. There are scores of other ‗laws‘ in
the universe that are perfect and necessary to make up this vast universe. All students of astronomy are
familiar with Kepler's three laws of planetary motion. There are ‗laws‘ of motion, laws of heat, laws of light,
laws of sound and all are PERFECT, never-changing, never-failing.
―Rear Admiral D. V. Gallery (USN; writing in the Saturday Evening Post), said, ‗The stars in their orbits and
velocities through the heavens faithfully obey a great code of LAW. Earth's scientists can quote and explain
this code in great detail - until you ask, ‗Whence came these laws?‘
―And scientists have FAITH in the laws of the universe. They predict the coming of comets into our solar
system years before we see the comet - then they predict its return at some future date - and they do so
unfailingly, because the laws of the Universe are unfailing!
―Prof. Einstein said in The World as I See It: ‗The scientist‘s religious feeling takes the form of a rapturous
amazement at the Harmony of Natural Law which reveals an Intelligence of such superiority that, compared
with it, all the systematic thinking and acting of human beings is an utterly insignificant reflection‘(p. 29)‖
(ibid, p.52).
Many of these laws and the forces that govern those laws are really
quite mysterious. Take gravity, for example (Job 26:7). Gravity is the
force of attraction that keeps us on the earth and stops us from
floating out into space. Scientists still have no idea about how this
mysterious force works that draws matter together. What is it that the
earth does to put some sort of hook on us to keep us down on the
ground? The same applies with the attraction and repulsion of
magnets. We can work out the formulas that govern how strong these
forces are based on how far apart the objects are but we cannot
explain what makes them work.
The law of the conservation of energy allows us to convert one form of
energy into another. In our bodies chemical energy in food is
converted to kinetic energy (movement). In cars we convert chemical
and electric energy also into movement. When we move a conductor
in a magnetic field we convert that energy into electricity. We are
harnessing the speed of electrons to give us power to do all the
wonderful things we do with electricity. The magnetic attraction in a
magnetic field strips electrons from atoms and it is this movement of
electrons through the conductor, such as in a copper wire, which does
the work we need electricity for.
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An example of this process in action is in a stereo system. A microphone has a magnetic field in it and we
use the faint movement caused by sound waves to produce a small electric current in the microphone
which is then amplified. The power of the voltage matches the pattern of the sound wave. The louder the
sound, the bigger the voltage.
We can then record that sound. The bigger the voltage (louder the sound) the more particles are lined up
straight. On a CD the strength of the voltage at each split second is recorded as a binary number (01 – 1,
10 – 2, 11 – 3, 100–4, 101 – 5, etc.). For each 0 or 1 the microscopic pits on a CD are slightly different.
We can then play the music we‘ve recorded. A CD player reads in the binary numbers off a CD and
produces a current whose voltage varies according to the number read in which matches the sound
pattern.
Once we have that voltage it is simply a matter of feeding that current with varying voltage through the
speakers. Speakers do the reverse of what microphones do. We‘ve seen how magnets can produce
electricity when we move a conductor through a magnetic field.
Electricity or electric energy can be converted back to a magnetic force. Whenever electricity is moving
through something, a magnetic field is produced which can move things. The speakers have a cone
attached to a magnet. The voltage causes the cone to move back and forth thousands of times a second
producing waves of sound which match what we‘ve recorded. The bigger the voltage, the further the cone
is moved out producing louder sound waves.
Light is another great mystery of the universe. Sometimes it acts like a wave and other times it acts like a
particle. Light is harmless to us, yet at the same time, it is also one form of electromagnetic radiation.
Electromagnetic waves are forms of energy that travel at around 300 000 km per second. The difference
between the different waves is their frequency - the number of peaks of the wave that pass a point each
second. Radio waves have a frequency up to a billion waves a second. Above that frequency you have
microwaves, infra-red waves (heat), light, UV rays, X-rays and then gamma rays. All of them provide us
with some benefit. Their energy is believed to be produced by movements of electrons jumping back and
forth different orbits as they spin around the nucleus.
We mentioned before the mystery of water being a liquid that is made up of two gases - hydrogen and
oxygen. There are two things about water that make it a curious exception to the natural laws that govern
matter. Usually the colder a substance becomes the more it shrinks. Water does the opposite. It expands
when it becomes ice because it is heaviest at 4 degrees centigrade. These amazing exceptions prevent
lakes from freezing completely solid. The evidence of these ―exceptions‖ to normal natural laws shows that
there is a great Lawgiver who can change those laws when He deems appropriate.

3] The wonder of water
 Water‘s versatility
Fred Meldau writes the following about the amazing substance we simply know as water: ―We all know that
a world without water would be lifeless; but a world in which water followed the customary laws of physics
would also soon become lifeless! Water has been aptly called ‗the most uncommon of the common
substances‘. What a marvellously versatile substance water is! Its molecules lock together in flinty embrace
as ICE - and think of the uses of ice in our economy. In another form water covers the earth with a dry,
protective blanket of SNOW in the winter, and piles up ton after ton of stored water in the valleys of the
mountains. It falls as RAIN to quench the thirst of the dry earth in the spring and summer; it feeds our rivers
and fills our oceans and lakes. It shades us from the heat of the sun as vapour in the CLOUDS. As STEAM
it drives powerful machinery. Truly, water is one of the greatest gifts of God to man. Without water there
could be no inhabited earth…
―Though sea water weighs 800 times more thin air, when it is vaporised by the heat of the sun it is lighter
than air and is lifted into the clouds! This remarkable miracle makes rain possible. Did all these strange and
wonderful characteristics of water ‗just happen‘? Hardly. Water with all its marvellous characteristics is one
of God's creations‖ (ibid, p.37-38).
 Water heaviest at 4 degrees centigrade.
―Water, unlike any other substance (except bismuth) is heaviest at 4 degrees centigrade - slightly above
freezing. Above that and below that it is lighter. Because of this, ice floats and water freezes from the top
down. If ice were heavier than water, rivers and lakes would freeze solid. This would kill all fish, prevent
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thawing in the spring and so upset the scheme of things as to make life on earth impossible. Who changed
the law that cold contracts and heat expands, when it applies to water? The Creator designed it so‖ (ibid,
p.37-38).
―Ice is one of the few substances that expands when frozen. Most substances when frozen become more
dense and sink when placed in a container of the same substance in liquid form. But not ice. Since water
expands by one tenth its volume when frozen, frozen water has the unusual characteristic of floating on top
of liquid water. When rivers and lakes freeze in the winter, they freeze from the top down. If ice acted like
almost all other compounds, it would sink, and rivers and lakes would freeze from the bottom up. All bodies
of water would eventually become solid bodies of ice, eliminating most life as we know it‖ (Does God
Exist, p.7).
 Snowflakes
Another miracle of nature is that of the unique shape of every single snowflake
that falls to ground. Fred Meldau gives us these thoughts on the wonder of
snowflakes: ―‗A snowflake is one of God‘s most beautiful architectural marvels.
Snowflakes are infinite in variety and beauty - the great majority being six-sided
crystals, each geometrically perfect and differing from all others in design‘ (Dr
Arthur I. Brown).
―Who can watch the myriads of snowflakes filter down through the winter skies,
pile up in fleckless beauty, and not know that this is God's world? Such miracles
as snow could not ‗just happen‘. No one but an infinite God could create upon
trillions of delicate snow flakes each winter with NO TWO OF THEM
IDENTICAL! That is a miracle of creative genius that should prove to the most
sceptical that GOD is the Master Architect who made all things‖ (Why We
Believe in Creation and Not in Evolution, p.41).
 Cycles in oceans
Fred Meldau gives us these insights into the amazing cycles in the oceans that God has made: ―To provide
oxygen, and phosphates, to help keep the temperatures of the earth more equal, the Creator has made the
seas with a most intricate system providing proper CIRCULATION. This circulation is the result of ‗the
waves and currents that cause continual movement in the waters of the sea; these are created by the wind
and the weather and the rotation of the earth (called the Corolis Effect)…also by the rhythmic movements
of the tides.‘
―In addition to the regular movements of water, there are at least three LIFE CYCLES in the oceans of
more than passing interest. ‗In contemplating the intricate balance of these natural forces the mind is filled
with deepest awe‘ (Miracle of the Sea).
―The first is the amazing FOOD CYCLE, beginning with the ‗grass of the sea‘ - the plankton that grows in
great abundance in the upper 250 feet of the sea waters. One miracle about plankton we must mention is:
‗Plankton...make daily migrations through depths of hundreds of feet as they adjust their environment to the
light conditions they prefer‘ (The World of Water). This is the Creator's very practical plan for serving fish
that live at different levels their daily meal of plankton.
―The second Cycle is the OXYGEN Cycle. All life in the sea breathes and lives on oxygen. ALL OXYGEN
IN THE SEA MUST COME FROM THE SURFACE LAYER - about 250 feet deep. In this upper layer we
find this miracle: 'The microscopic plants (in plankton, mentioned above) are busy at their work every
moment of taking in carbon dioxide and giving out oxygen, by means of the process called photosynthesis,
while at the surface itself atmospheric oxygen in taken into solution direct.‘
―The third life cycle is the astonishing PHOSPHATE CYCLE. Phosphorous is of great biological
significance because it is vital to life…The initial assimilation of phosphate in the sea is largely made by
algae in the plankton. This plankton is eaten by the fish…There is [also] in the lower water levels a steady
building up of phosphates (but) there are [also] the REGULAR INVERSIONS OF THE UPPER AND
LOWER LAYERS OF SEA WATER which result in further utilization of deep sea phosphate for plankton
growth‖ (ibid, p.48-50).
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4] The wonders of design in nature
 Law of biogenesis – life from pre-existing life.
Herbert W. Armstrong in his booklet ―Does God Exist?‖ writes the following: ―It is demonstrated today that
LIFE COMES ONLY FROM LIFE, and that each kind reproduces only after its kind (Genesis 1:25). The
works of Tyndall and Louis Pasteur, in the field of bacteria and protozoa, finally demonstrated scientifically
once and for all in these more minute fields what Redi first demonstrated with larger organisms…No fact of
science stands more conclusively proved today. Life CANNOT come from dead matter. There is not one
shred of truth from science to account for the presence of life upon the earth by any means other than a
special creation by the great original first Cause - God - who is life and the fountain source of all life!‖ (p.6).
Fred Meldau provides us with the following quotes from leading scientists that support what has come to be
known as the ―law of biogenesis‖: ―Sir Ambrose Fleming in an address to the members of the Victoria
Institute, not only spoke of the origin of matter but also of the origin of life: ‗We (as scientists) have not the
smallest knowledge of how empty space first became occupied with the most rudimentary form of matter.
Neither have we any conception of how life originated. WE CANNOT IN ANY WAY BRING IT INTO
EXISTENCE APART FROM PREVIOUS LIFE.‘
―Irwin Schroedinger, ‗Nobel Laurete in Physics‘ and leading atomic scientist says: ‗Where are we when
presented with the mystery of life? We find ourselves facing a granite wall which we have not even
chipped...we know virtually nothing of growth, nothing of life.‘ (Quoted in the New York Times in "The
Greatest Mystery of All - the Secret of Life," by Waldemar Kaempffert) (Why We Believe in Creation and
Not in Evolution, p.273-274).
Fred Meldau comments further on the mysteries of life we see in the world of nature: ―Scientists do not
know how life got started in the beginning; the gap between the inorganic elements and the simplest forms
of life is infinitely great. No one knows why life is divided into the two major kingdoms: plant and animal.
Why not all one kingdom (say, animal); or, why not more than two - plant, animal and some other radically
different form of life? No one can explain the origin of sex: why male and female? Nor can anyone explain
the secrets of heredity or of instinct, that amazing property of animals which acts like intelligence but is not
intelligence as we know it, but which enables certain creatures to do what man with all his intelligence can
not do!‖ (ibid, p.261)
 Viruses
The smallest and ―most primitive‖ form of life are viruses which are made up of a protein molecule and are
much smaller than the forms of life which are made of a single cell. Fred Meldau has these things to say
about these mysterious forms of life:
―Many viruses are a deadly poison. What a strange start for evolution to take,
in its FIRST attempt at creating life, to begin with a deadly poison! IF in its first
step evolution developed a rank poison, what would the second step be? and
the following?…All viruses are parasites or symbionts; they are utterly
dependent on a ‗Host Cell.‘ 'No virus has yet been grown in the absence of
living cells‘ (Smithsonian Institute Report, 1956). This simply means that the
‗host cell,‘ a higher form of life than the virus had to be created first…
―Viruses can be put into crystalline form resembling salt. This crystal appears to be dead; it is dead; it can
be kept almost indefinitely without apparent change. But put it into a living tissue and something happens.
The viruses start to eat, grow and multiply, in their host cells! ‗Even after repeated crystallization, a
treatment no other living substance has ever been able to survive, viruses resume their activities and
multiply when returned to favourable conditions (host cells)‘" (ibid, p.80-82).
 Structure of cells
Let‘s look at the wonders of design in the structure of cells and ask whether these complex structures could
have come into being without the aid of a Creator who designed them all:
―Human cells are similar in construction to all cells, having three principal parts: outer membrane,
cytoplasm and nucleus. 'Each human cell nucleus contains 46 chromosomes, with the exception of egg
and sperm cells, which contain half as many. Even the powerful peering eye of the electron microscope
cannot see inside the unbelievably minute chromosomes. But indirect evidence indicate, that, small as they
are, they are still large enough to contain 30 000 genes - the seeds of inheritance‘
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―These cells are so small, it takes 8 000 of them to make an inch, and 64 000 000 of them can be put in a
square inch! 'These 'bricks' (cells) from which all living matter is made, are able to perform chemical
transformations that baffle the world's cleverest chemists, producing infinitely complex vitamins, hormones
and proteins. They perform striking feats of 'biological engineering' - the outstanding example being the
formation of the human ovum and sperm.‘ There are five general types of cells in the human body - All
coming originally from the first two specialized cells: the ovum and the sperm. These cells are (1) the nerve
cells, (2) [skin] cells, (3) connective tissue (4) muscle cells and (5) blood cells.
―In general, cells in the body have two main responsibilities: their own sustenance and reproduction, and
their community responsibilities. The first includes such responsibilities as eating and waste disposal, the
second includes the responsibilities of each cell to all others. Tiny cells in the pancreas, for example,
produce minute amounts of insulin which control sugar use by all other cells. Fat cells store tiny droplets of
oil to be used for energy for the rest of the body‖ (ibid, p.219).
 Bacteria
The majority of one-celled organisms are known to us as bacteria. Like viruses, most bacteria are reliant on
a host cell or organism for its survival. Fred Meldau makes these comments on the part that bacteria play in
nature:
―Bacteria, like viruses, have a predetermined, planned economy laid out for them. In general, they were
created to be scavengers –‗to break down the bodies of the dead‘ - so that the vital organic elements in
bodies of dead animals and plants might be returned to the soil to be used by future generations…God, in
His supreme wisdom, planned an economy in nature that works; and He gave bacteria a definite place in
His overall plan. Were it not for bacteria, and certain other organisms, the bodies of dead animals and
plants would not decompose and return to the soil to make food for future generations - they would
accumulate. Bacteria, are constantly at work decomposing dead leaves, carcasses, manure. etc.
―‘The microbes of putrefaction (bacteria) resolve dead bodies and plants into sulphates, phosphates,
nitrates, etc.,‘ that return to the soil, ‗and so the cycle of life is complete.‘ (The Great Cycles of Life). That
such a wonderful system in nature, with each form of life having its necessary function, all working together
in a state of perfect balance, should happen by ‗chance‘ is unthinkable‖ (ibid, p.84).
 Miracle of photosynthesis
The vast majority of plants have a compound called chlorophyll. This almost magical compound absorbs
light and combines with carbon dioxide to produce the simple sugars and starch it needs to grow as well as
producing oxygen which animals need to survive. No one can explain the origin of chlorophyll, or the
amazing process of photosynthesis. "Photosynthesis - the amazing process of the synthesis of organic
compounds from carbon dioxide and water by plants in light remains one of the great unsolved problems of
biology.‖ (Eugene I. Rabinowitch, ‗Scientific American‘, November 1953).
 The miracle of living food
Herbert W Armstrong in his booklet ―Does God Exist?‖ writes: ―No man, with all his ingenuity and science
and laboratory facilities, CAN PRODUCE FOOD! That is, he cannot take plain inorganic matter and turn it
into the living substance we call food. But when a marvelous little grain of wheat is planted in the ground, a
plant develops and sprouts above the ground, and in some manner too wonderful for any human mind to
understand or imitate, the elements drunk in through the roots from the ground are utilized by the life germ
in the seed of wheat, and new grains of wheat appear.
―During this process, the inorganic iron and other elements dissolved in the ground, drunk into the roots
and carried up into the new grain of wheat, have been actually converted into organic matter which can be
assimilated as food. And this same marvelous process takes place in the growth out of the ground of all
grains, vegetables, fruits and foods. When we eat animal meat we are merely consuming, secondhand, the
vegetation which the animal ate. MAN, with all his vaunted science, his technical laboratory facilities, with
all his inventive genius, lacks the intelligence and the powers to produce a grain of wheat, or to convert
inorganic matter into living food‖ (p.9).
 Plants and capillarity
One of the amazing qualities of water that God created in it is that of surface tension. This ―sticking‖ action
of water causes water to rise in tubes of very small diameter which is called capillarity. Were it not for this
quality, water could not be drawn up from the soil by plant roots and fed to all the cells of a plant. This
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quality makes a dramatic difference when one considers how water rises from the roots to
the highest branches of a 400-foot tree.
"Even today we do not know the complete story of how it does this [for] merely to raise
water 450 feet requires a pressure, or tension of about 210 pounds per square inch! And in
some hardwood trees water rises at the rate of almost 150 feet per hour. A date palm in a
desert oasis may need to raise as much as 100 gallons of water a day to make up its
losses in evaporation from the leaves." (Victor A. Grenlach, in 'The Rise of Water in Plants,
Scientific American Magazine).
 Balance of nature
Fred Meldau writes the following about the balance in nature: ―All life on earth forms a wonderful unit. In
nature are found many ‗checks and counterchecks‘ which keep the so-called ‗Balance in Nature‘…‘Food
chains‘ not only illustrate the way ‗balance‘ is maintained in nature, but also the interdependence of all
life…‘The living things of a community,‘ says another authority, ‗form a natural balance, which is often upset
but just as often restored [such as after a bushfire]…If we consider the living world we see a vast number of
species, animal and vegetable, high and low, some numerous, some scarce, some spread everywhere,
others confined to limited parts of the earth. On the whole, these proportions, numbers and particular
distribution of species remain constant; there is a balance maintained between them which we wont to call
the balance of nature‘…
―The Creator‘s hand can easily be seen also in the many ‗handicaps‘ and ‗safeguards‘ found in nature.
Balance in nature is maintained by the ‗handicaps‘ placed on certain creatures that otherwise would kill off
all weaker species…Certain ‗safeguards‘ also are given to forms of life that would otherwise be at a great
disadvantage in the struggle for existence…The presence of life on earth in such great abundance and
variety, constantly maintained in an obviously well-planned and finely "balanced" and interdependent
economy, in which plants support animals and animals support plants, and both support mankind,
witnesses to the superintendence of a Master Mind‖ (Why We Believe in Creation Not in Evolution, p.105106, 330).
 Sheer number of different species
A species is designated as a group of organisms that can produce fertile offspring such as a horse or a
dog. Within each species God has created tremendous variety. We see that within the different races of
mankind as well as different horses, cats and dogs, etc. These varieties can produce fertile offspring while
different species are not able to.
Animals of different species that are close enough genetically to each other are able to mate and produce
offspring but because they are different species the offspring are sterile (A fact ignored by certain sciencefiction shows). An example of this is crossing a horse and a donkey which produces a mule. The mule is
sterile and cannot reproduce. Biologically close enough species such as horses and those similar to horses
are classified as a genus. Reproduction is biologically impossible between species of different genera. This
biological barrier God has created is what makes evolution from reptiles to birds and apes to humans
impossible.
Evolution speculates that with long enough time it might be possible for one genus to change to another.
They believe these changes are slow and gradual but given enough time it will happen. Given the
tremendous time needed for even minor changes evolution simply cannot account for the incredible
number of species and the incredible amount of variety within each species. Fred Meldau makes these
comments on this point:
―Wherever one looks in nature, he is confronted by innumerable varieties of life - especially in the lower
echelons. There are over 100,000 known species of fungi; 5,000 species of green algae; 3,000 species of
sponges; 5,000 species of corals and their kin; 25,000 species of crustacea (barnacles, crabs, lobsters,
shrimp, etc); 80,000 species of molluscs or shellfish; and there are over 300,000 species of plant life!…
―Evolution demands such long periods of time for the development of species, by the slow processes of
‗fortuitous changes‘ and ‗natural mutations,‘ how can it possibly account for such a vast number of species,
and why did such an incredible number of species evolve in the same environment? Why, if evolution did it,
did not all beetles evolve into a few primary varieties?
―If it took millions of years to develop one type of beetle, how long did it take to evolve 250,000 species?
Then think of the other thousands of species of life on earth. And remember, the 250,000 species of
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beetles are distinct species, each an interbreeding population, and NOT just ‗varieties‘. Since science has
set the age of our earth at from four to five billion years, all evolution must have taken place in the last two
to three billion years at the most. So the whole theory collapses in view of the vast variety of life on earth,
and the tremendous time needed by evolutionists to account for even minor changes‖ (ibid, p.118).
 How insects breathe
There are some profound differences between different types of animals. One such profound difference is
that of the respiratory system between insects and virtually all other animals. In short, insects do not have
lungs. They get their air through little tubes through the body called trachea. Carroll M. Williams tells us the
following about how insects breathe:
―Flying insects require more oxygen, ounce for ounce, than larger animals do. Insect evolution has met this
demand by DESIGNING a respiratory system totally different from that of higher animals. Our rhythmic
sipping of the air supplies oxygen to our body's cells by the roundabout route of lungs and bloodstream.
―The insect respiratory system bypasses the blood and delivers oxygen directly to each and every one of
the millions of cells buried deep in the various tissues and organs of its body. Each insect cell, in short, has
its own private lung, to keep the fire of its metabolism burning...The tracheal system embodies a refinement
of biological engineering almost past belief‖ (‗Insect Breathing‘, Scientific American).
Notice her strange choice of words – ―insect evolution has met this demand by DESIGNING a respiratory
system‖. How can evolution, which relies on pure chance, design such a perfect system for insects?
 Birds – flying wonders
Birds are truly some of the most amazing creatures that God has created. Man has
always longed to fly like a bird and it has taken man a long time to discover the
principles of aerodynamics which allow man to create machines that allow him to
fly yet birds have been gracing the skies for millions of years. They are perfect
biological flying machines and are a great witness of God‘s creative handiwork. On
the subject of birds Fred Meldau writes:
―Perhaps in all the realm of nature there is no more, forceful witness for Divine
creation than birds. And here is the reason: There is a bigger gulf between reptiles
and birds than between most any two other groups adjacent in the ‗evolutionary
ladder‘ - and practically all evolutionists are agreed that ‗birds developed from a
reptilian type of animal, and that the feathers probably developed from scales.‘
―Here is a summary of the argument against evolution, when considering the miracle of bird construction.
Remember, evolution teaches the slow and GRADUAL change of one genus into another; how then can
evolution account for all the radical differences that exist between reptiles and birds? How can evolution
account for the complete change of the covering, from scales to feathers? And explain the many vast
simultaneous changes made in body structure. For example, many of the bones of a bird are hollow, and
some have air sacs, in addition to lungs. In birds heavy jaws and teeth (that would put too much weight too
high and too far forward) have been removed and there is provided a gizzard that grinds the food…
―Carl Welty, writing on Birds as Flying Machines, (‗Scientific American‘), sums up the ‗specialties‘ that birds
have that reptiles do not have, that make birds: ‗Birds were able to become flying machines largely
[because of] gifts feathers, wings, hollow bones, warm-bloodedness, a remarkable system of respiration, a
strong, large heart and powerful breast muscles. These adaptations, all boil down to the two prime
requirements for any flying machine: high power and low weight‘…
―Slight, gradual, random mutations do not account for such drastic changes involved in ‗the acquisition of
flight in birds‘ for, to be successful, the entire body had to be rebuilt at the same time in order to make flight
possible! The phenomenon of radical changes such as the development of flight in birds precludes the idea
of gradual change by random mutations. The only way bird could possibly come to being is by a SUDDEN
CREATION; so the gradual change from reptiles to birds is ruled out as an impossibility…
―Birds are by far the fastest creatures on our planet. The streamlined peregrine falcon can dive on its prey
at speeds up to 180 miles an hour (some authorities say 250 miles an hour). And yet their great speed is
under perfect control! The African eagle, swooping down at its prey at a speed of over 100 miles an hour
can brake with such stunning skill, by spreading wings and tail in an serial skid-stop, that it comes to a
dead halt in the space of 20 feet!…
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―The heart and lungs of birds are truly phenomenal. The heart of the bird is the largest in proportion to its
body size of any animal, and its rate of beating, sometimes as high as 600 beats per minute, is far more
rapid than man's…
―Birds which build their nests in protected places usually lay few eggs; on the other hand, domestic fowl,
whose eggs are used by man, lay many eggs - obviously so designed for man's benefit!…Even the colour
of eggs is well planned by the Supreme Architect - and all with a purpose in view. Woodpeckers lay white
eggs; most other birds lay eggs with coloured or spotted shells…Birds which lay eggs in open nests on the
ground usually lay eggs with brown spots. This makes them look much like stones and clumps of dead
plants that surround the nest. Did the birds select the colour of the egg, they lay? Of course not. Who did
then? The Great Designer, who wisely created all things‖ (Why We Believe in Creation Not in Evolution,
p.149-151, 154, 162-163).
 Hummingbird
One of the most amazing birds God has created is the smallest bird there is – the hummingbird. For his
comments on this amazing little bird I quote again from Fred Meldau‘s book ―Why We Believe in Creation
Not in Evolution‖:
―The smallest bird in the world is the ‗fairy hummingbird‘ found in Cuba. It measures only 2 1/4 inches from
the tip of its to the tip of its tail, and weighs but a fraction of an ounce. The majority of the 580 species and
sub-species are tiny birds under four inches in length. The hummingbird cannot walk (it uses its feet only
for perching), so it has to fly to get about.
―Most birds are, aerodynamically, the most perfect flying machines on earth. The
hummingbird, in addition, is the only perfect HELICOPTER. His wings are attached to
his shoulders in such a way that he can poise motionless in the air, and he can fly in
any direction, forward, sidewise, down - and even backward, a feat no other bird can
do…‗While hovering, a ruby-throated hummingbird beats its wings up to 75 times
PER SECOND. In addition to backward flight, the hummingbird achieved the
aerodynamic miracle of sideways flight...which it does with no appearance of
difficulty‘ ‖ (ibid, p.177).
 Penguins
Penguins are another witness to how God has created animals that are
perfectly adapted for life in a hostile environment. ―The penguin's body is
beautifully adapted to its life in cold waters. Unlike other birds, it is almost
completely covered with feathers. Its dense coat of short, stiff feathers,
overlapping almost like scales, gives it excellent insulation against heat
loss" (Why We Believe in Creation Not in Evolution, p.171).
Emperor penguins can go without food for 100 days, an amazing
adaptation perfectly suited for such a hostile environment as the Antarctic.
Parent penguins feed their baby penguins by regurgitating food from its
supply held in store in its body for this purpose. The way they waddle
around on land almost looks ridiculous but the way they swim under water
defies the imagination. There is some amazing footage of penguins
swimming underwater in the IMAX film ―Antarctica‖. Proportional to their
size, they swim underwater at unbelievable speeds like a formula one race
car.
 Sight of hawks and owls
Another gift that some birds have, aside from being able to fly, is superb eyesight far and above that of our
own. Fred Meldau writes the following about this amazing ability of many birds such as owls and hawks:
―An owl scans the dark woods with eyes ten times as sensitive to light as ours. Most birds have prodigious
eyesight. In some birds the eyes are so big in relation to the head that there is scarcely room for them in
the skull! Nature has also endowed them with a third eyelid that can be drawn back and forth across their
eyes as a ‗windshield wiper‘ as they rush through the high sky, constantly encountering bits of dust and
other irritants. One of the outstanding miracles of the eyes of birds is their remarkable ‗telescopic
adaptability‘ for rapid adjustment.
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―The swallow, darting swiftly through the air, is able to see the tiniest insect as it sweeps down through the
sky. A bird of prey, even at high altitude, can perceive a small object far below and in its lightning descent
(its eyes constantly change focus), that it is able to snatch its prey without a crash landing‘(p.269, "Miracles
of Science)‖ (ibid, p.155).
 Sonar of bats
The only mammals that truly fly are bats. Their amazing specialized feature is their unique sonar system
that allows them to fly without eyesight and find their food by the echoes of their high-pitched squeaks.
Donald R. Griffin, Professor of Zoology at Harvard says the following about "Bat Sonar":
"In these days of technological triumphs it is well to remind ourselves that
living mechanisms are often incomparably more efficient than their
artificial imitations. There is no better illustration of this than the sonar
system of bats. Ounce for ounce and watt for watt, it is billions of times
more efficient and more sensitive than the radars and sonars contrived by
man. To appreciate the precision of the bats‘ echo-location system we
must consider the degree of their reliance upon it.
―Thanks to sonar, an insect-eating bat can get along perfectly well without eyesight…Bats easily find
insects in the dark of night, even when the insects emit no sound that can be heard by human ears. A bat
will catch hundreds of soft-bodied, silent-flying moths or gnats in a single hour (simply by the use of its
sonar system)‖ (―Scientific American‖, July 1953).
 The jumping ability of grasshoppers and fleas
Another amazing feature of mechanical design in the world of nature is that of the jumping ability of
grasshoppers and fleas. ―The grasshopper‘s jump is one of the most remarkable performances in the
biological world. The little animal can leap about 10 times its body length in a vertical jump or 20 times its
length (almost one metre) horizontally‖ (Why We Believe in Creation Not in Evolution, p.101). Fleas are not
much more than 1 mm in length and yet they can jump as far as 30 cm or nearly 300 times their length.
 Bioluminescence
In 1879 Thomas Edison invented the electric light bulb yet in nature many creatures give off their own
luminous light. Fred Meldau makes these comments on this phenomena in nature:
―In the flash of fireflies on a warm summer evening, in the greenish-white phosphorescence in the wake of
an ocean-going vessel, in the glow of luminous bacteria on a piece of old meat, in the weird lights on the
railroad worm and the cucujo beetle, one witnesses the miracle of bioluminescence - a ‗cold light‘ that man
can not duplicate. ‗Cucujo is a West Indies firefly having three luminous organs: one on the under side of
the abdomen, and two on the rear of the first segment of the thorax. It produces one of the brightest natural
lights in the world‘ (Science Digest)…The miracle of luminescence is found at all levels of the ocean.
‗Bioluminescence,‘ comments H.M. Andrews (see when Nature Lights Up), ‗is all around us, yet remains
something of a scientific mystery‘...
―The deep sea creatures, strange enough in appearance, most of them, as they are, are also able to light
themselves up…In fact, if a number of these were to gather together that place would resemble Broadway
or Piccadilly Circus at night, a sort of fairyland, for many of the lights carried by the bottom dwellers are
coloured. The pattern of lighting varies. Some species have a row of lights along their bodies, others whole
tiers of lights along their sides, making them look like ocean liners at night, and which they can switch on or
off as they desire; some have illuminated circles around their eyes and mouths, some illuminated heads
and faces and some are illuminated all over, some glow from inside‖ (Why We Believe in Creation Not in
Evolution, p.265, 144).
 Electric animals
Another amazing wonder in nature is that of electric animals such as the electric
eel, electric catfish and the electric ray. How an animal can produce electricity the
way these creatures do defies the imagination. Fred Meldau gives us this amazing
description of the electric eel:
―The electric eel is a native of the backwaters of the Amazon. Four-fifths of the
length of his stubby body contains electricity-generating tissue, which enables him
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to send out discharges up to 500 volts many times each minute!…The current from the electric eel may be
released from any part of the fish with equal intensity; it is directional, having one polarity at the head and
another at the tail; the fish can regulate the amount it discharges‖ (ibid, p.140).
 Sea horse
One of the most odd looking creatures in nature is that of the sea horse. For
his comments on this amazing little creature I quote again from Fred Meldau‘s
book ―Why We Believe in Creation Not in Evolution‖:
―Mother nature outdid, herself when she assembled the sea horse. This bizarre
creature has the arching neck and head of a stallion, the swelling bosom of a
pouter pigeon, the grasping tail of a monkey and the colour-changing power of
a chameleon. It has eyes that pivot independently, so that when one eye scans
the surface, the other can be directed underwater. To top this fantastic make
up the male is equipped with a kangaroo style pouch from which the little ones
are born. This four inch long sea horse is the only fish that swims upright! He
has a special ‗gas bladder‘ that enables him to keep his upright position. If this
bladder is damaged and he loses even a tiny bit of the gas, he sinks to the
bottom, there to lie helpless until death overtakes him or his bladder heals‖
(p.135).
 Platypus
Another candidate for the most odd creature in all of nature is the platypus.
One can‘t help but wonder if it was created by God to confuse and confound
evolutionists.
―What did the platypus evolve from? Let us imagine an Evolutionists‘ Round
Table Discussion of this problem.
―‘He must have got his bill from the duck,‘ suggested one. ‗That is obvious.‘
―‘Think so?‘ asked the second. ‗But a duck has feathers, not fur. It seems to me his fur indicates direct
descent from some animal like the beaver - but then a beaver doesn't lay eggs.‘
"‘Wait a minute,‘ interposed a third. ‗He's toothless and has spurs: that could suggest an ancestry from the
chicken - and remember a chicken lays eggs too.‘ He caught his breath. thought for a moment, then
changed his course. ‗But then, a chicken doesn't have fur either. That pesky fur eliminates descent from
either a duck or a chicken. Quite confusing,‘ he mumbled. But he started in again. ‗The female lays eggs,
but she isn't a bird. Then, too, those poison spurs present a problem - no other furred animal is venomous‘‖
(Why We Believe in Creation Not in Evolution, p.125).
 Chameleon
The chameleon is the master of camouflage. It can literally change its colour in a process which scientists
still fully don‘t comprehend. The Guinness Encyclopaedia says the following about this amazing creature:
―Mainly found in East Africa and Madagascar, chameleons are
bizarre-looking creatures that have adapted superbly to life
both in trees and on the forest floor. Equipped with excellent
natural camouflage, arboreal species grip branches of their
pincer-like toes and prehensile tails. Special cells in the skin
may be contracted or relaxed under nervous control, so
producing a range of colours to match the animal‘s
surroundings.
―Capable of remaining immobile for hours on end, chameleons vigilantly watch for prey or predator. Their
eyes stand out well from their sockets, protected by bulging fused eyelids with a central round hole. The
eyes can move in completely different directions from one another, or can be rotated forward to gauge the
distance to an insect or small bird with binocular precision. Suddenly, the chameleon‘s hollow tongue,
usually kept collapsed on the floor of the mouth, is shot out, mucus-laden, and retrieves the prey, returning
to the mouth like a piece of elastic‖ (p.135). The tongue of the chameleon outstretched is as long as the
rest of the chameleon‘s body.
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 Migrations
Another marvel of the animal kingdom are the seasonal migration of animals to and from their breeding
areas. Fred Meldau makes these comments about the migration of animals:
―Without baggage, lunch or bedding, and with no chart, compass, map or guide - except the sun and stars
– the migratory birds make unbelievably long trips, and they make them successfully, even though when
first they make the trip they have never been there before! The champion ‗globetrotter' and most renown of
all migratory birds is the Arctic tern that spends six months in the daylight in the far north and then goes to
the Antarctic to spend the next six months in the daylight there. Its annual round trip may be well over
22000 miles - for it does not make its journey in a straight line, but meanders off its course…
―Birds are not the only creatures that migrate. Insects such as the monarch butterfly and the locust take
long migrations. The eel, salmon and other fish also migrate, in most mysterious and unbelievable ways.
The whale, the porpoise and the seal find their way through water as unerringly as the birds do in the air:
and they migrate long distances‖ (Why We Believe in Creation Not in Evolution, p.185-186).
 The amazing ability of salmon to find their way home to lay their eggs
Salmon are born in shallow streams way inland from the ocean. One
born they migrate to the ocean and many circle their way around
much of the North Pacific Ocean. Before they die they begin an epic
journey that is the epitome of determination and relentless desire.
They are so consumed with their journey that they will eat nothing as
they battle upstream. They are equipped with powerful tails and
torpedo-shaped bodies and they have been known to ascend falls
over 10 feet. Sometimes they can travel over 1000 miles inland
bypassing hundreds of streams, creeks and tributaries.
In the gravel beds in the exact spot in which they were born they lay
their eggs and then die. Salmon have an extremely accurate sense
of smell which allows them to unerringly find their way home. Each
stream has its own distinct chemical composition. The sense of
small of the salmon is so sensitive that it can detect one part per
billion which is equivalent to a teaspoon of salt in 18 Olympic-size
swimming pools.
 Metamorphosis of butterflies and frogs
Of all the wonders of nature probably the most powerful witness
against evolution is that of the metamorphosis that produces
beautiful butterflies. For his comments on this incredible wonder
of nature I quote again from Fred Meldau‘s classic work ―Why
We Believe in Creation Not in Evolution‖:
―In all nature one can scarcely find anything more beautiful than
the butterflies! But before a butterfly becomes an adult it must go
through a complete metamorphosis in four stages: egg, larva
(worm or caterpillar stage), pupa (or chrysalis), and the adult
butterfly.
―Why such a roundabout path to produce a butterfly? If unguided
nature or evolution were doing it according to Darwin's theory of
‗natural selection‘ and ‗survival of the fittest‘ the impractical
devious route would not have a chance. The butterfly would
hatch directly from the egg as it would seem to be the normal
route. Unguided evolution in a billion years could not even think
up such an involved plan as a ‗complete metamorphosis‘ - much
less put it into working order.
―Could it be that God, the Master Teacher, so designed the life cycle of the butterfly to teach us a lesson?
Undoubtedly, spiritual and moral truths are illustrated in nature - and the metamorphosis of the caterpillar
into the butterfly is an obvious lesson. If the grovelling, repulsive, greedy, earth-bound caterpillar pictures
man in his lowly, fallen estate, then the transformation into the butterfly is a lesson in the need and reality of
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the new birth (see John 3:3, 5, 7). And the butterfly, released from its cocoon, flying heavenward, is a
picturesque display of glory, speaking of the glory of the coming resurrection for the saved of earth (1
Corinthians 15:42-44; Philippians 3:21).
―The larva of the Monarch Butterfly is about an eighth of an inch long when it is first born…Seeking a
convenient leaf or stem, he proceeds to spin a tough, flat button of silk. This amazing feat is done by
means of a liquid secretion of glands in his head…Within this dry shell the organs of the caterpillar are
dissolved; special cells are generated (in the apparently lifeless body) whose function is to devour the
organs which once worked for the caterpillar and reduce them to a pulp – a seemingly formless glob, ‗a
kind of soup‘. A miracle then takes place!
"Nothing remains unchanged, save perhaps its system of breathing. Jaws, claws, claspers, pro-legs,
digestive system, even the very shapes of the head, legs and thorax disappear. Then the shapes of the
head, legs and thorax of the butterfly gradually appear upon the chrysalis case, and the first rough draft of
the coming butterfly is dimly seen on the horny case of the chitin…The ugly grub has vanished; and in its
place is a lovely winged butterfly as colourful as a flower, and in the case of the Monarch butterfly, capable
of winging its way across an ocean!‖ (p.297-300).
The butterfly is not the only creature that is developed by the process of metamorphosis. Consider the
miracle of frog generation.
―A frog lays its eggs, yet no frog hatches, but something quite different; not a fish, yet in certain respects
resembling one, for it has gills and is entirely aquatic. Soon the tadpole begins to sprout legs, and in a
matter of days it is a different creature! Its gills disappear, and Iungs and other organs are formed - and
presently the tadpole is transformed into a frog! Its legs are perfected before leaving the water. It then can
go on log or land without having to ‗evolve' legs and lungs‖ (Why We Believe in Creation Not in Evolution,
p.266).
 Beauty in nature is a witness of God‘s Handiwork
Not only do we find order and biological and mechanical precision in everything in nature that God has
created we also find great beauty. Such magnificent beauty is not the work of random events but truly the
work of a master Artist. Fred Meldau makes these comments on God‘s handiwork:
―Beauty is found in many realms of nature: consider the
exquisite beauty of many flowers, the loveliness of many
insects, especially butterflies and moths. No artist or
photographer can possibly do justice to the striking
beauty of the jewel-like tones of every shade of the
rainbow as seen in various species of moths and
butterflies. In some, while in flight, the most striking is
the way the colours shift and change, varying with the
angle of the light or the eye of the observer. This subtle
play of colour reflected from the wings of a butterfly is
called
'structural
colour‘
produced
by
the
ultramicroscope structures on the tiny scales on its
wings. Consider also the many scores of kinds of brilliant
coloured tropical fish, moving about coral reefs. There is
a fascinating beauty also in the grace of movement of
fish and in the seemingly effortless speed with which
they move through the water…
―But of all things beautiful in the world, what can surpass the beauty of birds? What can outdo the peacock
for grandeur of display? What can supersede, for symmetry and sheer finery the gorgeous tail of the
Australian lyrebird? Were they not real, no artist in the world could conceive such matchless beauty as is
found in the amazing Birds of Paradise of New Guinea. Some of the 18 species have ‗all the colours of the
rainbow nicely blended‘…
―Why such a vast display of beauty in nature, especially in the world of birds? God made it so! To think that
this beauty, this endless variety of loveliness, came about through processes of evolution, is without
foundation. It is the handiwork of the Master Artist, the One who‘s every movement is rhythm and who
loves music and song‖ (ibid, p.180-181).
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We could also add the beauty of gems such as emeralds, rubies, sapphires and
diamonds as well as the beauty of the colours and shape of the rainbow. The way
that white light splits up into those colours of the rainbow is another great mystery of
the wonders of creation. In reality it is actually our mind which adds the colour.
Having said that, it still is truly amazing that our mind generates this incredible
variety of colours from picking up light of only very slightly different wavelengths.
 All creatures are highly specialized and perfectly adapted for their environment.
We have only scratched the surface of all the incredible wonders in nature. We could go on and on
describing strange odd creatures and highly specialized skills and organs. Fred Meldau summarizes the
case against evolution as seen in the wonders of nature:
―Every form of life on earth is highly specialized and ‗perfectly adapted‘ to its environment and to its place in
life and for the purpose for which it was created. The cactus in the desert, the eagle in the air, the tiger in
the jungle, the whale in the sea, all function perfectly where they are. No form of life on earth reveals any
need whatever for evolution of any kind…
―The innumerable and highly complex ‗specialized organs‘ such as the eye and the ear, the sonar system
of bats, the beak of a woodpecker, the tongue of a toad, the trunk of an elephant, the spinerettes of the
spider, and mother's breast are of such a nature to be useful and functional they had to come into being at
once, and could not have developed gradually through ‗chance mutations‘, ‗random changes‘ or ‗natural
selection‘. A partially developed ‗beak‘ or ‗tongue‘ or ‗eye‘ or ‗trunk‘ is a monstrosity nowhere found in
nature, either living or in fossil form‖ (ibid, p.330)

5] The wonders of design in man


The amazing systems that work together to run our bodies

King David upon pondering the marvels of the human body and how all its systems work so smoothly
together was moved to write, ―I will praise thee for I am fearfully and wonderfully made‖ (Psalm 139:14).
Fred Meldau makes these comments on the way the various systems of our body all work so harmoniously
together:
―Each of the trillions of cells in the body is a LIVING ORGANISM - living protoplasm - and in order to carry
on life processes they must convert food, air and water into energy and tissue and food for tissue. These
elements must be changed into such a form that they can be absorbed as food and be carried to all parts of
the body. This process is called DIGESTION. Air must enter the body to oxidize foods; this is called
RESPIRATION. Altered food and oxygen are dissolved in the blood and carried all through the body to
hungry cells. The heart pumps the blood to all parts of the body; this is called CIRCULATION. Waste
products, like the ashes of a furnace, must be removed; this is known as EXCRETION. All of this highly
complicated performance must have directing intelligence, and this is in the Central Nervous System,
assisted by the Autonomic Nervous System. Working closely with the nervous system are the DUCTLESS
GLANDS which pour hormones into the blood stream when needed for the control of various activities‖
(Why We Believe in Creation Not in Evolution, p.215).


The miracle of conception

The way that our bodies are begotten by two tiny cells, are then born and develop into the human beings
that we are is truly an amazing miracle.
―It is incredible but true that this amazing human body comes originally
from just TWO TINY CELLS: the female egg (ovum) and the male
sperm. Conception - the instant when new life is created - takes place
the moment a male sperm penetrates and fertilizes a female ovum.
Starting with the union of these two cells, as a tiny bit of living
protoplasm, and sheltered in the mother's womb, this minute bit of life
grows, divides and redivides, and develops - until finally it grows into
the amazingly complex being called man.
―Beyond doubt, this is the greatest miracle in nature, that ‗a SINGLE FERTILIZED CELL SHOULD
HAVE THE POWER TO DRAW SEEMINGLY FROM NOWHERE THE 30 TRILLION CELLS OF THE
[ADULT] HUMAN, having all the necessary structures and organs that make up the body of man!
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―The wonder of this miracle is deepened by the fact that while all the cells in the body started from ONE
fertilized cell, the ovum, which was itself neither muscle, nerve, blood, or bone cell, each separate colony of
cells produced by the process of division becomes an organ whose cells all have a ponderable and
demonstrable DIFFERENCE between them and the cells of any other organ in the same body - and
different from the parent cells!‘ (‗Theory of Evolution and Facts of Science,‘ p. 52)‖ (ibid, p.214-215).


Our blood

Leviticus 17:11 says that ―the life of the flesh is in the blood‖. Blood is truly an amazing substance which
circulates oxygen and other elements necessary for the functioning of the body. Fred Meldau makes these
comments about blood:
―The red blood cell was once thought to be a ‗dead cell‘ because, when it reaches the blood (it is made in
the red marrow of bones) it at once loses its nucleus. But actually, it stays ALIVE - WITHOUT A NUCLEUS!
That is a miracle of Divine design, for to rob a cell of its nucleus is almost like robbing a man of his heart.
The chief function of the red blood cells is to carry haemoglobin (which in turn carries oxygen to the cells),
and since red blood cells can CARRY MUCH MORE WITHOUT A NUCLEUS TO TAKE UP SPACE, GOD
MADE THEM INTO LIVING ‗GHOST CELLS‘. Moreover, this living ‗ghost cell‘ is specially ‗engineered‘ to
carry a maximum load.
―‘The red cells...are a particularly excellent piece of biological engineering. They are BICONCAVE in shape
(like a doughnut, with a thin section in the middle instead of a hole), and this facilitates QUICK ENTRY of
oxygen and other supplies to all parts of the cell. If red blood cells were spherical instead of biconcave we
would need about NINE TIMES AS MANY OF THEM to distribute oxygen in the body with the same
speed.‘ (Eric Ponder, in ‗THE RED BLOOD CELL,‘ Scientific American)‖ (ibid, p.223).
We read the following about the miracle of blood clotting in the UCG booklet ―Creation or Evolution?‖:
―One relatively simple process necessary for animal life is the ability for
blood to clot to seal a wound and prevent an injured animal (or person)
from bleeding to death. Yet the only way this intricate system works is
when many complicated chemical substances interact. If only one
ingredient is missing or doesn't function in the right way - as in the
genetic blood disorder haemophilia - the process fails, and the victim
bleeds to death. How can complex substances appear at just the right
time in the right proportions and mix properly to clot blood and prevent
death? Either they function flawlessly or clotting doesn't work at all.
―At the same time, medical science is aware of clotting at the wrong time.
Blood clots that cut off the flow of oxygen to the brain are a leading
cause of strokes and often result in paralysis or death. When blood clots,
either everything works perfectly or the likely outcome is death. For
evolution to have led to this astounding phenomenon, multiple mutations
of just the right kind had to converge simultaneously or the mutations
would be useless. Evolutionists can offer no realistic explanation of how
this is possible‖ (p.19).


Our immune system

God has designed our bodies with an amazing ability to heal when damaged. Part of this wonderful
immune system is the working of antibodies in our bodies.
―The marvel of the manufacture and presence in the blood of ‗ANTIBODIES.‘ Of extraordinary interest is
the story of how the blood makes antibodies to fight disease. Antibodies are those substances in the blood
which are protective agents formed to fight infection by an invading organism…An antibody in the blood is
a modified soluble protein with properties that make it stick to the type of or micro-organism against which it
was developed. After an attack of yellow fever, for example, antibodies against the yellow fever virus are
formed. These antibody molecules will immediately coat any new yellow fever viruses that happen to enter
the body and WILL EFFECTIVELY PREVENT THEM from causing an attack of the disease.‘ (HOW
ANTIBODIES ARE MADE By Sir Macfarlane Burnet, in the Scientific American Magazine). Science and
Medicine know these facts but can explain them‖ (Why We Believe in Creation Not in Evolution, p.224).
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Our amazing eyes

Of all the wonders of our body one of the most amazing is the eye.
―To bring before us the fact that the human eye is indeed ‗THE WONDER OF WONDERS‘ we quote…from
Sir Charles Scott Sherrington's classic essay on The Eye.
―How does a pinhead sized ball of cells (the tiny human embryo) in
the course of so many weeks become a child? Consider the story
of just one individual part: THE EYE…The eyeball is a little
camera. Its smallness is part of its perfection. But this is a
SPHEROID camera which focuses itself AUTOMATICALLY,
according to the distance of the picture interesting it. It turns itself
in the direction of the view. Indeed our eyes are TWO CAMERAS
finished to one standard that the mind can read their two pictures
as one. And the eye is contrived as though WITH
FORETHOUGHT OF SELF-PRESERVATION. Should danger
threaten it, in a trice its skin shutters close, protecting its
transparent window…
―The biconvex lens is made of cells Iike these of the skin but modified to be glass-clear, and FREE FROM
BLOOD VESSELS which would throw shadows within the eye. It is delicately slung with accurate centering
across the path of the light which will some months later enter the eye. IT IS BEING PREPARED IN
DARKNESS FOR USE IN LIGHT. In front of it a circular screen controls, like the iris stop of a camera, the
width of the beam and is adjustable so that in poor light more is taken in for the image. In a camera this
adjustment is made by the observer; in the eye this adjustment is automatic, triggered by the image itself!
―Not only must the lens be glass clear, but also its shape must be optically right. Its two curved surfaces,
back and front, MUST BE TRULY CENTERED ON ONE AXIS, AND EACH OF THE CURVATURES MUST
BE CURVED TO THE RIGHT DEGREE, so that light is brought to a focus on the retina and gives there an
accurately shaped image. The optician skilfully grinds his glass curvatures in accordance with
mathematical formulae. In the formation of the lens of the eye a batch of granular skin cells are told to
travel from the skin, to which they strictly belong and to settle down in the mouth of the optic cup and
arrange themselves in a compact and suitable ball, NEXT THEY ARE TOLD TO TURN INTO
TRANSPARENT FIBERS, and to make themselves into a subsphere - a lens of the RIGHT size, set at the
RIGHT distance between the transparent window of the eye in front and the sensitive seeing screen of the
retina behind. In short, they behave as if fairly possessed!
―Furthermore, the lens of the eye, compassing what no glass lens can, CHANCES ITS CURVATURE to
focus near objects as well as distant when wanted; and not merely the lens, but the pupil - the camera stop
- is self adjusting. ALL THIS HAPPENS WITHOUT OUR HAVING EVEN TO WISH IT, without our even
knowing anything about it, beyond that we are seeing satisfactorily…
―The human eye has about 137 million separate ‗seeing‘ elements spread out in the sheet of the retina. The
number of nerve lines leading from them to the brain gradually condenses down to little over a million. They
are in series of relays, each resembling a little brain, and each so shaped and connected to transmit duly to
the right points of the brain each light picture momentarily formed and ‗taken‘. On the sense-cell layer the
image, has picture-like, two dimensions. BUT THE STEP FROM THIS TO THE MENTAL EXPERIENCE IS
A MYSTERY. For it is the MlND which adds the third dimension when interpreting the two-dimensional
picture AND IT IS THE MIND WHICH ADDS COLOR‖ (ibid, p.226-227).


The heart

The heart is probably the most amazing piece of mechanical engineering in
the body. Every second over a person‘s whole lifetime it pumps blood
through the body. Its construction and the electrical system that drive it are
truly amazing. Fred Meldau makes the following comments about this
amazing marvel of our body:
―‘Heart muscle, like other striated muscle, is made up of slender fibres.
Those, in turn, are composed of tiny fibrils. At regular intervals the fibrils
are crossed by bands…Micrographs show that heart muscle differs from
other muscle in two important respects. The first is that the capillaries that
carry blood to the heart muscle actually penetrate the muscle fibres; in
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other muscle the capillaries have only been observed on the surface of the fibres. The second is that
among the fibrils of the heart muscle are an unusually large number of granules called sarcosomes, which
in other cells are known to contain enzymes. Dr Kirsch believes these sarcosomes give special feedings of
rich enzymes to the heart muscle, and that, together with the deep-seated capillaries, is the SECRET of the
untiring work of the heart!‘ (See ‗Heart Muscle‘, Scientific American magazine). The heart is the most
efficient PUMP in the world‖ (ibid, p.231).


Our muscles

Another marvel of mechanical engineering in the body are our muscles. Fred Meldau makes these
comments on the muscles of the body:
―More than half the human body is muscle – ‗the most remarkable stuff in nature‘s curiosity shop.‘ We
speak of ‗muscles of iron‘, yet the working or contractile element in muscle is soft as jelly. HOW THIS
JELLY CONTRACTS TO LIFT 1000 TIMES ITS OWN WEIGHT IS ONE OF THE SUPREME MIRACLES
OF THE UNIVERSE. An elaborate series of chemical and electrical events which would require hours or
days to duplicate in the laboratory occurs almost instantaneously when a muscle contracts - the twitch of
an eyelid, for example" (ibid, p.230).


Our hands

One of the distinguishing features of mankind compared to animals is that of his hands which have
opposable thumbs.
―Some artist or musician raises the question. ‗How about discussing the HAND?‘ Gladly, dear friend, for the
hand is one of the most marvellous of all God‘s gifts to man. The hand is unique with man.
"Nowhere in the animal kingdom is there anything comparable with the human hand...the organ that has
specialised in remaining unspecialised. It is the perfect tool-holder. The HAND, the BRAIN and human
SPEECH are the three features that distinguish man from the animals…The human hand is a very
wonderful thing and one of the greatest of its wonders is that the thumb is opposable and CAN TOUCH
ALL THE FINGERS – and so the hand can grasp tools, a pen, etc. The hand has strength, lightness and
dexterity. With the hands one can play the piano, write, paint and perform a thousand and one other
actions‖ (ibid, p.232).


The ear

Yet another marvel of precise mechanical engineering in the human body are our ears which give us the
sense of sound.
"Even in this era of technological wonders, the performances of our most amazing machines are still put in
the shade by the sense organs of the human body. Consider the accomplishments of the ear. It is so
sensitive that it can almost hear the random rain of air molecules bouncing against the eardrum; yet in spite
of its extraordinary sensitivity it can withstand the pounding of sound waves strong enough to set the body
vibrating.
―The ear is equipped, moreover, with a truly impressive SELECTIVITY. In a room crowded with people
talking, it can suppress most of the noise and concentrate on one speaker…At some sound frequencies the
vibrations of the eardrum are as small as one-billionth of a centimetre in diameter – about one-tenth the
diameter of a hydrogen atom! And the vibrations of the very fine membrane in the inner ear which transmits
this stimulation to the auditory nerve are nearly 100 times smaller in amplitude. This fact alone is enough to
explain why hearing has so long been one of the mysteries of physiology. Even today, WE DO NOT KNOW
HOW THESE MINUTE VIBRATIONS STIMULATE THE NERVE ENDINGS‖ (See article on ‗THE EAR‘ By
George von Bekesy, in the Scientific American)‖ (ibid, p.234).


Man‘s incredible brain and mind.

The major distinguishing feature between man and the animals is man‘s incredible mind. We have an
amazing physical brain but it is also empowered with a mind that gives us emotional self-awareness and
the capacity to think, reason, solve problems, imagine, create and appreciate art, humour and music. He
can learn, remember and even forget (which is sometimes a protective mechanism against certain
traumas). He has emotions in a way that animals don‘t – love and hate, joy and sorrow, peace and anxiety,
fear and courage and dozens more. He has free will, a conscience and an ability to make moral choices
that are good and bad.
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This amazing mind is made possible through the gift of the spirit in man that God has put in him. ―For what
man knows the things of a man except the spirit of the man which is in him?‖ (1 Corinthians 2:11). Here
are a few quotes which highlight how amazing man‘s brain and mind really is.
―‘The brain is a mystery‘, said Sir Charles Sherrington, of London, ‗it
has been and still will be. HOW DOES THE BRAIN PRODUCE
THOUGHTS? That is the central question and we have still no answer
to it…Today, even though we are awed and even frightened by the
intellectual achievements of man‘s mind, the mechanisms that make it
possible are still unknown. Knowledge of the outward form of the brain
is well advanced. But what of the neuron mechanisms involved in
CONSCIOUSNESS,
THOUGHT,
PERCEPTION,
THOUGHT,
BEHAVIOUR, MEMORY?…They are unknown…
―The ten to fifteen billion nerve cells in [the] cerebral cortex are the centre of operations. Each of the sense
organs reports on its own lines to specific, well defined regions of operations. Those for the eyes are at the
back of the brain, those for the ears are well down on each side, etc. All messages to the brain are sifted,
decoded, decisions are made and orders relayed to appropriate stations of the body. IT STAGGERS THE
IMAGINATION HOW EFFICIENTLY IT DOES THE JOB…
―One of the most remarkable achievements of the human mind IS ITS ABILITY TO BE CONSCIOUS OF
ITSELF AND ITS FUNCTIONING. ‗Consciousness‘ represents actually a situation in which matter has
become aware of its own existence…
―The greatness of the mind of man can be measured somewhat by his mental achievements. The mind of
man has conceived and created great telescopes, with which he has surveyed and mapped the heavens,
peering billions of light years out into space. He has made microscopes with which now he actually see the
atom! He is able also to study the microscopic world as never before, and he is discovering wonders
undreamed of a century ago. He has ‗cyclotrons‘ and ‗accelerators‘ that cost a hundred million dollars to
construct. He has scaled the highest peaks, travelled over both poles, and is discovering marvels in the
abysmal undersea depths. He has discovered the secrets of nuclear fission and nuclear fusion - and he
has harnessed the power of the atom. He has thrust satellites into orbit in space - and [he has walked on]
the moon. He has discovered and is using many ‗wonder drugs‘ and is able to travel in his jet planes faster
than the speed of sound‖ (ibid, p.238-239, 242, 248)
―Modern man can think rationally, can progress from the methods of his forebears. He can think up new
ideas, new concepts, he can imagine, he can create. True man has the capacity to wonder about and
investigate himself. He inquires about his origin, his future. He can appreciate beautiful art, music, humour,
satire, creativity.
―As Pierre Teilhard de Chardin wrote: ‗Admittedly the animal knows. But it cannot know that it knows...In
consequence it is denied access to a whole domain of reality in which we can move freely. We are
separated by a chasm—or a threshold—which it cannot cross. Because we are reflective we are not only
different but quite other. It is not a matter of change of degree, but a change of nature, resulting from a
change of state.‘
―The vast gap between animal brain and the mind of true man has never been satisfactorily bridged. We
are indeed unique. We have the ability to be self-aware, and our self-awareness is the most compelling of
all realities. As individuals, we can experience our own unique self-awareness and individuality. We
possess the wonderful divine gift of a conscious existence. The human mind—the product of the ‗spirit in
man‘ which God imparted to Adam and all his descendants—is the great gift which sets modern man apart‖
(Beyond Star Wars, p.212).

6] Creation or Evolution?


Natural selection only selects the best of existing traits - it does not
produce new ones.

The theory of evolution originated with Charles Darwin who wrote ―On the Origin
of Species by Means of Natural Selection‖ in 1859.
Darwin reasoned that, in nature, individuals with qualities that made them better
adjusted to their environments would tend to leave more offspring. This is what
has become known as survival of the fittest. He observed that animal breeders
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were able to change the characteristics of domestic animals by selecting for reproduction those individuals
with the most desirable qualities—speed in racehorses, milk production in cows, etc. He believed that this
kind of selection occurred in nature as well and the animals best suited for their environment would become
the most dominant type within a species.
Natural selection does occur in nature but it only shapes the makeup of individual species and doesn‘t
produce new species. Geneticist Hugh de Vries aptly put it when he said: "Natural selection may explain
the survival of the fittest but it cannot explain the arrival of the fittest."


Mutations only produces varieties in the same species – it doesn‘t create new species.

As the science of genetics developed scientists discovered that mutations sometimes occur in the genes
passed on from a parent to its offspring. A mutation is a mistake or change in the DNA pattern passed onto
the offspring by one of its parents.
Certain geneticists who pushed the theory of evolution took Darwin‘s idea of natural selection a step further
and reasoned that favourable mutations could have not only led to the development of new species but
whole new types of animals (or superheroes according to today‘s movies). The theory snowballed and
developed in such way that ―rational‖ scientists felt that life spontaneously generated and single-celled life
forms gradually developed into many-celled organisms and through favourable mutations all the different
life forms we see on earth developed.
The real truth about mutations is that it only produces varieties within the same species – it does not create
new species. Fred Meldau says the following: ―Each species has its own kind, number and assortment of
chromosomes, and they differ from those of all other species. Every chromosome in the different genera,
‗differs from every other in size, shape, or in some other respects, excepting that chromosomes always
divide into pairs, and the two chromosomes in each pair are identical.‘ So the Creator has keyed each
species by means of differing chromosomes - much like the combinations used in yale locks thus assuring
this tremendous fact: Chromosomes forbid transmutation and establish the stability of each distinct genus.
―On the other hand each chromosome has a large number of ‗genes‘ that lend flexibility to each species
and give individuality to each member of each species. Genes have such vast possibilities of differing
combinations that the net result in life is NO TWO INDIVIDUALS IN ANY KNOWN SPECIES ARE
EXACTLY ALIKE‖ (Why We Believe in Creation Not in Evolution, p.89).


The result of mutations are almost always bad.

The other major point about mutations is that the vast majority of mutations are damaging. In his book ―The
Crumbling Theory of Evolution‖ J.W.G. Johnson writes:
―Modern Darwinists have seized on mutations to provide the mechanism for upward evolution…Mutations
must be recognised for what they are, namely, mistakes that are damaging, not constructive. In fact all
forms of life have wonderful repair mechanisms to guard the D.N.A. against the ravages of mutations,
repair mechanisms that are fundamental to the survival of living organisms. However, some mutations slip
through these defence mechanisms with usually undesirable results. The results of mutations are diabetes,
club feet, haemophilia. mongolism, colour blindness, sickle-cell anaemia, creeper chickens, calves with
deformed jaws, fruit flies with crumpled wings or no wings, seedless oranges (not viable in the wild), and on
and on.
―The hopelessness of mutations to produce evolution was confirmed by classic experiments on the fruit-fly.
Fruit flies breed rapidly. Furthermore, they were given doses of radiation which speeded up their mutation
rate by 15 000 per cent. After long experiments involving 25 million fruit-flies, they refused to turn into
anything else‖ (p.15-16).
John Howitt wrote: ―As mutations are almost invariably inferior to the original stock this would constitute the
Survival of the Unfit, whether in the usual habitat of the species or in an unusual one‖ (from Karl Marx as an
Evolutionist).
―By dropping the barriers between species (or kinds) Darwin opened a dream world in which jellyfish can
become elephants, and a sea squirt end up as a Shakespeare. The world welcomed the dream. Evolution
is the only alternative to Creation. Evolution suited the mood of the nineteenth century, and it suited the
twentieth century, seeking an alternative to a Creator God― (The Crumbling Theory of Evolution, p.14).
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No intermediate (missing) links have ever found between species.

Charles Darwin himself realized that the fossil record failed to support his conclusions though he felt, in
time, that palaeontologists might find the missing intermediate links. He wrote:
"Why, if species have descended from other species by fine graduations,
do we not everywhere see innumerable transitional forms?...Why do we
not find them imbedded in countless numbers in the crust of the
earth?...The number of intermediate varieties, which have formerly existed,
[must] be truly enormous. Why then is not every geological formation and
every stratum full of such intermediate links? Geology assuredly does not
reveal any such finely graduated organic chain; and this, perhaps, is the
most obvious and serious objection which can be urged against the theory
[of evolution]" (Origin of Species, 1958 Masterpieces of Science edition,
p.136-137, 260-261).
Francis Hitching wrote the following in his book ―The Neck of the Giraffe: Darwin, Evolution and the New
Biology‖:
"When you look for links between major groups of animals, they simply aren't there; at least, not in enough
numbers to put their status beyond doubt. Either they don't exist at all, or they are so rare that endless
argument goes on about whether a particular fossil is, or isn't, or might be, transitional between this group
and that...There ought to be cabinets full of intermediates - indeed, one would expect the fossils to blend so
gently into one another that it would be difficult to tell where the invertebrates ended and the
vertebrates began. But this isn't the case. Instead, groups of well-defined, easily classifiable fish jump into
the fossil record seemingly from nowhere: mysteriously, suddenly, full-formed, and in a most un-Darwinian
way. And before them are maddening, illogical gaps where their ancestors should be" (p. 9-10).
At the end of each geological era there are massive extinctions of animals in the fossil record, sometimes
wiping out more than half of the species on the planet. Two of the major extinctions occurred at the end of
the Permian era (c. 245 million BC) and the Cretaceous era (c. 65 million BC) which saw the end of the
dinosaurs. After these major extinctions great numbers of new species suddenly came into existence. The
suddenness of so many new species is a powerful witness of God creating many new species to replace
older ones.
Stephen Collins writes in his book ―As It Was In the Days of Noah‖:
―Does anyone really believe that wagging a fin through the water will ‗presto-chango‘ turn a fish's fin into a
leg so it can climb out on the land? Even if one wishes to believe such a preposterous assertion, changing
a fin into a limb is not enough of a leap to do any good; the gills of the fish would need to simultaneously
transform themselves into mammalian lungs to allow such a fish to live at all when it washed up on shore.
Even though it vexes evolutionists to deal with the facts, it should also be noted that any ‗evolving‘ fish
would also need an instantaneous and simultaneous change of its scales to skin to survive even a tiny
amount of time out of the water!‖
Fred Meldau writes the following in his book ―Why We Believe in Creation Not in Evolution‖:
―All specialized organs, such as the trunk of an elephant, the spinning apparatus of a spider, the eye of an
eagle, the retractable claws of the tiger, the beak of a woodpecker, the tongue of an anteater, the quills of a
porcupine, HAD to be created perfect and suddenly - otherwise they would never serve their intended
purpose. The evolutionary idea of gradual development through 'random changes‘ through long ages of
time can in no wise account for the facts of a practical, workable world‖ (p.98).


Evolution violates the second law of thermodynamics.

Evolution teaches the exact opposite of what the second law of thermodynamics says. It states that all
things will descend into DISORDER rather than order, if left to themselves. The state of a teenager‘s
bedroom is ample evidence of this law in action. Fred Meldau writes the following about this law:
―This law infers and involves the fact of ‗the universal tendency toward decay‘ - and all nature demonstrates
it! Now note this well: The Second Law of Thermodynamics infers and teaches EXACTLY OPPOSITE TO
WHAT EVOLUTION TEACHES. It demands universal decay rather than universal development. Careful,
honest observers admit that the law of nature in both the inorganic and the organic world tends toward
degeneracy rather than toward improvement. This second Law of Thermodynamics is of universal
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application. The very universe itself is ‗running down.‘ Instead of the sun and stars conserving their energy,
they are gradually losing it, though it is a very slow process‖ (ibid, p.75).
In his book ―The Crumbling Theory of Evolution‖ J.W.G. Johnson writes:
―Evolution…requires the universe to run uphill. It requires random molecules to assemble themselves into
organised and increasingly complex systems. Evolution requires the simple to bring forth the complex. It
requires jellyfish to transition into humans. Even more than this, it requires hydrogen gas to evolve into
thinking man by purely natural processes. Living systems (plants and animals) are extremely complex and
highly organised arrangements of matter. How could they arise from disordered molecules of matter? The
2nd Law rules that order cannot spontaneously arise from disorder, nor the complex arise from the simple‖
(p.13-14).
The theory of evolution is nothing but that – a theory. It fails to stand up to the basic procedures of
scientific method yet most scientists support it with religious fervour. They have been influenced by Satan,
the prince of the power of the air (Ephesians 2:2), to reject God and find an alternative method to try and
do away with the need of a Creator.


Who wrote the software, the coded instructions called DNA, that run all living beings?

As complex a thing as a computer is, it can‘t run without software. Software programs are a set of step-bystep instructions that tell the computer how to do the things that it does. Someone has to write those stepby-step instructions in just the right order for it to function properly. It takes intelligence to develop the right
instructions and put them in the right order for a computer to do exactly what the programmer wants it to
do.
It takes reams of written code written just right to make a robot walk and grab things,
even in a basic way. Voice dictation programs that recognize words a user speaks
into a microphone and put them on the computer screen are extremely long and
complex and are nowhere near as good as the human mind in recognizing words and
language, even with humans of primitive tribes. Speech is only one extremely
complex function of the human body. There are all the other complex functions such
as digestion, respiration and circulation that go on in our bodies. The amazing DNA
codes in our body run these complex functions without us even having to think about
them.
Humans beings and all other life forms can‘t run without the software to make their
bodies run. In human beings there are nearly 100 000 genes on our chromosomes.
The genes account for specific characteristics such as eye colour and shape of body
parts, etc. Each of these 100 000 genes are a separate, complex written program.
Even if our bodies could have come into being through natural processes how could
the software to run our bodies have written themselves without some great
intelligence to write those instructions?
―That is what scientists simply cannot explain and what random selection cannot reproduce. Professor
Davies admits: In a living organism we see the power of software, or information processing, refined to an
incredible degree...The problem of the origin of life reduces to one of understanding how encoded software
emerged spontaneously from hardware. How did it happen? How did nature 'go digital'?...It is like trying to
explain how a kite can evolve into a radio-controlled aircraft. Can the laws of nature as we presently
comprehend them account for such a transition? I do not believe they can" (Good News, July/August 2000,
p.22).
 Symbiosis
Symbiosis is another marvel in nature which witnesses against the theory of evolution. Some creatures
both literally need each other to survive. So which came first if they need the other to survive? This kind of
symbiosis is best reflected in the old phrase - ―Which came first – the chicken or the egg?‖ We read the
following about symbiosis in the UCG booklet ―Creation or Evolution?‖:
―According to the theory of evolution, all animal life on earth has evolved from a common ancestor. This
process has supposedly occurred over an immense time and followed a step-by-step sequence from
primitive to advanced forms of life. This would mean plant life first appeared and developed, followed much
later by the appearance of animal life. This idea is contradicted by the fossil record, which shows complex
plant and animal life first appearing together in the geologic column during the Cambrian era.
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―Another obstacle to this theory is the interdependent relationships between living things, called symbiosis,
in which completely different forms of life depend on each other to exist…How can plants that need certain
animals to survive have existed before those animals appeared in the first place? And how do animals that
need other animals to survive arrive without the other creature already being there? An example of
beneficial symbiosis (called mutualism) is between algae and the fungus of lichens. While fungi provide
vital protection and moisture to algae, the algae nourish the fungi with photosynthetic nutrients that keep
them alive…
―Another remarkable form of symbiosis is the relationship between bees and plants.
While collecting the precious nectar that provides their hives with food, bees pollinate
dozens of species of flowers and agricultural crops. Without this vital pollination,
orchards could produce little if any fruit, and fruit trees would not survive for long.
How can these plants exist without first being pollinated by bees? On the other hand,
how could bees exist without first being provided with the necessary nectar as food?
Clearly, both life forms depend on each other for their existence. In addition, the bee
has to carry out pollination in a precisely specific way for the process to work. If the
bee visited other species of flowers at random, pollination could not occur, since the
pollen of one species of flower does not fertilize another species. Somehow the bee
knows to visit only one plant species at a time and at the right season‖ (p.22).


Where did the two sexes of male and female come from?

The ultimate in symbiosis is seen through virtually the whole animal kingdom with sexual reproduction. How
could evolution produce two different sexes that both need each other in order to continue the species?
Here is one fairytale explanation that the Guinness Encyclopaedia puts forth as to how the two sexes
originated:
―It is possible that sex may have originated in the engulfing of one organism by another in a kind of
cannibalism. An engorged organism with double the genetic material would then divide in two to relieve
itself. In time an alternating pattern of single and double units of genetic material would succeed each other
until the situation was reached where the norm would be the double system‖ (p.111).
Two sexes originating from a form of cannibalism? Can you believe the fairytale language that some of
these evolutionists use?
―Here then evolution faces an impasse. Evolutionists believe there was a time when there was no
reproduction by sex. They teach that reproduction by means other than sex (even though there are
mutations) maintains ‗a fairly constant heredity‘ – that is, succession of all of life with very few changes.
HOW DID SEX GET STARTED? Running in the deep groove of asexual uniformity, there was no chance.
through natural causes, ever to get out of that groove. To believe that both ‗male‘ and ‗female‘ elements
developed [at the same time] by ‗chance mutations‘ is an absurdity. Obviously, sex…had to be PLANNED,
and designed and created that way‖ (Why We Believe in Creation Not in Evolution, p.289).
So what is the lesson to be learned from the symbiosis God has created in nature and in our own species
with male and female? It is simply that we need each other - we need to co-operate with one another to
survive and live peacefully.


Man acts with intelligence while animals act with instinct.

The fundamental difference between man and animals is that animals are guided by instinct – a predefined
pattern of behaviour – while man has a mind and acts with intelligence. Fred Meldau makes the following
comments on this fundamental difference:
―Can anyone explain the secrets of heredity or of instinct, that amazing property of animals which acts like
intelligence but is not intelligence as we know it, but which enables certain creatures to do what man with
all his intelligence can not do!…Dr Irston Barnes…speaks of the ‗fixity of character‘ in animals and plants
that assures the maintenance of the ‗balance of nature‘. He says, ‗Each animal is chained…to an instinctive
pattern of behaviour…Thus a hawk is powerless to alter its tastes or it manners‘‖ (ibid, p.261,106).
In the UCG booklet ―Creation or Evolution?‖ we read of this major difference between man and the
animals:
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―If humans are the result of evolution continually reinforcing characteristics that offer a survival advantage
while eliminating those that hinder perpetuation, how can we explain a human infant? Among thousands of
species the newly born (or newly hatched) are capable of survival within a matter of days or, in some
cases, only minutes. Many never even see their parents. Yet, among humans, an infant is utterly helplessnot for days but for up to several years after birth‖ (p.2).
In his book ―The Missing Dimension in Sex‖ Hebert W. Armstrong wrote:
―Animals are born with instinct. They need little or no teaching. Ever see a little calf born? The mother cow
does not need to call an obstetrical physician or go to a hospital for the delivery of her calf. As soon as it is
born, the calf will begin to stagger to its feet, while the cow just stupidly stands waiting. She does not need
to teach her calf how to walk, how to take its food, how to do anything. A little wobbly and unsteady at first,
the calf is up and walking in just a minute or two. Now how long does it take a human infant to learn to
walk? Usually a year -- and often more. But the newborn calf walks almost immediately. No one teaches it.
THE CALF HAS INSTINCT. And where does it start walking? It has no instruction from anyone. It starts
walking for its first "dinner." It knows where to go. And the mother cow just stands stupidly still while her calf
sucks its milk…
―The newborn human does not get up and walk immediately to its food. The tiny baby is absolutely
helpless. It has a few instinctive reflexes, but no instinct, in the strict sense of the word. It has MIND -- but
at birth there is NO KNOWLEDGE as yet in its mind. It knows virtually nothing at birth. It must be taught! It
needs parents to teach it! It matures so very much more slowly than animals! Yet its potentiality is infinitely
higher!‖
―The human mind can know, think, reason, plan and carry out its plans to execution. It can invent and
produce instruments by which it may acquire knowledge of the vast universe, or of the minutest particle. By
developing rockets and computers, man is able to send astronauts to the moon and bring them back alive‖
(Does God Exist, Herbert W. Armstrong, p.7).
We have minds with the power to choose between right and wrong. We can think up new ideas, new
concepts, imagine and create. We can appreciate beautiful art, music, humor and creativity. We have the
ability to wonder about himself, our origin and our future. We have the gift of consciousness and emotional
self-awareness that no animal has.


Sexual differences between man and animals

An important area that shows the difference between instinct in animal and mind in man is that of the
sexual differences between man and the animals.
The menstrual period in women occurs roughly about once a month when an unfertilized ovum is released
from her ovaries. Female animals have a rutting period much less frequent. In dogs, for example, females
have a rutting time about every six to eight months when an ovum is released. At all other times, female
animals are virtually sexless! The female does not allow the breeding act, and the male animal seldom
attempts it.
When the animal is "in heat," the sexual organs secrete substances which release an odor. This excites the
animals automatically to have sexual intercourse and breed. When "in heat," the female animal is beside
herself with desire for mating and she knows no rest until she is relieved by copulation from the male of her
kind and any mating between animals in this situation ALWAYS results in pregnancy in the female animal.
With animals there is no marriage, home or family relationship. Females are sexless between rutting
periods!
With humans sex is completely different. ―Between the age of puberty and the
time of menopause -- roughly between ages fourteen and forty-four, or a
duration of approximately thirty years -- women have the monthly period
(approximately each twenty-eight days) when they menstruate. The presence
of an ovum in a Fallopian tube (when it is ready to be fertilized) makes little or
no difference in either a woman's desire for, or reluctance against sexual
intercourse‖ (The Missing Dimension in Sex, Herbert W. Armstrong).
Notice God‘s concern for mankind in designing sex in humans so that babies
are only born when women are best able to physically care for them. After a
woman reaches her mid-forties God stops the process so women are not too
old to have to care for their own children.
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―Although marital coitus should never, of course, occur during menstruation [Leviticus 20:18], there is NO
TIME during the month when a women is virtually sexless -- when sex functioning goes dormant -- when
she is unable to engage in coitus with her husband. She is as much capable of coitus at one time as
another. God made WOMAN, as well as MAN, on a plane infinitely higher than animals! He created SEX in
HUMANS as a means of bestowing reciprocal LOVE. He created women so that their sex organs may be
used for the purpose of sharing LOVE when pregnancy is virtually IMPOSSIBLE‖ (The Missing Dimension
in Sex, Herbert W. Armstrong).


Major differences between man and the apes show man did not evolve from apes

We have already looked at the differences between the instinct in animals and mind in humans. This
profound difference also exists between man and the apes (primates). Along with their instinct God has
created in animals a limited personality that has a certain capacity to make choices of a non-moral nature
since they are guided by instinct. They do not have emotional self-awareness as we humans have.
The profound sexual differences noted above also apply between humans and apes. Desmond Morris in
his book ―Naked Ape‖ describes a number of differences between humans and apes such as the
placement of the sexual organs as features which seem indicate that humans [in marriage] were designed
for face-to-face sexual bonding rather than the opposite style of copulation in the animal kingdom.
Another obvious difference to the physical appearance between man and the apes is that man does not
have a hairy coat like apes and monkeys. Man is naked compared to the apes - another of the features
Desmond Morris sees as part of the design for human sexual bonding.
Another profound difference between man and the apes is the gift of speech and language, even amongst
primitive tribes of humans. ―A certain small area of the cortex. In the frontal lobe, called 'Broca's
convolution,' is man‘s SPEECH centre; monkeys and apes DO NOT HAVE THIS AREA AT ALL" (Why We
Believe in Creation Not in Evolution, p.241).
Another major difference is the relative size of man‘s brain. ―‘The brain of the most incompetent normal
man is TWICE as big as the most accomplished ape.‘ And the average size brain of main is ‗THREE times
as large as the average size brain of an ape‘ relative to body sizes‖ (ibid, p.241). This difference in brain
size is only a very small part of the reason for the awesome difference in intelligence between man and the
apes. The spirit in man (1 Corinthians 2:11) that God has given him is what gives man the gift of mind
power and emotional self-awareness.
―Austin
H.
Clark,
Smithsonian
Institute
biologist, said: "Man is
NOT an ape and in
spite of the similarity
between them there is
not
the
slightest
evidence that man is
descended from an
ape...
―While man's bodily
structure is most nearly
like that of the man-like apes, yet all the early remains of prehistoric man so far discovered are distinctly
those of man or are the misinterpreted fragments of apes. NO EXISTING LINK HAS EVER BEEN FOUND.
There is no fossil evidence whatever that the most ancient man was not a man. There are no such things
as missing links. Missing links are misinterpretations. Fossil skulls which have been dug up and advanced
as missing links, showing connections between man and monkey, have all been shown as
misinterpretations" (ibid, p.316).
Fred Meldau writes the following on the evidence for dating when mankind first appeared on earth and its
closeness to the Bible‘s record that man was first created 6 000 years ago:
―Prehistoric men did not appear until long after the great dinosaurs had disappeared...Palaeontologists
know that fossils of men and of dinosaurs are not found in the same geological period. The fossils of
dinosaurs come in early periods, the fossils of men much later…As we seek to consider the subject of the
Age of Mankind objectively, we are struck with a fact of outstanding importance:
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―(1) Man's ‗written history‘ - when man began to write DID NOT BEGIN UNTIL ABOUT 5,000 years ago.
That would be about 3,000 B.C. This remarkable fact - that ‗written history‘ begins from 3000 to 3500 B.C.
conforms closely to the Bible chronology of mankind!…
―(2) How can one explain the phenomenon of hundreds of highly developed languages, the world over,
even among primitive tribes, IF language evolved slowly through the ages? The evidence is all tribes and
races obtained the use of language SUDDENLY; and that fits in with the Bible record of Divine creation…
―(3) In addition to the evidence of ‗writing‘ we have another corroborative fact: Archaeological evidence
indicates that ‗Food production probably began in the Near East somewhere between 6,000 and 5,000
B.C.‘ ‗The earliest village-culture materials now known start about 5,000 B.C.‘ By ‗food producing‘
economy, palaeontologists mean, ‗men began producing their food, instead of simply collecting it.‘‖ (ibid,
p.324).
The Bible is correct when it says that man was created by God 6 000 years ago from the dust of the ground
and that he did not evolve from apes. God created mankind in His own image and put him in dominion over
all the animals (Genesis 1:26) on earth. Man has been given the gift of a mind to choose right from wrong,
and with God‘s Holy Spirit develop God‘s character, so one day, just as a lowly caterpillar transforms into a
beautiful butterfly, so too, we can be transformed and become powerful spirit beings in God‘s own family
(Philippians 3:21).

7] Answered prayer
The most personal proof of God‘s existence is that of answered prayer (Matthew 7:7-11, 1 John 3:22).
Miracles do happen and prayer, in one sense, is like regularly asking God to perform little miracles for us.
Virtually all people who have been in the church for years have stories of clear, miraculous answers to
prayers. When you experience clear, undeniable answers to prayer over the course of time one‘s belief in
the existence of a supreme, powerful God who loves each of us personally is strengthened.
Some of those miracles include help in turning around powerful sins and addictions, miraculous protection,
intervention in work and personal situations, selecting just the right person for you to marry and then there
is the miracle of one‘s eyes being opened up to the truth of God and being drawn by God into His church.
You can experience for yourself the proof of answered prayer by praying to God on a regular basis. If you
ask according to His will (1 John 3:22) and believe in faith (James 1:5-6) you‘ll receive what you have
asked for. God can perform some wonderful things for you if your faith is a living one (James 2:14-26)
where you have a genuine desire to obey God. Sometimes He says no for our good (James 4:3) and to
build our character. Other times He will delay the answer and then answer with perfect timing later (Luke
18:1-8). God really does answer prayers and does little miracles every day in the lives of God‘s people.
Two other points that prove God‘s existence are fulfilled prophecies and His way of life that works. We will
look at these two important points in lesson two where we look at the question ―Is the Bible True?‖.
In Psalm 14:1 we read, "The FOOL has said in his heart, There is no God!‖ and in Romans 1:20 we read,
―For the invisible things of him from the creation of the world are clearly seen, being understood by the
things that are made, even his eternal power and Godhead; so that they are without excuse.‖ The evidence
of God‘s existence is all around us, in the heavens, all throughout nature and in the wonders of our own
human bodies. God truly does exist!

Summary

1] Who created the universe?


We know the universe had a beginning because radioactive elements like uranium would have turned
to lead long ago if the universe has always existed.
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2] The wonders of design in the universe







The Earth‘s tilt, rotation and distance from the Sun are just right for supporting life and we have an ideal
atmosphere with just the right proportions of oxygen and nitrogen. Our atmosphere has an amazingly
thin ozone layer which blocks out deadly long UV rays, without which, no life could exist.
The moon‘s distance is just the right distance to create gentle enough tides which are sufficient to
rejuvenate (with oxygen) the waters of the oceans due to the movement it creates.
The awesome size and power of the universe staggers the imagination. The evidence of design is seen
in the orderly nature of the motion of the stars and galaxies, not to mention the beauty and orderly
patterns we see in some of the colourful nebulas and constellations.
Gravity pulls the planets toward the sun while inertia keeps them in motion once they have been put in
motion. Who gave the stars and planets the original push and what keeps them going? Without a
Creator who gives the planets in our solar system a push before they start to slow down they would all
fall into the Sun in time like the Mir space station fell to earth.
We see design in the wonders and mysteries of the atom and the harmony of the laws of the universe.
The stars in the heavens and all of matter follow laws of physics and chemistry, etc. which are totally
predictable and unfailing. From where did these laws come from if not from God?

3] Water




The amazing properties of water show evidence of design. There is water‘s versatility as ice, steam,
clouds, snow and rain.
There is water being a curious exception to natural law by being heaviest at 4 degrees centigrade and
expanding when becoming ice which prevents lakes from freezing solid.
There is the beauty and miracle of snowflakes. Billions fall each winter without one ever being identical!
What greater testament is there to an incredibly creative God?

4] The wonders of design in nature






The law of biogenesis states that life can ONLY come from pre-existing life. Inanimate matter can‘t
suddenly become living so it takes the Living God to have created life.
Viruses are mostly poisons which is a strange first step if evolution was true and viruses were the first
forms of life.
The building blocks of life – cells – are incredibly complex and far too complex to have come into being
through evolution which relies on positive random changes.
We have the amazing balance of nature where plants, through the mysterious process of
photosynthesis to produce food, take in carbon dioxide and expel oxygen while animals breathe in
oxygen and carbon dioxide. How could such an amazing system like that happen by chance?
There are the marvels of design all throughout nature which show that there has to be a great Designer
who designed it all.
Some of those incredible designs we see in nature include:

 The unique way insects breathe where each cell essentially has its own ―private lung‖.
 The flying wonders we know as birds which are perfectly aerodynamically designed for flight with hollow
bones, a strong large heart that beats hundreds of times a second, wings and feathers and a
remarkable breathing system.
 The perfect helicopter – the hummingbird – which can fly backwards and sideways and beats its wings
up to 75 times a second.
 The amazing sight of hawks and owls.
 The unbelievable sonar system of bats.
 The jumping ability of grasshoppers and fleas.
 The natural lighting system of fireflies and deep sea creatures.
 The amazing ability of animals like electric eels to produce electricity.
 The chameleon with its incredible ability to change its colour.
 The ability of salmon to jump 10 feet up rapids and their amazing sense of smell which helps them find
the exact place where they were born up to 1000 miles inland.


Evolution in billions of years could never come up with the amazing metamorphosis of butterflies from
caterpillars and tadpoles (with gills) to frogs (with lungs). In the case of butterflies, the total
transformation from the lowly greedy caterpillar into the beautiful butterfly is a lesson of the reality of
the transformation of man into the spirit born children of God at the resurrection (John 3:3-7, 1
Corinthians 15:42-44; Philippians 3:21).
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The beauty we see all throughout nature in birds, in tropical fish and coral reefs, in gemstones and in
the colour of rainbows is testimony to the great Artist that designed it all.
All creatures are highly specialized and perfectly adapted for their environment from the cactus in the
desert, the eagle in the air and the penguin in the Antarctic.

5] The wonders of design in man






There are all the wonders of design in man‘s own body such as all the various systems which work so
harmoniously together such as the digestive system, the immune system, the respiration system and
the circulation system (Psalm 139:14).
There is the miracle of conception. From a single fertilized cell grows a new human of around 30 trillion
cells with all the necessary structures and systems working perfectly.
There is the design and shape of our red blood cells which have no nucleus. There is also the design of
blood clotting which stops us from bleeding to death when we are cut.
Our eyes are another incredible wonder which have a lens made of cells with no blood vessels, are
flexible and can change their shape to focus perfectly on objects at any distance.
There are also the mechanical marvels of the heart, hands, ear and our muscles which point to the
great Designer.

6] Creation or Evolution?















Natural selection only selects the best of existing traits – it does not produce new ones.
Mutations only produces varieties in the same species – it doesn‘t create new species.
The result of mutations are almost always bad. As mutations are almost invariably inferior to the
original stock this would constitute ―Survival of the Unfit‖.
Evolution teaches the exact opposite of what the second law of thermodynamics says. It states that all
things will descend into DISORDER rather than order, if left to themselves.
Even if our bodies could have come into being through natural processes, how could the software to
run our bodies have written themselves in our DNA without some great intelligence to write those
instructions?
Symbiosis is another marvel in nature which witnesses against the theory of evolution. Some creatures
both literally need each other to survive. So which came first if they need the other to survive?
The ultimate in symbiosis is seen through the whole animal kingdom with sexual reproduction. How
could evolution produce two different sexes that both need each other in order to continue the species?
The fundamental difference between man and animals is that animals are guided by instinct – a
predefined pattern of behaviour – while man has a mind and acts with intelligence. Our mindpower and
the fact that, of all creatures, we have emotional self-awareness is made possible through the gift of the
spirit in man that God has put in him (1 Corinthians 2:11).
There are also sexual differences between man and animals. Sex is only for reproduction with animals.
When they go ―on heat‖ once or twice a year females always get pregnant when mating occurs. The
rest of the year there is no sex or interest in it. In marriage, couples can have sex at virtually anytime
yet pregnancy can only happen on a handful of days each year. Sex in humans is not merely for
reproduction like in animals but is designed as a pleasure bond between a husband and wife.
There are major differences that show that man is not descended from the apes. There is the
difference in animal instinct in apes and mind in humans, the sexual differences mentioned above, the
lack of body hair with humans, the much larger brain in humans and the lack of the Broca‘s convulsion
in apes which gives man the gift of speech.
The Bible is correct when it says that man was created by God 6 000 years ago from the dust of the
ground and that he did not evolve from apes. God created mankind in His own image and put him in
dominion over all the animals on earth (Genesis 1:26). Man has been given the gift of a mind to
choose right from wrong, and with God‘s Holy Spirit the opportunity to develop God‘s character and
one day be born into God‘s family.

7] Answered prayer



The most personal proof of God‘s existence is that of answered prayer (Matthew 7:7-11, 1 John 3:22).
When you experience clear, undeniable answers to prayer over the course of time one‘s belief in the
existence of a supreme, powerful God who loves each of us personally is strengthened.
―For the invisible things of him from the creation of the world are clearly seen, being understood by the
things that are made, even his eternal power and Godhead, so that they are without excuse‖ (Romans
1:20). The evidence of God‘s existence is all around us, in the heavens, all throughout nature and in
the wonders of our own human bodies.
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Further Reading on Proving God‘s Existence





UCG Booklet ―Does God Exist?‖
UCG Booklet ―Creation or Evolution – Does it Matter What You Believe?‖
Old WCG Booklet ―Does God Exist?‖
―Why We Believe in Creation Not in Evolution‖ by Fred Meldau
(Though out of print, used copies are usually available at www.amazon.com)
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IS THE BIBLE TRUE?
How can we prove that the Bible is the Word of God and can be relied upon? In this lesson we will look
at the amazing proofs that show that the Bible is the true and authoritative Word of God.

1] Fulfilled Prophecy


God names Cyrus by name as the conqueror of Babylon nearly 200 years before it happened
and as the one who would allow the Jews rebuild Jerusalem.

The prophet Isaiah was a prophet in the last days of the Kingdom of Israel before they were taken away
captive by the Assyrians in 709 BC. God gave the following prophecy through him which came to pass to
the letter nearly 200 years later:
―Thus says the LORD to His anointed, to CYRUS, whose right hand I have held—To subdue nations before
him and loose the armor of kings, to open before him the double doors, so that the gates will not be shut: ‗I
will go before you and make the crooked places straight; I will break in pieces the gates of bronze and cut
the bars of iron. I will give you the treasures of darkness and hidden riches of secret places, that you may
know that I, the LORD, who call you by your name, am the God of Israel‖ (Isaiah 45:1-3).
The large city of Babylon, with its massive high double
walls, appeared impregnable from the outside. When
Cyrus‘ Medo-Persian army encamped around the city, the
Babylonians only laughed as they could survive a siege for
years. Unknown to the Babylonians, Cyrus‘ army were able
to divert most of the water of the Euphrates River which
flowed under the walls through the city. Cyrus had also
gotten a spy into the city to open ―the double doors‖
mentioned in Isaiah‘s prophecy. With the river level
lowered and the gates opened the army was able to invade
the city and conquer Babylon in 539 BC.
Josephus wrote that Cyrus was so impressed with the prophecy when the Jewish leaders showed it to him
that he allowed the Jews who were captive in Babylon to go back and rebuild Jerusalem (Ezra 1:1-3)
fulfilling another part of Isaiah‘s prophecy: ―Who says of CYRUS, ‗He is My shepherd, and he shall perform
all My pleasure, saying to Jerusalem, ‗You shall be built,‘ and to the temple, ‗Your foundation shall be laid‘‖
(Isaiah 44:28).


The fall of Nineveh and Babylon.

Zephaniah began to prophesy around 630 BC while Nineveh, the capital of the mighty Assyrian Empire,
was still the greatest city on earth with a population of possibly over a million people (Jonah 3:3, 4:11). He
prophesied that God ―will make Nineveh a desolation, and dry like a wilderness and flocks shall lie down in
the midst of her‖ (Zephaniah 2:13-14).
In 612 BC the Babylonians under Nebuchadnezzar‘s father, Nabopolassar, along with the Medes and the
Scythians, destroyed Nineveh and the Assyrian empire along with it. Nineveh was never rebuilt and today
the shepherds of nearby Mosul graze their sheep among the dunes of Nineveh.
Isaiah made this prophecy about Babylon about 200 years before it fell: ―It will never be inhabited or dwelt
in for all generations; no Arab will pitch his tent there, no shepherds will make their flocks lie down there"
(Isaiah 13:20-21). Today the ruined city of Babylon is being restored by the Iraqi Department of Antiquities.
Unlike the ruins of Nineveh where sheep now graze, local shepherds completely avoid the ruins of Babylon
believing the place to be demon-infested.
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The great empires after the Babylonian Empire are prophesied.

In Daniel 2 we read about a great dream that Nebuchadnezzar, king of Babylon, had that
Daniel interpreted for him. God had given him a vision about the great empires to come right
up until the return of Jesus Christ. It was a prophecy of four great kingdoms to rule the ancient
world. Daniel explained the meaning of his dream this way:
―You, O king, are a king of kings… you are this head of gold. But after you shall arise another
kingdom inferior to yours; then another, a third kingdom of bronze, which shall rule over all the
earth. And the fourth kingdom shall be as strong as iron, inasmuch as iron breaks in pieces
and shatters everything; and like iron that crushes, that kingdom will break in pieces and crush
all the others‖ (Daniel 2:36-40).
In Daniel 7 we read that Daniel also had a dream of these four great kingdoms but instead of
seeing a statue of a man made of gold, silver, bronze and iron like Nebuchadnezzar did, he
saw four wild beasts – a lion, a bear, a leopard with four heads and a wild beast more terrible
than the other three.
These four great ancient empires are plainly identified from history as -:
1)
2)
3)
4)

The Babylonian Empire (625 – 539 BC)
The Medo-Persian Empire (539 - 330 BC)
The Greco-Macedonian or Greek Empire (333 – 31 BC)
The Roman Empire (31 BC – 476 AD)

The details of these empires are a perfect fit with the prophecies in the book of
Daniel. The third kingdom is described as a leopard with four heads. This is a
perfect description of the Greek empire. Around 200 years after Daniel had
this vision, Alexander the Great, with the swiftness of a leopard, conquered all
the world from Greece to India around 330 BC. On his return home from his
conquest he died suddenly and his empire was divided between his four
generals pictured by the four heads of the leopard.
Daniel had another vision in Daniel 8 of a male goat with a big horn defeating a ram. ―The ram which you
saw, having the two horns—they are the kings of Media and Persia. And the male goat is the kingdom of
Greece. The large horn that is between its eyes is the first king. As for the broken horn and the four that
stood up in its place, four kingdoms shall arise out of that nation, but not with its power‖ (Daniel 8:20-22).
Again, this is a perfect prophecy of Alexander the Great defeating the Persians, then dying prematurely and
his kingdom being divided up between his four generals – a prophecy given to Daniel 200 years before
it came to happen.
In Daniel 11 we find the longest prophecy or collection of prophecies in the Bible. This series of prophecies
describes the course of history from the time of Daniel to the time of Jesus Christ‘s second coming. They
cover some 2500 years of history of events to occur in the Middle East. It starts off with by saying that the
fourth Persian king from when this prophecy was given would invade Greece (verse 2) and this is what
happened when Xerxes (the fourth Persian king after Daniel‘s time) conquered Greece.
It then says a mighty king will conquer all before him and, in his prime, his kingdom would be broken up
four ways amongst men who were not among his posterity or his sons (verses 3-4). This is exactly what
happened when Alexander the Great conquered the Persian empire and his kingdom was split amongst his
four generals, since he had no sons. If you‘d like to read about all the other amazing prophecies in this
chapter which have exactly come to pass be sure to read the appendix to lesson 2 (Daniel 11 with
Explanation by Tom Robinson).
The Roman Empire (which came after the Greek empire) was represented by the two legs of the great
statue of Nebuchadnezzar‘s dream. This pictured the two divisions of the mighty Roman Empire – its east
and western divisions. About the fourth beast of Daniel 7, which also pictured the Roman Empire, Daniel
wrote: ―The fourth beast shall be a fourth kingdom on earth, which shall be different from all other
kingdoms, and shall devour the whole earth, trample it and break it in pieces. The ten horns are ten kings
who shall arise from this kingdom‖ (Daniel 7:23-24). This prophecy shows that there will be ten
resurrections of the Roman Empire. We have seen many resurrections of the Roman Empire in Europe
over the last 2000 years as was predicted here in the book of Daniel and also in the book of Revelation
which we will look at in more detail in lesson 10 of the course on the subject of the Great Tribulation.
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The birthright promises to Abraham‘s descendants.

Professing agnostic Robert Ingersoll in his book ―Some Mistakes of Moses‖ wrote: ―God made a great
number of promises to Abraham, but few of them were ever kept. He agreed to make him the father of a
great nation but he did not. He solemnly promised to give him a great country, including all the land
between the river of Egypt and the Euphrates but He did not…He was always promising, but never
performed.‖ Is this true? If one believes that the Jews are all there are to the people of Israel then one
could easily believe that he was right but the Bible and history prove otherwise.
God chose Abraham and promised to develop his descendants into a group of influential nations chosen
for the purpose of teaching and illustrating His values and way of life to the rest of the world (Genesis 12:13, 17:5-6). These promises were passed down through Isaac and Jacob. All of Jacob‘s 12 sons would
share in the blessings promised to Abraham but the double portion of this birthright was passed onto
Joseph sons, Ephraim and Manasseh.
In Genesis 35:11 God said to Jacob: ―I am God Almighty. Be fruitful and multiply; a nation and a company
of nations shall proceed from you, and kings shall come from your body.‖ This part of the birthright promise
was passed onto Joseph‘s sons, Ephraim and Manasseh in Genesis 48:19: ―He (Manasseh) also shall
become a people, and he also shall be great; but truly his younger brother (Ephraim) shall be greater than
he, and his descendants shall become a multitude of nations.‖
In Genesis 49 Jacob gave prophecies about what the descendants of each of his 12 sons would be like in
the end-time before Christ‘s return. About Joseph he said: "Joseph is like a grapevine that produces much
fruit, a healthy vine watered by a spring, whose branches grow over the wall. Archers attack him violently
and shoot at him angrily, but he aims his bow well. His arms are made strong. He gets his power from the
Mighty God of Jacob and his strength from the Shepherd, the Rock of Israel. Your father's God helps you.
God Almighty blesses you. He blesses you with rain from above, with water from springs below, with many
babies born to your wives, and many young ones born to your animals. The blessings of your father are
greater than the blessings of the oldest mountains, greater than the good things of the long-lasting hills.
May these blessings rest on the head of Joseph" (Genesis 49:22-26, New Century Version).
―This prophetic passage tells us that Joseph's descendants ‗in the last days‘ will live in a productive, wellwatered and fruitful land. They will be a people who have greatly expanded their territory and influence politically, militarily, economically and culturally - a people ‗whose branches grow over the wall,‘ or beyond
their natural borders. They will be a people that, on occasion, will be attacked by other nations but will
generally be victorious. Their triumphs will sometimes seem ‗miraculous‘ or ‗providential‘ because the
Almighty God is their helper and source of blessings. They will be a people who live in an unusually
favourable climate that easily supports their steadily expanding population. They will enjoy the blessing of
good crops, vast herds of livestock and extensive natural resources such as fine stands of timber and
valuable minerals mined from their soil‖ (The United States and Britain in Bible Prophecy, p.10-11).
In the days soon after King Solomon, the nation of Israel split into two nations, the Kingdom of Israel and
the Kingdom of Judah (from whom the Jews descend). The northern Kingdom of Israel were eventually
conquered by Assyria around 709 BC and carried away to Mesopotamia, and have never returned to
Palestine, as a nation. They included the birthright tribes of Ephraim and Manasseh and eventually became
known as the ―Lost Tribes of Israel‖.
The UCG booklet, ―The United States and Britain in
Bible Prophecy‖ goes into much detail showing how
they eventually migrated to North-West Europe and
how the birthright tribes of Manasseh and Ephraim can
be identified as the great nation of America and the
company of nations known as the British
Commonwealth, just as God had promised to
Abraham, Isaac and Jacob thousands of years earlier.
In this end-time age before the return of Jesus Christ,
they suddenly became the greatest and most
influential nations the world has ever seen, just when
Jacob said they would in Genesis 49.
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The prophecies about Jesus Christ.

Bethlehem was prophesied in Micah 5:2 to be the birthplace of the Messiah: ―But you, Bethlehem
Ephrathah, though you are little among the thousands of Judah, yet out of you shall come forth to Me the
One to be Ruler in Israel, whose goings forth are from of old, from everlasting.‖ Though Joseph and Mary
lived in Nazareth in northern Israel they had to travel to Bethlehem in the south of Israel to register for the
Roman census since Joseph had originally come from there (Luke 2:1-5). Mary gave birth to Jesus when
they arrived in Bethlehem.
In Isaiah 7:14 we read, ―Therefore the Lord Himself will give you a sign: Behold, the virgin shall conceive
and bear a Son, and shall call His name Immanuel.‖ Immanuel means ―God is with us‖ and Jesus was born
of the virgin Mary (Matthew 1:18-25). He was also to be a descendant of the House of David (Isaiah 9:6-7)
and so He was (Luke 2:4). He was to be betrayed for 30 pieces of silver (Zechariah 11:12-13) and Judas
did just that (Matthew 27:3-10). His garments were to parted and lots cast for them (Psalm 22:18). The
Roman soldiers gambled for his clothes as He was being crucified (Matthew 27:35).
Over 700 years before Jesus Christ was born God gave this prophecy through Isaiah: ―Surely He has
borne our griefs and carried our sorrows; yet we esteemed Him stricken, smitten by God, and afflicted. But
He was wounded for our transgressions, He was bruised for our iniquities; the chastisement for our peace
was upon Him, and by His stripes we are healed. All we like sheep have gone astray; we have turned,
every one, to his own way; and the LORD has laid on Him the iniquity of us all. He was oppressed and He
was afflicted, yet He opened not His mouth; He was led as a lamb to the slaughter, and as a sheep before
its shearers is silent, so He opened not His mouth‖ (Isaiah 53:4-7). How accurate a prophecy that was
describing the death of Jesus and the way that He paid for our sins on the cross!
He died from being pierced in the side with a spear (Zechariah 12:10, John 19:34-37) but His body did not
see corruption (Psalm 16:10). Instead he was raised from the dead 3 days and 3 nights after His death
(Matthew 28:6-7) as He said He would be in Matthew 12:40, ―For as Jonah was three days and three
nights in the belly of the great fish, so will the Son of Man be three days and three nights in the heart of the
earth.‖

2] Answering the doubting questions over the Book of Genesis


Is all of the Book of Genesis inspired?

Many people believe in the Book of Genesis only up to a point. Some believe the stories from Abraham on
are factual but dismiss the stories before Abraham back to Adam and Eve believing them to be fables only
designed to teach moral lessons given how fantastic some of the stories are.
Jesus Christ quoted the Garden of Eden story in Matthew 19:4-5 when He spoke about marriage and two
becoming one flesh. He acknowledged the real existence of Adam‘s first son, Abel, who was murdered
(Matthew 23:35). He also spoke of the Flood as a factual account when He said: ―…as the days of Noah
were, so also will the coming of the Son of Man be. For as in the days before the flood, they were eating
and drinking, marrying and giving in marriage, until the day that Noah entered the ark‖ (Matthew 24:37-38).
If Jesus was lying about Adam and Eve being real people then He sinned and we have no Saviour. You
cannot believe in Jesus Christ without believing in all of Genesis. There is no middle ground!
Luke treated all of the Book of Genesis as totally true when he included Adam in the genealogy of Jesus
Christ (Luke 3:38). The Book of Genesis itself contains many specific details of ages of all the ancestors
back to Adam and is written like a factual account, not as fables designed to teach moral lessons. The
apostle Paul spoke of Adam as a real person (1 Corinthians 15:45) and said that, ―all Scripture is given by
inspiration of God‖ (2 Timothy 3:16) and that includes the Book of Genesis.


How old is the Earth and the Universe according to the Book of Genesis?

A major reason why many people dismiss the Bible is a misunderstanding of how old the Bible says the
universe is. They, and many professing christians, believe the Bible says the earth and the universe were
created at the same time as Adam and Eve only 6000 years ago. There is no way that this can be true as
we would never be able to see any of the stars that are over 6000 light years away since there would not
have been enough time for their light to reach the earth by now. In fact, the furthest objects in the universe
so far detected are around 13 billion light years away. Our universe would have to be that old for us to be
able to detect them.
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The main two verses young earth creationists use to support their case are Genesis 1:16 and Exodus
20:11.
In Genesis 1:16-19 we read: ―God made two great lights: the greater light to rule the day, and the lesser
light to rule the night. He made the stars also. God set them in the firmament of the heavens to give light on
the earth, and to rule over the day and over the night, and to divide the light from the darkness. And God
saw that it was good. So the evening and the morning were the fourth day.‖
The simplest way of interpreting these verses taking them at face value is that the original creation of the
sun and moon, earth and heavens took place within that same week 6 000 years ago.
There is a problem with believing the sun was originally created on the fourth day, though, and that is how
do you account for the fact that there was evening and morning on the first, second and third days?
The Hebrew word for "made" is asah. It could be translated as "made," "had made," or "will have made."
Any of these renderings could be correct. But the exact one would have to be determined from the context.
By looking at the context, it is evident that God already "had made" the sun, moon and stars long before
and set them in the sky.
One commentary on the subject says the following: "In explaining this phenomenon it must first be noted
that the standpoint of the first chapter of Genesis is an ideal geocentric one, as though the writer were
actually upon the earth at that time and in a position to record the developing phases of created life as he
experienced them. From such a standpoint the heavenly bodies would only become visible when the dense
cloud-covering of the earth had dispersed to a large extent" (R. K. Harrison, Introduction to the Old
Testament, p. 554).
Therefore, the sun, moon and stars were created long before the fourth day of creation. They were made
visible again on the fourth day of the week of recreation of the earth's surface.
Let‘s now look at the second ―proof text‖ of the young earth point of view. In Exodus 20:11 we read: ―For in
six days the LORD made the heavens and the earth, the sea, and all that is in them, and rested the seventh
day. Therefore the LORD blessed the Sabbath day and hallowed it.‖
Again we run across this same word ―made‖ translated from the same Hebrew word ―asah‖. Let‘s look more
closely at this Hebrew word ―asah‖.
While ―made‖ is one of the many possible words Strong‘s Concordance tells us it is translated into, it
doesn‘t give ―create‖ as one of the many it can be translated into in its list. Some other synonyms that it can
be translated into according to Strong‘s include ―bring forth‖, ―fashion‖, ―furnish‖ and ―prepare‖.
We can ―fashion‖ or ―prepare‖ our house for a guest arriving but that does not mean we have just created or
built it from scratch.
The New King James translates the Hebrew ―shameh‖ into the plural ―heavens‖ while the King James
Version translates it into the singular ―heaven‖. According to Strong‘s the primary meaning of the Hebrew
word ―shameh‖ is sky though it can also mean outer space beyond the earth‘s atmosphere.
It is well known that the Bible refers to three different heavens – the atmosphere where the birds fly, outer
space where the stars and planets are and the place where God the Father resides called the ―third
heaven‖ by Paul in 2 Corinthians 12:2.
If we paraphrase Exodus 20:11 with what we have learned about the Hebrew words it can just as easily be
translated the following way which is perfectly compatible with the ―gap theory‖:
―For in six days the LORD prepared (or fashioned) the sky and the earth, the sea and all things in
it.‖
In Hebrews 11:3 we read: ―By faith we understand that the worlds were framed by the word of God‖. The
word translated here as ―framed‖ is an interesting one. It is the Greek word ―katartidzo‖.
Let‘s look at two other places where it is used in the New Testament. In Galatians 6:1 we read: ―Brethren, if
a man is overtaken in any trespass, you who are spiritual restore [Greek: katartidzo] such a one in a spirit
of gentleness, considering yourself lest you also be tempted.‖ The Greek ―katartidzo‖ here is translated as
―restore‖. Another place where it is used is Matthew 4:21 where we read: ―Going on from there, He saw two
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other brothers, James the son of Zebedee, and John his brother, in the boat with Zebedee their father,
mending [Greek: katartidzo] their nets.‖
The Greek word here is translated as mending in this verse. Now if we paraphrase Hebrews 11:3 with
these other possible translations it would read as follows: ―By faith we understand that the worlds were
restored / mended by the word of God‖.
In Psalm 104:30 we also read: ―You send forth Your Spirit, they are created; and You renew the face of the
earth.‖ This hearkens back Genesis 1:2 talking about the spirit of God moving on the face of the waters.
The Hebrew word used for ―renew‖ is ―chadash‖ which means ―rebuild, renew, repair‖ according to
Strong‘s Concordance.
Genesis 1:1-2 simply says: ―In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth. The earth was
without form, and void; and darkness was on the face of the deep.‖ Many scholars believe that it should be
better translated as ―the earth became without form and void‖ as the same Hebrew word is translated
―became‖ in a number of other verses in Genesis (Genesis 2:7, 3:20, 4:20).
In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth. The Bible does not
say when. It may have happened as long ago as billions of years ago as
scientists say. Then the earth became without form and void, evidently the
result of destruction done to it by Satan and the demons. This could have
been some time shortly before 6 000 years ago. After the destruction which
made the earth without form and covered with water God renewed the face of
the earth (Psalm 104:30) and created Adam and Eve 6 000 years ago.
In Ezekiel 28 we read that God created Lucifer as a cherub and he, in time,
became proud and turned from God‘s ways, thu s becoming Satan (meaning
prosecutor or enemy). Lucifer said: ―I will exalt my throne…[AND] ascend
above the heights of the clouds‖ (Isaiah 14:13-14).
Isaiah shows that God gave him a throne on earth AND he was on the
earth at the time he rebelled against God.
To place this event during the ―creation week‖ of 6 000 years makes no sense as God delights in
everything being good at the end of the sixth day (Genesis 1:31).
Placing Satan‘s rebellion in between ―creation week‖ and before Satan tempts Eve also makes no sense as
Isaiah 14:13-14 says that he had a throne under the clouds. Why would God give Him a throne on earth
when he had already given to mankind through Adam dominion over the earth and its creatures in Genesis
1:26 and the Genesis account shows that the LORD God was on earth personally interacting with Adam
and Eve in the Garden? Satan being given a throne on earth seems like surplus and unnecessary.
The only logical time for Satan to have been given a throne on earth was in the time before Adam
was created 6 000 years before ―the earth BECAME waste and void‖ (Genesis 1:2) and God renewed
(Psalm 104:30) or restored (Hebrews 11:3 – Greek for ―framed‖ means restored or mended) the face
of the earth.
It had to have taken a great deal of time for him to turn against God and for him to also turn a third of the
angels (Revelation 12:4) against God. At the time of Adam and Eve, Satan is already an evil being
(Genesis 3:1-16).


How could people really live to 900 years before the Flood?

It is believed by many scientists that most aging is not from wear and tear but caused by genetic
degradation. The cells in our body are dying regularly and are being replaced by new ones. When you keep
making a copy of a copy of a copy and so on, the quality of the cells continues to degrade. Cosmic
radiation can accelerate this process.
Genesis 1:7 says that God ―divided the waters which were under the firmament from the waters which
were above the firmament‖. Many believe that the waters above the firmament was a water canopy that
surrounded the earth before the Flood like a greenhouse shielding the earth from cosmic radiation. This
extra protection from cosmic radiation may have been the reason why the aging process was much slower
before the Flood allowing people to live hundreds of years.
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Where did the races come from if we all descended from Adam and Eve?

In Acts 17:26 we read that God ―has made from one blood every nation of men to dwell on all the face
of the earth, and has determined their pre-appointed times and the boundaries of their dwellings.‖ It is
evident from this verse that when God created Adam and Eve He put in them genes that would allow them
to produce children with different racial characteristics. Jewish tradition indicates that Cain was black and
that Abel was reddish in skin colour (Book of Enoch 84:5). Seth was white in skin colour (Genesis 5:3).
A similar thing must have happened with Noah and his wife. If Ham was white and he married a Negro
woman there is no way naturally that any of their children could have been Aboriginal or Indian. There had
to have been some supernatural injection of genetic material from God into Noah and his family. Evidence
for this can be found in the name of Ham which literally means ―burnt‖ or black. Also, without such an
injection of extra genes into the family of Noah, marriage between brothers and sisters or between first
cousins would have become genetically dangerous for their children a lot earlier than when God finally
forbid it at the time of the Exodus.


Where did Adam and Eve‘s sons get their wives from?

Genesis 5:4 says, ―After he begot Seth, the days of Adam were eight hundred years; and he had sons
and daughters.‖ Jewish tradition recorded by Josephus says that Adam and Eve had 33 sons and 23
daughters. As mentioned above marriage between brothers and sisters was allowed by God before the
Exodus. God forbid such marriages only later when the chances of birth defects became much greater for
the children produced in such marriages.


Where did all the water come from to cover the whole earth during the Flood?

Genesis 7:11-12 states that ―all the fountains of the great deep were broken up, and the windows of
heaven were opened. And the rain was on the earth forty days and forty nights.‖ One source could have
been a collapse of the water canopy (Genesis 1:7) suggested earlier. The other source mentioned in
Genesis 7:11 is the release of subterranean water such as the Great Artesian Basin under Australia.
Genesis 8:2-3 indicates that the waters continued to rise for 150 days before beginning to recede. Since it
rained for only 40 days and it appears that the water rose for another 110 days, the water that made the
waters continue to rise would have to have been underground water – ―the fountains of the great deep‖. At
the end of the Flood God would have directed much of that water back underground. Sea level before the
Flood may have been much lower. Instead of 71% of the earth‘s surface being covered with water like now,
it may have been much less than that. Given that mankind generally lives close to sea level, this could be
why we have so little record of human civilization prior to the Flood.

3] Historical accuracy


The Bible‘s Creation Story compared to other Creation myths.

Every ancient people had their own story about how the world was created. These have come to be called
creation myths and are full of bizarre ideas with multiple gods fighting each other. Is Genesis 1 just another
creation myth that borrowed ideas from other creation myths of the Babylonians or the Egyptians?
Comparing the Bible to other creation myths, astrophysicist Hugh Ross wrote: ―The [Bible‘s] distinctives
struck me immediately. It was simple, direct and specific…Instead of just another bizarre creation
myth, here was a journal-like record of the earth‘s initial conditions – correctly described from the
standpoint of astrophysics and geophysics – followed by a summary of the sequence of changes through
which Earth came to be inhabited by living things and ultimately by humans. The account was simple,
elegant and scientifically accurate‖ (The Creator and the Cosmos, p.15).


The Temptation Seal and the Adam and Eve Seal.

In his article series entitled ―The Bible and Archaeology‖ Mario
Seiglie tells us of some discoveries found in Sumer, one of the
most ancient of all civilizations: ―Seals…were used to certify
documents, to show authority and, on occasion, as
amulets…Archaeology has unearthed, not in biblical Israel, but in
the site of most ancient civilization known, Sumer, a seal
depicting…events described in the book of Genesis. This find,
known as the Temptation Seal, is in the British Museum. It dates
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to the third millennium before Christ, some 5000 years ago. This artifact shows a man and a woman
viewing a tree, and behind the woman is a serpent. The man and woman are both reaching for the fruit of
the tree…Another Sumerian seal, dated ca. 3500 BC and now housed in the museum of the University of
Pennsylvania shows events that took place after the man and woman ate the forbidden fruit. This seal
depicts the naked figures of a male and a female, bowed in humiliation, being driven out, followed by a
serpent‖ (Archaeology and Genesis, Good News, September-October 1996, p.21)


Flood stories found all over the world.

In his book ―Secrets of the Lost Races‖, Rene Noorbergen writes: ―The noted 19th century Scottish
geologist Hugh Miller, an ardent collector of the world‘s most haunting traditions writes, ‗There is, however,
one special tradition which seems to be more deeply impressed and more widely spread than any of the
others. The destruction of well-nigh the whole human race, in an early age of the world‘s history, by a great
deluge, appears to have impressed the minds of the few survivors, and seems to have been handed down
to their children, in consequence, with such terror-struck impressiveness that their remote descendants of
the present day have not even yet forgotten it. It appears in almost every mythology, and lives in the
most distant countries and among the most barbarous tribes‘‖(p. 5).
The most famous of the non-biblical stories of the Flood is the Gilgamesh Epic from Babylon that is housed
in the British Museum which, though distorted and coloured with a local flavour, has quite a number of
similarities with the Biblical record. David Down writes: ―Rene Noorbergen has written a book called ‗The
Ark File‘ in which he reports 80 such legends and traditions. Legends on mainland China maintain that the
Chinese are direct descendants of an ancient ancestor called Nu-Wah. He escaped the destruction, along
with his wife, his three sons and three daughters…
―Traces of a similar story can be found among the Maoris of New Zealand, the Aborigines of Australia, the
Adivasi tribes of India and others. The story has come down in somewhat distorted form over thousands of
years through the descendants of that family that survived the tremendous ordeal. All this would suggest
that mankind has a common origin and that the Flood story is based on historical fact‖ (Digging up the
Past, Lesson 5, p.4).


Sodom and Gomorrah.

In the mid-1970‘s excavations began in Syria which uncovered the ancient city of Ebla which was a large
city with around 250 000 people about the time of Abraham (around 1850 BC). Some 20 000 clay tablets
were unearthed at this site which shed much light on what life was like around the time of Abraham.
David Down makes these comments about how the Ebla tablets confirmed the existence of Sodom and
Gomorrah: ―The place names were significant. One text mentioned Sedom and Amorah, which Pettinato
identified as Sodom and Gomorrah. Until recently, critics have regarded the story of the destruction of
Sodom and Gomorrah recorded in Genesis 19 as fictitious. There was no mention of these names in any
literature outside the Bible and most scholars wrote them off as legendary. But not only are Sodom and
Gomorrah mentioned in the Ebla tablets, but in the same context, Pettinato identified the names of Admah,
Zeboiim and Belah in that order. Now that is how these cities are listed in the story of Abraham and the five
kings in Genesis 14‖ (Digging up the Past, Lesson 4, p.4).


Joseph‘s canal.

There is a very long canal over 200 miles long that is fed from the Nile in
Middle Egypt and feeds into an enormous lake known as the Faiyum. This
canal is known by the name ―Bahr Yusef‖ which is an Egyptian name
meaning the Canal of Joseph.
Donovan Courville writes: ―An incident is recorded for us in the early 12th
dynasty [of Egypt], which…finds its logical place in the era just before the
famine…Reference is here made to the initiation of a vast project which
had for its purpose the increasing of the available irrigation water and
expanding the tillable soil of the Nile Valley. An artificial canal was dug
which ran parallel to the Nile by means of a second shorter canal…This
canal which served to turn the waters of the Nile into this natural
basin is still known to this day among the natives as the CANAL OF
JOSEPH and is so named on modern maps‖ (The Exodus Problem and
its Ramifications, Vol.1, p.142-143).
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There are also two famine inscriptions in the tombs of officials by the names of Ameni and Bebi which
speak of a famine of many years and also speak of food being collected in advance of the famine. Courville
dates these two inscriptions to the time of Joseph and the 12th dynasty of Egypt (ibid, p.134-136).


Proof of the Israelites being in Egypt and the plagues of the Exodus.
th

Sir Flinders Petrie excavated in the Faiyum from 1880 onwards near the mud-brick pyramids of the 12
dynasty. Dr Rosalie David reviewed his work there and wrote: ―It is apparent that the Asiatics were present
in the town (Kahun) in some numbers and this may have reflected the situation elsewhere in Egypt…their
exact homeland in Syria or Palestine cannot be determined…The reason for their presence remains
unclear…[Petrie discovered] wooden boxes…underneath the floors of many houses at Kahun. They
contained babies, sometimes buried two or three to a box and aged only a few months at death‖ (The
Pyramid Builders of Ancient Egypt, p.191). This is consistent with the decree of Pharaoh that all male
children were to be killed at birth (Exodus 1:16).

David also wrote the following about their sudden disappearance from Egypt: ―The quantity, range and type
of articles of everyday use which were left behind in the houses may indeed suggest that the departure was
sudden and unpremeditated‖ (ibid, p.199). Other evidence of the Israelites being in Egypt is the frequency
of Egyptian names among the Israelites. Moses is an abbreviated Egyptian name, meaning drawn or born
from. It is seen in the names of pharaohs such as Thutmoses and Ra-moses or Ramses, meaning they
were born from the gods Thoth and Ra. Moses may well have originally been named Hapi-moses, meaning
drawn from the Nile god Hapi. Ernest Wright tells us: ―Other Levite names apparently from the Egyptian
language are Phineas, Hophni, Pashur and perhaps Hur and Merari‖ (Biblical Archaeology, p.53).
The plagues absolutely devastated Egypt. There
is an Egyptian record of the plagues that was
found at Memphis and now is housed in the
Leiden Museum in Holland. It is called the
Ipuwer papyrus and it is in perfect agreement
with the Biblical record of the plagues of Egypt.
Here are a few excerpts:
―Plague stalks through the land and blood is
everywhere… Nay, but the river is blood…
Trees are destroyed…No fruit nor herbs are
found...Forsooth, gates, columns and walls
are consumed by fire… The land is not
light...He who places his brother in the ground
is everywhere…
―Gold, silver, lapis lasuzi and turquoise are
strung on the necks of female slaves [This
matches the Biblical record of the Israelites
spoiling the Egyptians before the last plague
– Exodus 11:1-3]…The stranger people from
without are come into Egypt..‖


The ―Mythical‖ Hittites.

―Bible critics had long scoffed at references in the biblical record to a people called the Hittites (Genesis
15:20, Exodus 3:8, 17, Numbers 13:29, Joshua 1:4, Judges 1:26). Their evaluation was that the Hittites
were simply ‗one of the many mythical peoples‘ fabricated by Bible writers – or, at best, a small and
unimportant tribe. But the critics were wrong!
―In the latter half of the 19th century, Hittite monuments were discovered at Carchemish on the Euphrates
River in Syria, amply vindicating the Bible narrative. Later, in 1906, excavations at Boghazkoy (ancient
Hattusas, capital of the Hittite empire) in Turkey uncovered thousands of Hittite documents, revealing a
wealth of information, about Hittite history and culture. The Hittites, it is now known, were a very real and
formidable power. They were once one of the dominant peoples of Asia Minor and the Near East, at times
exercising control over Syria and parts of Palestine‖ (The Authority of the Bible, p.24).
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Confirmation of King David‘s existence.

Mario Seiglie wrote in the January/February 1998 issue of the Good News (p.29): ―In 1993 archaeologists
discovered the names of David and Israel in an inscription carved in stone only 100 years after David‘s
death.
Reports Biblical Archaeological Review: ‗It‘s not often that an
archaeological find makes the front page of the New York Times (to
say nothing of Time magazine). But that is what happened last
summer to a discovery at Tel Dan, a beautiful mound in northern
Galilee, at the foot of Mt Hermon beside one of the headwaters of the
Jordan River. There Avraham Biran and his team of archaeologists
found a remarkable inscription from the ninth century BCE that refers
to the House of David and to the King of Israel. This is the first time
that the name David has been found in any ancient inscription
outside the Bible‘ (Biblical Archaeological Review, March-April 1994,
p.26)‖.


Pharaoh Shishak‘s conquest of Jerusalem.

In 2 Chronicles 12, shortly after the split of Israel into
two kingdoms during the reign of Solomon‘s son
Rehoboam, the pharaoh of Egypt (called Shishak in the
Bible) invaded Judah. Instead of fighting against
Shishak in a war they would have lost and suffered a
great loss of life, they threw the gates of Jerusalem
open, surrended and allowed Shishak to take whatever
he wanted. Shishak took away all the fabulous
treasures in the Temple in Jerusalem.
The Egyptian name for Shishak was Thutmose III and a
list of all the cities in the land of Israel he conquered is
recorded in the Temple of Amun-Ra in Karnak.
At the top of the list are the cities of Kadesh and Megiddo. Megiddo is the ancient fort in northern Israel
from which we get the word Armageddon. Kadesh is Hebrew for holy. Kadesh, therefore, is the holy city of
Jerusalem.
On another wall in the Karnak temple is a record of all the treasures that Thutmose III brought back to
Egypt. The record of gold, silver and other precious objects he took fills the wall. Underneath each object is
a numerical symbol that uses arches for ten of the same items and spirals for 100 of the same item.
The wall would need to be a mile long if he recorded everything without that system, such was the
wealth of Israel under Solomon.
Immanuel Velikovsky in his book Ages in Chaos (p.148-157) has done a painstaking comparison of all the
objects on the wall and compared them to the biblical record and they make an astounding match of all the
furniture and vessels that were in the Temple in Jerusalem. Some examples of the Temple booty on this
relief include an exact match of 100 basins of gold and 300 shields of gold to what was in the
Temple according to the Bible.


Historical proof of Jesus Christ

Is there any proof outside the Bible that Jesus really lived? Justin Martyr, a second-century theologian,
wrote:
―Now there is a village in the land of the Jews, 35 stadia from Jerusalem, in which Christ was born,
as you can ascertain also from the registries of the taxing under Cyrenius your first procurator in
Judea (First Apology, chapter 34). Justin was referring to public records that existed in his day to
demonstrate that Jesus was born in Judea.
Cornelius Tacitus, Roman historian, senator, consul and governor of the province of Asia, wrote concerning
Jesus and Christians:
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―Nero…punished with every refinement the notoriously depraved Christians (as they were popularly called).
Their originator Christ, had been executed in Tiberius' reign by the governor of Judea, Pontius
Pilate. But in spite of this temporary setback, the deadly superstition had broken out afresh, not only in
Judea (where the mischief had started) but even in Rome" (The Annals of Imperial Rome, xv, 44).
Julian the Apostate wrote a major against Christianity in which he said this:
"Jesus, whom you celebrate, was one of Caesar's subjects. If you dispute it, I will prove it by and
by; but it may as well be done now. For yourselves allow that he was enrolled with his father and
mother in the time of Cyrenius…But Jesus having persuaded a few among you, and those the worst of
men, has now been celebrated about 300 years having done nothing in his lifetime worthy of remembrance
unless anyone thinks it a mighty matter to heal lame and blind people, and exorcise demoniacs in the
villages of Bethsaida and Bethany (quoted in the polemic of Cyril of Alexandria against Julian, Cyril Condria
Julian, vi pages 213, 191).
―Pliny the younger, the Roman legate of Bithynia-Pontus (what is now north-central Turkey) in the early
second century, wrote to the emperor Trajan, requesting advice on how to deal with Christians who refused
to reverence Caesar‘s image. Pliny noted that these Christians met regularly and sang hymns ‗to
Christ as if to a god‘ (Letters 10:96.7). The phrase ‗as if to a God‘ suggests that Pliny knew Jesus had
been a person who had lived on earth but was reluctant to call him divine‖ (Craig Blomberg, The Historical
Reliability of the Gospels, 1987, p. 196).
Josephus, a Jewish historian of the first century A.D., regarded the life of Jesus Christ as an established
fact. In Antiquities of the Jews, Josephus wrote:
"There was about this time, Jesus, a wise man, if it be lawful to call him a man, for he was a doer of
wonderful works, - a teacher of such men as receive the truth with pleasure. He drew over to him both
many of the Jews, and many of the Gentiles. He was Christ; and when Pilate, at the suggestion of the
principle men among us, had condemned him to the cross...he appeared to them alive again the
third day, as the divine prophets had foretold these and ten thousand other wonderful things
concerning him; and the tribe of Christians, so named from him, are not extinct at this day."
A second mention of Jesus by Josephus is seldom disputed by scholars. It concerns the martyrdom of
James, His half brother: ―Festus was now dead, and Albinus was but upon the road; so he assembled the
sanhedrin of the judges, and brought before them the brother of Jesus, who was called Christ, whose
name was James, and some others [or some of his companions;] and when he had formed an accusation
against them as breakers of the law, he delivered them to be stoned...‖ (Antiquities of the Jews, Book 20,
chapter 9, section 1).

4] Scientific accuracy


Rain cycle.

In Ecclesiastes 1:6-7 we read, ―The wind goes toward the south, and turns around to the north. The wind
whirls about continually, and comes again on its circuit. All the rivers run into the sea, yet the sea is not
full; To the place from which the rivers come, there they return again.‖ Here King Solomon gives a
perfect description of the earth‘s air currents and the rain cycle. He describes water being evaporated from
the seas and falling on the land and into the rivers which flow into the sea where the cycle begins yet again.


Circle of the earth.

In Isaiah 40:22 we read: ―He who sits above the circle of the
earth, and its inhabitants are like grasshoppers, who stretches out the
heavens like a curtain, and spreads them out like a tent to dwell in‖.
Long before Christopher Columbus, the Bible spoke of the earth as a
circle or sphere, not as a flat earth as believed by many in ancient
times.


The earth hangs on nothing.

In Job 26:7 we read: ―He stretches out the north over empty space;
He hangs the earth on nothing‖. The earth is held in orbit around
the sun by the force of gravity and is not fastened to anything
material.
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Psychosomatic stress illness.

Many doctors believe that over 50% of illnesses such as heart disease, ulcers, hypertension and even
many colds and cancers can be brought on by stress and are emotionally induced. Our mental outlook,
whether it is positive or negative, affects our physical health. When we are depressed or we are too
stressed our resistance to disease is lowered and our body can be hurt by the overload of chemicals, such
as adrenalin, released into our bloodstream. This principle of health can be seen in many verses in the
book of Proverbs. Here are just a few: ―A merry heart does good, like medicine, but a broken spirit dries the bones‖ (Proverbs 17:22).
―A sound heart is life to the body, but envy is rottenness to the bones‖ (Proverbs 14:30).
―Pleasant words are like a honeycomb, sweetness to the soul and health to the bones‖ (Proverbs 16:24).


God‘s health laws.

The Black Death killed millions of people in the Middle Ages in Europe. Once Europeans started to apply
the biblical laws of sanitation and quarantine (Leviticus 13) that the Jews were applying at the time the
results were quite spectacular in halting the disease in Europe.
Most of the animals that God forbid man to eat in Leviticus 11 are scavengers and are not designed for
human consumption. About these laws Dr Louis Lasagna writes: ―Many of these make good medical
sense…The prohibition of hare and swine [pigs] as sources of food certainly must have diminished the
incidence of disease…The transmission of gastrointestinal infections (including typhoid fever) via polluted
shellfish or water also testifies to the apparent wisdom of the Hebrews in warning against such seafood and
impure water‖ (The Doctors‘ Dilemmas, p.85). Leviticus 7:23 forbids the eating of animal fats which are
high in cholesterol. Keeping God‘s sexual laws against adultery, fornication and incest would also
dramatically cut the spread of sexual diseases in our society if obeyed.

5] Has the Bible been preserved accurately?
The books of the Old Testament were split into three divisions called the law, the prophets and the writings.
Christ backed up the authority of the books which were recognized as the scriptures in the first century by
regularly quoting from them. In Luke 24:44-45 we read: ―Then He said to them, ‗These are the words which
I spoke to you while I was still with you, that all things must be fulfilled which were written in the Law of
Moses and the Prophets and the Psalms concerning Me. And He opened their understanding, that they
might comprehend the Scriptures‘‖.
The apostles also verified the authority of the Old Testament scriptures. Verses from virtually every book of
the Old Testament are quoted by the apostles in the New Testament. The apostle Paul wrote the following
to Timothy: ―But you must continue in the things which you have learned and been assured of, knowing
from whom you have learned them, and that from childhood you have known the Holy Scriptures, which are
able to make you wise for salvation through faith which is in Christ Jesus. ALL Scripture is given by
inspiration of God, and is profitable for doctrine, for reproof, for correction, for instruction in righteousness‖
(2 Timothy 3:14-16).
In Isaiah 8:16 we read: ―Bind up the testimony, seal the law among my disciples.‖ The prophecy implies
that the testimony and law of the Word of God would be sealed up and completed by the disciples of the
Lord. It is evident that the apostles were very aware of the fact that God was using them as instruments
through divine inspiration to add more books to the existing canon of scriptures that the Jewish community
had at the time.
There are a couple of places in the New Testament that refer to already existing New Testament writings
as Scripture. In 1 Timothy 5:18 the apostle Paul writes: ―For the Scripture says, ‗You shall not muzzle an
ox while it treads out the grain,‘ and, ‗The laborer is worthy of his wages.‘‖ Both verses quoted are referred
to as Scripture. The first one comes from the Old Testament and is from Deuteronomy 25:4. The second
one is from Luke‘s already existing gospel and is a quotation from Luke 10:7.
―In 2 Peter 3:15-16, Peter speaks of the writings of ‗our beloved brother Paul‘. He says ‗in all his epistles,
speaking in them of these things, in which are some things hard to understand, which untaught and
unstable people twist to their own destruction, as they do also the rest of the Scriptures.‘ Paul‘s writings
are here placed on an equal level with the Old Testament Scriptures‖ (The Authority of the Bible, Colin
Peckham, p. 44).
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It‘s only logical that if God came and dwelt with mankind in the person of Jesus Christ that there would be
some extension of the existing canon of Scripture to record the vital details of the life and teachings of
Jesus. When we get down to the end of the apostle John‘s life, who was the last surviving of the twelve
apostles, we have the perfect conclusion to the Scriptures with the visions that form the Book of Revelation.
The Book of Revelation dramatically foretell the end of the story with the millennium and new heavens and
new earth in great detail. It also is a perfect complement to the Book of Genesis which begins the Bible.
When Jewish scribes made copies of the books of the Old Testament it was done by a strict discipline that
ensured absolute accuracy. There were cross checks designed to prevent the loss or misplacement of a
single word or letter. An example of this accuracy can be seen in comparing a Dead Sea Scrolls copy of
the book of Isaiah dated to 125 BC to the next oldest manuscript of the book of Isaiah written a thousand
years later. In all that time there is only one three letter word in question. Other than that they are exactly
word-for-word.
How reliable has the New Testament been preserved? We can get
some idea by comparing it to other ancient writings. ―For Caesar‘s
Gallic Wars (composed between 58 and 50 BC) only 9 or 10
[manuscripts] are good, and the oldest is some 900 years later
than Caesar‘s day…Of the 14 books of Tacitus (c. 100 AD)…the
text of these historical works depends entirely on two manuscripts,
one of the ninth century and one of the eleventh. The History of
Thucydides (c. 460-400 BC) is known to us from eight
manuscripts, the earliest belonging to AD 900…The same is true
of the history of Herodotus (488-428 BC). Yet no classical scholar
would listen to an argument that the authenticity of Herodotus or
Thucydides is in doubt because the earliest manuscripts of their
works of any use to us are over 1 000 years later than the
originals‖ (The New Testament Documents, p.16-17).
How many manuscripts are there to support the 27 books of the New Testament and clarify any differences
between them? ―There are 8 000 manuscripts of the Latin Vulgate and at least 1 000 for other early
versions. Add over 4 000 Greek manuscripts (some say 5 000) and we have 13 000 manuscript copies of
portions of the New Testament‖ (Introduction to the Textual Criticism of the New Testament, p.29).
There are over 13 000 copies of New Testament manuscripts compared to 10 copies of Caesar‘s Gallic
Wars and about 8 copies of the history of Herodotus. It is far easier to verify the New Testament‘s accuracy
than any other ancient writing of the same era.
The apostles preached about Christ‘s death and resurrection to live audiences which were often composed
of hostile enemies eager to disprove what they were saying. The apostles appealed to facts that could be
proven by those who had their doubts (like doubting Thomas). The apostle Paul wrote: ―For I delivered to
you first of all that which I also received: that Christ died for our sins according to the Scriptures, and that
He was buried, and that He rose again the third day according to the Scriptures, and that He was seen by
Cephas, then by the twelve. After that He was seen by over five hundred brethren at once, of whom the
greater part remain to the present, but some have fallen asleep‖ (1 Corinthians 15:3-6). Paul said that
there were over 500 witnesses who saw Him at the same time after He was risen, many who could give
their eyewitness testimony to those who had questions.
Who today could write a biography about America‘s president at the time of World War 2, Franklin
Roosevelt, and claim that he rose from the dead in 1945? Such a hoax could easily be refuted by relatives
and witnesses still living. Who would believe such a hoax, stick with it for a lifetime and even be willing to
die for such a belief? Maybe one person who was mentally unstable might, yet almost all of the apostles
were eventually martyred for believing Christ rose from the dead. This bunch of fishermen and commoners
―turned the world upside down‖ (Acts 17:6) with their unswerving loyalty to the belief that Christ died and
rose again.

6] The Unity of the Bible
In a sermon on the Word of God for UCG‘s Fundamentals of Belief tape series, Graemme Marshall makes
these comments:
―[The Bible was] written by not just one author but by 40 people. It stretches over a period of 1500
years out of different places and situations. What book ever extended over such an enormous
writing period yet has such uniformity, exactness and consistency? How likely is it that different
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authors could write hundreds of years apart under different situations in different languages and
still be consistent with their message?
―The Bible‘s authors come from diverse walks of life – kings like David and Solomon, national leaders like
Moses, a prime minister (Daniel), a former Pharisee (the apostle Paul), a military general (Joshua), a
shepherd (Amos), a tax collector (Matthew), fishermen (Peter, James and John), a doctor (Luke), an
emperor‘s cupbearer (Nehemiah) and prophets like Jeremiah. What an unlikely assembly of characters to
write this revered book. This one volume miraculously ties together the same theme and the same
message while presenting history, prophecy, law, poetry, proverbs, songs and pastoral letters. This was
accomplished by Divine consistency. Jesus Christ is the same yesterday, today and forever (Hebrews
13:8)‖.
The apostle Peter wrote that ―No prophecy of Scripture is of any private interpretation, for prophecy never
came by the will of man, but holy men of God spoke as they were moved by the Holy Spirit‖ (2 Peter 1:2021). The Bible‘s consistency and balance points to one Divine author who conveyed His instruction manual
to mankind through the different styles and personalities of different writers who were inspired by God‘s
spirit.
In his excellent book ―The Authority of the Bible‖ Colin Peckham describes many of the wonderful shadows
and types of New Testament events in the Old Testament:
―The history of the Israelites pictures the New Testament plan of salvation showing that the Old
Testament and the New Testament present one message. In the Old Testament it is the shadows
and types, and in the New Testament we have the reality of an accomplished salvation.
―The Israelites were in bondage to the Egyptians. Egypt is a picture of the old life of sin in which all are held
under the domination of Pharaoh, who represents the devil. The only way to be rescued from Egypt's
bondage and God's judgement was through the blood of the lamb. They were to be spared from the
judgement of God, which rested on the whole land, only by applying the blood to their doorposts. This, of
course, is a picture of God's judgement on the sinful world, from which we can escape solely by applying
the blood of the Lamb of God to our hearts. The judgement passed from the people to the lamb. The slain
lamb is the substitute for the first-born, and God's Lamb is our substitute. He dies in our place, and we are
free from the old life of bondage, sorrow and sin through the blood of the Lamb [1 Corinthians 5:7].
―On their journey they were immediately fed on manna from heaven, a picture of Jesus nourishing His
people, as He Himself explains when they said to Him: ‗Our fathers ate the manna in the desert; as it is
written, He gave them bread from heaven to eat. Then Jesus said to them, Most assuredly, I say to you,
Moses did not give you the bread from heaven, but My Father gives you the true bread from heaven. For
the bread of God is He who comes down from heaven and gives life unto the world...I am the bread of life‘
(John 6:31-35).
―They needed water, and when Moses struck the rock the water flowed for all to quench their thirst. Paul
tells us that ‗they drank of that spiritual Rock...and that Rock was Christ‘ (1 Corinthians 10:4)…Their
eventful journey from Egypt had one objective, to bring them to Canaan; ‗Then He brought us out from
there, that He might bring us in, to give us the land of which He swore to ou fathers‘ (Deuteronomy 6:23).
As many able commentators have affirmed, the picture of Canaan is that of the life of Christian victory and
[entering His kingdom]…
―Abraham and Isaac are clear Old Testament types of New Testament truths. Like Jesus, Isaac was born
contrary to the laws of nature. Isaac was mocked by his brother (Genesis 21:9), and Jesus was rejected by
the Jews. Isaac was the sole heir of all that his father possessed (Genesis 24:36), and Jesus is ‗appointed
heir of all things‘ (Hebrews 1:2).
―Abraham and Isaac walked up the hill of sacrifice with Isaac carrying the wood upon which he was to die
(Genesis 22:6), a picture of Calvary, where Jesus carried the Cross. Abraham, the father, was to kill his
beloved son. Of Jesus it is written that he was ‗stricken, smitten of God‘ (Isaiah 53:4). God, the Father,
smote His beloved Son. Isaac rose from this virtual death and entered into his inheritance. When Jesus
rose from the dead all the riches of heaven were His. This whole story is a beautiful picture of the
sacrificing Father and the submissive Son. The ram caught in the thicket and sacrificed instead of Isaac is
another aspect of the substitutionary death of Christ.
―Joseph is an enthralling picture of Christ. He, the first-born son of Rachel, was sent on a long journey by
his father to his brothers, who, on his arrival, held him prisoner and then sold him to foreigners for twenty
pieces of silver. Jesus, the first-born, came all the way from heaven to earth to His own people, but they did
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not receive Him (John 1:11). instead they rejected Him, selling Him for thirty pieces of silver and handing
Him over to a foreign power to be crucified.
―Joseph died figuratively in the prisons of Egypt but eventually returned as the conquering ruler, with a plan
of salvation for all the starving multitudes of the world. There was food enough to feed them all. Although
he had disappeared from public view, having been wrongly accused, he returned as the saviour of the
world. Jesus, too, was wrongly accused and put to death, but He returned from the dead with a plan of
salvation that has been published to the ends of the earth. He is the mighty Saviour of all who will come
and receive the salvation He offers. He brings life and health to the starving multitudes of earth.
―Moses is a picture of Christ, for immediately after his birth the evil rulers sought to kill him. He escaped but
they killed many other little boys at that time. Mary and Joseph fled with their precious child to Egypt whilst
the slaughter of the innocent children took place in Israel (Matthew 2:16-18).
―He instituted the Passover (Exodus 12:14-28), that wonderful picture of Calvary where the blood of the
lamb was struck on the doorposts of Israelite homes, saving them from the wrath of Yahweh. The lamb was
the substitute for their first-born. The New Testament affirms, 'Christ, our Passover, was sacrificed for us' (1
Corinthians 5:7). He was our substitute Lamb.
―Moses became the wonderful leader, saving them from the yoke of bondage in Egypt and leading them
out on an untried way. Delivered from the old life of slavery, they now had to depend on God for their very
existence. There was no food in the desert. It had to come from heaven, and on that heavenly food they
lived. Jesus saves from Satan's cruel bondage, separating us from the old life of sorrow and sin and
leading us out in the wilderness of this world where there is no food for the soul. He is our very life, for we
live in Him and feed on Him, the heavenly Manna, the living Bread.
―Joshua was the great leader and conqueror of the land of Canaan. He took them over the Jordan and led
them in their central, southern and northern campaigns until the land was subdued. He brought them peace
and stability instead of their restless wanderings in the wilderness - again a picture of Christ leading us to a
life of victory and rest.
―David the shepherd boy became Israel's greatest king. He killed Goliath with one of his five chosen stones.
When Jesus was tempted by the devil, He quoted three times from Deuteronomy, one of the five books of
Moses, and emerged victorious from the temptation.
―When David finally came to the throne he looked for those of the house of Saul that he might show them
kindness 'for Jonathan's sake' (2 Samuel 9). Mephibosheth was found and he ate at David's table
continually in Jerusalem. God shows us kindness for Jesus' sake and accepts us into His family where we
partake of the delicacies of heaven in the presence of the King.
―When David was established as king, Absalom his son conspired against him, eventually overthrowing him
and driving him into the wilderness. In this rebellion, David was betrayed by those in his inner circle.
Ahithophel, David's influential counsellor (2 Samuel 15:12), and wonderful friend, (Psalm 55:12-14, 21),
became one of the conspirators and joined the revolt. His later counsel to Absalom was not followed, and,
in sorrow of heart, he hanged himself (2 Samuel 17:23). Jesus, too, was betrayed by one in the inner
circle. Zechariah, in his prophecy, asks about the wounds in his hands, and receives the reply that they are
'those with which I was wounded in the house of my friends' (Zechariah 13:6). Judas Iscariot was one of
Christ's closest associates on earth and he betrayed Him. He too, like Ahithophel, was filled with sorrow,
and in remorse he hanged himself (Matthew 27:5).
―Above all, David was the warrior king who subdued all his enemies and brought peace to the land, a
wonderful picture of our all-conquering Lord. David's sure trust and close relationship with God is woven
into all his writings. The Psalms breathe an intimacy of communion with the Lord. Jesus, too, enjoyed that
closeness and oneness with the Father…
―Solomon instituted the brightest age of Israel's history. It was Israel's golden age when the nation rose to
its highest fame and achieved its greatest influence, extending its borders to the furthest limits. It is a
picture of Christ in His great glory…
―In the book of Exodus we read how the Israelites journeyed from Egypt to Canaan. On the journey they
constructed a tabernacle where God dwelt among His people. It was erected in the centre of the camp. The
outward covering was of badger skins…
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―Beneath the badger skins were the coverings of rams' skins dyed red, signifying Christ's death. Beneath
the rams' skins were the curtains of goats' hair, speaking of the prophets' clothing, and signifying Christ's
prophetic role. Beneath the goats' hair were the beautiful curtains of fine twined linen, signifying Christ's
righteousness - embroidered with blue (His heavenly character), purple (His regal character), and red (His
earthly character).
―In the Holy Place was the Table of Shewbread (‗I am the bread of life' - John 6:48), the Golden
Candlestick (‗I am the light of the world' - John 8:12), and the Golden Altar of incense ('He ever lives to
make intercession for them' - Hebrews 7:25).
―In the Holiest of all was the Ark - a box made of shittim wood, signifying Christ's humanity, and completely
covered with gold, speaking of His deity, and all beautifully blended in one unit. Here we have typified the
deity and manhood of Jesus Christ. 'God was manifested in the flesh' (1 Timothy 3:16). God and man one Christ, one glorious Person, is presented to us here. The wood and the gold were moulded together. At
the heart of the place where God met with man is a revelation of the incarnation. God deigned to identify
with man by actually uniting with him in this intensely intricate, personal and mysterious way. God and man
blended together in Jesus Christ. 'God was in Christ.'
―The Ark was covered by the Mercy Seat, which was a slab of pure gold. It formed the lid of the Ark. Only
once a year the high priest entered the Holy of Holies to make atonement for the sins of the people. When
he did so, on the Day of Atonement, he sprinkled blood on that gold slab. The blood from the earth trickled
on to the gold, which represented deity. Again there is this strange and marvellous union. This is where
God meets man! 'There I will meet with you‘ (Exodus 25:17-22). Here is Christ's sacrifice. Here is God in
Christ shedding His precious blood as an offering for our sins. Here is Calvary.
―Here, then, is the Incarnation and the Crucifixion typified in one item of furniture - the Ark. It is here, in
Christ typified, that God meets man. His incarnation and His crucifixion are inextricably linked together.
Bethlehem and Calvary are inseparable.
―In the Ark were three things:
―1. The golden pot containing manna - a picture of Christ's life and provision for His people.
―2. The tables of the Covenant with the Ten Commandments, which Christ alone kept perfectly.
―3. Aaron's rod that budded, a picture of Christ's resurrection.
―The Veil of blue, purple and red, separating the Holy Place and the Holy of Holies illustrates again in its
three colours, the Divinity, Kingship and Humanity of Christ. The veil was His flesh (Hebrews 10:20). When
Christ died, God rent the veil from top to bottom. He was 'smitten of God'. 'It pleased the Lord to bruise Him'
(Isaiah 53:4, 10). When the veil was torn asunder, the way into the Holy of Holies stood wide open. Man
could now enter God's presence. When Jesus died, He became the way to God. Through His rent body,
through His death, the way into the presence of God was at last open. We have access through Christ's
death into the very presence of God.
―Therefore, whilst the external appearance of the Tabernacle was merely that of a tent (the humanity of
Christ disguises His deity), inside, the glory of God and His marvellous plan of salvation were portrayed. It
spoke of the Incarnation, of the Crucifixion, of God meeting man in Christ. Only in Jesus Christ does God
meet man, and the Tabernacle is a beautiful type of His person and work.
―The system of the Levitical priesthood and its offerings is described in Leviticus 1-7. There are five
offerings; the first three are called sweet-savour offerings, and the last two, non sweet-savour offerings.
The first three typify Christ in His perfection and devotion to the will of God.
―They are the Whole Burnt Offering [pictures us offering our lives totally to God like Christ did], the Meal
Offering [pictures our service to God and providing for our fellow man since most of this offering went to
the priests] and the Peace Offering [a festive offering shared between the offerer, the priest and God
picturing the unity and fellowship that we are working towards and living at peace with God and man]. The
last two are the Sin Offering [for unintentional sins] and the Trespass Offering [for specified sins], and
typify Christ as bearing the failure, sin and punishment of the sinner‖ (p. 68-79).
We also have the annual festivals that God gave to Israel in Leviticus 23 which not only symbolize key
events in Israel‘s history and civil life but also symbolize the great plan of salvation that God is working out
through humanity.
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Passover symbolizes the slain lamb that signified who would be spared of Israel in Egypt from the death
angel which typified Christ paying for our sins. The Feast of Unleavened Bread symbolizes both Israel‘s
exodus and the christian‘s coming out of sin and the world. Pentecost symbolized the firstfruits of the
harvest and the firstfruits of God‘s harvest of humanity – the church.
The Feast of Trumpets symbolizes the trumpet plagues of the Day of the Lord and the return of Jesus
Christ at the Last Trumpet. The Day of Atonement symbolized the atonement of Israel each year to God
and through the atonement ceremony symbolized the putting away of Satan in the future into the abyss.
The Feast of Tabernacles reminded Israel of the time when they dwelt in tabernacles in the wilderness
which pictures the christian life and looking forward to the Kingdom of God on earth. The Last Great Day
symbolizes the Judgment when all the unsaved dead will be resurrected to receive their chance at
salvation.
We also see many shadows and types in the great many prophecies for the end-time set to occur in our
near future. Many events that occurred in ancient Israel were a type of events prophesied for the end time.
The book of Isaiah opens up with a snapshot of the sins of Israel which are common to both ancient Israel
and the modern descendants of the 12 tribes of Israel (America, Britain, NW Europe, Canada, Australia,
New Zealand, Jewish state of Israel).
He speaks of Israel not knowing God (Isaiah 1:3) through idolatry and today accepting evolution, practicing
only a form of religion with words and ceremony but living lives contrary to His law of love for other people
(1:10-15), rulers and judges who are corrupt and have become rich at the expense of others (1:23),
becoming filled with eastern ways and turning to eastern religions and astrology (2:6), obsession with
materialism (2:7-8), declaring their sins like Sodom (3:9) and of children ruling over them and being their
oppressors with juvenile delinquency and gang violence on the rise (3:4-5, 12), women ruling over them
with the rise of feminist ideologies (3:12), haughtiness of young women who are self-centered and
deliberately provocative sexually (3:16-24), alcoholism (5:11, 22) in our lands as well as speaking against
those who call evil good and good evil (5:20).
Following on from those early chapters Isaiah declares that Assyria will be the rod of God‘s anger in
punishing His people Israel (Isaiah 10:5-6). Israel had split into two kingdoms after the death of Solomon –
the northern ten-tribed Kingdom of Israel and the southern Kingdom of Judah (the Jews). The northern
Kingdom of Israel were eventually conquered by Assyria around 709 BC. The southern Kingdom of Judah
was conquered and taken into exile by the Babylonians around 585 BC.
In the end-time the Beast power that conquers modern Israel (compare Revelation 18:7-8 with Isaiah
47:5-9 and Isaiah 10:5, 20) is referred to as both Assyria and Babylon because the United European
power that will be a final revival of the Roman Empire will be composed of the ethnic peoples who descend
from both the ancient Assyrian and Babylonian empires.
The Beast power in Revelation 13 (with 7 heads, 10 horns, the mouth of a lion, the feet of a bear and is
like a leopard) is clearly a composite of the four beasts in Daniel 7. The Roman Empire conquered the
territory and had the power and speed of the previous three Gentile kingdoms and the end-time Beast
power will be a resurrection of that empire. They will repeat the abomination of desolation by desecrating
an end-time Temple (Daniel 12:11) just as Antiochus Epiphanes did in 168 BC (Daniel 8:11-14).
Typologically, the defeat of Babylon at the hands of the Medes (Isaiah 13:17) did occur in 539 BC when
the Medo-Persian empire conquered the city of Babylon but it also has an end-time fulfillment when an
Asiatic alliance, including the modern descendants of the Medes, will defeat the beast power.
In Isaiah 14:22-23 God says that He will destroy Babylon and then in the next verse in Isaiah 14:24 He
says that He will break the Assyrian in God‘s land at the time He breaks the yoke of slavery Assyria has
placed on His people implying Babylon and Assyria are the same. In ancient times Assyria and Babylon
were different empires that conquered Israel and Judah at different times. In the end-time they are merged
as one. Assyria anciently was defeated in its own land but in the end-time it will be broken by God in the
land of Israel when Jesus Christ returns to earth.
Another point that makes the Bible‘s record of Israel‘s history so remarkably different from the
histories of other ancient nations is how warts and all its record is. Israel‘s history starts as a slave
nation that whines and whines soon after God frees them and the lives of great leaders like David
are on full record with their warts and all, unlike that of other nations that rewrote their history and
avoided recording their sins and losses.
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God‘s way of life found in the Bible from front to back is remarkably consistent and profound. Herbert W.
Armstrong summarizes God‘s way of life in the Bible this way:
―There exist, overall, only TWO BASIC WAYS OF LIFE -- two divergent philosophies. They travel in
opposite directions. I state them very simply: One is the way of GIVE -- the other of GET‖ (Why
Were You Born, p. 10).
In Romans 13:8-10 the apostle Paul wrote: ―Owe no one anything except to love one another, for he who
loves another has fulfilled the law. For the commandments, ‗You shall not commit adultery,‘ ‗You shall not
murder,‘ ‗You shall not steal,‘ ‗You shall not bear false witness,‘ ‗You shall not covet,‘ and if there is any
other commandment, are all summed up in this saying, namely, ‗You shall love your neighbor as
yourself.‘ Love does no harm to a neighbor; therefore love is the fulfillment of the law.‖
The first four show us how to love God and the last six how to love our neighbour. Of the Ten
Commandments, seven of them begin with ―Thou shalt not‖ and this has led to the idea that the Ten
Commandments are negative and restrictive. Why do seven of them start with ―Thou shalt not‖?
Well, you have to think about it in terms of how a parent gradually teaches a child how to behave and live a
moral life. Because of the limited comprehension of an infant a parent has to be very specific and, more
often than not, they have to tell them not to touch something or do something because infants do whatever
they feel like or what comes naturally. As the child grows the instructions from the parent are still mostly
specific actions but there is more of a balance between positive directions and negative ones. As the child
gets older still the parent explains more of why they are asked to do things or not do certain actions. The
parent teaches the child more about the principles of why things are right and wrong. The more they grasp
those principles of why things are right and wrong, the more the directions from the parents move from
specific actions to principles and attitudes.
The way that God teaches us His way of life in the Bible is much the same way. We, like the Israelites
when they came out of Egypt, are like spiritual infants when we first start to learn about God‘s way of life.
The Ten Commandments are mostly specific actions where God tells us not to do certain things. The
statutes and the judgments again mostly deal with specific actions rather than principles and there is more
of a balance between positive actions and negative ones. As the people of Israel did not have God‘s spirit
and were spiritually immature God had to be very specific and tell them what they could and couldn‘t do.
The Torah (the laws in the first five books of the Bible) formed the spiritual consititution of Israel and those
laws are the foundation of the rest of the Bible (Matthew 22:40).
When we get to the New
Testament most of the new
teaching introduced about God‘s
way of life focuses on attitudes
like the fruits of God‘s spirit and
the principles behind the laws of
God. This is clearly evident in the
Sermon on the Mount (Matthew
5-7) where Jesus Christ develops
the spirit of the law and shows us
the attitudes and intent behind the
laws of God.
The Bible is truly an incredible
book. It begins with a garden, a
tree of life and an invitation to
enjoy it (Genesis 2-3) and it
ends with that same theme of a
garden and the tree of life and
man
and
God
ultimately
enjoying
an
intimate
relationship living peacefully
together (Revelation 22).
Above right is an appendix from E.W. Bullinger‘s Companion Bible showing the remarkable symmetry
between the first book of the Bible, Genesis with the last book of the Bible, the book of Revelation.
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7] Christianity and the Bible compared to other religions
How does the Bible compare with the sacred writings of some of the other major religions of the world?
I‘d like to again quote Colin Peckham at length from his excellent work ―The Authority of the Bible‖. In
chapter six he writes:
―It is not necessary to depreciate the literature of other religions in order to exalt the Bible. There is wisdom,
truth, beauty and spiritual thought in the books of non-Christian faiths. They are associated with various
civilizations of the world. But do any of them possess the qualities which would fit them to be the supreme
literature guide of the world?…Let us consider the writings of some of the major religions of the world.
Buddhism
―Buddhism was begun in the sixth century BC. It has a vast variety of doctrine and practice and is really
an evolutionary process to be achieved by one's own effort, addressing itself primarily to the problem of
pain and suffering rather than that of moral evil. It has been described as 'a non-theistic ethical
discipline'…Buddhism has often become embedded in culture and is on many occasions more a way of life
than a religion, for it has no place for a god or gods. Its earliest documents date from the seventh century
AD. It fails completely to convince men of sin and to offer a Saviour from that sinful state. It fails completely
to lead men to God.
Confucianism…
―Confucianism has much of an ethical quality and moral purpose, but Confucius (551-497 BC) did not
formulate a system of thought. He did not contribute any new idea to that which was there, but the body of
his writings perpetuated the existing system. Confucian philosophy was influenced by and influenced
Buddhism. It is distinguished by its ethical rather than its religious teaching. Confucius taught that inner
goodness finds expression in outward behaviour. He was unusual in that he was both founder and
author…In these writings Hastings states: 'there is a determined adherence to the level of the purely
human, an avoidance of all reference to the divine.‘ The teaching consists of four main features,
providence, secondary spirits, ancestral worship and the imperial sacrifice when the Emperor offered a calf
in sacrifice, not in expiation but in homage to the Supreme Ruler of all.
―While Confucianism has refining and beautiful thoughts it fails to direct the soul to a personal God. There
is no vital and intimate encounter or communion with a living, loving Saviour. Whilst all men recognize
wrong and evil, Confucianism provides no answer to the problem. What must be done with my sin? How
can I come into contact with Almighty God? These questions, which are at the heart of man's needs, are
left unanswered by a system which has no atoning sacrifice, no forgiveness, no assurance of salvation or
of God's presence either now or in the future.
Hinduism
―Hinduism, dating from about 1500 BC, consists of a welter of beliefs and practices. The genius for
syncretism has been the strength of Hinduism. It is an extremely idolatrous and polytheistic religion with
millions of gods. There are numerous contradictions in the Hindu scriptures, with a great deal of variation in
its many teachings. It has absorbed innumerable customs and concepts which have produced many
schools of Hindu thought. No authority can be applied for there is no final word of scripture which would be
applicable to all its factions. 'Indians are immersed in folklore and legends about the exploits of the various
gods and goddesses...There are many books and they often contradict one another.' Hindus would
disagree amongst themselves as to the value and authority of their own writings.
―Strange scientific inaccuracies are to be found such as the moon shining with its own light and the earth
being flat and being borne on the heads of numerous elephants. In all these Hindu writings we find a total
absence of a real solution to the problem of sin and misery, of a standard of absolute righteousness, of
deliverance from sin and of a blessed and eternal state in the presence of God…
Islam
―Mohammed received visions for twenty-two years before his death in 632 AD, and these he recited to his
followers who wrote them down. This eventually became the Qur'an (Koran), the sacred book of the
Muslims.
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―It combines elements from Judaism and Christianity and accepts Noah, Abraham, Moses, David, Jesus,
John and others as prophets of Allah. It is a little shorter than the New Testament. All the sects within Islam
use the Koran which teaches a strict monotheism and denounces all forms of idol worship. It is the
authoritative scripture of Islam divided into 114 surahs (chapters). Muslims believe that all earlier forms of
revelation are in corrupted form and the Koran supersedes them. Whenever there is a conflict between the
Koran and the Bible, Muslims say that the Bible is not accurate and has been changed by men, whereas
the Koran is eternal…They reject the crucifixion of Jesus Christ.
―'Mohammed, writing in the Koran, refers to the Old and New Testaments as the truth, but his doctrines
often contradict their teachings.
―Islam certainly does not emphasize the problem of sin and has very little consciousness of it. In
contrast to Christianity which calls for inward holiness not outward form, Islam proposes self
righteous works as a means of salvation. It is externalistic [focusing on doing certain outward
actions without any focus on having purity in one‘s thoughts and motives] with no vital personal
relationship with God.
―The five pillars of Islam are:
1. The Recitation of the Creed.
2. Prayer - five times a day.
3. Almsgiving.
4. The month of fasting - Ramadan.
5. Pilgrimage to Mecca.
―In addition to these a sixth is often added - the holy War - Jihad. The use of force is sanctioned in the
Koran and soldiers who die in such a war to spread Islam are assured of their entry into heaven which is a
place of sensuous enjoyment.
―Copleston points out that there are a number of absurdities in the Koran. Allah commands Satan to
worship Adam (Sura 15:28-39, 20:114, 115 etc.). In this instance therefore Allah joins Adam to him to
receive Satan's worship, but in Sura 18:110 and Sura 4:116, he says 'God truly will not forgive the joining of
other gods with Himself.'
―Allah is seen to be a misleader. In Sura 6:39, we read: 'God will mislead whom he pleases.' In several
other suras we find this same concept (e.g. Suras 7:176 and 7:185). In Sura 28:14, Satan is declared to be
a misleader. So both Satan and Allah are misleadersl
―In Sura 51:57, we read: 'I have not created jinn and men but that they should worship me.' In Sura 7:176,
however, we read: 'Moreover many of the jinn and men we have created for Hell.' This is a direct
contradiction.
―Despite the declaration that there is to be no compulsion in religion, and Mohammed is only a warner, in
grossest contradiction we have commands to destroy the infidels. In Sura 2:258, we read, 'Let there be no
compulsion in religion', and in Sura 22:48, we read, 'Say O man! I am only a warner'. But in Sura 47:4, we
read, 'When ye encounter infidels, strike off their heads till ye have made a great slaughter among them'.
―Mohammed commands his disciples to kill those who oppose his claims. Christ commands His
disciples to bless those who curse them and to do good to those who hate them (Matthew 5:43-44).
'The absolute contrast of hate and love is sufficient of itself to prove the falsity of Islam.'
―The Koran reveals Allah to be so transcendent that he is practically unknowable. Even though he is allpowerful he is arbitrary in his decisions and actions. The Koran makes no provision for sin's forgiveness.
There is no certainty of salvation because it is based on a works system. All will be revealed at the day of
judgment.
―It appeals to the motives of fear and reward, and it relies upon the method of force. It is pervaded
by a great sense of fatalism [predetermination]. Its heaven is excessively sensuous and carnal
[Such as the idea of virgins awaiting martyrs in heaven when they die]. In practice its estimate of
woman is low and in Muslim countries women have few rights.
―The Koran fails to speak of God's holiness which requires His punishment for sin, for the life will be
weighed and assessed at the judgment. It fails to speak of the expiation of transgression by the sacrifice
which God in His great love initiated; of the assurance of pardon for sin; of the marvellous regeneration by
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the indwelling Spirit of God which transforms men and women and makes them new. The Koran fails to
meet man's need and give him communion with the living God.
―The Koran is therefore unfitted to become a book of a universal religion. Allah does not enter into humanity
and therefore cannot render to humanity the highest service.
―The writings of the world's religions in comparison with the Bible, are seen to be unhistorical.
Their teachings are not worked out step by step in the life of a people.
―Their doctrines are announced, explained and circumscribed by comment and ritual, but they have no
prophets to apply the words to the circumstances in the nation which would have clarified their meaning. In
addition, ritual and ceremony have overpowered the strivings of the human heart after a personal and
spiritual fellowship with God, and externalism has in many cases taken the place of intimate communion.
The teachings fail to introduce men to God‖ (p. 111-119).
In Romans 1:20 we read: ―For since the creation of the world His invisible attributes are clearly seen, being
understood by the things that are made, even His eternal power and Godhead, so that they are without
excuse.‖ Even if we didn‘t have the Bible we can learn a lot about God just by observing the world around
us.
When we look at nature and the universe all around us three qualities of God leap out at us if we are
paying attention – the Creator is a God who values individuality, freedom to choose and is logical.
When we observe the incredible amount of variety in all of nature to the thousands and thousands of
species and the incredible amount of variations in each species we see that the Creator loves variety and
individuality. Even in litters of kittens and puppies there are different personalities amongst those animals
that look similar.
We see that the Creator must value free moral agency for Him to allow men to do some of the awful things
that they do to one another. In his book ―Between Two Truths‖ Klyne Snodgrass writes the following: ―We
may question why God values free will so much, but there is no doubt that he does…God created the
world, willing to chance what free human beings would do. God may be responsible for allowing such a
world to exist, but He is not directly responsible for all the events that take place‖ (p.146).
God does not want automatons. He wants children who will love Him freely and, even against temptation,
choose to love Him and His way of life because they want to, not because they have to!
When you look at all the laws of nature and all the engineering marvels of our body and the world around
us you see evidence of not only design but of a Creator who is logical.
When we compare the Bible with other sacred writings do they reflect those three qualities of the Creator
we see all around us? The Koran‘s concept of jihad and conversion by the edge of a sword violates the
principle of freedom of choice. Its contradictions noted above and its inaccurate lunar calendar (with no
leap months to keep the months in the right season) goes against the principle of a logical Creator.
The Bible shows God as a God who loves individuality (with unity not forced uniformity). It speaks of great
diversity of gifts but one Spirit in the church (1 Corinthians 12:4). The Bible‘s consistency and balance
points to one Divine author who conveyed His instruction manual to mankind through the different styles
and personalities of different writers who were inspired by God‘s spirit.
In ―The Authority of the Bible‖ Colin Peckham writes:
―Each writer was in a sense left to choose his own words, preserving their individual characteristics…
William Evans states: 'The Spirit employed the attention, the investigation the memory, the fancy, the logic,
in a word, all the faculties of the writer, and wrought through them. He guided the writer to choose the
narrative and materials, speeches of others, imperial decrees, genealogies, official letters, state papers or
historical matters he might find necessary for the recording of the divine message of salvation. He wrought
in, with, and through their spirits, so as to preserve their individuality to others. He used the men
themselves and spoke through their individualities. The gold was His; the mould was theirs.'
―From God's side, therefore, He gave to and through His servants truths which He wished to communicate,
but from the human side, they communicated those truths in language which they in their individuality
would have chosen. God works in and through human freedom. Each writer's character is individually
preserved, and each style and type of spiritual understanding is distinct yet parallel. The Bible is therefore
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the Word of God in the language of men, altogether divine and yet at the same time altogether human‖
(p.45-46).
We see God‘s logic in all the wonderful shadows and types we have just looked at. His laws built on the
principles of love for all mankind, even one‘s enemies are profound and logical. We see God‘s love in the
profound wisdom of His laws and the wisdom of the book of Proverbs and we see it in the profound acts of
love shown in the gospels in the life of Jesus Christ – acts of love so much greater than man shows toward
His fellowman.
There is mercy but mercy that does not violate the principle of justice. A penalty has to be paid for sin and
God chose to have that penalty paid through the violent scourging and death of His Son, Jesus Christ, so
we can be forgiven upon our repentance. By allowing His Son to pay that for us it rams home to us how
terrible our sins are rather than treating sin lightly if we were simply given mercy without any penalty paid.
Colin Peckham in ―The Authority of the Bible‖ make these concluding comments on the superiority of the
Bible when compared to other sacred writings:
―The Bible is sufficient as a moral and spiritual guide. It reveals God as a God of love and of holiness. It
reveals man as a sinner condemned by the righteousness of God but loved by the God who is love. It
reveals that God in His love executed a plan by which He projected Himself into this world in the person of
His Son who became the Substitute for man in his sin and condemnation. He, Jesus, identified Himself with
our sin and bore our punishment so that we could be forgiven and released from sinful bondage to live for
the One who saved us. To all who trust Him, He is found to be an abundant Saviour. The deepest needs in
the heart of man are met.
―In whatever nation or culture, and under whatever teaching or philosophy, sin is wrong, and evil is hurtful
and destructive. Envy, jealousy, pride, impurity, hatred and a host of other evils surge within humanity, and
pain and hurt are the result. There are broken hearts, broken lives and broken homes everywhere. Sin has
destroyed beautiful relationships, has damaged lives irreparably and has left its trail of sorrow everywhere.
Man has a conscience which records such hurt, and a life which feels the cuts and bruises, the pain and
grief of wrong in its numerous forms. That open wound must be healed, that hurt must be relieved, that
breach repaired, the pain removed, the enmity reconciled, the sin forgiven, the attitudes righted, the
damaged soul retrieved and repaired. These are the common needs of all men.
―What book can tell us how to rid ourselves of the intolerable burden of sin and wrong but the Bible? What
book can offer peace from a troubled conscience, peace from the burden of guilt and sin, but the Bible?
There is no other book which can offer salvation from the heavy burden and cruel grief of sin. Buddhism
with its meditation and ethics, Confucianism with its philosophies and idealism, Hinduism with its
synchronised religion and its extreme idolatry, Shintoism with its variety and mythology, Islam with its
rigidity, its distant god, its lack of provision for sin - they all fail to bring the relief and joy of forgiveness, and
the peace of a soul rightly related to God. The deepest need of man remains unfulfilled and the hurt and sin
live on to sear and damage the whole personality. Sin has not been removed and there is no forgiveness to
bring relief, peace and joy to man's seeking heart.
―Only the Bible has the answer. 'You shall call His name Jesus, for He will save His people from their sins'
(Matthew 1:21). God has a plan, a method, whereby I can be rid of my sin for ever! Jesus, my Saviour, has
taken my sin upon Himself and has taken my punishment so that I can be free from sin's oppressive load,
from sin's enslaving power, from sin's defilement. I can be healed. The relief and joy of salvation are mine
in Jesus. He is the way back to God‖ (p. 124-125).

8] How can we truly know that God is always true and a God of love?
We have seen in the first section on fulfilled prophecy that God has kept His word and fulfilled His promises
on many times. What other proof is there that God is perfect, that He is, not just some of the time, but
always true to His word? What proof is there that He is not part good, part bad but totally good – that He
truly is a God of love? These things are important for us to prove to ourselves.
Part of the answer is to read the Bible in depth and see what His track record has been like. What is
God really like? Titus 1:2 talks about ―God, who cannot lie‖. 1 John 4:8 says that ―God is love‖. In Exodus
34:6-7 we find how He prefers to describe Himself: ―The LORD, the LORD God, merciful and gracious,
longsuffering, and abounding in goodness and truth, keeping mercy for thousands, forgiving iniquity and
transgression and sin, by no means clearing the guilty”.
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From the beginning of the Bible we see that He has had a loving plan to redeem all mankind and bring us
into His family. From the foundation of the world (1 Peter 1:19-20) there was a plan for Christ to die for the
sins of all mankind. The violent painful death He voluntarily suffered shows the depth of God‘s love for
mankind.
We see God‘s mercy in how God allowed the Amorites in Palestine in Abraham‘s day more time to repent
of their terrible sins in Genesis 15:16. We see it in God changing His mind to destroy Nineveh when they
repented after Jonah‘s warning (Jonah 3:5-10). We see it in how God was willing to spare Sodom and
Gomorrah when Abraham bargained with God not to destroy it if there were 10 righteous men in the cities
(Genesis 18:22-23). We see it in how Moses persuaded God to change His mind from destroying Israel
when they worshipped the golden calf (Exodus 32:7-14).
We see God‘s love in the profound wisdom of His laws in the first books of the Bible and the wisdom of the
book of Proverbs. We also see it in the profound acts of love shown in the gospels in the life of Jesus Christ
– acts of love so much greater than man shows toward His fellowman (Philippians 2:5-8). By reading the
Bible regularly you will gain a deeper sense of how great and loving God really is.
The other part of the answer is to live by His way of life and prove that only His way works. You can prove
that He is always a good God by building a friendship with Him and seeing how faithful He is to you
personally and testing the fruits of obedience to His way of life. If anybody will put the Bible into practice
and lives by it He will know it is of God. That is truly one of the greatest proofs of the Bible.

9] What are Some Keys to Better Understand the Bible?
Now that we have proved that God exists and that the Bible is true we can begin to look at what the Bible
teaches. Before we do, let‘s finish off this lesson with a few points to keep in mind to help us understand
the Bible as we go through the rest of the lessons in the course. The following seven keys to understand
the Bible come from the UCG booklet ―How to Understand the Bible‖.
―1st Key: Ask for God's Guidance in a Proper Attitude
―Curiously enough, we find that the Bible is not a book that can be readily understood by everyone. How,
then, can we come to understand it? Our first step is to humbly ask God for help. Prayer, coming to God to
humbly ask for His help, is the first vital key to understanding His Word. God describes the kind of attitude
and approach He respects: ‗But on this one will I look: on him who is poor and of a contrite spirit, and who
trembles at my word‘ (Isaiah 66:2)…
―James 1:5 says: ‗If any of you lack wisdom, let him ask of God, who gives to all liberally and without
reproach and it will be given him‘…
―An example of a proper, humble, godly approach is that of the Bereans, mentioned in Acts 17:10-12:
‗[The Bereans] were more fair-minded than those in Thessalonica, in that they received the word with all
readiness, and searched the Scriptures daily to find out whether these things were so. Therefore many of
them believed, and also not a few of the Greeks, prominent women as well as men.‘
―Unlike others, the Bereans did not immediately reject what Paul was saying, even though many things
they heard contradicted their own long-held beliefs. They carefully reviewed the Scriptures with an open
mind and saw that what Paul had said made sense. Then, after diligently searching the Scriptures, they
verified that what he taught was indeed the truth, and they humbly accepted his teachings…
―2nd Key: Obedience Brings Understanding
―A second key follows logically from the first: A right attitude leads to a proper obedience of God‘s laws,
which form much of the foundation of the Bible…For us to understand the Bible, we must first learn about
and respect God‘s law.
―We read a summary of this principle in Psalm 111:10, ‗The fear of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom; a
good understanding have all those who do His commandments...‘ Paul emphasizes this point in Romans
2:13, ‘For not the hearers of the law are just in the sight of God, but the doers of the law will be justified.‘ If
a person studies the Bible just to hear what it says, but not to do what it commands, he is not pleasing God
and cannot expect His help…
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―3rd Key: Accept the Inspiration of All the Bible
―The third key involves the way we view the Scriptures. To understand them, we must accept the authority
over us of all the Bible. All the books of the Bible in both the Old and New Testaments are inspired by God.
―God assures us that we can absolutely trust the Holy Scriptures. ‗All Scripture is given by inspiration of
God,‘ wrote Paul, ‗and is profitable for doctrine, for reproof, for correction, for instruction in righteousness,
that the man of God may be complete, thoroughly equipped for every good work‘ (2 Timothy 3:16-17)…
―4th Key: Consider the Context
―As with the great unifying principles, the Bible reveals another key to unlocking the meaning of the
Scriptures: context. Keeping in mind the context of the examples and teachings in the Bible can help us
avoid misunderstandings.
―In fact, most misunderstandings of Scripture come from taking verses out of their context. Reading in
context simply means to carefully consider the verses before and after the text being studied. ‗Out of
context‘ means trying to understanding the verses with little or no regard for the surrounding subject matter.
Studying the context includes analyzing the verses within the framework of the paragraph, chapter and
book and in a larger sense the entirety of the author‘s writings and the Bible as a whole.
―5th Key: Consider All the Scriptures on the Subject
[Another vital key to understanding Scripture is taking the time to look up all the related verses on a subject
before coming to a conclusion. The Bible is like a jigsaw puzzle. The Bible becomes clear and interprets
itself when you put all the scriptures on a subject ―here a little and there a little‖ (Isaiah 28:10) together in
just the right way.
The best way to understand verses that are hard to understand and unclear is to compare them with the
easier and clear verses on the same subject. Be willing to diligently search all the verses on each subject
like the Bereans did with a right spirit (Acts 17:10-12).]
―6th Key: Use Bible Helps Properly
―Can we understand all aspects of Scripture from the Bible alone? Certainly a good grasp of the Bible is
possible through applying the keys discussed earlier. However, our understanding can be enhanced by
taking advantage of the work of scholars who have studied culture, language, history and archaeology as
they relate to biblical events and characters.
―We live 2,000 to 3,500 years removed from the time the Scriptures were originally written. The Bible‘s
authors wrote in the languages and settings of their times. Culture and language were different from
todayís culture and language. Since the original languages of Scripture (Hebrew, Greek and Aramaic) are
so different from our modern languages, Bible helps are useful to enable us to better to grasp the
Scriptures as they were written and understood.
[As we go through the lessons in this course we will discover that many common teachings in mainstream
Christianity differ from what is actually taught in the Bible so take care as you use the many Bible helps out
there to prove all things with the Bible and not take everything written by commentators at face value.]
―7th Key: We Need the Guidance of God‘s Church
―All the biblical keys and helps in the world are no substitute for the guidance of qualified teachers in our
quest for Bible truths. A faithful servant of God can help us tremendously to properly understand the
Scriptures.
―As Paul asks: ‗And how shall they hear without a preacher? And how shall they preach unless they are
sent? As it is written: ‗How beautiful are the feet of those who preach the gospel of peace, who bring glad
tidings of good things?‘ (Romans 10:14-15)…
―God tells us to ‗test all things; hold fast what is good‘ (1 Thessalonians 5:21). We have a part to do, but
He has provided His Church, which is ‗the pillar and ground of the truth‘ (1 Timothy 3:15)‖ (p.3-15).
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God has put the Bible together in such a way that it takes a little bit of work to understand it but for those
who are prepared to study it with a diligent heart, its rewards of understanding are wonderful and lifechanging!

Summary

1] Fulfilled Prophecy



The Bible can be proven to be the Word of God because of its accurate prophecies such as God
naming Cyrus 200 years ahead of time as the conqueror of Babylon and the one who would allow the
Jews to rebuild Jerusalem (Isaiah 44:28-45:3).
Other accurate prophecies that have come to pass include the details of the fall of Nineveh (Zephaniah
2:13-14) and Babylon (Isaiah 13:20-21), the great empires from Babylon to Rome (Daniel 2, 7, 11),
the birthright promises to Abraham‘s descendants fulfilled in the British Empire and the United States of
America (Genesis 12:1-3, 17:5-6, 35:11, 48:19, 49) and also the many prophecies dealing with the life
of Jesus Christ (Isaiah 7:14, Isaiah 53, Micah 5:2).

2] Answering the doubting questions over the Book of Genesis












Jesus Christ believed in the accuracy of the book of Genesis by quoting it (Matthew 19:4-5, 24:37-38).
Luke included Adam in the genealogy of Christ (Luke 3:38) and the apostle Paul also believed that
Adam was a real person (1 Corinthians 15:45).
The Bible makes no claim that the universe is only 6 000 years old. It states that in the beginning that
God created the heavens and the earth (Genesis 1:1). Then at some time prior to 6 000 years ago it
BECAME without form and void (Genesis 1:2). Based on the fact that we can see objects billions of
light years away, the universe is at least that old in age.
In Genesis 1:1 we read "In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth." The word created is
from the Hebrew "bara" meaning create from nothing. A different Hebrew word "asah" is translated
made in Genesis 1:16 in reference to God making two great lights in the sky and Exodus 20:11 where
God says "―For in six days the LORD made the heavens and the earth, the sea, and all that is in them".
It can mean create but in most cases it means make or fashion or prepare. It can also mean "made" or
"had made". The latter is the best translation for Genesis 1:16 - "God had made two great lights...and
the stars also". Exodus 20:11 can be translated in the following way - ―For in six days the LORD
prepared (or fashioned) the sky [heavens] and the earth, the sea and all things in it.‖
Lucifer said: ―I will exalt my throne…[AND] ascend above the heights of the clouds‖ (Isaiah 14:13-14).
God gave him a throne on earth AND he was on the earth at the time he rebelled against God. Satan
and his fallen angels caused the destruction we read of Genesis 1:2.
In Hebrews 11:3 we read: ―By faith we understand that the worlds were framed by the word of God‖.
The word translated here as ―framed‖ is the Greek word ―katartidzo‖. It is translated as restore in
Galatians 6:1 and mended in Matthew 4:21 in reference to mending fishing nets. If we paraphrase
Hebrews 11:3 with these other translations it would read: ―By faith we understand that the worlds were
restored / mended by the word of God‖. In Psalm 104:30 we also read: ―You send forth Your Spirit,
they are created; and You renew the face of the earth.‖ The Hebrew word used for ―renew‖ is
―chadash‖ which means ―rebuild, renew, repair‖.
Genesis 1:7 says that God ―divided the waters which were under the firmament from the waters which
were above the firmament‖. Many believe that the waters above the firmament was a water canopy that
surrounded the earth before the Flood like a greenhouse shielding the earth from cosmic radiation. This
extra protection from cosmic radiation may have been the reason why the aging process was much
slower before the Flood allowing people to live hundreds of years (Genesis 5).
Acts 17:26 states that God ―has made from one blood every nation of men to dwell on all the face of
the earth, and has determined their pre-appointed times and the boundaries of their dwellings.‖ It is
evident from this verse that when God created Adam and Eve He put in them genes that would allow
them to produce children with different racial characteristics. A similar thing must have happened with
Noah and his wife to preserve the races through the Flood.

3] Historical accuracy


The Bible is historically accurate as seen by many recent discoveries proving various events of the
books of Genesis and Exodus were not just myths.
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The Bible‘s creation story (Genesis 1) is simple, accurate from a physical point of view and is free of
the bizarre ideas found in creation myths of other ancient peoples. The Temptation Seal and Adam and
Eve Seals found in Sumer support the accuracy of the Bible‘s creation story.
The story of the Flood (Genesis 6-8) is supported by the existence of hundreds of Flood stories with
common threads in virtually every culture on the face of the earth.
The story of the Joseph (Genesis 37-50) is supported by the existence of ―Bahr Yusef‖ – the Canal of
Joseph which runs 200 miles parallel to the Nile and is dated to the time of Joseph.
The story of the Exodus and the plagues of Egypt (Exodus 7-14) is supported by the Ipuwer papyrus
which is an Egyptian record of the plagues just as described in the Bible.
Other discoveries which help support the Bible‘s historical accuracy include Ebla tablets which show
Sodom and Gomorrah (Genesis 18-19) did exist, proof of the existence of the Hittites (Genesis 15:20)
and the bas reliefs at the Temple of Karnak in Egypt which show the same cities that Shishak
conquered in Palestine and the booty of the Temple of God when he conquered Jerusalem in the days
of Solomon‘s son, Rehoboam (2 Chronicles 12).
Along with the record of the Jewish pharisee, Josephus, we have quotes from Justin Martyr, a Roman
historian, Cornelius Tacitus, and Julian the Apostate all supporting the fact that Jesus really did live as
could be verified in their day by existing Roman census records.

4] Scientific accuracy


The Bible is scientifically accurate with details such as the rain cycle (Ecclesiastes 1:6-7), the shape of
the earth (Isaiah 40:22), its description of the mystery of gravity (Job 26:7) as well as the beneficial
nature of the health laws (Leviticus 11, 13).

5] Has the Bible been preserved accurately?








Jesus backed up the authority of the Old Testament by the way He used and quoted from it. He treated
the accounts in Genesis of Adam and Eve and the Flood as fact (Matthew 19:4-5, 23:35, 24:37-38,
Luke 24:44-45). So did the apostles (Luke 3:38, 1 Corinthians 15:45, 1 Peter 3:20-21, 2 Timothy
3:14-16).
The Jews had very strict conditions for making copies of Old Testament books which make them
incredibly accurate. Compared to a handful of copies each of other ancient books of the same time
there are well over 13 000 copies of New Testament manuscripts that support the accuracy of the New
Testament.
It is evident that the apostles were very aware of the fact that God was using them as instruments
through divine inspiration to add more books to the existing canon of scriptures that the Jewish
community had at the time (Isaiah 8:16). There are a couple of places in the New Testament that refer
to already existing New Testament writings as Scripture (1 Timothy 5:18, 2 Peter 3:15-16).
The apostles, who were not rabbis but a bunch of commoners and fisherman, turned the world upside
down (Acts 17:6) with their willingness to teach and die for the belief that Christ died and rose again –
something no rational person would be willing to do for something that was a hoax.

6] The Unity of the Bible







The Bible is amazingly consistent in its theme, message and accuracy for a book written by 40 different
people over 1500 years.
The history of the Israelites pictures the New Testament plan of salvation showing that the Old
Testament and the New Testament present one message. In the Old Testament it is the shadows and
types, and in the New Testament we have the reality of God‘s plan of salvation.
The Israelites were in bondage to the Egyptians. Egypt is a picture of the old life of sin in which all are
held under the domination of Pharaoh, who represents the devil. The only way to be rescued from
Egypt's bondage and God's judgement was through the blood of the lamb. The slain lamb is the
substitute for the first-born, and God's Lamb, Jesus Christ is our substitute, our Passover lamb (1
Corinthians 5:7). He dies in our place, and we are free from the old life of bondage, sorrow and sin
through the blood of the Lamb.
The annual festivals that God gave to Israel in Leviticus 23 not only symbolize key events in Israel‘s
history and civil life but also symbolize the great plan of salvation that God is working out through
humanity (Colossians 2:16-17).
We also see many shadows and types in the great many prophecies for the end-time set to occur in
our near future. Many events that occurred in ancient Israel were a type of events prophesied for the
end time. In the end-time the Beast power that conquers modern Israel (compare Revelation 18:7-8
with Isaiah 47:5-9 and Isaiah 10:5, 20) is referred to as both Assyria and Babylon. The United
European power that will be a final revival of the Roman Empire will be composed of the ethnic peoples
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who descend from both the ancient Assyrian and Babylonian empires who took captive the northern
kingdom of Israel (722 BC) and the southern kingdom of Judah (the Jews – 585 BC).
God‘s way of life found in the Bible from front to back is remarkably consistent and profound. God‘s
way is the way of GIVE, of love for God and fellow man (Matthew 22:37-40) while sin is portrayed as
the way of GET.
The Bible is truly an incredible book. It begins with a garden, a tree of life and an invitation to enjoy it
(Genesis 2-3) and it ends with that same theme of a garden and the tree of life and man and God
ultimately enjoying an intimate relationship living peacefully together (Revelation 22).

7] Christianity and the Bible compared to other religions








The writings of the world's religions in comparison with the Bible, are seen to be unhistorical. Their
teachings are not worked out step by step in the life of a people.
The Koran (the holy book of Islam) speaks of jihad (holy war) and conversion by the edge of a sword
which violates the principle of freedom of choice which God gives to all people (Deuteronomy 30:19).
Mohammed (the writer of the Koran) commands his disciples to kill those who oppose his claims
(―When ye encounter infidels, strike off their heads till ye have made a great slaughter among them‖ Sura 47:4) after telling us elsewhere ―Let there be no compulsion in religion‖ (Sura 2:258). This is one
of several contradictions in the Koran. Jesus Christ commands His disciples to hold to a higher
standard and tells us to bless those who curse us and to do good to those who hate us (Matthew 5:4344).
Islam does not emphasize the problem of sin and has very little consciousness of it. In contrast to
Christianity which calls for inward holiness (purity of motives and thoughts, not just religious actions
and ceremony), Islam proposes self righteous works as a means of salvation. It is externalistic. It
focuses on doing certain outward actions without any focus on having purity in one‘s thoughts and
motives.
There is no other book which can offer salvation from the heavy burden and grief of sin. Buddhism with
its meditation and ethics, Confucianism with its philosophies and idealism, Hinduism with its
synchronised religion and its extreme idolatry, Shintoism with its variety and mythology, Islam with its
lack of provision for sin - they all fail to bring the relief and joy of forgiveness, and the peace of a soul
rightly related to God.

8] How can we truly know that God is always true and always a God of love?




What proof is there that He is not part good, part bad but totally good – that He truly is a God of love?
Part of the answer is to read the Bible in depth and see what His track record has been like. We see
God‘s love in the profound wisdom of His laws in the first books of the Bible and the wisdom of the
book of Proverbs. We also see it in the profound acts of love shown in the gospels in the life of Jesus
Christ – acts of love so much greater than man shows toward His fellowman (Philippians 2:5-8). By
reading the Bible regularly you will gain a deeper sense of how great and loving God really is.
The other part of the answer is by putting God to the test and living by His way of life and by doing so
you can prove that truly is a God of love (1 John 4:8).

9] What are Some Keys to Better Understand the Bible?


Some keys to better understand the Bible include:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

Ask for God's guidance with a proper attitude (James 1:5).
Obey God and He will increase your understanding (Psalm 111:10).
Accept the Inspiration of all the Bible (2 Timothy 3:16-17).
Study the context (read and consider the verses before and after).
Study all the scriptures on the subject (Isaiah 28:10, Acts 17:10-12).
Use Bible helps properly.
Seek the guidance of God‘s church (Romans 10:14-15).

Further Reading to Prove the Bible is True





UCG booklet – Is the Bible True?
UCG booklet – How to Understand the Bible
UCG booklet – The United States and Britain in Bible Prophecy
UCG booklet – The Bible and Archaeology
(only available online at http://www.ucg.org/booklets/index.htm)
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Old WCG booklet – The Authority of the Bible
―The Authority of the Bible‖ by Colin Peckham (available at http://www.amazon.com)
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Appendix to Lesson 2
Daniel 11 (NKJV) With Explanation
by Tom Robinson
1: ―Also in the first year [539 BC] of Darius the Mede [a.k.a. Gubaru, governor of Babylon under Persian
Emperor Cyrus the Great], I, even I [God‘s angel], stood up to confirm and strengthen him [Darius the
Mede].)
2: ―And now [in the third year of Cyrus (10:1), i.e. 536/5 BC] I [God‘s angel] will tell you [Daniel] the truth:
Behold, [after Cyrus] three more kings will arise in Persia [1) Cambyses (530-522 BC); 2) Pseudo-Smerdis
or Gaumata (522 BC); 3) Darius I (522-486 BC)] and the fourth [Xerxes (486-465 BC), husband to Esther]
shall be far richer than them all; by his strength, through his riches, he shall stir up all against the realm of
Greece. [In one of the largest assaults of ancient history, he sent a vast force of hundreds of ships and
a million troops against the Greeks.]
3: ―Then [129 years later] a mighty king [Alexander the Great (336-323 BC)] shall arise, who shall rule with
great dominion [as he was the next ruler in history with greater dominion than Xerxes], and do according
to his will. [He was unstoppable until his sudden death at age 33.]
4: ―And when he [Alexander] has arisen, his kingdom shall be broken up [at his death in 323 BC at the
height of his achievements] and divided toward the four winds of heaven [ultimately—see end of verse],
but not among his posterity nor according to his dominion with which he ruled [an initial attempt to hold his
empire together by a joint regency in the name of his nephew and his unborn son failed, and one of his
generals, Antigonus, made a bid for power]; for his kingdom shall be uprooted, even for others besides
these. [Within a few years, the empire ended up split among four of Alexander‘s other generals: 1)
Ptolemy Soter; 2) Seleucus Nicator; 3) Cassander; and 4) Lysimachus.]
5: ―Also the king of the South [now Ptolemy (I) Soter over Egypt, south of the Holy Land] shall become
strong [ruled 323-285 BC], as well as one of his princes [Seleucus (I) Nicator, who was originally a general
under Ptolemy]; and he [Seleucus I] shall gain power over him [Ptolemy I] and have dominion. [Seleucus I
eventually gained rule over Greater Syria, 311-280 BC]. His [Seleucus I‘s] dominion shall be a great
dominion [over most of what had earlier been the Persian Empire, stretching from Syria to India, the
largest part of Alexander‘s empire].
[From this point the angel focuses on two of the four divisions of Alexander‘s empire—the kingdom to
the south of the Holy Land now being Egypt under the Ptolemies and the kingdom to the north now
being Greater Syria under the Seleucids.]
6: ―And at the end of some years [252 BC, 28 years after Seleucus I‘s death] they [North and South] shall
join forces, for the daughter [Berenice] of the king of the South [now Ptolemy (II) Philadelphus (285-246
BC)] shall go to the king of the North [now Antiochus (II) Theos (261-246 BC)] to make an agreement [or
―peaceful arrangement‖ (New American Standard Bible), i.e. a marriage to seal an alliance—requiring
Antiochus II to put away his former wife Laodice]; but she [Berenice] shall not retain the power of her
authority [or ―her position of power‖ (NASB)], and neither he [Antiochus II] nor his authority shall stand; but
she [Berenice] shall be given up [in death], with those who brought her [her attendants], and with him who
begot her [her father Ptolemy II], and with him who strengthened her in those times [her husband Antiochus
II]. [Berenice, her father and her husband were all removed from power by death in 246 BC. When
Berenice‘s father Ptolemy II died that year, her husband Antiochus II repudiated her and took Laodice
back as his wife. But later that year, Laodice, doubting Antiochus‘s faithfulness and anxious to secure
the throne for his and her son Seleucus (II) Callinicus, murdered her husband and had Berenice put to
death as well.]
7: ―But from a branch of her roots [offspring of Berenice‘s parents, i.e. a sibling] one [her brother Ptolemy
(III) Euergetes (246-221 BC)] shall arise in his [Ptolemy II‘s] place, who shall come with an army [in 245 BC],
enter the fortress [Seleucia, the port of Syria‘s capital Antioch] of the king of the North [now Seleucus (II)
Callinicus (246-226 BC)], and deal with them [this was to avenge his sister‘s death] and prevail.
8: ―And he [Ptolemy III] shall also carry their gods captive to Egypt, with their princes and their precious
articles of silver and gold;... [Ptolemy III carried immense wealth back to Egypt, including around 2,500
molten images and idolatrous vessels that Persian Emperor Cambyses had taken from Egypt in 526
BC.] ―...and he [Ptolemy III] shall continue more years than the king of the North [Seleucus II]. [Ptolemy III
ruled until his death in 221 BC, nearly six years after the death of Seleucus II of Syria in 226 BC.]
9: ―Also the king of the North [actually just ―he‖—Seleucus II] shall come [in an attempted attack] to the
kingdom [Egypt] of the king of the South [Ptolemy III], but shall return to his own land [of Syria after failing to
accomplish his purpose].
10: ―However his [Seleucus II‘s] sons [Seleucus (III) Ceraunus (227-223 BC) and Antiochus (III) the Great
(223-186 BC)] shall stir up strife, and assemble a multitude of great forces [both assembled immense forces
to fight Egypt, avenge their father and recover their port and fortress, Seleucia]; and one [of them,
Antiochus III] shall certainly come and overwhelm and pass through [Antiochus III recovered his fortress,
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Seleucia, after 27 years, and also conquered south into what was currently Egyptian territory as far as
Gaza, including Judea]; then he [Antiochus III] shall return to his fortress and stir up strife [or ―be stirred up
again,‖ King James Version margin].
11: ―And the king of the South [now Ptolemy (IV) Philopater (221-204 BC), son of Ptolemy III] shall be
moved with rage [in 217 BC], and go out [with an army of 20,000 at Raphia] and fight with him, [that is,] with
the king of the North [Antiochus III], who shall muster a great multitude; but the multitude shall be given into
the hand of his [Antiochus III‘s] enemy [Ptolemy IV].
12: When he [Ptolemy IV] has taken away the multitude [Ptolemy IV won the battle], his heart will be lifted
up; and he will cast down tens of thousands... [Ptolemy IV‘s army killed tens of thousands of Syrian troops
and he re-annexed Judea to Egypt.] ―...but he [Ptolemy IV] will not prevail. [In making a rash and hasty
peace with Antiochus III and returning to indulgent living, Ptolemy IV did not secure Egypt‘s victory.]
13: For the king of the North [Antiochus III] will return and muster a multitude greater than the former, and
shall certainly come at the end of some years with a great army and much equipment. [After Ptolemy IV died
in 204 BC and left his throne to his infant son, Ptolemy (V) Epiphanes, Antiochus III assembled a great
army and attacked Egypt in 201 BC.]
14: ―Now in those times many [Antiochus III having made an alliance with Philip V of Macedonia and
others] shall rise up against the king of the South [now Ptolemy (V) Epiphanes (203-181 BC)]. Also, violent
men of your [Daniel‘s] people [Jews attempting to help Antiochus III] shall exalt themselves in fulfillment of
the vision, but they shall fall.
15: ―So the king of the North [Antiochus III] shall come and build a siege mound, and take a fortified city
[defeating Sidon in 198 BC]; and the forces of the South [Egypt under the boy king Ptolemy V] shall not
withstand him. Even his [Ptolemy V‘s] choice troops shall have no strength to resist.
16: ―But he [Antiochus III] who comes against him [Ptolemy V] shall do according to his [Antiochus III‘s] own
will, and no one shall stand against him [Antiochus III]. He [Antiochus III] shall stand in the Glorious Land
[Holy Land] with destruction in his power. [Following the Battle of Panium in 198 BC, Antiochus III wrested
control of Judea from Egypt yet again.]
17: ―He [Antiochus III] shall also set his face to enter with the strength of his whole kingdom, and upright ones
[literally ―equitable things‖—―a proposal of peace‖ (NASB), i.e. a marriage to seal an alliance] with him;
thus shall he [Antiochus III] do. And he [Antiochus III in 198 BC] shall give him [the young Ptolemy V] the
daughter of women [Antiochus III‘s daughter Cleopatra] to destroy it [that is, to destroy or undermine
Egypt so as to eventually take possession of it]; but she [Cleopatra] shall not stand with him [her father
Antiochus III], or be for him [as she sided instead with her husband]. [That the whole thing was a trick
can be seen in the fact that Antiochus III promised southern Syria and Judea as a dowry but did not
deliver them.]
18: ―After this [in 197-196 BC] he [Antiochus III] shall turn his face to the coastlands [beginning a vigorous
campaign against the coastlands and islands of Asia Minor and the Aegean], and shall take many. [At
this point, in 195 BC, Antiochus III provides asylum for Hannibal of Carthage, whom the Romans had
defeated in the Second Punic War—and Hannibal assists Antiochus in landing in Greece in 192 BC.
Antiochus is thus brought into conflict with Rome.] But a ruler [Roman General Lucius Cornelius Scipio
Asiaticus] shall bring the reproach [of defeat that‘s] against them [Asia Minor and the Aegean coasts] to an
end; and with the reproach removed, he [Scipio] shall turn [it—the reproach of defeat] back on him
[Antiochus III]. [Scipio utterly defeated Antiochus III at the Battle of Magnesia in 190 BC.]
19: ―Then he [Antiochus III] shall turn his face toward the fortress of his own land; but he shall stumble and
fall, and not be found. [Having lost all he had gained, Antiochus III tried in 186 BC to recoup his losses by
plundering the Temple of Belus in Elymais, within his own kingdom, whereupon he was defeated by
local forces and killed.]
20: ―There shall arise in his [Antiochus III‘s] place one [his son Seleucus (IV) Philopater (187-176 BC)] who
imposes taxes on the glorious kingdom [sending the tax collector Heliodorus through Judea in an effort to
raise money for his financially distressed empire]; but within a few days he [Seleucus IV] shall be
destroyed [he ruled only 11 years in contrast to his father‘s rule of 37 years], but not in anger or in battle
[he was poisoned by Heliodorus, who took control with the backing of other Syrian officials tired of the
excesses of the Seleucid rulers].
21: ―And in his [Seleucus IV‘s] place shall arise a vile person [Antiochus (IV) Epiphanes, Seleucus IV‘s
brother, a younger son of Antiochus III], to whom they [Syrian officials supporting Heliodorus] will not
give the honor of royalty; but he [Antiochus IV] shall come in peaceably, and seize the kingdom by intrigue.
[By a show of ―Roman manners‖ and a great deal of flattery, he was able to enlist the aid of
neighboring King Eumenes II of Pergamum and officials at home in forcing out Heliodorus and
obtaining the throne (ruled 175-164 BC)].
22: With the force of a flood they [those who opposed him, including Heliodorus] shall be swept away from
before him [Antiochus IV] and be broken, and also the prince of the
covenant [a Hellenistic Jew who changed his name to the Greek form Jason, appointed by Antiochus IV
as replacement high priest of the Jewish worship system (ca. 175-172 BC)—he was dropped from that
position only three years later in favor of another Hellenizing apostate, Menelaus (ca. 172-162 BC).]
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23: And after the league [treaty or agreement] is made [by the Jews] with him [Antiochus IV] he [Antiochus
IV] shall act deceitfully, for he shall come up and become strong with [at first only] a small number of people.
24: He shall enter peaceably, even into the richest places of the province [invading Galilee]; and he shall do
what his fathers have not done, nor his forefathers: he shall disperse among them the plunder, spoil, and
riches; and he shall devise his plans against the strongholds, but only for a time [Antiochus IV took from the
rich and gave to the poor as a temporary ploy to gain fanatical support among the masses].
25: ―He [Antiochus IV] shall stir up his power and his courage against the king of the South [now Ptolemy (VI)
Philometer (181-145 BC), son of Ptolemy V and Cleopatra, and nephew of Antiochus IV] with a great
army. And the king of the South [Ptolemy VI] shall be stirred up to battle with a very great and mighty army;...
[Egypt threatened war to claim the dowry that had been promised by Antiochus III for Cleopatra, the
now-deceased mother of Ptolemy V and sister of Antiochus IV. Therefore, Antiochus IV marched south
in 171 BC with an immense Syrian army yet met his nephew Ptolemy VI leading another immense army
from Egypt.] ―...but he [Ptolemy VI] shall not stand, for they [see next verse] shall devise plans against him.
26: Yes, those who eat of the portion of his delicacies [Ptolemy VI‘s own trusted officers] shall destroy him
[his chance at victory by plotting against him]; his army shall be swept away, and many shall fall down
slain. [Antiochus IV was victorious at Pelusium, took his nephew Ptolemy VI captive and, marching to
Memphis, proceeded to use him as a tool to reduce the overall strength of Egypt.]
27: Both these kings‘ [Antiochus IV‘s and Ptolemy VI‘s] hearts shall be bent on evil, and they shall speak lies
at the same table [perhaps describing the occasion, in 174 BC, when Antiochus IV and Ptolemy VI both
sat at a banquet together—with Antiochus pretending to ally himself with the young Ptolemy against
his brother Euergetes II, but with each actually trying to deceive the other]; but it [this lying to get ahead
of the other] shall not prosper, for the end will still be at the appointed time [as God had predetermined it].
28: ―[Antiochus IV in 168 BC] While returning to his land [Syria] with great riches [plunder from Egypt], his
heart shall be moved against the holy covenant [Jewish worship system]; so he shall do damage [looting
the temple of many golden vessels and massacring Jews upon coming back from Egypt] and [then]
return to his own land [Syria].
29: ―At the appointed time [later in 168 BC] he [Antiochus IV] shall return and go toward the south [upon
learning of Ptolemy VI and Ptolemy VII forming a union against him]; ―...but it [the outcome] shall not be
[successful] like the former or the latter.
30: For ships from Cyprus [literally Kittim, Hebrew for ―Western Lands‖ and here meaning Rome] shall
come against him;... [Forced to accept surrender terms from Popillius, commander of the Roman fleet,
Antiochus IV had to cease from his campaign against Egypt and restore the island of Cyprus to
Egyptian rule.] ―...therefore he [Antiochus IV] shall be grieved, and return in rage against the holy covenant
[Jewish worship system], and do damage. So he shall return and show regard for those who forsake the holy
covenant. [Returning home through Judea, Antiochus IV vented his fury on the Jews, yet accorded
special favor to those among them who rejected their religion and adopted the pagan Greek
(Hellenistic) culture.]
31: ―And [still in 168 BC] forces shall be mustered by him [Antiochus IV], and they [his
forces] shall defile the sanctuary fortress [the temple—by sacrificing a pig on the temple altar]; then they
[Antiochus IV‘s forces] shall take away the daily sacrifices [making them and other Mosaic ceremonies
illegal], and place there the abomination of desolation [an image of the Greek god Zeus].
32: ―Those who do wickedly against the covenant [apostate Jews] he [Antiochus IV] shall corrupt with flattery
[and many Jews did succumb to Antiochus IV‘s persecution against the faithful and reward for
apostasy and forsook their religion] ―...but the people who know their God [the Maccabees, patriotic
followers of Judas Maccabeus of the Hasmonean priestly dynasty who wanted to continue in God‘s
law, and later the Christians] shall be strong, and carry out great exploits. [Due in large part to the efforts
of the Maccabees, Syrian forces were gradually driven out and Jewish independence was
reestablished.]
[The time frame now changes. Verse 32 is apparently dual in application, ―the people who know their
God‖ referring to both the Maccabees and also to true Christians. This dual meaning serves to advance
the story flow to the time of New Testament Christians.]
33: ―And those of the people who understand [Christians] shall instruct many; yet for many days they shall fall
[in death] by sword and flame, by captivity and plundering [Christians have been martyred since the days
of Christ and the apostles].
34: Now when they fall, they shall be aided with a little help [even a little of God‘s Spirit providing the
tremendous ability to remain steadfast in the face of martyrdom]; but many shall join with them by intrigue
[false prophets coming among them (Acts 20:29-30; 2 Peter 2:1-3)].
35: And some of those of understanding shall fall, to refine them, purify them, and make them white, until the
time of the end; because it is still for the appointed time. [This process that began in Christ‘s day will
continue until the time of His return to refine the character of Christians and make them spiritually
white or pure (Revelation 6:9-11; compare 7:14).]
36: ―Then [in New Testament times] the king [of the North—now the Roman emperor, as Rome took
possession of Syria in 65 BC and thus became the kingdom of the North] shall do according to his own
will: he shall exalt and magnify himself above every god [establishing emperor worship], shall speak
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blasphemies against the God of gods [the true God], and shall prosper till the wrath has been accomplished
[Roman rule will, in some form, powerfully persist until the end-time wrath of God is complete]; for what
has been determined [by God‘s pronouncement] shall be done.
37: He [the Roman emperor] shall regard neither the God [Hebrew elohim, should here be ―gods‖] of his
fathers [that is, the old Roman gods] nor the desire of women [indicating either being homosexual, as 14
out of the first 15 Roman emperors were, or exalting himself above Tammuz—the Babylonian messiah
for whom women wept (compare Ezekiel 8:14), who also had other names under the various mystery
cults of different nations], nor regard any god; for he shall exalt himself above them all [for again, as noted
on verse 36, the Roman emperors instituted emperor worship].
38: ―But in their place he [the Roman emperor] shall honor a god of fortresses [or ―forces‖ (KJV)];... [The
Roman emperors demanded worship of the strength of empire. Standards were idolatrous emblems of
empire/emperor worship. Also, extravagant defense spending made Rome the strongest military power
the world had ever seen.] ―...and a god [the pope] which his [the Roman emperor‘s] fathers did not know he
[the Roman emperor, beginning with Constantine the Great in AD 313] shall honor with gold and silver,
with precious stones and pleasant things.
39: Thus he [later Roman emperors and rulers of successor Roman kingdoms] shall act against the
strongest fortresses [enemy states and other religious institutions] with a foreign [Babylonian] god [the
papacy], which he [successive Roman rulers] shall acknowledge, and advance its glory; and he [successive
Roman rulers] shall cause them [the popes] to rule over many, and divide the land for gain [for both church
and state].
[The previous section spanned the centuries from the beginning of Christianity in the early Roman
Empire to the inception of the Catholic-dominated Holy Roman Empire system and its subsequent
development up to modern times. The next verse clearly advances the time frame of the chapter to the
end of this age.]
40: ―At the time of the end the king of the South [now probably an end-time Muslim leader] shall attack him
[the king of the North, now the final end-time Roman ruler, an individual also known as ‗the Beast,‘
Revelation 17:12-17] ―...and the king of the North [the Beast] shall come against him [the king of the South,
probably a Muslim leader] like a whirlwind, with chariots, horsemen, and with many ships [modern war
vehicles of air, land and sea]; and he [the Beast] shall enter the countries [of the Middle East], overwhelm
them, and pass through.
41: He [the Beast] shall also enter the Glorious Land [the Holy Land—the modern state of Israel], and many
countries shall be overthrown; but these [areas that follow] shall escape from his hand: Edom, Moab, and the
prominent people of Ammon [these three territories constitute the modern country of Jordan, and the
descendants of these people may be found among the Palestinians, Turks and other Middle Eastern
peoples].
42: He [the Beast] shall stretch out his hand against the countries, and the land of Egypt shall not escape.
43: He shall have power over the treasures of gold and silver, and over all the precious things of Egypt; also
the Libyans [Phutites, including the inhabitants of modern Libya but perhaps meaning all of North and
West Africa] and Ethiopians [Cushites, including the people of modern Ethiopia and probably Sudan but
perhaps meaning all of East and Southern Africa] shall follow at his heels.
44: ―But news from the east and the north [of opposing nations or forces in these directions near or far
(East Asian nations and Russia – RW)] shall trouble him [the Beast]; therefore he shall go out with great fury
to destroy and annihilate many.
45: ―And he [the Beast] shall plant the tents of his palace between the [Dead and Mediterranean] seas and
[should be ―in‖ (KJV)] the glorious holy mountain [Jerusalem] ―...yet he [the Beast] shall come to his end [at
Christ‘s return (Revelation 19:20)], and no one will help him.
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WHO AND WHAT IS GOD?
1] Who and what is God?
Mankind has had many different ideas of who and what God is. Some of the most common ideas of who
and what God is are :a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

God is a trinity composed of God the Father, Jesus Christ and a third person called the Holy Spirit.
God is ONLY one being who is the creator of all.
God is merely the good intentions within each human being.
God has no specific shape but is everywhere in every rock and tree and everywhere in the universe.
There are many gods who control different functions of the universe – gods of fertility, of thunder and
rain, of the sun and the sea, etc. and these gods can be worshipped through carved idols man makes
which such gods are manifested through.

What does the Bible say about who and what God is? Is there one
God or many? How many beings are there in the Godhead? What
does He look like? What is His character and personality like?
In time order what is the first verse mentioned in the Bible? Many of
you might think Genesis 1:1 is but you would be wrong? The very
first event in the history of the universe is mentioned in John 1:1.
Starting with that verse we read:
―In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God,
and the Word was God. He was in the beginning with God. All
things were made through Him, and without Him nothing was made
that was made‖ (John 1:1-3).
In the beginning of time we read that there were these two beings
called God and the Word before anything else was made. Who was
this being called the Word?
―And the Word became flesh and dwelt among us, and we beheld His glory, the glory as of the only
begotten of the Father, full of grace and truth‖ (John 1:14).
The Word became flesh and dwelt among us. He was the one who became Jesus Christ. He was begotten
of the Father – the being called God who was with the Word. The Greek word that is translated ―Word‖ here
is ―Logos‖. This word essentially means ―Spokesman‖. Jesus Christ is God the Father‘s spokesman.
Now look again at John 1:1. It says that the Word was with God and then it says that the Word was God.
Now how can the Word (Jesus Christ) be with God and also be God? The answer is that God is not only a
name used to describe the Father but God is also a KIND of being. Let‘s now read Genesis 1:1 and look at
this further.
―In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth‖ (Genesis 1:1).
The Old Testament was originally written in a language called Hebrew. The Hebrew word which Moses
wrote here that is translated into God is the word ―Elohim‖. The ‗-im‘ at the end of any word in Hebrew has
the same effect as putting an ‗s‘ at the end of a word in English like in cats or dogs. It means more than one
but whenever it is used for God it is translated as a singular word (God), not as a plural word (Gods).
“Elohim is a noun that is plural in form but normally singular in usage— that is, paired with singular verbs—
when designating the true God. For a comparable modern expression, consider the term United States.
This proper noun is plural in form but singular in usage. It is used with singular verbs. For example,
Americans say, ‗The United States is going to take action,‘ not ‗The United States are going to take action.‘
The plural form does signify multiple states— but, taken collectively, they are viewed as one nation.
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―It is the same with Elohim. The word Eloah, meaning ‗Mighty One,‘ is the singular form. Elohim, meaning
‗Mighty Ones,‘ is plural. And, indeed, there were two Mighty Ones, the Father and the Word. But,
collectively, as Elohim, the two are seen as one God‖ (Who is God, p.29).
Now though there are some technical differences, it is similar to a uniplural word in English such as a team,
church or family. There is one team or one church or one family but at the same time there are many
members that are a part of that one team or one church or one family. God is one family made up of
many members.
In Genesis 1:26 we read: ―God said, Let US make man in OUR image, after OUR likeness.‖ We see here
that God is a KIND of being by the way that at least two beings here are creating and saying, ―Let US
make man in OUR image‖.
With this background we can explain John 1:1 this way. God is the family name like a surname. A man
named Tom might be with his father Smith and Tom is also Smith. They are both called Smith because that
is their surname or family name. God is a family of beings composed at the moment of two beings - God
the Father and Jesus Christ. They are both God because God is their family name and because God is
kind of being higher than that of the angels who are a lower kind of being.
A very important verse to the Jews (which they call the Shema) is Deuteronomy 6:4. It says: ―Hear, O
Israel: The LORD our God, the LORD is one!‖ They misunderstand this verse and believe that God can only
be one being since it says that the Lord God is one. This is part of the reason that they reject Jesus Christ
as being God.
In John 17:11 Christ asked that the church may be kept one ―as we are one‖. We, in the church, are one but
we have different bodies and personalities and are one in mind and purpose so that's what Christ means
when He says that He and His Father are one. Many members but ONE God family that are ONE in mind,
purpose and character!
When Christ constantly emphasised He and His Father we're one He's obviously referring to something other
than composition. He's emphasising the fact that their oneness of character, mind and purpose far outweighs
their twoness or whatever it will be in the future. The marriage union between a husband and a wife where
they become one in mind and purpose (Matthew 19:4-6) is a type of this unity between God the Father and
Jesus Christ.
Essentially the Jews define God ONLY as the one supreme Being over all things, NOT as a kind of being.
This definition excludes Jesus Christ from also being God, because the Father is greater in authority than
Jesus Christ. We read that in John 14:28: ―If you loved Me, you would rejoice because I said, ‗I am going
to the Father,‘ for My Father is greater than I‖.
By defining God not as a kind or family of beings but ONLY as the one supreme being over all things we
rule out Jesus Christ. This is partly why the Catholics have tried to get around it with the illogical view that
the Father, Son and the Holy Spirit are three but somehow they are also one being – the one supreme
being over all things. The doctrine of the trinity makes God into some kind of Siamese triplets or one
person who has multiple personalities. No wonder the trinity is described as a great mystery which no-one
can humanly explain properly.
In Zechariah 2:8-9 we read a very interesting Old Testament prophecy that shows that there are at least
two members in the God Family both referred to as the Lord of hosts. Zechariah writes: ―For thus says the
LORD of hosts: ‗He sent Me after glory, to the nations which plunder you; for he who touches you touches
the apple of His eye. For surely I will shake My hand against them, and they shall become spoil for their
servants. Then you will know that the LORD of hosts has sent Me.‘‖ The Lord of hosts here says: ―Then
you will know that the Lord of hosts has sent Me [the Lord of hosts].‖
In John 14:7-9 we read: ―If you had known Me, you would have known My Father also; and from now on
you know Him and have seen Him. Philip said to Him, ‗Lord, show us the Father, and it is sufficient for us.‘
Jesus said to him, ‗Have I been with you so long, and yet you have not known Me, Philip? He who has
seen Me has seen the Father; so how can you say, ‗Show us the Father‘?‖
In Hebrews 1:1-3 we read: ―God…has in these last days spoken to us by His Son…who being the
brightness of His glory and the express image of His person.‖ The word here for ―express image‖ is the
Greek word ―charakter‖ which means a stamped impression – an exact copy. They think and act with
complete unity of direction and purpose even though they are different individual beings.
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In summary, God is a family currently composed of two beings – the Father and Jesus Christ - and
(as we will look at in lesson five) a family into which we can be born into one day with the same
kind of spirit bodies and share the same great power that the Father and Jesus Christ have! They
desire to add to their kind — ―bringing many sons to glory‖ (Hebrews 2:10).
"For this cause," said the apostle Paul, "I bow my knees unto the Father...of whom the WHOLE FAMILY in
heaven and earth is named" (Ephesians 3:14-15). This scripture reveals that this divine family with members
both in heaven and on earth (begotten christians), is named after God - for that is the biblical family name that
both the Father and the Son are called (John 1:1-2).

2] Who was Jesus Christ?
―Most see Jesus as a teacher, a wise man, a Jewish sage who died an unjust and horrible death and
founded a great religion. Is there more to it than that? One of the most controversial topics is the true
identity of Jesus Christ—and at the same time it is perhaps the most crucial. It lies at the heart of the
Christian faith.
―What this entails is the understanding that Jesus was not simply an extraordinary human being, but that
Jesus was actually God in human flesh…Jesus certainly regarded Himself as much more than only a man,
prophet or teacher...
―Perhaps the boldest claim Jesus made about His identity was the statement, ‗Most assuredly, I say to you,
before Abraham was, I AM‘ (John 8:58). Translated into English, His statement may appear or sound
confusing. But in the Aramaic or Hebrew language in which He spoke, He was making a claim that
immediately led the people to try to stone Him for blasphemy‖ (Jesus Christ – The Real Story, p.6-7).
―The Pharisees…asked Jesus, ‗Who do You make Yourself out to be?‘ (John 8:53). They simply had no
idea of the real identity of the One with whom they were speaking. It is the same today. Few people really
understand the true origins of Jesus Christ. Christ patiently explained, ‗Your father Abraham rejoiced to see
My day, and he saw it and was glad‘ (verse 56). But how was this possible? The patriarch Abraham lived
some 2 000 years before the birth of Jesus. Continuing Christ‘s discourse: ‗Then the Jews said to Him,
‗You are not yet fifty years old, and have you seen Abraham? ‘Jesus said to them, ‗Most assuredly I say to
you, before Abraham was, I AM‟ (verses 57-58)…
―We can know that the Word (John 1:1) personally interacted with Abraham during his day because Christ
is identified as the „I AM‟ of the Bible. Jesus said that ‗Abraham rejoiced to see My day, and he saw it and
was glad‘ (John 8:56). Remember Christ existed with the Father before everything else—visible and
invisible—was created‖ (Who is God, p.25).
In Hebrews 7:1-3 Paul writes: ―For this Melchizedek, king of Salem, priest of the Most High God, who met
Abraham returning from the slaughter of the kings and blessed him, to whom also Abraham gave a tenth
part of all, first being translated ‗king of righteousness,‘ and then also king of Salem, meaning ‗king of
peace,‘ without father, without mother, without genealogy, having neither beginning of days nor end of life,
but made like the Son of God, remains a priest continually.‖ Jesus Christ was this Melchizedek who
interacted with the patriarch Abraham.
―Anciently when the great God first revealed Himself to Moses in Exodus 3:13-14, Moses asked Him what
His name was. ‗I AM WHO I AM,‘ was the awesome reply. ‗Thus you shall say to the children of Israel, 'I
AM has sent me to you.‘‘ Jesus clearly claimed to be this same Being—the ‗I AM‘ of Exodus 3:14, the God
of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob (verse 15).
"‘I AM‘ is related to the personal name for God in the Old Testament, the Hebrew name YHWH. When this
name appears in our English Bibles, it is commonly rendered using small capital letters as LORD. It is
transliterated as ‗Jehovah‘ in some Bible versions.
―When Jesus made this startling statement, the Jews knew exactly what He meant. They picked up stones
to kill Him because they thought He was guilty of blasphemy.
"‘I AM‘ and the related YHWH are the names of God that infer absolute timeless self-existence. Although
impossible to translate accurately and directly into English, YHWH conveys meanings of ‗The Eternal One,‘
‗The One Who Always Exists‘ or ‗The One Who Was, Is and Always Will Be.‘ These distinctions can apply
only to God, whose existence is eternal and everlasting.
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―In Isaiah 42:8 this same Being says, ‗I am the LORD [YHWH], that is My name; and My glory I will not give
to another, nor My praise to carved images.‘ A few chapters later He says: ‗Thus says the LORD [YHWH],
the King of Israel, and his Redeemer, the LORD of hosts: 'I am the First and I am the Last; besides Me
there is no God‘ (Isaiah 44:6).
―To the Jews, there was no mistaking who Jesus claimed to be. He said He was the One the nation of
Israel understood to be the one true God. By Jesus making claim to the name ‗I AM,‘ He was saying that
He was the God whom the Hebrews knew as YHWH. This name was considered so holy that a devout Jew
would not pronounce it. This was a special name for God that can only refer to the one true God.
―Dr. Norman Geisler, in his book Christian Apologetics, concludes: ‗In view of the fact that the Jehovah of
the Jewish Old Testament would not give his name, honor, or glory to another, it is little wonder that the
words and deeds of Jesus of Nazareth drew stones and cries of 'blasphemy' from first-century Jews. The
very things that the Jehovah of the Old Testament claimed for himself Jesus of Nazareth also claimed...‘
(2002, p. 331).
―Dr. Geisler goes on to list some of the ways Jesus equated Himself with YHWH of the Old Testament.
Let's notice some of these.
―Jesus said of Himself, ‗I am the good shepherd‘ (John 10:11). David, in the first verse of the famous 23rd
Psalm, declared that ‗The LORD [YHWH] is my shepherd...‘ Jesus claimed to be judge of all men and
nations (John 5:22, 27). Yet Joel 3:12 says the LORD [YHWH] ‗will sit to judge all...nations.‘
―Jesus said, ‗I am the light of the world‘ (John 8:12). Isaiah 60:19 says, ‗...the LORD will be to you an
everlasting light, and your God your glory.‘ Also, David says in Psalm 27:1, ‗The LORD (YHWH) is my
light...‘
―Jesus asked in prayer that the Father would share His eternal glory: ‗O Father, glorify Me together with
Yourself, with the glory which I had with You before the world was‘ (John 17:5). Yet Isaiah 42:8 says, ‗I am
the LORD, that is My name; and My glory I will not give to another...‘
―Jesus spoke of Himself as the coming bridegroom (Matthew 25:1), which is exactly how YHWH is
characterized in Isaiah 62:5 and Hosea 2:16.
―In Revelation 1:17 Jesus says He is the first and the last, which is identical to what YHWH says of Himself
in Isaiah 44:6: ‗I am the First and I am the Last.‘ There is no question that Jesus understood Himself as the
LORD (YHWH) of the Old Testament.
―When Jesus was arrested, His use of the same term had an electrifying effect on those in the arresting
party. ‗Now when He said to them, 'I am He,' they drew back and fell to the ground‘ (John 18:6). Notice
here that ‗He‘ is in italics, meaning the word was added by the translators and isn't in the original wording.
However, their attempt to make Jesus' answer more grammatically correct obscures the fact that He was
likely again claiming to be the ‗I AM‘ of the Old Testament Scriptures‖ …
―The apostle Paul affirms that the God the Israelites of the Old Testament knew—the One they looked to as
their ‗Rock‘ of strength (see Deuteronomy 32:4; Psalm 18:2)—was the One we know as Jesus Christ.
Notice what Paul wrote in 1 Corinthians 10:1-4: ‗...All our fathers were under the cloud, all passed through
the sea, all were baptized into Moses in the cloud and in the sea, all ate the same spiritual food, and all
drank the same spiritual drink. For they drank of that spiritual Rock that followed them, and that Rock was
Christ.‟
―Jesus was the One who spoke to Moses and told Him to return to Egypt to bring the Israelites to freedom.
Jesus was the LORD (YHWH) who caused the plagues to come on Egypt. He was the God who led the
Israelites out of Egypt and through the wanderings for 40 years. He was the Lawgiver who gave the laws to
Moses and spoke to Moses on a regular basis. He was the LORD who dealt with Israel throughout their
national history. Yes, astounding as it seems, Jesus Christ is the LORD (YHWH) spoken of so often in the
Old Testament…
―Jesus received worship on many occasions without forbidding such acts. A leper worshipped Him
(Matthew 8:2). A ruler worshipped Him with his plea to raise his daughter from the dead (Matthew 9:18).
When Jesus had stilled the storm, those in the boat worshipped Him as the Son of God (Matthew 14:33)…
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―The First and Second of the Ten Commandments forbid worship of anyone or anything other than God
(Exodus 20:2-5). Barnabas and Paul were very disturbed when the people of Lystra tried to worship them
after their healing of a crippled man (Acts 14:13-15)…
―On several occasions Jesus asserted that He was the One through whom men and women could attain
eternal life. ‗This is the will of Him who sent Me, that everyone who sees the Son and believes in Him may
have everlasting life; and I will raise him up at the last day‘ (John 6:40; compare verses 47 and 54). He
not only says that people must believe in Him, but also that He will be the One to resurrect them at the end.
No mere man can take this role…
―The renowned Christian writer C.S. Lewis observes: ‗I am trying here to prevent anyone saying the really
foolish thing that people often say about Him: ‗I‘m ready to accept Jesus as a great moral teacher, but I
don‘t accept His claim to be God.‘ That is the one thing we must not say. A man who was merely a man
and said the sort of things Jesus said would not be a great moral teacher...
―‘You must make your choice. Either this man was, and is, the Son of God: or else a madman or something
worse. You can shut Him up for a fool, you can spit at Him and kill Him as a demon; or you can fall at His
feet and call Him Lord and God. But let us not come with any patronising nonsense about His being a great
human teacher. He has not left that open to us. He did not intend to‘ (Mere Christianity, 1996, p. 56)‖
(Jesus Christ – The Real Story, p.7-10, 8, 13-16).
Over 700 years before Jesus Christ was born God gave this prophecy through
Isaiah: ―Surely He has borne our griefs and carried our sorrows; yet we
esteemed Him stricken, smitten by God, and afflicted. But He was wounded for
our transgressions, He was bruised for our iniquities; the chastisement for our
peace was upon Him, and by His stripes we are healed. All we like sheep have
gone astray; we have turned, every one, to his own way; and the LORD has laid
on Him the iniquity of us all. He was oppressed and He was afflicted, yet He
opened not His mouth; He was led as a lamb to the slaughter, and as a sheep
before its shearers is silent, so He opened not His mouth‖ (Isaiah 53:4-7).
How accurate a prophecy that was describing the death of Jesus and the way that He paid for our sins on
the cross! Not only that there are some 300 prophecies about the Messiah, 60 of which are considered
major, that Jesus Christ fulfilled. What are the chances of these prophecies being fulfilled in one person?
We are told right through the New Testament and in prophecies like the one just quoted from Isaiah that
Jesus Christ paid the penalty of sin FOR ALL MANKIND. This raises an important question.
How is it that Christ‘s life was worth the life of mankind? How is it that Christ‘s life is worth more than
humanity‘s all put together?
Paul states quite clearly that ―God...created all things through Jesus Christ‖ (Ephesians 3:9). When the
early followers of Christ say Jesus is the One through whom all things were created, they are clearly saying
that Jesus is God.
Jesus Christ was the one who created mankind following the command of His Father. Jesus Christ
was OUR CREATOR AND HIS LIFE THEREFORE WAS WORTH MORE THAN ALL OF MANKIND‘S
PUT TOGETHER! This is how he could pay the price for all mankind‘s sins.
―When Jesus became flesh He was still God in terms of His identity, but He was nevertheless a human
being in every sense of the word. Jesus had a physical body. His closest disciple attests that He was a
physical person: ‗That which was from the beginning, which we have heard, which we have seen with our
eyes, which we have looked upon, and our hands have handled, concerning the Word of life—the life was
manifested, and we have seen, and bear witness...‘ (1 John 1:1)‖ (Jesus Christ – The Real Story, p.65).
Jesus was both man and God. He was the ―Son of God‖ (Mark 1:1) In the Old Testament He is referred to
as one ―like the Son of God‖ in Daniel 3:25. The word like is added since this was before He was
supernaturally begotten as a son in Mary‘s womb.
He is called one ―like the Son of Man‖ in Daniel 7:13. When He was on earth He didn‘t call Himself the Son
of God but most often referred to Himself as ―the Son of Man‖ (Matthew 8:20, 9:6, 10:23, 11:19). In the
Gospels it is used over 80 times to describe Himself.
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The reasons He chose this term to describe Himself were two. Firstly, He used it as a direct reference to
His status as the one chosen by the Father to sit at His right hand. When Jesus was asked if He was the
Son of God He said He was and described Himself as the one whom Daniel referred to in his prophecy
about the Son of Man who would sit at the Father‘s right hand.
In John 26:63-64 we read: ―And the high priest answered and said to Him, ‗I put You under oath by the
living God: Tell us if You are the Christ, the Son of God!‘ Jesus said to him, ‗It is as you said. Nevertheless,
I say to you, hereafter you will see the Son of Man sitting at the right hand of the Power, and coming on the
clouds of heaven.‘
The second reason He chose that phrase to most often refer to Himself was to focus on His humanity and
that He was a flesh and blood person who felt pain and who had feelings just like all of us. Even though the
expression ―Son of Man‖ became a semi-devine expression in Jewish literature of the time it was also used
commonly to refer to prophets such as Ezekiel (Ezekiel 2:1, 3, 6, 8) when God spoke to them in their
prophecies to focus on their humanity and mortality.
―John is establishing the humanity of Jesus Christ when he says they heard, saw and touched Jesus. He
had a fully human body. He was born. He grew and developed just like any other child. Jesus was subject
to the same physical limitations as other human beings, because He had the same kind of body. He
experienced hunger when He fasted (Matthew 4:2) and thirst (John 19:28). He experienced fatigue from a
long walk (John 4:6)‖ (Jesus Christ – The Real Story, p.65).
As an embryo in the womb of Mary He genetically had the same God personality that He had as the Word
along with a full measure of the Holy Spirit (Luke 4:1). It truly would have been amazing to hold Jesus as a
baby knowing that this was the One who created all mankind and the world around us.
―Jesus suffered physically and died. Hebrews 2:10 tells us that He was made ‗perfect through sufferings.‘
Physiologically, He was a human being just as we are human, subject to death. ‗Since, therefore, the
children share flesh and blood, he himself likewise shared the same things, so that through death he might
destroy the one who has the power of death, that is, the devil‘ (verse 14, NRSV).
―He was made flesh ‗that He...might taste death for everyone‘ (verse 9). Jesus suffered terribly when He
died, as is evident in the crucifixion accounts. When the spear was thrust in His side, water and blood
poured out. His body was the same as ours. There can be no doubt that He felt physical suffering as
genuinely as we do when He was beaten and scourged, when the crown of thorns was shoved onto His
head and when the nails were driven into His wrists and feet.
Jesus also experienced many of the same emotional and intellectual qualities we do. He thought, reasoned
and felt the full range of human emotions. He had strong affection for people (John 11:5; 13:23; 19:26).
He felt compassion and pity for those who were hungry or physically or spiritually afflicted (Matthew 9:36;
14:14; 15:32; 20:34)‖ (Jesus Christ – The Real Story, p.65).
Jesus said that He was the God being who called Himself ―I AM‖ when He appeared to Moses. In the book
of John, Christ used the phrase ―I am‖ to describe Himself in seven different ways. He said:








―I am the bread of life‖ (John 6:35)
―I am the light of the world‖ (John 8:12)
―I am the door‖ (John 10:7)
―I am the good shepherd‖ (John 10:11)
―I am the resurrection and the life‖ (John 11:25)
―I am the way and the truth and the life‖ (John 14:6)
―I am the vine‖ (John 15:1).

Jesus said in John 14:28: ―If you loved Me, you would rejoice because I said, ‗I am going to the Father,‘ for
My Father is greater than I And now I have told you before it comes, that when it does come to pass, you
may believe. I will no longer talk much with you, for the ruler of this world is coming, and he has nothing in
Me. But that the world may know that I love the Father, and as the Father gave Me commandment, so I
do.‖
Jesus Christ‘s own words were that the Father is greater in authority. Christ always defers to Father and is
delighted to do so because He has complete love for and trust in the Father. As humans we have a
tendency to not like being under the authority of other people and being told what to do. Jesus has no
problem with the Father calling the shots even though He is also a God being like the Father.
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His love and submission to the will of the Father is best exemplified by His willingness to lay His life down
for all humanity. It was a voluntary thing on Jesus‘ part to lay down His life. The Father did not force Him to
do it. In John 10:18 Christ said: ―No man takes it from me, but I lay it down of myself. I have power to lay it
down, and I have power to take it again. This commandment have I received of my Father.‖
In the Garden of Gethsemane before He was led away to be crucified He prayed: ―‘O My Father, if it is
possible, let this cup pass from Me; nevertheless, not as I will, but as You will‘…Again, a second time, He
went away and prayed, saying, ‗O My Father, if this cup cannot pass away from Me unless I drink it, Your
will be done.‘‖ (Matthew 26:39-41).
Jesus could have at any time backed out of it at any time. He could have
made the call at any time to His Father to provide Him with twelve legions
of angels and not gone through with it (Matthew 26:53).
Notice the first time that He prayed in the Garden there was that dramatic
moment of vulnerability when He came close to wavering but in the end He
completely trusted that God‘s way was right and submitted fully to God‘s
way. The first time He asked ―If it is possible let this cup pass from me.‖ The
second time after He knew there was no other way He changed His prayer
and said ―If this cup cannot pass away from Me unless I drink it, Your will
be done.‖
In Philippians 2:5-8 we read the following about Christ‘s attitude: ―Your
attitude should be the same that Christ Jesus had. Though he was God,
he did not demand and cling to his rights as God. He made himself
nothing; he took the humble position of a slave and appeared in human
form. And in human form he obediently humbled himself even further by
dying a criminal‘s death on a cross‖ (The New Living Translation).
In Hebrews 4:14-16 we read: ―Seeing then that we have a great High Priest who has passed through the
heavens, Jesus the Son of God, let us hold fast our confession. For we do not have a High Priest who
cannot sympathize with our weaknesses, but was in all points tempted as we are, yet without sin. Let us
therefore come boldly to the throne of grace, that we may obtain mercy and find grace to help in time of
need.‖
Jesus Christ, though He never sinned, was tempted in all points like we are (Hebrews 4:15). He knows
the pulls of the flesh that push us in the direction of sin and can empathize with the struggles that we have
with sin. He has had personal experience with hunger and thirst, sexual desires, great physical pain,
loneliness and many other temptations that Satan threw at Him. He can empathize better with us as one
who has gone through those personal experiences.
He is the Son of God (Mark 1:1), our Creator (Ephesians 3:9), our High Priest (Hebrews 4:14-16), our
Saviour (John 4:42), our friend (John 15:14) and our elder brother (Hebrews 2:11).

3] What does God look like?
Does God have a specific shape or is He just spirit essence that fills every part of the universe?
Jesus said in John 4:24, ―God is Spirit, and those who worship Him must worship in spirit and truth‖. God
is not made of matter but is a spirit being. Spirit cannot be detected by our human senses. It is completely
different from matter and physical energy (which matter is made of) even though God‘s spirit has incredible
power. Spirit is not subject to the physical laws of nature such as gravity, inertia or magnetism.
Paul in Colossians 1:15 says about Jesus that ―He is the image of the invisible God, the firstborn over all
creation.‖ God is invisible to human eyes and cannot be detected by our human senses.
In Genesis 1:26 God said, ―Let us make man in our image, after our likeness.‖ We know the form and
shape of man. That is the image, likeness and shape of God!
The Apostle John in the Book of Revelation gives us this description of what Christ looks like now:
―In the midst of the seven lampstands one like the Son of Man, clothed with a garment down to the feet and
girded about the chest with a golden band. His head and hair were white like wool, as white as snow,
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and His eyes like a flame of fire; His feet were like fine brass, as if refined in a furnace, and His voice
as the sound of many waters‖ (Revelation 1:13-15).
This description of Jesus Christ is very similar to the description of God the Father in Daniel 7:9 where we
read: ―I watched till thrones were put in place, and the Ancient of Days was seated; His garment was
white as snow, and the hair of His head was like pure wool. His throne was a fiery flame, its wheels a
burning fire.‖
Curiously we find a slightly different description of God the Father‘s appearance in Revelation 4:2-3 where
we read: ―Immediately I was in the Spirit; and behold, a throne set in heaven, and One sat on the throne.
And He who sat there was like a jasper and a sardius stone in appearance; and there was a rainbow
around the throne, in appearance like an emerald.‖
Jasper was originally applied to every green translucent stone though today it‘s mostly used to denote red
chalcedony. Sardius ranges from brown to orange or red in colour.
Jesus Christ was the member of the God family who dealt personally with Israel in the Old Testament and
was the one who appeared to Moses and gave him the Ten Commandments (1 Corinthians 10:4).
Jesus changed or manifested Himself to look like a man that could be seen with human eyes when He
conveyed a lot of God‘s instructions to Moses. At one time Moses asked to see Jesus, not in a manifested
human-looking form, but as He really looks like in full blazing glory. This is what Jesus said to Moses when
Moses asked to see Him in full glory:
―‘You cannot see My face; for no man shall see Me, and live.‘ And the LORD said, ‗Here is a place by Me,
and you shall stand on the rock. So it shall be, while My glory passes by, that I will put you in the cleft of the
rock, and will cover you with My hand while I pass by. Then I will take away My hand, and you shall see My
back; but My face shall not be seen‘‖ (Exodus 33:20-23).
Some have argued that we are limiting God by saying that He has a specific shape. This is not true. God has a
preferential shape, which man was made in the image of, but He is not necessarily limited to it. He can change
His shape and size at will, just as a good vocal impersonator has his own normal voice but can impersonate
different people by putting on different voices.
In Psalm 139:7-8 we read: "Where can I go from YOUR SPIRIT? Or where can I go from YOUR PRESENCE.
If I ascend into heaven you are there. If I make my bed down in hell, behold you are there."
God's spirit here is equated with God's presence. The Father and the Son are not present everywhere in
person but they are through their power - the Holy Spirit. In one sense, the Holy Spirit is like God's extended
arm by which He can act on anything anywhere.
The Bible's very own definition for the Holy Spirit is found in Luke 1:35 where it is called "the POWER of the
Most High". It is also called the power of God in Romans 15:19, Jeremiah 32:17 and Judges 14:6.
The Father and the Son's spiritual bodies are not omnipresent, but the Father and the Son are
omnipresent by and through the Holy Spirit in the sense that they can see, know and do anything
through their all-pervading spirit that issues from them and can act on anything anywhere.
Jeremiah 32:17 says: ―Ah, Lord GOD! Behold, You have made the heavens and the earth by Your great
power and outstretched arm. There is nothing too hard for You‖.
Regarding the omnipresent nature of God, there is a very interesting passage in Genesis 18 where it says:
―The LORD said, The outcry against Sodom and Gomorrah is so great and their sin so grievous that I will
go down and see if what they have done is as bad as the outcry that has reached me. If not, I will know"
(Genesis 18:20-21, NIV).
Now sometimes we tend to think of God as sitting up in heaven in front of a bank of TV sets seeing and
knowing everything that we do. This scripture tells us that God went down to see if Sodom and Gomorrah
was as bad as He had heard, presumably from the angels who observe what‘s going on around the world
and report back to God (Zechariah 4:10). He didn‘t know automatically. Even though he could know
automatically if He wanted to, He chose to have it reported to Him. Then, rather than viewing how bad the
cities were on a screen in heaven He chose to make a personal visit and see what it was like for Himself.
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4] Is the Holy Spirit a person?
Let‘s look at a few scriptures that show that the Holy Spirit is NOT a third person of some kind of trinity:


Someone can receive a DOUBLE PORTION of the Holy Spirit.

―Elijah said to Elisha, ‗Ask! What may I do for you, before I am taken away from you?‘ Elisha said, ‗Please
let a double portion of your spirit be upon me.‘ So he said, ‗You have asked a hard thing. Nevertheless, if
you see me when I am taken from you, it shall be so for you; but if not, it shall not be so‘‖ (2 Kings 2:9-10).


The Holy Spirit can be QUENCHED and it is given in SUPPLY.

―Do not quench the Spirit‖ (1 Thessalonians 5:19).
―For I know that this will turn out for my deliverance through your
prayer and the supply of the Spirit of Jesus Christ‖ (Philippians
1:19).


The Holy Spirit can be POURED and FLOWS.

―And it shall come to pass in the last days, says God, that I will
pour out of My Spirit on all flesh‖ (Acts 2:17)
―He who believes in Me, as the Scripture has said, out of his heart will flow rivers of living water. But this He
spoke concerning the Spirit‖ (John 7:38-39).


Jesus was begotten by the Holy Spirit and therefore it would have been the Father of Christ if it
were a person.

―An angel of the Lord appeared to him in a dream, saying, ‗Joseph, son of David, do not be afraid to take to
you Mary your wife, for that which is conceived in her is of the Holy Spirit‘‖ (Matthew 1:20).


The Holy Spirit dwells in ALL christians so how can it be a person?

―You are not in the flesh but in the Spirit, if indeed the Spirit of God dwells in you‖ (Romans 8:9).
―The Spirit [itself] bears witness with our spirit that we are children of God, and if children, then heirs—heirs
of God and joint heirs with Christ‖ (Romans 8:16-17).
Like a father‘s sperm and a mother‘s egg joining together to start a new life, so too does God‘s spirit unite
with the spirit in man in each of us when we are baptized and receive God‘s spirit. It starts a new spiritual
life in us and we become more and more like our spiritual Father in heaven.
Many verses in the New Testament use the pronouns he or himself when describing the Holy Spirit. The
New Testament was written in Greek. A certain strange characteristic of some European languages like
Greek is that every noun has either a masculine, feminine or neuter gender and the pronouns that are used
for them have to match. For example, in Spanish the word glass has a masculine gender and table is
feminine even though they are inanimate objects. This is why pronouns such as he and himself should be
properly translated as it or itself when referring to the Holy Spirit.
Certain other verses give the Holy Spirit personal attributes such as verses like Acts 13:2 and 21:11 which
say that the Holy Spirit spoke. How do we explain these verses? We can explain it through the use of
personification in the scriptures. In Proverbs 1:20 "wisdom" is given the attributes of a person, though
wisdom is not a person. ―Wisdom calls aloud outside. She raises her voice in the open squares".
The major proof-text used to support the belief in a Trinity is Matthew 28:19 which reads: ―Therefore go
and teach all nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit.‖ Does
this prove that the Holy Spirit is a person?
Consider how we use the same phrase in our own English language. A policeman may say to a criminal
―Stop in the name of the law!‖ The expression ―in the name of‖ means the same as ―in or by the authority
of‖. A minister will also say to a couple ―By the authority of the state of … I now pronounce you husband
and wife‖. Neither the law or the state are persons even though we apply the same expression to them. We
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are baptised in the authority of the Father and the Son and also by authority of the power of God known as
the Holy Spirit.
―This Spirit is not only the Spirit of God the Father, for the Bible also calls it the ‗Spirit of Christ‘ (Romans 8:
9; Philippians 1:19). By either name, it is the same Spirit, as there is only one Spirit (1 Corinthians 12:
13; Ephesians 4:4). The Father imparts the same Spirit to true Christians through Christ (John 14:26; 15:
26; Titus 3:5-6), leading and enabling them to be His children and ‗partakers of the divine nature‘
(Romans 8:14; 2 Peter 1:4).
―In contrast to God the Father and Jesus Christ, who are consistently compared to human beings in their
form and shape, the Holy Spirit is consistently represented, by various symbols and manifestations, in a
completely different manner—such as wind (Acts 2:2), fire (verse 3), water (John 4:14; 7:37-39), oil
(Psalm 45:7; compare Acts 10:38; Matthew 25:1-10), a dove (Matthew 3:16) and an ‗earnest,‘ or down
payment, on eternal life (2 Corinthians 1:22; 5:5; Ephesians 1:13-14, KJV). These depictions are difficult
to understand, to say the least, if the Holy Spirit is a person‖ (Who is God, p.55).
―After Peter preached a powerful sermon that explained why Jesus had been put to death and what the
miracle of the coming of the Holy Spirit on His disciples meant, many in Peter's audience were ‗cut to the
heart, and said to Peter and the rest of the apostles, 'Men and brethren, what shall we do?' Then Peter said
to them, 'Repent, and let every one of you be baptized in the name of Jesus Christ for the remission of sins;
and you shall receive the gift of the Holy Spirit. For the promise is to you and to your children, and to all
who are afar off, as many as the Lord our God will call' (Acts 2:37-39).
―For the first time in history God was making His Spirit available to all who were willing to repent of their
sins by beginning to obey Him (Acts 5:32). ‗Then those people who accepted what Peter said were
baptized. About three thousand people were added to the number of believers that day. They spent their
time learning the apostles' teaching...‘ (Acts 2:41-42, NCV). Nothing like this had ever happened! God's
transforming power was working mightily in the lives of the apostles and the others He was calling.
―On an earlier occasion ‗Jesus stood and cried out, saying, 'If anyone thirsts, let him come to Me and drink.
He who believes in Me, as the Scripture has said, out of his heart will flow rivers of living water.' But this He
spoke concerning the Spirit, [which] those believing in Him would receive...‘ (John 7:37-39). Here Jesus
refers not only to our receiving the Holy Spirit but to its flowing out from us-to produce "the fruit of the
Spirit...in all goodness, righteousness, and truth‘ (Ephesians 5:9).
―In a limited way the Holy Spirit, as the manifestation of God's power, can be compared to the flow of
electric power. Electricity flows through conductive wires from its source to the devices using it. As long as
the flow of the electric current from its source is unbroken, those devices have use of its power. But any
interruption of the electric current is accompanied by a loss of power to the devices using it. Constant
contact with the source of the electric power is essential.
―The same is true of God's Spirit. We have no capacity to permanently store the power of the Holy Spirit for
use when we don't feel like serving God. If we discontinue our relationship with God, we cut ourselves off
from His power working in us. Therefore our ‗inward man‘ needs to be ‗renewed day by day‟ (2
Corinthians 4:16; compare Titus 3:5).
―Someone might ask: How can the Holy Spirit be a gift if its effect on us depends on our maintaining a
constant relationship with God?
―Again, an analogy is helpful. Suppose a large electric-power company would offer free electric service to
all mobile homes within a 10-mile radius of its power plant. Electric power to these homes would be a gift
from the power company.
―But suppose several of these homes were transported to locations beyond the limit set by the power
company. Would they still be eligible for the free electric service?
―No. The gift of free electric power would apply only to those living within the boundaries specified by the
power company.
―In like manner, our maintaining a close relationship with God is the key to our receiving spiritual power
from Him. God is the Source of that power.
―David, one of the few people mentioned in the Old Testament to receive the Holy Spirit, compared it to
God's personal ‗presence‟ in his life (Psalm 51:11; 139:7). Paul expressed much the same thought when
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he wrote: ‗For it is God who [actively] works in you both to will and to do for His good pleasure‟
(Philippians 2:13).
―The Holy Spirit is the power of God actively working within His called and chosen saints, transforming
them into His sons and daughters, enabling them to ‗grow up in all things into Him who is the head-Christ‘
(Ephesians 4:15).
―Jesus describes God's Spirit as ‗the Spirit of truth‘ and ‗the Helper‟ that ‗proceeds from the Father‘ (John
15:26). In other words, God actively and directly empowers us through His Spirit. It is His mighty power
acting within in us, assisting us in living righteously.
―The Greek word translated ‗Helper‘ is parakletos. When translated ‗Helper‘ or ‗Comforter,‘ it refers to the
Holy Spirit. However, in the one passage where it is translated ‗Advocate,‟ it refers to Jesus as our
Advocate with the Father…In the Greek usage of the time it was often used to refer to a legal counsel who
pleaded one's case before a court. [The] Greek root words [mean] ‗to call to one's side‘ - implying a call for
help‖ (UCG Bible Study Course – Lesson 9, p.3-4).
Jesus said to His disciples in John 14:26: ―But the Helper (or Comforter), the Holy Spirit, [which] the Father
will send in My name, [it] will teach you all things, and bring to your remembrance all things that I said to
you.‖ As we are taught the things of God and fill our minds with God‘s thoughts through diligent Bible study
God‘s Spirit helps bring those things to remembrance when we need to. God also comforts us through the
promptings of His Spirit.
Some of you may have heard the idea of the Holy Spirit working with you even though it is not in you.
Where does this idea come from? We find that in John 14:17 where we read: ―The Spirit of truth, [which]
the world cannot receive, because it neither sees [it] nor knows [it]; but you know [it], for [it] dwells with you
and will be in you.‖ The apostles had the Holy Spirit working with them but it wasn‘t in them until after Christ
was resurrected.
Those of you who haven‘t been baptized but have an enthusiasm for God‘s way and learning the amazing
truths in the Bible may not have God‘s spirit in you but it is with you and helping you to understand and
desire more.
When we are baptized we become ―partakers of the divine nature‖ (2 Peter 1:4) through God‘s spirit. ―Now
hope does not disappoint, because the love of God has been poured out in our hearts by the Holy Spirit
[which] was given to us‖ (Romans 5:5).
―What is God's Holy Spirit? It is many things - including the power of God [Luke 1:35] and the mind of God
[Romans 8:27] and the life of God [Romans 8:11], by which the Creator imparts temporary life to all of His
physical creatures, and by which He will grant eternal life to all who repent of their sins, are baptized and
are willing to walk in His way - His law and His love!‖ (The God You Can Know, p.22).

5] What is God’s character and personality like?
Herbert W. Armstrong in his book ―Mystery of the Ages‖ describes God this way:
―God is Creator of all - of everything in the vast Universe - the stars, the galaxies in endless space, this
earth, man, and everything in the earth. That is what God is - what He does. He creates! He designs,
forms, and shapes. He gives life! He is the great giver. And His law - His way of life - is the way of giving,
not getting which is the way of this world…
―God the Father is Creator. But he ‗created all things by Jesus Christ.‘ Jesus is the Word. It is written, ‗He
spake, and it was done‘ (Psalm 33:9). God tells Christ what to do (John 8:28-29). Jesus then speaks, as
the workman, and the Holy Spirit is the POWER that responds and does what Jesus commands…
―Two can't walk together except they be agreed. They were in total agreement and cooperation. Also two
can't walk together in continuous peace except one be the head, or leader in control. God [the Father] was
leader. Their way of life produced perfect peace, cooperation, happiness, accomplishment. This way of life
became a law.
―Law is a code of conduct, or relationship, between two or more. One might call the rules of a sports
contest the ‗law‘ of the game. The presence of law requires a penalty for infraction. There can be no law
without a penalty for its violation. The very fact of law presupposes government. Government is the
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administration and enforcement of law by one in authority. This necessitates authoritative leadership - one
in command [God the Father](p.33, 36, 40)‖.
Ronald Wlogyga adds to that and gives this wonderful description of what God‘s character and personality
is really like:
―God is Holy (Psalm 99:9). The word ‗Holy‘ means pure of heart or free from sin. God is Spirit (John
4:24). Since God is composed of spirit and has this ‗holy" attitude, it is correct to call God a ‗Holy Spirit.‘
God is the very PERSONIFICATION of the Holy Spirit!…
―God is Love (1 John 4:8). Love is a giving attitude, rather than a getting attitude. God cannot lie (Titus
1:2, Hebrews 6:18). God is merciful and gracious, slow to anger, and plenteous in mercy (Psalm 103:8).
God looks not on the outward appearance, but on the heart or attitude of a person (1 Samuel 16:7). God
forgives all our iniquities, and heals our diseases (Psalm 103:3).
―God's power and understanding is infinite (Psalm 147:4-5)…God calls the stars by their names
(Psalm 147:43). God knows the number of hairs on your head (Matthew 10:30). God knows the number of
steps you take (Job 14:16, 31:4). With God all things are possible (Matthew 19:26).
―God laughs (Psalm 2:4, 37:13, 59:8). God likes wine (Judges 9:13, Matthew 26:29, Ecclesiastes 9:7).
Enjoys eating and drinking (Genesis 18, Luke 15:23). God likes dancing (Jeremiah 31:4, Luke 15:25).
God faints not, neither gets weary (tired) (Isaiah 40:28).
―God gets angry (Psalm 7:11). Seven things the Lord hates: A proud look, a lying tongue, hands that shed
innocent blood, a wicked heart, mischievous feet, a false witness that lies, he that sows discord among
brethren (Proverbs 6:16-19).
―God says the whole earth is His (Exodus 19:5, Job 41:10). God owns all the gold and silver (Haggai 2:8).
God sets up the bounds of nations (Acts 17:26, Deuteronomy 32:7-8). God gives His Kingdom to
whomsoever He will (Daniel 2:20-21, 4:17, 25)…God makes judges fools, sets up kings and removes,
overthrows the mighty, takes away understanding from the aged, weakens the mighty, increases and
destroys nations (Job 12:9-25)...God is responsible for the deaf, dumb, and blind (Exodus 4:11). God
determines the outcome of wars (Psalm 33)…
―God is not the author of confusion (1 Corinthians 14:33). God can change His mind. Abraham talked God
out of destroying all the righteous people in Sodom and Gomorrah (Genesis 18:20-33). Moses talked God
out of destroying all of Israel (Exodus 32). God changed His mind about King Hezekiah because he prayed
and granted 15 years to his life (2 Kings 20:1-6).
―God works in mysterious ways. God sent Joseph into slavery to preserve Israel during a famine (Genesis
45:5). The secret things belong to God, but those things which are revealed belong unto us (Deuteronomy
29:29). Every good and perfect gift is from God above (James 1:17). God will finish His creation that He
started (Philippians 1:3, and Psalm 138:8).
―God cares for us (1 Peter 5:7). God will not fail, nor forsake us (Deuteronomy 31:6). Like as a father
pities his children, so the Lord pities them that fear Him (Psalm 103:13). God is our comforter (2
Corinthians 7:6). God loves us (1 John 4:19). He wants to save the whole world (John 3:16-17). God is
not willing that any should perish (1 Timothy 2:1-4)‖ (The Ultimate Source of All Supernatural Phenomena,
p.191-192).
God wants us to ―cast ALL of our cares upon Him‖ (1 Peter 5:7). Not some but ALL of them – big and
small! God takes a very personal interest in each and every one of us. God is concerned with anything and
everything – no matter how seemingly small and insignificant that could in any way affect the quality of the
final work of art – the character that He is creating within us (Philippians 1:6).
Isaiah writes the following about just how great God really is: ―All nations are a drop in the bucket. Behold,
the nations are as a drop in a bucket, and are counted as the small dust on the scales; Look, He lifts up the
isles as a very little thing…All nations before Him are as nothing, and they are counted by Him less than
nothing and worthless‖ (Isaiah 40:15-17). In lesson one we looked at just how powerful and great God is
as we looked at His awesome creation – all the stars and planets and galaxies which were created by His
awesome power!
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Yet for all His incredible power God prefers to be known for His perfect character
and the great love He has for His people. In Exodus 34:6-7 when He allowed
Moses to see Him in His glorified state we read: ―And the LORD passed before him
and proclaimed, ‗The LORD, the LORD God, merciful and gracious, longsuffering,
and abounding in goodness and truth, keeping mercy for thousands, forgiving
iniquity and transgression and sin, by no means clearing the guilty‖.
Isaiah 14:13 says that God‘s throne is ―on the farthest sides of the north‖. This
tends to indicate that God‘s throne in heaven is somewhere around the north
celestial pole. This is echoed in many pagan religions which have borrowed this
concept. Pagan gods such as Ra, Shamash, Kronos and Saturn were also said to
dwell there (The Tree at the Navel of the Earth, E.A.S. Butterworth & Paradise
Found, William F. Warren). This is also why Santa supposedly comes from the
North Pole since Christmas originates from the Roman festival, Saturnalia.
God‘s throne is in heaven (called the third heaven in 2 Corinthians 12:2) and is invisible to human eyes
unless God chooses to allow us to see it like he did in vision to the apostle John who wrote the Book of
Revelation. John described this beautiful and powerful scene: ―Immediately I was in the Spirit; and behold,
a throne set in heaven, and One sat on the throne. And He who sat there was like a jasper and a sardius
stone in appearance; and there was a rainbow around the throne, in appearance like an emerald. Around
the throne were twenty-four thrones, and on the thrones I saw twenty-four elders sitting, clothed in white
robes; and they had crowns of gold on their heads. And from the throne proceeded lightnings, thunderings,
and voices. Seven lamps of fire were burning before the throne, which are the seven Spirits of God. Before
the throne there was a sea of glass, like crystal‖ (Revelation 4:2-6).
After the millennium and the Great White Throne Judgment period that follows it, God the Father‘s throne
will descend from heaven with the New Jerusalem and God the Father‘s throne – the headquarters of the
whole universe - will be on earth (Revelation 21-22).
Not only is God's power and His love truly awesome, so too is His creativity. We see it in how He continues
to shower snowflakes all around the world, of which no two have every been found to be alike. We see it in
the wonderful variety He has created in the family of man. We see it all throughout nature with the
hundreds of thousands of different species of animals and plants He has created and we also see it in all
the wonders of the universe that astronomers are continuing to discover. Our God truly is an awesome
God!

Summary

1] Who and what is God?








God is a family composed of two beings – God the Father and Jesus Christ (John 1:1).
In John 1:1 it says that the Word (who became Jesus Christ – John 1:14) was with God and then it
says that the Word was God. God is not only a name used to describe the Father but God is also a
KIND of being. God is the family name, like the surnames we use today.
The Hebrew word for God in Genesis 1:1 and 1:26 is ―Elohim‖. Though there are some technical
differences, it essentially is like a uniplural word in English such as a team, church or family. There is
one team or one church or one family but at the same time there are many members that are a part of
that one team or one church or one family. God is one family made up of many members.
God the Father and Jesus Christ are one (John 17:11) in the sense they are of one mind and purpose.
The marriage union between a husband and a wife where they become one in mind and purpose
(Matthew 19:4-6) is a type of this unity between God the Father and Jesus Christ.
God the Father is greater in authority (John 14:28).
The Family of God will expand in the future as they bring ―many sons to glory‖ (Hebrews 2:10).

2] Who was Jesus Christ?



Jesus said that He was the God being who called Himself ―I AM‖ when He appeared to Moses (John
8:53-58, Exodus 3:13-14) and also was the one who appeared to Abraham as Melchizedek
(Hebrews 7:1-3).
Jesus Christ was the member of the God family who dealt personally with Israel in the Old Testament
and was the one who appeared to Moses and gave him the Ten Commandments (1 Corinthians
10:4).
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Jesus Christ was the one who created mankind following the command of His Father (Ephesians
3:9). Jesus Christ was our Creator and His life therefore was worth more than all of mankind‘s put
together! This is how he could pay the price for all mankind‘s sins.
To pay for our sins He became flesh (John 1:14) and was supernaturally conceived by the Father
through the power of God‘s spirit in the womb of Mary 2000 years ago (Matthew 1:18-20).
Jesus was both man and God. He was the ―Son of God‖ (Mark 1:1) but He chose to focus on His
humanity when on earth by more often referring to Himself as ―the Son of Man‖ (Matthew 8:20, 9:6,
10:23, 11:19).
Christ always defers to Father and is delighted to do so because He has complete love for and trust in
the Father (John 14:28-31). His love and submission to the will of the Father is best exemplified by
His willingness to lay His life down for all humanity (Matthew 26:39-41) through the unjust punishment
of crucifixion (Matthew 27, Philippians 2:5-8, 1 Peter 2:21-24).
Jesus Christ, though He never sinned, was tempted in all points like we are (Hebrews 4:15). He
knows the pulls of the flesh that push us in the direction of sin and can empathize with the struggles
that we have with sin. He has had personal experience with hunger and thirst, sexual desires, great
physical pain, loneliness and many other temptations that Satan threw at Him. He can empathize
better with us as one who has gone through those personal experiences.
He is the Son of God (Mark 1:1), our Creator (Ephesians 3:9), our High Priest (Hebrews 4:14-16),
our Saviour (John 4:42), our friend (John 15:14) and our elder brother (Hebrews 2:11).

3] What does God look like?






God is a spirit being (John 4:24) and is normally invisible to human eyes (Colossians 1:15).
The shape of the Father and Jesus Christ is that of man‘s physical shape which was made in God‘s
image (Genesis 1:26).
Jesus Christ‘s appearance now is described by the apostle John with these words: ―His head and hair
were white like wool, as white as snow, and His eyes like a flame of fire; His feet were like fine brass,
as if refined in a furnace‖ (Revelation 1:13-15).
This description of Jesus Christ is very similar to the description of God the Father in Daniel 7:9 where
we read: ―I watched till thrones were put in place, and the Ancient of Days was seated; His garment
was white as snow, and the hair of His head was like pure wool.‖
A slightly different description of God the Father‘s appearance is found in Revelation 4:2-3 where we
read: ―Immediately I was in the Spirit; and behold, a throne set in heaven, and One sat on the throne.
And He who sat there was like a jasper and a sardius stone in appearance; and there was a rainbow
around the throne, in appearance like an emerald.‖ Jasper was originally applied to every green
translucent stone though today it‘s mostly used to denote red chalcedony. Sardius ranges from brown
to orange or red in colour.

4] Is the Holy Spirit a person?










The Holy Spirit emanates from God the Father and Jesus Christ, fills the entire universe and is like
God's extended arm by which He can act on anything anywhere (Psalm 139:7-8).
The Holy Spirit is called "the POWER of the Most High" (Luke 1:35) or ―the power of God‖ (Romans
15:19, Jeremiah 32:17, Judges 14:6). The Father and the Son's spiritual bodies are not omnipresent, but
the Father and the Son are omnipresent by and through the Holy Spirit in the sense that they can see,
know and do anything through their all-pervading spirit that issues from them and can act on anything
anywhere.
The Holy Spirit is NOT a third person of a trinity. It is given by supply (Philippians. 1:19) such as a
double portion that Elisha received (2 Kings 2:9-10). It dwells in all christians (Romans 8:9) and it can
be quenched (1 Thessalonians 5:19) if we resist its impulses to do good or we don‘t use that power
after we have been baptized.
Matthew 28:19, where it says that we are baptised into the name of the Father, the Son and the Holy
Spirit, is the main verse used to support the belief in the Trinity. The use of the phrase ―in the name of‖
when used in reference to the Holy Spirit does not prove that it is a person by and of itself as we use the
same phrase in English for non-personal things such as ―in the name of the law‖ or ―by the authority (i.e.
name) of the state of so and so I pronounce you husband and wife‖.
When we are baptized we become ―partakers of the divine nature‖ (2 Peter 1:4) through God‘s spirit.
―Now hope does not disappoint, because the love of God has been poured out in our hearts by the
Holy Spirit [which] was given to us‖ (Romans 5:5).
God's Holy Spirit is many things - including the power of God (Luke 1:35), the mind of God (Romans
8:27) and the life of God (Romans 8:11), by which the Creator imparts temporary life to all of His
physical creatures, and by which He will grant eternal life to all who repent of their sins, are baptized
and are willing to walk by His way of life.
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5] What is God’s character and personality like?












God is Creator of all - of everything in the vast Universe - the stars, the galaxies in endless space, this
earth, man, and everything in the earth (Genesis 1:1). That is what God is - what He does. He creates!
He designs, forms, and shapes. He gives life! He is the great giver. And His law - His way of life - is the
way of giving, not getting which is the way of this world (1 John 4:8).
God is also the Ruler of all the universe (Daniel 7:13-14, 2 Chronicles 20:6).
God is holy and free from sin (Psalm 99:9).
God is love and cares for all His creation, including all mankind, through whom God plans to reproduce
Himself (1 John 4:8, John 3:16-17, Genesis 1:26).
God can change His mind. Abraham talked God out of destroying all the righteous people in Sodom
and Gomorrah (Genesis 18:20-33). Moses talked God out of destroying all of Israel (Exodus 32). God
changed His mind about King Hezekiah because of the king‘s prayer to Him and granted 15 more
years to his life (2 Kings 20:1-6).
God wants us to ―cast ALL of our cares upon Him‖ (1 Peter 5:7). Not some but ALL of them – big and
small! God takes a very personal interest in each and every one of us. God is concerned with anything
and everything – no matter how seemingly small and insignificant – that could in any way affect the
quality of the final work of art – the character - that He is creating within us (Philippians 1:6).
God lives in heaven which may well be situated around the north celestial pole (Isaiah 14:13).
God‘s throne will descend to earth in the New Jerusalem after the millennium and the Great White Throne
Judgment period (Revelation 4, 21-22).

Further Reading to Learn More about God







UCG booklet ―Who is God?‖
UCG booklet ―Jesus Christ – The Real Story‖
UCG booklet - Fundamentals of Beliefs of the United Church of God, AIA
UCG Bible Study Course - Lesson 3: ―Why Did God Create Man?‖
Mystery of the Ages (Herbert W. Armstrong) - Chapter 1: ―Who and What is God?‖
Ambassador College Bible Correspondence Course (32 lesson) – Lesson 13: ―Who and What is
God?‖
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ANGELS AND DEMONS
In this lesson we will look at the spirit world that God has created and the subject of angels and
demons.

1] What are Angels?
What do we mean when we talk about angels? There is a general and a specific use of the word angel.
The word used in the Old Testament for angel is the Hebrew word ―malak‖ and in the New Testament it is
the Greek word ―angelos‖. In both languages the word means ―messenger‖ and is used in a general way for
anyone who is a messenger, whether the messenger is a man (Job 1:14, 1 Samuel 11:3, Luke 7:24),
Jesus Christ (Exodus 3:2) or the spirit beings we call angels.
The specific use of the word ―angel‖ is for one of the powerful spirit beings that God has created and act as
servants or messengers for God. The apostle Paul says these things about angels in the book of Hebrews:
―To which of the angels has He ever said: ‗Sit at My right hand, till I make your enemies your footstool‘? Are
they not all ministering spirits sent forth to minister for those who will inherit salvation?‖ (Hebrews 1:13-14).
We see here that angels are called ministering spirits. They are spirit beings and they minister or serve
God. They have great superhuman power and strength (Luke 8:29). In the book of Psalms we read:
―Bless the LORD, you His angels, who excel in strength, who do His word, heeding the voice of His word.
Bless the LORD, all you His hosts, You ministers of His, who do His pleasure‖ (Psalm 103:20-21).
These invisible spirits were created by God. The Apostle Paul tells us this in the book of Colossians:
―For by Him all things were created that are in heaven and that are on earth, visible and invisible, whether
thrones or dominions or principalities or powers‖ (Colossians 1:16).
When were the angels created? Let‘s go to the book of Job for the answer:
―Where were you when I laid the foundations of the earth? Tell Me, if you have understanding. Who
determined its measurements? Surely you know! Or who stretched the line upon it? To what were its
foundations fastened? Or who laid its cornerstone, when the morning stars sang together, and all the sons
of God shouted for joy?‖ (Job 38:4-7)
We read here that there were angels at the time that the earth was originally created. Some angels may
have been created later but there were many angels who sang for joy when God originally created the
earth however many millions or billions of years ago.
How many angels are there? Daniel tells us the following in Daniel 7:9-10:
―I watched till thrones were put in place, And the Ancient of Days was seated; His garment was white as
snow, And the hair of His head was like pure wool. His throne was a fiery flame, Its wheels a burning fire; A
fiery stream issued and came forth from before Him. A thousand thousands ministered to Him; ten
thousand times ten thousand stood before Him.‖
Now how many is 10 000 x 10 000? If we multiply 10 000 by itself we come up with a figure of at least 100
million angels. John tells us the same thing in Revelation 5:11 where he says that in his vision he saw ―ten
thousand times ten thousand, and thousands of thousands‖. There are well over 100 million angels.

2] What Do Angels Look Like?
Now that we know what angels are, we can now ask what they look like? Do they look like God in
appearance? Do they look like men? Do they look like little babies with wings as Cupid is imagined to be? Or
do they look completely different?
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The prophet Ezekiel had a vision where he saw the portable throne of God and he saw the angels which
accompanied it. In this vision he saw what the angels look like in their natural, spirit state, as opposed to what
they normally look like when they appear to humans. At the beginning of the book of Ezekiel we read:
―Then I looked, and behold, a whirlwind was coming out of the north, a great cloud with raging fire engulfing
itself; and brightness was all around it and radiating out of its midst like the color of amber, out of the midst
of the fire. Also from within it came the likeness of four living creatures.
―And this was their appearance: they had the likeness of a man. Each one had four faces, and each one
had four wings. Their legs were straight, and the soles of their feet were like the soles of calves‘ feet. They
sparkled like the color of burnished bronze. The hands of a man were under their wings on their four sides;
and each of the four had faces and wings. Their wings touched one another. The creatures did not turn
when they went, but each one went straight forward.
―As for the likeness of their faces, each had the face of a man; each of the four had the face of a lion on the
right side, each of the four had the face of an ox on the left side, and each of the four had the face of an
eagle. Thus were their faces. Their wings stretched upward; two wings of each one touched one another,
and two covered their bodies. And each one went straight forward; they went wherever the spirit wanted to
go, and they did not turn when they went. As for the likeness of the living creatures, their appearance was
like burning coals of fire, like the appearance of torches going back and forth among the living creatures.
The fire was bright, and out of the fire went lightning. And the living creatures ran back and forth, in
appearance like a flash of lightning‖ (Ezekiel 1:4-14).
Can you imagine seeing these angels? They are described as having four faces like the famous clock Big
Ben. Their front face is like that of a man and their other three faces are those of a lion, an ox and an eagle.
They have one mind that can speak with any of its four faces at a time. These particular angels have four
wings with human hands underneath them. As they are not affected by gravity their wings are not needed
for flying but are for appearances only. Their body and feet were like that of men but their feet were like the
feet of a calf and were a bright bronze colour.
―The description of the four living creatures in Ezekiel 1:10, 10:14 and Revelation 4:7 represent the
different aspects of Christ‘s character as portrayed in the gospels. They had the faces of:
―A Lion
―An Ox
―A Man
―An Eagle

Christ the King in Matthew;
Christ the Servant in Mark;
Christ the Son of Man in Luke;
Christ the Son of God in John‖ (The Authority of the Bible, Colin Peckham, p.17).

The prophet Isaiah also had a vision where he saw angels in their natural, spirit appearance. He wrote: ―In
the year that King Uzziah died, I saw the Lord sitting on a throne, high and lifted up, and the train of His
robe filled the temple. Above it stood seraphim; each one had six wings: with two he covered his face, with
two he covered his feet, and with two he flew. And one cried to another and said: ―Holy, holy, holy is the
LORD of hosts; The whole earth is full of His glory!‖ (Isaiah 6:1-3).
We notice some differences between the angels that these prophets saw.
The angels Ezekiel saw had four wings and four faces. The angels Isaiah
saw had six wings and there is mention of only one face for each angel.
There is also the description of the four living creatures in Revelation 4:7-8
which have six wings and each have a single face with a different look (faces
of a lion, calf, man and an eagle).
Just as there is great variety in the different races of mankind, so too is there
great variety in the angelic world. Many ancient cultures who worshipped ―the
host of heaven‖ included worship of creatures that are similar to these
descriptions of angels. There are the famous winged bulls of Assyria in the
British Museum that have the heads of men as well as other assorted
mixtures of the features of lions, eagles and oxen.
―Today, cherubs are pictured similar to the winged creatures, called ‗kurubu,‘
that have been dug out in Mesopotamia, Palestine and Syria.‖ Some of these
‗kurubu‟ look like creatures with a body of a lion, with wings, and with the
head of a man, while others have the appearance of a man, with animal
heads‖ (Angels, Demons and the Spirit World, p. 22).
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That‘s what they look like normally but when they appear to men on occasion they can manifest
themselves to look just like normal human beings. The angels that were sent to destroy Sodom and
Gomorrah looked just like men. In Genesis we read:
―Then the men said to Lot, ‗Have you anyone else here? Son-in-law, your sons, your daughters, and
whomever you have in the city—take them out of this place! For we will destroy this place, because the
outcry against them has grown great before the face of the LORD, and the LORD has sent us to destroy it‘‖
(Genesis 19:12-13).
They can blend in and appear no different to regular men when they choose to. In Hebrews 13:2 Paul said:
―Do not forget to entertain strangers, for by so doing some have unwittingly entertained angels.‖ Often they
appear as men in bright white clothing. Another occasion where angels manifested themselves to look like
men is seen in the beginning of the book of Acts after Jesus ascended to heaven:
―Now when He had spoken these things, while they watched, He was taken up, and a cloud received Him
out of their sight. And while they looked steadfastly toward heaven as He went up, behold, two men stood
by them in white apparel, who also said, ‗Men of Galilee, why do you stand gazing up into heaven? This
same Jesus, who was taken up from you into heaven, will so come in like manner as you saw Him go into
heaven‘‖ (Acts 1:9-11).
While it would appear as if most angels in their natural spirit form mostly have the features of animals it
appears as if some of the angels in their natural spirit form may indeed look like men.
In Ezekiel 40:3, an angel is described in this way, ―…there was a man whose appearance was like the
appearance of bronze.‖
When Daniel was describing a vision he had he see Gabriel in the form of a man. In Daniel 9:20–21 we
read: ―Now while I was speaking, praying, and confessing my sin and the sin of my people Israel, and
presenting my supplication before the LORD my God for the holy mountain of my God, yes, while I was
speaking in prayer, the man Gabriel, whom I had seen in the vision at the beginning, being caused to fly
swiftly, reached me about the time of the evening offering.‖
In Isaiah 14:14-16 there is the possible indication that Lucifer (now Satan) also has the appearance of a
man. We read the following about Lucifer in those verses: ―I will ascend above the heights of the clouds, I
will be like the Most High.‘ Yet you shall be brought down to Sheol, to the lowest depths of the Pit. Those
who see you will gaze at you, and consider you, saying: ‗Is this the man who made the earth tremble, who
shook kingdoms.‖
―We saw that angels commonly appear with man-like features, and some of them looked like young men. In
addition, there is one Scripture that might perhaps indicate that some angels may look like women.
―Notice Zechariah 5:9–11: ‗Then I raised my eyes and looked, and there were two women, coming with
the wind in their wings; for they had wings like the wings of a stork, and they lifted up the basket between
earth and heaven. So I said to the angel who talked with me, ‗Where are they carrying the basket?‘ And he
said to me, ‗To build a house for it in the land of Shinar [Babylon, Genesis 11:2, 9]; when it is ready, the
basket will be set there on its base‘…
―We find a…description of angels as horses in several places in the book of Zechariah. Let‘s review some
of these accounts:
―In Zechariah 1:8–11, we are told, ‗I saw by night, and behold, a man riding on a red horse, and it stood
among the myrtle trees in the hollow; and behind him were horses: red, sorrel [reddish-brown], and white.
Then I said, My lord, what are these?‘ So the angel who talked with me said to me, ‗I will show you what
they are.‘ And the man who stood among the myrtle trees answered and said, ‗These are the ones whom
the LORD has sent to walk to and fro throughout the earth‘…
―We are specifically told in this passage that God sent ‗red, sorrel and white horses‘ to walk to and fro
throughout the earth. These horses are angelic beings. Zechariah 6:1–8 confirms this conclusion: These
spirit beings that look like horses are called ‗the eyes of God,‘ or ‗watchers,‘ as they ‗keep watch on the evil
and the good‘…
―In Daniel 4:13–14, 17, Nebuchadnezzar told the prophet Daniel one of his dreams, stating, ―I saw in the
visions of my head while on my bed, and there was a watcher, a holy one, coming down from heaven. He
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cried aloud and said thus: ‗…This decision is by the decree of the watchers, And the sentence by the word
of the holy ones…‖ (Angels, Demons and the Spirit World, p. 15, 17-19).
This term ―watchers‖ appears in ancient extra-Biblical texts such as the Book of Enoch, the Book of Jubilees
and in Sumerian writings. In the Bible it refers to those beings who report to God about happenings on the
earth. In those extra-Biblical texts it indicates that some of those angelic beings who had the job of being
watchers became fallen angels and rebelled with Lucifer (now Satan).
They are called ―sons of God‖ in Job 1:6 and Job 38:7 only in the sense that they were creations of God. In
Hebrews 1:5 Paul says: ―For to which of the angels did He ever say: ‗You are My son, today I have
begotten You‘? And again: ‗I will be to Him a Father, and He shall be to Me a son‘?‖
They are NOT sons of God in the same way Jesus Christ is and the way those in the church are –
conceived or begotten now by God‘s spirit at baptism and later born as spirit beings at the
resurrection to be fully composed of God‘s Holy Spirit.
Though some appear to be, most of them in their natural spirit state were not created in the image
of God as man has been.
―The Spirit world is not limited to God and His angels. Revelation 3:5 speaks of a ‗Book of Life.‘
Revelation 4:2 mentions a ‗throne set in heaven.‘ Revelation 4:4 describes several thrones in heaven.
Revelation 4:6 speaks of a ‗sea of glass‟ before the throne in heaven.
―In addition, Revelation 5:1 mentions a spiritual scroll, sealed with seven spiritual seals. Revelation 5:8
talks about a spiritual harp and golden bowls. Revelation 8:2–5 reveals the existence of a spiritual golden
censer, a spiritual golden altar, and even spiritual fire.
―We are informed in the book of Hebrews that all of these spiritual objects were used as a pattern for the
creation of physical objects at the time of Moses.
―We read in Hebrews 9:23–24, in the Living Bible: ‗That is why the sacred tent down here on earth, and
everything in it—all copied from things in heaven—all had to be made pure by Moses in this way…But the
REAL things in heaven, of which these down here are copies, were made pure with far more precious
offerings…It was not in the earthly place of worship that He did this, for that was merely a copy of the REAL
TEMPLE IN HEAVEN‘…
―We read about a city in heaven, the spiritual or heavenly Jerusalem (compare Hebrews 11:9–10;
Revelation 3:12). It will come down to this earth in the future (Revelation 21:2–3, 10–21; 22:1–2).
―Revelation 2:7 says that the tree of life is in the Paradise of God…The physical garden of Eden, which
God later created for Adam and Eve, was patterned after the spiritual garden that exists in heaven, and in
which is a spiritual tree of life. When the heavenly Jerusalem comes down to this earth, the heavenly
garden, with the tree of life in it, will come down to this earth as well‖ (Angels, Demons and the Spirit World,
p. 57-58).

3] What Do Angels Do?
Herbert W. Armstrong in ―Mystery of the Ages‖ provides us with this very good summary of what angels
actually do:
―God has had angels specifically assigned to supervise and protect his Church throughout all of its history
(Revelation 1:4, 16, 20; 2:1, 8, 12, 18; 3:1, 7, 14). He has angels who continually walk through the earth to
observe and report back to him the overall conditions on earth (Revelation 5:6; Zechariah 4:10; 2
Chronicles 16:9). And God has angels specifically assigned to look after his begotten human children
(Acts 12:15; Matthew 18:10). God promises: "For he shall give his angels charge over thee, to keep thee
in all thy ways" (Psalm 91:11).
―Twelve of God's angels will be the gatekeepers in the new city of Jerusalem (Revelation 21:12), one for
each tribe of Israel. These 12 may be assisting the archangel Michael now. Angels are messengers. They
appeared to Abraham, Lot, Hagar, Moses, Manoah, Gideon, Elijah and many of the prophets and apostles.
―When these angels manifest themselves to human beings, they generally do so in the form of men. The
Bible mentions three angels of high rank: Lucifer (Isaiah 14:12), now Satan the devil; Gabriel, who
appeared to Daniel on two occasions (Daniel 8:16; 9:21), to Zacharias, the father of John the Baptist
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(Luke 1:19), and later Mary, the mother of Jesus (Luke 1:26); and third, Michael, called one of the chief
princes (Daniel 10:13), and whom Jude identifies as an archangel (Jude 9). Michael is the archangel
specifically assigned to protect and minister to the 12 tribes of Israel (Daniel 12:1; 10:2-13, 21) and to the
true Church of God today (Revelation 12:7)‖ (p.57-58).
God gave Israel some of the laws and judgments through the hand of angels. We read in Acts 7:52-53:
―Which of the prophets did your fathers not persecute? And they killed those who foretold the coming of the
Just One, of whom you now have become the betrayers and murderers, who have received the law by
the direction of angels and have not kept it.‖
Angels are spirit beings and are not dependent on physical things, including food. Nevertheless, angels do
enjoy eating (presumably when they are manifested physically). Psalm 78:24-25 speaks of the manna as
angel‘s food. Angels have feelings. In Job 38:7, angels sang together and shouted for joy when they saw
God‘s beautiful creation of the earth.
The angels rejoice when each of us repents and turns to God: ―Likewise, I say to you, there is joy in the
presence of the angels of God over one sinner who repents‖ (Luke 15:10). The angels are interested and
desire to look into the truths of God that we learn from God (1 Peter 1:12).
Angels speak their own language, a language that is different from the languages of man. In 1 Corinthians
13:1, Paul says: ‗Though I speak with the tongues [languages] of men and of angels, but have not love, I
have become [as] sounding brass or a clanging cymbal.‘‖
In Matthew 18:10 we read: ―Take heed that you do not despise one of these little ones, for I say to you that
in heaven their angels always see the face of My Father who is in heaven.‖ God‘s people do have guardian
angels who are sent (Daniel 6:22) to protect us but does that mean we each have one angel per person?
This one-on-one guardian angel concept is not what the Bible teaches.
In Psalm 91:11 we read, ―For He shall give His angels charge over you, to keep you in all your ways. In
their hands they shall bear you up, Lest you dash your foot against a stone.‖ In this instance multiple
angels can protect one person while in other situations one angel might be sent to protect more than one
person.
We read this in Daniel 3:28 when Shadrach, Meshach and Abed-Nego were cast into the fiery furnace:
―Nebuchadnezzar spoke, saying, ‗Blessed be the God of Shadrach, Meshach, and Abed-Nego, who sent
His Angel and delivered His servants who trusted in Him‘‖.
―In addition, Paul makes an interesting comment in 1 Corinthians 11:10. The context is the wearing of long
hair for women. We read, ‗For this reason the woman ought to have a symbol of authority [i.e., long hair,
compare verse 15] on her head, because of the angels.‘ Paul‘s point is this: A woman is to submit to the
authority of her husband (compare verse 3), and her wearing long hair is an outward symbol of such
willingness. Paul went on to say that a woman should do so ‗because of the angels,‘ implying that in such
case, the woman can be assured of angelic protection. Here, angels are referred to in the plural, showing
that God may sometimes assign several guardian angels to one person‖ (Angels, Demons and the Spirit
World, p. 28).
―To illustrate the primary activity of God‘s angels today, we might consider the status of the young son of a
wealthy man. While still a child, he may be under the care of an adult servant or guardian designated by his
father. The servant is older, farther advanced in knowledge, much more developed physically and
mentally—but far lower potentially. For when the son is mature, he will inherit his father‘s wealth and
power. Therefore the servant, older and more mature, is only a servant ‗ministering‘ to the young ‗heir.‘
Likewise, angels are ministering to spirit-begotten humans today‖ (Ambassador College Bible
Correspondence Course – Lesson 14, p.13).
There are different ranks of angels mentioned in the Bible. Michael is called an archangel in Jude 9 and
one of the chief princes in Daniel 10:13. In Ezekiel 28:13-14 we read that Lucifer was created as a
cherub. Gabriel is the only other angel mentioned by name in the Bible. His rank is not specifically
mentioned.
The church has traditionally believed that the terms archangel, cherub (plural – cherubim) and chief prince
all mean the same high rank since only three angels are mentioned by name in the Bible. When God gave
Moses instructions on how to make the Ark of the Covenant he told him to make two cherubim on each
side of the mercy seat with the wings touching each other (Exodus 25:17-20) which represented the throne
of God in heaven.
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In 2 Kings 19:15 we read: ―Hezekiah prayed before the LORD, and said: ―O LORD God of Israel, the One
who dwells between the cherubim‖. The Bible is silent on exactly how many cherubim there are. The
visions of Ezekiel 1 and 10 seem to indicate more than just two and the twenty four elders mentioned in
Revelation 4:4 may also be cherubs.
The only other rank of angel specifically mentioned in the Bible are the seraphim. We read about them
before in the book of Isaiah. ―In the year that King Uzziah died, I saw the Lord sitting on a throne, high and
lifted up, and the train of His robe filled the temple. Above it stood seraphim; each one had six wings: with
two he covered his face, with two he covered his feet, and with two he flew‖ (Isaiah 6:1-2).
In the Church of the Eternal God‘s comprehensive booklet entitled ―Angels, Demons and the Spirit World‖
they write the following about the diferrent types and ranks of angels:
―DIFFERENT ORDERS OF ANGELS. There seem to exist different orders, categories or ranks of angels,
with varying degrees of power and authority. When describing the angelic world, Colossians 1:16 speaks
about ‗…thrones or dominions or principalities or powers.‘ Ephesians 1:20–21 refers to angels as
‗…principality and power and might and dominion.‘ In Ephesians 3:10, angels are identified as
‗…principalities and powers in the heavenly places,‘ and 1 Peter 3:22 describes the created world of spirit
beings as ‗…angels and authorities and powers.‘
―In light of these Scriptures, the Swiss Zürcher Bible does refer to ranks among the angels. The Ryrie
Study Bible states in an annotation to Ephesians 1:21: ‗These words (i.e., principality, and power, and
might, and dominion) in rabbinical thought of the time, described different orders of angels.‘ As will become
clearer in the remainder of this booklet, angels have been given varying degrees of power and glory. All of
them are powerful and glorious, but not to the same extent. Revelation 5:2 speaks about a ‗strong angel.‘
Revelation 10:1 and 18:21 describe ‗mighty‘ angels. Revelation 18:1 introduces an angel ‗…coming down
from heaven, having great authority, and the earth was illuminated with his glory.‘ Other Scriptures imply
that specific angels were given special powers over fire (Revelation 14:18) and water (Revelation 16:5).
―The following brief overview will summarize the varying orders or categories of angels, as revealed in
Scripture:
(1) Archangels
―The Bible talks at times about certain ‗archangels.‘ The meaning of this word is, ‗chief messenger.‘ Only
Michael is specifically referred to in Scripture as an ‗archangel.‘ The name ‗Michael‘ means, ‗Who is like
God?‘ Jude 9 identifies him as an ‗archangel.‘ He is also referred to as ‗one of the chief princes,‘ (Daniel
10:13) showing that there must be additional ‗chief princes.‘ He is also described as ‗the great prince‘
(Daniel 12:1). He is clearly in charge of other angels, as Revelation 12:7 explains (‗Michael and his angels
fought…‘).
―Whether the second named angel in the Bible, Gabriel, is an archangel, is not clearly revealed. The name
‗Gabriel‘ means, ‗God is mighty.‘ While the Bible nowhere describes the appearance of Michael, the angel
Gabriel has the ‗appearance of a man‘ (Daniel 8:15; 9:21; see also the detailed discussion later in this
booklet). He ‗stands in the presence of God‘ (Luke 1:19) and is sent oftentimes by God to man with
positive and important news (Luke 1:26, 31). He was sent several times to Daniel, and he was sent to
Zacharias (Luke 1:11–13), and to Mary. Since the meaning of ‗archangel‘ is ‗chief messenger,‘ and since
Gabriel is sent by God with important messages, the assumption is compelling that Gabriel is an archangel.
He has been traditionally viewed as one of the other archangels and one of the chief princes.
―1 Thessalonians 4:16 speaks of an ‗archangel‘ without specifically explaining his identity. We read, ‗For
the Lord Himself will descend from heaven with a shout, with the voice of an archangel, and with the
trumpet of God. And the dead in Christ will rise first.‘ This wording indicates, too, the existence of more
than one archangel; otherwise, it would just say, ‗the archangel.‘
(2) Seraphim
―The Bible specifically refers to angelic beings as ‗seraphim‘ in one place. The word ‗seraphim‘ means
‗burning‘ or ‗noble.‘ These beings are depicted as standing above God‘s throne, each having ‗…six wings:
with two he covered his face, with two he covered his feet, and with two he flew‘ (Isaiah 6:2). The voice of
a seraphim is so powerful that ‗…the posts of the door were shaken by the voice of him who cried out‘
(Isaiah 6:4). Isaiah 6:6 describes one of the seraphim as touching a burning coal with his hand.
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―Whether this passage makes clear that seraphim look like men, is uncertain. The reference to ‗face,‘ ‗feet‘
and ‗hand‘ might suggest this. On the other hand, the Hebrew word for ‗seraphim,‘ ‗saraph,‘ (compare
Strong‟s Exhaustive Concordance of the Bible, under ‗Seraphims‘ and ‗Serpent‘, Number 8314) is also
used in other passages, describing dragons or serpents.
―We read in Isaiah 14:29, ‗Do not rejoice, all you of Philistia, Because the rod that struck you is broken; For
out of the serpent‘s roots will come forth a viper, And its offspring will be a fiery flying serpent.‘ The Hebrew
word for ‗fiery serpent‘ is ‗saraph.‘ The New Jerusalem Bible gives the rendering, ‗a flying dragon.‘ An
additional passage can be found in Isaiah 30:6: ‗The burden against the beasts of the South. Through a
land of trouble and anguish, From which came the lioness and lion, the viper and fiery flying serpent
(‗saraph‟ in Hebrew)…‘ The Hebrew word ‗saraph‟ is also used in Numbers 21:8–9, when God instructed
Moses to ‗Make a fiery serpent, and set it on a pole; and it shall be that everyone who is bitten, when he
looks at it, shall live.‘ So Moses made a bronze serpent, and put it on a pole...‘
―Rienecker‘s Commentary to the Bible states the following: ‗Passages such as Isaiah 14:29 and 30:6,
describing flying seraphim (plural of saraph, translated by Luther as ‗flying dragon‘), as well as Isaiah 6:2,
6, using the word to describe six-winged beings above the throne of God, go beyond the idea of an
ordinary snake or serpent, and impress on the reader the concept of dragon-like creatures…‘
(3) Cherubim
―Perhaps the best-known angelic beings mentioned in the Bible are the ‗cherubim.‘ As we will explain in
more detail later in this booklet, the common idea as to what cherubim are, or how they look, is totally false.
The meaning of ‗cherub‘ or ‗cherubim‘ is ‗those grasped, held fast.‘ God ‗…placed cherubim at the east of
the garden of Eden and a flaming sword which turned every way, to guard the way to the tree of life‘
(Genesis 3:24). God ‗dwells between the cherubim‘ (Psalm 99:1; 2 Samuel 6:2), riding ‗upon a cherub‘
(Psalm 18:10; 2 Samuel 22:11). Moses was instructed to ‗…make two cherubim of gold… at the two ends
of the mercy seat… And the cherubim shall stretch out their wings above, covering the mercy seat with
their wings, and they shall face one another… and I will speak with you from above the mercy seat, from
between the two cherubim which are on the ark of the Testimony‘ (Exodus 25:18, 20, 22).
―We also read that the veil of the tabernacle ‗…shall be woven with an artistic design of cherubim‘ (Exodus
26:31); that the walls of Solomon‘s temple were carved with ‗…figures of cherubim, palm trees, and open
flowers‘ (1 Kings 6:29); and that ‗…on the panels [of the carts] that were between the frames were lions,
oxen, and cherubim‘ (1 Kings 7:29).
―A mighty and powerful angel is described in Ezekiel 28:14–16 as the ‗anointed cherub who covers…You
were perfect in your ways from the day you were created, till iniquity was found in you… And you sinned;
Therefore I cast you as a profane thing out of the mountain of God; and I destroyed you, O covering
cherub, from the midst of the fiery stones.‘ Other passages, such as Isaiah 14:12, tell us that this cherub
was ‗Lucifer,‘ who sinned against God and became Satan the devil (much more on this later).
―The Bible does not tell us how many cherubs exist. Ezekiel, chapters 1 and 10, mention at least four
cherubs, in addition to the former cherub Lucifer, who is now Satan. Some have speculated whether
Michael and Gabriel are not only archangels, but also cherubs. The Bible nowhere identifies these two
angels as cherubs.
(4) Four Living Creatures
―The Bible speaks about ‗four living creatures‘ in the book of Revelation that appear before the throne of
God. Although their description is, to an extent, similar to that of seraphim, there are nevertheless
distinctions, implying that these angelic beings belong to a separate category or order. Revelation 4:6–9
explains that they have six wings, and that all of them look different. One looks like a lion, one looks like a
calf, one looks like a flying eagle, and one has the face of a man. In addition, they have voices of thunder
(Revelation 6:1) and they carry out God‘s Will by directing other angels (compare Revelation 15:7).
(5) The Twenty-Four Elders
―The book of Revelation also speaks about twenty-four high-ranking spirit beings within the angelic realm,
called the ‗twenty-four elders.‘ They are in heaven, clothed in white robes, wearing crowns of gold on their
heads and sitting on twenty-four thrones before the throne of God, whom they worship and serve
(Revelation 4:4, 10–11). The high rank of the ‗four living creatures‘ and the ‗twenty-four elders‘ is
expressed in Revelation 5:11: ‗Then I looked, and I heard the voice of many angels around the throne [of
God and the Lamb, Jesus Christ], the living creatures, and the elders…‘ (Compare, too, Revelation 7:11.)
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(6) The Seven Spirits of God
―As will be discussed later in more detail, the Bible reveals to us the existence of seven special angels of
God, referred to as the ‗Seven Spirits of God,‘ (Revelation 5:6) whose responsibility it is to walk through
the earth to report their observations to God. It is possible that these seven spirit beings are identical with
‗…the seven angels who stand before God, and to them were given [the] seven [last] trumpets… So the
seven angels who had the seven trumpets prepared themselves to sound‘ (Revelation 8:2, 6). These
seven spirit beings are perhaps also identical with the ‗seven thunders‘ mentioned in Revelation 10:3–4,
and with the seven angels of the seven churches mentioned in Revelation 1:20, as well as in Revelation
2:1, 8, 12, 18; 3:1, 7, and 14.
(7) The Remaining Angels
―Many times, the Bible speaks in general terms of angels. We read of the archangel ‗Michael and his
angels‘ (Revelation 12:7). 1 Peter 3:22 speaks of ‗angels and authorities and powers.‘ Angels are also
referred to as ‗sons of God‘ (compare Job 1:6; 38:7) or as ‗stars‘ (compare Isaiah 14:13; Revelation 12:4;
Revelation 9:1–2; Revelation 1:20). As each physical star has a name given by God (Isaiah 40:26;
Psalm 147:4), so it appears, as mentioned before, that God gave each angel his name, too, since ‗angels‘
are many times figuratively described as ‗stars.‘ High-ranking angels are sometimes referred to as ‗morning
stars,‘ compare Job 38:7…
―Paul instructed and charged Timothy in 1 Timothy 5:21: ‗…before God and the Lord Jesus Christ and the
elect angels that you observe these things without prejudice, doing nothing with partiality.‘
―Paul does not specifically explain who these ‗elect angels‘ are, but it is possible that they are chosen
angels, specifically assigned in a special way to look after individual Christians, and even entire Church
organizations or Church eras. In Revelation 1:20, we read about seven angels of the seven churches, in
other words, individual angels assigned to particular churches.
―The involvement of God‘s angels in the lives of Christians who are to inherit salvation will find its climax at
the time of Christ‘s return, when He comes to reward the faithful. We are told in Matthew 24:30–31: ‗Then
the sign of the Son of Man will appear in heaven, and then all the tribes of the earth will mourn, and they
will see the Son of Man coming on the clouds of heaven with power and great glory. And He will send his
angels with a great sound of a trumpet, and they will gather together His elect from the four winds, from
one end of heaven to the other.‘ The angels of God will have the privilege and honor to bring the faithful to
Christ so that they may receive from Him their reward.
―Christ used military language to describe the angels at His disposal, referring to them as more than twelve
legions of angels (Matthew 26:53). Jesus Christ appeared to Joshua as the ‗Commander‘ of His many
warrior angels to give Joshua encouragement for the upcoming battle with Jericho: ‗And it came to pass,
when Joshua was by Jericho, that he lifted his eyes and looked, and behold, a Man stood opposite him with
His sword drawn in His hand. And Joshua went to Him and said to Him, ‗Are You for us or for our
adversaries?‘ So He said, ‗No, but as Commander of the army of the LORD I have now come.‘ And Joshua
fell on his face to the earth and worshiped‘ (Joshua 5:13–14)‖ (pages 6-10, 31, 37).
God‘s angels serve us by punishing the unrighteous (Exodus 12:23, Matthew 13:41–42, 49–50 Acts
12:21–24) and sometimes God uses them to punish us that we might repent and turn back to Him (2
Samuel 24:15-17).
A rather interesting passage of scripture is found in Daniel 10:12-14 where we read: ―Do not fear, Daniel,
for from the first day that you set your heart to understand, and to humble yourself before your God, your
words were heard; and I have come because of your words. But the prince of the kingdom of Persia
withstood me twenty-one days; and behold, Michael, one of the chief princes, came to help me, for I had
been left alone there with the kings of Persia.‖
Daniel had just been given a lot of prophecies which he wanted to know the meaning of. He prayed and
fasted to God asking Him for understanding. Now God could have whispered in Daniel's ear or the angel
could simply have materialised in Daniel's room.
Gabriel had spoken to Daniel twice before this event. Though it may have been, the angel here in this
chapter is not specifically identified as Gabriel. Why did God allow this angel to battle these demons for
three weeks before he got his message through? Was it to test this angel? It is possible that some of the
angels were created at a later time than those original angels who were there at the beginning of the
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creation of the earth (Job 38:4-7) and, as a result, their character may not be set yet. Another point that we
pick up with this story is that many of the demons are territorial, controlling people in particular places of the
world. Some demons may have specialties in certain sins and specialize with those in undermining the
character of human beings.
What this story reveals to us, almost as an aside, is that there is a spiritual world alongside our world,
invisible to us, but real, vibrant, alive and dangerous. We get another glimpse of this unseen spirit world in
2 Kings 6:15-17 where we read: ―And when the servant of the man of God arose early and went out, there
was an army, surrounding the city with horses and chariots. And his servant said to him, ‗Alas, my master!
What shall we do?‘ So he answered, ‗Do not fear, for those who are with us are more than those who are
with them.‘ And Elisha prayed, and said, ‗LORD, I pray, open his eyes that he may see.‘ Then the LORD
opened the eyes of the young man, and he saw. And behold, the mountain was full of horses and chariots
of fire all around Elisha.‖
―Does God allow spiritual battles between angels and demons to go on in order to allow character-building,
either good or bad? Actions prove where one‘s heart is. An angel who consistently and tenaciously fights
for God, and against demons, will not be easily persuaded to deny God and to sin, while a demon who
consistently and tenaciously fights against God will not easily repent and accept God and His way of life.
―God is concerned for all of His created beings, including His angels, both those who stayed loyal to Him
and those who fell away from Him. Maybe God lets them continue to do what they want to do—be it good
or bad—so that their final judgment will be manifestly righteous without any shadow of doubt. Perhaps God
is still testing His angels and the demons to see which of the angels might not yet have made a final
commitment never to sin, and which of the demons might not yet have made a final commitment to never
repent. God might want us to participate in that process in the future, when we will be called upon to ‗judge
angels‘ [1 Corinthians 6:3]‖ (Angels, Demons and the Spirit World, p. 54-55).

4] Did God Create a Devil?
We‘ve all heard of the Devil but where did he come from? Did God create him and, if so, was he evil when
God created him?
In Ezekiel 28:12-15 we read: ―Son of man, take up a lamentation for the king of Tyre,
and say to him, ‗Thus says the Lord GOD: ‗You were the seal of perfection, Full of
wisdom and perfect in beauty. You were in Eden, the garden of God; Every precious
stone was your covering: The sardius, topaz, and diamond, Beryl, onyx, and jasper,
Sapphire, turquoise, and emerald with gold. The workmanship of your timbrels and
pipes was prepared for you on the day you were created. You were the anointed
cherub who covers; I established you; You were on the holy mountain of God; You
walked back and forth in the midst of fiery stones. You were perfect in your ways from
the day you were created, till iniquity was found in you.‘‖
This anointed cherub was created by God perfect, full of wisdom and having great beauty. He was perfect
in all his ways until iniquity (sin) was found in him. God created this anointed cherub perfect and he was
until he chose to disobey God and sin.
Who was this anointed cherub? We see in these verses that he was in the Garden of Eden. We read of
the serpent who deceived Adam and Eve in Genesis 3. In Revelation 12:9 we read: ―So the great dragon
was cast out, that serpent of old, called the Devil and Satan, who deceives the whole world‖.
The anointed cherub who was in the Garden of Eden and made himself to look like a serpent was Satan
the Devil. The word Satan means prosecutor as in one who brings accusations against someone in a court
It can also mean enemy or adversary. The word devil means accuser and he is called the accuser of the
brethren in Revelation 12:10. He was created perfect but by the time God created Adam and Eve he had
rebelled against God and become Satan.
Isaiah wrote this about him: ―How you are fallen from heaven, O Lucifer, son of the morning! How you are
cut down to the ground, You who weakened the nations! For you have said in your heart: ‗I will ascend into
heaven, I will exalt my throne above the stars of God; I will also sit on the mount of the congregation on
the farthest sides of the north; I will ascend above the heights of the clouds, I will be like the Most High‘‖
(Isaiah 14:12-14).
His original name was Lucifer which means Light-bringer. He was very intelligent and powerful and this
power and intelligence went to his head. He became full of pride and vanity. He thought he could run the
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universe better than God and tried to take over God‘s throne and rule the universe. His rebellion failed and
he was cast back down to earth. In Luke 10:18 Jesus said: ―I saw Satan fall like lightning from heaven.‖
Notice that he said ―I will exalt my throne‖. God had given him authority and where did God give him that
authority? Notice that he also said ―I will ascend above the clouds‖ meaning that he was below the clouds.
God had given him rule on this earth for a particular reason. The angels on earth he was over in authority
became known as the fallen angels or demons (Matthew 9:32-33).

5] What were Lucifer (Satan) and his angels doing on earth before God created Adam and
Eve?
Why were Lucifer and his angels put over the earth before Adam and Eve and what were they doing all that
time? First of all, we need to understand how it was possible for these great powerful angels to sin. Herbert
W. Armstrong in ―Mystery of the Ages‖ gives us the answer:
―God assigns angels responsibilities, but God created within them MINDS -- WITH POWER TO THINK, TO
REASON, TO MAKE CHOICES AND DECISIONS! But there was one super-important quality that even
God's creative powers could not create instantly by fiat -- the same perfect, holy, righteous CHARACTER
inherent in both God and the Word! This kind of character must be DEVELOPED, by the CHOICE and the
INTENT of the one in whom it comes to exist…
―But what do we mean by righteous character? Perfect, holy and righteous character is the ability in such
separate entity to come to discern the true and right way from the false, to make voluntarily a full and
unconditional surrender to God and his perfect way -- to yield to be conquered by God -- to determine even
against temptation or self-desire, to live and to do the right. And even then such holy character is the gift of
God. It comes by yielding to God to instill HIS LAW (God's right way of life) within the entity who so decides
and wills‖ (p.58).
As a training ground to help them develop this character and learn to co-operate with God and His plans
and co-operate with each other, Lucifer and a great number of the angels were put on earth. Herbert W.
Armstrong in ―Mystery of the Ages‖ put it this way:
―God creates in a principle of duality. I have compared it to a woman baking a cake. When she takes the
cake out of the oven, it is not yet a finished production until she puts the icing on the cake. When God
created the earth and other planets this system of duality was involved. What had been created was perfect
as far as it existed up to that point. But it was not yet a finished or completed creation. God intended the
angels to add their own workmanship to the earth's surface. He intended them to work over the surface of
the earth, to improve it, to embellish it, beautify it -- in other words ‗put the icing on the cake‘" (p.64-65).
Herman Hoeh in a series of sermons that he presented on the world before Adam around 1978 gives us
these thoughts about what he believed Lucifer and his angels were doing on earth before Adam and Eve
and how they ended up rebelling. These are his own thoughts based on inferences in the Bible and the
record of nature. This is probably the most sound explanation as to what the angels were doing prior to
Adam and Eve that we can come up with until God chooses to reveal it all after Christ‘s return.
―We have taught that angels were on earth before Adam, being trained. What was their primary function?
To rule trees and rocks and streams? What were they given experience in? More than merely ruling over
each other. We should expand our former concepts and see that they were on earth to govern in a small
way (as an opportunity to learn and to prove they could be trusted) before being sent out further into the
universe. Their role on earth should be seen as equipping or qualifying them to rule in the universe. This
means they were governing nature in great detail…This is what they were asked to govern--not a barren
world, but a world full of life forms throughout geologic history. The Church has a responsibility to teach the
role of angels in the world before Adam...
―We do not see a world of which we could say that God was ‗experimenting‘--that term has overtones that
could be misunderstood. I would prefer the concept that God was ‗developing‘ a creation in which angels
were being challenged and tested on how they would carry out God's government in guiding that nature,
and in ruling over ever more complex forms of life....
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―The world today from nature is not a reflection of the kind
of government God intended to be exercised by the angels
throughout nature. It is, in fact, a reflection of the Devil's
idea of competition, of devouring, and keeping in balance by
each thing competing with something else.
―Now Mr Armstrong long ago conceived of the idea of
competition as being the lifeblood both of our economy and
business and society and government. He said this is, as far as
he is concerned, the fundamental characteristic of the Devil's
philosophy...
―As God started out He said: 'I want to make sure the creation
reflects the spirit of love, and it's going to be a beautiful world.
We are not going to have competition. Therefore the pattern of
nutrition and the pattern of birth will not need to have competition
to keep everything in that order we see it in‘ [We could also add
diseases and viruses and so on]. Can you imagine a World
Tomorrow in which mice reproduce at the present rate with no
cats to catch the mouse? What would happen in Africa if we took
away competition and left the birth rate the same? [In the World
Tomorrow (Isaiah 11:6-9, Hosea 14:19)] we see the whole of
nature is going to change, both in terms of what an animal eats
and in terms of the reproductive systems, because they are all
tied together....
―The Devil may have gone so far with certain things, and he may have wanted to change certain things, but
then God also may have said 'Well look, I want a change. I want certain new life forms to be produced. I will
see what you will do with them‘…Now presumably not more than a third of the angels followed the Devil.
The other two thirds profited by the experience and took no part in the spirit of competition as developed in
the biological world...
―It does take some time for some people to poison other peoples minds and it takes time, as Mr Armstrong
said, for the Devil to persuade angels, who were greater in knowledge by far than human beings. And the
Devil was going back and forth, and he kept arguing with God over the necessity of the creation being
patterned after a different philosophy than God's. But God never listened, and the Devil always came back
and told the angels that ‗God never listened‘, just as ‗Mr Armstrong never listened‘ - you've heard that. Well
God never listened to the Devil either...
―Apparently all this time God allowed the Devil the chance to see whether after he had examined the nature
that he was governing (or abusing - whatever term you want to use), whether he would change or whether
he would not. They finally he came to the point, as Mr Armstrong said, where spirits apparently do set their
character, and you can go only so far in the realm of spirit until your attitude so poisons you that it can
never be altered‖ [Mr Armstrong used the analogy of the angels‘ character being like concrete which can be
changed for a time while it‘s wet before it sets permanently].
In a seminar that author Stephen Collins participated in, he made
this interesting comment: ―I believe that we see in the progression of
the dinosaurs a gradual testimony to Lucifer‘s degeneration. It goes
from peaceful herbivores [in the Triassic era] then bringing in smaller
predators [in the Jurassic era]. Then in the Cretaceous you have
large, armoured herbivores and predators who could fight each other
followed by the dinosaurs extinction.‖
How true all of this is we will only really find out when God chooses
to inform us of what happened back then. For the most part, God
chooses to reveal information to us on the spirit world on a need to
know basis so there is still a lot about the spirit world that remains a
mystery to us.
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6] Did other angels follow Satan when he rebelled?
How many of the angels went with Satan and rebelled against God? In Revelation 12:3-4 we read: ―And
another sign appeared in heaven: behold, a great, fiery red dragon having seven heads and ten horns,
and seven diadems on his heads. His tail drew a third of the stars of heaven and threw them to the earth.‖
Now stars is a word sometimes used for angels (Revelation 1:20). Satan apparently took a third of angels
with him in his rebellion against God. Now if Satan persuaded a third of all the angels to join the Dark Side,
do the maths to figure out just how many demons there are here on earth. We saw before that there were
at least 100 million angels. That means there could be well over 30 million demons!
In 2 Peter 2:4-5 we read about some of these fallen angels: ―For if God did not spare the angels who
sinned, but cast them down to hell and delivered them into chains of darkness, to be reserved for
judgment; and did not spare the ancient world, but saved Noah, one of eight people, a preacher of
righteousness, bringing in the flood on the world of the ungodly‖.
The word hell here is translated from the Greek word ―tartaros‖ and means a place of restraint like a
prison. Certain of the fallen angels were locked up in a prison or place of restraint while others still roam
free about the earth and have even approached God‘s throne at times such as Satan (Job 1:6-2:7, Luke
22:31) and an unnamed lying spirit (1 Kings 22:19-22). We see another reference to the imprisoned fallen
angels in 1 Peter 3:18-20:
―For Christ also suffered once for sins, the just for the unjust, that He might bring us to God, being put to
death in the flesh but made alive by the Spirit, by whom also He went and preached to the spirits in prison,
who formerly were disobedient, when once the Divine longsuffering waited in the days of Noah, while the
ark was being prepared, in which a few, that is, eight souls, were saved through water.‖
We read here about fallen angels that were disobedient and Christ preached to around the time of the
Flood. Jude also spoke about these particular fallen angels who are held in restraint until the time of
judgment:
―And the angels who did not keep their proper domain, but left their own abode, He has reserved in
everlasting chains under darkness for the judgment of the great day‖ (Jude 6).

7] What are Satan and the demons like?
We read of a fascinating story in the first chapter of the book of Job. We see that not only does Satan
roam freely about on the earth we also read about God allowing Satan to come before Him at His throne in
heaven:
―Now there was a day when the sons of God came to present themselves
before the LORD, and Satan also came among them. And the LORD said to
Satan, ‗From where do you come?‘ So Satan answered the LORD and said,
‗From going to and fro on the earth, and from walking back and forth on it.‘
―Then the LORD said to Satan, ‗Have you considered My servant Job, that
there is none like him on the earth, a blameless and upright man, one who
fears God and shuns evil?‘ So Satan answered the LORD and said, ‗Does
Job fear God for nothing? Have You not made a hedge around him, around
his household, and around all that he has on every side? You have blessed
the work of his hands, and his possessions have increased in the land. But
now, stretch out Your hand and touch all that he has, and he will surely
curse You to Your face!‘ And the LORD said to Satan, ‗Behold, all that he
has is in your power; only do not lay a hand on his person.‘ So Satan went
out from the presence of the LORD‖ (Job 1:6-12).
The important thing that we learn from these verses is the fact that
Satan can only do what God allows him to do. God always controls
the amount of power that he has. For the time being God stills allows
Satan a good deal of latitude with the power that he has.
Satan‘s power is mostly in his power to deceive people into living against God‘s ways, but he and his
demons can sometimes possess people when God allows it. Some enter the bodies of people to afflict
them with diseases (Luke 8:30, 32, Matthew 9:33, 17:18, Luke 5:35, 41). Some people become insane
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due to the influence of demons (1 Samuel 16:16, Matthew 11:18, Luke 7:33, John 7:20). The demons
have no power over God‘s people so we don‘t need to fear them (1 John 5:18, Acts 8:6-7, 16:16-18).
In Ephesians 2:2 Satan is called, ―The prince of the power of the air, the spirit who now works in the sons
of disobedience.‖ That‘s an interesting phrase ―the power of the air‖. Just as radio waves are broadcast
through the air, so too does Satan broadcast his thoughts and moods of selfishness and hatred through
the air.
The spirit in man in each of us is automatically tuned in to his broadcasts. It‘s up to us whether we flow
along with it or reject those impulses and stick with God‘s ways. When it comes to this battle of the mind
that all of us face, James tells us to ―Submit to God. Resist the devil and he will flee from you‖ (James
4:7).
We are told that Satan is the ―god of this age‖ in 2 Corinthians 4:4. The apostle Peter tells us to, ―Be
sober, be vigilant; because your adversary the devil walks about like a roaring lion, seeking whom he may
devour‖ (1 Peter 5:8). The apostle Paul tells in Ephesians 6:12 that that ―we do not wrestle against flesh
and blood, but against principalities, against powers, against the rulers of the darkness of this age, against
spiritual hosts of wickedness in the heavenly places.‖
We are told to take care ―lest Satan should take advantage of us for we are not ignorant of his devices‖ (2
Corinthians 2:11). Some of the most powerful weapons in Satan's arsenal are psychological. Some of
those include pride, greed, fear, doubt, anger, worry, guilt as well as discouragement and low self-esteem.
The apostle Paul also said the following in 2 Corinthians 11:14-15, ―For Satan himself transforms himself
into an angel of light. Therefore it is no great thing if his ministers also transform themselves into ministers
of righteousness, whose end will be according to their works.‖
Satan can transform himself into an angel of light. He can make
himself look good when he wants to and the false ministers who push
his false ideas and beliefs can also make themselves look good as
well. Satan can change his appearance at will like any of the other
angels as we saw before. As Lucifer he may had, in his natural, spirit
state, had an appearance like that of the angels we saw before. He
may have changed his preferred appearance since turning to the Dark
Side and may have some resemblance to the red dragon-like
appearance he‘s usually made out to look like but that is just pure
speculation. We have no way of knowing for sure what Satan and the
demons look like now.
Satan will give the great false prophet, soon to appear in Europe, great miracle-working powers
(2 Thessalonians 2:9). Satan and the demons are the power behind many supernatural phenomena
(including ghosts and alien sightings) which they use to deceive man and get him to believe things which
are not taught in the Bible (1 Samuel 28).
In his book ―The Ultimate Source of All Supernatural Phenomena‖ Ronald Wlodyga writes:
―Satan has tried his best to be like God, and in effect has counterfeited or substituted everything God has
revealed to him. But everything Satan has changed is inferior, perverted and twisted-just like him. The
following are some of the Great Counterfeiter's accomplishments:
―1) He counterfeited the Messiah for mankind through Nimrod and the Messiah's mother through
Semiramis.
2) He counterfeited Christ's birthday for Nimrod's.
3) He counterfeited God's plan in the stars with astrology.
4) He counterfeited God's throne with UFO's.
5) He counterfeited God's church with a false church that masquerades as the true church.
6) He counterfeited God's ministers with his false ministers.
7) He counterfeited God's doctrines by changing: a) The Sabbath for Sunday. b) Easter for Passover.
c) God's family with a trinity. d) The truth about heaven and hell and instituted the concept of purgatory.
8) He counterfeited God's millennial reign on the earth through Hitler.
9) He counterfeited good music and replaced it with perverted music.
10) He counterfeited good purposes for sex for evil uses, and instituted the false concept of celibacy.
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11) He counterfeited God's Holy Spirit with his spirit that works through "the spirit in man." He can produce
similar fruits of the Holy Spirit such as healing, dreams, visions and superhuman powers as witnessed by
occult phenomena.
12) He will counterfeit God's prophets in the end time (the two witnesses) with a false prophet.
―Satan has deceived ALL NATIONS - the whole world into worshipping false gods. The Nations of India,
Japan, China and Africa are following beliefs of false gods...The western world is deceived by a counterfeit
system of doctrines of false religion and paganistic beliefs in the "occult" which God emphatically
condemns. Make no mistake, Satan is a masterful deceiver. But note this and note it well. Satan always
mixes a little bit of truth with a lot of lies and...copies, duplicates, impersonates, - imitates
COUNTERFEITS God's truth!‖ (p.334-335).
If I were the Devil I would convince people that I didn‘t exist so people would not be on guard against the
attitudes and moods I would be broadcasting. Columnist Paul Harvey in an article entitled ―If I Were The
Devil‖ wrote: ―I would convice them that man created God and not the other way around. I‘d peddle
narcotics to whom I could…If I were the Devil I soon have families, nations and churches at war with
themselves until each, in turn, was consumed.
―If I were the Devil I would encourage schools to refine intellect but fail to discipline emotions - just let them
run riot until before you knew it you‘d have to have drug-sniffing dogs and metal detectors at every school
house door. Within a decade I‘d have prisons overflowing and judges promoting pornography so I soon
would then have God evicted from the courthouse and the schoolhouse and then from houses of Congress.
―In the churches I would substitute psychology for religion and deify science. I would lure priests and
pastors into misusing children and church money…I would convince young people that marriage is oldfashioned and that what you see on TV is the way to be. That way I could undress you in public and lure
you to bed with diseases you could not cure. In other words if I were the Devil I would continue doing what
he is already doing.‖

8] What is the Future for Satan and the Demons?
What‘s ahead for Satan and the demons? The Book of Revelation tells us what will happen to them:
―And war broke out in heaven: Michael and his angels fought with the dragon; and the dragon and his
angels fought, but they did not prevail, nor was a place found for them in heaven any longer. So the great
dragon was cast out, that serpent of old, called the Devil and Satan, who deceives the whole world; he
was cast to the earth, and his angels were cast out with him…
―Woe to the inhabitants of the earth and the sea! For the devil has come down to you, having great wrath,
because he knows that he has a short time. Now when the dragon saw that he had been cast to the earth,
he persecuted the woman who gave birth to the male Child. But the woman was given two wings of a
great eagle, that she might fly into the wilderness to her place, where she is nourished for a time and times
and half a time, from the presence of the serpent…
―But the earth helped the woman, and the earth opened its mouth and swallowed up the flood which the
dragon had spewed out of his mouth. And the dragon was enraged with the woman, and he went to make
war with the rest of her offspring, who keep the commandments of God and have the testimony of Jesus
Christ.‖ (Revelation 12:7-14).
Knowing his time left is short he will once again launch another attack on God‘s throne in heaven for one
last desperate takeover bid. Michael and the righteous angels will win and Satan will be cast back down to
earth. This appears to occur just before the Great Tribulation. In his rage he will go after the Church of
God as it flees to a place of safety but fail to stop them. He will then turn his fury on those who don‘t make
it to the place of safety and on the world at large stirring up the Great Tribulation which will bring man
close to the point of complete annihilation before Jesus Christ returns to rule the earth. What will happen
to Satan when Christ does return?
―Then I saw an angel coming down from heaven, having the key to the bottomless pit and a great chain in
his hand. He laid hold of the dragon, that serpent of old, who is the Devil and Satan, and bound him for a
thousand years; and he cast him into the bottomless pit, and shut him up, and set a seal on him, so that he
should deceive the nations no more till the thousand years were finished. But after these things he must
be released for a little while‖ (Revelation 20:1-3).
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Satan and the demons will be cast into the bottomless pit for a thousand years when Christ returns. When
Satan is released for a little while he stirs up many people to once again rebel against God:
―They went up on the breadth of the earth and surrounded the camp of the
saints and the beloved city. And fire came down from God out of heaven and
devoured them. The devil, who deceived them, was cast into the lake of fire
and brimstone‖ (Revelation 20:9-10).
After all the terrible things that he has done, the good news is that finally, at
the end of the millennium, he and the other demons will be cast into the lake
of fire and they will influence mankind and be no more! From there on, those
born into God‘s family will help God to rule and continue the creation of the
universe for the rest of eternity, ably assisted by the two-thirds of the angels
who stayed faithful to God and His way of life!

Summary

1] What are Angels?





Angels are spirit beings (Hebrews 1:14).
Angels have great power, intelligence and are invisible to humans unless they manifest themselves
(Psalm 103:20, Colossians 1:16).
A great many of the angels were created before the original creation of the earth (Job 38:7).
There are well over 100 million angels (Daniel 7:9-10, Revelation 5:11).

2] What Do Angels Look Like?







In their usual spiritual shape they look quite different to both man and God in appearance. Most have
many wings and some have multiple faces which include the face of animals (Ezekiel 1:4-14, Isaiah
6:1-3, Zechariah 1:11, 6:1-8).
Just as there is great variety in the different races of mankind, so too is there great variety in the
angelic world. While most look like and have the features of animals some appear to look similar to
humans in their natural spirit shape (Ezekiel 40:3, Daniel 9:20-21). It appears some may even look like
women (Zechariah 5:9–11).
They are called ―sons of God‖ in Job 1:6 and Job 38:7 only in the sense that they are creations of God.
While some appear to resemble humans in appearance they are NOT sons of God in the same way
Jesus Christ is and the way those in the church are – conceived or begotten now by God‘s spirit at
baptism and later born as spirit beings at the resurrection to be fully composed of God‘s Holy Spirit
(Hebrews 1:5).
They can change their appearance at will and when they manifest themselves to humans they usually
look like regular men (Hebrews 13:2). In many of these cases they have a brightness to them and
wear bright white clothes (Acts 1:9-11).

3] What Do Angels Do?







Angels are servants of God and have various duties, such as conveying messages to God‘s prophets
and protecting God‘s people (Psalm 91:11, Hebrews 1:14).
There are angels assigned to protect God‘s people (Matthew 18:10) but there isn‘t one angel per
person. Angels are sent to protect (Daniel 6:22). Sometimes more than one angel can protect a person
(Psalm 91:11) while at other times one angel can be sent to protect a few people (Daniel 3:28).
God‘s angels serve us by punishing the unrighteous (Exodus 12:23, Matthew 13:41–42, 49–50 Acts
12:21–24) and sometimes God uses them to punish us that we might repent and turn back to Him (2
Samuel 24:15-17).
The angels of God will have the privilege and honor to bring the faithful to Christ so that they may
receive from Him their reward (Matthew 24:30–31).
The angels rejoice when each of us repents and turns to God (Luke 15:10). The angels are interested
and desire to look into the truths of God that we learn from God (1 Peter 1:12) and have their own
language (1 Corinthians 13:1).
There are different ranks of angels such as cherubim (2 Kings 19:15) and seraphim (Isaiah 6:1-3).
Two of the high ranking angels are Gabriel and the archangel Michael (Jude 9).
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Angels are separate individuals who have free moral agency which is required for the development of
character.

4] Did God Create a Devil?





Lucifer was one of the cherubs that God created (Ezekiel 28:12-15). He became vain and puffed up
and turned to the way of sin.
He was very intelligent and powerful and this power and intelligence went to his head. He became full
of pride and vanity. He thought he could run the universe better than God and tried to take over God‘s
throne and rule the universe (Isaiah 14:12-14). His rebellion failed and he was cast back down to earth
(Luke 10:18).
Lucifer became Satan the Devil. The word Satan means prosecutor or adversary. The word devil
means accuser.

5] What were Lucifer (Satan) and his angels doing on earth before God created Adam and Eve?




Many of the angels were put on earth under Lucifer. As a training ground to help them develop this
character and learn to co-operate with God and His plans and co-operate with each other, Lucifer and
a great number of the angels were put on earth.
Isaiah shows that God gave him a throne on earth AND he was on the earth at the time he rebelled
against God. Lucifer said: ―I will exalt my throne…[AND] ascend above the heights of the clouds‖
(Isaiah 14:12-14).
The world today in nature is not a reflection of the kind of government God intended to be exercised by
the angels throughout nature. It is a reflection of the Devil's idea of competition, of devouring, and
keeping in balance by each thing competing with something else. God has allowed nature to be
governed in part by the way of survival of the fittest and devouring but God will change nature to reflect
His way when Christ brings the Kingdom of God to earth (Isaiah 11:6-9, Hosea 14:19).

6] Did other angels follow Satan when he rebelled?




Lucifer, who became Satan, persuaded a third of the angels under him to also go the way of the Dark
Side (Revelation 12:3-4). These fallen angels are known as demons (Matthew 9:32-33).
Given that there are over 100 million angels (Daniel 7:9-10) that means there could be well over 30
million demons on this earth!
Certain of the fallen angels were locked up in a prison or place of restraint (1 Peter 3:18-20, 2 Peter
2:4-5, Jude 6) while others still roam free about the earth (Luke 8:30-32, Job 1:6-12, Matthew 9:33).

7] What are Satan and the demons like?








The power of Satan and the demons is limited by God (Job 1:6-12).
Satan‘s power is mostly in his power to deceive people into living against God‘s ways, but he and his
demons can sometimes possess people when God allows it. Some enter the bodies of people to afflict
them with diseases (Luke 8:30, 32, Matthew 9:33, 17:18, Luke 5:35, 41). Some people become
insane due to the influence of demons (1 Samuel 16:16, Matthew 11:18, Luke 7:33, John 7:20). The
demons have no power over God‘s people so we don‘t need to fear them (1 John 5:18, Acts 8:6-7,
16:16-18).
Satan and the demons are the power behind many supernatural phenomena (including ghosts and
alien sightings) which they use to deceive man and get him to believe things which are not taught in
the Bible (2 Thessalonians 2:9, 2 Corinthians 11:14-15, 1 Samuel 28).
Satan is the great deceiver of mankind and broadcasts his attitudes of selfishness and hatred
persuading mankind to live against God‘s way (Ephesians 2:2). Just as radio waves are broadcast
through the air, so too does Satan broadcast his thoughts and moods of selfishness and hatred
through the air.
The spirit in man in each of us is automatically tuned in to his broadcasts. It‘s up to us whether we flow
along with it or reject those impulses and stick with God‘s ways with the help and power of God. When
it comes to this battle of the mind that all of us face, James tells us to ―Submit to God. Resist the devil
and he will flee from you‖ (James 4:7).

8] What is the Future for Satan and the Demons?


Knowing his time left is short he will once again launch another attack on God‘s throne in heaven for
one last desperate takeover bid. Michael and the righteous angels will win and Satan will be cast back
down to earth. This appears to occur just before the Great Tribulation.
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In his rage he will go after the Church of God as it flees to a place of safety but fail to stop them. He will
then turn his fury on those who don‘t make it to the place of safety and on the world at large stirring up
the Great Tribulation which will bring man close to the point of complete annihilation before Jesus
Christ returns to rule the earth (Revelation 12:7-14).
Satan will be cast into the bottomless pit for 1000 years when Christ returns (Revelation 20:1-3). A
little while after the millennium, he and the other demons will be cast into the lake of fire and influence
mankind no more (Revelation 20:9-10).

Further Reading to Learn More about Angels and Demons







UCG booklet – Angels – God‘s Messengers and Spirit Army
UCG booklet – Is There Really a Devil?
UCG booklet - Fundamentals of Beliefs of the United Church of God, AIA
Mystery of the Ages (Herbert W. Armstrong) - Chapter 2: ―The Mystery of Angels‖
Ambassador College Bible Correspondence Course – Lesson 14: ―Angels‖
Old WCG booklet – Did God Create a Devil?
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OUR INCREDIBLE HUMAN POTENTIAL
What is the meaning of life? Why did God create man? Is there life after death? These are the big
questions of life which have perplexed mankind for centuries. There are many ideas to answer
those questions but few people on earth truly understand the real answers - even the millions who
profess to be christians. In this lesson we will answer these questions from the Bible and explore
mankind‘s incredible destiny – our incredible human potential!

1] Why did God create man?
We have seen that God had created millions and millions of angels before He created man. Why did God
decide to create more beings with minds other than the angels? Why wasn‘t He just content with creating
the angels who He could talk and fellowship with?
We have seen that most of the angels were not created in God‘s image which resembles man‘s shape and
form. They look quite different to God‘s image in their usual spirit form and they were created to be God‘s
servants (Hebrews 1:14).
Once the long stretch of time had passed where their character had been tested and set in the right way,
those who had faithfully chosen to live by God‘s way would serve God in the next project that God had
planned from the beginning of time – that of REPRODUCING HIMSELF!
We have seen how Lucifer and the angels under him had chosen to rebel against God. Genesis 1:1 shows
the creation of a perfect earth. Genesis 1:2 shows the result of the sin and destruction of the angels. "And
the earth [became] without form and void". The words "without form and void" are translated from the
Hebrew words "tohu‖ and ―bohu". Those Hebrew words can also be translated as "waste and empty" or
"chaotic and in a state of decay".
―What had long been a beautiful planet had been turned into a cosmic wreck because Lucifer rebelled
against his maker. The atmosphere was filled with smoke and poison gases so thick that nothing could live
in it…Little or no physical life could survive through that terrible time…For a time our world stayed buried in
a deep blanket of gases, smoke and water. Oceans covered the whole Earth. There was no longer any dry
land. The atmosphere was so clogged with clouds of tiny bits of matter that no light could reach the seas‖
(The Bible Story, Volume 1, p.5-6).
It‘s possible this global catastrophe may have been around the time that Lucifer tried to overthrow God‘s
throne in heaven (Isaiah 14:12-14). Maybe part of his motivation for lashing out and destroying what was
on the earth at this time was the knowledge that God was about to begin the next phase of his great plan.
Jealousy may have burned in his heart knowing that the ―puny‖ mortal beings God was about to create in
His own image would one day inherit all things and rule over everything that He wanted to control.
In the next six days before He rested and created the Sabbath (Genesis 2:1-3) He renewed the surface of
the earth (Psalm 104:30) climaxing in the creation of mankind.







DAY ONE – LIGHT (Genesis 1:3-5). On the first day He separated the light from the darkness and
cleared much of the smoke and gases that filled the earth‘s atmosphere so He could begin His work of
renewing the surface of the earth.
DAY TWO – THE SKY AND THE OCEANS (Genesis 1:6-8). On the second day He created a vast
layer of fresh air and separated the waters above and below the land (called the firmament).
DAY THREE – DRY LAND AND PLANT LIFE (Genesis 1:9-13). On the third day He raised up dry
land out of the water and planted vegetation all over the earth.
DAY FOUR – THE SUN AND MOON NOW VISIBLE (Genesis 1:14-19). On the fourth day He finished
clearing the smoke and gases which he began on the first day. Once the atmosphere was finally
cleaned up the sun and the moon could be clearly seen from the surface of the planet.
DAY FIVE – SEA LIFE AND BIRD LIFE (Genesis 1:20-23). On the fifth day He created the animals of
the sea and the birds of the air.
DAY SIX – LAND ANIMALS AND MAN (Genesis 1:24-31). On the sixth day He created the land
animals and then His crowning achievement – MAN!
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Notice how the first three days mirror the second three days. God partially cleared the atmosphere on day
one and finished the process on day four. On day two He prepared the sky and the oceans and then on
day five He fills the sky and the oceans with animals. On day three He raised up dry land and put
vegetation on it and then on day six He creates the animals to roam over the land.
With all that as background, let‘s now look at that momentous moment that surely God had eagerly been
looking forward to for a very long time like a parent awaiting the birth of its first child. Let‘s now go to
Genesis 1:26-28 where we read:
―Then God said, ‗Let Us make man in Our image, according to Our likeness; let them have dominion over
the fish of the sea, over the birds of the air, and over the cattle, over all the earth and over every creeping
thing that creeps on the earth.‘ So God created man in His own image; in the image of God He created
him; male and female He created them. Then God blessed them, and God said to them, ‗Be fruitful and
multiply; fill the earth and subdue it; have dominion over the fish of the sea, over the birds of the air, and
over every living thing that moves on the earth.‘‖
Adam was fashioned in a way that he looked very much
like God. It was as if God were a sculptor, making a
statue of Himself in flesh and blood and bone. God said
―Let us make in our image, according to our likeness.‖ All
the other animals were made after their own kind but
man was made after the GOD kind! God wanted to
create His own family. He wasn‘t just content with the
angels whom He individually created at a lower level
from His own God level of existence. He wanted His own
family of beings that looked liked Him and who were on
the same God level of existence.
A newly married couple at some stage usually find that
they want to share the wonderful life that they have
together with children of their own and so begin to have
children. Likewise God wanted to share the wonderful
life that He has and can offer to others with children of
His own. God wanted to have beings with different
viewpoints and experiences to share their company with.
God the Father and Jesus Christ wanted to fellowship
and work together with a diversity of beings at their own
level of God existence and so began the great plan of
God TO REPRODUCE HIMSELF!
He started by creating Adam out of the dust of the ground. In Genesis 2:7 we read: ―And the LORD God
formed man of the dust of the ground, and breathed into his nostrils the breath of life; and man became a
living being.‖ He was called Adam which means red earth or dust of the ground. Before God created Eve
He made Adam aware of the need he had for a companion by bringing all the animals before him and
asking him to name them. Once he made Adam aware of his need God began to create his perfect match.
We read of it in Genesis 2:18-23: ―And the LORD God said, ‗It is not good that man should be alone; I will
make him a helper comparable to him‘…And the LORD God caused a deep sleep to fall on Adam, and he
slept; and He took one of his ribs, and closed up the flesh in its place. Then the rib which the LORD God
had taken from man He made into a woman, and He brought her to the man. And Adam said: ‗This is now
bone of my bones and flesh of my flesh; She shall be called Woman, because she was taken out of man.‘‖
The Hebrew word for ―now‖ in Genesis 2:23 is pa‘am. It is derived from a root word which means to move
or impel, conveying excitement. It is probably better translated ―Wow! This is bone of my bones and flesh of
my flesh.‖ Some have jokingly attached the same meaning to the word woman – ―Wo! man‖. Adam named
his wife Eve because she was the mother of all living (Genesis 3:20).
God had created a beautiful garden for them to live in – the Garden of Eden (Genesis 2:8). Adam and Eve
and their family were to add their own workmanship to the earth's surface. He intended for them to work
with it and to improve and beautify it. They were told to dress and keep the Garden of Eden (Genesis
2:15). God also gave them dominion over all the animals – ―dominion over the fish of the sea, over the
birds of the air, and over every living thing that moves on the earth‖ (Genesis 1:26).
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2] When did God create Adam and Eve?
So when were Adam and Eve created? We are quite fortunate that the book of Genesis is so richly detailed
with chronological data giving us the ages of so many of the patriarchs. Because of these details we know
that God created man nearly 6 000 years ago.
In fact, we can actually work back and get quite close to an exact date. In 1 Kings 6:1 we read that the 4th
year of Solomon‘s reign when he began to build the Temple of God was exactly 480 years after the
Exodus. Most historians and Bible scholars date the beginning of Solomon‘s reign to 969 BC (give or take
th
a few years). If the 4 year of Solomon was 965 BC that would mean that Israel came out of Egypt in 1445
BC.
In Galatians 3:16-17 the apostle Paul said that the Exodus and the giving of the law at Mt Sinai occurred
430 years after the promises were made to Abraham when he left for Canaan (Genesis 12:1-3, Exodus
12:41) at age 75. Now 430 years before 1445 BC gives us a date of 1875 BC for when Abraham was 75,
giving him a birth year of 1950 BC. With that information it‘s simply a matter of getting out a calculator and
working back using the birth details of each of the patriarchs given in Genesis 5 and 11 to find out when
God created Adam and Eve. Now, there is one tricky detail you have to watch out for.
Genesis 11:26 tells us that ―Terah lived 70 years and begot Abraham, Nahor and Haran.‖ Was Terah 70
years old when he begat Abraham? Terah lived to the ripe old age of 205 (Genesis 11:32) and Acts 7:4
tells us that Abraham moved from Haran to Canaan at the time that Terah died.
Since Abraham was 75 (Genesis 12:1-3) when he left for Canaan and Terah died at age 205, that means
that Terah had to have been 130 years old when he begot Abraham, not 70 years old. If Terah begot
Abraham at age 70 then Abraham would have been 135 years old when he left for Canaan and this was
not so. It was probably one or both of Abraham‘s brothers, Nahor and Haran, that Terah begot at age 70.
Now with all that information, if we use 969 BC as the beginning of Solomon‘s reign, then we come up with
an approximate date of 3960 BC for the year that God created Adam and Eve. Remember that is only an
approximate date. That would put the 6 000th anniversary of this momentous event around the year 2040
AD.

3] What was the purpose of the two trees in the Garden of Eden?
In his humorous book ―Fatherhood‖, Bill Cosby wrote the following: ―Whenever your kids are out of control,
you can take comfort from the thought that even God's omnipotence did not extend to His kids. After
creating the heaven, the earth, the oceans, and the entire animal kingdom, God created Adam and Eve.
And the first thing He said to them was ‗Don't.‘ To the animals, He never said, ‗Don‘t' - he hurled no
negatives at the elephant - but to the brightest of His creatures, the ones who get into Yale, He said, ‗Don't.‘
"Don't what?" Adam replied.
"Don't eat the forbidden fruit."
"Forbidden fruit? Really? Where is it?"
―Is this beginning to sound familiar? You never realized that the pattern of your life had been laid down in
the Garden of Eden‖ (p.64).
There is a lot of truth in that last statement that the pattern of humanity was laid down in the Garden of
Eden as a result of Adam and Eve eating the forbidden fruit.
In ―Mystery of the Ages‖ Herbert W. Armstrong wrote that: ―Man's creation was not completed. He was
made mentally and spiritually only ‗half there‘. He needed the addition of God's Spirit to unite with his spirit,
begetting him as a child of God -- uniting him with God -- ultimately enabling him to be born into the very
GOD FAMILY…Notice once again the duality in God's creative process. The first man Adam was a
physical creation with the human spirit added. When man's creation is finally complete, he will be a spiritual
creation, formed wholly of Spirit‖ (p. 90).
Now let‘s ask the question, ―What was so wrong about eating a piece of fruit?‖ Why were the
consequences for eating the forbidden fruit so great?
We have seen that righteous character can‘t be developed instantly. It takes time and it requires free moral
agency. This kind of character must be DEVELOPED by the CHOICE of the one in whom it comes to exist.
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In order to test and develop their character God presented them with an important choice. This choice was
necessary to determine if they would follow God and His way or reject God‘s way and decide for
themselves what was right and wrong. This test involved two symbolic trees.
We read of those two trees in Genesis 2. ―And out of the ground the
LORD God made every tree grow that is pleasant to the sight and
good for food. The tree of life was also in the midst of the garden,
and the tree of the knowledge of good and evil…And the LORD God
commanded the man, saying, ‗Of every tree of the garden you may
freely eat; but of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil you
shall not eat, for in the day that you eat of it you shall surely die‘‖
(Genesis 2:9, 16-17).
God clearly warned Adam not to eat any of the fruit of the tree of the
knowledge of good and evil. There was probably nothing different to
this tree compared to any of the other trees. The only thing that
made it different was that God had said not to eat it to test whether
Adam and Eve would obey Him or disobey Him.
God offered to him immortal life through the tree of life which
symbolized obedience to God‘s perfect way of life. It symbolizes
receiving the Holy Spirit which gives one the power and help to live
by God‘s way of life – the way of love, of outgoing concern to others
– the way of GIVE, as opposed to the way of GET!
God did not urge or compel him to eat from the tree of life. He merely made it freely accessible. Adam
could eat of all the trees of the garden except the one forbidden tree – the tree of the knowledge of good
and evil. It was probably no different to all the other trees in the Garden of Eden. It was not physically
poisonous. The only difference between it and the rest of the trees was that God had told them not to eat it.
God explained the consequences of sin to them and then for the development of their character they were
compelled to make a choice. The big test was, ―Would they obey God or would do their own thing?‖
It wasn‘t eating the fruit, by and of itself, that was wrong. It was the attitude of deliberate disobedience to
God‘s plain instruction that was so wrong about eating the fruit of the forbidden tree. It showed that they
would rely on themselves to decide what was right and what was wrong. Human nature is a mixture of
good and evil. It is not totally evil. This is why the tree was called the tree of the knowledge of good and
evil. So how did they go when they were put to the test? Let‘s read about it in Genesis 3.
―Now the serpent was more cunning than any beast of the field which the LORD God had made. And he
said to the woman, ‗Has God indeed said, You shall not eat of every tree of the garden?‘ And the woman
said to the serpent, ‗We may eat the fruit of the trees of the garden; but of the fruit of the tree which is in the
midst of the garden, God has said, You shall not eat it, nor shall you touch it, lest you die.‘ Then the serpent
said to the woman, ‗You will not surely die. For God knows that in the day you eat of it your eyes will be
opened, and you will be like God, knowing good and evil.‘ So when the woman saw that the tree was good
for food, that it was pleasant to the eyes, and a tree desirable to make one wise, she took of its fruit and
ate. She also gave to her husband with her, and he ate…‖ (Genesis 3:1-6)
Satan manifested himself as a serpent (Revelation 12:9) and like an underhand used car salesman tried to
sell Eve on going the wrong way of life. He appealed to her vanity and deceived her into thinking she would
be full of wisdom like God if she took of the fruit of the forbidden tree. She gave in to the temptation to eat
the fruit even though she knew God had plainly told them not to eat it. She then offered it to Adam, who it
appears, was right there when Satan was talking to Eve. In 1 Timothy 2:12 Paul wrote that ―Adam was not
deceived, but the woman being deceived, fell into transgression.‖ Eve was tricked into it by Satan but Adam
was not deceived by Satan when he ate the forbidden fruit in order to please his wife.
―Then the eyes of both of them were opened, and they knew that they were naked; and they sewed fig
leaves together and made themselves coverings‖ (Genesis 3:7). This verse gives some credence to the
possibility that the tree of the knowledge of good and evil they were forbidden to eat was a fig tree. If they
were still under that forbidden tree when they took leaves to make a covering for themselves it would have
been a fig tree. This may help to explain the symbolism of why Jesus cursed the fig tree that had no fruit on
it which Mark tells us was out of season to bear fruit (Mark 11:12-14).
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―And they heard the sound of the LORD God walking in the garden in the cool of the day, and Adam and his
wife hid themselves from the presence of the LORD God among the trees of the garden. Then the LORD
God called to Adam and said to him, ‗Where are you?‘ So he said, ‗I heard Your voice in the garden, and I
was afraid because I was naked; and I hid myself.‘ And He said, ‗Who told you that you were naked? Have
you eaten from the tree of which I commanded you that you should not eat?‘ Then the man said, ‗The
woman whom You gave to be with me, she gave me of the tree, and I ate.‘ And the LORD God said to the
woman, ‗What is this you have done?‘ The woman said, ‗The serpent deceived me, and I ate‘‖ (Genesis
3:7-13).
Eve blamed Satan and Adam blamed Eve rather than accepting responsibility for their own actions. God
then cast them out of the Garden of Eden and barred their access to the tree of life. ―Then the LORD God
said, ‗Behold, the man has become like one of Us, to know good and evil. And now, lest he put out his
hand and take also of the tree of life, and eat, and live forever‘— therefore the LORD God sent him out of
the garden of Eden to till the ground from which he was taken. So He drove out the man; and He placed
cherubim at the east of the garden of Eden, and a flaming sword which turned every way, to guard the way
to the tree of life‖ (Genesis 3:22-24).
This cutting off of their access to the tree of life symbolized that God was cutting off access to the Holy
Spirit. For a specific period of time, humanity would be on its own to live as best as it could making its own
choices and deciding what is right and what is wrong. Mankind was allowed to live as it pleased – both
good and evil. Without the help of God‘s spirit mankind could develop all kinds of wonderful technology
and be capable of such awesome progress, yet would be plagued with appalling evils since humanity
would be under the constant influence of Satan‘s broadcasts and be without the power of God‘s spirit to live
the right way of life.
―God said, in effect: ‗You have made the decision for yourself and the world that shall spring from you. You
have rejected me as the basic source of knowledge -- you have rejected power from me through my Spirit
to live the righteous way -- you have rebelled against my command and my government -- you have
chosen the 'GETTING,' 'TAKING' way of Satan. Therefore I sentence you and the world you shall beget to
6,000 years of being cut off from access to me and my Spirit -- except for the exceedingly FEW I shall
specially call. And that FEW shall be called for special service preparatory for the kingdom of God. They
shall be required to do what you have failed to do -- reject, resist and overcome Satan and his WAYS, and
follow the ways of my spiritual LAW.
"Go, therefore, Adam, and all your progeny that shall form the world, produce your own fund of knowledge.
Decide for yourself what is good and what is evil. Produce your own educational systems and means of
disseminating knowledge, as your god Satan shall mislead you. Form your own concepts of what is god,
your own religions, your own governments, your own life-styles and forms of society and civilization. In all
this Satan will deceive your world with his attitude of SELF-centeredness -- with vanity, lust and greed,
jealousy and envy, competition and strife and violence and wars, rebellion against me and my law of LOVE.
"After the world of your descendants has written the lesson in 6,000 years of human suffering, anguish,
frustration, defeat and death -- after the world that shall spring from you shall have been brought to confess
the utter hopelessness of the way of life you have chosen -- I will supernaturally intervene. By supernatural
divine power I shall then take over the government of the whole world. With reeducation, I will produce a
happy world of PEACE. And on repentance, I shall then offer eternal salvation to all. After a thousand years
of that happy world to come, I will resurrect from death to mortal life all who have died uncalled during this
present 6,000 years. Their judgment shall then come. And on repentance and faith, eternal life shall be
offered them.
"During this 6,000 years, when I myself shall cut them off from me, they shall not be eternally judged. Only,
as they sow during their lifetimes, they shall reap. But when I open eternal salvation to them, there shall be
no Satan to hinder or deceive them -- no Satan for them to overcome. Those few called during this first
6,000 years shall have to reject and resist Satan's pulls and overcome. But those who overcome shall sit
with me in my throne, and have power under me to rule all nations under my Supreme Rule‘" (Mystery of
the Ages, p.99-100).

4] Why did God cut Himself off from mankind?
Why did God cut Himself off from mankind and why does God allow suffering? Herbert W. Armstrong
explains this in his book ―The Wonderful World Tomorrow - What It Will Be Like‖:
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―God Almighty had great purpose in creating the human family and placing us here on this earth. And He
has a perfect master plan for accomplishing that Purpose.
―That Master Plan involves a duration of 7000 years. The seven literal days of Creation were a type.
They set the pattern. The first six were days of physical creation. The seventh day of that first week began
the spiritual creation, still going on. On that day God created His Sabbath, setting it apart as holy, for
spiritual use. On that day God instructed the first man and woman in His spiritual truth. On that day He
preached the Gospel to them, explaining about and offering them, freely, His wonderful gift of eternal life symbolized by the ‗tree of life‘ in the Garden. He also explained that the wages of sin - rebellion against
His Government - was death.
―With God, ‗one day is as a thousand years, and a thousand years is as one day‘ (2 Peter 3:8). So God
allotted the first six thousand years to physical man, to live his own way (deceived and swayed by Satan),
to prove by 6,000 years of suffering mountainous evils, that only God's Way can bring desired blessings.
That 6,000 years we may call ‗The Day of Man.‘
―So, in other words, the first 6 000 years were allotted to allow Satan to labour at his work of
deceiving the world, followed by 1 000 years (one millennial day) when Satan shall not be allowed
to do any of his ‗work‘ of deception. Put another way, God marked out six millennial days to allow
man to indulge in the spiritual labour of sin, followed by a millennium of spiritual rest, under the
enforced Government of God (p.45-46).‖
The apostle Paul used the analogy of the seven day week in explaining God‘s plan when in Hebrews 4 he
said that there is a promise of a future rest or sabbath for God‘s people. The last day of the week
represents the rest at the end of man's rule - the millennium.
―Therefore, since a promise remains of entering His rest, let us fear lest any of you seem to have come
short of it…For we who have believed do enter that rest, as He has said: ‗So I swore in My wrath, They
shall not enter My rest,‘ although the works were finished from the foundation of the world. For He has
spoken in a certain place of the seventh day in this way: ‗And God rested on the seventh day from all His
works‘; and again in this place: ‗They shall not enter My rest.‘ For if Joshua had given them rest, then He
would not afterward have spoken of another day. There remains therefore a rest for the people of God‖
(Heb. 4:1-9).

The early New Testament church believed in the 7000 year plan of God. Edward Gibbon in his famous book
"The Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire" (chapter 15) gives evidence to support that this was a fact of
history:
"The ancient and popular doctrine of the Millennium was intimately connected with the second coming of
Christ. As the works of the creation had been finished in 6 days, their duration in their present
state...was fixed to 6 000 years. By the same analogy it was inferred that this long period of labour and
contention...would be succeeded by a joyful Sabbath of a thousand years; and that Christ, with the
triumphant band of the saints and the elect who had escaped death, or who had been miraculously revived,
would reign upon earth till the time appointed for the last and general resurrection."
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Iranaeus was a disciple of Polycarp who succeeded the apostle John in Asia Minor (Turkey). In his work
"Against All Heresies" he wrote: "For in as many days as this world was made, in so many thousand years
shall it be concluded" (5.28.3).
In Halley's Handbook on page 33 we also read: "The epistle of Barnabas in the beginning of the Christian era
mentioned in a belief then held that as there had been 2 000 years from Adam to Abraham and 2 000 years
from Abraham to Christ so there would be 2 000 years for the Christian era and then would come the
millennium even as the six days of creation were followed by a day of rest, a seventh day of rest.
Inasmuch as we are now drawing toward the close of 2 000 years of the Christian era it will now be known for
sure what there is to this belief."
With the last of the ten resurrections of the Roman Empire forming in the European Union which will trigger off
the Great Tribulation we know that we are getting very close to the end of man‘s rule. Jesus said that unless
those days are cut short no one would survive (Matthew 24:22). This implies that the 6 000 years will be cut
short as man will have reached the end of his rope and would totally destroy himself were it not for God‘s
intervention to cut it short.
In his book ―The Incredible Human Potential‖ Herbert W. Armstrong says the following:
―God ordained that 6 000 years of sinning human existence PROVE FOR ALL TIME that Satan's way can
result only in evils, suffering, frustration, hopelessness, and death. God is allowing Satan to deceive and
sway mankind for 6 000 years to PROVE this truth, not only to the human race, but [also] to…the angels‖
(p.93).
Why was Satan allowed to remain on earth and sway mankind? God could have judged Satan and
removed him before he created Adam. Why didn‘t God remove him before he created Adam?
As painful as it would be for mankind, God‘s decision to allow Satan to stay and tempt mankind for 6 000
years would deepen the contrast between God‘s way of life and the way of sin. It would allow the worst of
humanity to display itself and build up the FULL range of sin and wrong experience to prove for the rest of
eternity that sin hurts. A period of 6 000 years is nothing compared to the rest of eternity.
Why were we created physical and mortal? Why weren‘t we created as spirit beings that are immune to
physical pain? There are a few possible reasons. One is to understand more deeply the lesson that sin
hurts than we could have if we were created as spirit beings like the angels. Without feeling pain we are
often a lot slower in changing our ways to stop doing things that are destructive to ourselves and others.
Another reason is to understand the meaning of family since angels don‘t experience family relationships
like we do. Yet another reason is to help keep us humble and to more deeply appreciate God‘s greatness
when we see it compared to our own minute power in comparison. Our life is so temporary in comparison.
God wants to impress those lessons on our minds.
Now we know that Christ has died once to pay for sin for ALL TIME (Hebrews 10:12) and that Satan will no
longer be an influence after the New Jerusalem comes to earth, so we need to keep those points in mind
for any projects God has in mind after the New Jerusalem has come down to earth.
Now the Bible is silent on this point, but let‘s hypothetically look at the possibility of God‘s family continuing
to expand after the New Jerusalem comes to earth with new people being born on other planets throughout
the universe. Because of the 6 000 years of suffering that has occurred on earth there will be people in
God‘s family who have repented from every imaginable sin and suffered every imaginable kind of suffering
there is. They will be able to play back and convey to anyone who has their doubts just how awful those
sins are and convince them using their own experience as a reference that SIN HURTS and is just not
worth it!

5] Why do we have so much suffering in the world?
Today we live in a world of such awesome progress and advancement yet at the same time is filled with
terrible evil and suffering. The baffling question for so many today is ―Why can‘t the minds that can learn to
fly to the moon and back, transplant hearts, produce computers and technological marvels, solve
mankind‘s problems that create all this suffering?‖
We have just looked at a few of the major reasons for that suffering. Mankind is cut off from God and the
power of His Holy Spirit that gives us the ability to live by God‘s way of life. We are too prone to go along
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with our human nature and do what is selfish without God‘s help. Human nature is not evil. It is neutral. It
can be swayed to do good (Ezra 1:1) as well as swayed to do evil.
Human nature tends to follow the path of least resistance. Often it takes more effort to do what is right than
do what is wrong. One example is giving into sexual lust rather than waiting until marriage for sex. Another
is doing nothing compared to going out of our way to help others and be generous. Because of this extra
effort needed to do what is right, we need the extra power that God provides through His Holy Spirit.
For the past 6 000 years God has had a ―hands off‖ policy with this world except for calling those ahead of
time who will help rule with Christ at His return. Man is suffering because of his lack of spiritual knowledge
(Hosea 4:6). The knowledge of God‘s way of life isn‘t being taught or made available like it will be in the
World Tomorrow (Isaiah 11:9). Most of mankind doesn‘t have this spiritual knowledge because it is not
available to them or they have wilfully rejected God‘s truth.
Another major reason is that mankind is constantly being influenced by Satan‘s broadcasts which move us
to disobey God and live selfishly, often at the expense of others. Satan is called the ―prince of the power of
the air‖ in Ephesians 2:2. Our minds are automatically tuned into his broadcasts which we still feel even
after baptism. In Matthew 4:3 he is called ―the tempter‖. Christians have three things that pull them in the
wrong direction. We have Satan‘s influence, the wrong influence of this world and the pull of our own
human nature.
A lot of our suffering comes as a result of our wrong choices. There is a cause for every effect. God
choices will lead to good things in life. Bad choices will lead to pain and suffering. In Galatians 6:7 we
read: ―Do not be deceived, God is not mocked; for whatever a man sows, that he will also reap‖. God told
Israel that if they obeyed Him good things would happen to them and if they disobeyed their actions would
cause all sorts of suffering (Leviticus 26).
In his book ―Between Two Truths‖ Klyne Snodgrass writes the following:
―There is a big difference between God's permitting events and His causing them. If God causes evil, he
must be held accountable for it. If he permits evil, the responsibility for it is placed on the free will of the
persons doing it. We may question why God values free will so much, but there is no doubt that he does.
―Being human means being responsible for our actions and being subject to
the actions of others. Our neighbour has the free will to commit murder, and we
could well be the victim of his free will. To be human means to be a resident of
the old age where sin (ours and others'), suffering, tragedy, and death are all
commonplace. God created the world, willing to chance what free human
beings would do. God may be responsible for allowing such a world to exist,
but He is not directly responsible for all the events that take place‖ (p.146).
We also have to be careful of taking a simplistic approach when trying to
understand why some people live well and others suffer.
―We cannot avoid interpreting events, but we must remember that our conclusions are based on partial
understanding. If a tornado skips a church and destroys a bar, should we conclude that the tornado was
sent as a judgment of God? What do we say if the tornado hits the church and misses the bar? That God
wanted us to build a larger church? The tensions in the Bible keep us from drawing what seem to be the
‗obvious‘ conclusions‖ (Between Two Truths, p.143).
A tragedy in our life can occur for many different reasons. It could happen because of a sin or bad choice
on our part. It could happen because of someone else‘s sin. It could happen because of negligence on our
part or that of someone else. It could happen because of time and chance (Ecclesiastes 9:11) such as
being in the wrong place at the wrong time.
God will often allow christians to suffer pain and poverty to help teach them lessons such as humility and
patience (1 Peter 1:6-7). Some of God‘s servants were quite wealthy like Abraham and Solomon. Others
were quite poor yet no less righteous.
The writer of Psalm 73 saw wicked men who were quite rich and seemed to have a good life and he had a
hard time trying to understand why. ―I was envious of the boastful, when I saw the prosperity of the
wicked…When I thought how to understand this, it was too painful for me—until I went into the sanctuary of
God; then I understood their end‖ (Psalm 73:3, 16-17) It was only when he realized that they would be
judged by God for their actions that he realized he was much better off than they were.
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Wealth can lead to people caring little for God and all sorts of other problems. ―Those who desire to be rich
fall into temptation and a snare, and into many foolish and harmful lusts which drown men in destruction
and perdition‖ (1 Timothy 6:9).
―The Bible does not allow us to view prosperity simply as either a right of Christians or a reward from God.
Neither does it allow us to view tragedy as simply something from which Christians are promised
deliverance, or as a judgment of God‖ (Between Two Truths, p.149).
Trials bring out both the best and worst in people. When we are put under the pressure of trials it tests just
how good our character really is. Will we put the needs of others ahead of our own or will we be selfish?
Will we fly off the handle or will we calmly handle the situation in a godly way? The pressure of trials help
mould our character and show God what we are made of.
God is described as ―sit[ting] as a refiner and purifier of silver‖ in Malachi 3:2-3. To be made pure, gold and
silver have to be heated by fire to melting point and then the impurities can be separated from the gold and
silver. In the same way trials heat us up and allow God to mould us and remove the impurities of bad habits
from our character as we learn lessons from them.
A silversmith has to constantly pay attention and monitor the temperature of the furnace so it doesn‘t get
too hot and spoil the product. God won‘t give us more than we are able to bear (1 Corinthians 10:13) and
He is intimately aware of what we are going through when we go through trials. How does a silversmith
know when the product is ready? When he can see his own image reflecting in it. God wants to see His
character in us reflecting back at Him.
We also need to remember that He has perfect timing when He intervenes for us. Our prayers can
sometimes be hindered through our lack of obedience (1 Peter 3:7) and a lack of trust in Him to intervene
(Matthew 13:58). At other times it just simply isn‘t the right time.
The apostle Paul in 2 Corinthians 1:3-5 wrote: ―Blessed be the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ,
the Father of mercies and God of all comfort, who comforts us in all our tribulation, that we may be able to
comfort those who are in any trouble, with the comfort with which we ourselves are comforted by God. For
as the sufferings of Christ abound in us, so our consolation also abounds through Christ.‖
In Colossians 1:24 he said: ―I now rejoice in my sufferings for you, and fill up in my flesh what is lacking in
the afflictions of Christ.‖ Christ went through an incredible amount of suffering and has become our High
Priest who can sympathize with our weaknesses and the pain that we go through (Hebrews 4:15). Having
said that, Christ hasn‘t personally suffered many of the problems that people go through in this world. He
hasn‘t personally suffered from being an alcoholic or a drug addict or from sexual abuse or many other
tragedies.
When we go through trials we fill up what is lacking in the afflictions of Christ as we experience problems
that He didn‘t personally go through. In the World Tomorrow and Great White Throne Judgment period
there will be spirit-born members of the church who will be able to empathize and counsel people with all
kinds of different problems that people go through because they‘ll have been through those kinds of trials
themselves. Sometimes this is why God allows church members to suffer different kinds of tragedies so
they can comfort and help those with similar problems in the future.
Sometimes terrible tragedies strike those of us in the church. Such trials will either strengthen or weaken
our character. When we do go through trials we need to examine whether those trials and tragedies have
strengthened or weakened our character in certain areas. If we find our character has been weakened by
those trials (For example, if our capacity to give and reach out to others has been weakened) then we need
to seek God‘s help in strengthening us in those areas.
Deep pain can also be beneficial from the point of view in that it can often lead to deeper repentance. The
deeper the pain that people suffer as their life falls down around them, the more motivated they often are in
making up for their mistakes. Take the apostle Peter, for example. He was deeply humbled and wept
bitterly after he denied Christ three times (Luke 22:33-34, 54-62). The pain of that experience played a big
part in ridding himself of the impatience that often got him into trouble. He became extremely motivated to
make up for his mistakes and became a great pillar in the church.
Deep pain can also deepen our appreciation for God‘s way of life and life in general. There are the old
sayings that you don‘t know what you‘ve got until it‘s gone and you can‘t really appreciate life until you‘ve
been burned. When we have it so easy and are well off financially (say, compared to people in third world
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countries) we can take our blessings and friendships for granted. Anyone who comes close to losing their
life almost always finds themself much more appreciative of life and their friends.
God does work in mysterious ways. His thoughts are not our thoughts (Isaiah 55:8-9) and He often doesn‘t
give us any idea why He lets us suffer at times like Job. Sometimes God doesn‘t make sense but we must
remember that He has a much greater perspective than we do. He may not let us in on why we are
suffering, like in the case of Job, but He can see opportunities and dangers that we can‘t see.
God does love us all deeply as can be seen in the incredible sacrifice that Christ made. He doesn‘t cause
suffering but when He allows suffering in our lives it is for a purpose. God is a fair God and He is a God of
love and it is important that we trust in Him and believe in that, even when He doesn‘t seem to make sense
at times.

6] What is salvation?
What does it mean to be saved? Webster‘s Dictionary defines salvation as ―Preservation from destruction,
failure or other evil.‖ When it comes to God‘s plan for mankind what destruction or evil are being saved
from? Webster‘s Dictionary offers another definition for salvation. It says that salvation is ―the saving of
man from the spiritual consequences of sin; especially deliverance from sin and eternal damnation‖.
This definition is an accurate one according to the Bible. If we are being saved from the consequences of
sin then we need to find out what sin is. In 1 John 3:4 it says that ―sin is the transgression of the law‖
(KJV). But what law?
In Romans 7:7 Paul wrote: "Why, had it not been for the Law, I would never have known what sin meant!
For I had not known lust, except the Law had said, Thou shalt not covet" (Moffatt Version). God‘s law
defines what sin is. It tells us what is right and wrong and tells us what will work and what won‘t work. This
law says: "Thou shalt not covet." That law is the Ten Commandments. Sin, which is breaking God‘s law, is
old word that means to miss the mark.
If sin is breaking God‘s law then what is the penalty for breaking that law. We find the answer in Romans
6:23 which says: ―For the wages of sin is death; but the gift of God is eternal life through Jesus Christ our
Lord.‖
All of us only have a brief temporary life. Unless we receive the gift of eternal life we will all die – the
ultimate penalty for sin. Only God has immortality (1 Timothy 6:16). In Romans 3:23 we read that ―ALL
have sinned‖ and therefore all of us have earned the death penalty! How can we be freed from that death
penalty and have a chance of eternal life?
Living a perfect life from now on won‘t free us from the death penalty just as a man convicted of committing
murder last month does not erase his sentence by being law-abiding this month. All of our law keeping from
here on cannot erase the penalty for our PAST law-breaking. So how can we be freed of that death
penalty?
Paul tells us how in Romans 5:7-8: ―For scarcely for a righteous man will one die; yet perhaps for a good
man someone would even dare to die. But God demonstrates His own love toward us, in that while we
were still sinners, Christ died for us.‖ Jesus Christ has paid that penalty on our behalf so we don‘t have to
pay it. How can one person‘s death pay the penalty for all mankind? By the simple fact that it was Christ
through who God created mankind. As our Creator His life was worth more than all of our lives put
together.
Paul goes on to say: ―Much more then, having now been justified by His blood, we
shall be saved from wrath through Him. For if when we were enemies we were
reconciled to God through the death of His Son, much more, having been
reconciled, we shall be saved by His life‖ (Romans 5:9-10).
A couple of words that he uses here which you may not understand that well are
justified and reconciled. Justified means to make right or be found innocent. We
talk about left or right justifying text in a document which means to make it line up
right. We are justified by Christ‘s blood. We are made right or pronounced innocent
because Christ paid the sentence of death for us.
We are reconciled to God through Christ‘s sacrifice. To reconcile two people means to bring them back
together again in peace. Our sins have cut us off from God (Isaiah 59:2) but we can be brought back to
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God when that penalty is paid for us and we choose to accept what Christ has offered. Accepting this offer
of Christ paying the penalty for us is part of what we mean we accept Christ as our personal Saviour.
Another old English word that comes up in the Bible is sanctification. What does it mean to be sanctified?
The word sanctify means to be set apart by God. It has nothing to do with how good we are. It means God
has set us apart from the rest of the world. The word saint comes from sanctify. It is a word that applies to
all christians (Romans 1:7, 1 Corinthians 1:2, 2 Corinthians 1:1). It has nothing to do with how good a
life we live. It simply means God has set a christian apart from the rest of the world through giving them the
Holy Spirit.
Salvation is a process. We are ―saved now‖ from past sins. We are ―being saved‖ from the sins (bad habits)
that have earned us the death penalty and then we shall be ―fully saved‖ at the resurrection to immortality.
Because we continue to sin in this life we need to ask God to forgive us regularly so the new sins that we
commit after baptism don‘t leave another death penalty hanging over us again. We are not fully and completely
saved until the resurrection to immortality when our character is fully set and we will not sin ever again. Let‘s
look at this three stage process of salvation.
In Ephesians 2:8 we read: ―For by grace you have been saved [PAST TENSE] through faith, and that not
of yourselves; it is the gift of God.‖ The word grace simply means gift. This grace spoken of here is the gift
of forgiveness made possible through Christ‘s sacrifice. This gift is made possible when we repent of our
sins and those sins are washed away when we are baptized.
Repentance simply means to turn around and go in the opposite direction. To repent means to turn from
the direction of sin (the GET way of life) and start obeying God and live by His laws. We may stumble as
we strive to walk God‘s way but we are trying our best to live by ALL of God‘s way of life.
Ephesians 2:8 plainly says that salvation is a gift from God. We cannot earn it by anything that we do. The
offer of God‘s Holy Spirit is available to everyone but there are conditions which we have to meet before he
gives us the gift of the Holy Spirit. We have to repent and be baptized.
In Acts 2:38-39 we read: ―Peter said to them, ‗Repent, and let every one of you be baptized in the name of
Jesus Christ for the remission of sins; and you shall receive the gift of the Holy Spirit. For the promise is to
you and to your children, and to all who are afar off, as many as the Lord our God will call‘‖.
Salvation is and will always be a gift which we can NEVER earn but if we never fulfil the conditions of
repentance and baptism (Acts 2:38-39) He'll NEVER give it to us. Repentance is an ongoing condition to
retain the Holy Spirit within us (Psalm 51:11). In his booklet ―Just What Do You Mean…Conversion?‖
Herbert W. Armstrong writes:
―There is a sense in which true conversion does take place at a definite time -- all at once. But it is also true
that in another sense conversion is worked out gradually -- a process of development and growth. Now
NOTICE carefully!
―WHEN does one really become a Christian? It is when he receives God's Holy Spirit. In Romans 8:9 we
read that unless we have the Holy Spirit, we are not Christ's -- not Christians. There is a definite TIME
when God's Spirit enters into one. At the very moment he receives the Holy Spirit, he is, in this first sense,
converted. Yes, all at once! If he has Christ's Spirit, he is CHRIST'S -- he is a Christian! The very Life of
God has entered into (impregnated) him. He has been begotten as a child of God. But does that mean his
salvation is complete? Is he now fully and finally ‗saved‘? Is that all there is to it? Is he now, suddenly,
perfect? Is it now impossible for him to do WRONG? No! FAR FROM IT!‖ (p.2).
In 1 Corinthians 1:18 we read: ―For the message of the cross is foolishness to those who are perishing,
but to us who are being saved [PRESENT TENSE] it is the power of God.‖ Because we continue to sin in
this life we need to ask God to forgive us regularly so the new sins that we commit after baptism don‘t leave
another death penalty hanging over us again.
God is reproducing Himself through us and wants us to become a part of His family. God knows that if He
wants to have a harmonious family He would have to have givers, not getters. He doesn‘t want anyone in
his family who are rebellious like Satan. He needs to be sure that we will always follow Him for the rest of
eternity. God wants to builds His character in all of us so we can join His family. Remember that God can‘t
build His character in us instantly. It takes time and must be DEVELOPED by the CHOICE of the one in
whom it comes to exist.
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―Perfect, holy and righteous character is the ability in such separate entity to come to discern the true and
right way from the false, to make voluntarily a full and unconditional surrender to God and his perfect way -to yield to be conquered by God -- to determine even against temptation or self-desire, to live and to do the
right. And even then such holy character is the gift of God. It comes by yielding to God to instill HIS LAW
(God's right way of life) within the entity who so decides and wills‖ (Mystery of the Ages, p.58).
In Revelation 3:21 Christ says to the Laodiceans: "To him who overcomes I will grant to sit with me on my
throne, as I also overcame." We have to be overcomers and overcome just as Christ did.
What does it mean to overcome?
1) Overcome the world or society‘s temptations to sin - "For whatever is born of God overcomes the
world. And this is the victory that has overcome the world; our faith" (1 John 5:4).
2) Overcome Satan's pulls - "I write to you, young men, because you have overcome the wicked one. (1
John 2:13).
3) Overcome evil / sin - ―Do not be overcome by evil, but overcome evil with good" (Romans 12:21).
Overcome does not mean to be TOTALLY PERFECT in this life. We are only humans and we can never
obtain absolute perfection in this life. The majority of the time (maybe 80/90/95%) of the time we can live
good, just lives. It's the other 5/10/20% that is 100 times more difficult, yea, near impossible the closer we
get to 100%, so from that perspective there is a lot in this life that we can accomplish in terms of developing
character as we allow God to build His character in us.
In his booklet ―Just What Do You Mean…Conversion?‖ Herbert W. Armstrong writes:
―But if, while walking down this lighted path with God, one stumbles and falls down, does God kick him
aside? [1 John 1:9]: ‗If we [we who are Christians -- it is not talking about the unconverted] confess our
sins, he is faithful and just to forgive us our sins, and to cleanse us from all unrighteousness.‘ So notice the
‗IF.‘ ‗If we confess our sins.‘ When we stumble, we must admit it -- we must repent of it -- we must ask
forgiveness. If we deny it, or blame it on somebody else, we shall not be forgiven. We must confess it -- to
God!‖ (p.10).
Those sins are washed clean and we again have a perfect record in God's eyes even if we have a hard
time forgiving and forgetting ourselves. If we fail to confess our sins, if we persist with our sins (Hebrews
10:26) that record stays until such a time that we repent. Romans 5:10 says that ―we shall by saved by His
life‖. ―Christ‘s death removes your past guilt - but it requires a living Saviour, the life of Christ as a daily
High Priest at the right hand of God the Father, to forgive you on a daily basis‖ (How to Get Rid of Guilt,
p.31).
In Romans 8:11 we read: ―But if the Spirit of Him who raised Jesus from the dead dwells in you, He who
raised Christ from the dead will also give life to your mortal bodies through His Spirit who dwells in you.‖ As
long as we have God‘s Holy Spirit when Christ returns or at death if we die beforehand then God will
resurrect us to immortality at Christ‘s return.
If we continue to regularly strive to overcome sin and confess our sins when we stumble we will continue to
have the Holy Spirit. We can lose the Holy Spirit by deliberately turning from God‘s way of life or from
neglecting to live God‘s way.
―It is only the one who QUITS and GIVES UP (Hebrews 10:38) -- who REJECTS God, and God's WAY,
and rejects Christ as his Saviour -- who neglects or turns FROM this direction of GOD'S WAY, in his mind
and heart (in his inner INTENT) who deliberately and intentionally in his mind -- or, from continued neglect - TURNS FROM Christ -- who is lost.‖
In Matthew 24:13 we read that ―he who endures to the end shall be saved [FUTURE TENSE]" (see also
Matthew 10:22 & Romans 5:9).
We shall be finally and completely saved at the resurrection to immortality. Our character will be fully set for
eternity. In a prophecy about the future in Hebrews 12:22-23 we read: ―But you have come to Mount Zion
and to the city of the living God, the heavenly Jerusalem, to an innumerable company of angels, to the
general assembly and church of the firstborn who are registered in heaven, to God the Judge of all, to the
spirits of just men made perfect‖.
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Through a divine miracle which we may never fully comprehend, God will be able to set our character at
the resurrection so we can never sin again. The apostle John wrote in 1 John 3:9 that ―Whoever has been
born of God does not sin, for His seed remains in him; and he cannot sin, because he has been born of
God.‖ At the resurrection we will have God‘s perfect, holy and righteous character for the rest of eternity if
we continue to live God‘s way and have God‘s spirit within us at Christ‘s second coming.
In his booklet ―Just What Do You Mean…Conversion?‖ Herbert W. Armstrong writes:
―But, someone may ask, what if one's life is cut off, and he dies before he has attained this perfection? Is
he saved, or lost? The answer is that we shall never obtain absolute perfection in this life. ―I said, earlier,
that a person who is converted does receive the Holy Spirit at a definite time -- all at once! Not the full
measure Christ had -- he is not at once full grown spiritually -- only a spiritual babe in Christ. Yet he is then
a changed, converted person -- changed in mind, in attitude, in the direction he has set himself to travel.
―Even though he has not yet reached perfection -- even though he may have stumbled under temptation,
and taken a spiritual fall -- as long as, in his mind and heart, he is earnestly striving to travel GOD'S WAY,
to overcome and grow spiritually -- as long as God's Spirit is in him -- as long as he is being LED BY the
Spirit of God, he is a begotten SON OF GOD. If, anywhere along this life's journey, that life is cut short,
such a man will be resurrected -- saved -- immortal in God's Kingdom‖ (Just What Do You
Mean…Conversion?, p.15-16).

7] How can God change us from matter to spirit beings?
How God will bridge the gap between man and God and transform us from beings made of matter to spirit
beings at the resurrection? Herbert W. Armstrong explains this in his book ―The Incredible Human
Potential‖:
―Matter is NOT Spirit -- cannot be converted into Spirit. HOW, then, can God change mortal material MAN
into immortal, Spirit-composed GOD?…To make it possible to bridge the gap -- or to make the transition of
MANKIND, composed wholly of MATTER, into SPIRIT beings in God's Kingdom, then to be composed
wholly of Spirit, and at the same time to give MAN a MIND like God's -- God put a spirit in each human.
―In Job 32:8 we read, ‗There is a spirit in man: and the inspiration of the Almighty giveth them
understanding‘…It is NOT a spirit person or being. It is not the MAN, but spirit essence IN the man. It is
NOT a soul -- the physical human is a soul… It is that nonphysical component in the human brain that does
not exist in the brain of animals…The SPIRIT in man RECORDS what the brain comes to know, even the
attitude, the facets of CHARACTER, not only of the human brain, but also of the whole body. It keeps the
imprint even of the fingerprints…
―Compare it to a sculptor's mould. The sculptor may want to produce a bronze statue of a man. The
sculptor might use clay to form a clay model -- or plaster of paris. Then the sculptor makes a MOULD of the
model he has formed and shaped. The mould is a hollow form, made from the finished model. Into the
mould is poured molten liquid bronze which then solidifies. The mould is removed, and the bronze figure is
an EXACT copy of the original model.
―The spirit that is in every human acts as a MOULD. It PRESERVES the human's MEMORY, his
CHARACTER, his FORM AND SHAPE. Now I do not conceive, naturally, that the spirit is a hollow form.
But it supplies the same purpose as the sculptor's mould.
―If one has received the Holy Spirit, then in the resurrection, God will provide a SPIRIT BODY, formed and
shaped by the Spirit moud. The resurrected being will be COMPOSED of SPIRIT, not matter as the human
model was. In the resurrected SPIRIT form he will suddenly come ALIVE. It will seem like the next flash of
a second from his loss of consciousness at time of death. He will have all his memory intact. He will look as
he did in human life in form and shape…
―The CHARACTER which he allowed God to build within him will be there. He will be alive FOREVER! And,
like God the Father, by his own will, he will have been made so that he CANNOT sin (1 John 3:9). The
body that comes in the resurrection is not the same body that was flesh and blood in this human lifetime.
God does not turn flesh and blood matter INTO Spirit. The flesh and blood physical body, after death,
decomposes and decays, but the spirit that was IN that body, like the sculptor's mould, preserves all the
form and shape, the memory, and the character INTACT. And that mould, being spirit does not change -even though the resurrection may take place thousands of years after death‖ (p.71-72, 86-87).
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What will it be like to in the first resurrection and be a God being? When changed into spirit, will we have
the amazing ability to suddenly appear out of nowhere and even pass through solid objects? In John
20:19-26 Jesus, with His spirit body, suddenly appeared to the disciples after they had shut the doors of
the room they were in. In Luke 24:38-43 we read how Jesus was able to transform himself into flesh and
bone when he wanted to and He even ate with the disciples after His resurrection.
Just after His resurrection, Christ would not let anyone touch Him because He had not yet ascended to His
Father's throne in heaven (John 20:17) but later that day Christ allowed His disciples to touch Him
(Matthew 28:9). This shows that He had travelled to heaven and returned to earth on the same day! Our
spirit bodies be capable of travelling through space at incredible speeds much faster than light.
Can you imagine what the first resurrection will be like when we will be beamed up to meet Christ in the
clouds? All of a sudden we will have ALL of the emotions, the sensory powers, the knowledge and the very
power of God! Imagine never getting sick, never getting tired, being full of power, energy, intelligence and
able to travel across the galaxy in seconds.

8] What does it mean to be born again?
We have seen that God is a family and that He wants to expand that family. Let‘s now look at how we can be
begotten and born into that family. What does it really mean to be born again!
In Romans 1:20 we read: ―For since the creation of the world His invisible attributes are clearly seen, being
understood by the things that are made.‖ God has patterned many things He has created in the physical
world after things in the spirit world. Some of our animals are patterned after the appearance of certain
features of the angels. The tabernacle that God told Israel to make and the Ark of the Covenant were also
patterned after the pattern seen at God‘s throne in heaven (Revelation 11:19). Likewise, the way in which
a baby is born is patterned after how God plans to reproduce Himself through mankind.
By understanding how a baby is born we can better understand how God plans to reproduce Himself
through us human beings. All human life comes from a tiny egg called an ovum which is produced inside a
human mother. This ovum has a very limited life of about 24 hours unless it is fertilized by a sperm cell
from a male. Compared to eternity, our human life, of an average of 70 years, is very limited indeed (1
Peter 1:24). Once the tiny sperm cell combines with the ovum the genes from both the mother and father
join and create a new life! A human being has been conceived but it is not yet a born human being. It still
has a long way to go before that momentous day. Human life has merely been begotten, not born.
The apostle Paul shows how receiving God‘s spirit at baptism is just like a sperm and an egg joining
together when a new life is begotten. In Romans 8:15-17 he wrote: ―For you did not receive the spirit of
bondage again to fear, but you received the Spirit of adoption by whom we cry out, ‗Abba, Father‘. The
Spirit [itself] bears witness with our spirit that we are children of God, and if children, then heirs—heirs of
God and joint heirs with Christ, if indeed we suffer with Him, that we may also be glorified together‖.
God has put a spirit component in our brains called the spirit in man (1 Corinthians 2:11) which gives us
emotional self-awareness and a mind that animals do not have. The spirit in man in each of us is like the
ovum and God‘s spirit is like the sperm from the father (1 Peter 1:23).
At baptism the two unite to form a newly begotten spiritual life. A new God being has
been begotten but he or she still has a long way to go before he or she is born into
God‘s family. God‘s divine spiritual nature (2 Peter 1:4) has been imparted to the newly
converted person after they have been baptized and received God‘s spirit through the
laying on of hands. God‘s nature, given as we develop the fruits of God‘s spirit, is like
the genes that come from the father. God the Father then becomes a real father to us
every bit as much as our own human father is in this very real process of spiritual
reproduction if we choose to be baptized!
We won‘t be born until later but the moment we receive God‘s spirit we truly become a child of God (1 John
3:1). The same is true of a baby in its mother‘s womb. It may not yet be born but it is a child of its parents
already. To take away that life through abortion as many do is just as wrong in God‘s eyes as it would be to kill
a baby after it‘s already born!
A human life begins with a fertilized egg no bigger than a pin point. During a period called gestation which
normally lasts for nine months it will grow thousands of times bigger. As it grows, the physical organs and
characteristics gradually are formed. A heart forms and begins to beat. Other internal organs begin to form,
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then the head, legs and arms. Finally hair begins to grow on the head and facial features take shape.
During this time it must be nourished and protected by its mother as it grows in the womb.
Just as the human sperm cell is the very smallest of all human cells, newly begotten christians start out
with a very small measure of God's Holy Spirit and character. In the parable of the sower Christ explained
that he who received seed on the good ground ―bears fruit and produces: some a hundredfold, some sixty,
some thirty‖ (Matthew 13:23).
As we grow in God‘s character the measure of God‘s spirit grows in us many times over. Just as a human
embryo develops all the different organs and features of a baby, so too, we must grow (2 Peter 3:18) and
develop the fruits of God‘s spirit which are ―love, joy, peace, longsuffering, kindness, goodness,
faithfulness, gentleness [and] self-control‖ (Galatians 5:22-23).
Like an embryo in its mother‘s womb is nourished, we must be nourished by spiritual food. Jesus said,
―Man shall not live by bread alone, but by every word that proceeds from the mouth of God‖ (Matthew 4:4).
The church acts as our mother providing that spiritual food through the messages that we receive through
the ministry.
The apostle Paul wrote the following about how the church acts like
our mother: ―And He Himself gave some to be apostles, some
prophets, some evangelists, and some pastors and teachers, for the
equipping of the saints for the work of ministry, for the edifying of the
body of Christ, till we all come to the unity of the faith and of the
knowledge of the Son of God, to a perfect man, to the measure of
the stature of the fullness of Christ; that we should no longer be
children, tossed to and fro and carried about with every wind of
doctrine, by the trickery of men, in the cunning craftiness of deceitful
plotting, but, speaking the truth in love, may grow up in all things into
Him who is the head—Christ‖ (Ephesians 4:11-15).
The church helps protect us from being tossed to and fro by false doctrines just as a mother protects her
child in her womb. [Please note that the church being like a mother is a completely separate analogy to
other places where we are told that the church is like a virgin who will marry Christ at His second coming.]
Not all babies make it to that moment of being born into the world. Sometimes a woman has a miscarriage
when a baby doesn‘t develop properly. Likewise, we can be a spiritual miscarriage if we don‘t grow in
God‘s character after we have received God‘s spirit.
Those who have received God‘s spirit through baptism and the laying on of hands can lose out if they turn
their back on God‘s calling through deliberate choice or by neglect. Paul encourages those who have
received God‘s spirit not to ―neglect so great a salvation‖ in Hebrews 2:3.
Paul was aware that he could lose out and become a spiritual miscarriage. He said, ―I discipline my body
and bring it into subjection, lest, when I have preached to others, I myself should become disqualified‖ (1
Corinthians 9:27).
After a period of nine months on average comes the big day when the baby is finally born. At the resurrection
those who have God‘s spirit will be transformed and be born into God‘s family on the same God level of
existence as God the Father and Jesus Christ.
The apostle Paul puts its this way: ―For our citizenship is in heaven, from which we also eagerly wait for the
Savior, the Lord Jesus Christ, who will transform our lowly body that it may be conformed to His glorious
body‖ (Philippians 3:20-21).
In Romans 8:19-23 Paul wrote that the creation groans and travails in pain like a mother in labour as we look
forward to being delivered from this world and our mortality and receive our glorious new bodies.
1 Corinthians 15 is often called the resurrection chapter. Paul explains the resurrection in that chapter this
way: ―Christ is risen from the dead, and has become the firstfruits of those who have fallen asleep. For
since by man came death, by Man also came the resurrection of the dead. For as in Adam all die, even so
in Christ all shall be made alive. But each one in his own order: Christ the firstfruits, afterward those who
are Christ‘s at His coming…
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―The body is sown in corruption, it is raised in incorruption. It is sown
in dishonor, it is raised in glory. It is sown in weakness, it is raised in
power. It is sown a natural body, it is raised a spiritual body. There is
a natural body, and there is a spiritual body…Now this I say,
brethren, that flesh and blood cannot inherit the kingdom of God; nor
does corruption inherit incorruption. Behold, I tell you a mystery: We
shall not all sleep, but we shall all be changed—in a moment, in the
twinkling of an eye, at the last trumpet. For the trumpet will sound,
and the dead will be raised incorruptible, and we shall be changed.
For this corruptible must put on incorruption, and this mortal must put
on immortality‖ (1 Corinthians 15:20-23, 42-44, 50-53).
Many people in the Protestant churches teach that we are born again when we accept Christ as our
Saviour. Are we born again in this life at baptism or are we born again at the resurrection?
When Nicodemus came to Jesus He said to him, ―Most assuredly, I say to you, unless one is born of water
[baptism] and the Spirit [at the resurrection], he cannot enter the kingdom of God. That which is born of the
flesh IS flesh, and that which is born of the Spirit IS SPIRIT‖ (John 3:5-6). He isn‘t just a spiritual person
who‘s living a good life. If one is born of the spirit HE IS SPIRIT! Christ went on to explain it further:
―Do not marvel that I said to you, ‗You must be born again.‘ The wind blows where it wishes, and you hear
the sound of it, but cannot tell where it comes from and where it goes. So is everyone who is born of the
Spirit‖ (John 3:7-8). Notice that the person, NOT the effects of his conversion is compared to the wind. A spirit
being in God‘s family is powerful and invisible just like the wind but much more powerful.‖
Colossians 1:18 (and also Revelation 1:5) says that Christ is the "firstborn FROM THE DEAD". We are born
of God when we are raised from the dead (or changed) at the resurrection. Paul wrote that ―we know that all
things work together for good to those who love God, to those who are the called according to His
purpose…to be conformed to the image of His Son, that He might be the firstborn among many brethren‖
(Romans 8:28-29). Christ through His life and His resurrection from the dead became the pioneer of how
God is reproducing Himself. Jesus is our elder brother to those who are in the church and He is the
firstborn among many brethren in this wonderful process of spiritual reproduction.
There is a little bit of confusion on this subject because of the Greek word used by Christ when He said we are
to be born again. The Greek word is ―gennao‖. Gennao is an all-inclusive term describing the whole process
from conception to birth. A good example of another all-inclusive term to illustrate this kind of word can be
found in the German language. The German language uses the same word for an heir as it does for an
inheritor. It describes any or all parts of the inheritance process.
The Greek-English dictionary defines gennao this way: "to procreate (properly of the father, but by extension
of the mother); BEGET, be born, bring forth, CONCEIVE, be delivered of, gender." Strong's Concordance
defines gennao this way: "to procreate (prop. of the father, but by extens. of the mother); fig. to regenerate: bear, BEGET, be born, bring forth, CONCEIVE."
There are a few places in the New Testament where the word gennao is mistranslated referring to christians
as already ―born again‖ (1 Peter 1:23) and ―born of God‖ (1 John 3:9, 4:7, 5:1, 4). By understanding what the
rest of the New Testament says about this subject and the double meaning of the word gennao we can see
that gennao in those verses should be translated as ―begotten‖ rather than ―born‖.

9] Can man really become God?
The apostle Paul in the first two chapters of the book of Hebrews goes into some detail explaining our
ultimate human potential. Let‘s look at some highlights of these exciting couple of chapters. He starts off
the book of Hebrews by describing the contrast between Jesus Christ and the angels:
―God, who at various times and in various ways spoke in time past to the fathers by the prophets, has in
these last days spoken to us by His Son, whom He has appointed heir of all things, through whom also He
made the worlds…
―For to which of the angels did He ever say: ‗You are My Son, today I have begotten You‘? And again: ‗I will
be to Him a Father, and He shall be to Me a Son‘? But when He again brings the firstborn into the world,
He says: ‗Let all the angels of God worship Him‘…To which of the angels has He ever said: ‗Sit at My right
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hand, till I make your enemies your footstool‘? Are they not all ministering spirits sent forth to minister for
those who will inherit salvation?‖ (Hebrews 1:1-2, 5-6, 13-14).
The angels are called ―sons of God‖ in Job 1:6 and Job 38:7 but this is only in the sense that they were
creations of God. Paul here is saying that the angels are not begotten sons of God in the same way Jesus
Christ is. The angels are sons of God only in a figurative sense - not real begotten and born sons of God
like Jesus Christ is through the process of spiritual reproduction that we just looked at.
Paul highlights two important things that are different between Jesus and the angels – Jesus was
appointed heir (and now inherits) all things (Hebrews 1:1) and Jesus was begotten and then born of God
at the resurrection (Colossians 1:18).
Paul then goes on to show that what makes Jesus different from the angels are the same two things
that will make us human beings different from the angels at the resurrection. We will also be
begotten and then born sons of God just like Jesus Christ and we also will inherit all things.
Paul goes on to say the following in the next chapter: ―For He has not put the world to come, of which we
speak, in subjection to angels. But one testified in a certain place [David in Psalm 8], saying: ‗What is man
that You are mindful of him, or the son of man that You take care of him? You have made him a little lower
than the angels; You have crowned him with glory and honor, and set him over the works of Your hands.
You have put ALL THINGS in subjection under his feet.‘ For in that He put all in subjection under him, He
left NOTHING that is not put under him. But now we do not yet see all things put under him‖ (Hebrews 2:58).
Herbert W. Armstrong in Mystery of the Ages explains these verses this way: ―Is it possible God could mean
what He says (‗all things‘)? Nothing excluded? In the first chapter, the Moffatt translation of the Bible
renders the Greek word translated ‗all things‘ as ‗the universe.‘ In other words, for those willing to believe
what God says, He says that He has decreed the entire universe -- with all its galaxies, its countless suns
and planets -- everything -- will be put under man's subjection.
―But wait a moment! Before you disbelieve, read the next words in the same eighth verse: ‗But now we see
not yet all things [the endless universe] put under him [man].‘ Remember (verse 5), this is speaking of the
‗world to come‘ -- not today's world. But what do we see now, today? ‗But we see Jesus, who was made a
little lower than the angels [or, ‗for a little while lower‘] for the suffering of death, crowned with glory and
honour.‘
―Man, other than Christ, is NOT YET ‗crowned with glory and honour.‘ But see how Christ is already
crowned with glory and honor. Continue: ‗For it became him, for whom are all things [the entire universe]
and by whom are all things, in bringing many sons unto glory, to make the captain of their salvation perfect
through sufferings...for which cause he [Christ] is not ashamed to call them brethren‘ (verses 10-11).
―In other words, Christians having God's Spirit are joint-heirs with Christ to INHERIT all that Christ already
has inherited. He is now in glory! He has already inherited the entire universe. He sustains it by His power.
Man, if he is converted, having God's Holy Spirit (Romans 8:9), is now only an HEIR -- not yet a
possessor‖ (p.292-293).
In Hebrews 2:11 he says that ―he [Christ] is not ashamed to call them [christians] brethren‖. Jesus Christ is
our older brother and God the Father becomes our real father when we are baptized into God‘s church. At
the resurrection we will be born sons of God in the same way Jesus that is and then we will inherit all things
– THE UNIVERSE!
The terms begotten and born of God which are never applied to angels but are to those in the church show
that God really is reproducing Himself through us to one day be literal, not adopted or figurative sons of
God! Just as there are differences of talent and authority in human families, so too, are there such
differences in the family of God. God the Father is both the head of the family and the giver of all the talents
and powers that we will share.
In 1 Corinthians 6:2-3 Paul wrote: ―Do you not know that the saints will judge the world? And if the world
will be judged by you, are you unworthy to judge the smallest matters? Do you not know that we shall
judge angels?‖ Now if we won't become God beings in the future what's so special about us that would give
us the right to rule over or manage angels in the World Tomorrow?
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At the resurrection we will be on a level above the angels even though they have been around a lot longer than
us ―lowly‖ human beings and they are a lot more powerful at this time. This situation provides a wonderful
opportunity for the angels to develop humility and a willingness to serve God in this phase of God‘s great plan.
―To illustrate the primary activity of God‘s angels today, we might consider the status of the young son of a
wealthy man. While still a child, he may be under the care of an adult servant or guardian designated by his
father. The servant is older, farther advanced in knowledge, much more developed physically and
mentally—but far lower potentially. For when the son is mature, he will inherit his father‘s wealth and
power. Therefore the servant, older and more mature, is only a servant ‗ministering‘ to the young ‗heir.‘
Likewise, angels are ministering to spirit-begotten humans today‖ (Ambassador College Bible
Correspondence Course – Lesson 14, p.13).
The first commandment in Exodus 20:3 tells us that no other being or kind of being can be worshipped except
for God. In Revelation 22:8-9 we see that we are not supposed to worship angels: "Now I, John, saw and
heard these things. And when I heard and saw, I fell down to worship before the feet of the angel...Then he
said to me, See that you do not do that. For I am your fellow servant, and of your brethren the prophets and of
them which keep the words of this book. Worship God."
God ONLY can be worshipped. Now the Greek word that is used here for worship is "proskuneo". John was
FORBIDDEN to "proskuneo" the angel. In the same book in Revelation 3:9 Christ says the following to the
Philadelphia church: "I will make them [false christians] come and WORSHIP before your feet and know that I
have loved you." The Greek word used in Revelation 3:9 is EXACTLY THE SAME GREEK WORD,
"PROSKUNEO" that is used in Revelation 22:8-9 - the worship which could only be directed to God and not
to angels.
In Micah 4:4 we read a beautiful verse about the millennium which says: ―But everyone shall sit under his
vine and under his fig tree, and no one shall make them afraid; for the mouth of the LORD of hosts has
spoken. For all people walk each in the name of his god, but we will walk in the name of the LORD our God
forever and ever.‖ As well as serving the Father and Jesus Christ, people in the millennium will walk in the
name [or follow the authority] of their regional gods – you and me if we make it into God‘s kingdom.

10] What will we be doing for eternity when we are born into God’s family?
Mainstream Christianity would have us believe that when we die we go to heaven for all eternity playing
harps or whatever, yet the Bible tells us that what God has planned for us for the rest of eternity is far more
exciting! Paul describes our incredible future in these words in Romans 8:18-23:
―I consider that our present sufferings are not worth comparing
with the glory that will be revealed in us. The creation [the
universe] waits in eager expectation for the sons of God to be
revealed. For the creation was subjected to frustration, not by its
own choice, but by the will of the one who subjected it, in hope
that the creation [the universe] itself will be liberated from its
bondage to decay and brought into the glorious freedom of the
children of God. We know that the whole creation has been
groaning as in the pains of childbirth right up to the present time.
Not only so, but we ourselves, who have the firstfruits of the
Spirit, groan inwardly as we wait eagerly for our adoption as
sons, the redemption of our bodies‖ (NIV).
The universe is currently in a state of decay. It is running down
and is eagerly awaiting our birth into God‘s family so it can be set
free from that decay. Once we are finished fixing up planet Earth,
the whole universe with its billions and billions of stars and
planets awaits us. God is in the creating business and we will join
the family business of creating and beautifying the entire universe
for all eternity with God the Father and Jesus Christ.
―These scriptures indicate we shall impart life to billions and billions of dead planets, as life has been
imparted to this earth. We shall create, as God directs and instructs…It will be an eternal life of
accomplishment, constantly looking forward in…joyous anticipation to new creative projects, and still
looking back also on accomplishments with happiness and joy over what shall have been already
accomplished…With God's great master plan of seven thousand years finally completed -- the mystery of
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the ages finally revealed, and with the re-creating of the vast universe and eternity lying ahead, we come
finally to THE BEGINNING‖ (Mystery of the Ages, p.296-297).
This incredible potential is being offered by God to you and me if we choose to live by His way of life,
develop godly character and endure to the end! God is reproducing Himself through us and He wants to
share His wonderful God level of existence with each and every of us! That is our incredible human
potential!

Summary

1] Why did God create man?






The earth was originally created millions of years ago (Genesis 1:1) and then it became ―waste and
void‖ shortly prior to 6 000 years ago as a result of the rebellion of Satan and the demons (Genesis
1:2). In six days nearly 6 000 years ago, God renewed the surface of the earth (Genesis 1, Psalm
104:30).
On the sixth day God created man saying: ―Let us make man in our image, according to our likeness‖
(Genesis 1:26). The animals were created after their own kind but man was made after the GOD kind.
God wanted to share the wonderful life that He has and can offer to others with children of His own.
God wanted to have beings with different viewpoints and experiences to share their company with. God
the Father and Jesus Christ wanted to fellowship and work together with a diversity of beings at their
own level of God existence and so began the great plan of God TO REPRODUCE HIMSELF
THROUGH MANKIND!
God created the first man and called him Adam. He then took a rib from him and created Eve and put
them in the Garden of Eden (Genesis 2:15-23).

2] When did God create Adam and Eve?


The book of Genesis is richly detailed with chronological data giving us the ages of so many of the
patriarchs. Because of these details we know that God created man nearly 6 000 years ago. Most
historians and Bible scholars date the beginning of Solomon‘s reign to 969 BC (give or take a few
years). If we use 969 BC as the beginning of Solomon‘s reign then the Exodus occurred around 1445
BC and Abraham left for the land of Canaan in 1877 BC (1 Kings 6:1, Galatians 3:16-17). Using the
dates of Genesis 5 and 11 we also come up with an approximate date of 3960 BC for the year that
God created Adam and Eve. Remember that is only an approximate date. That would put the 6000th
anniversary of this momentous event around the year 2040 AD.

3] What was the purpose of the two trees in the Garden of Eden?






God cannot instantly create character. He would have created us instantly perfect if He could have.
Character requires free will and for the person to choose God‘s way and live by it even against
temptation and self-desire.
To develop their character, God tested Adam and Eve to see if they would live by His way or not. This
test involved two trees (Genesis 2:9-17). One was the tree of life which symbolized receiving God‘s
Holy Spirit and the power to live God‘s way. The other tree was the tree of the knowledge of good and
evil. They were plainly told that they could not eat from that tree.
Satan appealed to Eve‘s vanity and deceived her into thinking that she would be wise like God if she
ate of the fruit of the forbidden tree. Adam wasn‘t deceived and ate the fruit to please his wife when she
offered it to them (Genesis 3:1-17).
Their act of deliberate disobedience led to God casting them out of the Garden of Eden (Genesis 3:2224). God sentenced them and their descendants to being cut off from Him and the help of His Holy
Spirit to live His way for 6 000 years before God would intervene and take over the government of the
world.

4] Why did God cut Himself off from mankind?



God ordained that 6 000 years of sinning human existence PROVE FOR ALL TIME that Satan's way
can result only in evils, suffering, frustration, hopelessness, and death. God is allowing Satan to
deceive and sway mankind for 6 000 years to prove this truth for all time.
God‘s Master Plan involves a duration of 7000 years (2 Peter 3:8, Hebrews 4:1-9). The seven days of
Creation were a type. Just as there were six days of work followed by God resting on the Sabbath, God
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has given man six millennial days to labour with sin without His help followed by a millennium of
spiritual rest.
As painful as it would be for mankind, God‘s decision to allow Satan to stay and tempt mankind for
6000 years would deepen the contrast between God‘s way of life and the way of sin. It would allow the
worst of humanity to display itself and build up the FULL range of sin and wrong experience to prove
for the rest of eternity that sin hurts.
Why were we created physical and mortal? Why weren‘t we created as spirit beings that are immune to
physical pain? One reason is to understand more deeply the lesson that sin hurts than we could have if
we were created as spirit beings like the angels. Without feeling pain we are often a lot slower in
changing our ways to stop doing things that are destructive to ourselves and others. Another reason is
to help keep us humble and to more deeply appreciate God‘s greatness when we see it compared to
our own minute power in comparison.

5] Why do we have so much suffering in the world?







We live in a world of such awesome technical progress and advancement yet plagued with terrible evil
and suffering at the same time. Why is there such suffering? There are a number of reasons. Mankind,
as a whole, is cut off from God (Hosea 4:6) and the help of His Holy Spirit (except for those He is
calling ahead of time) and Satan continues to tempt mankind to do evil (Matthew 4:3, Revelation
12:9).
A tragedy in our life can occur for many different reasons. It could happen because of a sin or bad
choice on our part (Galatians 6:7). It could happen because of someone else‘s sin. It could happen
because of negligence on our part or that of someone else. It could happen because of time and
chance (Ecclesiastes 9:11) such as being in the wrong place at the wrong time.
God will often allow christians to suffer pain and poverty to help teach them lessons such as humility
and patience (1 Peter 1:6-7). Some of God‘s servants were quite wealthy like Abraham and Solomon.
Others were quite poor yet no less righteous.
Sometimes God allows church members to suffer different kinds of tragedies so they can comfort and
help those with similar problems in the future during the millennium and the Great White Throne
Judgment period (2 Corinthians 1:3-5, Colossians 1:24).

6] What is salvation?








Salvation means to be preserved from destruction or evil. Spiritually speaking, salvation means to be
saved from the penalty of sin (Romans 5:9-10). Sin is breaking God‘s laws (1 John 3:4) and the
penalty for sin is death (Romans 6:23). Jesus Christ has paid that penalty on our behalf so we don‘t
have to pay it (Romans 5:6-10). As our Creator His life was worth more than all of our lives put
together.
Salvation is a process. We are ―saved now‖ from past sins (Ephesians 2:8). We are ―being saved‖ from
the sins (bad habits) that have earned us the death penalty (1 Corinthians 1:18) and then we shall be
―fully saved‖ at the resurrection to immortality (Matthew 24:13, Romans 5:9).
Because we continue to sin in this life we need to ask God to forgive us regularly so the new sins that we
commit after baptism don‘t leave another death penalty hanging over us again (1 John 1:9). We are not
fully and completely saved until the resurrection to immortality when our character is fully set and we will
not sin ever again (Hebrews 12:23, 1 John 3:9).
Salvation is a gift (Ephesians 2:8) which we can NEVER earn but if we never fulfil the conditions of
repentance and baptism (Acts 2:38-39) He'll NEVER give it to us. Repentance is an ongoing condition to
retain God‘s Holy Spirit in us (Psalm 51:11).
As long as we have God‘s Holy Spirit when Christ returns or at death if we die beforehand, then God
will resurrect us to immortality at Christ‘s return (Romans 8:11). If we continue to regularly strive to
overcome sin and confess our sins when we stumble we will continue to have the Holy Spirit. We can
lose the Holy Spirit by deliberately turning from God‘s way of life or from neglecting to live God‘s way
(Hebrews 10:26).

7] What does it mean to be born again?



The way in which a baby is born is patterned after how God plans to reproduce Himself through
mankind.
All human life comes from a tiny egg called an ovum which is produced inside a human mother. This
ovum has a very limited life of about 24 hours unless it is fertilized by a sperm cell from a male.
Compared to eternity, our human life, of an average of 70 years, is very limited (1 Peter 1:24).
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The spirit in man in each of us is like the ovum and God‘s spirit is like the sperm from the father. At
baptism the two unite to form a newly begotten spiritual life (Romans 8:15-17). A new God being has
been begotten but he or she still has a long way to go before he or she is born into God‘s family.
Like an embryo in its mother‘s womb is nourished, we must be nourished by spiritual food (Matthew
4:4). The church acts as our mother providing that spiritual food through the messages that we receive
through the ministry (Ephesians 4:11-15).
Not all babies make it to that moment of being born into the world. Sometimes a woman has a
miscarriage when a baby doesn‘t develop properly. Likewise, we can be a spiritual miscarriage if we
don‘t grow in God‘s character after we have received God‘s spirit (Hebrews 2:3, 1 Corinthians 9:27).
After a period of nine months on average comes the big day when the baby is finally born. At the
resurrection those who have God‘s spirit will be transformed and be born into God‘s family on the same
God level of existence as God the Father and Jesus Christ (1 Corinthians 15:50-53). If one is born of
the spirit (born again) HE IS SPIRIT (John 3:5-6)!

8] How can God change us from matter to spirit beings?




The spirit that is in every human acts as a mould (Job 32:8, 1 Corinthians 2:9-11). It preserves the
human's memory, his character, his form and shape. The flesh and blood physical body, after death,
decomposes and decays, but the spirit that was IN that body, like the sculptor's mould, preserves all
the form and shape, the memory, and the character intact. And that mould, being spirit does not
change -- even though the resurrection may take place thousands of years after death.
The resurrected being will be COMPOSED of SPIRIT, not matter as the human model was. In the
resurrected SPIRIT form he will suddenly come ALIVE. It will seem like the next flash of a second from
his loss of consciousness at time of death.

9] Can man really become God?




What makes Jesus different from the angels are the same two things that will make us human beings
different from the angels at the resurrection. We will also be begotten and then born sons of God just
like Jesus Christ and we will also inherit all things (Hebrews 2:5-8).
The first commandment in Exodus 20:3 tells us that no other being or kind of being can be worshipped
except for God. In Revelation 22:8-9 we see that we are not supposed to worship angels.
In the same book in Revelation 3:9 Christ says the following to the Philadelphia church: "I will make them
[false christians] come and WORSHIP before your feet and know that I have loved you." The Greek word
used in Revelation 3:9 is EXACTLY THE SAME GREEK WORD, "PROSKUNEO" that is used in
Revelation 22:8-9 - the worship which could only be directed to God and not to angels.

10] What will we be doing for eternity when we are born into God’s family?




The universe is currently in a state of decay. It is running down and is eagerly awaiting our birth into
God‘s family so it can be set free from that decay (Romans 8:18-23). Once we are finished fixing up
planet Earth, the whole universe with its billions and billions of stars and planets awaits us. God is in
the creating business and we will join the family business of creating and beautifying the entire
universe for all eternity with God the Father and Jesus Christ.
God is reproducing Himself through us and He wants to share His wonderful God level of existence
with each and every of us! That is our incredible human potential!

Further Reading to Learn More about our Incredible Human Potential













UCG booklet – What is Your Destiny?
UCG booklet – The Road to Eternal Life
UCG booklet – Transforming Your Life – The Process of Conversion
UCG booklet – Fundamentals of Beliefs of the United Church of God, AIA
UCG Bible Study Course - Lesson 3: ―Why Did God Create Man?‖
UCG Bible Study Course – Lesson 8: ―What is Christian Conversion‖
Mystery of the Ages (Herbert W. Armstrong) - Chapter 3: ―The Mystery of Man‖
The Incredible Human Potential (Herbert W. Armstrong)
Old WCG booklet – Why Were You Born?
Old WCG booklet – Just What Do You Mean…Conversion?
Old WCG booklet – Just What Do You Mean…Salvation?
Old WCG booklet – Your Awesome Future
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Old WCG booklet – Human Nature: Did God Create it?
Ambassador College Bible Correspondence Course – Lesson 8: ―What it Means to be Born
Again?‖
Ambassador College Bible Correspondence Course – Lesson 15: ―What Makes Man Unique?‖
Ambassador College Bible Correspondence Course – Lesson 22: ―What is God‘s Purpose for
Mankind?‖
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THE TRUTH ABOUT HEAVEN AND HELL
The world‘s churches teach the following beliefs -:
1) You have an immortal soul.
2) If you are good (or accept Christ with no works involved) then you go straight to heaven
when you die.
3) If you are bad (or don‘t accept Christ) then you go straight to hell and burn and burn
forever.
4) This life is everyone‘s ONLY chance for salvation.
In this lesson we will show how false these teachings are and discover what the real truth is
according to the Bible.

1] Do you have an immortal soul?
What happens to man after he dies? Does he have an immortal soul that separates from the body at
death? Is there a spirit part of us that continues to have a conscious existence as soon as we die?
―The ancient philosophers taught that man is essentially an immortal spiritual
‗soul‘ housed in a temporary body of flesh—that the real man is not the body, but
an invisible, immaterial ‗immortal soul‘ that thinks, hears, sees and will
consciously live on forever.
―At death, according to the speculation of the ancients, the soul leaves the body
and journeys to a nebulous realm, possibly paradise or a place of punishment.
The body, they correctly observed, goes to the grave. Some Oriental
philosophers speculated that the souls of the departed go into other bodies after
death and live as animals, birds, snakes, even trees or gnats—or perhaps as
human beings. This doctrine, called ‗transmigration of souls‘ or ‗reincarnation‘, is
currently gaining a renewed popularity‖ (Ambassador College Bible
Correspondence Course, Lesson 5, p.3).
What is a soul and is it immortal? In Genesis 2:7 we read the following: ―And the LORD God formed man
of the dust of the ground, and breathed into his nostrils the breath of life; and man BECAME a living soul‖
(KJV). When life entered Adam he became a soul. The Hebrew word that is translated soul everywhere it is
found in the Old Testament is ―nephesh‖. This Hebrew word is defined as ―a breathing creature‖ in
Strong‘s Exhaustive Concordance of the Bible.
In Genesis 1:21, 24, 2:19, 9:10, 12, 15 and 16 the same Hebrew word is used for animals but is translated
as creature. It is translated as "dead body" or "the dead" in Leviticus 19:28, 21:1 and 22:4. If the soul
leaves the body at death how could the dead body be called a soul? The soul is not separate from the
body. It is the body!
Is the soul immortal? In Ezekiel 18:4 we read, ―Behold, all souls are Mine. The soul of the father as well as
the soul of the son is Mine. The soul who sins shall die.‖ The last sentence is repeated in Ezekiel 18:20 ―The soul who sins shall die.‖
What does the New Testament have to say about the soul? The Greek word translated as soul in the New
Testament is ―psuche‖. Its meaning is identical to the Hebrew word ―nephesh‖. It also means a breathing
creature. It is used for animals in Revelation 8:9 and 16:3 where it is translated as creature.
In Matthew 10:28 Jesus said, ―Do not fear those who kill the body but cannot kill the soul. But rather fear
Him who is able to destroy both soul and body in hell.‖ When Jesus uses the word soul here He is referring
to our life. Men can kill our body but God can renew our life by resurrecting us. He says to fear God who
can terminate our life for the rest of eternity by wiping out any chance we have of a future resurrection.
According to Jesus the soul can be destroyed! It is not immortal.
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Where did this idea of an immortal soul come from? Where did it start? In Genesis 3:1-5 we read: ―Now
the serpent was more cunning than any beast of the field which the LORD God had made. And he said to
the woman, ‗Has God indeed said, You shall not eat of every tree of the garden?‘ And the woman said to
the serpent, ‗We may eat the fruit of the trees of the garden; but of the fruit of the tree which is in the midst
of the garden, God has said, You shall not eat it, nor shall you touch it, lest you die.‘ Then the serpent said
to the woman, ‗You will not surely die. For God knows that in the day you eat of it your eyes will be
opened, and you will be like God, knowing good and evil.‘‖
Satan told Eve she would "not surely die" — in other words, she had an "immortal soul" that would live
forever. This was the origin of the big lie that man has an immortal soul. Below is a little bit of the history of
the immortal soul doctrine which shows that it is a pagan belief that was adopted by the Catholic Church:
―Notice what Herodotus, the famous Greek historian who lived in the fifth century before Jesus, admitted:
‗The Egyptians also were the first who asserted the doctrine that the soul of man is immortal...This opinion,
some among the Greeks have at different periods of time adopted as their own‘ (Euterpe, chapter 123)…
"‘The belief in the immortality of the soul came to the Jews from contact with Greek thought and chiefly
through the philosophy of Plato, its principal exponent, who was led to it through Orphic and Eleusinian
mysteries in which Babylonian and Egyptian views were strangely blended‘…
―Origen, an early Catholic teacher in Alexandria, Egypt, joined the speculations of Plato with certain parts of
the Bible and called his philosophy neo-Platonism. Here is what Origen wrote around 200 AD: ‗Souls are
immortal, as God Himself is eternal and immortal‘! He openly professed to be a true ‗Platonist, who
believed in the immortality of the soul‘ (Ante-Nicene Fathers, vol. IV, pp. 314, 402)…
―Thomas Aquinas (1225-1274 A.D.), Italian scholastic teacher and theologian, stamped the doctrine of the
immortality of the soul permanently on the Christian-professing world. Fifty years later, Dante Alighieri
wrote the immensely famous poem, The Divine Comedy, in which he pictured for the common people his
imaginary concepts of hell, purgatory and paradise—which have been widely believed since that time‖
(Ambassador College Bible Correspondence Course, Lesson 5, p.4-5).
Let‘s look at a few more verses in the New Testament that show that we don‘t have immortality and that it
is something we need to seek from God. In Romans 6:23 we read: ―For the wages of sin is death; but the
gift of God is eternal life through Jesus Christ our Lord.‖ Eternal life is a gift from God not something that
we automatically have. 1 John 3:15 says: ―Whoever hates his brother is a murderer, and you know that no
murderer has eternal life abiding in him.‖
In 1 Timothy 6:15-16 Paul says the following about Christ: ―He who is the blessed and only Potentate, the
King of kings and Lord of lords, who ALONE has immortality.‖ Of all who have been human only Christ has
immortality.
In 1 Corinthians 15:51-53 Paul wrote: ―Behold, I tell you a mystery: We shall not all sleep, but we shall all
be changed—in a moment, in the twinkling of an eye, at the last trumpet. For the trumpet will sound, and
the dead will be raised incorruptible, and we shall be changed. For this corruptible must put on incorruption,
and this mortal must put on immortality.‖ At the resurrection we will PUT ON IMMORTALITY! What is
the point of the resurrection anyway if we already have an immortal soul?
There are many stories about ghosts which can trick us into believing that some people continue to have a
conscious state after they die. What does the Bible say? In Ecclesiastes 9:5 we read: ―For the living know
that they will die; but the dead know nothing.‖ In Psalm 115:17 we read: ―The dead do not praise the
LORD, nor any who go down into silence.‖ And in Psalm 6:4-5 David wrote: ―Return, O LORD, deliver me!
Oh, save me for Your mercies‘ sake! For in death there is no remembrance of You.‖ Speaking of a dead
man Job wrote, ―His sons come to honor, and he does not know it; they are brought low, and he does not
perceive it‖ (Job 14:21).
Satan and the demons will do anything in their power to deceive us (Revelation 12:9). Ghosts are a part of
their deception plan. One such incident is recorded in 1 Samuel 28. Against God‘s instructions (Leviticus
19:31) Saul went to a medium or witch to seek guidance. She seemed to conjure up someone who passed
on a message to Saul. In verse 14 it says that ―Saul perceived that it was Samuel.‖ Samuel didn‘t see it.
Only the witch saw the image and Saul guessed that it was Samuel. It looked like Samuel but it was merely
a demon impersonating Samuel.
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What about the spirit in man? If it gives us our emotional self-awareness doesn‘t that mean it has
consciousness? In Ecclesiastes 12:7 we read: ―Then the dust will return to the earth as it was, and the
spirit will return to God who gave it.‖ At death our human spirit or ―spirit in man‖ returns to God‘s great data
library in heaven.
When Lazarus died Jesus said: ―‘Our friend Lazarus sleeps, but I go that I may wake him up‘. Then His
disciples said, ‗Lord, if he sleeps he will get well.‘ However, Jesus spoke of his death, but they thought that
He was speaking about taking rest in sleep. Then Jesus said to them plainly, ‗Lazarus is dead‘‖ (John
11:11-14). Jesus used the term sleep for death from the point of view that those who are dead have no
consciousness like a sleep. At the resurrection the dead will be awakened from the sleep
(unconsciousness) of death.
Daniel wrote: ‗And many of those who sleep in the dust of the earth shall AWAKE, some to everlasting life,
some to shame and everlasting contempt. Those who are wise shall shine like the brightness of the
firmament‖ (Daniel 12:2-3). The spirit in man is like a spirit mould recording everything about us, including
our memories and our character, but it has no consciousness, by and of itself. We have no immortal soul.
Immortality is a gift from God that He will give us if we have His Holy Spirit in us at the resurrection.

2] Does anyone go to heaven when they die?
Is going to heaven God‘s reward for the righteous? Is this where we go when we die? You‘ve probably
heard that you‘ll go to heaven if you‘re "saved". Most people assume that their loved ones "go to heaven"
when they die but is this what the Bible teaches.
What did Jesus say about this? In John 3:13 Jesus said: ―No one has ascended to heaven but He who
came down from heaven, that is, the Son of Man who is in heaven.‖ The apostle Peter also said that ―David
did not ascend into the heavens‖ (Acts 2:34).
Before we look at what the real reward for the righteous is and show that it is not heaven let‘s see where
this teaching of going to heaven originated from.
―The Egyptians believed that before the souls of the dead could reach the Egyptian ‗heaven‘—the Fields of
Iaru—and appear in the presence of Osiris, they must traverse a vast under-world region called the Tuat
which was inhabited by gods, devils, fiends, demons, good and bad spirits and the souls of the wicked,
besides snakes, monsters and serpents.
―The Egyptian sacred book, The Book of the Dead, prescribed spells,
incantations, prayers, charms and amulets to help the dead man overcome the
dangers of the Tuat and to reach Sekhet Aaru and Sekhet Hetep—other
names for the Egyptian heaven—to take his place among the subjects of Osiris
in the ‗Land of Everlasting Life‘ (E. A. Wallis Budge, The Literature of the
Ancient Egyptians, pp. 40-41)…
―When the verdict was unfavourable, the poor sinner experienced the ‗second death‘. His dismemberment
followed, and the fiercest tortures awaited him, including burning by hot coals, plunging into deep waters, or
cutting the body into pieces by sharp swords. Says Kohler, ‗We have here the very origin of the Inferno
and Paradise‘ ([Heaven and Hell in Comparative Religion],p. 23)…
"‘The dominant view in the early church seems to have been that until the return of the Lord upon the
clouds of heaven to raise the dead, those who had died were asleep, and that they would be suddenly
awakened to be given their new bodies, after which they would reign with Him on earth for a thousand
years...‘ (The New International Encyclopaedia, art. ‗Heaven,‘ vol. 9, pp. 700-701).
―The early Church clearly did not teach the concept of ‗going to heaven.‘ Such teachings did not become
popular until long after the death of the apostles! Notice, however, what gradually happened: ‗But, largely
under the influence of Greek thought, other conceptions [gradually] prevailed.
―The fate of the patriarchs, prophets, and pious men of the old dispensation naturally occupied much
attention and led to the idea that they [the…‘immortal souls‘ of the Old Testament patriarchs and prophets]
were detained in a preparatory abode which the fathers called limbus patrum [purgatory], awaiting the
advent of the Redeemer. The general belief of Christians has been that since the resurrection of Christ [in
A.D. 31] the just who are free from sin are admitted immediately after death into heaven, where their chief
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joy consists in the unclouded vision of God‘(ibid.)‖ (Ambassador College Bible Correspondence Course,
Lesson 7, p.5).
Let‘s now look at what the reward of the righteous really is. In Genesis 13:14-15 God said to the Old
Testament patriarch Abraham: ―Lift your eyes now and look from the place where you are—northward,
southward, eastward, and westward; for all the land which you see I give to YOU and your descendants
forever.‖ Abraham and his descendants were offered the land of Canaan or Palestine as an inheritance
forever. God promised to Abraham personally, not just his descendants the land of Canaan as an
everlasting possession YET he died before he got that inheritance (Hebrews 11:13).
Since the inheritance is to be an ETERNAL inheritance, it includes eternal life! Abraham knew that God
could resurrect people. In fact, that is what he reasoned when God asked him to offer up his only son Isaac
as a burnt offering. God had already promised that the birthright promises would ONLY be fulfilled through
Isaac yet how can God do that after Isaac has been offered as a birthright offering. Hebrews 11:19 says
that Abraham concluded ―that God was able to raise him up, even from the dead, from where he even
received him, in a figure.‖
So who are Abraham‘s seed who will inherit these promises? In Galatians 3:16 and 29 we read: ―Now to
Abraham and his Seed were the promises made…And if you are Christ‘s, then you are Abraham‘s seed,
and heirs according to the promise.‖ So christians will inherit the same land that God has given to Abraham
as an inheritance.
Is the land of Palestine all there is to this promise or is there more? In Romans 4:13 we read: ―For the
promise that he would be the heir of the world was not to Abraham or to his seed through the law, but
through the righteousness of faith.‖ Paul here shows that the promise to Abraham and to his seed – true
christians – has expanded to include the whole world.
King David knew what the reward for the righteous would be when he wrote: ‖The meek shall inherit the
earth…For those blessed by Him shall inherit the earth‖ (Psalm 37:11, 22). Jesus said much the same
thing in the Sermon on the Mount when he said: ―Blessed are the meek, for they shall inherit the earth‖
(Matthew 5:5).
Mark wrote that ―after John was put in prison, Jesus came to Galilee, preaching the gospel of the kingdom
of God‖ (Mark 1:14). The gospel or good news was about the Kingdom of God. So what is the kingdom of
God and where will it rule?
When Daniel explained to King Nechadnezzar the meaning of the
great dream that he had Daniel said:
―You watched while a stone was cut out without hands, which
struck the image on its feet of iron and clay, and broke them in
pieces. Then the iron, the clay, the bronze, the silver, and the gold
were crushed together, and became like chaff from the summer
threshing floors; the wind carried them away so that no trace of
them was found. And the stone that struck the image became a
great mountain and filled THE WHOLE EARTH…
―And in the days of these kings [the last of the four Gentile kingdoms] the God of heaven will set up a
kingdom which shall never be destroyed; and the kingdom shall not be left to other people; it shall break in
pieces and consume all these kingdoms, and it shall stand forever‖ (Daniel 2:34-35, 44-45).
We see here that the Kingdom of God will be a world-ruling government over the whole earth! In
Revelation 20:6 we read: ―Blessed and holy is he who has part in the first resurrection. Over such the
second death has no power, but they shall be priests of God and of Christ, and shall reign with Him a
thousand years.‖ Also in Revelation 5:10 that those of us who are true christians will be ―kings and priests
to our God; and we shall reign on the earth.‖
We have seen above that we don‘t have an immortal soul and that those who have died and had God‘s
Holy Spirit will be resurrected when Christ returns to earth. When Christ returns they will reign with Christ
on earth for a thousand years.
―William Tyndale, the printer of the first New Testament in English and another of the Reformers, wrote: ‗In
putting departed souls in heaven, hell, or purgatory you destroy the arguments wherewith Christ and Paul
prove the resurrection...The true faith putteth the resurrection; the heathen philosophers, denying that, did
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put that souls did ever live...If the soul be in heaven, tell me what cause is there for the
resurrection?‘" (Ambassador College Bible Correspondence Course, Lesson 5, p.6). That‘s a very good
question!
The Bible, both the Old and New Testament, makes frequent mention of a resurrection of christians at the
second coming of Christ as well a resurrection of all people. The idea of going straight to heaven or hell is
completely incompatible with the Biblical view of a future resurrection!
In Isaiah 26:19-21 we read:
―Your dead shall live; their bodies shall rise. You who dwell in the dust, awake and sing for joy! For
your dew is a dew of light, and the earth will give birth to the dead. Come, my people, enter your
chambers, and shut your doors behind you; hide yourselves for a little while until the fury has passed
by. For behold, the LORD is coming out from his place to punish the inhabitants of the earth for their
iniquity (the time leading up to the second coming of Christ).‖
Speaking of that same time in the future Jeremiah 30:7-9 says:
―Alas! That day is so great there is none like it; it is a time of distress for Jacob; yet he shall be saved out of
it. And it shall come to pass in that day, declares the LORD of hosts, that I will break his yoke from off your
neck, and I will burst your bonds, and foreigners shall no more make a servant of him.
―But they shall serve the LORD their God and DAVID THEIR KING, WHOM I WILL RAISE UP FOR
THEM.‖
Mark Robertson in an article on the Sadducees in Jesus‘ day writes the following:
―The Sadducees believed in the purity of the law, they believed they were not required to accept any article
of faith unless it had been proclaimed by Moses, the great lawgiver. In other words, regardless of what
David or Daniel or anyone else might imply, all beliefs had to be based in the Pentateuch (the books of
Moses from Genesis to Deuteronomy) or there was no foundation for that belief.
―And so the Sadducees rejected the resurrection because they could find NO reference to it in the first five
books of the Bible. And they were sort of right! You can read all the way through Genesis, Exodus,
Leviticus, Numbers and Deuteronomy and you will NOT find any real reference to the resurrection!...Let us
see how Jesus addressed this matter:
―Matthew 22:23-28: The same day came to him the Sadducees, which say that there is no resurrection,
and asked him, Saying, Master, Moses said, If a man die, having no children, his brother shall marry his
wife, and raise up seed unto his brother. Now there were with us seven brethren: and the first, when he had
married a wife, deceased, and, having no issue, left his wife unto his brother: Likewise the second also,
and the third, unto the seventh. And last of all the woman died also. Therefore in the resurrection whose
wife shall she be of the seven? For they all had her. Jesus answered and said unto them; Ye do err, not
knowing the Scriptures, nor the power of God...
―Jesus knew exactly where they were coming from and He addressed the matter head on by saying to
them in Matthew 22:29 and 30: ‗You are in error, because you do not know the Scriptures‘...
―Then Jesus got right to the heart of the matter and addressed the Sadducees directly on their beliefs
regarding the resurrection, the spirit realm and the importance they placed on the written law of Moses.
―Matthew 22:30-32: For in the resurrection they neither marry, nor are given in marriage, but are as the
angels of God in heaven. But as touching the resurrection of the dead, have ye not read that which was
spoken unto you by God, saying, I am the God of Abraham, and the God of Isaac, and the God of Jacob?
God is not the God of the dead, but of the living.
―Knowing what the Sadducees believed, Jesus didn't quote from Psalms or Daniel, instead He zoomed
straight into the heart of the books of Moses and quoted Exodus 3:6...When God spoke these words from
the burning bush, Abraham had been dead for hundreds of years, yet God said I AM (present tense) the
God of Abraham. It is irrefutable isn't it? God is NOT the God of dead people. God is not worshipped by
corpses. He is not the God of people who do not exist. Therefore there must be a resurrection of the dead!
The Sadducees would have been taken aback and tried to counteract, but the logic was irrefutable.‖
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Let‘s look at a few verses which appear, at first glance, to support the idea of going to heaven when we die.
In Matthew 5:3 we read: ―Blessed are the poor in spirit, for theirs is the kingdom of heaven.‖ When it says
that the kingdom is the kingdom of heaven it is talking about ownership. If the Bank of America opened a
branch in Sydney, Australia we can see that the branch is not in America, the branch is owned by people in
America. Likewise, the kingdom of heaven is not in heaven but owned by someone in heaven.
In 1 Peter 1:4 Peter wrote that our reward is ―reserved in heaven for you‖. It is not heaven. It is only
reserved there for the time being. In Revelation 22:12 Jesus said: ―Behold, I am coming quickly, and My
reward is with Me, to give to every one according to his work.‖ Christ is bringing our reward with Him when
He comes back to earth.
In Philippians 1:23-24 Paul wrote: ―For I am hard pressed between the two, having a desire to depart and
be with Christ, which is far better. Nevertheless to remain in the flesh is more needful for you.‖ Did Paul
believe that he would be with Christ in heaven at the moment that he died? Shortly before his death he
wrote: ―Finally, there is laid up for me the crown of righteousness, which the Lord, the righteous Judge, will
give to me on that Day, and not to me only but also to all who have loved His appearing‖ (2 Timothy 4:8).
Paul knew that he would have to wait until Christ‘s second coming to be with Christ. From his perspective,
though, it will seem like the next second of his consciousness after he died, even though 2 000 years will
have passed.
In 2 Corinthians 12:1-7 Paul wrote about a dramatic experience that he had. He said: ‖It is doubtless not
profitable for me to boast. I will come to visions and revelations of the Lord. I know a man in Christ who
fourteen years ago—whether in the body I do not know, or whether out of the body I do not know, God
knows—such a one was caught up to the third heaven. And I know such a man—whether in the body or
out of the body I do not know, God knows—how he was caught up into Paradise…And lest I should be
exalted above measure by the abundance of the revelations, a thorn in the flesh was given to me, a
messenger of Satan to buffet me, lest I be exalted above measure.‖ Did Paul really go up to heaven? If you
read it carefully again you will notice that he is talking about a vision that he had of heaven similar to the
vision of God‘s throne that John had when he wrote the Book of Revelation.
In Luke 23:42-43 we read of a conversation between the thief on the cross and Jesus when they were
being crucified: ―Then he said to Jesus, ‗Lord, remember me when You come into Your kingdom.‘ And
Jesus said to him, ‗Assuredly, I say to you, today you will be with Me in Paradise.‘‖ The Greek text that
Luke wrote did not have punctuation, such as commas, so it may be better punctuated as ―I say to you
today, you will be with me in paradise.‖ In the next second of his consciousness the thief will wake up 3 000
years later in the second resurrection. At that moment after the millennium the earth truly will be a paradise.
In John 14:1-3 Jesus said: ―Let not your heart be troubled; you believe in God, believe also in Me. In My
Father‘s house are many mansions; if it were not so, I would have told you. I go to prepare a place for you.
And if I go and prepare a place for you, I will come again and receive you to Myself; that where I am, there
you may be also.‖ What is the Father‘s house where these many mansions are?
In Revelation 21:1-3 we see that it is the New Jerusalem which will descend to earth. ―Now I saw a new
heaven and a new earth, for the first heaven and the first earth had passed away. Also there was no more
sea. Then I, John, saw the holy city, New Jerusalem, COMING DOWN OUT OF HEAVEN from God,
prepared as a bride adorned for her husband. And I heard a loud voice from heaven saying, ‗Behold, the
tabernacle of God is with men, and He will dwell with them, and they shall be His people. God
Himself will be with them and be their God‘‖.
We are not going to heaven – HEAVEN IS COMING DOWN TO EARTH! God the Father will eventually
bring the New Jerusalem to earth and the earth will become the headquarters of the universe!
In the faith chapter Hebrews 11 we read, ―By faith he [Abraham] dwelt in the land of promise as in a foreign
country, dwelling in tents with Isaac and Jacob, the heirs with him of the same promise; for he waited for
the city which has foundations, whose builder and maker is God…These all died in faith, not having
received the promises, but having seen them afar off were assured of them, embraced them and
confessed that they were strangers and pilgrims on the earth…But now they desire a better, that is, a
heavenly country. Therefore God is not ashamed to be called their God, for He has prepared a city for
them‖ (Hebrews 11:9-16).
We have seen above that the promised land to Abraham and his seed has expanded to include the whole
earth. Will it continue to expand further? Speaking of the Kingdom of God, we read in Isaiah 9:6: ―Of the
increase of His government and peace there will be no end.‖
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In Hebrews 2:8 we read: ―For in that He put all in subjection under him [man], He left NOTHING that is not
put under him. But now we do not yet see all things put under him.‖ As we saw in the last lesson, all things
means the WHOLE UNIVERSE! We also saw in Romans 8:18-23 that the universe is currently in a state
of decay and is eagerly awaiting our birth into God‘s family so it can be set free from that decay.
In the movie "Contact" someone asked the question whether we are all alone in the universe. The answer
that was given to the question was, "If we are all alone it seems like an awful waste of space". That
comment highlights why the popular concept of going to heaven when we die mocks God's creation. If we
spend all of our time in heaven when we die then the rest of the universe seems like a waste of space.

3] Does anyone go to hell when they die?
Many who profess to believe in God and the Bible believe that the wicked will burn forever in hell. This
teaching, which many feel the Bible teaches, causes a great deal of anguish and heartache for many
people who have lost relatives and friends who never ―accepted Christ‖ when they were alive. They fear
they may be burning in torment forever in hell.
This belief makes God sound like that He has no mercy. Would a merciful God inflict terrible pain and
torment on human beings for millions of years throughout all eternity? How can such a belief match up with
the Bible's description of a God who is infinitely loving and merciful?
What does the Bible have to say about hell? What is the fate of those who reject God‘s offer of salvation?
First of all, we need to look at the Hebrew and Greek words for hell. The word hell is translated from only
one Hebrew word in the Old Testament. That word is ―sheol‖. In the New Testament there are three Greek
words that are translated as hell – ―hades‖, ―tartaros‖ and ―gehenna‖.
―The original Old Testament Hebrew word sheol and the New Testament Greek word hades mean the
same thing—simply the grave. These original words have been translated ‗grave‘ in many places in the
Bible.
"‘Hell‘ is an old English word, and over 350 years ago
when the Authorized Version [the King James Bible] was
translated, the people of England commonly talked of
‗putting their potatoes in hell for the winter‘—a good way
of preserving potatoes—for the word then meant merely
A HOLE IN THE GROUND which was covered up—a
dark and silent place—a grave! But pagan teachings
gaining popular acceptance have caused people to
misapply the old English word ‗hell‘ to the lurid
imaginations of Dante.
―The second Greek word, tartaros, which has also been
translated into the English word ‗hell‘, occurs only once
in the New Testament, (2 Peter 2:4) and does not refer
to humans, but to the restrained condition of fallen
angels. Its meaning, translated into English, is ‗darkness
of the material universe‘, or ‗dark abyss‘, or ‗prison‘.
―But what about gehenna? This Greek word, as all
authorities admit, is derived from the name of the
narrow, rocky Valley of Hinnom which lay just outside
Jerusalem. It was the place where refuse was constantly
burned up.
―Trash, filth, and the dead bodies of animals and
despised criminals were thrown into the fires of
gehenna, or the Valley of Hinnom. Ordinarily, everything
thrown into this valley was destroyed by fire—
COMPLETELY BURNED UP.
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―Therefore, Christ used gehenna to picture the terrible fate of unrepentant sinners!‖ (Ambassador College
Bible Correspondence Course, Lesson 6, p.6-8).
This word ―gehenna‖ is used by Christ and translated as hell in Matthew 10:28. ―Do not fear those who kill
the body but cannot kill the soul. But rather fear Him who is able to destroy both soul and body in hell.‖ The
very first thing that should leap out at us when reading this verse is that Christ said that God will destroy
both the soul (life) and body of the wicked in hell. They won‘t burn and burn forever! They will be destroyed!
In its article on hell the Encyclopaedia Americana tells us the following about the teaching on hell: "As
generally understood, hell is the abode of evil spirits; the infernal regions...[where] lost and condemned
souls go after death to suffer indescribable torments and eternal punishment…This has been the idea most
generally held by Christians, Catholics, and Protestants alike. It is also the idea embodied in the
Mohammedan‘s conception [Islam]....The main feature of hell as conceived by Hindu, Persian,
Egyptian, Grecian, and Christian theologians are essentially the same."
We saw before that the ideas of hell originated in Egypt and spread to other nations such as Greece. The
early Catholic teachers were heavily influenced by Greek teachings including the common teachings of
heaven, hell and the immortality of the soul.
―Dante Alighieri (1265-1321), wrote a tremendously popular poem, La Commedia, in three parts—Hell,
Purgatory, and Paradise. Although Dante‘s purpose for writing his Commedia was to ridicule the religious
concepts of hell which were prevalent during his day, his writing nevertheless tremendously influenced
popular thought and teaching‖ (Ambassador College Bible Correspondence Course, Lesson 6, p.4).
In his poem Dante takes an imaginary journey of hell and its
different levels and sees scenes such as condemned souls
writhing eternally upside down in burning potholes. It was from
his work where we get the phrase - ―All hope abandon…ye who
enter here!‖ Dante was actually trying to ridicule these religious
teachings, not support them. It was like the science fiction of its
time. He based his work on ideas taught by Greek philosophers
Plato and Virgil. Because the Catholic clergy held Plato‘s and
Virgil‘s ideas in such high esteem they used Dante‘s descriptions
to support their teaching.
The Catholic Church has softened its view on hell in recent years. Pope John Paul II has "declared that hell
is 'not a punishment imposed externally by God' but is the natural consequence of the unrepentant sinner's
choice to live apart from God" (U.S. News & World Report, Jan. 31, 2000, p. 48).
Let‘s back now to what the Bible really teaches about hell. In Romans 6:23 we read: ―For the wages of sin
is death, but the gift of God is eternal life in Christ Jesus our Lord.‖ The wages of sin is DEATH, not
eternally suffering in hell (or separation from God)!
In Luke 13:3 Christ said: ―I tell you, no; but unless you repent you will all likewise perish.‖ Those who reject
salvation will PERISH – they will cease to exist any longer. In the golden verse, John 3:16, we read: ―For
God so loved the world that He gave His only begotten Son, that whoever believes in Him should not perish
but have everlasting life.‖ Eternal life is a gift. Those who reject salvation will perish.
In Matthew 3:12 and Matthew 13:30 the wicked are described as chaff after winnowing wheat and tares
collected after the harvest, both of which will be burned up.
In Mark 9:47-48 Jesus said: ―If your eye causes you to sin, pluck it out. It is better for you to enter the
kingdom of God with one eye, rather than having two eyes, to be cast into hell fire where ‗their worm does
not die, and the fire is not quenched.‘‖ What does He mean when He says the fire is not quenched? Does it
burn forever? No! If men don‘t put out the fire, the fire will only burn until there is nothing left to burn and the
fire dies out naturally. The worms that don‘t die are maggots which feed on the dead bodies. Maggots
eventually turn into flies.
In Matthew 25 Jesus when describing the end of the age said: ―Then He will also say to those on the left
hand, ‗Depart from Me, you cursed, into the everlasting fire prepared for the devil and his angels…And
these will go away into everlasting punishment, but the righteous into eternal life‖ (Matthew 25:41, 46).
What did He mean when He said everlasting fire and everlasting punishment? In Jude 7 we read that
Sodom and Gomorrah were destroyed by ―eternal fire‖. The fire that destroyed those cities is not still
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burning. It means a fire who‘s results are permanent. Everlasting punishment means much the same thing.
Notice it is everlasting punishMENT not punishing!
Paul wrote in Hebrews 10:26-27: ―For if we sin willfully after we have received the knowledge of the truth,
there no longer remains a sacrifice for sins, but a certain fearful expectation of judgment, and fiery
indignation which will devour the adversaries.‖ The fiery indignation will devour those who reject salvation.
They won‘t continue burning forever.
In John 5:28-29 Jesus said: ―Do not marvel at this; for the hour is coming in which all who are in the graves
will hear His voice and come forth—those who have done good, to the resurrection of life, and those who
have done evil, to the resurrection of condemnation.‖ Those who aren‘t ―saved‖ in this life when they die
don‘t go straight to hell. They await a future resurrection.
This future resurrection is described for us in Revelation 20:12-15. ―And I saw the dead, small and great,
standing before God, and books were opened. And another book was opened, which is the Book of Life.
And the dead were judged according to their works, by the things which were written in the books. The sea
gave up the dead who were in it, and Death and Hades delivered up the dead who were in them. And they
were judged, each one according to his works. Then Death and Hades were cast into the lake of fire. This
is the second death. And anyone not found written in the Book of Life was cast into the lake of fire.‖
Notice for those who reject salvation, being cast into the lake of fire is called the second death. They die!
They don‘t continue burning in this fire for all eternity.
The Old Testament also spoke of this event. In Malachi 4:1-3 we read: ―‘For behold, the day is coming,
burning like an oven, and all the proud, yes, all who do wickedly will be stubble. And the day which is
coming shall burn them up,‘ says the LORD of hosts, ‗that will leave them neither root nor branch…You shall
trample the wicked, for they shall be ashes under the soles of your feet.‖
In God‘s mercy all mankind will be given every opportunity to repent and become a part of God‘s family.
Those who still rebel against God will not burn forever but will die very quickly.

4] Is this life everyone’s only chance for salvation?
Is God trying to save the world now? What about all the millions who live in places like China and India.
What hope do they have? If God is trying to save the world now He is not having a good success rate. In
the UCG booklet ―Heaven and Hell‖ we read:
―Only a minority of the earth's population lays claim to being Christian. Those who profess Christianity total
only some 28 percent of the world's population. Vast numbers of the other 72 percent have never had the
opportunity to genuinely repent and accept Christ simply because of where they live. Millions more through
the centuries likewise never had the opportunity because of when they lived. Would it be just and right for
God to subject them to the same punishment He will give to those who reject Him and make themselves
His enemies?‖ (p.4).
God says that He is not a respecter of persons (Romans 2:11, Acts 10:34) If God is truly a God of justice
then justice requires that all human beings be given an equal opportunity for salvation. Is God trying to
save the world now? Is this life everyone‘s only chance for salvation? Let‘s see what the Bible really
teaches.
In John 6:44 Christ said that: ―No one can come to Me unless the Father who sent Me draws him; and I will
raise him up at the last day.‖ No one can become a true christian unless God the Father draws him.
In 1 Corinthians 1:26 Paul wrote: ―For you see your calling, brethren, that not many wise according to the
flesh, not many mighty, not many noble, are called. But God has chosen the foolish things of the world to
put to shame the wise.‖ God is not trying to save all of mankind now. He has chosen to be a part of the
church only a few at this time.
God says that you have to repent and be baptized to receive the Holy Spirit (Acts 2:38) and that the Holy
Spirit is given only to those who obey Him (Acts 5:32). In Acts 2:17 we read: ―And it shall come to pass in
the last days, says God, that I will pour out of My Spirit on all flesh‖. There is a time coming when all
mankind will receive the Holy Spirit – when God will be calling all people on the earth to salvation.
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In the millennium Isaiah says that ―the earth shall be full of the knowledge of the LORD as the waters cover
the sea‖ (Isaiah 11:9). God‘s truth will be taught over all the world when Christ returns to take over the
government of the whole world and then everyone will be called to salvation.
But what about all those in these past 6 000 years who have not received salvation? Will they get another
chance – a first real chance at salvation?
In 1 Corinthians 15:22-23 we read: ―For since by man came death, by Man also came the resurrection of
the dead. For as in Adam all die, even so in Christ all shall be made alive. But each one in his own order.‖
ALL mankind shall once again be made alive – be resurrected!
Paul said in Hebrews 9:27 that ―it is appointed for men to die once, but after this the judgment.‖ What is
judgment? Does it just mean being sentenced? Peter wrote that judgment is now on the house of God (1
Peter 4:17). Judgment in biblical terms means a period of trial and testing. With that point in mind let‘s see
what happens at the end of the millennium.
In Revelation 20 we read: ―And I saw thrones, and they sat on them,
and judgment was committed to them… And they lived and reigned
with Christ for a thousand years. But the rest of the dead did not live
again until the thousand years were finished. This is the first
resurrection…And I saw the dead, small and great, standing before
God, and books were opened. And another book was opened, which is
the Book of Life. And the dead were judged according to their works,
by the things which were written in the books. The sea gave up the
dead who were in it, and Death and Hades delivered up the dead who
were in them. And they were judged, each one according to his works‖
(Revelation 20:4-5, 12-13).
All who have died will be resurrected and judged according to their works. A period of trial and testing will
have begun. They will be judged according to what‘s written in the books – the Bible. The word Bible itself
comes from the word ―biblios‖ which means a library or a collection of books.
In Ezekiel 37 the prophet Ezekiel describes a resurrection to physical life (not spirit) for all the Israelites
who have died and not received salvation. He wrote: ―The hand of the LORD came upon me and brought
me out in the Spirit of the LORD, and set me down in the midst of the valley; and it was full of bones. Then
He caused me to pass by them all around, and behold, there were very many in the open valley; and
indeed they were very dry. And He said to me, ‗Son of man, can these bones live?‘ So I answered, ‗O Lord
GOD, You know.‘ Again He said to me, ‗Prophesy to these bones, and say to them, O dry bones, hear the
word of the LORD! Thus says the Lord GOD to these bones: ‗Surely I will cause breath to enter into you, and
you shall live. I will put sinews on you and bring flesh upon you, cover you with skin and put breath in you;
and you shall live. Then you shall know that I am the LORD.‘ So I prophesied as He commanded me, and
breath came into them, and they lived, and stood upon their feet, an exceedingly great army.
―Then He said to me, ‗Son of man, these bones are the whole house of Israel. They indeed say, ‗Our
bones are dry, our hope is lost, and we ourselves are cut off!‘ ‗Therefore prophesy and say to them,
‗Thus says the Lord GOD: ‗Behold, O My people, I will open your graves and cause you to come up from
your graves, and bring you into the land of Israel. Then you shall know that I am the LORD, when I have
opened your graves, O My people, and brought you up from your graves. I will put My Spirit in you, and
you shall live, and I will place you in your own land. Then you shall know that I, the LORD, have
spoken it and performed It,‘ says the LORD‘‖ (Ezekiel 37:1-14).
The whole House of Israel who died without receiving God‘s Holy Spirit will be resurrected to physical life.
God says that He will place His spirit in them. This indicates that they will be converted at this time in the
future. They will have their first real chance at salvation along with the rest of all mankind who have died
and not ―been saved―.
Jesus also spoke of this time of the Great White Throne Judgment period when He said: ―The men of
Nineveh will rise up in the judgment with this generation and condemn it, because they repented at the
preaching of Jonah; and indeed a greater than Jonah is here. The queen of the South will rise up in the
judgment with this generation and condemn it, for she came from the ends of the earth to hear the wisdom
of Solomon; and indeed a greater than Solomon is here‖ (Matthew 12:41-42).
He also said that the people of Sodom and Gomorrah (Matthew 10:14-15) and Tyre and Sidon (Matthew
11:20-24) would be resurrected for their first real chance at salvation at this time. Isaiah 65:20 seems to
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indicate that everyone will live for at least a hundred years (and possibly a lot longer) when they will be
offered salvation at this time.
With Jesus Christ ruling the whole world at this time and those of His spirit-born family helping teach all
mankind the right way to live, everyone will finally have a equal and fair chance at receiving salvation which
very few will reject in the end. One would have to be truly rebellious to reject salvation after a full 100 years
when God‘s kingdom is here on earth and Satan is no longer around to deceive them.
These are wonderful truths when you compare them with what the world‘s churches believe. The world‘s
churches have a hard time explaining away Matthew 7:14 where Jesus says: ―Narrow is the gate and
difficult is the way which leads to life and there are few who find it.‖ They don‘t understand that God is only
choosing a few now to prepare to assist Him with the enormous job of ruling and teaching and bringing the
rest of mankind to repentance when they are given their opportunity for salvation after Christ returns and
beyond.
Because they think that God is trying to save the world now and don‘t understand the truth about the Last
Great Day and the second resurrection they have tried different attempts to get around it. The Catholics
have invented the concept of purgatory so those who don‘t accept Christ and make it in this life can be
purged of their sins after death and still make it to heaven.
Many Protestant churches, on the other hand, have lowered the bar of what people need to do so as many
people as possible can ―get into heaven‖. They preach that obedience to God‘s laws is not required to be
saved – you only have to academically believe Jesus is your Saviour without any change from one‘s sinful
lifestyle. Jesus and the apostles NEVER taught this! One has to obey God and keep His laws to receive
AND retain the free gift of the Holy Spirit to be saved (Matthew 5:17-20, 19:16-19, Acts 2:38, Romans
6:1-2, 1 Corinthians 9:27, James 2:14-26).
If you have been raised up in the church never take these precious truths for granted. For those who have
worried about family and friends, learning the real truth about heaven and hell is wonderful and lifechanging. God truly is a God of justice and fairness who doesn‘t want anyone to perish but have
everlasting life!

Summary

1] Do you have an immortal soul?















In Genesis 2:7 we read that when God created Adam he became a soul. The Hebrew word that is
translated soul everywhere it is found in the Old Testament is ―nephesh‖. This Hebrew word means ―a
breathing creature‖ and is also used to describe animals (Genesis 1:21, 24, 2:19, 9:10, 12, 15, 16) and
even a dead body (Leviticus 19:28, 21:1, 22:4). The soul is not something in the body. It is the body!
The Bible says that souls are not immortal. In two places in the Bible it says that souls can die (Ezekiel
18:4 & 20).
The Greek word translated as soul in the New Testament is ―psuche‖. It also means a breathing
creature and is applied to animals (Revelation 8:9, 16:3).
According to Jesus the soul can be destroyed by God (Matthew 10:28).
Satan told Eve she would "not surely die" (Genesis 3:1-5) — that she had an "immortal soul" that
would live forever. This was the origin of the big lie that man has an immortal soul.
The teaching that man has an immortal soul which either goes to heaven or hell at death can be traced
back to Egypt. From Egypt the belief was passed onto the Greek philosophers. The early Catholic
teachers were heavily influenced by pagan Greek ideas and this is how this teaching became Catholic
and Protestant doctrine.
Eternal life is a gift from God (Romans 6:23) not something that we automatically have.
At the resurrection we will PUT ON IMMORTALITY! (1 Corinthians 15:51-53) There is no point to the
resurrection if we already have an immortal soul.
The spirit that is in every human acts as a mould (Job 32:8, 1 Corinthians 2:9-11). It preserves the
human's memory, his character, his form and shape. The flesh and blood physical body, after death,
decomposes and decays, but the spirit that was IN that body, like the sculptor's mould, preserves all
the form and shape, the memory, and the character intact.
The resurrected being will be COMPOSED of SPIRIT, not matter as the human model was. In the
resurrected SPIRIT form he will suddenly come ALIVE. It will seem like the next flash of a second from
his loss of consciousness at time of death. The spirit in man has no consciousness of itself.
Those who are dead have no consciousness between their death and the resurrection (Ecclesiastes
9:5, Psalm 6:4-5, 115:17, Job 14:21, John 11:11-14, Daniel 12:2-3).
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2] Does anyone go to heaven when they die?






Jesus said that no man has gone to heaven except Himself (John 3:13).
Christians are called Abraham‘s seed in Galatians 3:16 and 29 and will inherit the same land that God
has given to Abraham as an inheritance. Paul said in Romans 4:13 that the promise to Abraham and
to his seed – true christians – has expanded to include the whole world.
Those who have died and had God‘s Holy Spirit will be resurrected when Christ returns to earth. When
Christ returns they will reign with Christ on earth for a thousand years (Revelation 5:10, 20:6).
We are not going to heaven – HEAVEN IS COMING DOWN TO EARTH! God the Father will eventually
bring the New Jerusalem to earth and this will become the headquarters of the universe (Revelation
21:1-3)!
The promised land to Abraham and his seed, which has expanded to include the whole earth, will
continue to expand and include the whole universe (Isaiah 9:6-7, Hebrews 2:8, Romans 8:18-23)!

3] Does anyone go to hell when they die?






The word hell in the Old Testament is translated from the Hebrew word ―sheol‖ which means the grave.
In the New Testament there are three Greek words that are translated as hell – ―hades‖, ―tartaros‖ and
―gehenna‖. Hades means the grave. Tartaros means a place of restraint or prison for the fallen angels
(2 Peter 2:4). Gehenna is derived from Valley of Hinnom which lay just outside Jerusalem. Trash, as
well as the dead bodies of animals and despised criminals, were thrown into the fires of gehenna, or
the Valley of Hinnom.
Christ used gehenna to picture the terrible fate of unrepentant sinners in Matthew 10:28. Christ said
that God will destroy both the soul (life) and body of the wicked in hell. They won‘t burn and burn
forever! They will be destroyed!
Those who aren‘t ―saved‖ in this life when they die don‘t go straight to hell. They await a future
resurrection (John 5:28-29).

4] Is this life everyone’s only chance for salvation?








In God‘s mercy all mankind will be given every opportunity to repent and become a part of God‘s
family. Those who still rebel against God will not burn forever but will die very quickly – the second
death (Revelation 20:12-15). They will perish – cease to exist (Luke 13:3, Matthew 3:12, Hebrews
10:26-27, Malachi 4:1-3, Romans 6:23).
God is not trying to save all of mankind now. He has called and chosen to be a part of the church only
a few at this time (John 6:44, 1 Corinthians 1:26, Mark 4:11-12).
All people who have not received salvation up to Christ‘s second coming will get another chance – a
first real chance at salvation when God resurrects them at the end of the millennium (Revelation 20:45, 12-13, Ezekiel 37:1-14, Matthew 10:14-15, 11:20-24, 12:41-42). This is the Great White Throne
Judgment period. God‘s Holy Spirit will be offered to them (Ezekiel 37:14) and they will probably have
a full 100 years to repent and be converted (Isaiah 65:20).
God is truly is a God of justice and fairness who will give everyone a full and equal chance at salvation.
He does not want anyone to perish but to have eternal life and be born into His family (John 3:16)!

Further Reading about Heaven and Hell








UCG booklet – Heaven and Hell
UCG booklet – What Happens After Death?
Ambassador College Bible Correspondence Course – Lesson 5: ―What is Man?‖
Ambassador College Bible Correspondence Course – Lesson 6: ―What is Hell?‖
Ambassador College Bible Correspondence Course – Lesson 7: ―Will You Go to Heaven?‖
Ambassador College Bible Correspondence Course – Lesson 21: ―Is this the Only Day of
Salvation?‖
 Old WCG booklet – Is God Trying to Save the World Now?
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WHY DID GOD CHOOSE ISRAEL?
1] Who are the Israelites?
After Adam and Eve were cast out of the Garden of Eden, mankind filled the face of the earth and
developed its own customs and civilization without God‘s guidance. Over the next 1600 years, not only had
mankind multiplied rapidly on the face of the earth but so had man‘s evils.
―Then the LORD saw that the wickedness of man was great in the earth, and that every intent of the
thoughts of his heart was only evil continually. And the LORD was sorry that He had made man on the
earth, and He was grieved in His heart. So the LORD said, ‗I will destroy man whom I have created from the
face of the earth, both man and beast, creeping thing and birds of the air, for I am sorry that I have made
them.‘ But Noah found grace in the eyes of the LORD‖ (Genesis 6:5-8).
God then brought the Flood on the whole world but spared Noah and his family who survived by building a
giant ark which housed them and a great many of the land animals (Genesis 6-8). Their descendants once
again began to be fruitful and multiplied over the face of the earth. After the Flood [2302 BC] the earth's
inhabitants once again began to turn their back on God. By Abraham's time all peoples had again grown
corrupt.
‖God then set in motion a major aspect of His plan to offer salvation to mankind. Selecting Abraham was a
crucial step in God's long-term plan to turn all nations back to Him. The remainder of the Bible is woven
around His plan to reconcile all humanity to Himself…[God chose Abraham and promised to] develop his
descendants into a group of influential nations chosen for the purpose of teaching and illustrating His
values and way of life to the rest of the world‖ (The United States and Britain in Bible Prophecy, p.5).
―Now the LORD had said to Abram [God later
changed his name to Abraham]: ‗Get out of your
country, from your family and from your father‘s
house, to a land that I will show you. I will make
you a great nation; I will bless you and make your
name great; and you shall be a blessing. I will
bless those who bless you, and I will curse him
who curses you; and in you all the families of the
earth shall be blessed‘‖ (Genesis 12:1-3).
Around 1875 BC God called Abraham out of Ur
(today called Urfa) in Northern Mesopotamia to go
to the land of Canaan or Palestine. He promised to
make of him a great nation, a promise that was
later expanded to many nations because of the
faithfulness that Abraham showed to God
(Genesis 17:5-6).
Abraham and his wife Sarah were getting quite
old. He was 75 when he left for the land of
Canaan. God had promised them a son but God
did not appear again for many years and so they
took matters into their own hands.
As per an ancient custom when wives were barren, Sarah asked Abraham to beget a son for them with
Sarah‘s servant girl, Hagar. She became pregnant and bore him a son named Ishmael. Ishmael became
the father of the people who we call the Arabs (Genesis 17:20).
God told Abraham that the birthright promises would not go to Ishmael but instead would be passed on
through a son that would come from Abraham‘s wife, Sarah (Genesis 17:15-21). Given that Sarah was
already an old woman well beyond her childbearing years the birth of Isaac was truly a miracle from God.
Isaac later had two sons, Esau and Jacob. As the oldest, Esau was entitled to the birthright but he did not
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value it and sold it to his brother Jacob. Esau‘s descendants in time became the Turks and the
Palestinians.
Jacob had a tenacious spirit that was tested when God appeared to him and they wrestled all night. After
this incident God said to him: ―Your name shall no longer be called Jacob, but Israel; for you have struggled
with God and with men, and have prevailed.‖ (Genesis 32:28).
This is where we get the word Israel from. Israel was the name that God gave to Abraham‘s
grandson, Jacob, which means ―Overcomer with God‖. Jacob had 12 sons and from those sons
descended the 12 tribes of Israel. Only one of those 12 tribes are the Jewish people or the Jews as
they are called.
Jacob, or Israel as His name was changed to, had twelve sons (Genesis 49).
His favourite was Joseph. His older brothers were envious of the special
treatment that Jacob paid to Joseph. Their envy became so great that they
sold him to slave traders and told Jacob that he was killed by a wild animal
(Genesis 37).
Through an amazing set of circumstances Joseph eventually became vizier
of Egypt. Through a famine, which forced Jacob‘s family to have to go to
Egypt to buy grain, Jacob was eventually re-united with Joseph and moved
his whole family to the rich Nile delta area called Goshen in Egypt around
1660 BC (Genesis 46).
Exodus 12:40 appears to say that the Israelites were in slavery in Egypt for a total of 430 years yet
Galatians 3:16-17 says that from Abraham leaving for the land of Canaan until the Exodus was also 430
years. The Greek translation of the Old Testament (the Septuagint) corrects this misunderstanding. It
properly translates Exodus 12:40 this way: ―The sojourning of the children and of their fathers, which they
sojourned in the land of Canaan AND in the land of Egypt was four hundred and thirty years.‖
There were 215 years between Abraham leaving for Canaan around 1875 BC to Jacob‘s family (the
Israelites) moving down to Egypt and then exactly 215 years between Jacob (Israel) going to Egypt around
1660 BC and the Exodus around 1445 BC. Joseph lived another 71 years and then after his death a
pharaoh who did not know Joseph dealt harshly with these ―foreigners‖ living in Egypt. He made slaves of
them. This period of slavery probably began about 100 years before God raised up Moses and delivered
them from their slavery in Egypt.
With a mighty hand God brought ten devastating plagues on Egypt which
eventually made Pharaoh let the Israelites leave Egypt. He then changed
his mind after they had left and took his whole army with him to bring them
back. The Israelites found themselves trapped between Pharaoh‘s army
and the Red Sea. God then supernaturally parted the waters of the Red
Sea and they were then able to flee Pharaoh‘s army (Exodus 14). The
waters collapsed back on Pharaoh and his army after the Israelites
finished crossing to the other side.
After this great miracle they journeyed to Mt Sinai where God gave them the Ten Commandments and
offered to be their God and bless them physically if they would obey Him. This proposal by God and the
acceptance by the nation of Israel became known as the Old Covenant.

2] Why Did God Choose Israel?
In his book ―Mystery of the Ages‖ Herbert W. Armstrong asks these important questions:
―Did it ever strike you as most unusual that the Great God should have raised up the ancient nation Israel
to be His chosen people? Consider these seemingly paradoxical facts:
―God says He is not a respecter of persons. Is He, then, a respecter of nations? Does He have a favourite?
Did you ever realize that God denied His chosen people salvation--save only their prophets? That the
chosen nation was given only material and national promises--that God's Holy Spirit was inaccessible to
them? Did it ever occur to you that the Holy Bible is the book of and concerning only that one people
Israel? And that other nations are mentioned only if and as they came into contact with Israel?‖ (p.132).
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Those are very interesting questions. Let‘s now look at three reasons why God chose the nation of Israel
and how this relationship between God and this chosen nation plays such an important part in God‘s plan
to save mankind. So why did God choose Israel?
[1] To be a model nation that would encourage other nations to want to come under
God’s rule.
In Exodus 19:3-8 we read: ―And Moses went up to God, and the LORD called to him from the mountain,
saying, ―Thus you shall say to the house of Jacob, and tell the children of Israel…if you will indeed obey My
voice and keep My covenant, then you shall be a special treasure to Me above all people; for all the earth
is Mine. And you shall be to Me a kingdom of priests and a holy nation…So Moses came and called
for the elders of the people, and laid before them all these words which the LORD commanded him. Then all
the people answered together and said, ‗All that the LORD has spoken we will do.‘‖
God wasn‘t playing favourites. He said that He didn‘t call them because they were more numerous or any
greater in influence than other nations (Deuteronomy 7:6-8). He said that they were the least of nations
when He called them out of Egypt and that He was going to remain faithful to His promises to Abraham,
Isaac and Jacob to make of them a group of influential nations. God called them not because they
deserved it but for a service which would ultimately benefit all mankind.
In Deuteronomy 4:6-8 God told them: ―Therefore be
careful to observe them; for this is your wisdom and
your understanding in the sight of the peoples who
will hear all these statutes, and say, Surely this
great nation is a wise and understanding people.
For what great nation is there that has God so
near to it, as the LORD our God is to us, for
whatever reason we may call upon Him? And
what great nation is there that has such statutes
and righteous judgments as are in all this law
which I set before you this day?‖
God wanted a free, obedient and happy people free of the many burdens governments put on people.
Other peoples would look at them thinking, ―How can we be free from the burdens our governments put on
us‖ and from that could spread the idea, ―Hey, let‘s worship Israel‘s God. Let Israel‘s God be our king.‖ It
was God‘s intent that the whole world be blessed through the descendants of Jacob.
[2] To prove that even with the knowledge of God’s laws and every other advantage
that man still needs the Holy Spirit to live by God’s way of life.
Herbert W. Armstrong in the quote above said that the Israelites were denied the Holy Spirit [and spiritual
salvation as a result] and that they were only offered physical, material blessings. Only a select few were
given the Holy Spirit since the extra help of the Holy Spirit was needed for the jobs that God had in mind for
them. What proof is there that Israel was denied the indwelling of the Holy Spirit with the exception of their
prophets?
The apostle Peter, when he spoke of the Old Testament prophets, said that ―the Spirit of Christ…was IN
THEM.‖ (1 Peter 1:10-11) David also mentioned in his famous prayer of repentance that he had the Holy
Spirit (Psalm 51:11). These men, however, were the exception not the rule.
In Numbers 11 we read: ―So the LORD said to Moses: ‗Gather to Me seventy men of the elders of Israel,
whom you know to be the elders of the people and officers over them; bring them to the tabernacle of
meeting, that they may stand there with you. Then I will come down and talk with you there. I will take of
the Spirit that is upon you and will put the same upon them; and they shall bear the burden of the people
with you, that you may not bear it yourself alone‘…Then Moses said to him [Joshua], ‗Are you zealous for
my sake? Oh, that all the LORD‘s people were prophets and that the LORD would put His Spirit upon them!‘‖
(Numbers 11:16-17, 29).
Moses wished that God would give His Holy Spirit to all of the people but he realized God had decreed that
only a select few would be given the Holy Spirit to help them fulfill special jobs that God had in mind for
them. An example was the 70 men who God gave the spirit to in the verse quote above in Numbers 11.
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Aside from this select few there was also a faithful minority throughout Old Testament Israel‘s history who
kept the letter (and much of the spirit) of God‘s law (Romans 11:2-5). Did these people have the Holy Spirit
in them also?
In John 14:17 we read: ―the Spirit of Truth, which the world cannot receive because it does not see it nor
knows it. But you know it, for it dwells with you and SHALL be in you.‖
God‘s spirit gives us spiritual understanding and helps us keep His law (1 Corinthians 2:11, 2 Peter 1:4).
Prior to a person receiving the indwelling of the God‘s spirit at baptism and the laying on hands the Holy
Spirit can work with a person and help them to obey God.
During Christ‘s ministry the apostles had the Holy Spirit working with them but it wasn‘t IN them until after
Christ was resurrected.
Such would have been the case with the minority of Israel who did strive to faithfully obey God as best as
they could in Old Testament Israel. They would have been in much the same situation as young people in
the church today who strive to obey God but haven‘t been baptised yet.
Another example that highlights this point is found over in Acts 19:1-6 where we read:
―And it happened in the time Apollos was at Corinth, Paul was passing through the higher parts to
Ephesus.
―And finding certain disciples, he said to them, Have you received the Holy Spirit since you
believed? And they said to him, We did not so much as hear whether the Holy Spirit is.
―And he said to them, Then to what were you baptized? And they said, To John's baptism. And Paul said,
John truly baptized with the baptism of repentance, saying to the people that they should believe into Him
coming after him, that is, into Jesus Christ. And hearing, they were baptized in the name of the Lord Jesus.
And as Paul laid his hands on them, the Holy Spirit came on them‖.
These men had been faithful since the time of John the Baptist before Christ‘s crucifixion and resurrection
yet they neither knew about the Holy Spirit nor had they received the indwelling of the Holy Spirit.
If the indwelling of the Holy Spirit was generally available to faithful Israelites in the Old Testament then
WHY didn‘t Christ‘s disciples receive it during His earthly ministry before His resurrection and why didn‘t
these disciples of John the Baptist not receive it?
If you don‘t understand the difference between God‘s Spirit being with you and God‘s spirit being in
you, you can easily become confused, especially when you see zealous people in mainstream
christian churches who seem to genuinely get help and assistance from God and have a certain
degree of biblical understanding.
God‘s spirit may work with them and they may do well with the half of God‘s truth they have access
to but there‘s a bunch of doctrines – the other half of God‘s truth – that understanding of appears to
be reserved for those that God specially chooses to call into the Church of God. The mysteries of
the Kingdom are available only to those who it has been GIVEN to (Matthew 13:11).
Even though the Holy Spirit can work externally with people to better obey God as they respond, only the
indwelling of the Holy Spirit makes us eligible for the first resurrection and a part of His true church
(Romans 8:9-11).
Christ said in ―I WILL (future tense) build my church‖ (Matthew 16:18). In Old Testament times only a few
scattered individuals were given the indwelling of the Holy Spirit but in the New Testament He opened that
up much further so that there would be a whole church community that would have His spirit.
The old covenant did not include the promise of the indwelling of the Holy Spirit and thus spiritual salvation.
We are plainly told in Hebrews 8:6 that the new covenant is established on better promises.
Why did God choose Israel and then deny them His Holy Spirit and spiritual salvation? Herbert W.
Armstrong answers this question the following way:
―Educated men and scientists today [say]…‘Give us sufficient knowledge, and we will solve all problems
and eradicate all evils -- we will create utopia!‘ Up to that time [the Exodus], mankind had been denied
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spiritual knowledge and fulfilment from God. God now decided to give them knowledge of his law -- his kind
of government -- his way of life! He was going to prove to the world that without his Holy Spirit their minds
were incapable of receiving and utilizing such knowledge of the TRUE WAY OF LIFE.
―He was going to demonstrate to them that the mind of MAN, with its one spirit, and without the addition of
God's Holy Spirit, could not have spiritual discernment -- could not solve human problems, could not cure
the evils that were besetting humanity. The nation Israel would be his guinea pig to demonstrate that fact.
Also they had the quality heredity of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob (Israel). God had chosen a nation of almost
perfect original strain in its generations -- its ancestry. So God entered into a covenant with them, making
them HIS NATION. It also represented a MARRIAGE covenant, with Israel the wife, promising obedience
to her husband -- GOD. It was the physical type of the yet-to-come spiritual NEW COVENANT…
―Here was a people of almost clear racial strain, and the God believing heredity of Abraham, Isaac and
Israel. Two requisites make a human whatever he becomes in life: heredity and environment. Heredity
involves what has been inherited by birth in such areas as health, intelligence and character tendencies.
Environment includes all external influences and self-determined motivations -- whether good or evil.
Heredity -- if of good and high quality -- may start one off at an advantage. An inspiring environment,
uplifting influences and right self-motivation may further improvement…God started his chosen nation off -even though brought out of slavery -- with all the natural advantages of a [quality] heredity. God pulled
them out of slavery and gave them a new and fresh start. One might say they had everything God-given
going for them‖ (Mystery of the Ages, p.140-141).
The apostle Paul in Romans 8:7-9 wrote that ―the carnal mind [the natural mind without God‘s spirit] is
enmity against God; for it is not subject to the law of God, nor indeed can be. So then, those who are in the
flesh cannot please God. But you are not in the flesh but in the Spirit, if indeed the Spirit of God dwells in
you.‖
Human nature tends to follow the path of least resistance. Often it takes more effort to do what is right than
do what is wrong. Because of this extra effort needed to do what is right, we need the extra power that God
provides through His Holy Spirit. It is the Holy Spirit that helps us to even comprehend God‘s truth and His
way of life. Paul wrote: ‖For what man knows the things of a man except the spirit of the man which is in
him? Even so no one knows the things of God except the Spirit of God‖ (1 Corinthians 2:11). God said
that Israel lacked an ability to fully comprehend what He was doing with them and the way of life He
instructed them in (Deuteronomy 29:2-4).
Did God know that they would fail to live by His way of life and break their covenant without the help of His
Holy Spirit?
In Deuteronomy 5:29 God said that he wished that ―they had such a heart in them that they would fear Me
and always keep all My commandments, that it might be well with them and with their children forever!‖
God however realized that they didn‘t have the heart to keep His laws and keep the covenant which they
made with God because they lacked His Holy Spirit.
In Deuteronomy 31:20-21 God said: ―When I have brought them to the land flowing with milk and
honey, of which I swore to their fathers, and they have eaten and filled themselves and grown fat,
then they will turn to other gods and serve them; and they will provoke Me and break My covenant.
Then it shall be, when many evils and troubles have come upon them, that this song will testify against
them as a witness; for it will not be forgotten in the mouths of their descendants, for I know the inclination
of their behavior today, even before I have brought them to the land of which I swore to give them.‖
Even with the knowledge of God‘s laws which He gave Israel through Moses and every other
advantage such as the quality heredity of Abraham and the patriarchs, which included many
valuable talents, Israel failed and God KNEW in advance that they would FAIL.
This old covenant was made at Mount Sinai. Before that covenant with the people of Israel God had made a
previous covenant with the patriarch Abraham.
The purpose of this Abrahamic covenant is outlined three times in the book of Genesis:
Genesis 12:3: "And I will bless those that bless you and curse the one who curses you. And in you shall all
families of the earth be blessed."
Genesis 22:18: "And in your Seed shall all the nations of the earth be blessed, because you have obeyed
My voice."
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Genesis 28:14: "And your seed shall be like the dust of the earth, and you shall spread abroad to the west,
and to the east, and to the north, and to the south. And in you and in your Seed shall all the families of the
earth be blessed."
God was going to use the nation of Israel to bless all the nations of the world. Jesus Christ was a descendant
of Abraham and, in part, He was a Seed of Abraham who‘s sacrifice would open up salvation and entrance into
God‘s kingdom and family at the resurrection (Galatians 3:16).
God divorced ancient Israel and the old covenant was broken when He sent them away into captivity.
Jeremiah 3:8 says: ―And I saw, when for all the causes for which backsliding Israel committed adultery, I sent
her away and gave a bill of divorce to her.‖
The old covenant was broken and finished by God divorcing them yet God will still remember the previous
covenant He had made with Abraham:
In Leviticus 26:43-45 we read: ―The land also shall be forsaken by them, and shall enjoy its sabbaths, while it
lies waste without them. And they shall accept the punishment of their iniquities; because, even because they
despised My judgments, and because their soul hated My statutes.
―And yet for all that, when they are in the land of their enemies, I will not cast them away, neither will I hate
them, to destroy them utterly and to break My covenant with them. For I am the LORD their God. But for their
sakes, I will remember the covenant of their ancestors, whom I brought forth out of the land of Egypt in the
sight of the heathen, so that I might be their God. I am the LORD.‖
The PURPOSE of the Abrahamic covenant was to use Israel to bless all nations and lead them as a
model nation of His way of life and towards the path of salvation and entry into the Kingdom and
Family of God!
God knew they would break the old covenant because it didn‘t include the promise of the Holy Spirit where the
people would truly want to obey Him.
He knew ahead of time that in order to fulfill the purpose of the Abrahamic covenant of using Israel as
a model nation to bless all nations that a NEW covenant would eventually be required for them to have
the heart to obey Him and eventually fulfill their destiny as the model nation by which He will bless all
nations.
This is prophesied in the book of Jeremiah:
―Behold, the days come, says the LORD that I will make a new covenant with the house of Israel, and with the
house of Judah, not according to the covenant that I made with their fathers in the day I took them by the hand
to bring them out of the land of Egypt; which covenant of Mine they broke, although I was a husband to them,
says the LORD; but this shall be the covenant that I will make with the house of Israel:
―After those days, says the LORD, I will put My Law in their inward parts, and write it in their hearts;
and I will be their God, and they shall be My people‖ (Jeremiah 31:31-33).
This end time prophecy takes place after Christ‘s second coming and the Kingdom of God is brought to this
earth. The House of Israel and the House of Judah in Jeremiah‘s new covenant prophecy refers to the two
political kingdoms of the physical descendants of Israel so even after the Kingdom of God is set up on earth He
is still working with the physical descendants of Israel and wanting them to be His people.
They will be offered the new covenant and the chance to become a part of spiritual Israel – the church
(Galatians 6:16).
The Old Covenant failed because of the people and their disobedience (Hebrews 8:8) but in order to keep
the purpose of the Abrahamic covenant (bless all peoples by your seed) God will bring them out of a
coming future captivity and make the New Covenant with them at His second coming.
God is preparing the Kingdom of God in dual stages. He is working both through physical Israel AND
spiritual Israel - the church. After Christ returns physical Israel will become God's model millennial
nation!
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After a far greater exodus back from slavery than that out of Egypt (Jeremiah 16:14-15) they will turn to God
and be an outstanding example of obedience (Isaiah 61:9, 62:1-2) to the Gentiles who will eagerly from that
time on seek to follow (Zechariah 8:23)!
They will be become leading nations on the earth because of their example to the Gentiles and be a kingdom
of priests and a holy nation as God originally intended (Exodus 19:6).
[3] To write through the painful lessons of experience that only living God’s way leads
to happiness and breaking God’s laws only brings misery.
Those who fail to learn the lessons of history are doomed to repeat them. That‘s why God has had
the history of Israel recorded for us. Their lessons of experience showed time and time again that only
living God‘s way leads to happiness and breaking God‘s laws will only bring misery.
The apostle Paul wrote the following in 1 Corinthians 10:1-11 to show how their examples have been
recorded for our benefit so we don‘t repeat their mistakes:
‖Moreover, brethren, I do not want you to be unaware that all our fathers were under the cloud, all passed
through the sea, all were baptized into Moses in the cloud and in the sea, all ate the same spiritual food,
and all drank the same spiritual drink. For they drank of that spiritual Rock that followed them, and that
Rock was Christ. But with most of them God was not well pleased, for their bodies were scattered in the
wilderness. Now these things became our examples, to the intent that we should not lust after evil things as
they also lusted. And do not become idolaters as were some of them. As it is written, ‗The people sat down
to eat and drink, and rose up to play.‘
―Nor let us commit sexual immorality, as some of them did, and in one day twenty-three thousand fell; nor
let us tempt Christ, as some of them also tempted, and were destroyed by serpents; nor complain, as some
of them also complained, and were destroyed by the destroyer. Now all these things happened to them
as examples, and they were written for our admonition, upon whom the ends of the ages have
come.‖ [A great resource for learning about the strengths and weaknesses of the great men and women in
the Bible are the short biographies that are found in the Life Application Bible].
On this point Raymond McNair writes: ―They were divinely chosen to serve as an example for the rest of
humanity of what happens to those who obey or disobey the Creator God. As one Jewish man painfully
remarked in the aftermath of World War II, ‗Why doesn't He choose someone else for a while?‘‖ (America
and Britain in Prophecy, p.4).
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3] What do you mean by the Old Covenant and the New Covenant?
When God gave Israel the Ten Commandments at Mt Sinai after He brought them out of Egypt He offered
to be their God and bless them physically if they would obey Him. We read of all the blessings that God
offered the people in Leviticus 26:1-13 and Deuteronomy 28:1-14. God promised to give them all those
blessings if they would obey Him and keep His laws and statutes.
In Exodus 19:3-8 we read: ―And Moses went up to God, and the LORD called to him
from the mountain, saying, ‗Thus you shall say to the house of Jacob, and tell the
children of Israel…if you will indeed obey My voice and keep My covenant, then you
shall be a special treasure to Me above all people; for all the earth is Mine. And you
shall be to Me a kingdom of priests and a holy nation…So Moses came and called for
the elders of the people, and laid before them all these words which the LORD
commanded him. Then all the people answered together and said, ‗All that the LORD
has spoken we will do.‘‖
This proposal by God, which was accepted by the nation of Israel, became known as the Old
Covenant. ―God entered into a covenant with them, making them HIS NATION. It also represented a
MARRIAGE covenant, with Israel the wife, promising obedience to her husband – GOD‖ (Mystery of the
Ages, p.141). A covenant is a contract or agreement where one party promises certain rewards or payment
in return for certain performance by the other party.
In Hebrew and English there is no dictionary distinction between a contract or a covenant. They both mean
a mutual agreement between two parties to do or not do certain things. That said, there does appear to be
a clear distinction between when the two terms are commonly used. There are two major differences
between when the term contract is used compared to when a covenant is used.
Contracts are generally made between two people who have had little or no previous relationship.
With a contract I only have to do only as much as I have promised and no more. You don‘t trust someone
you barely know so out of that lack of trust you set in terms what each of you are bound to by law. That
applies for rental contracts, transaction contracts and employment contracts.
Contracts are, in most cases, temporary arrangements with a limited time span before the contract
term runs out.
Covenants generally are made between people who have built up a relationship and wish to commit
to something stronger. Marriage is one such covenant.
Covenants are, in most cases, permanent agreements till death do you part.
The Hebrew word for covenant is berith. The Hebrew word berith is marked on the descendants of some of
the very people that God made the old covenant with. The name British is pure Hebrew coming from
"BeRiTh" for covenant and "ish" meaning man and combined British means "covenant man."
Berith means ―to cut‖. With the Abrahamic covenant there was a cutting done by circumcision which
became a sign of the old covenant. With a marriage covenant in Israel there was a cutting done at the time
the marriage was consummated with the breaking of a virgin's hymen. In 1 Samuel 18:3 we read that
―Jonathan and David cut a covenant‖.
There were a number of things that were done when two parties anciently made a blood covenant.


There was a shedding of blood by cutting. They raised the right arm and cut the palm of the hand and
clasped each other's hand and mingled their blood. This is saying to the other person, "We are becoming
one with each other." To intermingle the blood is to intermingle the very life of both people.



Ash was rubbed into the cut making a scar which became a sign of that covenant. Circumcision
marked the Israelites as God's covenant people. Today, our seal or mark of the covenant is the Holy Spirit
(2 Corinthians 1:22; Ephesians 1:13, 4:30).



An animal was cut in half. The halves were then laid on the ground and the partners walked between the
pieces in a figure-8 (Genesis 15:9-21), with 8 signifying a new beginning with the covenant. The ceremony
of cutting the animals implied may this be done to me if I break the terms of the covenant. God slew
animals to cover the nakedness of Adam and Eve (Genesis 3:21). The blood of the animals covered their
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sins (Hebrews 9:22). Jesus body was cut and shed for all who would partake of the new covenant
(Hebrews 9:13-15).


There was an exchange of names. This was this origin of a wife taking the name of her husband. God
gave the H in YHWH (LORD or the Eternal) to both Abram and Sarai who were then known as Abraham
and Sarah (Genesis 17:5, 15). God added Abraham to His name and became known as the "God of
Abraham" (Exodus 3:6). We become part of the Church of God when baptised into the church (1 Timothy
3:15). At the resurrection we will be given a new name (Revelation 3:12).



An exchange of garments or weapons. e.g. Jonathan & David exchanged garments (1 Samuel 18:3-4).
The whole armor of God is available to us (Ephesians 6:11-17). God takes away our filthy garments
(Isaiah 64:6, Zechariah 3:3-4) and gives us garments of His righteousness (Revelation 19:8).



A pronouncement of blessings and cursings. Deuteronomy 28 is basically a list of blessings and
cursings.



Eating of a covenant meal. Bread and wine is a traditional covenant meal. In the Passover bread
represents the body; wine represents the blood and is the covenant meal of the new covenant (Luke
22:19-20). Jesus wants to dine and have a covenant meal with those who turn to Him and repent
(Revelation 3:20).



Setting up of a memorial. Partners build a memorial or do something to remind them of their covenant.
Large stone (Genesis 31:44-45). Each time we take the Passover we remember His death (1 Corinthians
11:25-26).
Symbolically, the relationship between God and Israel was like a marriage. In Jeremiah 31:32 God said: ―I
took them by the hand to lead them out of the land of Egypt; My covenant…they broke, though I was a
husband to them.‖ Israel broke their covenant with God when they went into idolatry and worshipped false
gods and turned away from His laws.
In describing how bad things got in ancient Israel we read in Jeremiah 3:7-8: ―And [God] said, after she
had done all these things, ‗Return to Me.‘ But she did not return. And her treacherous sister Judah saw it.
Then I saw that for all the causes for which backsliding Israel had committed adultery, I had put her away
and given her a certificate of divorce; yet her treacherous sister Judah did not fear, but went and played the
harlot also.‖
There are very limited grounds for which a husband and wife can obtain a divorce. Jesus said that one of
those grounds is continued, unrepented adultery (Matthew 19:9). This is what happened between God and
Israel. Spiritually they were committing adultery with other gods and refused to repent. As a result, God
symbolically divorced ancient Israel. We saw in lesson three that the member of the God family who
personally dealt with ancient Israel was Jesus Christ (1 Corinthians 10:4). He was the one who was
symbolically married to ancient Israel.
God has not completely forsaken the nation of Israel. When Jesus Christ returns He will make a new
covenant with them and give them His Holy Spirit which will give them the ability to keep that covenant and
never break it again.
We read of the new covenant that He will offer the nation of Israel in Jeremiah 31:31-34 at His return.
―Behold, the days are coming, says the LORD, when I will make a new covenant with the house of Israel
and with the house of Judah—not according to the covenant that I made with their fathers in the day that I
took them by the hand to lead them out of the land of Egypt, My covenant which they broke, though I was a
husband to them, says the LORD.
―But this is the covenant that I will make with the house of Israel after those days, says the LORD: I will put
My law in their minds, and write it on their hearts; and I will be their God, and they shall be My people. No
more shall every man teach his neighbor, and every man his brother, saying, ‗Know the LORD,‘ for they all
shall know Me, from the least of them to the greatest of them, says the LORD. For I will forgive their iniquity,
and their sin I will remember no more.‖
The apostle Paul spoke of this covenant in Hebrews 8 when he said: ―For if that first covenant had been
faultless, then no place would have been sought for a second. Because finding fault with them, He says:
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‗Behold, the days are coming, says the LORD, when I will make a new covenant with the house of Israel and
with the house of Judah—not according to the covenant that I made with their fathers in the day when I
took them by the hand to lead them out of the land of Egypt; because they did not continue in My covenant,
and I disregarded them, says the LORD‖ (Hebrews 8:7-9).
The problem was not with the laws that God gave to Israel. As Paul said in Hebrews 8:8 the fault was with
the people who didn‘t keep God‘s laws. When God makes the new covenant with Israel after Christ‘s
second coming He says to them: ―I will put My Spirit within you and cause you to walk in My statutes, and
you will keep My judgments and do them‖ (Ezekiel 36:27).
God‘s laws and statutes will be a part of the New Covenant. This time, though, God will offer them the Holy
Spirit upon their repentance and baptism and they will then have the power to keep His laws. The Holy
Spirit will help write God‘s laws in their heart. The end of the 6000 years where God has cut Himself off
from mankind will have come to an end and Christ will rule all nations and offer salvation to the nation of
Israel as well as all mankind.
Some have argued that we no longer have to keep God‘s laws because they were part of the Old Covenant
and the Old Covenant is now obsolete. This argument doesn‘t hold water. If I made a deal with you to give
you something if you kept the traffic laws for a year and didn‘t get a speeding ticket and then we do away
with that deal, does that do away with the traffic laws? Doing away with our contract does not in any way do
away with keeping the laws which might be a condition of our deal.
In Colossians 2:13-14 we read:
―And you, being dead in your trespasses and the uncircumcision of your flesh, He has made alive together
with Him, having forgiven you all trespasses, having wiped out the handwriting of requirements that was
against us, which was contrary to us. And He has taken it out of the way, having nailed it to the cross.‖
The King James Version renders verse 14 as "Blotting out the handwriting of ordinances that was against
us, which was contrary to us".
The use of the word ―ordinances‖ here in the King James has led many Protestant critics of the holy days to
claim that these ordinances are the ceremonial laws in the book of Moses which have been nailed to the
cross and we are no longer obliged to keep its laws.
The handwriting of requirements or ordinances is said here to be against us. If these ordinances were Old
Testament laws they might be obsolete but they wouldn‘t be against us.
The King James translation ―handwriting of ordinances‖ is a poor translation. The handwriting of
requirements or ordinances is from the Greek cheirographon dogmaison. The Greek phrase
―cheirographon dogmaison‖ should be more correctly translated as a ―written record of lawbreaking‖.
A ―cheirographon dogmaison‖ was a specific legal document. In ancient times the accuser would
present the cheirographon dogmaison to the middle of the court room. It was this written record of
our lawbreaking not Old Testament laws that was nailed to the cross.
Jesus has nailed our written record of our lawbreaking to the cross. The charges against us – the record of
our breaking of God‘s holy law demanding the death penalty – has been nailed to the cross NOT the
keeping of any of God‘s laws.
The old covenant was broken by ancient Israel when they rejected God. God divorced them yet God will still
remember the previous covenant He had made with Abraham:
In Leviticus 26:43-45 we read: ―The land also shall be forsaken by them, and shall enjoy its sabbaths, while it
lies waste without them. And they shall accept the punishment of their iniquities; because, even because they
despised My judgments, and because their soul hated My statutes.
―And yet for all that, when they are in the land of their enemies, I will not cast them away, neither will I hate
them, to destroy them utterly and to break My covenant with them. For I am the LORD their God. But for their
sakes, I will remember the covenant of their ancestors, whom I brought forth out of the land of Egypt in the
sight of the heathen, so that I might be their God. I am the LORD.‖
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The PURPOSE of the Abrahamic covenant was to use Israel to bless all nations (Genesis 12:3, 22:18 &
28:14) and lead them as a model nation of His way of life and towards the path of salvation and entry
into the Kingdom and Family of God!
God knew they would break the old covenant because it didn‘t include the promise of the Holy Spirit where the
people would truly want to obey Him.
He knew ahead of time that in order to fulfill the purpose of the Abrahamic covenant of using Israel as
a model nation to bless all nations that a NEW covenant would eventually be required for them to have
the heart to obey Him and eventually fulfill their destiny as the model nation by which He will bless all
nations.
This is prophesied in the book of Jeremiah:
―Behold, the days come, says the LORD that I will make a new covenant with the house of Israel, and with the
house of Judah, not according to the covenant that I made with their fathers in the day I took them by the hand
to bring them out of the land of Egypt; which covenant of Mine they broke, although I was a husband to them,
says the LORD; but this shall be the covenant that I will make with the house of Israel:
―After those days, says the LORD, I will put My Law in their inward parts, and write it in their hearts;
and I will be their God, and they shall be My people‖ (Jeremiah 31:31-33).
The Old Covenant failed because of the people and their disobedience (Hebrews 8:8) but in order to keep
the purpose of the Abrahamic covenant (bless all peoples by your seed) God will bring them out of a
coming future captivity and make the New Covenant with them at His second coming.
God will make the New Covenant with the physical nation of Israel at Christ‘s second coming. Does God
make the New Covenant with anyone else other than the physical nation of Israel?
At the last supper when Jesus took a cup of wine he said to His disciples: ―This cup is
the new covenant in My blood, which is shed for you‖ (Luke 22:20). All who are
baptized and partake of the Passover have made a covenant with God to come under
God‘s rule and live by God‘s way of life.
The New Covenant is based on better promises (Hebrews 8:6) including the giving
of the Holy Spirit to help us live by the spirit of the law and offering us eternal life in
the very family of God!
With the Old Covenant Jesus Christ was married to physical Israel. With the New Covenant He will
not marry physical Israel but He will marry the church – spiritual Israel. When physical Israel
repents at Christ‘s return they will be baptized into the church and become a part of spiritual Israel.
The New Testament speaks of Christ marrying the church in a spiritual sense at His
return. Paul wrote in 2 Corinthians 11:2: ―For I am jealous for you with godly
jealousy. For I have betrothed you to one husband, that I may present you as a chaste
virgin to Christ.‖ He also wrote in Ephesians 5:25-32: ―Husbands, love your wives,
just as Christ also loved the church and gave Himself for her, that He might sanctify
and cleanse her with the washing of water by the word, that He might present her to
Himself a glorious church, not having spot or wrinkle or any such thing, but that she
should be holy and without blemish…This is a great mystery, but I speak concerning
Christ and the church.‖
We read of this wonderful spiritual marriage between Christ and the Church at His return in Revelation
19:7-9: ―Let us be glad and rejoice and give Him glory, for the marriage of the Lamb has come, and His
wife has made herself ready. And to her it was granted to be arrayed in fine linen, clean and bright, for the
fine linen is the righteous acts of the saints. Then he said to me, ‗Write: ‗Blessed are those who are called
to the marriage supper of the Lamb!‘‖

4] What were the birthright blessings that God promised to Abraham?
When God called Abraham He promised to multiply his descendants and make a great and powerful nation
from them. We read of this in Genesis 12:1-3:
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―Now the LORD had said to Abram [Abraham]: ‗Get out of your country, from your family and from your
father‘s house, to a land that I will show you. I will make you a great nation; I will bless you and make your
name great; and you shall be a blessing. I will bless those who bless you, and I will curse him who curses
you; and in you all the families of the earth shall be blessed.‖
This promise was expanded in Genesis 17:5-6. Not only would a great nation come from Abraham but
many nations. In Genesis 28:14 God said to Abraham: ―Also your descendants shall be as the dust of the
earth; you shall spread abroad to the west and the east, to the north and the south; and in you and in your
seed all the families of the earth shall be blessed.‖
There are two aspects to these blessings which have become known as the birthright blessing or blessings
of Abraham. There are the national physical blessings of great prosperity and then there is the great
spiritual blessing that God promised to him.
Let‘s look at the great spiritual blessing that God had promised to Abraham and his descendants. In
Galatians 3:16 Paul tells us: ―Now to Abraham and his Seed were the promises made. He does not say,
‗And to seeds‘, as of many, but as of one, ‗And to your Seed‘, who is Christ.‖ When God told Abraham ―in
you all the families of the earth shall be blessed‖ (Genesis 28:14), this promise was dual. God also had in
mind the promise that Jesus Christ would be born from His descendants and that His death would make it
possible to save mankind from the penalty of their sins.
The national, physical blessings were the other part of the birthright promise to Abraham. Now why did God
make these promises to Abraham‘s descendants? God wanted Israel was to be a model nation so that
other nations would see the benefits of living by God‘s way so they might want to come under His rule and
live by His way. With that in mind, what was the purpose for offering such prosperity to Abraham‘s
descendants?
―God's grand purpose - anciently, today and tomorrow - for Abraham's descendants has never varied. He
selected them to be a blessing to ‗all the families of the earth‘ (Genesis 12:3). To make this possible He
promised them every material advantage they would ever need‖ (The United States and Britain in Bible
Prophecy, p.34). These material blessings would make it possible for them to help and benefit many other
nations all around the world.
These birthright promises were passed down through Isaac and Jacob. All of Jacob‘s 12 sons would share
in the blessings promised to Abraham but the double portion of this birthright was passed onto Joseph
sons, Ephraim and Manasseh.
In Genesis 35:11 God said to Jacob: ―I am God Almighty. Be fruitful and multiply; a nation and a
company of nations shall proceed from you, and kings shall come from your body.‖ This part of the
birthright promise was passed onto Joseph‘s sons, Ephraim and Manasseh in Genesis 48:19, ―He
(Manasseh) also shall become a people, and he also shall be great; but truly his younger brother (Ephraim)
shall be greater than he, and his descendants shall become a multitude of nations.‖
In Genesis 49 Jacob gave prophecies about what the descendants of each of his 12 sons would be like in
the end-time before Christ‘s return. About Joseph he said: "Joseph is like a grapevine that produces much
fruit, a healthy vine watered by a spring, whose branches grow over the wall. Archers attack him violently
and shoot at him angrily, but he aims his bow well. His arms are made strong. He gets his power from the
Mighty God of Jacob and his strength from the Shepherd, the Rock of Israel. Your father's God helps you.
God Almighty blesses you. He blesses you with rain from above, with water from springs below, with many
babies born to your wives, and many young ones born to your animals. The blessings of your father are
greater than the blessings of the oldest mountains, greater than the good things of the long-lasting hills.
May these blessings rest on the head of Joseph..." (Genesis 49:22-26, New Century Version).
―This prophetic passage tells us that Joseph's descendants ‗in the last days‘ will live in a productive, wellwatered and fruitful land. They will be a people who have greatly expanded their territory and influence politically, militarily, economically and culturally - a people ‗whose branches grow over the wall,‘ or beyond
their natural borders. They will be a people that, on occasion, will be attacked by other nations but will
generally be victorious. Their triumphs will sometimes seem ‗miraculous‘ or ‗providential‘ because the
Almighty God is their helper and source of blessings. They will be a people who live in an unusually
favourable climate that easily supports their steadily expanding population. They will enjoy the blessing of
good crops, vast herds of livestock and extensive natural resources such as fine stands of timber and
valuable minerals mined from their soil‖ (The United States and Britain in Bible Prophecy, p.10-11).
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In the days soon after King Solomon, the nation of Israel split into two nations, the Kingdom of Israel and
the Kingdom of Judah (from whom the Jews descend). The northern Kingdom of Israel were eventually
conquered by Assyria around 709 BC and carried away to Mesopotamia, and have never returned to
Palestine, as a nation. They included the birthright tribes of Ephraim and Manasseh and eventually became
known as the ―Lost Tribes of Israel‖.
The southern Kingdom of Judah was conquered and taken into exile by the Babylonians around 586 BC. A
remnant of the Jews returned to Palestine 70 years later. Jesus was born amongst the Jews 500 years
later. In 70 AD the Jewish people revolted against the Romans and were defeated and consequently
scattered amongst the nations for nearly 2000 years until the Jewish state of Israel was created in 1948.
Nehemiah 11 shows that those who volunteered to return and rebuild a Jewish presence in the Promised
Land came almost exclusively from the tribes of Judah, Benjamin and Levi. No significant numbers from the
northern tribes after this ever returned their homeland so they are to be found elsewhere. Many Jews claim
that they migrated back with the formation of the nation of Israel in 1948 but this does not match the birthright
promise of a great nation and a company of nations.
―Not all dimensions of the promises, however, would go to Joseph and his
descendants. Judah would receive a promise with an important spiritual
dimension. Through Jacob God gave the prophecy that ‗the sceptre [ruler's
staff] shall not depart from Judah‘ (Genesis 49:10). That prophecy pointed
both to the dynasty of Israel's future king, David, and to the role of Jesus,
also of the tribe of Judah and a descendant of David, as the Messiah
(Luke 1:32; Hebrews 7:14; Revelation 5:5). Christ is destined to rule the
earth as King of Kings (Revelation 11:15; 17:14; 19:16)‖ (The United
States and Britain in Bible Prophecy, p.10).
God promised David that his throne would last forever (2 Samuel 7:12-16, Psalm 89:3-4). When Babylon
conquered the Jews, Nebuchadnezzar killed King Zedekiah and all of his sons (Jeremiah 37:1-9)
seemingly destroying all of the royal line. God, however, used the prophet Jeremiah to keep the royal line
going by taking one of the king‘s daughters to the British Isles (Jeremiah 1:10, 43:5-7, Isaiah 37:31-32,
Ezekiel 17:22-23). This same dynasty has remained unbroken through the kings of Ireland, then Scotland
and today in the royal family of Great Britain (The United States and Britain in Prophecy, p.99-102).
The UCG booklet, ―The United States and Britain in Bible Prophecy‖ goes into much detail showing
how the ―lost‖ ten tribes eventually migrated to North-West Europe and how the birthright tribes of
Manasseh and Ephraim can be identified as the great nation of America and the company of nations known
as the British Commonwealth, just as God had promised to Abraham, Isaac and Jacob thousands of years
earlier.
There are prophecies of end-time Israel and even tribes as recognisable entities in the end-time: Genesis
49:1 says: "And Jacob called unto his sons, and said, Gather yourselves together, that I may tell you that
which shall befall you in the last days." Genesis 49 goes on to give us a desription of each of the tribes in
the end-time. In Matthew 19:28 Jesus promised at His return that the 12 apostles would rule each of the
12 tribes. While some intermingling with other tribes and nations has taken place there would be
enough of a recognisable homogenous core of each of these tribes.
The Jewish Encyclopaedia says the following: "The identification of the Sacae, or the Scythians [recognised
by most historians as the ancestors of the British peoples] with the Ten Tribes because they appear in history
at the SAME TIME and very nearly in the SAME PLACE, as the Israelites removed by Shalmaneser, is one of
the chiefs supports of the theory which identifies the English people, and indeed the whole Teutonic
race, with the Ten Tribes. Dan is identified sometimes with Denmark and sometimes with the Tuatha da
Danaan of Irish Tradition" (p.250)
The term ‗Caucasian‘ is a traditional, historic name commonly applied to the white race. It gets its origin from
the major Caucasian migration into Europe mostly via the Caucasian Mountains that occurred after the fall of
Parthia in 226 AD. At this same time pushed out by the religious intolerance of the conquering Arabs a whole
host of so-called barbarian tribes pour into central and eastern Europe and into the Roman empire itself and
contributed to the fall of the Roman Empire. The Israelites migrated to NW Europe and behind them were the
Assyrians who migrated to Germany.
Hundreds of years earlier many Israelites in a smaller wave of immigration via the Phoenician fleets migrated
to Carthage and then onto Spain and then onto Northern France and the British Isles known to us as Celts.
Armenian historian Ortellius notes "the kingdom of Arsareth, where the ten tribes retiring...took the name of
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Gauthei' because, he says, they were very jealous of the glory of God." It is from Gauthei that the term Goths
comes from.
Speaking before students at the Glasgow University in 1900, British Prime Minister, Lord Roseberry made the
following comments about the British Empire: "Human, and not wholly human, for the most heedless and the
most cynical must see the finger of the divine...reaching with a ripple of a restless tide over tracts, and
islands and continents, until our little Britain woke up to find herself the foster-mother of nations and the
source of united empires. Do we not hail in this, less the energy and fortune of a race than the supreme
direction of the Almighty?"
British historian James Morris wrote the following about the British Empire: "It was the largest empire in the
history of the world, comprising nearly a quarter of the land mass of the earth, and a quarter of the
population...In fact...it continued to grow until 1933 when its area was 13.9 million square miles and its
population 493 million...The Roman Empire in its prime comprised perhaps 120 million people in an area of
2.5 million square miles" (Pax Britannica, p.21, 27, 42). At its height the British Empire was over 5 times
the size of the Roman Empire and ruled over 4 times as many people as the Roman Empire.
America‘s rise to greatness was just as incredible. There was this pivotal 40 year period between 1775 when
the American Revolution began to 1815 when Napoleon was defeated at the Battle of Waterloo and the War
of 1812 concluded which boosted America‘s pride. America doubled in size with the Louisiana Purchase at a
bargain price, the greatest land deal in history. Never before in history had any nation received land to
remotely compare with those newly-acquired American territories - either in sheer size, richness of soil and
having such a favourable climate. Abraham Lincoln said in 1863:
"We find ourselves in the peaceful possession of the fairest portion of the earth, as regards fertility of
soil, extent of territory, and salubrity of climate... We...find ourselves the legal inheritors of these
fundamental blessings. We toiled not in the acquirement or establishment of them."
Britain and America also possessed "the gates of their enemies" (Genesis 22:17) including sea gates such as
the Suez and Panama canals and Gibraltar.
―A great achievement of British administrators was the establishment and extension of law and order in
Britain's colonial and imperial territories around the globe. This alone brought untold blessings to the
people of these territories…
―The British proved to be able administrators who
dramatically improved the infrastructure and standard of
living in the countries they governed. Although all
aspects of their administration were not always carried
out as justly and equitably as they should have been,
God's prophesied intent was accomplished. The sons of
Joseph led the world into an era of unprecedented
knowledge, prosperity and technological advancement.
For the first time the Bible, plus biblically oriented
reference works and publications, began to be
distributed globally.
‖The United States, after pursuing an isolationist policy for many years, was eventually forced by events
beyond her control to also take a larger role in world affairs - becoming the international model for freedom
and individual rights…The United States emerged from World War II as the most powerful nation in the
world…Since then both the United States and Britain have funnelled many more billions in foreign aid to
other countries. These are some of the ways Britain and the United States have been a blessing to the
nations of the world. Along with those blessings, however, have been some misguided efforts and
injustices. Such is the legacy of greatly blessed nations that have neglected to obey the God who blessed
them‖ (The United States and Britain in Bible Prophecy, p.36).
In this end-time age before the return of Jesus Christ, they suddenly became the greatest and most
influential nations the world has ever seen, just when Jacob said they would in Genesis 49. The incredible
birthright blessings that Joseph‘s descendants would receive (Genesis 49:22-26) were to happen in the
latter days (Genesis 49:1).
Britain received many requests from various peoples to come under British rule. This was motivated by the
kinder rule of the British compared to the more aggressive European powers and other native peoples as
well as the opposition by the British to slavery. The slave trade where new slaves were sold was abolished
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in 1807 with the British Navy policing it and then existing slaves were all freed in 1833. Many of these
native peoples who asked Britain to annex them wanted to be protected from those who still continued the
slave trade.
In modern times both the United States and Britain have given many billions in foreign aid to other
countries including rebuilding Europe and Japan after World War II. The English invented cricket which the
Indians are forever grateful for. These are some of the ways Britain and the United States have been a
blessing to the nations of the world.
Along with the positives there have also been great sins and injustices perpetuated by the descendants of
Joseph because they have not fully obeyed the God who blessed them. The British ramped up the hideous
slave trade in the Caribbean and got rich off it in the 1700‘s before they abolished it in 1833, the first
Western nation to do so. The southern United States some 30 years after tenaciously, out of economic
greed, held onto slavery and fought a bloody Civil War over it that cost more lives than any other war
America has fought in.
The British fought China in the Opium wars supporting the British drug lords who were getting the Chinese
hooked on heroin, another war fought out of economic greed. It was the British who invented and promoted
the theory of evolution.
In modern times we have seen an explosion of sexual immorality, pornography and homosexuality as well
as millions of abortions since it was legalised. Only partially have the descendants of Israel been the
righteous model nations God had intended for them.
―Although American military, economic, industrial and technical power still reigns supreme, the spiralling
moral decay of the United States does not bode well for the future. The biblically based values on which the
founding fathers and American people built the United States of America have given way to denial of God
and the same kind of self-serving materialistic orientation that led to the collapse of the ancient kingdoms of
Israel and Judah‖ (The United States and Britain in Bible Prophecy, p. 41).

5] Will Israel ever become God’s model nation?
The people of Israel have only ever partially fulfilled God‘s purpose for them to be a model nation to the
rest of the world. Anciently they were at their best when Solomon ruled a mighty Israelite empire that briefly
stretched from Egypt to the Euphrates River. In modern times Britain and America have morally been at
their peak between 1800 and 1950. They, too, have only partially been a true model nation to the rest of
the world.
Since the sexual and moral revolution of the 1960‘s, America and Britain, along with Australia, New
Zealand and Canada, have suffered a terrible moral degeneration with crime and sexual immorality and
other sins rapidly escalating as they drift further and further away from God and His way of life. During the
1960‘s when the sexual revolution began Britain‘s empire rapidly shrunk with decolonization and signs of
decay in America‘s power and political will began to show with their defeat in the Vietnam War. The
birthright blessings were beginning to be taken away and replaced with the terrible curses for disobedience
mentioned in Leviticus 26:14-39 and Deuteronomy 28:14-68.
The following prayer by Joe Wright, a minister called to give the opening prayer before an opening of the
Kansas Senate, highlights just how far our Israelite nations have strayed from God‘s ways and why our
Israelite nations will have to go through a terrible captivity in order to bring them to repentance.
―We know Your Word says, ‗Woe to those who call evil good‘ [Isaiah 5:20] but that's exactly what we've
done.
―We have lost our spiritual equilibrium and we have inverted our values.
―We confess that we have ridiculed the absolute truth of Your Word and called it ‗moral pluralism‘.
―We have worshipped other gods and called it ‗multiculturalism‘.
―We have endorsed perversion and called it an ‗alternative lifestyle‘.
―We have exploited the poor and called it ‗the lottery‘.
―We have neglected the needy and called it ‗self-preservation‘.
―We have rewarded laziness and called it ‗welfare‘.
―We have killed our unborn and called it ‗choice‘.
―We have shot abortionists and called it ‗justifiable‘.
―We have neglected to discipline our children and called it ‗building self-esteem‘.
―We have abused power and called it ‗political savvy‘.
―We have coveted our neighbor's possessions and called it ‗ambition‘.
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―We have polluted the air with profanity and pornography and dared called it ‗freedom of expression‘.
‖We have ridiculed the time-honored values of our forefathers and called it ‗enlightenment‘".
What does the future hold for Israel and will Israel ever fulfill its destiny and become a true model nation to
the rest of the world?
In Deuteronomy 4:25-31 we read: ―When you beget children and grandchildren and have grown old in the
land, and act corruptly and make a carved image in the form of anything, and do evil in the sight of the
LORD your God to provoke Him to anger, I call heaven and earth to witness against you this day, that you
will soon utterly perish from the land which you cross over the Jordan to possess; you will not prolong your
days in it, but will be utterly destroyed. And the LORD will scatter you among the peoples, and you will be
left few in number among the nations where the LORD will drive you. And there you will serve gods, the
work of men‘s hands, wood and stone, which neither see nor hear nor eat nor smell. But from there you will
seek the LORD your God, and you will find Him if you seek Him with all your heart and with all your soul.
―When you are in distress, and all these things come upon you in the latter days, when you turn to the
LORD your God and obey His voice (for the LORD your God is a merciful God), He will not forsake you nor
destroy you, nor forget the covenant of your fathers which He swore to them.‖
Notice the time frame for when they will turn to God in true repentance – the latter days. It will be in the
end-time at the end of man‘s rule and the beginning of God‘s rule when Jesus Christ returns.
An interesting verse that also speaks of this return from captivity is in Deuteronomy 30:4 where God says:
―If you are driven out into the outermost parts of the heavens, the LORD your God will gather you from
there, and He will bring you from there.‖ So there may be some on the International Space Station. They‘ll
do well to survive the meteor showers of the Day of the Lord.
In the UCG booklet ―The United States and Britain in Bible Prophecy‖ we
read: ―Only when they are humbled to the point of repenting of their sins will they
be able to fulfil their God-ordained destiny of serving as a blessing to the nations.
This wonderful future, however, will be preceded by the severest of trials. As
Moses delivered the ancient Israelites from Egyptian slavery, Jesus Christ is
coming to deliver modern Britain and America and the other Israelite-descended
nations from an end-of-the-age [captivity] by a modern religious and political
system called ‗Babylon the great‘ (Revelation 17), centered in Europe.
―Jeremiah wrote of a time of national trouble that is yet ahead for the modern descendants of the lost 10
tribes of Israel. Notice their condition when Christ returns: 'For behold, the days are coming,' says the
LORD, 'that I will bring back from captivity My people Israel AND Judah ... And I will cause them to return to
the land that I gave to their fathers, and they shall possess it‘ (Jeremiah 30:3).
‖Then Jeremiah describes why God will have to intervene and save modern Israelites.
'Alas! For that day is great, so that none is like it; and it is the time of Jacob's trouble, but
he shall be saved out of it. For it shall come to pass in that day,' says the LORD of
hosts, 'that I will break his yoke from your neck, and will burst your bonds; foreigners
shall no more enslave them' (verses 7-8).
―Notice that the ‗yoke‘ and ‗bonds‘ that enslave the descendants of Jacob are placed on them by
‗foreigners‘ - enemy nations. It is out of this foreign domination and enslavement that Christ will deliver
them at His second coming. This will be the time when King David and Christ's 12 apostles - along with all
the rest of God's saints - will be resurrected to begin ruling with Christ over a restored Israel in the Kingdom
of God (Ezekiel 37:24; Matthew 19:28)‖ (p.42, 44).
When Christ returns He will bring the remaining Israelites of all the tribes back to the land of Palestine in an
exodus that will be even bigger than that of Moses‘ day.
―‘Therefore behold, the days are coming,‘ says the LORD, ‗that it shall no more be said, ‗The LORD lives who
brought up the children of Israel from the land of Egypt,‘ but, ‗The LORD lives who brought up the children of
Israel from the land of the north and from all the lands where He had driven them.‘ For I will bring them
back into their land which I gave to their fathers‖ (Jeremiah 16:14-15).
The nation of Israel divided into two kingdoms in the days of Solomon‘s son, Rehoboam. Ezekiel
prophesied that at Christ‘s return the two kingdoms will be re-united as one nation – the Jews and the other
tribes led by Joseph (America and Britain) will be one united nation (Ezekiel 37:15-23).
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In Ezekiel 20:34-36 God says to His people at that time: ―I will bring you out from the peoples and gather
you out of the countries where you are scattered, with a mighty hand, with an outstretched arm, and with
fury poured out. And I will bring you into the wilderness of the peoples, and there I will plead My case with
you face to face. Just as I pleaded My case with your fathers in the wilderness of the land of Egypt, so I will
plead My case with you, says the Lord GOD. I will make you pass under the rod, and I will bring you into the
bond of the covenant.‖
They will be prepared in the wilderness and be offered the new covenant before they enter the Holy Land.
They will be very humbled and repentant at this time after their awful slavery. They will loathe themselves
for all the terrible sins they committed which led to God having to punish them (Ezekiel 20:43).
In Ezekiel 36:27-28 God says to them: ―I will put My Spirit within you and
cause you to walk in My statutes, and you will keep My judgments and do
them. Then you shall dwell in the land that I gave to your fathers; you shall be
My people, and I will be your God.‖
Isaiah prophesied that in the millennium that ―Israel shall blossom and bud,
and fill the face of the world with fruit‖ (Isaiah 27:6).
In the millennium God says to Israel: ―For you shall expand to the right and to the left, and your
descendants will inherit the nations‖ (Isaiah 54:3).
Hosea also wrote that in the millennium that Israel‘s ―branches shall spread‖ (Hosea 14:6) which is the
same phrase used by Jacob to describe how Joseph‘s descendants spread around the world in the days of
the British Empire and colonized many nations (Genesis 49:22). Like in the days of the British Empire, they
will go into other nations (Isaiah 14:1-3), help rebuild their cities, develop their civil infrastructure and teach
them God's way of life.
Today the Jews and Americans are hated by many nations, particularly the Arab nations. This will all
change in the millennium when all nations will praise them as they live by God‘s way of life. They will truly
be an outstanding example of righteousness for the Gentiles nations to follow as they submit to Jesus
Christ‘s rule over them. ―Their descendants shall be known among the Gentiles, and their offspring among
the people. All who see them shall acknowledge them, that they are the posterity whom the LORD has
blessed‖ (Isaiah 61:9). ―The Gentiles shall see your righteousness, and all kings your glory‖ (Isaiah 62:2).
The Gentiles nations will see how well they are blessed because they are following God and eagerly seek
their guidance. ―Yes, many peoples and strong nations shall come to seek the LORD of hosts in Jerusalem,
and to pray before the LORD. Thus says the LORD of hosts: ‗In those days ten men from every language of
the nations shall grasp the sleeve of a Jewish man, saying, ‗Let us go with you, for we have heard that God
is with you‘‖ (Zechariah 8:22-23). All nations will keep the Feast of Tabernacles and the other Holy Days of
God (Zechariah 14:16).
Isaiah also wrote of this future eagerness of the Gentile nations to follow Israel‘s example and learn God‘s
ways. ―Many people shall come and say, ‗Come, and let us go up to the mountain of the LORD, to the house
of the God of Jacob; He will teach us His ways, and we shall walk in His paths.‘ For out of Zion shall go
forth the law, and the word of the LORD from Jerusalem‘‖ (Isaiah 2:3).
―The glory of the restored Israel will shine far greater than Israel's golden age under Solomon or that of any
other nation or kingdom the world has ever seen. It will all come about because Christ will be the Head of
the nation. Through its Creator Israel will gain ‗fame and praise among all the peoples of the earth‘
(Zephaniah 3:20). Israel will finally become the example God intended her to be (The United States and
Britain in Bible Prophecy, p.47).

6] What do you mean by a Spiritual Jew or a Spiritual Israelite?
Jesus said the following to a Gentile woman from Samaria: ―You worship what you do not know; we know
what we worship, for salvation is of the Jews‖ (John 4:22). When Jesus said that salvation is only for Jews
He was not referring to physical Jews but spiritual Jews.
What is a spiritual Jew and how does one differ from a physical Jew? In Romans 2:28-29 Paul writes: ―For
he is not a Jew who is one outwardly, nor is circumcision that which is outward in the flesh; but he is a Jew
who is one inwardly; and circumcision is that of the heart, in the Spirit, not in the letter; whose praise is not
from men but from God.‖
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The Jewish people are only one of the twelve tribes of Israel and they descend from Jacob‘s son, Judah.
The name ―Judah‖ means ―Praised of God‖. The example set by the Jewish people has not always been
worthy of praise from God. Paul is saying that it is better to be a spiritual Jew living a life worthy of God‘s
praise than simply to be a physical Jew who has undergone the physical ritual of circumcision. True
circumcision is that of the heart – to have a heart that is gentle and soft and willing to live God‘s way
(Deuteronomy 10:16, 30:6). Spiritual Jews are those who have received God‘s spirit and who‘s life is
worthy of God‘s praise.
Judah‘s name means ―Praised of God‖. Israel‘s (Jacob‘s) name means ―Overcomer with God‖. One
can be a physical Israelite having descended from Israel (Jacob) but to be a true spiritual Israelite
one needs to be a part of God‘s church and be an ―overcomer with God‖.
In Romans 9:3-8 Paul draws for us a distinction between physical Israel (the physical descendants of
Jacob/Israel) and spiritual Israel (the church). Paul says the following: ―For I could wish that I myself were
accursed from Christ for my brethren, my countrymen according to the flesh, who are Israelites, to whom
pertain the adoption, the glory, the covenants, the giving of the law, the service of God, and the promises...
―But it is not that the word of God has taken no effect. For they are not all Israel who are of Israel, nor
are they all children because they are the seed of Abraham; but, ‗In Isaac your seed shall be called.‘
That is, those who are the children of the flesh, these are not the children of God; but the children of the
promise are counted as the seed.‖ Notice that he says they are not all Israel (spiritual Israelites) who are of
Israel (physical Israel).
In Romans 11 Paul wrote: ―I say then, has God cast away His people? Certainly not! For I also am an
Israelite, of the seed of Abraham, of the tribe of Benjamin. God has not cast away His people whom He
foreknew…Israel has not obtained what it seeks; but the elect have obtained it, and the rest were blinded.
Just as it is written: ‗God has given them a spirit of stupor, eyes that they should not see and ears that they
should not hear, to this very day‘‖ (Romans 11:1-2, 7-8).
We have seen that the people of Israel broke the covenant they made with God and that they went into
captivity. They did not receive salvation – the elect (those called into the church) have. The physical
nation/s of Israel have been blinded to God‘s truth not having God‘s spirit.
Paul then goes on to say: ―I say then, have they stumbled that they should fall? Certainly not! But through
their fall, to provoke them to jealousy, salvation has come to the Gentiles. Now if their fall is riches for the
world, and their failure riches for the Gentiles, how much more their fullness!‖ (Romans 11:11-12).
Beginning with Cornelius in the early New Testament church, God‘s spirit and
salvation has been offered to the Gentiles. Israel fell but when they turn to God and
they live God‘s way to the full in the future it will be a great blessing to the world.
Paul continues: ―For I speak to you Gentiles; inasmuch as I am an apostle to the
Gentiles, I magnify my ministry…And if some of the branches were broken off, and
you, being a wild olive tree, were grafted in among them, and with them became a
partaker of the root and fatness of the olive tree, do not boast against the branches‖
(Romans 11:13, 17-18).
Just like a branch grafted onto a tree, God replaced the disobedient and unbelieving "branches" with "wild olive
branches" – Gentile people not directly descended from Abraham, who have been called and become spiritual
Israelites.
The tree in this analogy represents the people that God is actively working with. In the Old Testament He
actively worked with the physical Israelites, even though they didn‘t have the Holy Spirit. They were called the
congregation or church in the wilderness in Acts 7:38. The word congregation or church means ―called out
ones‖.
They rejected Him and so God cast them off and has begun working instead with those called into the church –
spiritual Israelites who include Gentiles. The ―wild olive branches‖ are Gentile christians grafted into the tree
representing those people God is actively working with who are called the ―Israel of God‖ in Galatians 6:16.
Paul continues: ―Therefore consider the goodness and severity of God: on those who fell, severity; but
toward you, goodness, if you continue in His goodness. Otherwise you also will be cut off. And they also, if
they do not continue in unbelief, will be grafted in, for God is able to graft them in again. For if you were cut
out of the olive tree which is wild by nature, and were grafted contrary to nature into a cultivated olive tree,
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how much more will these, who are natural branches, be grafted into their own olive tree? For I do not
desire, brethren, that you should be ignorant of this mystery, lest you should be wise in your own opinion,
that blindness in part has happened to Israel until the fullness of the Gentiles has come in. And so all Israel
will be saved‖ (Romans 11:22-26).
Paul tells these Gentiles not to boast against the physical Israelites who are not a part of the church. God
may have called them ahead of those physical Israelites but their time for salvation will eventually come.
God may have cut them off as branches but they can be grafted back on again to the ―Israel of God‖ when
God calls them in the millennium and Great White Throne Judgment period.
The New Covenant will not be made with those who remain spiritual Gentiles. The covenants and the promises
pertain to Israel (Romans 9:4). The Gentiles were cut off from the covenants and from God. In Ephesians
2:11-13 Paul wrote: ―Therefore remember that you, once Gentiles in the flesh…were without Christ, being
aliens from the commonwealth of Israel and strangers from the covenants of promise, having no hope and
without God in the world. But now in Christ Jesus you who once were far off have been brought near by the
blood of Christ.‖
Now through Jesus Christ's sacrifice and being called them into the church God has granted access to the
New Covenant to physical Gentiles by grafting them into spiritual Israel - the church.
Just as God placed certain restrictions of dealing with those outside of physical Israel God has placed similar
restrictions on us in the church dealing with those outside of spiritual israel.
We are to stay out of politics (Revelation 18:4). We are ambassadors for Christ (2 Corinthians. 5:20) and
ambassadors remain outside the politics of the nation they are residing in which also includes not voting. We‘re
also to marry only within the church and not marry those outside of spiritual Israel (1 Corinthians 7:39,
2 Corinthians 6:14).
In his book ―The 144 000‖ author Art Braidic makes an interesting case that the 144 000 are spiritual
Israelites and not physical Israelites. His first supporting proof of this is the fact that the order of tribes in
Revelation 7 is utterly unique in the Bible. They are not in birth order or any other order you find
elsewhere for the physical tribes of Israel, either in past history or the millennial prophecies of Ezekiel where
the physical tribes are given their millennial inheritance. His second supporting proof of this is in the names
of the tribes. Art Braidic writes:
"The Almighty God inspired the names of the tribes of Israel in such a way that they tell a wonderful story of
every true christian's struggle and ultimate triumph. Notice how a paragraph placing the meaning of these
names in their order might read:
"I will praise the Lord (Judah) for He has looked on me (Reuben) and good fortune comes (Gad). Happy am
I (Asher) because my wrestling (Naphtali) with God makes me forget (Manasseh) my trials. God hears me
(Simeon) and has joined me (Levi) to Him. He has purchased me (Isaachar) and my Husband will dwell with
me (Zebulon). God will add (Joseph) me to the Son of His right hand (Benjamin)" (p.117).
If we take out Manasseh and put Dan, meaning judge, back in we can find a similar message by stringing
together the meaning of the names of the twelve sons of Jacob in their order of birth. In birth order the
message reads:
―Those who see the Son (Reuben), hear (Simeon) and obey Him and are joined with Him (Levi) will praise
the Lord (Judah) who judges (Dan). For those who fight (Naphtali) and prevail, fortune (Gad) and happiness
(Asher) is the reward of their hire (Isaachar) and He will dwell (Zebulon) with those whose reproach has
been taken away and shall be added (Joseph) as sons along with the Son of His right hand (Benjamin)."
It is quite unique that in the book of Genesis a record has been kept about the circumstances of each birth
and the reasons behind the naming of each of the twelve sons. We are told that the names of the tribes of
Israel, whether spiritual or physical, will be on the gates of the New Jerusalem and will give such a message
(Revelation 21:12).
God is preparing the Kingdom of God in dual stages. He is working both through physical Israel AND
spiritual Israel - the church.
He has been working with our Israelite nations giving them the birthright promises and seeing what they will do
with them. At the same time He is working with spiritual Israel – His church who are called ―a royal priesthood,
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a holy nation‖ in 1 Peter 2:9. Like physical Israel they are to be a model people and an example of God‘s
way of life (Matthew 5:13-16).
The church started with physical Israelites and then God began to call Gentiles (Romans 1:16). The original 12
apostles primarily preached to the Jews as well as travelling to Asia Minor and Europe where the lost tribes
were (Matthew 10:6, Galatians 2:7, James 1:1). After Acts 15 little is heard of the original 12 apostles. Luke
wrote the book of Acts primarily to show the transition between God working just with physical Israelites to God
calling and working with Gentiles.
God‘s punishment will come first on Israel and then on the Gentiles (Isaiah 10:5-12). After Christ returns God
will first work with physical Israel and offer them the chance to be spiritual Israelites and then, through their
example when they do repent, God will open up salvation to the Gentile nations. Israel will become God's
model nation and all nations will be blessed because of their example.
After Israel fulfils its destiny as God‘s model nation in the World Tomorrow all nations will become God‘s
chosen people.
―In that day Israel will be one of three with Egypt and Assyria—a blessing in the midst of the land, whom the
LORD of hosts shall bless, saying, ‗Blessed is Egypt (Arabs) My people, and Assyria (Germany) the work of
My hands, and Israel My inheritance‘‖ (Isaiah 19:24-25). God truly has a wonderful plan to save all
mankind and bring them into His family!

Summary

1] Who are the Israelites?



A few centuries after the Flood God chose Abraham and promised to develop his descendants into a
group of influential nations chosen for the purpose of teaching and illustrating His values and way of life
to the rest of the world (Genesis 12:1-3, 17:5-6).
Israel was the name that God gave to Abraham‘s grandson, Jacob, which means ―Overcomer with
God‖ (Genesis 32:28). Jacob had 12 sons and from those sons descended the 12 tribes of Israel. Only
one of those 12 tribes are the Jewish people or the Jews as they are called.

2] Why Did God Choose Israel?


God chose Israel for three important reasons -:
[1] To be a model nation that would encourage other nations to want to come under God‘s rule
(Exodus 19:3-8, Deuteronomy 4:6-8).
[2] To prove that even with the knowledge of God‘s laws and every other advantage that man
still needs the Holy Spirit to live by God‘s way of life. God knew they would break their
covenant with Him ahead of time (Deuteronomy 31:20-21).
[3] To write through the painful lessons of experience that only living God‘s way leads to
happiness and breaking God‘s laws only brings misery (1 Corinthians 10:1-11).

3] What do you mean by the Old Covenant and the New Covenant?








In an earlier covenant God made with Abraham He promised to use the nation of Israel to bless all the
nations of the world (Genesis 12:3, 22:18, 28:14).
When God gave them the Ten Commandments at Mt Sinai after He brought them out of Egypt He
offered to be their God and bless them physically (Leviticus 26:1-13, Deuteronomy 28:1-14) if they
would obey Him. This proposal by God which was accepted by the nation of Israel (Exodus 19:8)
became known as the Old Covenant.
Symbolically, the relationship between God and Israel was like a marriage (Jeremiah 31:32). Israel
broke their covenant with God when they went into idolatry and turned away from His laws. Spiritually
they were committing adultery with other gods and refused to repent. As a result, God symbolically
divorced ancient Israel (Jeremiah 3:7-8).
The member of the God family who personally dealt with ancient Israel was Jesus Christ (1
Corinthians 10:4). He was the one who was symbolically married to ancient Israel.
God knew ahead of time that in order to fulfill the purpose of the Abrahamic covenant of using Israel as
a model nation to bless all nations that a NEW covenant would eventually be required for them to have
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the heart to obey Him (Jeremiah 31:31-33) and eventually fulfill their destiny as the model nation by
which He will bless all nations.
When Jesus Christ returns He will make a new covenant with the nation of Israel (Jeremiah 31:31-34).
and give them His Holy Spirit which will give them the ability to keep that covenant and never break it
again.
All who are baptized and partake of the Passover have made a covenant with God to come under
God‘s rule and live by God‘s way of life (Luke 22:20). The New Covenant is based on better promises
(Hebrews 8:6) including the giving of the Holy Spirit to help us live by the spirit of the law and offering us
eternal life in the very family of God!
With the Old Covenant Jesus Christ was married to physical Israel. With the New Covenant He will not
marry physical Israel but He will marry the church – spiritual Israel (2 Corinthians 11:2, Ephesians
5:25-32, Revelation 19:7-9). When physical Israel repents at Christ‘s return they will be baptized into
the church and become a part of spiritual Israel.

4] What were the birthright blessings that God promised to Abraham?







The PURPOSE of the Abrahamic covenant was to use Israel to bless all nations (Genesis 12:3, 22:18 &
28:14) and lead them as a model nation of His way of life and towards the path of salvation and entry into
the Kingdom and Family of God!
There are two aspects to the blessings which have become known as the birthright blessing or
blessings of Abraham. There are the national physical blessings of great prosperity (Genesis 12:1-3)
and then there is the great spiritual blessing that God promised to him - the promise that Jesus Christ
would be born from His descendants and that His death would make it possible to save mankind from
the penalty of their sins (Galatians 3:16).
These national blessings of great prosperity would make it possible for them to help and benefit many
other nations all around the world. These birthright promises were passed down through Isaac and
Jacob. All of Jacob‘s 12 sons would share in the blessings promised to Abraham but the double portion
of this birthright was passed onto Joseph sons, Ephraim and Manasseh (Genesis 48:19).
The birthright tribes of Manasseh and Ephraim became the great nation of America and the company
of nations known as the British Commonwealth, just as God had promised to Abraham, Isaac and
Jacob thousands of years earlier (Genesis 35:11, 48:19, 49:1, 22-26). The sons of Joseph led the
world into an era of unprecedented knowledge, prosperity and technological advancement.

5] Will Israel ever become God’s model nation?








The biblically based values on which the founding fathers built the United States of America and which
the British Empire was built upon have given way to a denial of God and the same kind of self-serving
materialistic attitude that led to the collapse of the ancient kingdoms of Israel and Judah.
As Moses delivered the ancient Israelites from Egyptian slavery, Jesus Christ is coming to deliver
modern Britain and America and the other Israelite-descended nations from an end-of-the-age captivity
(Jeremiah 30:1-7) by a modern religious and political system called ‗Babylon the great‘ (Revelation
17), centered in Europe. They will be humbled after their awful slavery and turn to God at that time
(Deuteronomy 4:25-31, Ezekiel 20:43, 36:27-28).
When Christ returns He will bring the remaining Israelites of all the tribes back to the land of Palestine
in an exodus that will be even bigger than that of Moses‘ day (Jeremiah 16:14-15).
The nation of Israel divided into two kingdoms in the days of Solomon‘s son, Rehoboam. Ezekiel
prophesied that at Christ‘s return the two kingdoms will be re-united as one nation – the Jews and the
other tribes led by Joseph (America and Britain) will be one united nation (Ezekiel 37:15-23).
They will be prepared in the wilderness and be offered the new covenant before they enter the Holy
Land (Ezekiel 20:34-36). After Christ returns God will first work with physical Israel and offer them His
Holy Spirit and they will then be converted (Ezekiel 36:27-28). Then, through their example when they do
repent, God will open up salvation to the Gentile nations. Israel will become God's model nation and all
nations will be blessed because of their example (Isaiah 27:6, 54:3, 61:9, 62:2).

6] What do you mean by a Spiritual Jew or a Spiritual Israelite?




The Jewish people are only one of the twelve tribes of Israel and they descend from Jacob‘s son,
Judah. The name ―Judah‖ means ―Praised of God‖. Spiritual Jews are those who have received God‘s
spirit and who‘s life is worthy of God‘s praise (Romans 2:28-29).
Israel‘s (Jacob‘s) name means ―Overcomer with God‖ (Genesis 32:28). One can be a physical Israelite
having descended from Israel (Jacob) but to be a true spiritual Israelite one needs to be a part of God‘s
church and be ―an overcomer with God‖ (Galatians 6:16, Romans 9:3-8).
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Through Jesus Christ's sacrifice and being called them into the church God has granted access to the New
Covenant to physical Gentiles by grafting them into spiritual Israel - the church (Romans 11:17-18,
Ephesians 2:11-13).
God‘s punishment will come first on Israel and then on the Gentiles (Isaiah 10:5-12). After Christ returns
God will first work with physical Israel and offer them the chance to be spiritual Israelites and then, through
their example when they do repent, God will open up salvation to the Gentile nations (Isaiah 2:3,
Zechariah 8:22-23). Israel will become God's model nation and all nations will be blessed because of
their example.
After Israel fulfils its destiny as God‘s model nation in the World Tomorrow all nations will become God‘s
chosen people (Isaiah 19:24-25).

Further Reading about Why God Chose Israel







UCG booklet – The United States and Britain in Bible Prophecy
UCG Bible Study Course - Lesson 6: ―What is the Gospel of the Kingdom of God?‖
Mystery of the Ages (Herbert W. Armstrong) - Chapter 5: ―The Mystery of Israel‖
Ambassador College Bible Correspondence Course – Lesson 16: ―Ancient Israel – Why God‘s
Chosen People?‖
Ambassador College Bible Correspondence Course – Lesson 17: ―The Plain Truth About the
Old and New Covenants‖
Old WCG booklet - The United States and Britain in Prophecy
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THE PURPOSE OF THE CHURCH
1] What is the Church?
What do you think of when someone says the word ―church‖. To some of you it conjure up an image of quaint
country buildings with steeples and crosses or a massive medieval cathedral. Many people think of a place
for worship services when they think of a church. Other people think of church as meaning a worship
service that is held once a week. What does the Bible mean when it uses the word church? In the UCG
Bible Study Course we read:
―When the New Testament talks about the Church, it speaks
of an assembly of people. In the Bible the word church is a
translation of the Greek word ekklesia, meaning ‗a calling out‘…
―It never refers to a building or meeting place, but always to
people, the ones ‗called out‘ of the world's society by God
calling them into His service. The Church of the Bible is not a
cold, stone building, but a group of warm and loving people
specially chosen by God.
―In the Scriptures church can refer to the group of believers in a
particular location, such as a city or region, or to the entire body of
believers God has called. So a building with no worshipers cannot
really be a church in the biblical sense. The New Testament
Church is a group of people called out of this world's society by
God, even if they meet in a rented hall or on a grassy hillside. For
example, the apostle Paul greeted the church - the congregation of
people - that met in the house of Priscilla and Aquila in Rome
(Romans 16:3-5)‖ (Lesson 10 - What is the Church?, p.2-3).
In the Old Testament He actively worked with the nation of Israel and called them out to be a model people,
even though they didn‘t have the Holy Spirit. They were called the congregation or ―church in the wilderness‖
in Acts 7:38 meaning they were a called out people that were to be separate from the world.
In the New Testament the church doesn‘t refer to physical Israel but refers to those people God has called
out from the world and have been given His Holy Spirit which makes them holy, meaning separate from the
world.
As God only gives us His Holy Spirit to those who obey Him (Acts 5:32), God‘s true church can be
recognized as those who strive to keep God‘s laws and maintain the true doctrines in God‘s Word. Paul
wrote that the church of God is the ―THE PILLAR AND GROUND OF THE TRUTH" in 1 Timothy 3:15. God
will only work with a corporate church organization when it remains a pillar and ground of the truth. When a
corporate church organization sufficiently rejects the truth of God, God will no longer work with those who lead
such a church organization.
There is a big difference between the true church of God, which is a spiritual organism made up of those
who have God‘s spirit, and a corporate church organization as incorporated under the laws of man for the
purpose of doing the business aspects of preaching the gospel. It‘s an important distinction to keep in mind.
In Matthew 16:18 Christ said: ―And I also say to you that you are Peter (meaning a stone), and on this rock
(Christ – 1 Corinthians 10:4) I will build My church, and the gates of Hades shall not prevail against it.‖
On the Day of Pentecost after Christ had ascended to heaven the Holy Spirit the church was born when
God made the Holy Spirit available to all those He would call (Acts 2). There would always be a group of
people that would have God‘s spirit in this world. This wasn‘t the case in Old Testament times as God gave
His Holy Spirit only to a select few of the prophets and holy men spoken of in the Bible.
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Those Old Testament patriarchs and prophets such as Abraham, David and Daniel, etc. were members of
the church. To use an analogy, the church was begotten like an embryo with the Old Testament prophets
and patriarchs and later born on the Day of Pentecost in A.D. 30.
To the members of the church in Ephesus Paul wrote: ―You are no longer strangers and foreigners, but
fellow citizens with the saints and members of the household of God, having been built on the foundation of
the apostles and prophets, Jesus Christ Himself being the chief cornerstone, in whom the whole building,
being joined together, grows into a holy temple in the Lord, in whom you also are being built together for a
dwelling place of God in the Spirit‖ (Ephesians 2:19-22).

2] How does one become a part of the church?
In John 6:44 Christ said: ―No one can come to Me unless the Father who sent Me draws him; and I will
raise him up at the last day.‖ To His disciples Jesus said, ―You did not choose Me, but I chose you and
appointed you that you should go and bear fruit, and that your fruit should remain, that whatever you ask
the Father in My name He may give you‖ (John 15:16).
It is God the Father who moves us through His spirit to want to be a part of the church. God initiates the
process and He is the one who grants repentance (Romans 2:4, 2 Timothy 2:25). Repentance simply
means to turn around and go in the opposite direction. To repent means to turn from the direction of sin
(the GET way of life) and start obeying God and live by His laws. It is God who moves our heart to make
the decision to obey Him and if we respond to that call He also gives us the power to fight our human
nature and live His way of life (Philippians 2:13).
In 1 Corinthians 12:12-13 Paul wrote: ―For as the body is one and
has many members, but all the members of that one body, being
many, are one body, so also is Christ. For by one Spirit we were
all baptized into one body—whether Jews or Greeks, whether
slaves or free—and have all been made to drink into one Spirit‖.
The only way we become a part of the church is when we receive the
Holy Spirit at baptism. In Acts 2:38-39 we read: ―Peter said to
them, ‗Repent, and let every one of you be baptized in the name of
Jesus Christ for the remission of sins; and you shall receive the gift
of the Holy Spirit. For the promise is to you and to your children,
and to all who are afar off, as many as the Lord our God will call‘‖.
In many of the world‘s churches babies are baptized (or christened) but is this what the Bible teaches? In
Acts 2:38 we saw that the conditions that have to be met before God gives someone the Holy Spirit are
repentance and baptism. Can a baby repent of its sins? Often babies are blissfully aware of the ceremony
that is being performed on them when they are christened or baptized. A degree of maturity is required for
a genuine, heartfelt repentance.
―An immature mind may experience an emotional feeling of temporary remorse, and this may be falsely
construed as REPENTANCE when it is only momentary, soon forgotten. It is like ‗puppy-love‘. How many
teenagers, 13 to 17, have a number of temporary emotional experiences of feeling sure they are ‗in love‘.
Of course they themselves feel sure of it, and cannot be talked out of it. Usually they grow out of it, but in
rare cases, of course, they may really ‗know their minds‘ -- though this is the rare exception, not the rule.
So with repentance and belief‖ (All About Water Baptism, p.21).
The ritual of baptism is often performed in many churches by sprinkling or pouring water over people rather
than immersing them into water. Are these practices in line with what the Bible teaches? What is the proper
form of baptism – immersion, sprinkling or pouring?
Herbert W. Armstrong writes: ―The word ‗baptize‘ is not an English word. It is a Greek word. The New
Testament was written in the Greek language. In translating it into English, the translators left this Greek
word untranslated. Literally, in the Greek, the word is ‗baptizo‘. The definition of this word is ‗IMMERSE.‘ It
means to plunge into, put into, dip. It does not mean ‗to sprinkle‘ or ‗to pour.‘ The Greek word for ‗sprinkle‘
is ‗rantidzo‘, and ‗to pour‘ is ‗cheo‘ in Greek. The Holy Spirit did not inspire the use of these words, but
baptizo, meaning IMMERSE, PUT INTO. Therefore sprinkling or pouring IS NOT BAPTIZING!…
―Baptism is a BURIAL, and a RISING from a grave. Notice Colossians 2:12. ‗Buried with him in baptism,
wherein also ye are RISEN with him through the faith of the operation of God, who hath raised him from the
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dead.‘ Neither sprinkling nor pouring is a burial, and one rises up out of neither. They do not picture the
symbolic meaning of baptism, and therefore are meaningless…
―When one is plunged INTO the water, he is in a watery grave. He would not live ten minutes unless
brought up out of the water -- unless RISEN from this watery grave. Therefore a person immersed in water
is in a literal grave. Notice further: ‗Know ye not, that so many of us as were baptized into Jesus Christ
were baptized into his death? Therefore we are buried with him by baptism into death: that like as Christ
was raised up from the dead by the glory of the Father, even so we also should walk in newness of life. For
if we have been planted together in the likeness of his death, we shall be also in the likeness of his
resurrection‘ (Romans 6:3-5) …
―It pictures, in symbol, the death, burial, and resurrection of Christ. But it is a DUAL picture, as all things in
God's Plan are DUAL in operation. It also pictures the crucifixion of the old self (verses 6-7), or of the
sinning life, the burial of this sinning self, and the coming up out of this watery grave, symbolic of a
CHANGED person resurrected to a new, righteous, spiritual life in Christ Jesus. Going down into the water
pictures the DEATH of Christ, and of the old self. Burial in the water pictures the BURIAL of Christ, and of
the old self…It is a beautiful [ceremony], full of meaning!‖ (All About Water Baptism, p.15-17).
In 1 Peter 3:20-21 the apostle Peter wrote that ―in the days of Noah, while the
ark was being prepared…a few, that is, eight souls, were saved through water.
There is also an antitype which now saves us—baptism.‖
Paul in 1 Corinthians 10:1-2 wrote: ―Moreover,
brethren, I do not want you to be unaware that all
our fathers were under the cloud, all passed
through the sea, all were baptized into Moses in
the cloud and in the sea‖. Noah and his family
being saved from the watery grave of the Flood and
the Israelites walking through the parted waters of
the Red Sea were types or symbols of this ritual of
baptism.
Some of you may have wondered what all the fuss was about in the days of the early church when there was a
big dispute over whether people (such as Gentile christians) should be circumcised or not. The dispute was not
about whether babies should be circumcised on the eighth day as per the law given in Leviticus 12:2-3. The
dispute was about the law given in Exodus 12:43-49 which says that no uncircumcised person could keep the
Passover.
After much discussion (Acts 15) a decision was made through the inspiration of the Holy Spirit that adult male
christians who were physically uncircumcised did not need to be circumcised. This ritual was merely an
outward sign of one‘s commitment to God and this ritual was replaced with the ritual of baptism as an outward
sign of one‘s commitment to God. We read of this in Colossians 2:11-12: ―In Him you were also circumcised
with the circumcision made without hands, by putting off the body of the sins of the flesh, by the
circumcision of Christ, buried with Him in baptism.‖
In Acts 8:14-17 we see that there is another ritual that accompanies the ceremony of baptism through which
the Holy Spirit is given. ―Now when the apostles who were at Jerusalem heard that Samaria had received
the word of God, they sent Peter and John to them, who, when they had come down, prayed for them that
they might receive the Holy Spirit. For as yet [it] had fallen upon none of them. They had only been
baptized in the name of the Lord Jesus. Then they laid hands on them, and they received the Holy Spirit.‖
Baptism washes away our sins and through this ceremony we are forgiven of our past sins. The laying on
of hands which accompanies it is where the newly baptized member of the church receives the Holy Spirit.
The laying on of hands is done to set apart someone for a special purpose and also symbolizes receiving a
blessing. The laying on of hands is also used to ordain someone into the ministry (Acts 6:1-6), for the
healing of the sick (Mark 16:18) and blessing little children (Matthew 19:13-15).
After baptism we are set apart from the world and receive the blessing of the Holy Spirit. The human
contact, the touch conveyed through the laying on of hands, symbolizes God‘s personal concern for each
of us at this time. God the Father becomes our Father in the truest sense of the word at this moment when
we are begotten as a child of God by receiving the Holy Spirit – the very power and life of God Himself.
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3] What is the Purpose of the Church?
Now that we‘ve looked at what the church is and how we become a part of it let‘s look at the reasons why God
started the church and what its purpose is.
1] To train a group of converted people who will assist Christ in setting up His
government over the world in the millennium.
When we looked at God‘s 7000 year plan we saw that at the end of man‘s 6000 years of self-rule, cut off from
God‘s help, that Jesus Christ will return and set up the Kingdom of God on this earth. Jesus Christ is going to
rule the whole world but He‘s not going to do it all on His own.
A prime minister or president of a country doesn‘t run a whole country on his own. He has a cabinet and a
whole staff of people to assist him. Likewise, Jesus is training others ahead of time who will help Him rule and
fix up this world during the millennium.
In Revelation 19:16 we read that Jesus returns that He is called ―Kings of kings and
Lord of lords‖. Who are these kings and lords that He is King and Lord over?
Revelation 5:10 shows that those christians who are a part of the first resurrection
will be ―kings and priests to our God and…shall reign on the earth.‖
A number of other verses also show that christians who overcome will rule with Jesus
Christ when He sets up the Kingdom of God on earth. Let‘s look at a few others.
In Revelation 2:26 we read: ―And he who overcomes, and keeps My works until the
end, to him I will give power over the nations—He shall rule them with a rod of iron‖.
In Daniel 7:27 we read: ―Then the kingdom and dominion, and the greatness of the kingdoms under the
whole heaven shall be given to the people, the saints of the Most High. His kingdom is an everlasting
kingdom, and all dominions shall serve and obey Him.‖
Jude in his epistle wrote: ―Now Enoch, the seventh from Adam, prophesied about these men also, saying,
‗Behold, the Lord comes with ten thousands of His saints, to execute judgment on all, to convict all who are
ungodly among them of all their ungodly deeds which they have committed in an ungodly way, and of all
the harsh things which ungodly sinners have spoken against Him‘‖ (Jude 14-15).
In his book ―Mystery of the Ages‖ Herbert W. Armstrong tells us the following about God‘s coming worldruling government:
―King David, resurrected, immortal, in power and glory, will be king…over all twelve nations of Israel
(Jeremiah. 30:9; Ezekiel 34:23-24; 37:24-25). Each of the original twelve apostles will be king, under
David, over one of these then super-prosperous nations (Matthew 19:28). Under the apostles, each now
king over a great nation, will be the rulers over districts, states, shires, counties or provinces, and over
cities. But, in every case, these kings and rulers will be resurrected immortals, born into the kingdom
(family) of God as Spirit beings -- not flesh-and-blood mortals…
―In the parable of the pounds (Luke 19:11-27), Jesus is pictured as the rich young ruler going to God's
throne in heaven to receive the kingdom of God. He gave to each in the Church a pound, representing a
portion of God's Holy Spirit. This illustrates that we must grow in the Spirit, or in grace and knowledge,
during the Christian life. When Christ returns to earth, having received the kingdom and being already
crowned, he shall call those of the Church to an accounting. The one who has multiplied the portion of the
Holy Spirit received (has grown and developed in grace and knowledge) by ten times over, shall be
rewarded by being given rule over ten cities. He who qualified by spiritual growth and development only
half as much shall reign over five cities as his reward‖ (p.277, 209).
We will look at this analogy in more detail in the next lesson on God‘s Holy Days but God‘s plan of saving
mankind is likened to a great harvest. In Israel there were two harvest seasons. There was a small harvest
early in the year and then later on in the year there was a much larger harvest.
In God‘s great plan for mankind there are two spiritual harvests when people are converted and God‘s
character is developed in them. There is a small harvest of people who are called ahead of time before
Christ returns followed by the much larger harvest of people to occur during and after the millennium.
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Those who are called and chosen in the church are called the firstfruits of the great harvest of people in
God‘s plan. Revelation 14:4 says the following about the church: ―These were redeemed from among
men, being firstfruits to God and to the Lamb‖. In James 1:18 we also read: ―Of His own will He brought us
forth by the word of truth, that we might be a kind of firstfruits of His creatures‖.
2] To proclaim God’s truth and announce the coming Kingdom of God as a witness to the
world.
This is what is known as the great commission that Christ gave to the church – to preach the gospel of the
coming Kingdom and God‘s truth to as many people as the church can with whatever resources God gives us
as a church.
We read of this great commission in Matthew 28:18-20: ―And Jesus came and spoke to them, saying, ‗All
authority has been given to Me in heaven and on earth. Go therefore and make disciples of all the nations,
baptizing them in the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, teaching them to observe all
things that I have commanded you; and lo, I am with you always, even to the end of the age.‘‖
The alternative version of the great commission is recorded for us in Mark 16:15-18 where we read: ―And
He said to them, ‗Go into all the world and preach the gospel to every creature. He who believes and is
baptized will be saved; but he who does not believe will be condemned. And these signs will follow those
who believe: In My name they will cast out demons; they will speak with new tongues; they will take up
serpents; and if they drink anything deadly, it will by no means hurt them; they will lay hands on the sick,
and they will recover.‘‖
Christ told the church to go into all the world, preach the gospel and make disciples (students) in all nations
and teach those who are willing to learn all things that He had taught them (the whole counsel of God –
Acts 20:27).
We saw above that God is in process of training future world rulers. For God to select people who
will become one of these future rulers they have to hear and be taught God‘s truth.
In Romans 10:14-15 Paul wrote: ―How then shall they call on Him in whom they have not believed? And
how shall they believe in Him of whom they have not heard? And how shall they hear without a preacher?
And how shall they preach unless they are sent? As it is written: ‗How beautiful are the feet of those who
preach the gospel of peace, who bring glad tidings of good things!‘‖

―Since…the early 1930s [when Herbert W. Armstrong began leading God‘s end-time Work], millions of
people have been reached, in one way or the other, with the true gospel - by way of radio, television,
publishing or personal evangelism. But of those who have been reached or witnessed to with Christ's true
gospel and who have been actually called by God, only a very few have ever fully accepted and responded
to that call. The vast majority seem to pay little or no attention.
―If we diligently study the parable of the king who made a marriage [feast] for his son (Matthew 22:2-14),
we can better understand the meaning of Christ's statement that ‗Many are called, but few are chosen.‘
―In this parable, the king ‗sent forth his servants to call them that were bidden to the wedding: and they
would not come‘ (verse 3). How does God call us? By the preaching of his Word. But the majority spurn
that call. They pay little or no attention to God's royal invitation (verses 4-7). Finally the king said, ‗Go ye
therefore into the highways, and as many as ye shall find, bid [call] to the marriage‘ (verse 9).
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―Of the millions who hear God‘s Word preached, few ever pay serious attention to that message. Primarily,
it is the ‗poor‘ of this world - those who we dissatisfied with their lot and who are willing to give God the time
of day - who pay any real attention to God's message: ‗Hath not God chosen the poor of this world rich in
faith, and heirs of the kingdom which he hath promised to them that love him?‘ (James 2:5). The rich, the
noble, the powerful and the wise are too self-satisfied with their lot in this life to heed God‘s call. They do
not need God – so they think!‖ (Is God Trying to Save the World Now?, p.30-31).
The apostle Paul wrote in 1 Corinthians 1:26-31: ―For you see your calling, brethren, that not many wise
according to the flesh, not many mighty, not many noble, are called. But God has chosen the foolish things
of the world to put to shame the wise, and God has chosen the weak things of the world to put to shame
the things which are mighty; and the base things of the world and the things which are despised God has
chosen, and the things which are not, to bring to nothing the things that are, that no flesh should glory in
His presence…you are in Christ Jesus, who became for us wisdom from God…as it is written, ‗He who
glories, let him glory in the LORD.‘‖
God‘s plan has been executed in such a way that He has chosen the ordinary, average people and not the
world‘s great and mighty people who are rich and famous so that no-one can say they made it into God‘s
kingdom because of how great that they are. He who wants to glory or boast should boast of God‘s
greatness, not their own (Jeremiah 9:24).
―The parable of the sower (Luke 8:4-15) reveals that when the ‗seed‘ (God‘s word) is sown, some seeds
fall by the ‗wayside‘ (verse 5). The vast majority who hear the gospel do not let the Word of God take root
in them. They hear God‘s Word, but they do not act on it (verse 12)‖ (Is God Trying to Save the World
Now?, p.31).
Like a good farmer, the church has to be wise with how it spreads the seed of God‘s truth so it can yield the
best return. Having said that, we don‘t know where the fertile soil of human hearts is and who God will draw
into the church as they respond to the call of hearing the gospel.
Throughout the Bible fishing, farming and building are used as analogies for building the church. To Peter,
James and John who were fishermen Jesus told them that He would make them fishers of men (Luke
5:10). The lesson behind the miracle of them not catching any fish all night and then their nets breaking
when Jesus asked them to cast their nets to find the nets brimming with fish was to teach them that the
great catch of men would not be from their own power but from God‘s power (Luke 5:1-7). There are
different approaches to catch fish just as there are in reaching the people that God calls.
God wants us to be sowing seeds for the gospel and being involved with His work where we can. We can
plant and prune but it is God who makes crops grow (1 Corinthians 3:5-8). We also need to match the
seed to the soil that will give those seeds the best chance to grow. God‘s church is called the Temple of
God (Ephesians 2:19-22) and the the building of the church is likened to the construction of a building. We
have to build properly and with good quality materials because trials will come and test just how good a job
we have done in building the church (1 Corinthians 3:10-17).
Herbert W. Armstrong in his book ―Mystery of the Ages‖ writes the following about the great commission
that Christ gave to the church: ―[The] great commission was given to the apostles. To a lesser extent
evangelists were used in carrying forth the message. Other leaders -- ordained ministers -- were stationary,
yet even the local pastor of a church may hold evangelistic services in his area -- not the ‗soul-saving
crusade‘ type, but lectures ANNOUNCING and PROCLAIMING as a witness the coming KINGDOM OF
GOD (the true gospel)! This ENTIRE GREAT COMMISSION -- proclaiming GOOD NEWS of the coming
kingdom, and ‗feeding the sheep‘ -- is a COMBINED administration and function of the Church.
―The individual lay member HAS HIS VITAL PART in proclaiming the GOOD NEWS (gospel) to the world.
How? Not by going out and himself proclaiming Christ's message to the neighbourhood or to the world…In
general, the whole operation of the Church costs money in this…world. Facilities and methods are
available to the Church for performance of its commission that did not exist in the first-century world
[television, radio, magazines, the internet, etc.].
―Without the tithes and generous freewill offerings of lay members the Church commission could not be
performed in today's world. Without the fervent and prevailing continual prayers of all members the work
could not be accomplished. Without the continual ENCOURAGEMENT of lay members and those over
them locally, those of us operating from headquarters could not bear up under the persecutions,
oppositions, trials and frustrations. Also in reverse, the lay members need just as urgently the
encouragement, teaching, counselling and leadership from headquarters and local pastors‖ (p.219-221).
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In the above quote Herbert W. Armstrong referred to the practice of tithing as a means of financial support
for the church. What is tithing? In the UCG booklet ―What Does the Bible Teach About Tithing‖ we read
the following about tithing:
―The word tithe comes from an Old English word meaning ‗tenth‘. Tithing, then, means merely the practice
of ‗tenthing‘, or simply giving back to God 10 percent of one's increase (see Leviticus 27:32). Tithing is
simply a form of giving, which is a godly practice (Matthew 19:21). It is in fact a form of worship in which
we show God respect: ‗Honour the Lord with your possessions, and with the firstfruits of your increase; so
your barns will be filled with plenty, and your vats will overflow with new wine‘ (Proverbs 3:9-10). The tithe
is simply the divinely ordained decree to which He expects us to give back to honour Him and to
acknowledge that He gives everything to us…Tithes are calculated on one's ‗increase‘ (Deuteronomy
14:22, 28; 2 Chronicles 31:5)…
―Jesus Himself clearly upheld the practice of tithing. ‗Woe to you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites! For
you pay tithe of mint and anise and cumin, and have neglected the weightier matters of the law: justice and
mercy and faith. These you ought to have done, without leaving the other things undone‘ (Matthew 23:23).
As recorded here, only days before His death Christ plainly confirmed that tithing should indeed be
practiced, along with sincere adherence to the ‗weightier‘ spiritual matters the scribes and Pharisees were
obviously neglecting.
―Paul drew on an analogy to demonstrate that, as those ministering in the temple were supported by the
offerings given at the temple, so those ministering in the Church should receive support from the Church.
‗Even so the Lord has commanded that those who preach the gospel should live from the gospel,‘ he wrote
(1 Corinthians 9:13-14)…
―Tithing reflects the unselfish, giving nature of our Creator and Provider. Through willing and cheerful giving
(2 Corinthians 9:6-8), we honour God while supporting the physical means of preaching the gospel. Jesus
Christ said, ‗It is more blessed to give than to receive‘ (Acts 20:35). So it should be noted that anyone who
gives a tithe should do so willingly. Although God equates withholding tithes with robbing Him (Malachi
3:8-10), He does not force anyone to tithe‖ (p.3, 9, 4-5).
The apostle Paul makes some very interesting comments in 1 Corinthians 9:19-22 where he writes: ―For
though I am free from all men, I have made myself a servant to all, that I might win the more; and to the
Jews I became as a Jew…to the weak I became as weak, that I might win the weak. I have become all
things to all men, that I might by all means save some.‖
Paul did all he could to understand the interests of others and customize the way he shared God‘s truth
with people so that he might save some. We know that it is God who saves people. So what did Paul
mean when he said that he (Paul) might save some? No one can convert someone unless God draws them
but what Paul is trying to get across is that our example and relationship with someone and our zeal in
supporting the church‘s work can be the difference in God drawing someone into the church or not.
Jesus Christ said in the Sermon on the Mount: ―Let your light so shine before men, that they may see your
good works and glorify your Father in heaven‖ (Matthew 5:16). God wants us to be good examples of His
way of life to people in the world.
Peter also wrote that we should ―always be ready to give a defense to everyone who asks you a reason for
the hope that is in you, with meekness and fear‖ (1 Peter 3:15). We should be excited about God‘s coming
kingdom and that should make us happy and positive people to be around. If people in the world see that
about us and ask us questions about the Bible and God‘s incredible plan we should be able to answer them
in a way that will be most interesting and helpful to them. We‘re not to push our beliefs on anyone but we
should be able to talk about our beliefs in a way that people in the world would find interesting if they come
up naturally in conversation with others.
In Christ‘s great prophecy that He gave on the Mount of Olives about the end-time He said: ―And this
gospel of the kingdom will be preached in all the world as a witness to all the nations, and then the end will
come‖ (Matthew 24:14).
Despite the great falling away of so many church members that we have seen in recent years that was
prophesied in 2 Thessalonians 2:3, the end of this age has not come yet and so the church still has a
responsibility to preach the gospel of the kingdom as far and wide as it can as a witness to this world.
Not only do we, as a church, let people know that a better world is coming we also help many people in a
very practical way. Even if they don‘t come along to church, many thousands of people are helped through
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the gospel work of the church. Many have written to the church over the years telling us how their
marriages have been saved. Many people have written to the church telling us how the teachings of God in
the Bible have prevented them from taking their lives. Many divided families have been united. Others who
did not know how to get and hold a good job have learned the laws of success and have been financially
blessed as a result.
A great number of people, who have never taken the step of attending church, have benefited from learning
and applying the wonderful teachings of the Bible as taught through the church‘s magazines, booklets and
by other means. God is teaching us lessons of giving by the way we put our heart into the Work that He is
doing through the church. He wants us to be excited about helping others through what the church is doing
and support it the best way we can with our tithes, offerings, our prayers and any other hands-on way that
we can support it.
As well as preaching the good news of God‘s coming Kingdom the church in this end-time has another
commission which is proclaiming the Ezekiel warning message. We read about this in Ezekiel 33:1-9:
―Again the word of the LORD came to me, saying, ‗Son of man, speak to the children of your people, and
say to them: ‗When I bring the sword upon a land, and the people of the land take a man from their territory
and make him their watchman, when he sees the sword coming upon the land, if he blows the trumpet and
warns the people, then whoever hears the sound of the trumpet and does not take warning, if the sword
comes and takes him away, his blood shall be on his own head. He heard the sound of the trumpet, but did
not take warning; his blood shall be upon himself. But he who takes warning will save his life. But if the
watchman sees the sword coming and does not blow the trumpet, and the people are not warned, and the
sword comes and takes any person from among them, he is taken away in his iniquity; but his blood I will
require at the watchman‘s hand.‘
―So you, son of man: I have made you a watchman for the house of Israel; therefore you shall hear a word
from My mouth and warn them for Me. When I say to the wicked, ‗O wicked man, you shall surely die!‘ and
you do not speak to warn the wicked from his way, that wicked man shall die in his iniquity; but his blood I
will require at your hand. Nevertheless if you warn the wicked to turn from his way, and he does not turn
from his way, he shall die in his iniquity; but you have delivered your soul.‖
In the last lesson we looked at some of the prophecies that show that how our white English-speaking
nations which have descended from Israel will go into a terrible captivity just as Israel of old went into
captivity because of their national sins. If anyone in our Israelite nations today truly turns to God and
becomes a part of His church they can be spared of going through this terrible captivity.
Just as the prophets of old did in ancient Israel, the church has a
responsibility, out of love, to warn as many of our people as possible of this
terrible time ahead (Amos 3:6-7) so that as many people as possible might
turn from their sins and be spared of what will soon come upon this world. By
the time the two witnesses come on the scene in great power (Revelation
11) it will be too late for them to do this very important commission.
In Numbers 16 when the people murmured against Moses and Aaron, God said to Moses, ―Get away from
among this congregation, that I may consume them in a moment…So Moses said to Aaron, ‗Take a censer
and put fire in it from the altar, put incense on it and TAKE IT QUICKLY to the congregation and make
atonement for them, for wrath has gone out from the Lord‘...Then Aaron took it as Moses commanded and
RAN into the midst of the congregation and already the plague had begun among the people. So he put in the
incense and made atonement for the people. And he stood between the living and the dead and the plague
was stopped. Now those who died in the plague were 14 700‖ (Numbers 16:45-49).
How many more people would have died if Aaron walked instead of ran? Possibly many thousands more
would have died. At this moment in time it was in the hands of one man who determined if certain of these
people lived or died by the urgency by which he did his task.
There is yet to come a time of wrath on this earth. We know it's coming and we even know how to tell it's close
and we, as God‘s people, must collectively support it with a sense of urgency, not complacency. Like Aaron
did, the church has a responsibility to stand before the living and the dead. As well as preaching the good news
of the coming Kingdom of God, we have to warn this world of the Great Tribulation and the time of Jacob‘s
Trouble so as many people can be spared as possible through repentance and becoming a part of God‘s
church.
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3] To provide a group of people in which those who God calls can learn the lessons of
teamwork.
The church is made up of many different people with different styles and personalities. The church is a
microcosm of the world. If we had to choose the kind of people that we wanted to be in the church we would,
no doubt, choose a lot of different people than God has chosen. We would tend to choose the people we like or
get along well with.
God wants us to be able to get along and work with people with all types of different personalities and styles
since the people of the world that we will be working with in the World Tomorrow will all be very different. Some
people will have personalities that are easy to get along with while other people we may find more difficult to
get along with. The church is a training ground to help us learn teamwork and these kind of people skills with all
types of different people.
In 1 Corinthians 12 Paul described the kind of teamwork that we need to have in the church. He compared the
church to a human body which has many different parts that all have to harmoniously work together. He wrote:
―For in fact the body (the church) is not one member but many. If the foot should say, ‗Because I am not a
hand, I am not of the body‘, is it therefore not of the body? And if the ear should say, ‗Because I am not an
eye, I am not of the body‘, is it therefore not of the body? If the whole body were an eye, where would be
the hearing? If the whole were hearing, where would be the smelling?
‖But now God has set the members, each one of them, in the body just as He pleased. And if they were all
one member, where would the body be? But now indeed there are many members, yet one body. And the
eye cannot say to the hand, ‗I have no need of you‘; nor again the head to the feet, ‗I have no need of you.‘
No, much rather, those members of the body which seem to be weaker are necessary. And those members
of the body which we think to be less honorable, on these we bestow greater honor; and our unpresentable
parts have greater modesty, but our presentable parts have no need. But God composed the body, having
given greater honor to that part which lacks it, that there should be no schism in the body, but that the
members should have the same care for one another. And if one member suffers, all the members suffer
with it; or if one member is honored, all the members rejoice with it‖ (1 Corinthians 12:14-26).
Some people have ambition and want to be ministers when God knows that they are too vain or don‘t treat
people very well. Not all of us can do the things which put us in the spotlight. Many opportunities to serve in
the church don‘t get noticed but are still important to God and the functioning of the local church. Being
noticed and praised by others shouldn‘t be our motive for serving in the church (Matthew 6:1-4). We
should serve to honour God and help the church with whatever needs it has.
Paul says that there should be no schism or division in the church. God doesn‘t want us leaving the church
because we don‘t get along with certain people. We should do all we can to get along harmoniously with
others and work out our differences (Matthew 18:3-18) and not simply walk away when someone offends
us. It is God‗s will that the church be as united as possible (John 17:20-21). It is something that Christ
prayed very fervently for on his last night before He was delivered to be crucified and it is something we
must strive hard for when we have problems getting along with others in the church. There are times when
we may have to separate ourselves from a corporate church organization because of clear, persistent,
unrepented of heresy (2 Timothy 6:3, 1 Corinthians 10:20-22, 2 Corinthians 6:14) but otherwise God
wants us to work together and be one body in the church.
There are many people in the ―Stay-at-Home Church of God‖ in this end-time era of the church. Even
though most don‘t have a problem with the doctrinal teachings of the church they prefer to stay at home
and not come along to sabbath services for various reasons. Some are still hurt from the apostasy that
occurred in our former association, others had problems with a local minister and don‘t trust any minister as
a result while others feel content just listening to sermon tapes on the sabbath at home and won‘t bother
driving to church and fellowshipping with other members.
This is a problem that Paul prophesied would happen in the end-time era of the church. In Hebrews 10:2425 he wrote: ―Let us consider one another in order to stir up love and good works, not forsaking the
assembling of ourselves together, as is the manner of some, but exhorting one another, and so much
the more as you see the Day approaching.‖
An intimate part of keeping the sabbath holy is assembling for a holy convocation (Leviticus 23:3). A
convocation is a commanded assembly or gathering of people. God commands our presence each sabbath
in the same way that a court can command our appearance to be a witness in a court case unless we have
a genuine reason such as sickness or distance.
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Meeting with people who share our beliefs should be something we look forward to each week. God has
commanded it because He knows we need regular encouragement and to regularly hear God‘s truth being
taught to us to help us stick close to God. Without our minds being fed by God‘s values on this regular
basis we quickly drift into our carnal ways which are often the path of least resistance. There are some who
feel that they can be fed well by sermon tapes and that is true to a degree but we also have to remember
that our local ministry and other speakers know their own church areas well and can better customise their
messages to give us what we most need in our local church areas.
The fellowship we have with other members before and after church does a lot to give us encouragement
and support each week. We should also want to regularly be there at church because we have a lot to give
with our own encouragement and conversation. We can help a lot of people with what we have to give but
if we don‘t come along on a regular basis then other people will miss out what we have to offer. God is
wanting to build His character in us and we need to develop that character by practicing giving of our time,
conversation and friendship each week at church services.
In ―Mystery of the Ages‖ Herbert Armstrong wrote the following about the need to learn teamwork through
participating in our local church:
―Now what about the ‗private‘, or ‗individual Christian‘, who says, ‗I don't want to be a part of the Church -- I
want to seek my salvation direct and alone with Christ.‘ The answer is this: God himself laid out the plan
and the method by which humans may be, after begettal, trained and prepared to become part of the divine
personnel of born GOD BEINGS that shall form the KINGDOM OF GOD! The kingdom of God will be the
GOD FAMILY -- a superbly and highly trained and organized family of GOD BEINGS. The Church is God's
special school for training those he has selected and called to be trained in his Church -- to be kings and
priests, to rule and to teach -- for their part in that kingdom…
―Take an analogy from [the] world. A football player says: ‗I want to play in all of the games, but I'll train
alone. I don't want to be part of the TEAM until the games start.‘ Would the coach let him be part of the
team in the games, without having learned TEAMWORK during practice season? Neither will God let one
INTO his family at the resurrection who refused to be part of it now -- in the CHURCH -- in the spiritual
‗training season‘" (p.222-223).
4] To teach and assist in the character development those who God calls in this age.
The next purpose of the church we‘ll look at is to help train and develop God‘s character in those who God calls
in this age. In Ephesians 4:11-15 Paul described how God gave those of us in the church the gift of a ministry
and leadership to help teach us how to live by God‘s way of life and build God‘s character in us:
―And He Himself gave some to be apostles, some prophets, some evangelists, and some pastors and
teachers, for the equipping of the saints for the work of ministry, for the edifying of the body of Christ, till we
all come to the unity of the faith and of the knowledge of the Son of God, to a perfect man, to the measure
of the stature of the fullness of Christ; that we should no longer be children, tossed to and fro and carried
about with every wind of doctrine, by the trickery of men, in the cunning craftiness of deceitful plotting, but,
speaking the truth in love, may grow up in all things into Him who is the head—Christ.‖
The ministry is there to not only protect us from false doctrines and
false teachers but also to teach us God‘s truth and way of life so
that we might grow up spiritually and be more and more like Jesus
Christ in the way that we live our lives, displaying all of the fruits of
God‘s Holy Spirit (Galatians 5:22-23).
The first part of the great commission God gave to the church is to
preach the gospel to the whole world. The second part of it is to
make disciples and teach and train those who become a part of the
church.
God‘s people are often called sheep in the Bible (John 10) and this second part of the commission to teach
and spiritually strengthen God‘s people who attend church is often called ―feeding the flock‖. This term ―feeding
of the flock‖ comes from the occasion where Jesus asked Peter three times after His resurrection if Peter loved
Him since Peter had denied him three times before His crucifixion. We read of this in John 21:15-17:
―So when they had eaten breakfast, Jesus said to Simon Peter, ‗Simon, son of Jonah, do you love Me more
than these?‘ He said to Him, ‗Yes, Lord; You know that I love You.‘ He said to him, ‗Feed My lambs.‘ He
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said to him again a second time, ‗Simon, son of Jonah, do you love Me?‘ He said to Him, ‗Yes, Lord; You
know that I love You.‘ He said to him, ‗Tend My sheep.‘ He said to him the third time, ‗Simon, son of Jonah,
do you love Me?‘ Peter was grieved because He said to him the third time, ‗Do you love Me?‘ And he said
to Him, ‗Lord, You know all things; You know that I love You.‘ Jesus said to him, ‗Feed My sheep.‘‖
Two of those three times Jesus told Peter to tend or feed His sheep. What‘s interesting on the other
occasion is that Christ asked Peter to ―feed my lambs‖. The reason He talked about lambs instead of sheep
here maybe is to show that God is very interested and cares for our young people who attend church. He
has commissioned the ministry to show the same love and care for them and assist parents in providing for
the spiritual needs and character development of our young people in the church.
The encouragement, teaching, counselling and leadership of the ministry towards the members plays a
vital part in helping God‘s people hear and understand God‘s truth and bear spiritual fruit - ―some a
hundredfold, some sixty, some thirty‖ (Matthew 13:23). In Luke 16:10 we read: ―He who is faithful in what
is least is faithful also in much.‖ We are being trained in the smaller responsibilities of this present life so
that God can trust us with much greater responsibilities in the World Tomorrow.
The relationship between Christ and the church is described in Ephesians 5:25-27 where we read:
―Husbands, love your wives, just as Christ also loved the church and gave Himself for her, that He might
sanctify and cleanse her with the washing of water by the word, that He might present her to Himself a
glorious church, not having spot or wrinkle or any such thing, but that she should be holy and without
blemish.‖
Christ is working with us and cleaning us up spiritually from the bad habits that we have picked up from this
sinful world. Through the Holy Spirit and the work of the spiritual leadership in the church, Christ is cleaning
up us and helping us to build God‘s character so that, if we make it into the first resurrection, we can help
the rest of the world to also become a part of God‘s family.
5] To provide a support group for those who God would choose in this age.
The final purpose for the church we will look at is to provide a support group of concerned members for
those who God calls in this age.
The apostle Paul spoke about this important point when he wrote that ―members should have the same
care for one another. And if one member suffers, all the members suffer with it; or if one member is
honored, all the members rejoice with it‖ (1 Corinthians 12:14-26). He also wrote that ―we then who are
strong ought to bear with the scruples of the weak, and not to please ourselves‖ (Romans 15:1).
We should not be only focused on just our own interests and what‘s happening in our own life but take a
genuine interest and concern for all people. We should encourage and help those who are struggling with
various problems that they might share with us. How are we going when it comes to helping and supporting
others in our own local church area?
The church in the early days soon after Peter‘s sermon on
the Day of Pentecost was a very close-knit group of people
who supported one another. We read this description of
the early church in the book of Acts:
―And they continued steadfastly in the apostles‘ doctrine
and fellowship, in the breaking of bread, and in prayers.
Then fear came upon every soul, and many wonders and
signs were done through the apostles. Now all who
believed were together, and had all things in common, and
sold their possessions and goods, and divided them
among all, as anyone had need. So continuing daily with
one accord in the temple, and breaking bread from house
to house, they ate their food with gladness and simplicity
of heart, praising God and having favor with all the people.
And the Lord added to the church daily those who were
being saved‖ (Acts 2:42-46).
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Let‘s look at those qualities a little more closely -:










―They continued steadfastly in the apostles‘ doctrine and fellowship‖ – They were devoted to the true
teachings they were being taught. They were hungry to learn more and very eager to discuss what they
were learning with others.
―in the breaking of bread‖ – They were big on hospitality and enjoying meals with others.
―in prayers‖ – They were concerned and prayed for one another and the work of the church in
spreading the gospel.
―Then fear came upon every soul‖ – They had a great love and respect for God and feared to
disappoint or displease Him with their actions as a result.
―Now all who believed were together‖ – They were eager to spend as much time with one another in
the church as possible.
―and had all things in common and sold their possessions and goods, and divided them among all, as
anyone had need‖ – They made sure that no-one was doing without or that their needs were being
neglected. If someone had little they were all willing to give and share what they had to those who had
little.
―breaking bread from house to house‖ – Again we see this emphasis on hospitality and inviting people
over and sharing a meal with them.
―praising God and having favour with all the people‖ – They praised and thanked God for all the
blessings that they had and the church was well liked because they were happy and positive people.

Often we think of the ―feeding the flock‖ part of the commission to the church as something that is only
done by the ministry through sermons and so on when in reality, we all play a part in it. When we support
and encourage one another with our time and our friendship and when we ―stir up love and good works‖
(Hebrews 10:24) in one another we play a part in feeding the flock. Our support and friendship can play a
big part in helping others people to grow spiritually and make it into God‘s Kingdom.
In this end-time age relationships are often shallow and only skin deep. This world is full of sin and Jesus
warned that in this end-time society the love of many would grow cold - even in the church (Matthew 24:12).
The Bible calls the church a family (Ephesians 3:15) for we are the very begotten sons and daughters of God
(Hebrews 2:10)! Do we stop and consider what that really means that the church is a family? Do we show the
kind of love and concern for others in the church that we would for those in our own physical families? There
will obviously be a difference in the quantity of time we spend with others in the church compared to our
physical families but the quality of love and concern should be similar to that we show to those in our own
families.
In Ephesians 4:16 we read: ―From whom the whole body fitly joined together and compacted by that which
every joint supplies, according to the effectual working in the measure of every part, makes increase of the
body to the edifying of itself in love.‖
The Greek word for joined together here means ―render close jointed together…organise compactly‖ and
the Greek word for compacted here means a coming together tightly or under pressure. Verse 3 in the
same chapter shows that this unity is not conformity against one‘s will but a voluntary coming together. It‘s
not just merely a loose assembling of parts in the body of the church but a voluntary bonding or compacting
tightly together.
Imagine I am holding a pencil. In the middle is a graphite tube which is made of pure carbon. Now imagine
that I am holding a diamond. It is also made of pure carbon.
There is a phemonemal difference in the hardness between graphite and a diamond. Graphite can be
easily crushed in one‘s hands while a diamond is the hardest material known to man. This phenomenal
difference is caused by the way that the atoms are arranged and the strength of the bonds between the
molecules.
What are the bonds like between each of us in the church today? Are they weak like in graphite where we
are just loosely connected or are they strong more like the bonds between diamonds.
King Solomon wrote about the bonds that should be between us in the church over in Ecclesiastes 4:1112 where he wrote: ―Again, if two lie together, then they have warmth; but how can one be warm alone?
And if one overthrows him, two shall withstand him; and a threefold cord is not quickly broken.‖
Solomon also said in Proverbs 18:24 that ―A man that hath friends must show himself friendly: and there is
a friend that sticketh closer than a brother.‖
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The indwelling of the Holy Spirit helped transform the early first century church into a very strongly
connected community of believers who helped strengthen each other and made sure that no one was in
need.
As the spirit begotten successors to that church we also should stir up the Holy Spirit within us to also
strengthen one another and strive to take care of any need we can amongst us whether that be spiritual,
physical, emotional or social and encourage one another to stick with our great calling and be there at
Christ‘s return when we will be not just begotten but become spirit born sons and daughters of God in His
very family forever.
Jesus told His disciples, "A new command I give you that you love one another. As I have loved you, so you
must love one another. All men will know you are my disciples if you love another" (John 13:34-35). When you
think about the example of Jesus Christ in how He loved others, He really has raised the bar quite
considerably by asking us to love others as He did. The incredible way in which He raised the standard by
His example is what is so incredible and ―new‖ about this command to love others.
From a kind word, an encouraging note, a thoughtful gesture, an ear to listen, or an expression of
appreciation, to a sacrifice of time, energy or convenience, love is a way of life. And it is a way of life that is
not out for recognition. It does what it does because it feels it. And it feels it because it believes in it, and is
led by God's spirit that comes from the God who is love.
God wants us in the church to be united, not as a team where members get dropped if they don't
perform well enough, but as a family. Ultimately we've got to stoop down and help and serve and bring
into eternal life every human being who's ever lived from terrible dictators to starving kids on the
streets of Calcutta. In order to learn the lessons of dealing with people in all different situations God
has called us into the church with people from all walks of life.

4] How is the Church Run?
Now that we what the purpose of the church is, how is the church run and organized? How is government in
the church structured? Who leads it?
We read in Colossians 1:18 and Ephesians 5:23 that Jesus Christ is the living, active head of the church. He
guides and directs it, inspiring the ministers in the church as they lead the flock, working out circumstances to
help all of us to grow and opens up doors for the work of preaching the gospel to reach far and wide into the
world.
He does allow us to make mistakes and even allow leaders to go off the track to help us learn and grow from
those kind of circumstances. He doesn't take away free moral agency from us or the leadership in God's
church but He does everything He can to help us to grow as we submit to Him.
In an article entitled "The Model for Church Government is the Family" that appeared in the March 25, 1996
issue of ―In Transition‖ the following fine comments were made regarding how a church should be run is similar
to the pattern of how a good family is run:
"Wise families under the direction of competent parents set goals and plan their fulfilment with the talents and
resources of each family member in mind. Everyone, from the youngest to the oldest, needs to be serving the
families by using and developing his own talents. There is no excuse for competition or duplication of effort; the
goal is big enough to employ everyone's energies. The church family like the extended family of the patriarchs,
encompasses fathers, mothers, aunts, uncles and children. These individuals, with varying talents at different
stages in life, learn and grow together, helping each other toward maturity...The church is to serve as a model
family, just as Israel was to be a model nation: to demonstrate the fruits of righteous living…
"If we accept this family model, the kind of family we become will be determined largely by the quality of family
leadership (the elders), the responsiveness of the children (the brethren) and the goals the church family sets.
What happens in a family when authority is abused by domineering parents, misused by self-serving parents or
relinquished by permissive parents? The family suffers, and the light it may send to the world around will be
diminished accordingly. So it is that the church family can be most effective only when respective
responsibilities are clearly defined and church leaders exercise balanced authority to promote the selfdiscipline and intellectual and spiritual curiosity essential for growth to christian maturity.‖
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Godly church government emphasises "service more than command [Luke 22:25-27]; gentle encouragement
more than rebuke; being 'helpers of your joy' (2 Corinthians 1:24) more than policeman over their faith;
visiting, counselling, anointing, encouraging more than criticising; seeking those who are straying rather than
threatening the weak with excommunication [Luke 15:3-10]; building up faith, not instilling fear" (Where is the
True Church?, p.33-34).
There are two scriptures that give us a list of the various ministerial (meaning service) functions in the church.
In 1 Corinthians 12:28 we read: "And God (not man) has set some in the church, first apostles, secondarily
prophets, thirdly teachers, after that miracles, then gifts of healings, helps, governments,(and) diversities of
tongues".
Paul also wrote in Ephesians 4:11-12: "And he himself gave some to be apostles, some prophets, some
evangelists and some pastors and teachers for the equipping of the saints, for the work of the ministry, for the
edifying of the body of Christ."
These offices each have a specific function. Herman Hoeh wrote the following in describing these various
functions in the church:
"Christ directed the church through the apostles who were chosen directly by Him (Luke 6:13). The apostles
were His direct representatives sent into the world as ambassadors bearing authority [All the word ‗apostle‘
means is ‗one sent forth‘]… The apostles were instruments in Jesus' hands, through which He could spread
the gospel, correct, reprove and lead the church.
―The...apostles...all held equality of office. Peter had no one-man dictatorial authority over the other eleven.
Peter was never a pope. The same authority vested in Peter was also vested by Jesus in the other apostles
(Matthew 16:19,18:18 and John 20:23)…
―[Among the apostles, Peter led from the front, as he did when Jesus was still with them, because he had good
leadership qualities] "Paul, himself, said that Jesus entrusted Peter with the direction of the gospel to Israel as
Jesus had entrusted Paul with the direction of the gospel to the Gentiles (Galatians 2:7-8). But in another
place we find that the apostles SENT Peter and John to Samaria, although Peter may have suggested this
(Acts 8:14)...
―Among the twelve there must have been such a spirit of peace and harmony without jealousy in equality of
office. They did not quarrel amongst themselves by trying to build on another man's foundation as some might
do today (Romans 15:20) [As well as the original 12 apostles there were other apostles such as Paul and
Barnabas (Acts 14:14), Andronicus and Junia (Romans 16:7), Silvanus and Timothy (1 Thessalonians.
1:1, 2:6) and James the brother of Jesus (Galatians 1:19)] …
"Next, in government authority, we find the evangelists - Timothy, Titus, Demas, Silas and many others - who
directly assisted the apostle Paul as he was directed by Christ. Paul had the authority when necessary to
command Silas and Timothy to go wherever he designated. In Acts 17:15 we read: 'So those who conducted
Paul brought him to Athens, and receiving a command for Silas and Timothy to come to him with all speed,
they departed.' In other instances when duties were not imperative, Paul sometimes left it to the convenience
of the evangelists (1 Corinthians 16:12). Paul was not a dictator.
"The evangelists, under the direction of the apostle Paul, preached to the unconverted. Evangelist means an
announcer of good news. They made converts, established local churches and appointed elders and deacons
(Titus 1:5), and visited established churches (Philippians 2:19-20) with authority over local officers…
"The word pastor means 'shepherd'. He is one who tends the flock...Over each local congregation there is also
a local pastor. He is the presiding elder or bishop over other elders in a local congregation...All elders must be
apt to teach (1 Timothy 3:2), hence they are called teachers in 1 Corinthians 12:28 and Ephesians 4:11.
Elders who rule well are to be highly respected for their work's sake, especially those who labour in preaching
and teaching (1 Timothy 5:17) ...The members do not elect and dismiss elders, nor do they vote on doctrines
which the elders are to preach" (Good News, Aug.1953, p.4-7).
The apostle Peter tells the local elders in 1 Peter 5:2-3 to "shepherd the flock of God which is among you,
serving as overseers, not by constraint but willingly, not for dishonest gain but eagerly, nor as being lords over
those entrusted to you, but being examples to the flock". Again the focus is on discouraging any in authority
from lording it over the flock but serving the church with all of their might out of love. The greater the authority
the greater the responsibility and job to serve the church and the greater accountability in God‘s eyes (1
Corinthians 3:17, James 3:1).
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It we take the New Testament passages at face value we see there was a pattern of a chain of authority in the
early New Testament church but it was a kind and gentle one compared to the top-down governments in this
world.

5] How Do You Identify the True Church?
In 2 Corinthians 11:13-15 the apostle Paul wrote: ―For such are false apostles, deceitful workers,
transforming themselves into apostles of Christ. And no wonder! For Satan himself transforms himself into
an angel of light. Therefore it is no great thing if his ministers also transform themselves into ministers of
righteousness, whose end will be according to their works.‖
Paul tells us that there are false ministers who masquerade as true ministers of God. One of Satan‘s great
means of deception is to counterfeit God‘s teachings and practices with false ones. Jesus Himself said in
the Sermon on the Mount:
―Beware of false prophets, who come to you in sheep‘s clothing, but inwardly they are ravenous wolves.
You will know them by their fruits…Not everyone who says to Me, ‗Lord, Lord,‘ shall enter the kingdom of
heaven, but he who does the will of My Father in heaven. Many will say to Me in that day, ‗Lord, Lord, have
we not prophesied in Your name, cast out demons in Your name, and done many wonders in Your name?‘
And then I will declare to them, ‗I never knew you; depart from Me, you who practice lawlessness!‘‖
(Matthew 7:15-23).
Knowing that there are false teachers and counterfeit churches out there how can we be sure where God‘s
true church is? The UCG Bible Study Course gives us some of the features which distinguish the true
church of God with the false churches of the world:
―What is God's Church called in the Bible? ‗Therefore take heed to yourselves and to all the flock, among
which the Holy Spirit has made you overseers, to shepherd the church of God which He purchased with
His own blood‘ (Acts 20:28).
―The phrase church of God appears eight times in the Bible (Acts 20:28; 1 Corinthians 1:2; 10:32; 11:22;
15:9; 2 Corinthians 1:1; Galatians 1:13; 1 Timothy 3:5). ‗Churches of God‘ appears another three times
(1 Corinthians 11:16; 1 Thessalonians 2:14; 2 Thessalonians 1:4) and ‗the church of the living God‘
occurs once (1 Timothy 3:15)...
―The Gospels and Acts are equally clear that Christ, the disciples and the early Church kept the weekly
Sabbath from Friday evening to Saturday evening, the seventh day of the week - as their day of rest and
worship (Mark 6:2; Luke 4.16, 31-32, 13:10; Acts 13:14-44, 18:4). Jesus even called Himself ‗Lord of the
Sabbath‘ (Mark 2.28).
―It was Jesus' custom to go to the synagogue every Sabbath to worship (Luke 4:16) Contrary to the
teaching of those who say that Paul abandoned the Sabbath, it was his custom, too, to go to the
synagogue every Sabbath (Acts 17:1-3), using the opportunity to teach others about Jesus as Saviour and
Messiah…
―[God‘s feast days (Leviticus 23) and] the Sabbath [are] ignored by the overwhelming majority of churches.
Rather than keeping the Sabbath as God commanded, most churches meet on the first day of the week –
Sunday - a day nowhere commanded in the Bible as a day of worship. Why? If we are to observe any day
as a weekly day of rest and worship, shouldn‘t it be the same day Jesus and the apostles kept?…
―Many churches teach that obedience to God‘s law is unnecessary, that Christ kept it for us or it was ‗nailed
to the cross‘ with Christ. This is directly contrary to Jesus' own words (Matthew 4:11; 5:17-19) and the
teaching and practice of the apostles (Acts 24:14, 25:8; Romans 7:12, 22; 1 Corinthians 7:19; 2
Timothy 3:15-17).
―Following Christ‘s example, the apostles powerfully preached about His return to establish the Kingdom of
God (Luke 4:43; 8:1; 21:27, 31; Acts 1:3; 8:12; 14:22; 19:8, 28:23, 31). But Paul warned that, even in his
day, some already preached 'a different gospel‘ (2 Corinthians 11:4, Galatians 1:6). We see much
confusion in churches about what the gospel is. Most view it as a message about Christ's birth, life and
death without understanding why He came and why He had to die. Few proclaim the message of God's
Kingdom that Jesus Himself taught (Mark 1:14-15).
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―Similarly, Jesus and the apostles never taught that the righteous ascend to heaven at death (John 3:13;
Acts 2:29, 34), and they understood that man does not possess an immortal soul (Ezekiel 18:4, 20;
Matthew 10:28) that would spend eternity in either heaven or hell.
―Nowhere do we find popular religious holidays such as Christmas approved in the Bible. The only time
Easter is mentioned in the Bible (Acts 12:4, King James Version) it is a blatant mistranslation of the
Greek word for Passover. Lent and its practices are nowhere found. The early Church also followed God's
instructions regarding which meats were suitable to be eaten (Acts 10:9-14). These clean and unclean
meats are listed in Leviticus 11… There are major differences between the Christianity of the time of
Christ and the apostles and that commonly practiced today‖ (Lesson 10 – What is the Church?, p.15, 8-9).

6] What has the History of the Church Been Like?
For most of the past 2 000 years the Western world has been dominated by a great false church that does
not bear much resemblance to the church that Jesus founded nor has it taught the beliefs that identify the
true church of God. Where has the true church been all that time?
It has continued to exist and seven letters recorded in Revelation 2 and 3
contain a number of snapshots of the church at various times in history
over the past 2 000 years. Herbert W. Armstrong in his book ―Mystery of
the Ages‖ makes these comments:
―The book of Revelation records seven messages to seven churches that
existed in Asia Minor [Turkey] toward the end of the first century A.D.
These churches -- Ephesus, Smyrna, Pergamos, Thyatira, Sardis,
Philadelphia and Laodicea -- were located along one of the mail routes of
the old Roman Empire. Riders would follow the route -- carrying messages
from town to town. The messages to the seven churches have words of
both encouragement and correction and they clearly show the dominant
characteristics of each of the congregations at that time. But these
messages were intended for a wider audience than the Christians in these
small towns.
―They are a series of remarkable prophecies, by which the future of the true Church was foretold in outline
form, from the day it began on Pentecost, [A.D. 30], until the Second Coming of Christ. The history of the
Church would fall into seven distinct eras -- each with its own strengths and weaknesses and its own
special trials and problems. Just as a message could pass along the mail route from Ephesus to Laodicea,
so would the truth of God be passed from era to era. It was like a relay race -- in which the baton is passed
from runner to runner, each one doing his part, until the finish line is reached…
―Powerless, often persecuted, and rejected as heretics, the world lost sight of them. Instead, there emerged
from the lost century a church that was steadily growing in popularity but growing further away from the
gospel that Jesus taught. Persecution continued at various times under the Romans until the fourth
century, when Constantine recognized the degenerate Church of that period as an official religion of the
empire. But the Church that he recognized was by now very different from the Church that Jesus founded.
The doctrines and teachings that He had taught His apostles were now buried amid the trappings,
ceremonies, mysteries and rituals of a church that called itself by the name of Christ. It was essentially the
Babylonian Mystery religion, now being called Christian, accepting the doctrine of grace but turning it into
license [to sin]. In other words, it was the old pagan Babylonian Mystery religion wearing a new cloak:
‗Christianity‘‖ (p.232-233).
The Book of Revelation is a book about prophecy. It is about "things which must shortly come to pass"
(Revelation 1:1). If there wasn‘t something prophetic about these letters they wouldn‘t be included in the Book
of Revelation. Like many other prophecies in the Bible these letters are dual in nature highlighting qualities of
the church at that time yet also containing prophecies about the future of the church.
Notice what Christ said to the churches with regards to His coming:"I will come to you quickly"
"I will come to you quickly"
"I will come upon you as a thief"
"I come quickly" (no will this time)
"I am at the door"

-

Ephesus
Pergamos
Sardis
Philadelphia
Laodicea
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There is a progression of time that is seen in these phrases. The progression seen in those phrases along with
the great number of historical co-incidences that we will look at, supports the teaching that each of these letters
describe seven church eras from the time of the apostles to Jesus Christ‘s second coming. The number of
seven is used in the Bible to symbolize completion – the whole church. Each letter finishes with the phrase ―He
who has an ear, let him hear what the Spirit says to the churches‖. There are lessons for all of us to be
learned in all of the seven letters to the churches.
Let‘s now have a look at these fascinating prophecies. First of all, we have the Ephesian era. Christ gives them
a high commendation for their work when they started red-hot with their first love but as time wore on they lost
that first love and were starting to decline (Revelation 2:2-4). The Apostolic era started red-hot but as the
church went on false teachers gradually watered-down and changed the truth and they lost their zeal. This is a
perfect description of the first century church.
Next we have Smyrna meaning myrrh or bitter. One of the names that they were called were the Ebionites
which literally means paupers, which is exactly what Christ said they'd be - poverty-stricken (Revelation 2:9).
These brethren were going to suffer greatly. Christ very specifically prophesies 10 days of tribulation
(Revelation 2:10). If it was only 10 literal days it wouldn't be worthy of being recorded here but using the dayfor-a-year principle of prophecy it would be a specific 10 years of intense tribulation.
Eusebius in his Ecclesiastical History, chapter 8, pages 15-16 describes how the last great pre-Constantine
persecution which started in 303 A.D., though lasting 3 years in Rome, continued raging for a terrifying 10
years in the Eastern Roman Empire where God's people were. Records of some members showed they were
only in the church for a few weeks before they were martyred.
Then we come down to the Pergamos era typified by the revival of God's work and people known as the
Paulicians in history who's works are recorded by Fred Conybeare in "The Key of Truth". In 133 B.C. Attalus,
the last god-king of Pergamos had willed all his power to Rome. This became the legal basis of the pagan
Emperor's title Pontifex Maximus - high priest of the world which became the title of the Pope when it was
conferred onto Pope Damascus by Emperor Gratian in 378 A.D. Christ knew where Satan's seat was
(Revelation 2:13) and so did the church - in Rome. Christ calls his faithful martyr "Antipas" which is merely a
short form of the Greek "Antipater" which means "against (anti) the pope (pater)".
Constantine of Mananali plainly taught that the Pope was not the representative of God and that Peter was not
the only apostle given the keys of the kingdom as the Popes had claimed. After 27 years of fruitful ministry he
was stoned to death in 684 A.D. Some held the doctrine of Balaam and the Nicolaitans (Revelation 2:14-15).
Balaam was the one who taught Balak how to tempt the Israelites into sin and thus make them bring a curse
on themselves. The Nicolaitans also existed in the time of the Ephesian church which hated their deeds.
The Catholic Encyclopaedia tells us that they "led lives of unrestrained indulgence". They "claimed to have
derived from Nicholas the doctrine of promiscuity". This Nicholas of Antioch is identified in Hasting's Dictionary
of the Bible with a Bishop Nicholas of Samaria, a heretic of Simon Magus' company. Among the church of God
in Armenia came many false teachers who taught the "doctrine of Balaam". They introduced certain pagan
holidays and influenced many to take part in this world's politics in the hope of safeguard of protection. Trusting
in their worldly alliances with neighbouring Arabs thousands were betrayed and slaughtered. A faithful few fled
to south-western Europe and later into Alpine France.
In the prophecy to Thyatira Christ specifically prophesied two great works and specifically stated that the last
would be greater than the first (Revelation 2:19). This is precisely what happened in the Middle Ages.
Churches were raised up shortly after 1000 A.D. by the preaching of such men as Arnold, Henry and Peter de
Bruys (Ecc. History by P.Allix, p168-169, Jones' Church History, ch.4, sec.3).
After Peter de Bruys was burned alive at the stake the work went into temporary decline, lacking organization
without overall human leadership. Then a man arose, Peter Waldo, a wealthy merchant from Lyons, the
weaving capital of Europe. As a result of his preaching along with others a mighty work grew which eclipsed
the size of the one a century previous. They became known as Waldensians. They preached the gospel OF
Christ, not a gospel ABOUT Christ. Notice what the Encyclopaedia Britannica states: "Like St. Francis (of
Assisi), Waldo adopted a life of poverty that he might be free to preach, but with this difference that the
Waldenses preached the doctrine of Christ while the Franciscans preached the person of Christ" (11th edition,
article, "Peter Waldo").
The church of the Middle Ages faced tremendous pressure from the Catholic Church to indulge in Mass and
the idolatrous practices of the Catholic Church much like the woman, Jezebel, was prophesied to tempt the
Thyatirans (Revelation 2:20). Many were persecuted and burned at the stake, while others compromised to
spare themselves from torture.
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The children of Jezebel (Revelation 2:23) may well be the Catholic Church's Protestant daughters who are
prophesied to be destroyed in the great tribulation in the same book (Revelation 17-18). Christ also talks about
knowing the depths of Satan (Revelation 2:24). The great false church sank to its lowest depths with harlots
and thieves filling the Vatican.
A few mini-works occurred in the Sardis phase (Revelation 3:4) of the work. After the defeat of the Spanish
Armada in 1585 which guaranteed religious freedom in England many sabbath-keeping congregations sprang
up in England. In 1664 Stephen Mumford was sent from the ―Bell Lane‖ Church of God in London to Newport,
Rhode Island and raised up the first church of God congregation in America. Even though small, the church
gradually spread across America. In the mid 1800‘s many turned away from a number of true doctrines and
formed a new church group which became known as the Seventh-Day Adventist church. A small number held
to the true teachings of the Bible and were known as the Church of God (Seventh Day).
The work during this time was almost non-existent (Revelation 3:1-2) coming into the 20th century when
Herbert W. Armstrong came in contact with these people in Oregon in the north-west of America.
Philadelphia was prophesied to do a mighty work (Revelation 3:8) and was the
only other church along with Smyrna, which received no criticism. Herbert W.
Armstrong powerfully taught where the throne of David was and who the
modern descendants of Israel were (Revelation 3:7). Through the Plain Truth
magazine and World Tomorrow telecast, millions heard of the true gospel of
God‘s coming kingdom all around the world.
The church of Philadelphia is prophesied to be protected from the "hour of trial
which shall come upon the WHOLE WORLD to test those who dwell on the
earth" (Revelation 3:10). Notice this tribulation has a worldwide scope. This
can only be a reference to the Great Tribulation. Also, because of this, we can
see that there is an overlap between Philadelphia and Laodicea in the end time.
While the Laodicea spirit has dominated since the apostasy began, signs are
positive that those who keep the Philadelphia spirit will once again dominate
alongside of those who are Laodicean in spirit.
Christ tells those of Philadelphia to hold fast that which it has (Revelation 3:11). That has been such an
important command for church members over the past decade with the doctrinal apostasy that occurred in our
former association.
In the prophecy about the Philadelphian era of the church God makes a certain group of people who claim to
follow Him come and worship before the feet of true Philadelphians (Revelation 3:9). Perhaps these are the
same church leaders who rejected the truth about us being born into God‘s family who are now forced
to eat their own words by worshipping those who hold fast to this awesome truth.
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The final prophecy to Philadelphia is also very interesting. God tells them that they "shall go out no more",
obviously implying going out more than once. Is this a prophecy about those who not only had to come out of
the world a first time but also had to come out of a corporate church that went back into the world?
The prophecy about the Laodicean era is an amazing fulfilment of prophecy. In the 1960‘s the church
published a booklet called ―True History of the True Church‖ and warned members about the condition of the
church as prophesied by Jesus Christ in his letter to the Laodicean era of the church. The church was able to
make this statement predicting what would happen to the Church of God because the church believed in the
church eras teaching. Herman Hoeh wrote:
―Just as the remnants of the Sardis era of the church exist side by side with the Philadelphia era, so
we will continue our work to the very end time when another group will appear – a group not
accounted worthy to escape the coming tribulation. Another separate work is yet to arise – made up of
begotten individuals who are spiritually lukewarm! Woe be to any of us if we take part in such a work!
(p.31)‖
In the same booklet he wrote about how in the church has waxed and waned over the centuries with regular
revivals followed by doctrinal apostasy and decline. He wrote that in church history "we see the repeated fact
that after a few generations, the local congregations are no longer composed of true converted
brethren, but of unconverted children and half-hearted believers who...go into total error"(p.23).
Despite this understanding of past church history no-one ever expected the dramatic apostasy and falling away
(2 Thessalonians 2:3) that occurred in the decade that followed Herbert W. Armstrong‘s death in 1986. Paul
wrote that the church of God is the ―THE PILLAR AND GROUND OF THE TRUTH" (1 Timothy 3:15). When
a corporate church organization sufficiently rejects the truth of God, God will no longer work with those who
lead such a church organization.
The Worldwide Church of God once numbered around 150 000 members yet less than a quarter of that
number held fast to the true doctrines of the church when the new leadership introduced doctrines of
Protestantism. Those who stood up for the truth were forced to leave their former association in order to hold
onto the truth and do the Work of God.
Jesus prophesied that many would say: "I am rich, have become wealthy and have need of nothing"
(Revelation 3:17). This is truly the richest era of God's church and because of it and all our soft living and
creature comforts so many have become complacent and have drifted from God and truth of the Bible by not
being willing to fight for it from the assaults of false teachers. This church is prophesied to be blind (Revelation
3:17) as so many are still with regards to the great many changes away from the truth.
Christ says that they "are lukewarm" and because of it Christ says "I will spew you out of my mouth" indicating
a great many would go back to mainstream Christianity and lose God's spirit! Christ says: "Therefore be
zealous and repent"! Has there ever been a more critical warning for God's people today? It‘s interesting to
note that the last three churches are to firstly, be almost dead, followed by the best and then the worst church,
EXACTLY as we have seen happen to the church in this century?
The 'me' generation of the United States, Canada, Australia and much of Europe wants to take it easy, have
fun and do their own thing. Today's Western world reflects the Laodicean era. The church as a whole has been
heavily influenced by the prevailing spirit of the times. We have to be zealous about God‘s truth and doing the
Work to be among the ―Philadelphians‖ to be counted worthy to escape the hour of trial which shall come upon
the WHOLE WORLD (Revelation 3:10)!
We need to learn from the lessons of the seven churches. Some of those important lessons include keeping
our first love alive for God and His way of life, standing firm in the midst of trials like Smyrna, keeping ourselves
pure from the wrong influences and ways of the world, holding fast to God's truth against the attacks of false
teachers and not being lukewarm, self-satisfied and complacent like the Laodiceans by drawing near to God
with zeal.
Jesus said in Luke 12:32: ―Do not fear, little flock, for it is your Father‘s good pleasure to give you the
kingdom.‖ God‘s true church has always been small compared to the professing christian world‘s churches
but it is faithful to the truth of the Bible and its commission of preaching the gospel to the world and making
disciples of all nations. Through the church, God is preparing a people who will become the future rulers of
the world in the World Tomorrow and who will help Jesus Christ bring the rest of humanity into the family of
God.
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Summary

1] What is the Church?
 When the New Testament talks about the Church, it speaks of an assembly of people. In the Bible the
word church is a translation of the Greek word ekklesia, meaning ‗a calling out‘. It never refers to a
building or meeting place, but always to people, the ones ‗called out‘ of the world's society by God calling
them into His service.

2] How does one become a part of the church?
 It is God the Father who moves us through His spirit to want to be a part of the church (John 6:44). God
initiates the process and He is the one who grants repentance (Romans 2:4, 2 Timothy 2:25).
 The only way we become a part of the church is when we receive the Holy Spirit at baptism (1 Corinthians
12:12-13).
 In many of the world‘s churches babies are baptized (or christened) but this is contrary to what the Bible
teaches. Acts 2:38 shows that the conditions that have to be met before God gives someone the Holy
Spirit are repentance and baptism. A degree of maturity is required for a genuine, heartfelt repentance.
 The word ‗baptize‘ is not an English word. It is a Greek word. In translating it into English, the translators
left this Greek word untranslated. Literally, in the Greek, the word is ‗baptizo‘. The definition of this word
is ‗IMMERSE.‘ It means to plunge into, put into, dip. It does not mean ‗to sprinkle‘ or ‗to pour‘ as practiced
by many of the world‘s churches.
 Baptism pictures, in symbol, the death, burial, and resurrection of Christ. But it is a DUAL picture, as all
things in God's Plan are DUAL in operation. It also pictures the crucifixion of the old self (Romans 6:3-7),
or of the sinning life, the burial of this sinning self, and the coming up out of this watery grave, symbolic of
a CHANGED person resurrected to a new, righteous, spiritual life in Christ Jesus.
 Noah and his family being saved from the watery grave of the Flood (1 Peter 3:20-21) and the Israelites
walking through the parted waters of the Red Sea (1 Corinthians 10:1-2) were types or symbols of this
ritual of baptism.
 Baptism washes away our sins and through this ceremony we are forgiven of our past sins. The laying on
of hands which accompanies it is where the newly baptized member of the church receives the Holy
Spirit (Acts 8:14-17).

3] What is the Purpose of the Church?


God has raised up the church for the following important reasons :[1] To train a group of converted people who will assist Christ in setting up His government over
the world in the millennium.
[2] To proclaim God‘s truth and announce the coming Kingdom of God as a witness to the world.
[3] To provide a group of people in which those who God calls can learn the lessons of teamwork.
[4] To teach and assist in the character development those who God calls in this age.
[5] To provide a support group for those who God would choose in this age.









A prime minister or president of a country doesn‘t run a whole country on his own. He has a cabinet and a
whole staff of people to assist him. Likewise, Jesus is training others ahead of time who will help Him rule
and fix up this world during the millennium. A number of other verses show that christians who overcome
will rule with Jesus Christ when He sets up the Kingdom of God on earth (Daniel 7:27, Jude 14-15,
Revelation 2:26, 5:10).
King David will be resurrected to immortality at Christ‘s return and be king over all twelve nations of
Israel (Jeremiah 30:9; Ezekiel 34:23-24; 37:24-25). Each of the original twelve apostles will be king,
under David, over one of these then super-prosperous nations (Matthew 19:28). Under the apostles,
each now king over a great nation, will be rulers over districts, states, shires, counties or provinces, and
over cities (Luke 19:11-27). These kings and rulers will be resurrected immortals, born into the
kingdom (family) of God as Spirit beings.
Those who are called and chosen in the church are called the firstfruits of the great harvest of people in
God‘s plan (James 1:18, Revelation 14:4).
Christ told the church to go into all the world, preach the gospel and make disciples (students) in all
nations and teach those who are willing to learn all things that He had taught them (Matthew 28:18-20,
Mark 16:15-18).
God is in process of training future world rulers. For God to select people who will become one of these
future rulers they have to hear and be taught God‘s truth (Romans 10:14-15).
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God‘s plan has been executed in such a way that He has chosen the ordinary, average people and not
the world‘s great and mighty people who are rich and famous so that no-one can say they made it into
God‘s kingdom because of how great that they are. He who wants to glory or boast should boast of
God‘s greatness, not their own. (1 Corinthians 1:26-31).
The word tithe comes from an Old English word meaning ‗tenth‘. Tithing, then, means merely the
practice of ‗tenthing‘, or simply giving back to God 10 percent of one's increase (Leviticus 27:32).
Jesus Himself and the apostle Paul upheld the practice of tithing (Matthew 23:23, 1 Corinthians 9:1314) as God‘s means of financially supporting the church and its work of preaching the gospel.
As well as preaching the good news of God‘s coming Kingdom, the church in this end-time has another
commission, which is proclaiming the Ezekiel warning message, warning the nations descended from
Israel of their coming end-time captivity (Ezekiel 33:1-9, Amos 3:6-7).
God wants us to be able to get along and work with people with all types of different personalities and
styles since the people of the world that we will be working with in the World Tomorrow will be very
different. Some people will have personalities that are easy to get along with while other people we may
find more difficult to get along with. The church is a training ground to help us learn teamwork and these
kind of people skills with all types of different people (1 Corinthians 12:14-26).
God gave those of us in the church the gift of a ministry and leadership to help teach us how to live by
God‘s way of life and build God‘s character in us (Ephesians 4:11-15, John 21:15-17).
The church is to be a support group of concerned members for those who God calls in this age (1
Corinthians 12:14-26, Romans 15:1).
Often we think of the ―feeding the flock‖ part of the commission to the church as something that is only
done by the ministry through sermons and so on when, in reality, we all play a part in it. When we
support and encourage one another with our time and our friendship and when we ―stir up love and
good works‖ (Hebrews 10:24) in one another we play a part in feeding the flock. Our support and
friendship can play a big part in helping other people to grow spiritually and make it into God‘s
Kingdom.

4] How is the Church Run?









Jesus Christ is the living, active head of the church (Colossians 1:18, Ephesians 5:23). He guides and
directs it, inspiring the ministers in the church as they lead the flock, working out circumstances to help all
of us to grow and opens up doors for the work of preaching the gospel to reach far and wide into the world.
Godly church government emphasises service more than command (Luke 22:25-27); gentle
encouragement more than rebuke; being 'helpers of your joy' (2 Corinthians 1:24) more than policeman
over their faith; visiting, counselling, anointing, encouraging more than criticising; seeking those who are
straying rather than threatening the weak with excommunication (Luke 15:3-10); building up faith, not
instilling fear.
There are two scriptures that give us a list of the various ministerial (meaning service) functions in the
church (Ephesians 4:11-12, 1 Corinthians 12:28). Some of those ministerial functions include positions
such as apostles, evangelists, pastors and elders.
Christ directed the early church through the apostles who were chosen directly by Him (Luke 6:13). The
word ‗apostle‘ simply means ‗one sent forth‘. The apostles were instruments in Jesus' hands, through
which He could spread the gospel, correct, reprove and lead the church.
An evangelist means an announcer of good news. They made converts, established local churches and
appointed elders and deacons (Titus 1:5), and visited established churches (Philippians 2:19-20) with
authority over local officers.
The word pastor means 'shepherd' (Ephesians 4:11). Over each local congregation there is also a local
pastor. He is the presiding elder or bishop (1 Timothy 3:1-2) over other elders in a local congregation.
Jesus Christ and the apostle warn us that there are false ministers who masquerade as true ministers
of God (Matthew 7:15-23, 2 Corinthians 11:13-15).

5] How Do You Identify the True Church?


Some of the identifying signs of God‘s true church include:
- The correct name – the Church of God (Acts 20:28; 1 Corinthians 1:2; 10:32; 11:22; 15:9; 2
Corinthians 1:1; Galatians 1:13; 1 Timothy 3:5)
- Keeping the Sabbath day (Friday sunset to Saturday sunset) holy (Exodus 20:8-11, Luke 4:16, 3132)
- Observing God‘s Holy Days (Leviticus 23)
- Preaching obedience to God‘s laws (Matthew 4:11; 5:17-19)
- Preaching the gospel of the coming Kingdom of God (Mark 1:14, Acts 1:3; 8:12; 14:22)
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- Not teaching false doctrines and practices such as man having an immortal soul which goes straight
to heaven or hell when we die (Ezekiel 18:4, 20; Matthew 10:28) and not observing pagan holidays
such as Christmas and Easter.

6] What has the History of the Church Been Like?








God‘s church has continued to exist for the last 2 000 years. Powerless, often persecuted, and rejected
as heretics, the world lost sight of them. Instead, there emerged from a lost century following Paul‘s
death, a church that was steadily growing in popularity but growing further away from the gospel that
Jesus taught (Revelation 17).
Seven letters recorded in Revelation 2 and 3 contain a number of snapshots of the church at various
times in history over the past 2000 years. Like many other prophecies in the Bible these letters are dual in
nature highlighting qualities of the church at that time yet also containing prophecies about the future of the
church.
We need to learn from the lessons of the seven churches. Some of those important lessons include
keeping our first love alive for God and His way of life (Revelation 2:2-4), standing firm in the midst of trials
like Smyrna (Revelation 2:9-10), keeping ourselves pure from the wrong influences and ways of the world
(Revelation 2:20), holding fast to God's truth against the attacks of false teachers (Revelation 3:11) and
not being lukewarm, self-satisfied and complacent like the Laodiceans by drawing near to God with zeal
(Revelation 3:17-19).
God‘s true church has always been small compared to the professing christians world‘s churches
(Luke 12:32) but it is faithful to the truth of the Bible and its commission of preaching the gospel to the
world and making disciples of all nations. Through the church, God is preparing a people who will
become the future rulers of the world in the World Tomorrow and who will help Jesus Christ bring the
rest of humanity into the family of God.

Further Reading to Learn More about the Purpose of the Church












UCG booklet – The Church that Jesus Built
UCG booklet – Fundamentals of Beliefs of the United Church of God, AIA
UCG Bible Study Course – Lesson 7: ―The Calling of God‖
UCG Bible Study Course – Lesson 10: ―What is the Church?‖
Mystery of the Ages (Herbert W. Armstrong) - Chapter 6: ―The Mystery of the Church‖
Old WCG booklet – ―All About Water Baptism‖
Old WCG booklet – ―True History of the True Church‖
Ambassador College Bible Correspondence Course – Lesson 10: ―Should You Be Baptized?‖
Ambassador College Bible Correspondence Course – Lesson 19: ―What and Why the Church?‖
Ambassador College Bible Correspondence Course – Lesson 20: ―In Training for Rulership‖
Old WCG reprint article – ―The Church They Couldn‘t Destroy‖
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GOD’S HOLY DAYS
God has given us a special feast day every week as well as annual festivals on which to assemble
before Him and which picture important steps in His great plan to reproduce Himself through
mankind. In this lesson we will learn about each of these fascinating Holy Days.

1] What is the Sabbath?
In Exodus 20 we read about the Ten Commandments which God gave to His people. The first four
commandments deal with our relationship between us and God while the last six deal with how we get
along with our fellow man. The fourth commandment introduces us to the Sabbath which is described in
this verse as a weekly ―anniversary‖ of the day when God rested after renewing the face of the earth 6000
years ago at the time that He created Adam and Eve (Genesis 2:1-3). In Exodus 20:8-11 we read:
―Remember the Sabbath day, to keep it holy. Six days you shall labour and do all
your work, but the seventh day is the Sabbath of the LORD your God. In it you
shall do no work: you, nor your son, nor your daughter, nor your male servant,
nor your female servant, nor your cattle, nor your stranger who is within your
gates. For in six days the LORD made the heavens and the earth, the sea, and all
that is in them, and rested the seventh day. Therefore the LORD blessed the
Sabbath day and hallowed it‖.
Why is setting apart one day a week so important that God included it as one of His Ten Commandments?
We read the following answer in the UCG booklet ―The Ten Commandments‖:
―Relationships take time. Every successful association demands time. No close relationship can succeed
without it—no courtship, no marriage, no friendship. Our relationship with God is no exception…
―The Sabbath is a special day to concentrate on developing our spiritual relationship with God. Although it
is a day of rest from our normal routines and we do need even physical rejuvenation, it is not a day for
doing nothing, as some assume. On the contrary, the Sabbath is a special day on which we dramatically
change the focus of our activity. God intended that it be a delightful period during which we busily draw
closer to Him‖ (p.34, 33).
By keeping the Sabbath holy we celebrate God‘s creative work at the time of Adam and Eve. It reminds us
on a weekly basis that we worship the great Creator of the Universe. Keeping God‘s seventh-day Sabbath
every week reminds us that God is the Creator of all that exists, including all of humanity.
The word "Sabbath" means rest in Hebrew. Exodus 31:17 says that ―on the seventh day He rested and
was refreshed.‖ That word refreshed is an interesting one. It comes from the idea of a cool breeze that
comes across your face and makes you feel rejuvenated. Well the Sabbath is just like that. It‘s a day to be
refreshed. It‘s a day to be renewed. It‘s a day that reminds us of God‘s purpose for our life.
All of God‘s feast days are listed together in Leviticus 23, starting with the seventh-day Sabbath, a weekly
feast day. In Leviticus 23:1-4 we read: ―And the LORD spoke to Moses, saying, ‗Speak to the children of
Israel, and say to them: The feasts of the LORD, which you shall proclaim to be holy convocations, these
are My feasts. Six days shall work be done, but the seventh day is a Sabbath of solemn rest, a holy
convocation. You shall do no work on it; it is the Sabbath of the LORD in all your dwellings‘‖.
An intimate part of keeping the sabbath holy is assembling for a holy convocation. A convocation is a
commanded assembly or gathering of people. God commands our presence each sabbath in the same
way that a court can command our appearance to be a witness in a court case unless we have a genuine
reason such as sickness or distance. The Hebrew word translated as ―convocation‖ is moed which means
a divine appointment. God has made an appointment with us and wants to meet with us.
God has commanded it because He knows we need regular encouragement and to regularly hear God‘s
truth being taught to us to help us stick close to God. Without our minds being fed by God‘s values on this
regular basis we quickly drift into following our natural desires and the ways of this world which are often
the path of least resistance.
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We may believe that it‘s important to set aside a whole day to devote to drawing closer to God but some
may ask ―Why not any day we choose to? Why does it have to be a specific day?‖ There are two reasons
why only the seventh day of the week can be the true Sabbath day.
The first is that only the seventh day of the week is the weekly ―anniversary‖ or memorial of when God
rested from His creative work at the time that He created Adam and Eve. To keep it on any other day such
as Sunday would be like a married couple celebrating their anniversary two months later [much like
England having its Queen‘s birthday holiday two months after the Queen‘s real birthday – April 21]. It loses
its meaning when kept on a different day.
The second reason is that God specifically says that ―the seventh day is the Sabbath of the LORD your
God‖ (Exodus 20:10). To truly honour God properly we have to worship Him the way that He wants us to
worship Him, not the way that we choose (Deuteronomy 12:30-32).
In Leviticus 23:32 it says "from even unto even you shall celebrate your Sabbath." The Hebrew word for
―even‖ in this verse is ―ereb‖. Deuteronomy 16:6 defines when even or "ereb" in the Hebrew is. "At the place
which the Lord your God chooses to make his name abide, there you shall sacrifice the Passover at even
(Heb. ereb), AT THE GOING DOWN OF THE SUN". In the Bible we see that God begins and ends days at
sunset, not midnight or sunrise (like in ancient Egypt). At the end of each day in Genesis 1 we read: ―So the
evening and the morning were the first day.‖ The seventh-day Sabbath begins at Friday sunset and ends at
Saturday sunset.
The Sabbath day is a test. How we react to this day and how we feel on this day reflects whether or not we
love the Lord our God with all our heart and all our might and all our soul. In Exodus 31:13 we read:
―Speak also to the children of Israel, saying: ‗Surely My Sabbaths [both the weekly Sabbath and the seven
annual Sabbaths] you shall keep, for it is a sign between Me and you throughout your generations, that you
may know that I am the LORD who sanctifies you.‖
―The Sabbath was also given as a sign to identify who are the people of God…The word ‗sanctify‘ means to
set apart for a holy use or purpose. On the seventh day of creation week, the Eternal sanctified—that is, He
set apart for a holy use—the Sabbath day. The special Sabbath covenant also reveals that the Sabbath is
a sign that the Eternal sanctifies His obedient people—sets them apart from other people—for His holy
purpose‖ (Ambassador College Bible Correspondence Course – Lesson 24, p.4).
The Sabbath is an important sign identifying those who are true christians today. It is a real test command.
The people of the world are willing to acknowledge the other nine commandments but the Sabbath
command is the only one they positively rebel against. It is a test of obedience. It identifies those who have
surrendered their will to God, who obey God regardless of persecution or cost! When we keep the Sabbath
we understand that. Many have stood up for the Sabbath willing to leave jobs which required them to work
on the Sabbath. It separates and identifies us and gives us an understanding of who God is and what God
is doing on this earth.
In Isaiah 58:13 the Sabbath is called a delight. The word delight originally comes from a Hebrew word
where you get the word luxury from, you get the word pleasant or soft or delicate. Now God is telling us that
the Sabbath is something that brings a softness, a pleasantness or delight in our lives. The Sabbath is a
luxury to the people of God.
This day is not a day that we establish our own righteousness on like the Jews. They became embroiled in
their own do‘s and don‘ts and they made the Sabbath a burden by their own traditions and not properly
observing it as God intended. This is a day we seek the Kingdom of God and His righteousness.
It is a day that God has given to us so we can withdraw from the treadmill and the distractions and the
hassles and begin to realize there is meaning to life. We should make sure in our Christian life that we do
understand why we were called and what it means to be a Christian in God‘s church and be refreshed in
the clarity of that vision and that purpose. It is a day to be physically refreshed and to be refreshed in God‘s
way of life and the purpose of human life.
After a long, hard week how refreshing and wonderful it is to sit down and relax on the Sabbath from all the
hassles of the job. The Sabbath is a law of good health because it gives us a chance to rest from the stress
and worries of life and one of the greatest problems today in health is the emotional stress and anxiety that
people have.
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By keeping the Sabbath holy we celebrate God‘s creative work at the time of Adam and Eve – ―For in six
days the LORD made the heavens and the earth, the sea, and all that is in them, and rested the seventh
day‖ (Exodus 20:11).
When Moses re-iterated the Ten Commandments to Israel shortly before they were to go into the Promised
Land he said: ―Observe the Sabbath day, to keep it holy, as the LORD your God commanded you. Six days
you shall labor and do all your work, but the seventh day is the Sabbath of the LORD your God…And
remember that you were a slave in the land of Egypt, and the LORD your God brought you out from there by
a mighty hand and by an outstretched arm; therefore the LORD your God commanded you to keep the
Sabbath day‖ (Deuteronomy 5:13-15).
Another meaning that was connected to keeping the Sabbath was for Israel to remember coming out of
slavery in Egypt. As slaves they had no rest like the Sabbath. For the christian we can celebrate coming
out of spiritual Egypt and the slavery of sin (Romans 6:16-18). It‘s good to share our stories of how we
came out of the world and into the church. Everyone‘s story is different and interesting. If you grew up in
the church make some effort every now and then to ask others in the church how they came into the
church and learned about God‘s truth.
A third important meaning attached to the celebration of the Sabbath on a weekly basis is that is pictures
the millennium when God‘s Kingdom will be brought to earth and mankind will finally experience ―rest‖
from war, poverty and suffering. ―God marked out six millennial days to allow man to indulge in the spiritual
labour of sin, followed by a millennium of spiritual rest, under the enforced Government of God (The
Wonderful World Tomorrow - What It Will Be Like, p.45-46).‖ Those born into God‘s family at that time
when Christ returns will no longer have to labour any more fighting against the pulls of sin.
The apostle Paul used the analogy of the seven day week in explaining God‘s plan when in Hebrews 4:1-9
he said that there is a promise of a future rest or Sabbath for God‘s people. The last day of the week
represents the rest at the end of man's rule - the millennium.

2] How do we keep the Sabbath holy?
We are told in Exodus 20:8 to ―Remember the Sabbath day, to keep it holy.‖ We are to remember it and
not to forget how important it is. Holy means something that has been separated to be used for God‘s
purpose, whether it‘s a fallible human being called into the church or time in the case of the Sabbath.
Herbert W. Armstrong wrote the following regarding God‘s Sabbath:
―The Sabbath is a space of TIME. God set it as that space of time from Friday sunset to Saturday sunset.
Whenever that time comes to us, we are in holy time! It is GOD's time, not ours!…We honour God by
keeping holy those things that He has made holy!…
―[Like Moses being asked to take his shoes off when he came near God‘s presence in the burning bush
(Exodus 3:2-5)] God commands: ‗Take your foot off My HOLY TIME! Quit trampling all over that which is
HOLY and SACRED TO ME! Quit profaning MY HOLY THINGS -- whether it be MY name, My tithe of your
income, or MY holy day‘… You cannot KEEP a day HOLY, unless God has first made it holy, any more
than you can keep cold water hot -- unless it has first been made hot! God made this space of time HOLY - He commands you to keep it that way!‖ (Which Day is the Christian Sabbath, p.27).
One of the first points to keep in mind as to how to keep the Sabbath holy is to properly prepare for it. In
Mark 15:42 we read, ―Now when evening had come, because it was the Preparation Day, that is, the day
before the Sabbath.‖ The day before the Sabbath was known as the preparation day where the Jews would
do what needed to be done ahead of time before the Sabbath arrived.
―God told the Israelites to prepare ahead by doing any heavy cooking or baking the day before the Sabbath
[Exodus 16:23]. Christians today should plan to have their work completed before sunset on the evening
of the sixth day (Friday). The house should be cleaned, the dishes washed, and any heavy cooking or
baking done before sunset so that the entire family can begin the Sabbath in an atmosphere of rest and
worship—that it may be a day truly kept HOLY to God!‖ (Ambassador College Bible Correspondence
Course – Lesson 24, p.14).
There are many other practical things that we can do beforehand so we won‘t be caught out on the
Sabbath because we haven‘t done them, from filling up our petrol tank so we have enough fuel to get to
church, buying basic groceries we‘ll need for the Sabbath such as milk and bread, etc., to ironing the
clothes we‘ll need for the Sabbath.
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Do we psychologically and mentally prepare for the Sabbath? Do we switch off from our worries, job
problems and our own things when the Sabbath comes? It‘s not an easy thing to do at times but we need
to treat God and His Sabbath with the proper respect that they deserve and make this day different and
special. We should be conscious of the fact that it is holy time and not our time to do with as we please.
In Mark 2:27 we read: ―The Sabbath was made for man, and not man for the Sabbath.‖ The Sabbath was
made to be a blessing to benefit and help man. ―[Jesus] acknowledge[d] that it was proper to rescue an
animal that had fallen into a ditch on the Sabbath, and thus by implication handle other genuine
emergencies that cannot wait until after the Sabbath to be resolved…(Luke 14:5, Matthew 12:9-13)…God
wants us to use honest, sound judgment in applying the spirit and intent of what we can or should not do on
His Sabbath day. Christ taught balance and wisdom and having the right attitude in observing the Sabbath.
―The Jews, steeped in physical rituals, could not understand the spiritual application of the Sabbath
commandment. They would rescue an animal from a ditch on the Sabbath, but condemned Christ for
healing an unfortunate human being on that day [Luke 14:1-6]! By adding their own traditions and
interpretations, they had made the Sabbath a burden to keep‖ (Ambassador College Bible Correspondence
Course – Lesson 24, p.14).
―The Zondervan Pictorial Bible Dictionary, in its article on the Sabbath, describes how extreme these
measures had become by Christ's day. The religious code regarding the Sabbath listed ‗39 principal
classes of prohibited actions: sowing, ploughing, reaping, gathering into sheaves, threshing, winnowing,
cleansing, grinding, sifting, kneading, baking...Each of these chief enactments was further discussed and
elaborated, so that actually there were several hundred things a conscientious, law-abiding Jew could not
do on the sabbath. For example, the prohibition about tying a knot was too general, so it became
necessary to state what kind[s] of knots were prohibited and what kind not. It was accordingly laid down
that allowable knots were those that could be untied with one hand‘‖ (Sunset to Sunset - God's Sabbath
Rest, p.15)
In Isaiah 58:13-14 we read the following principles on how to keep the Sabbath holy: ―If you turn away your
foot from the Sabbath from doing your pleasure on my holy day and call the Sabbath a delight, the holy
day of the Lord honourable and shall honour him not doing your own ways, nor finding your pleasure, nor
speaking your own words. Then you shall delight yourself in the Lord.‖
Notice that the emphasis is on God. There are three categories of things that we are to strive to avoid on
the Sabbath – 1) Doing your own ways 2) Finding your own pleasure 3) Speaking your own words.
Our own ways has to do with our employment, studies and those things involved in helping us make a
living or our physical maintenance. Finding our own pleasure involves our hobbies, sports and other
personal interests while our own words means the everyday things we talk about that don't involve God.
―Should we pursue our own interests and pleasures on the Sabbath? He made this 24-hour period holy
time! Employment, shopping, mowing the lawn and home maintenance are to be done on the previous six
days of the week. Neither is the Sabbath the appropriate time for indulging in hobbies, sports and other
special interests. Such activities take our minds away from God and the entire purpose for His Sabbath‖
(Ambassador College Bible Correspondence Course – Lesson 24, p.14).
Do we make a conscious effort to control what we talk about on the Sabbath or do we just talk about
whatever comes naturally? God wants us to make some effort to control our conversation on the Sabbath.
To truly keep the Sabbath in the spirit we should strive to focus our minds on God and the things of God on
the Sabbath.
God wants us to delight in the Sabbath. We shouldn‘t focus on the things
that we can‘t do but on the things we can do. The Sabbath allows us time
to think more about God, to pray and to study the Bible and learn more
about God‘s awesome purpose for our lives and how to achieve it! A walk
through a natural setting is a wonderful way to get in touch with the great
God who made the beautiful creation we see. Many families have special
Sabbath traditions like having a special meal each Sabbath. Developing
Sabbath traditions are a great way to help make the Sabbath a delight as
God intended it to be.
When the Pharisees were trying to catch Jesus and accuse him of breaking the Sabbath by healing
someone Jesus asked them this question: ―Is it lawful on the Sabbath to do good or to do evil, to save life
or to kill?‖ (Mark 3:4). By healing the man who had a withered hand Jesus answered the question by
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saying that it‘s lawful to do good on the Sabbath. Aside from service opportunities at church services, what
other ways can we do good on the Sabbath? We can do things to encourage and cheer people up. We
could visit those who are sick or members who might not get many visitors. If we put our minds to it we can
think of many ways to brighten up people‘s day and help other people.
The Sabbath is a day which we focus on the values, the standards, the character of God we are to develop
in our lives. We seek the character of God on this day. It also is a day in which we experience that which is
talked about in Psalm 133:1: ―Behold how good‖ - how delightful, how pleasant, how wonderful - ―it is for
brethren to dwell together in unity‖. Isn‘t it wonderful to meet the love of God flowing when we meet one
another at church services.
The Sabbath is a day on which we hear inspiring sermons from the ministry and a day in which we spend
time with one another talking and enjoying one another‘s company and getting to know one another better.
It‘s a day of wonderful, enjoyable fellowship. It‘s a day for considering God‘s works and His character of
love. It‘s a day to be positive and it is one of the most wonderful blessings God has bestowed on mankind.

3] Why do the churches of the world keep Sunday?
The world‘s churches keep Sunday as the ―christian‖ day of worship. Where did this practice come from?
Did it come from the Bible? Notice this frank quote from a Catholic priest by the name of Cardinal Gibbon:
―Now the Scriptures alone do not contain all the truths which a Christian is bound to believe, nor do they
explicitly enjoin all the duties which he is obliged to practice. Not to mention other examples. Is not every
Christian obliged to sanctify Sunday, and to abstain on that day from unnecessary servile work? Is not the
observance of this law among the most prominent of our sacred duties? But you may read the Bible from
Genesis to Revelation, and you will not find a single line authorizing the sanctification of Sunday.
The Scriptures enforce the religious observance of Saturday, a day which we never sanctify‖ (Faith
of our Fathers).
If we look through the New Testament we see that he is correct in stating that the Bible says nothing about
observing Sunday but instead supports the seventh-day Sabbath as the christian day of worship.
In Mark 2:28 Jesus said: ―Therefore the Son of Man [Jesus] is also Lord of the Sabbath.‖ Luke records that
Jesus kept the Sabbath and that it was His custom to do so. ―So He came to Nazareth, where He had been
brought up. And as His custom was, He went into the synagogue on the Sabbath day, and stood up to
read‖ (Luke 4:16).
The apostle Paul also kept the Sabbath. We read the following in Acts 17:1-2: ―Now when they had
passed through Amphipolis and Apollonia, they came to Thessalonica, where there was a synagogue of
the Jews. Then Paul, as his custom was, went in to them, and for three Sabbaths reasoned with them
from the Scriptures.‖
In Acts 13:42 we read: ―So when the Jews went out of the synagogue, the Gentiles begged [Paul] that
these words might be preached to them the next Sabbath.‖ In Acts 18:4 we also read: ―And he [Paul]
reasoned in the synagogue every Sabbath, and persuaded both Jews and Greeks.‖ Jesus, the apostles
and the early New Testament church all kept the Sabbath.
Long before the birth of Christ the pagans were worshipping the sun on the first day of the week – Sunday.
The move towards adopting Sunday by the Catholic Church was motivated by two things. The first was to
distance themselves from the Jews. In the second century A.D. strong anti-Jewish persecution swept
through the Roman Empire. The other thing that motivated the adoption of Sunday by the Catholic Church
was to increase their numbers by mixing christian beliefs with pagan practices such as worshipping on
Sunday. The change was justified by emphasizing that Sunday was the true Lord‘s Day, being the day they
taught that Christ was resurrected on.
Historian Jesse Hurlbut in his book ―The Story of the Christian Church‖ writes: ―As long as the church was
mainly Jewish, the Hebrew sabbath was kept; but as it became increasingly Gentile the first day
GRADUALLY took the place of the seventh day‖ (p.45). Notice that it happened gradually. It wasn‘t by any
command of Jesus Christ that the change took place and it should be noted that all the apostles were
Jewish. Will Durant writes: ―The serious temper of the Jewish Sabbath was transferred to the Christian
Sunday that replaced it in the second century‖ (The Story of Civilization, p.599).
"The earliest recognition of the observance of Sunday as a legal duty is a constitution of Constantine in 321
A.D., enacting that all courts of justice, inhabitants of towns, and workshops were to be at rest on
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Sunday… with an exception in favour of those engaged in agricultural labour" (Encyclopaedia Britannica,
11th edition, art. ‗Sunday‘). The Emperor Constantine began his decree with the words ―On the venerable
day of the sun let all magistrates and people rest and let all workshops be closed.‖
John Romer writes the following about the pagan infiltration into Christianity: ―Similarly, 25 December, now
Christ‘s birthday, was also the day of Sol Invictus‘ festival and Constantine‘s birthday. This festival was
celebrated by cutting green branches and hanging little lights on them and presents were given out in the
god‘s name. Sol‘s weekly festival Sol-day – Sunday – became the Christian Sabbath‖ (Testament: The
Bible and History, p.231).
―About 365 A.D. the Council of Laodicea was called to settled among other matters, the Sabbath question!
One of its most famous canons was the twenty-ninth, which reads thus:
"Christians must not judaize by resting on the Sabbath but must work on that day, rather, honouring the
Lord‘s Day if they can, resting then as Christians. But if any shall be found to be judaizers, let them be
anathema from Christ" (Nicene Post-Nicene Fathers, Vol. XlX, 148).
―The force of the Roman State had already been utilized in 325 A.D. - after the Council of Nicea - to
confiscate property and destroy the lives of any who obeyed God's command to keep the Passover. So
now, in 365 A.D., the heavy hand of the State fell upon any who would be faithful in resting on the Sabbath
and worshipping God as commanded in the Bible. Why give such a command if there were no true
Christians observing the Sabbath?‖ (The Ultimate Source of All Supernatural Phenomena, p.84).
The Catholic Church believes that it had the authority to change the day of worship from the Sabbath to
Sunday based on Matthew 16:19 where Christ said to Peter: ―And I will give you the keys of the kingdom
of heaven, and whatever you bind on earth will be bound in heaven, and whatever you loose on earth will
be loosed in heaven.‖ They feel that the Pope, who is supposedly the successor to Peter (the first pope
according to the Catholic Church), has the authority to change one of the Ten Commandments based on
this binding and loosing power.
The Protestant churches never did properly ―contend for the faith once delivered‖ (Jude 3) when they broke
away from the Catholic Church. Sunday observance was just one example of following the pagan practices
and beliefs of the Catholic Church. Catholic Monsignor Segur wrote: ―The observance of Sunday by
Protestants is a homage they pay, in spite of themselves, to the authority of the [Catholic] Church‖ (Plain
Talk About the Protestantism of Today, p.213).
In Isaiah 66:23 we read what will happen after Jesus Christ returns: ―‘And it shall come to pass that from
one New Moon to another, and from one Sabbath to another, all flesh shall come to worship before Me,‘
says the LORD.‖ That binding and loosing power obviously doesn‘t include changing the Sabbath to the
Sunday since the Sabbath will be kept in the millennium.
Since ―Creation Week‖ was nearly 6 000 years how do we know that time hasn‘t been lost and that
Saturday is truly the seventh day of the week? For starters, God is perfectly capable of keeping track of the
weekly cycle. By the miracle of controlling when the manna fell during the Exodus, He revealed which day
was the sabbath (Exodus 16). If the weekly cycle had been mixed up by the Jews after that then Jesus
would have straightened things out when He was on earth but there was no need. He kept the same day as
the Sabbath as the rest of the Jews.
―But could time have been ‗lost‘ between then and now? After the destruction of Jerusalem in A.D. 70, the
Jews eventually migrated to all parts of the world. Throughout the Middle Ages, the Jews in China had no
way of communicating with the Jews in Africa. Nor could the Jews in Europe communicate with other parts
of the world. If the weekly cycle had been changed or mixed up, the Jews in one part of the world would be
observing one day for the Sabbath, while the Jews in another part would be observing another day. But
everywhere, in every nation on earth, we find that the Jews have always been observing the same day
Jesus kept—the seventh day, Saturday!‖ (Ambassador College Bible Correspondence Course – Lesson
24, p.10).

4] What’s wrong with Christmas and Easter?
Two of the world‘s biggest religious holidays are Christmas and Easter which are supposed to celebrate the
birth and resurrection of Jesus Christ. Are these festivals mentioned in the Bible, and, if they are not, is
there anything wrong with keeping them?
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Where did Christmas comes from? Most encyclopaedias will plainly show that Christmas was not
celebrated by the early church but originated from pagan festivities that were given a ―christian‖ veneer.
Herbert W. Armstrong writes the following on the origin of Christmas:
―The word ‗Christmas‘ means ‗Mass of Christ‘, or, as it came to be shortened,
‗Christ-Mass‘…Since the celebration of Christmas has come to the world from
the Roman Catholic Church, and has no authority but that of the Roman
Catholic Church, let us examine the Catholic Encyclopedia, 1911 edition,
published by that church. Under the heading ‗Christmas‘, you will find:
‗Christmas was not among the earliest festivals of the Church...the first
evidence of the feast is from Egypt…Pagan customs centering around
the January calends gravitated to Christmas.‘
―‘Encyclopaedia Britannica, 1946 edition, has this: ‗Christmas (i.e., the Mass of Christ)...Christmas was not
among the earliest festivals of the church.‘ It was not instituted by Christ or the apostles, or by Bible
authority. It was picked up afterward from paganism. The Encyclopedia Americana, 1944 edition, says:
‗Christmas...It was, according to many authorities, not celebrated in the first centuries of the Christian
church A feast was established in memory of this event [Christ's birth] in the fourth century. In the
fifth century the Western Church ordered it to be celebrated forever on the day of the old Roman feast of
the birth of Sol, as no certain knowledge of the day of Christ's birth existed‘…
―How did this pagan custom creep into the Western Christian world? The New Schaff-Herzog Encyclopedia
of Religious Knowledge explains it clearly, in its article on ‗Christmas‘: ‗How much the date of the festival
depended upon the pagan Brumalia (Dec. 25) following the Saturnalia (Dec. 17-24), and celebrating the
shortest day of the year and the 'new sun'...cannot be accurately determined. The pagan Saturnalia and
Brumalia were too deeply entrenched in popular custom to be set aside by Christian influence...The pagan
festival with its riot and merrymaking was so popular that Christians were glad of an excuse to
continue its celebration with little change in spirit and in manner…Again from the Encyclopaedia
Britannica: "Certain Latins, as early as 354, may have transferred the birthday from January 6th to
December 25, which was then a Mithraic feast...or birthday of the unconquered SUN‖…
―Jesus was not even born in the winter season! When the Christ-child was born ‗there were in the same
country shepherds abiding in the field, keeping watch over their flock by night‘ (Luke 2:8). This never could
have occurred in Judea in the month of December. The shepherds always brought their flocks from the
mountainsides and fields and corralled them not later than October 15, to protect them from the cold, rainy
season that followed that date‖ (The Plain Truth About Christmas, p.2-5, 3).
The implications from the Bible are that Christ was born around the beginning of the Feast of Tabernacles.
Some traditions say that He was born on the first day and circumcised on the Last Great Day (―the eighth
day‖) and that Jesus began to tabernacle with us (John 1:14) during the Feast of Tabernacles. We are told
that there was no room at the inn in Bethlehem (Luke 2:7). Much of the accommodation in Jerusalem and
nearby Bethlehem was possibly filled by people going to the Feast of Tabernacles.
In Egypt, Babylon, Rome and other places there was a seven-day festival celebrating the death of the old
sun-god that occurred around the winter solstice (the shortest day of the year) and following it was a great
festival which celebrated the rebirth of the sun (as the days started to get longer again). Just as there is
duality in much of God‘s plan there is often duality in Satan‘s counterfeit religion. Not only did they worship
the sun-god in the heavens (celestial) but they also worshipped someone who was on the earth
(terrestrial).
We read in Genesis 10 and 11 about Nimrod
who was a great hunter, a powerful black man
(son of Cush) and was the first great dictator
after the Flood. He was the one responsible for
building the Tower of Babel. He married a
beautiful white woman named Semiramis. They
exerted great influence over the ancient world
and they and their son Tammuz (Ezekiel 8:14)
became the great trinity of the pagan religious
world.
In Egypt they were known as Osiris, Isis and Horus. In India they were known as Brahma, Shiva and
Vishnu. In Rome they were known as Saturn, Venus and Jupiter (The Two Babylons, Chapter 2). They
were worshipped by many names in the ancient world. Semiramis was known as the ―Queen of Heaven‖,
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Diana of Ephesus, and Ishtar (Easter) of Babylon. It would have been perfectly natural for Nimrod, to
appropriate the title of the ancient sun-god, to himself to bolster his power.
Osiris (Nimrod) was said to have been hunted down and killed by Seth (possibly Noah‘s son Shem) and his
wife Isis (Semiramis) claimed that he was reborn through their son Horus. This is the origin of the Mother
(Madonna) and Child worship of the ancient world. Osiris‘ birthday was around the winter solstice and Isis
claimed that Osiris would visit an evergreen tree and leave gifts upon it on his birthday.
"In midwinter, the idea of rebirth and fertility was tremendously important. In the snows of winter, the
evergreen was a symbol of the life that would return in the spring, so evergreens were used for decoration‖
(Gerard and Patricia Del Re, p. 18).
―The Christmas tree, as we know it, only dates back a few centuries, though ideas about sacred trees we
very ancient. An old Babylonish fable told of an evergreen tree which, sprang out of a dead tree
stump. The old stump symbolized the dead Nimrod, the new evergreen tree symbolized that Nimrod
had come to life again in Tammuz! Among the Druids the oak was sacred, among the Egyptians it was
the palm, and in Rome it was the fir, which was decorated with red berries during the Saturnalia! The
Scandinavian god Odin was believed to bestow special gifts at yuletide to those who approached his
sacred fir tree.
―In at least ten Biblical references, the green tree is associated with idolatry and false worship (1 Kings
14:23, etc.) Since all trees are green at least part of the year, the special mention of ‗green‘ probably refers
to trees that are evergreen. ‗The Christmas tree...recapitulates the idea of tree worship...gilded [gold] nuts
and balls symbolize the sun...all of the festivities of the winter solstice have been absorbed into Christmas
day...the use of holly and mistletoe from the Druidic ceremonies; the Christmas tree from the honors paid to
Odin's sacred fir.‘
―Taking all of this into consideration, it is interesting to compare a statement of Jeremiah with today‘s
custom of decorating a tree at the Christmas season. ‗The customs of the people are vain: for one cutteth a
tree out of the forest, the work of the hands of the workman with the axe. They deck it with silver and with
gold; they fasten it with nails and with hammers, that it move not. They are upright as the palm tree, but
speak not‘ (Jeremiah 10:3-4)‖ (Babylon Mystery Religion, p.152-153).
Before we look at what the Bible has to say about using such customs to honour and worship Him let‘s look
at where the festival of Easter comes from:
Notice what Vine's Complete Expository Dictionary of Old and New Testament Words says about Easter:
"Pascha...mistranslated 'Easter' in Acts 12:4, KJV, denotes the Passover...The term 'Easter' is not of
Christian origin. It is another form of Astarte, one of the titles of the Chaldean goddess, the queen
of heaven. The festival of Pasch [Passover] held by Christians in post-apostolic times was a continuation
of the Jewish feast...From this Pasch the pagan festival of 'Easter' was quite distinct and was
introduced into the apostate Western religion, as part of the attempt to adapt pagan festivals to
Christianity" (1985, p. 192, "Easter").
The Encyclopaedia Britannica tells us: "As at Christmas, so also at
Easter, popular customs reflect many ancient pagan survivals - in this
instance, connected with spring fertility rites, such as the symbols of
the Easter egg and the Easter hare or rabbit" (15th edition,
Macropaedia, Vol. IV, p. 605, "Church Year").
"The origin of the Easter egg is based on the fertility lore of the IndoEuropean races...The Easter bunny had its origin in pre-Christian
fertility lore. Hare and rabbit were the most fertile animals our
forefathers knew, serving as symbols of abundant new life in the spring
season" (Handbook of Christian Feasts and Customs, 1958, pp. 233)
According to James Bonwick: "Eggs were hung up in the Egyptian temples. Bunsen calls attention to the
mundane egg, the emblem of generative life, proceeding from the mouth of the great god of Egypt. The
mystic egg of Babylon, hatching the Venus Ishtar, fell from heaven to the Euphrates. Dyed eggs were
sacred Easter offerings in Egypt, as they are still in China and Europe. Easter, or spring, was the season of
birth, terrestrial and celestial" (Egyptian Belief and Modern Thought, pp. 211-212).
"Associated with Ishtar was the young god Tammuz, considered both divine and mortal...In Babylonian
mythology Tammuz died annually and was reborn year after year, representing the yearly cycle of the
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seasons and the crops. This pagan belief later was identified with the pagan gods Baal and Anat in
Canaan" (Nelson's Illustrated Bible Dictionary, "Gods, Pagan").
Notice what The Encyclopaedia Britannica says about the early New Testament Church of God keeping the
biblical festivals in a new and different way: "The sanctity of special times [such as Easter and
Christmas] was an idea absent from the minds of the first Christians... [who] continued to observe
the Jewish festivals [of Leviticus 23], though in a new spirit, as commemorations of events which
those festivals had foreshadowed" (vol. 8, p. 828, 11th edition).
Polycarp taught observance of the Passover as the early Church had observed it. Eusebius said Polycarp
did so because this was the way "he had always observed it with John the disciple of our Lord, and the rest
of the apostles, with whom he associated" (Eusebius' Ecclesiastical History, 1995, pp. 210-211).
Does it really matter if we follow some of the traditions associated with Christmas and Easter? Yes, it does
matter to God. It isn‘t that God is annoyed with evergreen trees, rabbits and eggs. After all, He created
them but when traditions and customs become substitutes for the truth they lead people away from true
understanding.
Some might say, ―Well, I‘m not doing it for a pagan god, I‘m doing it to honour and worship the true God.‖
Can pagan customs honour God? God makes it very clear that He doesn‘t want His people mixing their
worship of Him with pagan ideas. In Deuteronomy 12:29-32 He says:
―When the LORD your God cuts off from before you the nations which you go to dispossess, and you
displace them and dwell in their land, take heed to yourself that you are not ensnared to follow them, after
they are destroyed from before you, and that you do not inquire after their gods, saying, ‗How did these
nations serve their gods? I also will do likewise.‘ You shall not worship the LORD your God in that way; for
every abomination to the LORD which He hates they have done to their gods; for they burn even their sons
and daughters in the fire to their gods. Whatever I command you, be careful to observe it; you shall not add
to it nor take away from it.‖
Jesus said in John 4:24 that ―those who worship Him must worship in spirit and truth.‖ We can‘t worship
Him anyway we want to. He has given us seven great festivals on which to worship Him along with the
weekly sabbath which are much more enjoyable than the world‘s cheap substitutes of Christmas and
Easter.

5] When was Christ crucified and resurrected?
Does it seem strange to you that mainstream Christianity believes that Christ was resurrected three days
and three nights after His crucifixion yet at the same time they believe He was crucified on Friday afternoon
and rose on Sunday morning? Any second grader could tell you that there is only one day and two nights
between Friday afternoon and Sunday morning.
When asked to give the people a sign that He was the Messiah, Jesus gave this sign as the only proof that
He was the Messiah: ―An evil and adulterous generation seeks after a sign, and no sign will be given to it
except the sign of the prophet Jonah. For as Jonah was three days and three nights in the belly of the great
fish, so will the Son of Man be three days and three nights in the heart of the earth‖ (Matthew 12:39-40).
In Jonah 1:17 we read: "And Jonah was in the belly of the fish three days and three nights." It wasn‘t three
day and/or night periods (36 hours), it was three days AND three nights. Ralph Woodrow writes the
following about when Christ was resurrected:
―Since there are twelve hours in a day and twelve hours in a night (John
11:9-10), if we figure a full ‗three days and three nights‘, this would equal 72
hours. But was the time element exactly 72 hours? Jesus was to be in the
tomb for ‗three days and three nights‘ and rise ‗after three days‘ (Mark 8:31).
We see no reason to figure this as any less than a full 72 hours. On the other
hand, if he was to be raised from the dead ‗in three days‘ (John 2:19), this
could not be any more than 72 hours. To harmonize these various
statements, it does not seem unreasonable to assume that the time period
was exactly 72 hours. After all, God is a God of EXACTNESS. He does
everything right on schedule. Nothing is accidental with him…
―If the resurrection took place at the same time of day as when Jesus was buried - only three days later this would place the resurrection close to sundown, not sunrise, as is commonly assumed. A sunrise
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resurrection would have required an extra night - three days and four nights. This was not the case, of
course. Those who came to the tomb at sunrise, instead of witnessing the resurrection at that precise time,
found that the tomb was already empty (Mark 16:2). John's account tells us that Mary Magdalene came to
the tomb when it was yet DARK on the first day of the week and Jesus was NOT there (John 20:1, 2). The
gospel writers tell of several different visits made by the disciples to the tomb on that first day of the week.
In EVERY instance, they found the tomb EMPTY!‖ (Babylon Mystery Religion, p.136-137).
If we work back three days and three nights from just before sunset on Saturday when He was resurrected
we have to conclude that He was crucified on Wednesday afternoon and buried just before sunset on
Wednesday.
In John 19:30-31 we read: ―So when Jesus had received the sour wine, He said, ‗It is finished!‘ And
bowing His head, He gave up His spirit. Therefore, because it was the Preparation Day, that the bodies
should not remain on the cross on the Sabbath (for that Sabbath was a high day), the Jews asked Pilate
that their legs might be broken, and that they might be taken away.‖
The Sabbath the day after Christ was crucified was a high day – it was an annual Sabbath – the first Day of
Unleavened Bread (The 15th of Nisan, the first month). The night before Christ was crucified He kept the
Passover (Luke 22:8-20). This was the night part of the 14th of Nisan, the first month. Later during the day
part of the same day that they ate the Passover meal He was crucified, becoming the Passover lamb slain
for us so that God might pass over our sins (1 Corinthians 5:7).
In the year that Christ was crucified the Passover, when He was crucified, fell on a Wednesday and the first
Day of Unleavened Bread (the high Sabbath) fell on a Thursday.
We read this chronological order of events in Luke 23:54-56: ―And that day [when Christ was crucified] was
the Preparation [Wednesday Nisan 14], and the sabbath drew on [Thursday Nisan 15 - 1st Holy Day of
Unleavened Bread]. And also women were following, who were accompanying Him out of Galilee, who
watched the tomb, and how His body was placed. And they returned and they prepared spices and
ointment [Friday Nisan 16]. And they rested on the sabbath day [Saturday Nisan 17] according to the
commandment.‖
The women bought and prepared spices for His burial on the Friday after the annual Sabbath (Mark 16:1)
and then rested on the weekly Sabbath (Luke 23:56) before going to the tomb on the first day of the week
to find that He had already risen.
In what year was Jesus crucified and resurrection? Herman Hoeh in the early days of the Worldwide
Church of God originally came up with 31 AD as the year that Jesus Christ died. He claimed that Passover
fell on a Friday in the year 30 AD so the year of the crucifixion had to be 31 AD. One problem with
retrocalculating the day of the week that Passover fell on in this year is knowing the correct years in the 19
year calendar cycle to add a leap month. Get this wrong and it will throw out your retrocalculation.
The BC/AD dating system we use today was invented late around 600 AD. Its late invention and the initial
mistake of trying to determine when Jesus was born hundreds of years after the event explains why Jesus
was not born in the year 0 or 1 BC. In fact, there is no year 0. In this dating system we use today 1 BC is
followed by 1 AD.
If Jesus died in 31 AD then He would have been born in 4 BC. The Bible plainly tells us that Jesus was
born before the death of Herod the Great (Matthew 2:1, 15). Herod the Great died shortly before Passover
in 4 BC. If this is correct then Jesus could not have been born 6 months later in late 4 BC after Herod the
Great died. This would mean the latest date for Christ's birth was around the Feast of Tabernacles in 5 BC
and therefore Christ‘s crucifixion would have to have been in 30 AD (remembering that 1 BC is followed by
1 AD and there is no zero year). Using an alternate set of years for the years in each 19 year time cycle
that a leap month is added does place Passover on a Wednesday in 30 AD.
Josephus wrote that the seige of Jerusalem began on Nisan 14 in 70 AD on the very same day of the year
that Christ was crucified. If Jesus died in 30 AD that would be exactly 40 years to the day when Jesus was
crucified. The number 40 is the Biblical number for judgment and trial.
Another supporting proof for 30 AD being the correct year in which Jesus was crucified are Jewish records
that record four miraculous events that started 40 years before the Temple was destroyed and continued
every year until Jerusalem fell. The Jerusalem Talmud says the following:
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―Forty years before the destruction of the Temple





The western light went out,
The crimson thread remained crimson, and
The lot for the Lord always came up in the left hand.
They would close the gates of the Temple by night and get up in the morning and find them wide open‖
(Sotah 6:3).

These huge gates took 20 men to open and close so to have them open by themselves would have
spooked them out like some poltergeist movie.
The number 40 is the Biblical number for judgment and trial. These miraculous signs, like those that
occurred on the day of Jesus‘ crucifixion (the darkness, earthquake and rising from the grave of many
saints) seem to be signs from God pointing the Jews to the fact that Jesus Christ was indeed the Son of
God and the true Messiah. They also appear to confirm 30 AD was the year that Jesus was crucified.
Since Christ died and was resurrected 3 days and 3 nights after His crucifixion why did the Catholic Church
make the move to teach that Christ was crucified on a Friday? It goes back to the spring fertility festival
which became Easter in the western world. Friday comes from ―Freya‖ day. Freya was the Norse name of
the ancient fertility goddess known as Venus in Rome and Ishtar in Babylon (The worship of this mother
goddess was transferred by the Catholics to Mary which is why she is so worshipped by them).
Friday was the sacred day of Ishtar/Venus. Because of the large number of eggs they lay, the fish was the
symbol of this sexual fertility goddess and this is why Catholics have the tradition of eating fish instead of
red meat on Good Friday (Babylon Mystery Religion, p.142-143). Now that we have seen through the
paganism attached to the festivals of Christmas and Easter let‘s move on and look at the God‘s true Holy
Days and how they teach us about God‘s great plan of salvation for all mankind.

6] What are God’s Holy Days?
God gave to Israel His Feast days recorded for us in Leviticus 23. These festivals to Israel celebrated their
national deliverance at the time of the Exodus by God‘s hand and also showed gratitude to God for the two
major seasonal harvests each year.
As with many things of God the lessons of the Holy Days are dual in nature –
they teach both physical lessons as well as spiritual lessons. They also teach us
tremendous lessons about the great master plan God is working out here on
earth through mankind.
―They reveal the framework that organizes the major events of God's plan in a
logical order…When God freed the Israelites from Egyptian bondage, He
revealed to them, in addition to the weekly Sabbath, His seven annual festivals.
The apostle Paul tells us these observances are ‗a shadow of things to come‘
(Colossians 2:16-17) - that is, they foreshadow and reveal the basics of His plan
of salvation.
―God originally gave them as harvest festivals - and for an appropriate reason. The writers of the Bible
often compare the spiritual harvest of human lives to the agricultural harvests that physically sustain life.
Therefore we find harvest analogies and parables to represent aspects of God's plan to bring humanity to
repentance. God's goal is to harvest human beings - you and me - into His Kingdom.
―Jesus compared the work God began through Him to a harvest. Christ told His disciples: ‗My food is to do
the will of Him who sent Me, and to finish His work. Do you not say, 'There are still four months and then
comes the harvest'? Behold, I say to you, lift up your eyes and look at the fields, for they are already white
for harvest! And he who reaps receives wages, and gathers fruit for eternal life, that both he who sows and
he who reaps may rejoice together‘ (John 4:34-36)‖ (UCG Bible Study Course - Lesson 12 – ‗God‘s
Festivals: Keys to Humanity‘s Future, p.2).
In Leviticus 23:2 God tells Moses: ―Speak to the children of Israel and say to them: ‗The feasts of the
LORD, which you shall proclaim to be holy convocations, these are My feasts.‘‖ Notice that they are the
Feasts of the Lord – they are not just Jewish feasts! These are the Lord‘s feasts!
He then proceeds to give the details of each of God‘s feasts starting with the weekly feast of the sabbath
and then proceeding on with the seven annual feasts of God.
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In Colossians 2:16-17 the apostle Paul to the primarily Gentile church at Colosse tells them to not let
anyone judge or hassle them about the way that they observed the sabbath, new moons and festivals
and then he goes on to say that these ―are a shadow of things TO COME.‖
If they are shadows of future events then it makes no sense to say that Christ‘s crucifixion did away
with the need to keep these festivals. The sabbath and many of the annual feasts (particularly the
latter feast days) picture future events in the plan of God when God will intervene in world events
and bring His kingdom to the earth.
In Colossians 2:8 and 2:20 Paul is very clearly describing Gnostic beliefs which all biblical scholars are
well aware of were in vogue at this time. These Gnostics practiced asceticism which was an austere selfdisclipine that included abstaining from various foods and drink and fleshly pleasures. In our modern day
context it would be a little like some people pushing that everyone should be vegetarian and never drink
alcohol even though such restrictions are not found in the Bible. This is why Paul says ―let no one judge
you in food or in drink‖ in Colossians 2:16 and why the phrase ―neglect of the body‖ is used in Colossians
2:23. He describes this worldly asceticism as doctrines of men and as self-imposed religion not ever
coming from God.
There is great symbolism to the sabbath, the new moons and the festivals of God. We‘ve already covered
the three major meanings behind the sabbath day. We will soon go into the great symbolism behind each
of the Holy Days. Before we do let‘s look briefly at the symbolism of the new moons.
We are told in Genesis 1:14 that God set the sun and moon in the heavens to divide time. We are told in
Leviticus 23:5 that the Passover is held at the beginning of the 14th day of the first month. This first month on
God‘s sacred calendar is not January as it is on our calendar which came from the Romans. The first month on
God‘s calendar is the month of Nisan or Abib (meaning green ears) which starts in spring in the northern
hemisphere. God‘s calendar starts around March / April on our Roman calendar.
The word month comes from the moon and originally a month was the time that it took for the moon to go
through all its phases and revolve around the earth (from new moon to new moon).
Originally this period was 30 days when the length of the year was exactly 360 days. In the book of Genesis
we read that the Flood lasted 150 days and went from the 17th of the 2nd month to the 17th of the 7th month
- 5 months of exactly 30 days each (Genesis 7:11, 8:3-4). According to many Bible scholars the length of the
prophetic year in Daniel and Revelation that is used is 360 days and not our current 365 ¼ days. The number
of degrees in a circle (360) is also another remnant of that earlier time in man‘s history when there were 360
days in the year.
Currently the time it takes for the moon to go through all its phases and revolve around the earth (from new
moon to new moon) is 29 ½ days and so the months on God‘s calendar alternate between 29 and 30 days
each.
Now because 29 ½ doesn‘t evenly fit into 365 days, an extra month (Adar 2) is added about once every three
years so the months keep up with the seasons. This is why the Feast of Tabernacles alternates each year
between mid October, early October and late September. The Roman calendar we use today was invented
much later and does not follow the phases of the moon.
What is the symbolism behind the new moons? Also, why start the month at the new moon and not the full
moon which might, at first, seem more logical given it is easier to see?
In the church we have taught the analogy that the Sun can be compared to God (Malachi 4:2) while the
moon, which has no light of its own but can radiate a lot of the Sun's light, can be compared to the church.
If we follow that analogy further then the new moon would symbolize the time when those of us in the
church were in darkness without God. Just as over the course of the month the moon takes on more and
more of the brightness of the Sun, we too, in our christian walk must take on more and more of the light of
God's word and character. The lesson of this analogy helps to explain why God starts the month at the
darkest period (new moon) and also why God‘s day starts at sunset (Genesis 1:5, 8, Leviticus 23:32) with
the darkest part (night) before the daylight half.
On the new moon two silver trumpets were blown in ancient Israel (Numbers 10:10). The trumpets are a
symbol of alarm and war (Numbers 10:9). The new moons are never listed as sabbaths in the Bible and
there is no clear directive stating the new moons are a holy convocation.
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There are two passages that give support to the case that, even though new moons are not sabbath days
they may be holy convocations in a similar way that Nisan 14, the night of Passover, is a holy convocation
or commanded assembly (1 Corinthians 11:20-27) but is not a sabbath day (the day after, Nisan 15, the
first day of Unleavened Bread is a sabbath). The first is in Numbers 10:3 where we read that Israel, when
they were on the move in the wilderness, would assemble at the tent of meeting when they heard the
trumpets being blown.
The second passage is in Ezekiel 46:1-3 where we read that people will be worshipping in the millennial
Temple on the new moons:
―Thus says the Lord GOD: ‗The gateway of the inner court that faces toward the east shall be shut the
six working days; but on the Sabbath it shall be opened, and on the day of the New Moon it shall be
opened. The prince shall enter by way of the vestibule of the gateway from the outside, and stand by the
gatepost. The priests shall prepare his burnt offering and his peace offerings. He shall worship at the
threshold of the gate. Then he shall go out, but the gate shall not be shut until evening. Likewise the
people of the land shall worship at the entrance to this gateway before the LORD on the Sabbaths
and the New Moons.‖
Even though the primarily Gentile Colossian church wouldn't have kept the new moon as a sabbath, it
appears as if they were still carrying on the Jewish tradition of assembling together on the night of the new
moon (Colossians 2:16-17). This tradition will gain a resurgence in the millennium (Isaiah 66:23) when the
millennial temple is built.
At the very least now, the new moon is a regular reminder to us and a good time to reflect on the time when
we were in darkness without God and when we answered the call (symbolized by the trumpet) that alarmed
us of our sins and our need for God's light in our lives. It reminds us of the need to rededicate ourselves to
taking on more and more of the light of God's word and character in our christian walk just as moon gets
brighter as it takes on more of the Sun's light over the course of the month.
Let‘s now move onto God‘s annual Holy Days and explore the symbolism of each of them which cover the
great plan of salvation that God has for mankind.
―Seven annual festivals are listed in the Scriptures:
―(1) the Passover, (2) the Feast of Unleavened Bread, (3) the Feast of Firstfruits (Pentecost), (4) The Feast
of Trumpets, (5) the Day of Atonement, (6) the Feast of Tabernacles and (7) the Last Great Day. Each
focuses on a specific aspect of God's plan.
―Occurring during the physical harvests of life-sustaining food products, God's festivals all point to aspects
of His spiritual harvest of humanity to eternal life. As is so often the case in the Scriptures, God uses
physical things to help us better understand spiritual truths. Jesus Himself frequently drew physical
analogies to teach spiritual principles‖ (UCG Bible Study Course - Lesson 12 – God‘s Festivals: Keys to
Humanity‘s Future, p.3).

PASSOVER
Leviticus 23:5 - ―On the 14th day of the 1st month at twilight is the LORD‘s Passover.‖
Exodus 12:3, 6-8 - ―Speak to all the congregation of Israel, saying: ‗On the tenth day of this month every
man shall take for himself a lamb…Now you shall keep it until the fourteenth day of the same month. Then
the whole assembly of the congregation of Israel shall kill it at twilight. And they shall take some of the
blood and put it on the two doorposts and on the lintel of the houses where they eat it. Then they shall eat
the flesh on that night; roasted in fire, with unleavened bread and with bitter herbs they shall eat it.‘‖
The Passover was to be a yearly reminder of God‘s intervention in delivering the Israelites‘ firstborn
from death at the time of the Exodus (Exodus 12:26-27). It also pictured, in advance, the great
sacrifice of Jesus Christ for the sins of all mankind who is called "our Passover" lamb in 1
Corinthians 5:7 and 1 Peter 1:18-19.
The sparing of the Israelites‘ firstborn from the death angel through the shed blood of lambs on that first
Passover is a symbolic type of us being spared today from the eternal penalty of sin (Romans 6:23)
through Christ‘s sacrifice.
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―What did the Passover service mean to the ancient Israelites? - "And when your children ask you, 'What
does this ceremony mean to you?' then tell them, 'It is the Passover sacrifice to the LORD, who passed
over the houses of the Israelites in Egypt and spared our homes when he struck down the Egyptians'"
(Exodus 12:26-27, NIV)...
―Should Christians continue observing the New Testament Passover service? – ‗For I received from the
Lord what I also passed on to you: The Lord Jesus, on the night he was betrayed, took bread, and when he
had given thanks, he broke it and said, 'This is my body, which is for you; do this in remembrance of me.' In
the same way, after supper he took the cup, saying, 'This cup is the new covenant in my blood; do this,
whenever you drink it, in remembrance of me.' For whenever you eat this bread and drink this cup, you
proclaim the Lord's death until he comes. Therefore, whoever eats the bread or drinks the cup of the Lord
in an unworthy [irreverent] manner will be guilty of sinning against the body and blood of the Lord‘ (1
Corinthians 11:23-27, NIV).
―Paul shows that the earliest Christians not only observed this festival annually - with its new symbols of
bread and wine that Christ instituted to represent His suffering and death…Since it is a memorial, this Godgiven event should be observed only once every year as God has commanded (Numbers 9:2-3) - not at
our discretion nor on some weekly or monthly schedule. This festival should be observed on the exact
annual date that is the anniversary of Christ's death for our sins - the annual Passover festival…and in the
proper manner as described above‖ (UCG Bible Study Course - Lesson 12 – ‗God‘s Festivals: Keys to
Humanity‘s Future, p.3, 5-6).
The Passover is held at the beginning of the 14th day of the first month. This first month is not January. It is the
month of Nisan or Abib (meaning green ears) on God‘s calendar which starts in spring in the northern
hemisphere.
The Israelites were told to pick out a lamb on the 10th day and hold it for four days
(Exodus 12:3). During those four days it was very easy to become attached to it
with it in their household. To have to kill it after those four days was to be an
emotional experience to help them to feel what it was like for God to give up His
only Son (John 3:16) in order to pass over our sins.
We are told not to take the Passover unworthily but to examine ourselves beforehand (1 Corinthians 11:2728) and make sure we are doing our best to follow God‘s ways. A great price was paid to make forgiveness
available to us and God wants us not to take it lightly. In Israel no uncircumcised person was to take the
Passover (Exodus 12:48). We saw in the last lesson that circumcision, as a sign of God‘s covenant people,
has been replaced with baptism and so only those who have been baptized take the Passover today.
Before Christ ate His last Passover before He was crucified He washed the disciples feet (John 13) and
said: ―For I have given you an example, that you should do as I have done to you‖ (John 13:15). By
washing their feet, Jesus was illustrating to His disciples that He had come to earth to serve mankind.
Shortly afterward, He proved the extent of His extreme service to this world when He gave His very life for
the sins of all mankind. The foot washing ceremony that takes place before the bread and wine is taken
depicts the attitude of humility and service to others that Christ wants all of us to have plus it is symbolic of
our being cleansed from our contact with the world over the past year (John 13:9-10).
When Christ kept His last Passover before He was about to be killed He changed the symbols from the
Passover lamb, which was an Old Testament type of Christ‘s sacrifice to the new symbols of the bread and
wine which picture Christ‘s body and His blood which was sacrificed for us.
The bread pictures four things -:






The literal body of Christ which was broken for us (Luke 22:19).
The Word of God which is the bread of life (Matthew 4:4, John 6:48). We need to use God‘s Word, the
Bible, to grow in grace and knowledge and be more like God.
The church - "We, being many, are one bread and one body, for we all partake of that one bread" (1
Corinthians 10:17). We should be thankful for the body of the church - our brethren who we are called
together with. We should have a renewed sense of dedication to serve our brethren and strive to resolve
any differences we might have and be unified with one another in the church.
The mind of Christ (Philippians 2:5-8) and having the same love and concern that Christ showed when
He was here on earth.

We are told that "by His stripes we are healed" (Isaiah 53:5). The Passover also reminds us of the blessing of
healing and the forgiveness of our breaking the physical laws which cause sickness and disease. Following on
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from that, we should examine ourselves and how we treat our bodies and be determined to glorify God in our
bodies by living a healthy life (1 Corinthians 3:16-17).
We know that Christ‘s flesh was torn and broken but why did God make sure that none of His bones would be
broken (John 19:33-36), as is pictured by the Passover lamb being roasted whole with no bones broken
(Exod. 12:43-46)? Now, our bones make up our inner framework and picture our inner strength.
I suspect the importance of God ensuring His bones weren‘t broken is a type of Christ‘s inner strength of
character, through God‘s spirit, not being broken through the ordeal that He went through. He did not
compromise an inch with sin through all that He went through (1 Peter 2:21-23). By doing so He left a very
powerful example for us to follow in not compromising with God‘s way of life as we go through trials.
By symbolically ingesting Christ we focus our minds also on allowing Him to live His life in us. It takes selfdiscipline to submit to God's will and not live our own way, especially when our will clashes with God‘s will.
Ultimately the meaning of Christ's sacrifice to us should be to "purge your conscience from dead works to serve
the living God" (Hebrews 9:14).
The wine pictures Christ's shed blood (Luke 22:20) to cover all our horrible past sins
which gives us a fresh start. We are then forgiven of our past sins, though mindful we
have to change our life from here on.
The wine is also called the cup of blessing in 1 Corinthians 10:16. It reminds us of
the many blessings we are to be thankful to God for in this life and the loyalty He has
shown us in blessing us with all we have, including His forgiveness. It reminds us of
our need to show that loyalty in return to Him in heartfelt obedience.
The shed blood of our Saviour, the cup which we drink, symbolizes sharing in His suffering in this life with the
many trials we go through (Matthew 20:23). We are to be living sacrifices (Romans 12:1-2) poured out like a
drink offering in service and sacrifice (Philippians 2:17) for God and others as Christ has done for us. As God
has forgiven us through Christ, we need to forgive others for their faults (Matthew 6:14-15) and even forgive
ourselves for our own sins as well.
Christ said that He would not drink of the fruit of the vine until the Kingdom comes (Matthew 26:29). This is a
type of the High Priest, which Christ is for us now (Hebrews 4:14-15), not drinking wine when he is serving in
the Temple of God (Leviticus 10:8-11). Wine is also a symbol of the Holy Spirit (Ephesians 5:18).
In Exodus 12:27 we read the following about the Passover: ―It is the sacrifice of LORD‘s passover, who
passed over the houses of the sons of Israel in Egypt, when He struck the Egyptians and delivered our
houses.‖ Note carefully here that it primarily celebrates the passing over of their houses sparing their lives,
not just the killing of the lambs. Leviticus 23:5 clearly states the Passover is on the 14th day of the 1st
month.
Despite the plain instructions in
Leviticus 23 the Jews do not keep
Nisan 14 as the Passover today.
They keep the first Holy Day of
Unleavened Bread, Nisan 15, as
Passover, not Nisan 14.
The majority of the Jews had it
wrong in Jesus‘ day as well – they
killed the lambs on the afternoon of
Nisan 14 and had a lamb roast on
the evening of Nisan 15 in contrast
to the way that Jesus kept it (John
18:28).
Many today mistakenly believe that
with the original Passover that the
lambs were killed on the afternoon
of Nisan 14 and that the death angel
passed over on the night of Nisan
15 and then a few hours later on the
same night they left Egypt.
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If this view were correct then why celebrate the Passover on Nisan 14 as Leviticus 23 plainly states if the
actual event it commemorated – the passing over of the death angel – occurred as they believe on the
night of Nisan 15? It doesn‘t make sense.
Jesus was put up on the cross about 9am (Mark 15:25) and died around 3pm (Matthew 27:45-50). These
two times of day were the times of the morning and evening daily sacrifices which Christ was the type of,
hence why He was raised on the cross at the time of the morning sacrifice and died at the time of the
evening sacrifice. The fact that Jesus was killed at the same time that the Jews were killing the passover
lambs in the Temple was merely a co-incidence.
The Feast of Unleavened Bread celebrated the day Israel came out of Egypt. Exodus 12:17 says: ―And
you shall keep the Feast of Unleavened Bread. For in this same day I have brought your armies out of the
land of Egypt.‖
These two great back-to-back feasts celebrated two different events – one the passing over and sparing of
their lives by the death angel and the other their coming out of Egypt. They celebrate different events that
occurred on two consecutive but different days. We should not blur the two events into one. When they
kept the first Passover God told them – ―And none of you shall go out of the door of his house until the
morning‖ (Exodus 12:22). It was on the night of Nisan 15, the night after they were spared from the death
angel that the Israelites celebrated their freedom and were able to leave Egypt.
For those who weren‘t able to keep the Passover through sickness or distance or other reasons there was
the second Passover which was kept on the fourteenth day of the second month. We read of it in Numbers
9:9-12:
―Then the LORD spoke to Moses, saying, ‗Speak to the children of Israel, saying: If anyone of you or your
posterity is unclean because of a corpse, or is far away on a journey, he may still keep the LORD‘s
Passover. On the fourteenth day of the second month, at twilight, they may keep it. They shall eat it with
unleavened bread and bitter herbs. They shall leave none of it until morning, nor break one of its bones.
According to all the ordinances of the Passover they shall keep it.‘‖

FEAST OF UNLEAVENED BREAD
Leviticus 23:6-8 - ―And on the 15th day of the same [1st] month is the Feast of Unleavened Bread to
the LORD; seven days you must eat unleavened bread. On the first day you shall have a holy convocation;
you shall do no customary work on it. But you shall offer an offering made by fire to the LORD for seven
days. The seventh day shall be a holy convocation; you shall do no customary work on it.‖
Exodus 12:15-17 – ―Seven days you shall eat unleavened bread. On the first day you shall remove leaven
from your houses. For whoever eats leavened bread from the first day until the seventh day, that person
shall be cut off from Israel. On the first day there shall be a holy convocation, and on the seventh day there
shall be a holy convocation for you. No manner of work shall be done on them; but that which everyone
must eat—that only may be prepared by you. So you shall observe the Feast of Unleavened Bread, for on
this same day I will have brought your armies out of the land of Egypt. Therefore you shall observe this day
throughout your generations as an everlasting ordinance.‖
The Feast of Unleavened Bread anciently symbolized the exodus of the Israelites and their deliverance
by God out of slavery in Egypt (Exodus 12:17). For those of us in the church it pictures putting sin out
of lives as well as developing the character of God (1 Corinthians 5:7-8).
Leaven or yeast is what is put into bread to make it rise. Leaven is compared to
sin (1 Corinthians 5:8) because just as leaven puffs up bread so does sin puff
us up spiritually. God does not want us puffed up with our own importance but
humble and willing to serve others. Once we have repented of our sins and
been forgiven by God, we must strive to forsake sin completely. We must come
out of this world‘s ways of sin (Revelation 18:4) - just as Israel left Egypt which
is also a type of sin (Hebrews 11:25-26, Revelation 11:8). We must be
striving to put all sin away from us. That is our part in God‘s Master Plan for us.
In 1 Corinthians 5 Paul had to deal with a problem in the church at Corinth. They allowed a man who was
continuing to committing a terrible sexual sin and not trying to deal with it to continue attending church.
Most of the church knew about the problem and Paul knew it would send the wrong message to the rest of
the church that it is OK to sin like that. By not putting out the sinner from the congregation He realized that
others in the church might also commit such sins and think they could get away with it. He connected an
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important lesson from the Passover and Unleavened Bread festival season that they were in to the problem
that they had in their church. He wrote:
―Your glorying is not good. Do you not know that a little leaven leavens the whole lump? Therefore purge
out the old leaven [put the sinner and their own sins out], that you may be a new lump, since you truly are
unleavened [they had physically deleavened their homes but they needed to also be spiritually unleavened
and not puffed up]. For indeed Christ, our Passover, was sacrificed for us. Therefore let us keep the
feast, not with old leaven, nor with the leaven of malice and wickedness, but with the unleavened bread of
sincerity and truth‖ (1 Corinthians 5:6-8).
―Paul commanded the Corinthian Christians - mostly gentiles (non-Israelites) - to keep the Feast of
Unleavened Bread. His instructions show that Christians from non-Jewish communities and cultures kept
the Days of Unleavened Bread. Setting an example for all Christians today, these Jews and non-Jews
observed these days in accordance with God's laws‖ (UCG Bible Study Course - Lesson 12 – God‘s
Festivals: Keys to Humanity‘s Future, p.6).
―The church at Corinth was obviously and unmistakably keeping the Feast of Unleavened Bread, to which
Paul repeatedly alluded. However, Paul used the Corinthians' faithful obedience in keeping the feast
physically (removing leaven from their homes) as a basis to encourage them to celebrate this feast with
proper understanding of its spiritual intent.
―Today removing leaven from our homes for seven days reminds us that we, too, through prayer and God's
help and understanding, must recognize, expel and avoid sin. The Feast of Unleavened Bread is thus a
time of personal reflection. We should meditate on our attitudes and conduct and ask God to help us
recognize and overcome our shortcomings‖ (God‘s Holy Day Plan, p.22).
There are two annual Sabbaths or Holy Days during this feast on the first and seventh days of Unleavened
Bread. We meet for the Passover service during the night part of Passover (Nisan 14) but Passover is not a
Sabbath day. We are not commanded to abstain from leaven until the beginning of Nisan 15 but traditionally
most people have deleavened their homes before Nisan 14 and are not eating leaven by then.
We have to remember that it is not called the Feast of not eating Leavened Bread but the Feast of Unleavened
Bread. Not only do we need to put sin out of our lives but we also have to put on God‘s character. We need to
develop all of the fruits of God‘s spirit – love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, gentleness
and self-control (Galatians 5:22-23). In 1 Corinthians 5:8 Paul talks about the unleavened bread of sincerity
of truth and sincerity. Here are two specific qualities we can look at in our own lives at this time. Do we really
speak and live the truth and with sincerity and not hypocrisy (saying one thing but doing another)?
In Deuteronomy 16:3 we read about two other reasons why God told Israel to eat unleavened bread and
abstain from leaven. Firstly we are told that they didn't have leaven because they left in haste and secondly, it
was called the bread of affliction in the same verse reminding them of the bitter affliction of slavery that God
had delivered them from.
What are the lessons for us today? Just as Israel left in haste from Egypt, which is a type of sin, we have to put
sin out of lives with urgency. We can't fool around with sin. If we stay in a sinful environment too long it will
overtake us and enslave us. Paul tells us that a little leaven leavens the whole lump (1 Corinthians 5:6-8). If
we let Satan and sin to get a foot in the door they will push open the whole door. That's why we cannot afford
to compromise even a little. We are also told to beware of the spiritual leaven of false teachers (Matthew 16:612).
There are three lessons that we can learn from the meaning of the bread of affliction. Firstly, it pictures the
trials that we have to suffer in this life (Acts 14:22) to have eternal life. That reminds us that if we want
anything worthwhile, such as eternal life, we have to work hard and even suffer for it.
Secondly, it pictures what Christ had to suffer for us (1 Peter 2:21) and the last profound lesson of the bread of
affliction is the lesson that SIN HURTS! That is something we have to believe not just in our minds but deep in
our hearts as well. How much we believe deep in our heart that sin hurts is shown in the choices that we make
each day. Sometimes we love our sins a lot more than we should.
There are lessons that we learn from the rituals of de-leavening our homes, abstaining from leaven and eating
unleavened bread. Do we think about them as we go through them? Obviously de-leavening our homes shows
we have to thoroughly put sin out from every nook and cranny we can get to. It teaches us that God's way of
life is not a smorgasbord. We can't pick and choose. ―Man shall not live by bread alone, but by EVERY word
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that proceeds from the mouth of God‖ (Matthew 4:4). We can ask ourselves, "What areas am I still holding
back from God?"
Sometimes it's hard to tell whether certain things contain leaven or not. This can teach us the lesson of
avoiding the grey areas. Sometimes we accidentally eat something leavened. This shows us how easy it is to
sin (Hebrews 12:1) and how much we need God's help to avoid sin.
Sometimes we find leaven during the feast we missed when de-leavening just like we find hidden sins in our
life which have to be put away immediately. We have to eat unleavened bread every day - seven days shall
you eat it (Exodus 12:15). This teaches us our need to come to God seeking His help and power every day
and be renewed day by day (2 Corinthians 4:16). Seven is the number of completeness, teaching us that we
need to put sin out of our lives completely.
―[In 1 Corinthians 10:1-4] Paul compares a Christian's deliverance from sin through the sacrifice and
assistance of Christ to Israel's deliverance from the Egyptian army at the Red Sea [which probably
occurred on the final day of the Feast of Unleavened Bread]…
―After we are justified by Christ's sacrifice at the time of baptism, we must be led out of sin and into a
righteous pattern of life just as Israel was led out of its bondage during the same Days of Unleavened
Bread. This festival represents the work of the living, resurrected Christ directly leading and assisting us in
overcoming sin‖ (UCG Bible Study Course - Lesson 12 – God‘s Festivals: Keys to Humanity‘s Future, p.6)
On the night portion that starts the first Holy Day of Unleavened Bread the Church of God keeps a traditional
get together with other church members in our homes called the ―Night to Be Much Remembered‖. This
tradition has its roots in the night that Israel left Egypt on the 15th of the first month about 1445 BC. We read
the following in Exodus 12:41-42:
"And it came to pass at the end of the four hundred and thirty years, even the selfsame day it came to pass,
that all the hosts of the LORD went out from the land of Egypt. It is a night to be much observed unto the
LORD for bringing them out from the land of Egypt: this is that night of the LORD to be observed of all the
children of Israel in their generations."
We are told that this event was held on the anniversary of another event 430 years earlier. What was that
event and does it have any meaning in relation to this night we are observing? The verse we just read does not
say what that event was but the apostle gives us a clue in Galatians 3:16-17 where he writes:
"Now to Abraham and his seed were the promises made. He says not, And to seeds, as of many; but as of
one, And to your seed, which is Christ. And this I say, that the covenant, that was confirmed before of God in
Christ, the law, which was 430 years after, cannot disannul, that it should make the promise of none effect."
The promise to Abraham noted here happened 430 years before the year they received the law at Sinai. Now
there were several times that God conveyed promises to Abraham. Just when in Abraham‘s life did this one
occur? If we combine the genealogies with Josephus‘ record that Jacob moved to Egypt at the halfway point
215 years later we find that 430 years earlier was when Abraham at the age of 75 left Ur of the Chaldees for
the land of Canaan, the promised land.
It appears that Abraham left Ur of the Chaldees on the very same day on God‘s Calendar that the Israelites left
Egypt. Just as Abraham came out of the society he was living in, the Israelites were coming out of Egypt with
all of it corrupting influences. Just as Abraham left Ur of the Chaldees that for the promised land so too were
the Israelites.
1 Corinthians 10:11 says that: "All these things happened unto them for examples: and they are written for our
admonition, upon whom the ends of the world are come." The Old Testament festivals had one level of
understanding for Israel in Old Testament times but for us we can see a duality, another level of understanding
that relates to the great Plan of God to save not just Israel but all mankind.
For those of us in the church we celebrate God‘s calling to us and coming out of this world and its corrupting
sinful influences on the ―Night to Be Much Remembered‖. I know for me discovering and beginning to attend
God‘s church when I was only 16 was a great thrill and the start of a wonderful journey in God‘s church. The
―Night to Be Much Remembered‖ is a great time to share each other's wonderful stories of how God called
them into the church or brought them to conversion for our second generation members.
Romans 6:17-18 says: "But thanks be to our God that you were the slaves of sin, but you have obeyed from
the heart that form of doctrine to which you were delivered…being made free from sin."
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The apostle Paul here refers to sin as slavery from which God has freed us. We celebrate God‘s calling and
freeing us from the slavery of our past sins through the blood of Jesus Christ‘s sacrifice.
For Israel, the story of their coming out of Egypt isn‘t just limited to the event that took place back in the Old
Testament, modern-day Israel will once again be delivered out of slavery from the Beast power when Jesus
Christ returns. We read of this great exodus in Jeremiah 23:7-8:
"‘Therefore, behold, the days are coming,‘ says the LORD, ‗that they shall no longer say, ‗As the LORD lives
who brought up the children of Israel from the land of Egypt,‘ but, ‗As the LORD lives who brought up and led
the descendants of the house of Israel from the north country and from all the countries where I had driven
them.‘ And they shall dwell in their own land."
Just prior to this event the Beast power will punished by God with a series of plagues spoken of in the Book of
Revelation just as Egypt suffered the Ten Plagues. Isaiah 11:15 speaks of the Nile being made dry for
returning Israelites. Just like God proposed the Old Covenant to Israel during the Exodus He will propose the
New Covenant to Israel after their future release from captivity.
This first night of Unleavened Bread, the Night to Be Much Remembered pictures the start of our christian
journey which is symbolised by the whole of the Feast of Unleavened culminating on the Last Day of
Unleavened Bread. The culmination of our christian journey, the ultimate deliverance those of us in the church
will be when we make it into God‘s Kingdom.
The Night to Be Much Remembered celebrates many things in the plan of God from Abraham coming out of Ur
and sojourning in the Promised Land, to ancient Israel coming out of Egypt, to those of us in the church being
called by God and coming out of this world.
Since none of the seven festivals of God are devoted to the resurrection of Jesus Christ is the resurrection
neglected in the Holy Day plan of God? The answer to that question is that it isn‘t neglected and that it is
intimately connected with a special ceremony that God gave to Israel that occurred during the Days of
Unleavened Bread.
During the Feast of Unleavened Bread the Israelites commemorated a ritual known
as the Wave Sheaf Offering on the first day of the week that fell during the Feast.
In Leviticus 23:10-11 we read: ―Speak to the children of Israel, and say to them:
‗When you come into the land which I give to you, and reap its harvest, then you
shall bring a sheaf of the firstfruits of your harvest to the priest. He shall wave the
sheaf before the LORD, to be accepted on your behalf; on the day after the
Sabbath the priest shall wave it.‘‖
The wave sheaf was the very first sheaf of wheat that was harvested in Israel
during the early barley harvest which concluded at the feast of Pentecost seven
weeks later. The first harvest was the smaller of the two annual harvests. Pentecost
is also known as the Feast of Firstfruits. The wave sheaf was the first of the firstfruit
harvest. The Jews cut the first sheaf right on sunset to give the maximum amount of
time to prepare the sheaf for the morning sacrifice around 9am when it would be
waved to God. The sheaf would be ground and beaten into very fine flour before
being waved up to God and then waved back..
Those of us in the church are the firstfruits of salvation before the later greater harvest of souls in the
millennium. Christ is called the firstborn from the dead in Colossians 1:18. In 1 Corinthians 15:20-23 we see
that Christ is the first of the firstfruits and the wave sheaf that was waved at the very beginning of the early
harvest represented Jesus Christ.
The Sabbath before the wave sheaf offering is the memorial of the resurrection of Jesus Christ who rose near
the end of the Sabbath. He rose to heaven and was accepted as the true wave sheaf offering - the first of the
firstfruits - on the day after.
Christ as the first of the firstfruits is called the firstborn from the dead (Colossians 1:18) tieing the
resurrection to the symbolism of the first of the firstfruits. Deuteronomy 16:9 speaks of the wave sheaf
offering as the time when ―the sickle is first put to the standing grain‖ in the NRSV. The sheaf of grain had
to be standing when the wave sheaf was cut loose from the ground at sunset after the weekly Sabbath.
The picture is of Christ, resurrected from the dead, standing, awaiting His ascension to the Father.
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Jesus said to Mary Magdalene after she recognized Him: ―Do not cling to Me, for I have not yet ascended
to My Father; but go to My brethren and say to them, ‗I am ascending to My Father and your Father, and to
My God and your God‖ (John 20:17). Later on the first day of the week, after He beamed up to heaven and
back and was accepted by God, He allowed the disciples to touch him (John 20:19-29). On the weekly
Sabbath during the Feast of Unleavened Bread it‘s worthwhile to take time to remember the resurrection of
Christ which occurred on that day and all that it means for mankind.
What was the symbolism of waving the offering to God? This was not the only offering waved to God.
Waving also done with the peace offerings where God, the priests and the offerers all got to share in the
eating of the animal sacrifice. It was also done with consecration of Aaronic priesthood and the law of
jealousy where there was suspicion of adultery.
Traditionally, the ceremony of "waving" seems to have meant that parts of the sacrifice were swung or
elevated towards the altar, signifying that they were given to God, and then swung back again, indicating
that they were given back by God to the priests, for them to eat (see also Leviticus 9:18-21; 10:14-15;
Numbers 6:19-20; 18:18).
Just as the new grain could not be eaten until the wave sheaf was offered, neither could those called by
God and reconciled to Him fully partake of salvation through receiving the Holy Spirit until He had
ascended to be accepted by God for all them and all humanity. Through His ascension He was waved to
God. He was waved back to us for our benefit when He later descended that same day. His ascension may
well have taken place at the same time of day the wavesheaf offering took place at the Temple which was
the time of the morning sacrifice (9am).
What must have this scene in heaven been like? We get a glimpse of this in Psalm 24 where we read:
―Who may ascend into the hill of the LORD? Or who may stand in His holy place? He who has clean hands
and a pure heart… Who is this King of glory? The LORD strong and mighty, the LORD mighty in battle. Lift
up your heads, O you gates! Lift up, you everlasting doors!‖ (verses 3-4, 8-9).
It was the first time that Jesus had seen the Father face to face since He became a mere pinprick in Mary‘s
womb. It must have been an incredibly emotional and teary-eyed moment, to say the least, when they
finally embraced each other again.
There is some confusion created by using the term wave-sheaf because in English a sheaf is usually used
for a stalk of grain. The Hebrew word "omer" translated sheaf is actually a dry measure of grain that was
equivalent to a handful of flour. The first stalk of grain was ground into flour before it was waved before
God.
The barley grain was parched, thrashed and sieved into fine flour. Animal sacrifices mercifully were not
beaten like Christ was but grain offerings were beaten very fine to symbolize Christ‘s broken body. It is
significant that barley is the crop used to symbolise not only Jesus Christ but the church as well. Barley is
adaptable to a greater range of climate than any other cereal. It is able to grow and ripen in a shorter time
than any other cereal and it has greater resistance to dry heat than other small grains.
When Christ was dedicated to and accepted by God, He became the token of the remainder of the spiritual
harvest. With His consecration to God the rest of the first spiritual harvest was consecrated to God. He
became a pledge from God that what happened with Christ – His resurrection and ascension – would
happen for us as well. We, too, will ascend to meet him in the clouds.
Paul refers to this firstfruits offering in Romans 11:16 when he says: ―For if the firstfruit is holy, the lump is
also holy; and if the root is holy, so are the branches.‖ With the consecration of the firstfruit the whole
harvest was also consecrated.
The wave offering was also important in that it marked the beginning of the count to Pentecost. Pentecost
is seven weeks after the wavesheaf offering. We tend to think of Pentecost as symbolizing the birthday the
church but in another sense it represents the end of the harvest that begins on wavesheaf Sunday and
ended at Pentecost time in the Holy Land. Samuele Bacchiochi has suggested that the seven weeks from
the beginning to the end of the barley harvest ending in Pentecost represent the seven eras of the church.
After Christ returned from heaven He gave the great commision to His disciples. In essence He said: ―The
firstfruits wave offering has taken place. Get out there all over the world now and reap that first, smaller
harvest of souls.‖ He wants us to put our hearts and souls into supporting God‘s first harvesting of souls
right now!
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PENTECOST
Leviticus 23:15-21 – ―And you shall count for yourselves from the day after the Sabbath, from the day that
you brought the sheaf of the wave offering: seven Sabbaths shall be completed. Count 50 days to the day
after the 7th Sabbath…And you shall proclaim on the same day that it is a holy convocation to you. You
shall do no customary work on it. It shall be a statute forever in all your dwellings throughout your
generations.‖
Pentecost was a celebration of thanksgiving for the first small harvest for
Israel. In the plan of God we, in the church, are the first small harvest of
souls of all humanity (James 1:18).
―Earlier we saw Passover symbolizing Christ's giving of Himself for us so our
sins could be forgiven. We also learned how the Days of Unleavened Bread
teach us that we must remove and avoid sin, whether in actions or attitudes.
The next Holy Day, Pentecost, builds on this important foundation.
―This festival is known by several names, which derive from its meaning and timing. Also known as the
Feast of Harvest (Exodus 23:16), it represents the firstfruits (Numbers 28:26) gathered as the result of the
labour of those who completed the spring grain harvests in ancient Israel (Exodus 23:16). It is also called
the Feast of Weeks (Exodus 34:22), with this name coming from the seven weeks plus one day (50 days
in all) that are counted to determine when to celebrate this festival (Leviticus 23:16).
[Pentecost is seven weeks (49 days) FROM the day after the Sabbath when the wave sheaf was offered
(Deuteronomy 16:9-10, Leviticus 23:15) AND fifty days TO the day after seventh Sabbath – a Sunday
(Leviticus 23:16). Recall that Christ was resurrected on the Sabbath AND He ascended to heaven to be
accepted by God the Father on a Sunday.]
―Similarly, in the New Testament, which was written in Greek, this festival is known as Pentecost
(Pentekostos in the original), which means ‗fiftieth‘ (Vine's Complete Expository Dictionary of Old and New
Testament Words, ‗Pentecost‘)…
―God chose the first Pentecost after Jesus Christ's resurrection to pour out the Holy Spirit on 120 believers
(Acts 1:15). ‗Now when the Day of Pentecost had fully come, they were all with one accord in one place.
And suddenly there came a sound from heaven, as of a rushing mighty wind, and it filled the whole house
where they were sitting. Then there appeared to them divided tongues, as of fire, and one sat upon each of
them. And they were all filled with the Holy Spirit and began to speak with other tongues [languages], as
the Spirit gave them utterance‘ (Acts 2:1-4)…
―From this pivotal point, God's Spirit has been available to all who truly repent and are properly baptized.
The Day of Pentecost is an annual reminder that God poured out His Spirit to establish His Church, the
group of believers who are led by His Spirit…
―Humanly speaking, no matter how hard we try not to, we still sin (1 Kings 8:46; Romans 3:23).
Acknowledging this inherent weakness of humanity, God lamented in Deuteronomy 5:29, ‗Oh, that they
had such a heart in them that they would fear Me and always keep all My commandments that it might be
well with them and with their children forever!‘
―Here God explains that humankind has a heart problem. Academic knowledge of the law does not enable
us to think like God. Becoming godly in our thoughts, attitudes and actions is beyond the comprehension
and ability of men and women without an additional ingredient: God's Spirit…
―God's Spirit within us identifies us and sanctifies us - sets us apart as Christians. ‗If anyone does not have
the Spirit of Christ,‘ wrote Paul, ‗he is not His‘, and ‗as many as are led by the Spirit of God, these are sons
of God‘ (Romans 8:9, 14).
―Paul also referred to the brethren as those ‗who have the firstfruits of the Spirit‘ (verse 23). He alluded to
several first-century Christians as the firstfruits of God's calling (Romans 16:5; 1 Corinthians 16:15)…Few
people understand that God follows a systematic plan, symbolized by His Holy Days, to save all humanity
by offering all people eternal life in His Kingdom. In this world we are simply at the beginning of the harvest
for the Kingdom of God…When God founded His Church by imparting His Spirit to certain believers on the
Day of Pentecost in [30 A.D.], He was expanding His spiritual harvest. It was the beginning of what Joel
prophesied, that God will ultimately pour out His Spirit on ‗all flesh‘ (Joel 2:28-29; Acts 2:14-17).
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―This divine power allows us to be ‗led by the Spirit of God‘ (Romans 8:14). It was this same power that
transformed the lives of the early Christians and is the power working in the Church today. Paul told
Timothy that God's Spirit is a ‗spirit of...power and of love and of a sound mind‘ (2 Timothy 1:7). Pentecost
serves as an annual reminder that our Creator still works miracles, granting His Spirit to the firstfruits of His
spiritual harvest, empowering them to carry out His work in this world‖ (God‘s Holy Day Plan, p. 24-29).
We read in the New Testament that on at least two occasions, Paul carefully arranged his schedule
according to where he wanted to be on the Day of Pentecost. In Acts 20:16 we read: "For Paul had
decided to sail past Ephesus, so that he would not have to spend time in Asia; for he was hurrying to be at
Jerusalem, if possible, on the Day of Pentecost" and in 1 Corinthians 16:8 Paul wrote: "But I [Paul] will
tarry in Ephesus until Pentecost."
The church in Ephesus was primarily a Gentile church. Just as Paul told the Gentile Christians in Corinth to
keep the Feast of Unleavened Bread, here is another indication that early Christians, Jew and gentile alike,
kept God's annual festivals.
At Pentecost we focus on how much we need God's spirit and what it does for us as God‘s down payment or
deposit to us of eternal life (Ephesians 1:14). Pentecost is a day to reflect on developing the many qualities of
God‘s Holy Spirit. Various analogies used for the Holy Spirit in the Bible help us to better understand some of
those qualities. Christ saw the Spirit of God descending like a dove when He was baptized (Matthew 3:16)
symbolizing the gentleness of God (Matthew 10:16). On the Day of Pentecost when the church began the
Holy Spirit manifested itself in the form of fire (Acts 2:1-2) which is a symbol of zeal and energy (Revelation
3:19). At the same time it came as a mighty rushing wind. Wind is another symbol of power.
Jesus also described the Holy Spirit as living water (John 7:38-39). Water is something that cleanses and
soothes us. Do people feel refreshed when they come in contact with us? Light is another symbol of the Holy
Spirit (Rev. 4:5). We are to shine as good examples – lights in a darkened world (Matthew 5:14-16,
Philippians 2:15). The Holy Spirit is symbolized as the breath of life (John 20:22) or spiritual life. The Holy
Spirit is also symbolized as oil (Matthew 25:8). Oil is a healing or soothing agent. Do we hurt or do we help
and soothe others with our words and actions?
Pentecost was held at the end of the seven week barley harvest and at the beginning of the wheat harvest.
Pentecost was the first and smaller of the two great harvest festivals.
Exodus 34:22 refers to the Feast of Weeks as the firstfruits of the wheat harvest. During Unleavened Bread
the wavesheaf offering was the firstfruits of the barley harvest. Another firstfruits ceremony was held on
Pentecost. On Pentecost from the firstfruits of the wheat harvest two loaves with leaven were baked by fire. In
Leviticus 23:17 it says that ―They are the firstfruits to the LORD.‖
God‘s church, the first small harvest of souls, is called His firstfruits in James 1:18 and Romans 8:23. In the
old Ambassador College Correspondence Course the interpretation given for the symbolism of the two wave
loaves is that one represents the Old Testament saints and prophets and the other represents the New
Testament church.
They were wave offerings symbolising being offered to God and, when waived back, offered as a service to
others. We can ask ourselves the question ―Are we seen as a blessing or service to others or are we just
content to do our own thing?‖
It is also interesting to note the rather unusual placement of one of the statutes in the feast chapter of Leviticus
23 - that is the statute about not reaping the corners of the field and leaving them to the poor right after the
instructions about Pentecost (Leviticus 23:22). In essence, it seems to be saying that this is the real litmus test
of a true spiritual firstfruit of God – whether you care for others around you like the poor just as the early New
Testament church did after their first Pentecost together.
According to Jewish tradition God gave Israel the Ten Commandments on the Day of Pentecost and made
the old covenant with Israel who became His holy people. Israel is called His firstfruits in Jeremiah 2:3 –
―Israel was holiness to the LORD, the firstfruits of His increase.‖ Pentecost is also a time to think of how God
is going to first use the physical nation of Israel as a model nation in the millennium to teach the rest of the
world God's ways (Zechariah 8:23).
The Jews traditionally read the book of Ruth on this day, a book that is a type of the future marriage of the
church and Christ. Just as the apostles had to wait in Jerusalem to receive power from God‘s spirit (Luke
24:49) it teaches us that we have to wait on God to help us and deliver us from the trials of sin and the world.
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The new covenant is being made with spiritual Israel – the church – where God‘s laws are not written on
stone but on the hearts of those God is calling today (2 Corinthians 3:3). Pentecost was the birthday of the
church (Acts 2) when the Holy Spirit was given and the new covenant began with spiritual Israel. It is a time to
think of how we can contribute to unity in the church and be of one accord (Acts 2:1) just like the church was at
Pentecost. It‘s also a time to think of how we can each support the church and it's Work of reaching the world
with the good news of the Kingdom of God and salvation.
Even though the Church of God had its birth on the Day of Pentecost, the Feast of Pentecost was held at the
end of the first harvest after beginning seven weeks earlier when the wavesheaf was offered. The seven weeks
probably also represent the seven eras of God‘s church over the last 2000 years.
―The festivals that follow Pentecost point to God's plan for bringing the rest of humanity to repentance. The
aspects of God's plan represented by the [first three] festivals - Passover, Unleavened Bread and
Pentecost - have already occurred. But the prophetic implications of the last four festivals…are yet to be
fulfilled‖ (UCG Bible Study Course - Lesson 12 – God‘s Festivals: Keys to Humanity‘s Future, p. 7-8).

FEAST OF TRUMPETS
Leviticus 23:24-25 – ―Speak to the children of Israel, saying: In the 7th month, on the 1st day of the
month, you shall have a sabbath-rest, a memorial of blowing of trumpets, a holy convocation. You shall do
no customary work on it”
The Feast of Trumpets pictures the time known as the Day of the Lord when
the seven trumpet plagues of the Book of Revelation will occur (Revelation
8, 9, 16) and to the return of Jesus Christ at the seventh trumpet to rule all
nations (Revelation 11:15-18). It also points us to the joyous time when
Christians, living and dead (1 Corinthians 15:51-53, 1 Thessalonians 4:1318), will receive eternal life at the first resurrection and be born into the
Family of God.
The Feast of Trumpets represents that pivotal time in God's plan when He will bring this present evil age to
an end and establish His rule and government over humanity.
It is the Feast of Trumpets (plural) picturing the whole of the Day of the Lord and how God is going to
discipline this world and bring this world to repentance.
―The Feast of Trumpets is observed on the first day of the seventh month of the Hebrew calendar - falling in
the autumn in the northern hemisphere, in September or October. This festival, today known as Rosh
Hashanah by Jews [meaning head of the year], also begins the Jewish civil year. In ancient times Israel
celebrated it with an emphasis on the blowing of trumpets, the primary method of announcing a gathering
of the people or warning them of impending danger or war‖ (UCG Bible Study Course - Lesson 12 – God‘s
Festivals: Keys to Humanity‘s Future, p. 9).
―God instructed ancient Israel in the appropriate use of trumpets to communicate important messages. The
sounding of one trumpet meant a meeting of the leaders of Israel. Two trumpets sounded to call a
gathering of all of the people (Numbers 10:3-4). God also used a trumpet to herald His meeting with Israel
when He descended upon Mount Sinai (Exodus 19:16).
―Trumpets could also sound a warning. Numbers 10:9 states, ‗When you go to war in your land against the
enemy who oppresses you, then you shall sound an alarm with the trumpets.‘ In this case the trumpets
resounded a warning of impending danger and imminent warfare.
―Trumpets could also furnish a festive sound: ‗Also in the day of your gladness, in your appointed feasts,
and at the beginning of your months, you shall blow the trumpets...and they shall be a memorial for you
before your God‘ (Numbers 10:10). With their ability to transmit sound over great distances, trumpets were
excellent instruments for attracting people's attention‖ (God‘s Holy Day Plan, p. 34).
Trumpets were used for sounding a warning people of danger and this day reminds us of our job, as a church,
to warn this world of the impending great tribulation (Ezekiel 33:1-9, Amos 3:6, Isaiah 58:1). Trumpets were
also blown as a sound of peace or end of strife (2 Samuel 2:28). When Christ comes back there will finally be
peace on earth and not only that an end to the struggle in our lives against sin when we will be resurrected to
immortality.
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―Notice Paul's description of the return of Jesus Christ: ‗For the Lord Himself will descend from heaven with
a shout, with the voice of an archangel, and with the trumpet of God. And the dead in Christ will rise first.
Then we who are alive and remain shall be caught up together with them in the clouds to meet the Lord in
the air‘ (1 Thessalonians 4:16-17).
―Paul also spoke of the day when the firstfruits pictured by Pentecost will be resurrected to immortal life. In
1 Corinthians 15:52 he says this will happen ‗in a moment, in the twinkling of an eye, at the last trumpet.
For the trumpet will sound, and the dead will be raised incorruptible, and we shall be changed‘" (God‘s Holy
Day Plan, p. 34-35).
Trumpets were also blown signifying the crowning of a king (1 Kings 1:34). This day pictures the crowning of
Christ as king over all the earth (Revelation 11:15). Israel will also be re-gathered at the sound of the trumpet
(Isaiah 27:12-13). According to Jewish tradition the re-creation of the earth culminating with Adam 6000 years
ago also occurred on this day.
The message of the Feast of Trumpets is that we should repent and rend our hearts to God (Joel 2:1-13). The
day reminds us of man's utter hopelessness to live in peace and harmony without God and our utter need of
Christ's intervention in world affairs. On this day we should reflect on all that this world will go through in the
future and sigh and cry over all these terrible things that humanity is bringing upon itself (Ezekiel 9:4).
―We see that, even though tragic events lie ahead, the good news is that God will intervene to save
humanity and guide mankind into His way of life. Jesus Christ will return to establish God's millennial rule,
bringing His perfect government to earth. This is the wonderful, inspiring meaning of the Feast of Trumpets.
Christ taught us to pray ‗thy kingdom come‘ (Matthew 6:10, KJV). How urgently we need the answer to that
prayer!‖ (God‘s Holy Day Plan, p. 37).

DAY OF ATONEMENT
Leviticus 23:27-28 – ―Also the 10th day of this 7th month shall be the Day of
Atonement. It shall be a holy convocation for you; you shall afflict your souls, and offer
an offering made by fire to the LORD. And you shall do no work on that same day, for it
is the Day of Atonement, to make atonement for you before the LORD your God.‖
The Day of Atonement pictures the banishment of Satan and his influence over
mankind when Christ returns (Revelation 20:1-4). It also pictures mankind being
reconciled or made at one with God (at-one-ment) through the banishment of
Satan and the atoning sacrifice of Jesus Christ (Leviticus. 16).
―The Day of Atonement and Passover both teach us about the forgiveness of sin and our reconciliation with
God through Christ's sacrifice. However, although the Passover is personally and (for the time being)
individually applied to Christians whom God has called in this age, Atonement carries immediate universal
implications.
―Moreover, the Day of Atonement pictures an essential additional step in God's salvation plan not to be
found in the symbolism of the Passover. This step must take place before humanity can experience true
peace on earth. All people suffer the tragic consequences of sin. But sin doesn't happen without a cause,
and God makes this cause clear in the symbolism associated with the Day of Atonement.
―The Day of Atonement involves not only the forgiveness of sin; it pictures the removal of the primary cause
of sin - Satan and his demons. Until God removes the original instigator of sin, mankind will simply continue
to fall back into disobedience and suffering. Although our human nature has a part to play in our sins,
Satan the devil bears great responsibility for influencing mankind to disobey God…
―Paul…teaches us that Satan has influenced every human to walk in the ways of disobedience. He notes
that those called into God's church "once walked according to the course of this world, according to the
prince of the power of the air, the spirit who now works in the sons of disobedience (Ephesians 2:2)…
―Leviticus 16 describes God instructing ancient Israel to observe the Day of Atonement. Although, since
the sacrifice of Christ, no need remains for animal sacrifices, this chapter adds significantly
to our understanding of God's plan‖ (God‘s Holy Day Plan, p. 38-40).
―On the Day of Atonement each year the nation of ancient Israel was figuratively cleansed from its sins.
This figurative cleansing was only a type of a spiritual cleansing that will occur first for the people of Israel,
and then for the rest of the world, after Christ returns.
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―Two goats were figurative bearers of guilt. Both had all the sins of the people symbolically placed on them.
One goat was left alive but banished to a wilderness. The other, representing Jesus, was killed as a
sacrifice for sins (Leviticus 16:6-10, 15-16). In this drama the banished live goat represented Satan's part
in the people's sins. The slain goat, picturing Christ, represented Him taking on Himself the penalty for the
people's sins‖ (UCG Bible Study Course - Lesson 12 – God‘s Festivals: Keys to Humanity‘s Future, p. 1011).
The High Priest had to cast lots to decide which goat would represent Christ and which goat would represent
Satan. This teaches us that we need God's help to tell what is of God and what is of the devil in our lives. The
sins were symbolically laid upon the Azazel goat's head representing Satan. The goat was then driven by a fit
man out into the wilderness representing the angel binding Satan in the bottomless pit (Revelation 20:1-2)
after Christ returns.
―Leviticus 16:15-19 describes a solemn ceremony that was carried out only once each year, on the Day of
Atonement. The high priest was to take the blood of the slain goat into the Holy Place - the most sacred
part of the tabernacle - and to the mercy seat. The mercy seat was symbolic of the very throne of Almighty
God. The high priest acted out the function Christ performs for repentant Christians. Having ascended to
the very throne of God by the blood of His sacrifice, Christ intercedes for us - as He has since His
resurrection - as our High Priest. The book of Hebrews makes this symbolism clear. ‗But Christ came as
High Priest of the good things to come, with the greater and more perfect tabernacle not made with hands,
that is, not of this [physical] creation. Not with the blood of goats and calves, but with His own blood He
entered the Most Holy Place once for all, having obtained eternal redemption‘ (Hebrews 9:11-12).
―Because of Christ's sacrifice, we enjoy direct access to the true mercy seat - the throne of our merciful,
loving Creator. This was dramatically and miraculously demonstrated at the moment of Christ's death,
when ‗the veil of the temple‘, covering the entrance to the Holy Place, ‘was torn in two from top to bottom‘
(Matthew 27:51; Mark 15:38). This massive curtain over the entrance to the Holy Place was torn asunder
in a dramatic testimony to the access we now have to God's throne.
―Many verses in Hebrews mention Christ's role as our High Priest and intercessor. Because of His sacrifice
for us, we can ‗come boldly to the throne of grace, that we may obtain mercy and find grace to help in time
of need‘ (Hebrews 4:16). The Day of Atonement thus pictures the loving reconciliation we have with God,
made possible through Christ's sacrifice. It also shows the remarkable truth that Satan, the author of sin,
will eventually be removed so that humanity can at last attain reconciliation with God on a universal basis‖
(God‘s Holy Day Plan, p. 43).
―The Day of Atonement is perhaps the most unusual Holy Day, as far as what God expects us to do. It is
the one day of the year on which God commands us to fast—to abstain from food and water (Exodus
34:28; Esther 4:16)--for 24 hours…(Leviticus 23:32)‖ (Ambassador College Bible Correspondence
Course – Lesson 23, p.12).
―Fasting for spiritual reasons at any time of the year should be for the purpose of humbling ourselves—to
draw closer to God and His righteous way (Isaiah 58:6-11). Fasting helps us remember how temporary our
physical existence is. Without food and water, we would soon perish. Fasting helps us realize just how
much we need God as the giver and sustainer of life‖ (God‘s Holy Day Plan, p. 42). One of the main
reasons for fasting on this particular day is as a reminder of the pain that sin causes in our life – sin that
is covered over through Christ‘s shed blood for us allowing us to be reconciled to God.
This day reminds us of the incredible gap between man and God and that we need Christ to bridge that gap,
who was both man and God. Fasting pictures drawing close to God as we seek to put away those sins that
distance us from God. Atonement drives home that sin is a real offence to God, that God is merciful to pardon
our sins and that we have do something to receive the gift of pardoning - rending our heart with fasting.
Sin separates us from God so that is why we need an atonement (Isaiah 59:2). The Day of Atonement is a day
that reminds us of God's mercy which is always available upon genuine repentance though we cannot use
mercy as an excuse to break God's law (Hebrews 10:26-31).
The Jews consider the Day of Atonement, which they call Yom Kippur, the holiest day of the year and of all the
Holy Days. This is because Atonement is a solemn day of national atonement for their sins. They celebrate
Passover as a day of national deliverance from the death angel when Israel was in Egypt rather than for
personal atonement of their sins like true christians do today.
Kippur is the Hebrew word that is translated as atonement. Kapporeth is the Hebrew word translated as mercy
seat on the Ark of the Covenant. Seat is actually a poor translation. It is better translated as mercy cover, the
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cover or lid on top of the Ark of the Covenant. Similarly atonement is probably not the best translation for
kippur. The name of this feast is probably better translated as the Day of Covering being the day on which sins
were covered over or cleansed.
On Yom Kippur, the Jews primarily focus on the national atonement offered through the sin offering of the first
goat. The Day of Atonement is listed amongst the latter festivals which, from our church perspective, look
forward to end time events. Because of this, the Church of God tends to more focus on the meaning of the part
of the ceremony played by the second goat.
The second goat wasn‘t killed but exiled into the wilderness. We have interpreted the meaning of this to refer to
what happens to Satan the Devil when Christ returns and brings the Kingdom of God to this earth where an
angel will bind Satan and lock him in a bottomless pit for a thousand years so that he cannot deceive the
nations like he does in this age (Revelation 20:1-3).
The Church of God has tended to not focus much on the meaning of the first goat as there does not appear to
be a prophetic end-time element to the slaying of the first goat. The symbolism behind the sacrifice of the first
goat is tended to just be seen as a re-iteration of the Passover sacrifice but this raises a curious question - why
focus on Christ's sacrifice amongst the latter festivals that picture end-time events? Is this just a re-iteration of
the Passover sacrifice or is there something end-time being pictured here?
When sin offerings were made its blood would be sprinkled upon the veil that separated the holy place from the
Holy of Holies where the ark of the covenant was. Leviticus 4:17 says: "And the priest shall dip his finger in
some of the blood, and sprinkle it seven times before the LORD, even before the veil."
Symbolically the sins of the people were transferred to the holy sanctuary. Then, once a year, the ritual
performed on the Day of Atonement would cleanse the holy sanctuary which had been bearing the sins of the
people.
Notice what is says in Leviticus 16:15-21: "Then he shall kill the goat of the sin offering that is for the people,
and bring its blood inside the veil. And he shall do with that blood as he did with the blood of the young bull,
and sprinkle it on the mercy-cover and before the mercy-cover. And he shall atone for the sanctuary,
because of the uncleannesses of the sons of Israel, and because of their transgressions in all their sins...And
when he has made an end of reconciling the sanctuary and the tabernacle of the congregation and the altar,
he shall bring the live goat. And Aaron shall lay both his hands on the head of the live goat, and confess over
him all the sins of the sons of Israel, and all their transgressions in all their sins, putting them on the head of the
goat, and shall send away by the hand of a chosen man into the wilderness."
We see here a two step process of the cleansing of the sins of God's people. During the year the sins are
symbolically transferred to the sanctuary and then once a year the sanctuary is itself cleansed by the Day of
Atonement ritual.
What might this represent in the lives of those who follow Christ? While we are mortal we are regularly slipping
up and need our sins to be forgiven by God made possible by Christ's sacrifice. However, if we overcome to
the end, we will then be resurrected and we will be completely purged of sin.
We are now only begotten of God. At the resurrection when we will born of God the apostle John says:
"Everyone who has been born of God does not commit sin, because His seed remains in him, and he cannot
sin, because he has been born of God" (1 John 3:9). For those in the church, our resurrection, when we will be
finally purged of sin, will be the culmination of Christ's redemptive work in us which started with His sacrifice on
the cross.
The Day of Atonement, in addition to the removal of Satan on this earth, also looks forward to the time
when we will be completely purged of our sins!
The Jubilee Year began on the Day of Atonement (Leviticus 25:8-17). The Jubilee is a year of freedom freedom from debts and a return to one's inheritance - a fresh start. Atonement pictures our freedom from sin.
―The early Church kept the Day of Atonement. More than 30 years after Christ's death, Luke still referred to
the time and seasons by mentioning this day, stating that ‗sailing was now dangerous because the Fast
was already over‘ (Acts 27:9). Almost all Bible commentaries and dictionaries acknowledge that ‗the Fast‘
refers to the Day of Atonement…
―The Day of Atonement, as a Christian festival, reminds us that the atoning sacrifice of Christ is not only for
individual Christians in this age but for the forgiveness and reconciliation of all people. This atonement
paves the way for Christ to gather all people - as many as are willing - into God's Kingdom during Jesus'
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1,000-year reign after Satan's banishment‖ (UCG Bible Study Course - Lesson 12 – God‘s Festivals: Keys
to Humanity‘s Future, p. 11).

FEAST OF TABERNACLES
Leviticus 23:34-35 – ―Speak to the children of Israel, saying: ‗The 15th day of this 7th month shall be the
Feast of Tabernacles for seven days to the LORD. On the first day there shall be a holy convocation. You
shall do no customary work on it.‖
Deuteronomy 16:15 - "Seven days you shall keep a sacred feast to the LORD your God in the place which
the LORD chooses, because the LORD your God will bless you in all your produce and in all the work of
your hands, so that you surely rejoice"
The Feast of Tabernacles pictures the greater harvest of souls that will
occur during the millennium (Isaiah 25:6-8) when Jesus Christ will
bring the Kingdom of God to this earth and rule all nations and set His
hand to save all of mankind with the saints of God – those christians
who overcome in this age (Daniel 7:27).
―The Feast of Tabernacles symbolizes the restoration process, which will
start with the return of Jesus Christ, pictured by the Feast of Trumpets,
and the banishment of Satan, depicted by the Day of Atonement. Once
these events have taken place, as represented by the previous Holy
Days, the foundation is in place for the restoration of the creation to peace
and harmony with God.
―The seven-day Feast of Tabernacles (Leviticus 23:27, 34) pictures the 1,000-year reign of Jesus Christ
over the earth after His second coming (Revelation 20:4). This period is often called the Millennium, which
simply means ‗1,000 years‘. This Feast also reflects the ‗rest‘ symbolized by the weekly Sabbath (Hebrews
4:1-11) that celebrates the great harvest of humanity when all living people will learn God's ways…
―The name of the Feast of Tabernacles derives from God's command to ancient Israel to build temporary
‗tabernacles‘, sometimes called ‗booths‘, to live in during the festival. The Israelites left their houses and
built temporary dwelling places (Hebrew succah, meaning ‗hut of woven boughs‘) to live in while rejoicing
before God. These reminded them of their release from slavery and their dwelling in booths when God
brought them out of Egypt (Leviticus 23:34, 41-43). In stark contrast to the hardship of slavery, this festival
emphasizes rest, peace and prosperity as it meets the needs of all people, including strangers, widows and
the poor.
―The Bible emphasizes that, as with booths or temporary dwellings, our physical life is transitory. The
apostle Paul's writings reflect this theme: ‗For we know that if our earthly house of this tabernacle were
dissolved, we have a building of God, an house not made with hands, eternal in the heavens. For in this we
groan, earnestly desiring to be clothed upon with our house which is from heaven‘ (2 Corinthians 5:1-2,
KJV). Hebrews 11 recounts the examples of many of God's faithful servants down through the centuries. It
then concludes that ‗these all died in faith, not having received the promises, but having seen them afar off
were assured of them, embraced them and confessed that they were strangers and pilgrims on the earth‘
(verse 13).
―The Feast of Tabernacles is an annual reminder of our temporary state and that we also ‗seek a
homeland‘ (verse 14). This lesson is reinforced when we travel to a site of the Feast of Tabernacles and
stay in temporary dwellings such as hotels and campgrounds. This festival reminds us that, in spite of our
material possessions, we are still mortals in need of a literal transformation so we may possess eternal life
(1 Corinthians 15:50-54)‖ (God‘s Holy Day Plan, p. 44-45, 48).
The Feast of Tabernacles reminds us of the stark contrast between us and God and our ultimate destiny. Just
as Abraham dwelt in tabernacles and looked forward to the heavenly Jerusalem (Hebrews 11:9), we look
forward to that city and the Kingdom of God. According to Jewish tradition Abraham kept the Feast of
Tabernacles. "And Abraham built Succoth for himself and his servants in the seventh month and he was the
first to celebrate the festival of Succoth in the Holy Land" (Jubilees 16:26).
Just as Abraham looked to the New Jerusalem that God promised he would have a home in (Hebrews 11:910), dwelling in tabernacles reminds us that no matter how much we have in this life, this world is not where it‘s
at – real life is ahead of us when God brings His kingdom to this earth. It is a time that God is eagerly looking
forward to when He will personally dwell with us and get to hang out with all of us in a direct face to face way.
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After this world will have been humbled during the Great Tribulation the people of the world will finally be
willing to allow God to help them turn their lives over to Him. The Spirit of God will influence people to
willingly and enthusiastically obey God from their hearts. ―I will put My Spirit within you and cause you to
walk in My statutes, and you will keep My judgments and do them" (Ezekiel 36:26-27).
Not only are christians still obligated to keep the Feast of Tabernacles along with the rest of God‘s Holy
Days, all nations will keep the Feast of Tabernacles in the millennium. Even Arab nations such as Egypt
will have to keep these so-called ―Jewish‖ holy days. In Zechariah 14:16-19 we read:
―And it shall come to pass that everyone who is left of all the nations which came against Jerusalem shall
go up from year to year to worship the King, the LORD of hosts, and to keep the Feast of Tabernacles.
And it shall be that whichever of the families of the earth do not come up to Jerusalem to worship the King,
the LORD of hosts, on them there will be no rain. If the family of Egypt will not come up and enter in, they
shall have no rain; they shall receive the plague with which the LORD strikes the nations who do not come
up to keep the Feast of Tabernacles. This shall be the punishment of Egypt and the punishment of all the
nations that do not come up to keep the Feast of Tabernacles.‖
―The first time the Bible mentions the Feast of Tabernacles it is called the Feast of Ingathering (Exodus
23:16). It was the great autumn harvest festival that people from every corner of Israel came together to
observe. All during the harvest season they set aside animals and produce for this special week of
rejoicing. Everyone enjoyed an abundance of food, drink and fellowship.
―Jesus Christ will give those same blessings even more abundantly to the whole world when He returns
and establishes His reign on earth. What ancient Israel could enjoy for one week at the end of the fall
harvest merely represented what He will bring to all mankind when He assumes the role of King of Kings
and Lord of Lords‖ (UCG Bible Study Course - Lesson 12 – God‘s Festivals: Keys to Humanity‘s Future,
p.12).
The Feast of Tabernacles is called the Feast of Ingathering twice in the Bible. The first is in Exodus 23:16
and the other is in Exodus 34:22 where we read: ―And you shall observe the Feast of Weeks, of the
firstfruits of wheat harvest, and the Feast of Ingathering at the year‘s end.‖
The Feast of Ingathering represented the great ingathering at the end of the agricultural year – the
second and greater of the two harvests. The obvious spiritual meaning of the second harvest is the
great harvest of souls that begins with the millennium.
The reason it is called the Feast of Ingathering is because the fruit at this time was gathered in. In the
millennium God will first spiritually gather in Israel. He will extend the new covenant to the House of Judah
and the House of Israel at Christ‘s return spoken of in Hebrews 8:7-12. Then He will set His hand to gather
in all nations.
God‘s joy at gathering in all nations is expressed over in Isaiah 19:24-25 where we read: ―In that day Israel
will be one of three with Egypt and Assyria— a blessing in the midst of the land, whom the LORD of hosts
shall bless, saying, ‗Blessed is Egypt My people, and Assyria the work of My hands, and Israel My
inheritance.‖ After the millennium, of course, is another extension of this great gathering which we
celebrate on the Last Great Day.
God‘s gathering of all nations is symbolised in the 70 bulls slain during the time of the Levitical Priesthood
during the Feast of Tabernacles. The bull was a symbol for a nation and 70 nations was the traditional
number of all the nations of the world taken from the number of descendants mentioned in Genesis 10.
The Feast of Ingathering celebrated
the fruit harvest. In ancient Israel
this feast was all about the fruit and
being thankful for the fruit. From a
christian point of view the term fruit
has much symbolism. We talk about
the fruits of the spirit (Galatians
5:22-23) and Christ in John 15:2
and 5 asks us to bear more and
much fruit.
This feast was also time that the fruit of the vine was harvested and wine was made. Jesus said that He is
the vine and we are the branches and we must draw our spiritual sustenance from Him (John 15:5).
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One thing that was vital to make this fruit harvest possible was the latter rain. James speaks of this over in
James 5:7 where we read: ―Therefore be patient, brethren, until the coming of the Lord. See how the
farmer waits for the precious fruit of the earth, waiting patiently for it until it receives the early and latter
rain.‖
If the fruit of the millennium is the converted lives of people in the World Tomorrow what is the water or
latter rain that helps produce this fruit? The prophet Joel answers this question over in Joel 2:28 where we
read: ―And it shall come to pass afterward that I will pour out My Spirit on all flesh; Your sons and your
daughters shall prophesy, Your old men shall dream dreams, Your young men shall see visions.‖ The
water of the Holy Spirit will help produce this great spiritual harvest in the World Tomorrow.
To better understand the harvest symbolism behind the Holy Days and how that may apply on the spiritual
level it is instructive for us to take a look at the harvest seasons in Israel and the time of year that the
various fruits of the land were and still are harvested in the land of Israel.
The calendar that God gave to Israel started at the beginning of spring in the northern hemisphere around
March/April. The first crop to be harvested in the year was barley. Barley is adaptable to a greater range of
climate than any other cereal. It is able to grow and ripen in a shorter time than any other cereal and it has
greater resistance to dry heat than other small grains.
Barley was harvested as we have seen between the Feast of Unleavened Bread and the Feast of
Pentecost seven weeks later. Christ symbolised the first of the firstfruits. In reference to the rest of the
firstfruits some have drawn a connection between the seven weeks of the barley harvest up to Pentecost
and the seven church eras many see in the letters to the seven churches in Revelation 2 and 3.
Following the barley harvest came the remainder of the grain harvest – primarily wheat as well as oats
which was harvested around May to July in the summer. Pentecost was at the end of the barley harvest but
at the beginning of the wheat harvest.
Almost immediately following the summer harvest was the grape harvest that is harvested usually between
July and September. Dried fruits and pomegranates are harvested in the couple of months leading up to
the Feast of Tabernacles.
There was even more harvesting that went on after the Feast of Tabernacles. Olives were harvested both
sides of the Feast of Tabernacles and much of the ploughing and planting of the following year‘s grain
harvest took place soon after the feast.
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In the minds of most of us who live in cities it is easy for us to see a disconnect or large gap between
Pentecost and the latter holy day season. For those involved in the harvest they would not perceive that
sort of disconnect as there was continuous harvesting between Pentecost and Tabernacles. Even today
there is no such break in the Work of God as claimed by some people who say that the Work was finished
when Herbert Armstrong died.
There is a final harvesting that takes place today in Israel after the latter rain and that was the citrus
harvest. Oranges and other citrus fruits are harvested today in Israel from around December to March.
As citrus fruits weren‘t as common in ancient times the three main groups of harvests in ancient Israel were
the Barley harvest, the Wheat harvest and the Grape harvest. The Barley harvest represents the firstfruits
of God.
Notice what Deuteronomy 16:13 says: ―Celebrate the Feast of Tabernacles for seven days after you have
gathered the produce of your threshing floor [wheat – the summer harvest] and your winepress [grapes –
autumn harvest].‖
We saw before that Pentecost celebrates the firstfruits (or beginning) of the wheat harvest yet here the
Feast of Tabernacles seems to be a celebration of both the wheat and the grape harvest.
In Leviticus 23:40 it notes different plants in connection with the Feast of Tabernacles. The Jews
traditionally believe these to be the palm, myrtle and willow trees and ―the fruit of goodly trees‖ is
interpreted to be a citron which is similar to a lemon. They see these as the trees designated for building
their booths and part of their celebrations including waving a bundle of willow, myrtle and palm branches
known as a lulav and the citron known as the etrog. The Jews have some unusual speculation as to their
symbolism. The Bible does not specify their symbolism. My best guess is that the palm symbolises peace,
the willow and myrtle the water of the Holy Spirit and ―the fruit of goodly trees‖ symbolises the fruits of the
spirit that we are supposed to bear.
The Jews added a ritual to the Feast called the great water ceremony which was about seeking God‘s
blessing on the early and latter rains to come after the feast. According to Jewish scholars they would take
water from the Pool of Siloam up to the Temple each day of the feast, go around the altar once and then
pour water on the altar. On the seventh day of the feast, like the Israelites did around Jericho, they circled
the altar 7 times before pouring the water on the altar.
When this went on they read from the millennial passage of Isaiah 12:3 which says that "with joy you shall
draw water out of the wells of salvation" and remember the name of Jesus or Yeshuah in the Hebrew
means salvation. This appears to have been the ceremony that was going on at the time that Christ made
His famous statement in John 7 about rivers of living water or God‘s spirit coming out from those who
would believe in Him.
In Isaiah 25:6-8 God compares the millennium with a great fruit harvest festival which in Israel is known as
the Feast of Tabernacles or Ingathering: ―And in this mountain the LORD of hosts will make for all people a
feast of choice pieces, a feast of wines on the lees, of fat things full of marrow, of well-refined wines on the
lees. And He will destroy on this mountain the surface of the covering cast over all people, and the veil that
is spread over all nations. He will swallow up death forever, and the Lord GOD will wipe away tears from all
faces. The rebuke of His people He will take away from all the earth; for the LORD has spoken.‖
Jeremiah 31:34 also speaks of this time when this great harvest of souls in the millennium will occur: ―No
more shall every man teach his neighbor, and every man his brother, saying, ‗Know the LORD,‘ for they all
shall know Me, from the least of them to the greatest of them, says the LORD. For I will forgive their iniquity,
and their sin I will remember no more.‖
Isaiah 11:9 says the following about this time: ―They shall not hurt nor destroy in all My holy mountain, for
the earth shall be full of the knowledge of the LORD as the waters cover the sea.‖
The connection between the Feast of Tabernacles and the millennium was not lost on the early church.
Methodius wrote, "For I also, taking my journey and going forth from the Egypt of this life, came first to the
resurrection which is the true Feast of Tabernacles, and there having set up my tabernacle, adorned with the
fruits of virtue, on the first day of the resurrection, which is the day of judgment, celebrate the Millennium of
rest, which is called the seventh day, even the true Sabbath" (253-4).
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One website has this to say about the meaning of the Feast:
―The literal meaning of the name 'Hag Sukkot' (Feast of Shelters) for the nation of Israel was that of a
memorial to their being brought out of Egypt under the protective hand of God. The making of shelters and
dwelling in them was symbolic of the need for God's care and protection and the futility of human efforts to
care for and protect themselves...Dwelling in shelters is prophetic of the future, after the return of Christ
when Israel will again be established as a nation under the care and protection of God. Dwelling in shelters
points to the eternal reward, which will be given for righteous and diligent service to God: eternal life and a
dwelling place within the Family and Kingdom of God under the care and protection of God the Father.‖
It‘s interesting to note in Isaiah 4:4-5 it speaks of God sheltering Israel in the millennium with a covering
that will be a cloud of smoke by day and a flaming fire by night.
In the Jewish mind there is a strong connection between weddings and the
Feast of Tabernacles. Jewish marriage ceremonies are performed under
what‘s called a huppah – a wedding tabernacle – where a couple seek the
shelter and protection of God in their marriage. Jewish weddings also
often go for 7 days just like the Feast of Tabernacles. There will be great
joy after the marriage of Christ and the church when, together, we will help
bring joy to the whole world and many more sons and daughters of God will
be brought to glory (Hebrews 2:10).
One prophetic interpretation I‘ve heard based on this typology claims that Christ will come back on
Trumpets and there will be 10 days of punishment and judgment culminating in the banishment of Satan on
Atonement followed by the Marriage of the Lamb at Tabernacles. Whether that is true or not, only time will
tell.
―These are days of continuous, genuine Christian fellowship and just plain good fun! Tens of thousands of
God‘s people and their families gather at dozens of festival sites around the world. Christians at the Feast
demonstrate now, by the way they live together in harmony, what today‘s sin-filled, unhappy world will
become like after Christ returns.
―But just as the Feast of Tabernacles is a physical feast filled with rejoicing,
it is also a spiritual feast of education and preparation. Members of God‘s
Church receive instruction from God‘s ministers through inspiring sermons
to help them further prepare to rule and teach with Christ during the
Millennium‖ (Ambassador College Bible Correspondence Course – Lesson
23, p.14).
Steve Myers in a Beyond Today article makes these comments regarding the Feast of Tabernacles:
"Let‘s notice the details of the event commonly called the Transfiguration...'Now after six days Jesus took
Peter, James, and John, and led them up on a high mountain...and He was transfigured before them. His
clothes became shining, exceedingly white...And Elijah appeared to them with Moses, and they were talking
with Jesus. Then Peter answered and said to Jesus, "Rabbi, it is good for us to be here; and let us make three
tabernacles‖ (Mark 9:1-5).
"What an amazing event! In a vision, these disciples were suddenly whisked into the future to see Jesus Christ
in His glory in His Kingdom! Don‘t miss Peter‘s reaction. What did Peter associate with this vision? He said that
they should make tabernacles...Peter made the connection between the Kingdom of God and temporary
dwellings!
―The Feast of Tabernacles reminds us of the temporary nature of our physical life, and it helps us to focus on
what‘s permanent — our goal for eternal life in God‘s Kingdom" (Celebrating the Feast of Tabernacles in
Today‘s World, Beyond Today, Sept-Oct 2016, p.22-23).
There are two important lessons that God connects to the Feast of Tabernacles. The first is to learn how to fear
God. In Deuteronomy 14:22-23 we read: ―You shall truly tithe all the increase of your grain that the field
produces year by year. And you shall eat before the LORD your God, in the place where He chooses to
make His name abide, the tithe of your grain and your new wine and your oil, of the firstborn of your herds
and your flocks, that you may learn to fear the LORD your God always.‖
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The nations of the world in the millennium will learn to fear God (Zechariah 14:16-19, Isaiah 2:2-4). Initially
this fear will be primarily motivated by fear of punishment God brings on those who don‘t keep His laws but
in time this will develop into a true godly fear which is motivated out of love.
True godly fear is a proper sense of awe and deep respect where one fears to disappoint God
because of the great love that they have for Him. Through the sermons that are given throughout the
Feast we learn more about how to have this proper fear and respect for God. Our example at the feast,
which doesn‘t go unnoticed by people in the communities where the feast is held, also gives us a chance to
show the proper fear of God in action by the way that we live our lives.
The other important lesson connected to the Feast of Tabernacles is to learn to rejoice. Life can be tough at
times but during the Feast God commands us to make a conscious effort to be joyful and rejoice. In
Deuteronomy 14:26 we read: ―And you shall spend that money for whatever your heart desires: for oxen or
sheep, for wine or similar drink, for whatever your heart desires; you shall eat there before the LORD your
God, and you shall rejoice, you and your household.‖
Regardless of how tough life is at times we have so much to be thankful for – we have this great calling to
be among the firstfruits. We have the knowledge of God‘s wonderful way of life and God‘s great plan to
save all mankind. We also know that there is a far better world coming when Christ returns. God wants us to
put our worries aside during the Feast and be thankful and rejoice in these wonderful blessings and share that
joy with as many people as we can.
Ever since Christ tabernacled with Israel (1 Corinthians 10:4) and tabernacled with mankind (John 1:14)
when He became flesh He has always desired to return. The Father can hardly wait until He can tabernacle
and live with man for all time (Revelation 21, 22) when the heavenly Jerusalem will come to earth.
The Father has remained separate from mankind for all this time. The great meaning behind this is to teach
mankind that God cannot live with sin and that it is utterly repugnant to Him. Living in tabernacles is also a type
of being under God's protection in time of trouble and eventually living in God's house (John 14:1-3).
It is very possible that Jesus Himself was born on the first day of Tabernacles and was circumcised on the last
or eighth day of the feast. All the accomodation in and around Jerusalem, which would have included nearby
Bethlehem, was likely taken when Jesus was born in a manger (Luke 2:7).
―Eventually thousands of millions will be spiritually converted! The great ‗autumn harvest‘ of humans will be
gathered into the Kingdom of God—born again as divine members of the ruling Family of God during the
Millennium. By the end of the thousand years, the great Family of God will be ready for the final step in
God‘s Master Plan. Even greater joy and accomplishments lie ahead after the Millennium!‖ (Ambassador
College Bible Correspondence Course – Lesson 23, p.14).

THE EIGHTH OR ―LAST GREAT‖ DAY
Leviticus 23:39 – ―Also on the 15th day of the 7th month, when you have gathered in the fruit of the land,
you shall keep the feast of the LORD for 7 days; on the 1st day there shall be a sabbath-rest, and on the
8th day a sabbath-rest.
The Eighth or ―Last Great‖ Day pictures the Great White Throne Judgment period which we read of in
Ezekiel 37 and Revelation 20 when all the dead who haven‘t been saved up to Christ‘s coming will be
resurrected and be given their first real chance at salvation.
―As Christ's 1,000-year reign on earth (Revelation 20:4) is followed by other prophesied events, the Feast
of Tabernacles is also followed by a concluding festival that represents the conclusion of those final events
- the final aspects of God's purpose and plan for humanity on our physical earth. The book of Revelation
reveals that all people who have ever died without hearing of Christ or learning God's way of life are to be
resurrected and given their opportunity to receive eternal life. This brings us to the concluding aspects of
God's plan‖ (UCG Bible Study Course - Lesson 12 – God‘s Festivals: Keys to Humanity‘s Future, p. 14).
―Paul tells us that God ‗desires all men to be saved and to come to the knowledge of the truth‘ (1 Timothy
2:4). Peter adds that God is ‗not willing that any should perish but that all should come to repentance‘ (2
Peter 3:9). This is God's overriding goal in dealing with mankind: He desires as many as possible to
repent, come to the knowledge of the truth and receive His gift of salvation!
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―Jesus explained how this will come about on the last day, called ‗that great day of the feast.‘ He appeared
publicly and stood in the midst of the people. ‗If anyone thirsts, let him come to Me and drink. He who
believes in Me, as the Scripture has said, out of his heart will flow rivers of living water' (John 7:37-38)…
―In Christ's time, according to tradition, during the Feast of Tabernacles the priests would bring golden
vessels of water from the stream of Siloam that had flowed from the temple hill and pour it over the altar.
Joyous celebration along with the sounding of trumpets marked this ceremony as the people sang the
words of Isaiah: ‗...With joy you will draw water from the wells of salvation' (Isaiah 12:3).
―Jesus stood where all could hear Him and drew a lesson from the water, revealing that all who wore thirsty
could come to Him and be refreshed forever. In Christ's analogy, the water represented God's Holy Spirit,
which those who believed in Jesus would receive (John 7:39). He showed that the basic wants of spiritual
thirst and hunger could he satisfied only by Him as ‗the bread of life‘ and the source of living water.
―In Revelation 20:5 John writes that ‗the rest of the dead did not live again until the thousand years were
finished.‘ Here John makes a clear distinction between the first resurrection, which occurs at Christ's
second coming (verses 4, 6), and the second resurrection, which takes place at the end of Christ's
millennial reign. Remember that the first resurrection is to eternal life. By contrast, God raises those in the
second resurrection to a physical, flesh-and-blood existence…
―The dead who stand before their Creator are all those who died never
knowing the true God. Like Ezekiel's vision of dry bones coming back to
life, these people emerge from their graves and begin to know their
God. The books (biblia in Greek, from which we get the word Bible) are
the Scriptures, the only source of the knowledge of eternal life. Finally
all will have an opportunity to fully understand God's plan of salvation.
―This physical resurrection is not a second chance for salvation. For
these people it is a first opportunity to really know the Creator. The
resurrected are ‗judged according to their works, by the things which
were written in the books‘ (verse 12). This judgment will involve a
period during which they will enjoy the opportunity to hear, understand
and grow in God's way of life, having their names inscribed in the book
of life (verse 15). During this time thousands of millions of people will
gain access to eternal life…
―God will see His plan through and bring many sons to glory (Hebrews 2:10). God's promise to ‗pour out
My Spirit on all flesh‘ (Joel 2:28) will find its fullest manifestation. The thirst-quenching waters of the Holy
Spirit will be available to all in the time depicted by ‗that great day of the feast.‘ What a marvellous plan
these biblical festivals portray. How great would be our lack of understanding without them!‖ (God‘s Holy
Day Plan, p. 52-57).
When I was in Italy for the feast one of the speakers spoke of how with some of the details we have of
prophecy around this time there are what he called ambiguities. The Bible gives us some details but does
not give us the whole picture and so there are multiple possibilities where we cannot and really should not
be dogmatic on.
One of those is just how long will the Great White Throne Judgment period last for? We have generally
thrown around a time of 100 years based on Isaiah 65:20 which speaks of 100 years being a typical
lifetime. The context of this verse is millennial and there is nothing that specifically ties it to the Great White
Throne Judgment period.
Matthew 12:41 says that those of Nineveh shall rise at the same time as those of Jesus‘ day and those two
generations were of much the same technological level. It is an assumption to say that all generations of
people up to Christ‘s return shall be resurrected in the Great White Throne Judgment at the same time.
While scripture does not give us any specific details it is possible that there might be multiple resurrections
over a longer period than 100 years so dealing with all these people will be more manageable.
In Matthew 10:15 and Matthew 11:24 this time is referred to as the ―day of judgment‖. 2 Peter 3:8 speaks
of a principle that with God ―one day is as a thousand years, and a thousand years as one day‖ so one
possibility is that this day of judgment may be a thousand years long.
The number 8 is the Bible is symbolic of new beginnings. If you include the Great White Throne Judgment
period, an 8000 year plan for mankind sounds like a more rounder number than 7100 years. The Last
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Great Day is, when combined with the Feast of Tabernacles, referred to as the eighth day and represents
this Great White Throne Judgment period.
There are often multiple layers of understanding in many of the things that God has given us. Along with
those primary meanings for those Holy Days there are some interesting parallels between the first three
festivals and end-time events.
For the ancient Israelites Passover pictured when God passed over their houses and they were saved from
the plagues of Egypt, having being "sealed" by the blood on the lintel and doorposts of their homes.
End-time Israel will also be in captivity during the Great Tribulation (Jeremiah 30:1-8). Those Israelites
who repent in that captivity will be sealed at the seventh trumpet (Revelation 7) so they will be spared from
the plagues that will come upon their captors, the beast power based in Europe (Revelation 16:10).
The Feast of Unleavened Bread was celebrated as the time when Israel came out of captivity when they
were led out of Egypt. End-time Israel will also be freed from captivity by the beast power and there will be
an Exodus greater than the original exodus of Moses' day (Jeremiah 23:7-8).
Pentecost was celebrated as the time when Israel received the law at Mt Sinai. After Christ‘s return to earth
God's spirit will finally be poured out on all flesh which Peter spoke about on the Day of Pentecost (Acts
2:14-21). The law will then go out from Zion to the whole world through Israel which will fulfill its destiny as
a model nation to the rest of the world (Isaiah 2:1-4).
There is an interesting parallel between the first three and the last three feasts. Passover and Atonement both
focus on the atoning sacrifice of Jesus Christ and coming as close to God as possible. We usually fast and
examine ourselves before Passover so we can take it worthily just as we fast on the Day of Atonement.
The two seven-day festivals of Unleavened Bread and Tabernacles both picture our life of tabernacling in this
world and focus our attention on the gap between us and God and what we have to do to bridge that gap with
God's help – to put sin out of our lives and learn to fear God always. Finally Pentecost and the Last Great Day
picture the two great harvests of souls - the church now and then the rest of the world when God's spirit is
poured out to all mankind (Acts 2:17).
God‘s Holy Days also picture freedom –:
Freedom from death – Passover
Freedom from sin – Unleavened Bread
Freedom to live within the law – Pentecost
Freedom from death – Trumpets
Freedom from Satan‘s influence – Atonement
Freedom from the unrighteous rulers of the world - Tabernacles
―By keeping His festivals we remain focused on what is important in our view of the future and our role in it.
Each time we keep them we deepen our understanding of prophecies throughout the Bible that fill in the
details of God's wonderful plan‖ (UCG Bible Study Course - Lesson 12 – God‘s Festivals: Keys to
Humanity‘s Future, p. 15).

Summary

1] What is the Sabbath?






The fourth of the Ten Commandments is the Sabbath which is described as a weekly ―anniversary‖ of
the day when God rested after renewing the face of the earth 6000 years ago at the time that He
created Adam and Eve (Genesis 2:1-3, Exodus 20:8-11). It reminds us on a weekly basis that we
worship the great Creator of the Universe.
Relationships take time. Every successful association demands time. No close relationship can
succeed without it—no courtship, no marriage, no friendship. Our relationship with God is no exception.
The Sabbath (A Hebrew word meaning rest) is a special day to concentrate on developing our spiritual
relationship with God (Exodus 20:8).
In the Bible we see that God begins and ends days at sunset (Leviticus 23:32, Deuteronomy 16:6,
Genesis 1), not midnight or sunrise (like in ancient Egypt). The seventh-day Sabbath begins at Friday
sunset and ends at Saturday sunset.
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The Sabbath was also given as a sign to identify who are the people of God (Exodus 31:13). The
Sabbath is an important sign identifying those who are true christians today. It identifies those who
have surrendered their will to God, who obey God regardless of persecution or cost!
By keeping the Sabbath holy we celebrate God‘s creative work at the time of Adam and Eve (Genesis
2:1-3, Exodus 20:11).
Another meaning that was connected to keeping the Sabbath was for Israel to remember coming out of
slavery in Egypt (Deuteronomy 5:13-15). As slaves they had no rest like the Sabbath. For the christian
we can celebrate coming out of spiritual Egypt and the slavery of sin (Romans 6:16-18).
A third important meaning attached to the celebration of the Sabbath on a weekly basis is that is
pictures the millennium when God‘s Kingdom will be brought to earth and mankind will finally
experience ―rest‖ from war, poverty and suffering. The last day of the week – the Sabbath - represents
the rest at the end of man's rule - the millennium (Hebrews 4:1-9).

2] How do we keep the Sabbath holy?











The Sabbath is a space of time. God set it as that space of time from Friday sunset to Saturday sunset.
Whenever that time comes to us, we are in holy time! It is GOD's time, not ours! Like Moses being
asked to take his shoes off when he came near God‘s presence in the burning bush (Exodus 3:2-5),
God wants us to keep that day holy for the purpose of drawing closer to Him and not trample on it by
doing activities that draw us away from that purpose.
Jesus acknowledged that it was proper to rescue an animal that had fallen into a ditch on the Sabbath,
and thus by implication handle other genuine emergencies that cannot wait until after the Sabbath to be
resolved (Luke 14:5, Matthew 12:9-13). God wants us to use honest, sound judgment in applying the
spirit and intent of what we can or should not do on His Sabbath day.
There are three categories of things that we are to strive to avoid on the Sabbath– 1) Doing your own
ways 2) Finding your own pleasure 3) Speaking your own words (Isaiah 58:13-14). Our own ways
has to do with our employment, studies and those things involved in helping us make a living or our
physical maintenance. Finding our own pleasure involves our hobbies, sports and other personal
interests while our own words means the everyday things we talk about that don't involve God.
God wants us to delight in the Sabbath (Isaiah 58:13). The Sabbath allows us time to think more about
God, to pray and to study the Bible and learn more about God‘s awesome purpose for our lives and
how to achieve it!
An intimate part of keeping the sabbath holy is assembling for a holy convocation. A convocation is a
commanded assembly or gathering of people (Leviticus 23:1-4). God commands our presence each
sabbath in the same way that a court can command our appearance to be a witness in a court case
unless we have a genuine reason such as sickness or distance.
God has commanded it because He knows we need regular encouragement and to regularly hear
God‘s truth being taught to us to help us stick close to God. Without our minds being fed by God‘s
values on this regular basis we quickly drift into following our natural desires and the ways of this world
which are often the path of least resistance.

3] Why do the churches of the world keep Sunday?





Jesus kept the Sabbath (Luke 4:16) as well as the apostles and the early New Testament church
(Acts 13:42, 17:1-2, 18:4).
Long before the birth of Christ the pagans were worshipping the sun on the first day of the week –
Sunday. The move towards adopting Sunday by the Catholic Church was motivated by two things. The
first was to distance themselves from the Jews. In the second century A.D. strong anti-Jewish
persecution swept through the Roman Empire. The other thing that motivated the adoption of Sunday
by the Catholic Church was to increase their numbers by mixing christian beliefs with pagan practices
such as worshipping on Sunday. The change was justified by emphasizing that Sunday was the true
Lord‘s Day, being the day they taught that Christ was resurrected on.
After Jesus Christ returns the Sabbath will be kept by the whole world in the millennium (Isaiah 66:23).

4] What’s wrong with Christmas and Easter?


Most encyclopaedias will plainly show that Christmas was not celebrated by the early church but
originated from pagan festivities that were given a ―christian‖ veneer. The Catholic Church mixed
christian beliefs with pagan practices such as the Roman feasts of Saturnalia and Brumalia which
included customs such as the Christmas tree (Jeremiah 10:3-4), mistletoe, spending sprees,
exchanging presents and other Christmas customs.
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Jesus was not even born in the winter season! When the Christ-child was born "there were in the same
country shepherds abiding in the field, keeping watch over their flock by night" (Luke 2:8). This never
could have occurred in Judea in the month of December. The implications from the Bible are that Christ
was born probably around the beginning of the Feast of Tabernacles (Luke 2:7).
The word 'Easter' is not even of Christian origin. It is another form of Astarte, one of the titles of the
Chaldean goddess, the queen of heaven who in ancient times was Semiramis, the wife of Nimrod
(Genesis 10, 11).
The Encyclopaedia Britannica tells us: "As at Christmas, so also at Easter, popular customs reflect
many ancient pagan survivals - in this instance, connected with spring fertility rites, such as the
symbols of the Easter egg and the Easter hare or rabbit" (15th edition, Macropaedia, Vol. IV, p. 605,
"Church Year").
God makes it very clear that He doesn‘t want His people mixing their worship of Him with pagan ideas
(Deuteronomy 12:29-32). We can‘t worship Him anyway we want to. He has given us seven great
festivals on which to worship Him along with the weekly sabbath which are much more enjoyable than
the world‘s cheap substitutes of Christmas and Easter.

5] When was Christ crucified and resurrected?









When asked to give the people a sign that He was the Messiah, Jesus said that He would be three
days AND three nights in the heart of the earth‖ (Matthew 12:39-40) just as Jonah was in the belly of
the fish three days and three nights (Jonah 1:17). It wasn‘t three day and/or night periods (36 hours), it
was three days AND three nights. The time period according to Christ‘s statement was to be exactly 72
hours (Mark 8:31, John 2:19).
If the resurrection took place at the same time of day as when Jesus was buried - only three days later
- this would place the resurrection close to sunset, not sunrise, as is commonly assumed. John's
account tells us that Mary Magdalene came to the tomb when it was yet DARK on the first day of the
week and Jesus was NOT there (John 20:1-2). Since He was buried before sunset He had to have
risen just before sunset on the weekly Sabbath. That means He was crucified on Wednesday afternoon
and buried just before sunset on Wednesday.
There were two sabbaths that week – a Holy Day on the Thursday (John 19:30-31) – the first Day of
th
Unleavened Bread (The 15 of Nisan). and the weekly Sabbath. The women prepared spices for His
burial on the Friday after the annual Sabbath (Mark 16:1) and then rested on the weekly Sabbath
(Luke 23:56) before going to the tomb on the first day of the week to find that He had already risen.
The Sabbath the day after Christ was crucified was a high day – it was an annual Sabbath The night
th
before Christ was crucified He kept the Passover (Luke 22:8-20). This was the night part of the 14 of
Nisan, the first month.
The reason why the Catholic Church made the move to teach that Christ was crucified on a Friday
goes back to the spring fertility festival which became Easter in the western world. Friday comes from
―Freya‖ day. Freya was the Norse name of the ancient fertility goddess known as Venus in Rome and
Ishtar in Babylon who‘s sacred day was Friday.

6] What are God’s Holy Days?


God gave to Israel His Feast days recorded for us in Leviticus 23. These festivals to Israel celebrated
their national deliverance at the time of the Exodus by God‘s hand and also showed gratitude to God
for the two major seasonal harvests each year. As with many things of God the lessons of the Holy
Days are dual in nature – they teach both physical lessons as well as spiritual lessons. They also teach
us tremendous lessons about the great master plan God is working out here on earth through mankind.

Festival

Date
th

st

Passover

14 of 1 month

Days of
Unleavened
Bread

15 to 21 of the
1st month

th

st

Meaning for
Ancient Israel
Celebrated the passing
over of God over Israel
that spared them from the
last plague at the time of
the Exodus (Exodus
12:26-27).
Celebrated the Exodus
out of slavery in Egypt
(Exodus 12:17).
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Meaning in God‘s
Great Plan of Salvation
Celebrates the great sacrifice of Jesus
Christ for the sins of all mankind who is
called "our Passover" lamb
(1 Corinthians 5:7, 1 Peter 1:18-19).

Celebrates putting sin out of lives as well as
developing the character of God
(1 Corinthians 5:7-8).

Pentecost

50 days from the
Sabbath before
wavesheaf offering

Feast of
Trumpets

1 of 7 month

Day of
Atonement

Feast of
Tabernacles

Last Great
Day













st

th

th

th

10 of 7 month

th

st

15 to 21 of 7
month

22

nd

th

th

of 7 month

Celebrated the first,
smaller harvest in Israel.

Celebrates how we, in the church, are the
first small harvest of souls of all humanity
(James 1:18) and the need for God‘s spirit
which was poured out when the church
began on the Day of Pentecost in A.D. 30
(Acts 2:1-4).

Celebrated the beginning
of the civil year.

Celebrates the return of Jesus Christ at the
seventh trumpet to rule all nations
(Revelation 11:15-18). It pictures the Day
of the Lord when God is going to discipline
this world and bring this world to
repentance. It also points us to the joyous
time when christians (1 Corinthians
15:51-53, 1 Thessalonians 4:13-18), will
receive eternal life at the first resurrection
and be born into the Family of God.
Celebrates the banishment of Satan when
Christ returns (Revelation 20:1-4). It also
pictures the culmination of the redemptive
work of Christ when we will be completely
purged of sin at the resurrection made
possible by the atoning sacrifice of Jesus
Christ (Leviticus 16).
Celebrates the greater harvest of souls that
will occur during the millennium (Isaiah
25:6-8) when Christ will bring the Kingdom
of God to this earth and rule all nations and
set His hand to save all of mankind with the
saints of God – those christians who
overcome in this age (Daniel 7:27).
Celebrates the Great White Throne
Judgment period which we read of in
Ezekiel 37 and Revelation 20 when all the
dead who haven‘t been saved up to Christ‘s
coming will be resurrected and be given
their first real chance at salvation.

Celebrated the yearly
atonement of sins for the
nation of Israel.

Celebrated the latter and
greater harvest in Israel.

Part of the celebration of
the latter and greater
harvest in Israel.

th

The Passover is held at the beginning of the 14 day of the first month. This first month is not January. It is
the month of Nisan or Abib (meaning green ears) on God‘s calendar which starts in spring in the northern
hemisphere. God set the moon in the heavens to divide time (Genesis 1:14).
When Christ kept His last Passover before He was about to be killed He changed the symbols from the
Passover lamb, which was an Old Testament type of Christ‘s sacrifice to the new symbols of the bread and
wine which picture Christ‘s body and His blood which was sacrificed for us (1 Corinthians 11:23-27).
The bread pictures four things - the literal body of Christ which was broken for us (Luke 22:19), the Word
of God which is the bread of life (Matthew 4:4, John 6:48), the church of God (1 Corinthians 10:17) and
the mind or giving attitude of Christ (Philippians 2:5-8).
The wine pictures Christ's shed blood (Luke 22:20) to cover all our horrible past sins which gives us a
fresh start. We are then forgiven of our past sins, though mindful we have to change our life from here on.
Paul commanded the Corinthian Christians - mostly gentiles (non-Israelites) - to keep the Feast of
Unleavened Bread. His instructions show that Christians from non-Jewish communities and cultures
kept the Days of Unleavened Bread (1 Corinthians 5:6-8).
Leaven or yeast is what is put into bread to make it rise. Leaven is compared to sin (1 Corinthians 5:8)
because just as leaven puffs up bread so does sin puff us up spiritually. We must come out of this
world‘s ways (Revelation 18:4) - just as Israel left Egypt which is also a type of sin (Heb. 11:25-26).
We read in the New Testament that on at least two occasions, Paul carefully arranged his schedule
according to where he wanted to be on the Day of Pentecost (Acts 20:16, 1 Corinthians 16:8).
Trumpets were used for sounding a warning people of danger and the Feast of Trumpets reminds us of
our job, as a church, to warn this world of the impending great tribulation (Ezekiel 33:1-9, Isaiah 58:1).
God commands us to fast on the Day of Atonement (Leviticus 23:32) which is to abstain from food
and water (Exodus 34:28; Esther 4:16) Fasting helps us remember how temporary our physical
existence is. Without food and water, we would soon perish. Fasting helps us realize just how much we
need God as the giver and sustainer of life.
The name of the Feast of Tabernacles derives from God's command to ancient Israel to build
temporary ‗tabernacles‘, sometimes called ‗booths‘, to live in during the festival. The Feast of
Tabernacles is an annual reminder of our temporary state (2 Corinthians 5:1-2).
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What ancient Israel could enjoyed for one week at the end of the fall harvest (Exodus 23:16)
represented what He will bring to all mankind when He returns and sets up God‘s Kingdom on earth
(Isaiah 25:6-8).
Not only are christians still obligated to keep the Feast of Tabernacles along with the rest of God‘s Holy
Days, all nations will keep the Feast of Tabernacles in the millennium (Zechariah 14:16-19).
God will see His plan through and bring many sons to glory (Hebrews 2:10). The spiritually thirstquenching waters of the Holy Spirit will be available to all in the time depicted by ―that great day of the
feast‖ during the Great White Throne Judgment period after the millennium (John 7:38-39, Joel 2:28)
All who have died without ―being saved‖ will be resurrected to receive their first real chance at salvation
(Revelation 20, Ezekiel 37). What a marvellous plan these biblical festivals portray!
Further Reading to Learn More about God‘s Holy Days













UCG booklet – God‘s Holy Day Plan
UCG booklet – Sunset to Sunset – God‘s Sabbath Rest
UCG booklet – Holidays or Holy Days – Does It Matter Which Days We Keep?
UCG booklet – Fundamentals of Beliefs of the United Church of God, AIA
UCG Bible Study Course – Lesson 12: ―God‘s Festivals: Keys to Humanity‘s Future‖
Old WCG booklet – Pagan Holidays or God‘s Holy Days – Which?
Old WCG booklet – Which Day is the Christian Sabbath
Old WCG booklet – The Plain Truth About Christmas
Old WCG booklet – The Plain Truth About Easter
Old WCG booklet – The Resurrection was not on Sunday
Ambassador College Bible Correspondence Course – Lesson 23: ―Why Christians Should Keep
God‘s Holy Days‖
 Ambassador College Bible Correspondence Course – Lesson 24: ―The Plain Truth About God‘s
Holy Sabbath‖
 Ambassador College Bible Correspondence Course – Lessons 25 to 31 which cover each of the
Holy Days
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THE GREAT TRIBULATION
In this lesson we will begin to look at the prophecies of the Bible that tell us what will happen to this
world leading up to the return of Jesus Christ to rule all nations.

1] What is the Great Tribulation?
Before Jesus Christ returns to this earth and establishes the Kingdom of God on this earth (the ―sabbath‖ rest
of the millennium) mankind will go through its darkest and most frightening time in all of history. In Mystery of
the Ages Herbert W. Armstrong writes the following:
―Mankind is nearing the end of his rope. But even now, God will not intervene to save this defiant humanity
from itself until man is finally brought to the point where if God delayed longer in intervention, man would
annihilate himself. God will not intervene and usher in the next world under the kingdom of God until the
remnant of mankind has been brought to fully realize human inability to solve problems or bring worldwide
peace in happiness and joy. Man must be brought to realize his helplessness and futility without God....
―Jesus foretold the great tribulation--a time of trouble so great that, unless God
does intervene, no human being would be saved alive. But, for the sake of his
Church, God will intervene supernaturally before total destruction of humanity.
Mankind will be brought to acknowledge human insufficiency without
God....These are the very last days of Satan's evil world (p.130-131).‖
In Matthew 24:21-22 Jesus Christ said the following about the time right
before He would return to earth: ―For then there shall be great tribulation,
such as has not been from the beginning of the world until now, no, nor ever
shall be. And except those days had been shortened, no flesh would have
been saved; but for the elect‘s sake those days shall be shortened.‖
In lesson 5 we saw that the 6 000th anniversary of God creating Adam and Eve will be sometime around
2040, give or take a few years. As we will see shortly 9 out of 10 prophesied resurrections of the Roman
Empire have risen and fallen and the last of them is already beginning to form with the European Union.
Putting these two facts together we can see that the majority of those alive today will live to see the
beginning of this terrible time called the Great Tribulation in the Bible. This final great world war is
prophesied to go for 3 ½ years (Daniel 12:7-13, Revelation 11:2-3, 12:6, 14) before Jesus Christ returns
to prevent the annihilation of the human race.
Matthew 24:21-22 implies that God will probably cut short the 6 000 years allotted to man to live cut off
from God. If God does allow the tribulation to begin and end before the 6 000 years is up, this may help to
explain why Satan is let loose for a little while after the millennium (Revelation 20:3). God may cut short
the 6 000 years by 5 or 10 or 20 years or whatever and give that time to Satan after the millennium to be
allowed to deceive mankind for a brief time for a specific purpose God has in mind.

2] Who and what is the Beast?
Over a quarter of the Bible is devoted to prophecy and most of those prophecies have to do with the time of
the end or the latter days (Isaiah 2:2-4, Daniel 11:40-45) – phrases that are used to refer to the time of the
end of man‘s rule just before Jesus Christ returns and brings the Kingdom of God to this earth.
Much of Bible prophecy can be difficult to understand but there are keys to help us to understand it better.
Most of the prophecies in the prophetic books (the second half of the Old Testament) are in a very random
order. The only way to understand them and where they fit in is against the background of the two books
that give us the chronological framework or skeleton that helps us to find out where the rest of the
prophecies fit into the picture. Those two books are the book of Daniel in the Old Testament and the book
of Revelation in the New Testament.
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The prophecies of these two books give us an orderly story flow of world history and prophecy ahead of us.
The prophecies of books of Daniel and Revelation show us that the major world power in the final world
war leading up to the return of Jesus Christ will be a military power known as the beast.
Who or what is this beast power? In Daniel 2 we read about a great dream that Nebuchadnezzar, king of
Babylon, had that Daniel interpreted for him. God had given a vision about the great empires to come right
up until the return of Jesus Christ. It was a prophecy of four great kingdoms to rule the ancient world.
Daniel explained the meaning of his dream this way:
―You, O king, are a king of kings…you are this head of gold. But after you shall arise another kingdom
inferior to yours; then another, a third kingdom of bronze, which shall rule over all the earth. And the fourth
kingdom shall be as strong as iron, inasmuch as iron breaks in pieces and shatters everything; and like iron
that crushes, that kingdom will break in pieces and crush all the others‖ (Daniel 2:36-40).

In Daniel 7 we read that Daniel also had a dream of these four great kingdoms but instead of seeing a
statue of a man made of gold, silver, bronze and iron like Nebuchadnezzar did, he saw four wild beasts – a
lion, a bear, a leopard with four heads and a wild beast more terrible than the other three.
These four great ancient empires are plainly identified from history as -:
1) The Babylonian Empire (625 – 539 BC)
2) The Medo-Persian Empire (539 - 330 BC)
3) The Greco-Macedonian or Greek Empire (333 – 31 BC)
4) The Roman Empire (31 BC – 476 AD)
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The 3rd beast, the leopard, had 4 heads. This is a perfect match for the Greek kingdom of Alexander
the Great which was split between his 4 generals following his premature death.
In Revelation 13 we read about a beast
that is a combination of the four wild
animals in Daniel 7.
The Apostle John in his vision wrote: ―Then
I stood on the sand of the sea. And I saw a
beast rising up out of the sea, having
seven heads and ten horns, and on his
horns ten crowns, and on his heads a
blasphemous name.
―Now the beast which I saw was like a
leopard, his feet were like the feet of a
bear, and his mouth like the mouth of a
lion. The dragon gave him his power, his
throne, and great authority‖ (Revelation
13:1-2).
If we count up the number of heads and
horns of the 4 wild beasts of Daniel 7 we
come up with 7 heads (remembering the
leopard has 4 heads) and 10 horns – the
same number of heads and horns of the
beast of Revelation 13.
The first 3 wild animals of Daniel 7 were a lion, bear and a leopard and the beast of Revelation 13 has the
mouth of a lion, the feet of a bear and is like a leopard. It is obvious from these facts that the beast of
Revelation 13 is a composite of the 4 great empires pictured by the four wild beasts of Daniel 7. (The
Bible often uses animals as symbols for nations as we do today. eg. America – an eagle, Russia – a bear,
etc).
Herbert W. Armstrong wrote that the Roman Empire ―absorbed all the others, occupied all their territory,
was greater and stronger than all. It included all the royal splendor of ancient Babylon, thus having the
head -- the strongest part -- of the lion. It had all the massiveness and numerically powerful army of the
Persian Empire -- symbolized by the legs, the most powerful part of the bear. It was the greatest warmaking machine the world had ever seen, and it also possessed the swiftness, the cunning, the cruelty of
Alexander's army, symbolized by the leopard‖ (Who and What is the Prophetic Beast, p.8).
Now the Roman Empire fell in 476 AD and yet this great beast is prophesied to dominate the world and
make war in the Great Tribulation to occur in our day leading up to the return of Jesus Christ. How do we
explain this?
In Daniel 2:40-44 we read: ―And the fourth kingdom (the Roman Empire) shall be as strong as iron,
inasmuch as iron breaks in pieces and shatters everything; and like iron that crushes, that kingdom will
break in pieces and crush all the others…as the toes of the feet were partly of iron and partly of clay, so the
kingdom shall be partly strong and partly fragile…
―And in the days of these kings (pictured by the ten toes) the
God of heaven will set up a kingdom (the stone cut without
hands that smashed the toes and then the rest of the great
image) which shall never be destroyed; and the kingdom shall
not be left to other people; it shall break in pieces and
consume all these kingdoms, and it shall stand forever.‖
The two legs of iron symbolize the Western and Eastern
divisions of the Roman Empire. The ten toes are an extension
or revival of the Roman Empire (a United Europe) that will
exist at the time that Jesus Christ returns and sets up the
Kingdom of God on earth. As there are five toes on each foot
some of the nations that form this United Europe will be from
Western Europe and others will be from Eastern Europe.
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Another point that will help us understand these prophecies about the beast is that the term ―king‖ and
―kingdom‖ are used interchangeably to refer to both the kingdom and the ruler or king over that kingdom.
The head of gold represented both the kingdom of Babylon and Nebuchadnezzar who ruled that kingdom
(Daniel 2:36-37). The end-time beast is not only a revival of the Roman Empire but also is a term used to
refer to the Hitler-like ruler who will rule this United European power. Revelation 19:20 talks about how
when Christ returns that the beast and false prophet will be captured and cast into the lake of fire.
In Revelation 13:3-5 we read: ―And I saw one of his heads as if it had been mortally wounded, and his
deadly wound was healed. And all the world marveled and followed the beast. So they worshiped the
dragon who gave authority to the beast; and they worshiped the beast, saying, ‗Who is like the beast? Who
is able to make war with him?‘ And he was given a mouth speaking great things and blasphemies, and he
was given authority to continue for 42 months.‖
After the Western Roman Empire fell in 476 AD three barbarian kingdoms ruled Rome before Justinian, the
emperor of the Eastern Roman Empire, regained control of Rome in 554 AD in what became known as the
Imperial Restoration. The deadly wound to the Roman Empire was thus healed. It was to continue for 42
prophetic months or 1260 days. Using the day for a year principle (Numbers 14:34, Ezekiel 4:6) this would
be 1260 years.
Various resurrections of the Roman Empire continued for centuries. The empire of Napoleon, who was
crowned as a Holy Roman Emperor, collapsed in 1814 - 1260 years after 554 AD. This marked the end of
an era. Willis West wrote of Napoleon‘s empire saying ―so closed a government that dated from Augustus
Caesar‖ (Modern History: Europe from Charlemagne to the Present Time, p.377).
This prophecy may be dual and refer to the end-time revival of the Roman Empire. Some near fatal wound
may strike it from which it will be healed. This could be a great economic collapse such as happened in
1930‘s when the Germans traded freedom from security and elected Hitler. Alternatively it could be a fatal
wound to the leader of this Beast power who might be healed supernaturally by the false prophet.
In Revelation 17 we read of another beast. The Apostle John in his
vision wrote: ―And I saw a woman sitting on a scarlet beast which was
full of names of blasphemy, having seven heads and ten horns. The
woman was arrayed in purple and scarlet, and adorned with gold and
precious stones and pearls, having in her hand a golden cup full of
abominations and the filthiness of her fornication. And on her forehead
a name was written: MYSTERY, BABYLON THE GREAT, THE
MOTHER OF HARLOTS AND OF THE ABOMINATIONS OF THE
EARTH. I saw the woman, drunk with the blood of the saints and with
the blood of the martyrs of Jesus. And when I saw her, I marveled with
great amazement…
―The seven heads are seven mountains on which the woman sits (Rome is known as the city of seven
hills). There are also seven kings (or kingdoms). Five have fallen, one is, and the other has not yet
come. And when he comes, he must continue a short time. And the beast that was, and is not, is himself
also the eighth (the original Roman Empire plus seven revivals), and is of the seven, and is going to
perdition.
―The ten horns which you saw are ten kings who have received no kingdom as yet, but they receive
authority for one hour as kings with the beast. These are of one mind, and they will give their power
and authority to the beast. These will make war with the Lamb, and the Lamb will overcome them‖
(Revelation 17:3-6, 9-14).
The 7 heads are 7 kingdoms and it is said of those that ―5 have fallen, 1 is and 1 is yet to come.‖
These are 7 successive revivals of the Roman Empire that rise and fall after the original Roman
Empire.
The 10 horns of the beast of Revelation 17 represent the same thing as the 10 toes of Daniel 2 – 10
rulers and/or nations that give their power to a great end-time ruler over the final revival of the
Roman Empire that will be based in Europe. They will make war with Jesus Christ at His return and
be defeated by Him.
Now what about the 10 horns of the 4th beast of Daniel 7? Do they represent successive revivals of the
Roman Empire or do they represent the ten rulers and nations that form the last revival of the Roman
Empire during the Great Tribulation?
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In Revelation 17:3-5 we read about a rich woman – a great harlot clothed in scarlet and purple called
―Mystery, Babylon the great, the mother of harlots and of the abominations of the earth‖ who is responsible
for the death of a great number of true christians. A woman is a symbol of a church (2 Corinthians 11:2,
Rev. 19:7, Ephesians 5:22-27). The great harlot is a false church who rides or controls this beast. The
great Roman Church has dominated all the revivals of the Roman Empire since the Imperial Restoration of
Justinian in 554 AD.
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We know that the 10 horns of the beast of Revelation 17 are the 10 kings or nations that shall form the last
revival of the Roman Empire. Daniel 7 isn‘t quite so clear about what the 10 horns are on the 4th wild beast
that was more terrible than the other 3 (Babylon, Persia and Greece). By comparing the facts of history with
the clues given in Daniel 7 about the little horn that came up amongst the 10 horns we have strong
evidence that these 10 horns are 10 successive revivals of the original Roman Empire.
―I was considering the horns, and there was another horn, a little one, coming up among them, before
whom three of the first horns were plucked out by the roots… I wished to know the truth about the fourth
beast, and the ten horns that were on its head, and the other horn which came up, before which three fell,
namely, that horn which had eyes and a mouth which spoke pompous words… The ten horns are ten kings
who shall arise from this kingdom. And another shall rise after them; he shall be different from the first
ones, and shall subdue three kings. He shall speak pompous words against the Most High, shall persecute
the saints of the Most High, and shall intend to change times and law‖ (Daniel 7:8, 19-20, 24-25).
Comparing these verses against Revelation 17 it is easy to see that this little horn is the false church – the
great harlot who persecuted God‘s people. It talks about this little horn intending to change times and law.
This it did by changing from the Sabbath to worshipping on Sunday.
The little horn subdued the first 3 of the 10 kings / kingdoms. Before the Imperial Restoration in 554 AD
there were 3 foreign barbarian kingdoms that ruled Rome – the Vandals, the Heruli and the Ostrogoths.
These 3 foreign barbarian kingdoms believed in a form of Arianism which differed from the Catholic
Church‘s view of God as a trinity. Because of this difference of belief they were successively driven out of
Rome at the behest of the papacy. After those 3 barbarian kingdoms there have been, as best as we can
tell, 6 more so far that have included Rome in its territory with 1 yet to come.
This comparison of history with these clues about the little horn show us that the 10 horns of the
4th beast of Daniel 7 are proably 10 successive revivals of the Roman Empire up to the return of
Jesus Christ. Now because the beast of Revelation 13 is a composite of the 4 beasts of Daniel 7 this
probably means that the 10 horns of the beast of Revelation 13 also represent 10 successive
revivals of the Roman Empire up to Christ‘s return.
We have seen that the meaning of the 7 heads and 10 horns of the beast of Revelation 17 appear to be
different from those of the beast of Revelation 13. The 7 heads of the beast of Revelation 17 represent
the last 7 of those 10 revivals of the Roman Empire – those revivals controlled by the Catholic Church.
―[They] are also seven kings. Five have fallen, one is, and the other has not yet come‖ (Rev. 17:10).
We can see by this verse that the Apostle John in his vision is at the point of time of
the second last revival of the Roman Empire which we know from history was the
time of Hitler and Mussolini during World War 2. It was around this point in time that
Herbert W. Armstrong came to understand these prophecies about the beast. This
revealing of the understanding of these prophecies was foretold in the book of
Daniel where we read in Daniel 12:4: ―But you, Daniel, shut up the words, and seal
the book until the time of the end; many shall run to and fro, and knowledge shall
increase.‖
The 10 horns of the beast of Revelation 17 represent the same thing as the 10 toes
of Daniel 2 – 10 rulers and/or nations that give their power to a great end-time ruler
over the final revival of the Roman Empire that will be based in Europe.
This final great revival of the Roman Empire based in Europe will be a great political
and military power that will work hand-in-hand with the great false church which will
be led by a great false prophet (Revelation 20:10) who, through Satan‘s power, will
be given the ability to perform great miracles (2 Thessalonians 2:3-10) and
encourage people to follow the beast – the government of the coming United
Europe. It will be a union of both church and state like the Holy Roman Empire of
the Middle Ages.
―Responding to…growing socio-economic and political crises, a great charismatic leader will ultimately
arise in Europe. As the Bible has shown us, he will secure a church-state alliance that will offer peace,
security and prosperity to a desperate world. Ten European leaders, representing the end-time successors
to both the eastern and western legs of the Roman Empire, will temporarily unite and lend their power to
this future leader. For when people become genuinely frightened about their future, they are apt to trade
freedom for security - just as many Germans did in the 1930‘s‖ (The Beast of Revelation – Myth, Metaphor
or Reality, p.52-53).
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Revelation 13:7-8 says the following about the coming beast power: ―And it was given to it to war with the
saints and to overcome them. And authority was given to it over every tribe and tongue and nation. And
ALL dwelling on the earth will worship it, those whose names have not been written in the Book of Life of
the Lamb slain, from the foundation of the world.‖
Notice here how it says ―all― dwelling on earth will worship the beast. A misunderstanding of the use of the
word ―all‖ here has led most mainstream evangelical churches to believe that the beast is a coming one
world government led by a globalist elite such as American and Jewish bankers or a coming new world
order.
So is the ―all‖ who worship the beast just the ―all‖ within its vast realm or all nations of a one world
government led by a globalist elite? When we compare other Bible passages we see it is the former not the
latter.
A few chapters back in Revelation 9 we see one power bloc going up against another great power bloc
that has a 200 million man army. In Daniel 11:40-45 at the time of the end a King of the North, after being
provoked, defeats the King of the South as it invades the Middle East and then is troubled by another
power to the north and east which it goes out to fight. Someone might argue that this might be civil war
within the one world government yet Christ‘s words in His Olivet prophecy say the opposite. In Matthew
24:7 He said of the end time leading up to His return: ―For nation will rise against nation, and kingdom
against kingdom.‖
We see here sovereign nations and kingdoms fighting each other. While there are indeed globalists
pushing their agenda on this world, the beast is NOT some one world government but an end-time
revival of the Roman Empire which we see the foundations of being laid today in Europe.
The builders of the European Union quite openly use the iconography of
Babylon and the woman riding the beast that features in the book of
Revelation.
The European Union parliament building in Strasbourg was deliberately designed
to mimic the unfinished Tower of Babel in Brughel‘s famous medieval painting of
Nimrod‘s tower of defiance against God that God struck down in Genesis 11.
In front of the Council of Europe building in Brussels is a statue
which shows a woman riding a beast similar to the beast being
ridden by the fallen woman called Mystery Babylon the Great
described in Revelation 17.
The continent of Europe got its name from the goddess Europa. In
Greek legend Europa was a beautiful Phoenician goddess who
caught the eye of Zeus, the king of the Greek gods, who
transformed himself into a tame white bull, sat at her feet and once
she got on, ran to the sea, swam with her to Crete and raped her.
Another example of the European Union quite openly using the iconography of
the woman riding the beast is one of several designs in circulation for the 2 euro
coin where Europa is riding a bull.
Early christians reading about the woman riding the beast in Revelation 17
would have immediately connected that imagery in Revelation with the
myth of Europa being abducted by Zeus and would have thought of Europe.
Also, they would have immediately connected Rome with Babylon as it says in Revelation 17:9 that
"Mystery Babylon" sits on seven hills just like Rome, unlike Babylon in Mesopotamia which was
built on a plain.
Many scholars believe the seat of Satan referred to in Revelation 2:12-13 is the Temple of Zeus that was
transported by archaeologists to the Pergamon Museum in Germany which also has the famous Ishtar
Gate, the main gate that led into Babylon. Like the Ishtar Gate, it is not a copy, but a reconstruction using
the original bricks that formed the gate. Perhaps it is more than coincidence that both of these are now in
Germany.
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Another key to understanding the prophecies of the Bible is to recognize some of the other names that are
used for this final revival of the Roman Empire. It is also called by the name of Babylon in many
prophecies.
From the days of Nimrod and the Tower of Babel the name Babylon has come to signify man‘s political,
economic and religious system apart from God. The word ―Babylon‖ means confusion.
It is Satan‘s counterfeit system of God‘s government and kingdom promising unity, security and prosperity.
The political, economic and religious system that started with Babylon (the head of the image guiding
civilization‘s thoughts and actions) did not end with the fall of Babylon. It has continued through all the
empires that followed it and will continue with the authoritarian government of this final revival of the
Roman Empire.
The name ―Babylon‖ is used synonymously for both the great false church and the city from which she
rules (the Vatican inside Rome) as well as the United Europe. The great false church is called ―MYSTERY,
BABYLON THE GREAT, THE MOTHER OF HARLOTS AND OF THE ABOMINATIONS OF THE EARTH‖
(Revelation 17:5). She is a mother church – her daughters being the Protestant churches that sprang from
her keeping the same pagan festivals and teaching the same false doctrines. She has been a harlot
committing fornication with the kings of the earth (Revelation 18:9). God‘s people are not to be directly
involved with this world‘s politics (John 18:36). This great false church has corrupted itself controlling the
nations of Europe and becoming a political machine.
Babylon is also the political and economic system based in Europe. In Revelation 18:9-11 after God
destroys this system we read: ―The kings of the earth who committed fornication and lived luxuriously with
her will weep and lament for her, when they see the smoke of her burning, standing at a distance for fear of
her torment, saying, ‗Alas, alas, that great city Babylon, that mighty city! For in one hour your judgment has
come.‘ And the merchants of the earth will weep and mourn over her, for no one buys their merchandise
anymore.‖
Another name that is used in the Bible for this coming United Europe is Assyria. The Assyrians were a
great empire that ruled the Middle East before Nebuchadnezzar and the Babylonian empire. The ethnic
people who dominated this empire migrated into central Europe and became the people we know as the
Germans today.
In Isaiah 10:5-6 God says: ―Woe to Assyria, the rod of My anger and the staff in whose hand is My
indignation. I will send him against an ungodly nation, and against the people of My wrath.‖ The prophecies
of the Bible indicate that the German people will dominate this coming United Europe as they did during the
days of the Holy Roman Empire and during the last revival when Hitler conquered much of Europe.

3] What is the Image, the Mark and the Number of the Beast?
In Revelation 13 not only do we read about a great empire called the Beast but we also read about
another beast and then we read about an image of the beast, a mark of the beast and the number of the
beast. What are these mysterious symbols?
In Revelation 13:11-14 we read: ―Then I saw another beast coming up out of the earth, and he had two
horns like a lamb and spoke like a dragon. And he exercises all the authority of the first beast in his
presence, and causes the earth and those who dwell in it to worship the first beast, whose deadly
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wound was healed. He performs great signs, so that he even makes fire come down from heaven on the
earth in the sight of men. And he deceives those who dwell on the earth by those signs which he was
granted to do in the sight of the beast, telling those who dwell on the earth to make an image to the beast
who was wounded by the sword and lived.‖
This other beast was like a lamb but spoke like a dragon. Now a lamb is a
symbol of Christ (1 Corinthians 5:7) and a dragon is a symbol of Satan
(Revelation 12:9). This beast pretends to be christian but it is guided by the
Devil. This second beast is the same great false church represented by the
great harlot of Revelation 17 who controlled the revivals of the Roman Empire
and the little horn of Daniel 7 who persecuted the saints of God (Daniel 7:25).
It has two horns, a horn being a symbol of a king or kingdom (Daniel 7:20-21). Some feel this may the dual
church-state nature of the false church. Alternately, it could represent the western Catholic and eastern
Orthodox branches if the two were to merge in the future.
The image of the beast we can see from history was the governmental structure of the Roman Empire that
the Catholic Church structured itself after. Will Durant writes the following showing how the Catholic Church
structured itself in the pattern or image of the Roman Empire:
―As Judea had given Christianity ethics, and Greece had given it theology, so now Rome gave it
organization…The Roman gift was above all a vast framework of government, which, as secular
authority failed, became the structure of ecclesiastical rule…The Roman Church followed in the
footsteps of the Roman state‖ (The Story of Civilization, vol.3, p.575, 618-619).
In Revelation 13:15-17 we read: "He was granted power to give breath to the image of the beast, that the
image of the beast should both speak and cause as many as would not worship the image of the beast to
be killed. He causes all, both small and great, rich and poor, free and slave, to receive a mark on their right
hand or on their foreheads, and that no one may buy or sell except one who has the mark or the name
of the beast, or the number of his name.‖
We see here people worshipping the first beast and the image of the beast. We have seen this already in
history with Rome and the many revivals of Rome over the past 2 000 years. We have seen emperor
worship, church-backed complete obedience to the Holy Roman Empire to the total allegiance to the state
under the banner of Fascism and Nazism in World War II. The CGCF Bible Reading Program says the
following about Revelation 13:
"A careful reading shows that this second beast, a worldly religious power, existed before the creation of
the 'image', but it only obtained the power of the first beast with that image. Historically, the Roman imperial
Church copied the governmental system of the Roman Empire as it was administered over the Empire‘s
territory...
―Notice what historian Will Durant says in The Age of Faith, volume 4 of his renowned work, The Story of
Civilization, about the Code of Justinian: 'This Code…acknowledged the ecclesiastical leadership of the
Roman Church, and ordered all Christian groups to submit to her authority…Relapsed heretics were to be
put to death; Donatists, Montanists, Monophysites, and other dissenters were to suffer confiscation of their
goods, and were declared incompetent to buy or sell, to inherit or bequeath; they were excluded from
public office, forbidden to meet, and disqualified from suing orthodox Christians for debt'(1950, p.112)".
Notice the penalties for not submitting to the authority of the Roman Church included not being
able to buy or sell!
Worshipping the beast or the image of the beast is where people adore and obey them over God and His
law. It is breaking the first commandment. One specific example of this historically where true christians
were persecuted for not conforming was Sunday keeping, that is, worshipping on the Roman day of the
Sun rather than keeping God‘s sabbath. In 363 A.D. the Council of Laodicea declared:
Christians must not judaize by resting on the Sabbath, but must work on that day, rather honouring the
Lord's Day; and, if they can, resting then as Christians. But if any shall be found to be judaizers, let them be
anathema from Christ (Canon XXIX, The Complete Canons Of The Synod Of Laodicea In Phrygia
Pacatiana).
Most evangelicals see the mark of the beast as a physical mark but let‘s notice what the Bible has to say
about God‘s laws over in Deuteronomy 11:18:
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"Therefore you shall lay up these my words in your hearts and in your souls, and bind them for a sign upon
your hand, so that they may be as frontlets between your eyes."
Symbolically God‘s law is a sign or mark in our foreheads representing what we believe and a sign on our
hands that represents what we obey by our deeds. Summarising what we have seen so far in Revelation
13, notice carefully these 4 key criteria that Revelation tells us about the mark of the beast:
1) "He" - the great false church - "caused" all to receive the mark. It is the church - not the civil government,
which forces this brand on people.
2) It is the same power which CAUSED the martyrdom of saints.
3) It brands on the people the mark of the "beast" - that is the mark of the Roman Empire, NOT the mark of the
church.
4) This mark is plainly a mark of disobedience because true christians will be martyred for not receiving the
mark and the plagues of God will be directed on those who take on the mark of the beast (Revelation 14:9-11,
20:4).
The idea that the mark of the beast is some sort of microchip or physical mark fails to meet the first
criteria because it is the church NOT the government which causes people to receive the mark. A
microchip or some physical mark would be forced onto people by the government not the church.
The inevitable conclusion is that the mark is something of a religious nature because it is forced onto people
by the great false church and that it originated with the Roman Empire, not the church, which a cunning devil
would seize upon as a means of cleverly deceiving people into breaking one of God's commandments and it
involves a direct connection with holding a job - engaging in business - earning a living.
So the mark is that of the Roman Empire, which a great false church shall cause the Western world to receive.
This mark is plainly a mark of disobedience because true christians will be martyred for not receiving the mark
(Revelation 14:9-10, 20:4).
Worshipping the beast (Revelation 13:12) and Sunday keeping, counterfeits of the 1st and 4th
commandments, both fit these criteria.
We saw before how Sunday-keeping historically was part of the greater sin of idolatry called worshipping
the beast and its image where obedience to the Roman church-state power was put above God and His laws.
Where did Sunday keeping originate? Not with the Catholic Church but with
the pagan religion of the Roman Empire. It is the day that the ancient
pagans assembled at sunrise to worship the sun. And it was Constantine, a
Roman Emperor, not a pope who made Sunday the official so-called
Christian day of rest.
The Catholic Church itself has said: ―Sunday is our MARK of authority. The
church is above the Bible, and this transference of sabbath observance is
proof of that fact‖ (The Catholic Record, Sept. 1, 1923).
The true Sabbath is a mark or identifying sign between us and God that we are His people (Exodus 31:12-17)
and it is also like the mark of the beast as it is received on the forehead signifying accepting it mentally and on
the hand signifying obedience by work or rest (Exodus 13:9, Deuteronomy 6:1, 8, 11:18).
After the Council of Laodicea in 363 AD people were not only forbidden to work on Sunday but also had to
work on the Sabbath. Laws became so strict that no man could not hold a job or engage in business, unless he
worked on Saturday and rested on Sunday. The church branded anyone who kept the Sabbath as a heretic, to
which they were tortured by the Roman state police until they died if they didn't recant. The great false church
caused the martyrdom of great numbers of God's people in such a way and such a martyrdom is prophesied to
happen yet again (Revelation 6:9-10, 20:4)!
Refusing to be a Sunday-keeper as well as anyone not being in step with the Roman church-state system in
the past (not worshipping the beast or image of the beast) were branded as heretics and were forbidden to
engage in business. Duality is another key to understanding prophecy. What has happened will happen again.
History often has a habit of repeating itself (Ecclesiastes 1:10-11, Isaiah 41:22).
The mark of the beast will probably be accompanied by a physical apparatus to enable identification of those
who can and cannot do business. The physical apparutus is NOT the mark of the beast. It is no more a sin
than holding a passport. A physical means of prohibiting business to the faithful may possibly be the revoking
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of electronic banking privileges to anyone who keeps the Sabbath or keeps the those doctrines of the Bible
which differ from mainstream Christianity.
In Revelation 13:18 we read: ―Here is wisdom. Let him who has understanding calculate the number of the
beast, for it is the number of a man: His number is 666." This is the only place in the Bible which talks about
this number. What is this mysterious number and how is it both the number of the beast and the number of a
man? John Ogwyn writes the following explaining this mysterious number:
―Before Arabic numerals became accepted in the Western world in the 13th century, letters of the alphabet
doubled as numerals. Most of us are familiar with Roman numerals, where the letters of the Latin alphabet
have numeric value. In this system 1 = 1, V = 5, X = 10 and so on. Hebrew and Greek, the languages in
which the Bible was primarily written, both used similar systems. In such languages, any name could have
numeric value by converting each of its letters to the number it represented and then adding them all
together.
―That brings us to the earliest proposed solution to the meaning of 666. It is a tradition attributed to
Polycarp - disciple of the same Apostle John who wrote Revelation - preserved in the second-century
writings of Irenaeus. The number 666 is ‗contained in the Greek letters of Lateinos‘ (Jamieson, Fausset and
Brown, Commentary on the Whole Bible). [L=30, A=1, T=300, E=5, I=10, N=50, O=70, S=200] This fits
well. Revelation was written in Greek to Greek-speaking churches in Asia Minor - and Lateinos is a Greek
term meaning ‗Latin man‘ or ‗Roman‘. This is certainly the name of the Beast for ‗Roman‘ is the name of the
empire itself as well as every citizen of it…
―The founder of ancient Rome was Romulus, from whose name ‗Rome‘ and ‗Roman‘ are derived…The
Latin name Romulus is written in Hebrew as Romitth. In the Hebrew language this too adds up to 666.
Thus, in both Greek and Hebrew, the two main languages of the Bible, the number 666 is stamped all over
the Roman Empire‖ (The Beast of Revelation – Myth, Metaphor or Reality, p.52-53).

4] What are the major battles that will occur during the Great Tribulation?
Now that we have set the scene and explained who the beast power is, how does the Great Tribulation
actually begin? What triggers it off?
We saw before that the key to understanding the order of events that will occur at this time is by
understanding the Books of Daniel and Revelation which, for the most part, have their prophecies in a
chronological order.
In Daniel 11 we find the longest prophecy or collection of prophecies in the Bible. This series of prophecies
describes the course of history from the time of Daniel to the time of Jesus Christ‘s second coming. They
cover some 2500 years of history of events to occur in the Middle East. Towards the end of the prophecy it
gives a broad outline of the events that will occur during the Great Tribulation which lead up to the return of
Jesus Christ.
The prophecies show events to occur involving two powers called ―the King of the North‖ and ―the King of
the South‖ due to their geographical location in relation to the land of Israel or Palestine. When the Greek
empire was divided amongst Alexander the Great‘s four generals, the King of the North became the ruler of
the Seleucid kingdom that controlled Syria and the land north of Palestine. The original King of the South
was the ruler of the Ptolemaic kingdom that controlled Egypt. In time Rome conquered these lands and
became the new King of the North.
1] Europe conquers the Middle East.
The end-time revival of the Roman Empire – the coming United Europe – is the King of the North during the
Great Tribulation. Obviously the King of the South will be based south of Israel to be given that title. Egypt
is specifically mentioned (Daniel 11:42-43) as one of the many conquered nations so this power could be
Egypt but it could also be a much wider power.
Some possibilities include a single Islamic caliphate, a confederation of separate Arab nations or a
confederation of Islamic terrorist groups transcending national borders. The use of the word king implies a
ruler with sovereignty but it may not have to be interpreted quite so strictly which might allow for the last
possibility. There are several possibilities for the identity of the king of the South which we‘ll need to wait
and see which one it turns out to be.
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One passage that has been used in relation to the identity of the King of the South is Psalm 83 which
speaks of a number of Arab and other Middle East peoples in conspiracy with Assyria to destroy Israel.
Anciently that verse was fulfilled in David‘s day in 1 Chronicles 19 when the Mesopotamians provided
around 32 000 chariots to assist Ammon in its rebellion against David which quickly involved many other
nations in which Israel with God‘s help prevailed. There is a question mark over Psalm 83 being a future
prophecy because in Psalm 83 the Assyrians are allied with the Arabs while in Daniel 11 they are fighting
each other. Let‘s now read about how the Great Tribulation is triggered off.
In Daniel 11:40-43 we read: ―At the time of the end the king of the South
shall attack [or push, KJV] him; and the king of the North shall come against
him like a whirlwind, with chariots, horsemen, and with many ships; and he
shall enter the countries, overwhelm them, and pass through. He shall also
enter the Glorious Land, and many countries shall be overthrown; but these
shall escape from his hand: Edom, Moab, and the prominent people of
Ammon. He shall stretch out his hand against the countries, and the land of
Egypt shall not escape. He shall have power over the treasures of gold and
silver, and over all the precious things of Egypt; also the Libyans and
Ethiopians shall follow at his heels.‖
An Arab power known as the King of the South at the end of Daniel 11 will push or attack this power for
whatever reason. This war begins with this United Europe sweeping through the Middle East and invading
many countries including Israel. Like the Germans in World War 2 it will be blitzkrieg or ―lightning war‖. In
this prophecy, the geographic areas of Edom, Moab and Ammon refer to modern-day Jordan and the
Palestinians, who have close ties with Europe and will be allowed to be independent after Europe‘s Middle
East invasion. Egypt, Libya and Ethiopia will be conquered and occupied by European forces (Dan. 11:4243). Keith Stump makes these comments about this passage:
―Why will Europe feel compelled to intervene in the Middle East? Here prophecy is silent. Europe's ire
might well be precipitated by a sudden cut-off of vital oil supplies—the industrial lifeblood of the Continent.
Or it might be triggered by some sort of jihad—'holy war‘—waged against the West by Muslim
fundamentalists. Or possibly European forces will intervene in the Middle East under the pretext of
‗peacekeeping‘—in an attempt to end escalating regional hostilities before they spiral out of control.
Whatever the provocation, prophecy reveals that Europe will act swiftly to protect its interests—dispatching
troops into the Middle East!
―The European power—this king of the north or Beast—will occupy both
the state of Israel and some of her Arab neighbours, according to this
clear prophecy of Daniel. Europe will attempt to impose peace on the
war-torn Middle East—by force of arms! The Beast will seek to do what
diplomats and statesmen have failed to do. In some quarters, the Beast
might even be welcomed as a kind of saviour!‖ (The Middle East in
Prophecy, p.33).
‖[The] end-time king of the South will rise up to defy the West, striking out against the king of the North.
Whoever the end-time king of the South might be—whether a popular figure similar to Osama bin Laden, a
political leader as were Gamal Abdel Nasser and Saddam Hussein, or a religious figure such as the
Ayatollah Khomeini or the prophesied mahdi to come—someone will engage in this final conflict against the
West—possibly in yet another attempt to bring about long-sought Arab and Islamic unity. He will unwittingly
set in motion a cascade of events that will lead to unimaginable carnage before Jesus Christ intervenes to
put a stop to it…
―What is evident, however, is that this end-time leader from the south will attack the north in such a way as
to warrant a major military invasion of the Middle East. Considering the ways Islamic extremists have
attacked the Western powers in recent years, something like a series of major terror attacks against
European targets could be the ‗push‘ referred to here‖ (The Middle East in Bible Prophecy, p.29).
There is a left wing globalist elite who are desperately trying to bring about a one world government and be
able to control it financially. They are actively promoting heavy multiculturalism and interracial marriage in
the media as a means of destroying nationalism which is in opposition to the one world order they wish to
control.
The enormous volume of Muslim migrants that have been pouring into Europe following the Syrian crisis
created by ISIS is facing a right wing backlash as the left wing multicultural push becomes more and more
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brazen. This right wing backlash may well lead to the rise of the beast power in opposition to the left wing
globalist agenda which grossly minimises the threat posed by Muslim immigration into Europe.
This prophecy of Daniel 11:40-43 shows that when Europe does conquer the Middle East it will continue
on and conquer Libya. This will partly be for strategic purposes. The Roman Empire did a similar thing by
conquering North Africa and maintaining control over the whole Mediterranean coastline and sea. By
conquering Ethiopia and possibly Arabia this European power will also be able to control all of the Red
Sea. Prophecy is silent as to whether or not it continues on from Ethiopia and conquers more of Africa later
on in this final world war.
The prophecy mentions that the people of Edom, Moab and Ammon who live mostly in Jordan will be
spared. An interesting prophecy in connection to this is Zechariah 14:1-2 which says that about half of the
city of Jerusalem will be taken captive at this time. One might ask why is only half of the city taken captive?
The old city of Jerusalem is the part of
Jerusalem that it is the religious heart
of the city. The old city is surrounded
by walls that were last re-built around
the 1500‘s. It is roughly square and is
only about one square mile in size.
Outside are the new suburbs and main
business centre of the city. It is the old
city containing the buildings of
religious significance such as the
Dome of the Rock and the Wailing
Wall that is argued over by the Jews
and Arabs.
It is divided into four quarters. The Christian quarter (NW) contains sites such as the Church of the Holy
Sepulchre where the Catholics erroneously believe Christ was crucified and buried. Then there is the
Armenian quarter (SW), the Jewish quarter (SE) where the Wailing Wall is, and the Arab Quarter (NE)
where the Dome of the Rock is.
In 1948 Palestine was split into two by the United Nations. The western half of
Palestine was given to the Jews to control. The eastern half of Palestine
(including the area known as the West Bank [of the Jordan River]) and
Jerusalem became a part of Jordan. After the war of Independence the
western suburbs of Jerusalem came under Jewish control though the old city
was controlled by Jordan.
The Arabs were never happy with the U.N. agreement and fought to destroy
the Jews in their land. After threatening events by Egypt, Israel launched a preemptive strive in 1967 (the Six Day War) and when Jordan retaliated, Israel
counterattacked and took over the West Bank, Golan Heights and control over
all of the old city of Jerusalem. The Jews currently (and mistakenly) believe
that the Temple of Solomon‘s day was on the Temple Mount where the Dome
of the Rock is. Many of the Jews have wanted to pray on the Temple Mount
where the Dome of the Rock is but the Israeli government holds its own people
back from doing so in order not to incite the Arabs into another war.
Currently the old city is fully controlled by Israel yet Zechariah says only half of the city will be taken
captive. Europe and the Vatican are much more sympathetic to the cause of the Palestinians who want
complete control of part of Palestine than they are to Israel‘s cause. Europe is mainly interested in the
Christian and Armenian quarters and may give control of the Arab and Jewish quarters over to the
Palestinians if they don‘t win it through negotiation before the Great Tribulation.
In ―The Middle East in Bible Prophecy‖ Melvin Rhodes writes:
―What is evident, however, is that this end-time leader from the south will attack the north in such a way as
to warrant a major military invasion of the Middle East. Considering the ways Islamic extremists have
attacked the Western powers in recent years, something like a series of major terror attacks against
European targets could be the ‗push‘ referred to here‖ (The Middle East in Bible Prophecy, p. 29).
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The United Europe will feel justified in taking over the Middle East to neutralize the terrorist threat once and
for all. Europe will conquer the Middle East but will leave the Jordanians (Ammon, Moab, Edom) alone and
maybe the Palestinians (Edom) as well.
Related to this first major battle of Europe conquering the Middle East are a couple of specific prophecies
referred to as the abomination of desolation and the 70 weeks prophecy which I‘d like to spend a little bit of
time discussing here.
The Abomination of Desolation
In Matthew 24 Jesus Christ gave a long prophecy detailing events that would
occur leading up to His return. In this chapter he spoke of something called
the abomination of desolation. He said:
―Then Jesus went out and departed from the temple, and His disciples came
up to show Him the buildings of the temple. And Jesus said to them, ‗Do you
not see all these things? Assuredly, I say to you, not one stone shall be left
here upon another, that shall not be thrown down.‘ Now as He sat on the
Mount of Olives, the disciples came to Him privately, saying, ‗Tell us, when
will these things be? And what will be the sign of Your coming, and of the end
of the age?‘…
―Therefore when you see the ‗abomination of desolation,‘ spoken of by Daniel the prophet, standing in the
holy place (whoever reads, let him understand), then let those who are in Judea flee to the mountains. Let
him who is on the housetop not go down to take anything out of his house. And let him who is in the field
not go back to get his clothes. But woe to those who are pregnant and to those who are nursing babies in
those days! And pray that your flight may not be in winter or on the Sabbath. For then there will be great
tribulation, such as has not been since the beginning of the world until this time, no, nor ever shall be‖
(Matthew 24:1-3, 15-22).
The prophecies that He spoke were dual and answered two different questions that the disciples had asked
Him. The first question was ―When will these things be?‖, referring to the destruction of the temple where
one stone would not be left on top of one another. This occurred in 70 AD when the Romans destroyed the
city of Jerusalem and the Temple that was standing in Jesus‘ day. The second question was ―What will be
the sign of Your coming, and of the end of the age?‖ The disciples expected the Kingdom of God would
come in their lifetime.
Jesus spoke of ―the ‗abomination of desolation,‘ spoken of by Daniel the prophet, standing in the holy
place‖. We read of this in Daniel 11:31: ―And forces shall be mustered by him, and they shall defile the
sanctuary fortress; then they shall take away the daily sacrifices, and place there the abomination of
desolation.‖
According to the UCG booklet ―Is the Bible True?‖:
―This refers to the momentous events of Dec. 16, 168 B.C., when a crazed [Antiochus Epiphanes – Greek
ruler of Syria] entered Jerusalem and killed 80 000 men, women and children (2 Maccabees 5:11-14). He
then desecrated the temple by offering a sacrifice [swine or pig flesh] to a pagan god, Jupiter Olympus.
This outrage was a forerunner of a comparable event that Jesus Christ said would occur in the last days
(Matthew 24:15)‖.
Josephus wrote the following in Antiquities of the Jews (Book 12, Chapter 5, Verse 4):
―And when the king had built an idol altar upon God‘s altar, he slew swine upon it, and so offered a
sacrifice neither according to the law, nor the Jewish religious worship in that country. He also compelled
them to forsake the worship which they paid their own God.‖
1 Maccabees 1:54 called the idol of Zeus ―a desolating sacrilege on the altar.‖
Daniel 11:31 says that:
1] The sanctuary is defiled
2] The daily sacrifice taken away and
3] Placed there is the abomination of desolation.
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In the days of Antiochus Epiphanes after the Temple was defiled and the daily sacrifices were taken away it
was an idol of Zeus that was placed or set up there. The idol that was set up is what is referred to as the
abomination NOT the forces or army that caused destruction to the Temple and Jerusalem. Josephus tells
us the following:
"He [Antiochus] also spoiled the temple, and put a stop to the constant practice of offering a daily sacrifice
of expiation for 3 years and 6 months" (Wars of the Jews, Book 1, Chapter 1, Verse 1).
This 3 years and 6 months equates to about 1270 days and is the time that the daily sacrifices were
stopped for. This period differs from the 1290 days noted in Daniel 12:11 in relation to the stopping of
sacrifices and the setting up of the abomination of desolation.
Another ―abomination of desolation‖ appears to have occurred in 70 AD when the Romans destroyed
Jerusalem and the Temple that stood in Jesus‘ day.
In Wars of the Jews (Book 6, Chapter 6, Verse 1) Josephus records: "And now the Romans, upon the flight
of the seditious into the city, and upon the burning of the holy house itself, and of all the buildings round
about it, brought their ensigns to the temple and set them over against its eastern gate; and there
did they offer sacrifices to them".
We will shortly look closely at Daniel‘s prophecies relating to the abomination of desolation. They appear to
indicate that there will be another end-time fulfillment as well.
That said, Jesus does appear to be specifically referring to the destruction of Jerusalem in 70 AD when He
speaks of the abomination of desolation. Jesus says in Matthew 24:15-18: ―Therefore when you see the
abomination of desolation, spoken of by Daniel the prophet, stand in the holy place (whoever reads, let him
understand). Then let those in Judea flee into the mountains. Let him on the housetop not come down to
take anything out of his house; nor let him in the field turn back to take his clothes.‖
By the use of the word then Jesus connects the abomination He is specifically referring to with the flight of
people in Judea. In the parallel account in Luke speaking of the same events where He tells people to flee
we read: ―And when you see Jerusalem compassed with armies, then know that its destruction has
come. And let those in Judea flee to the mountains. And those in its midst, let them go out. And those in the
open spaces, let them not go into her.‖
Jesus is not referring to an end-time abomination of desolation here as He speaks of Jerusalem‘s
destruction. In the Great Tribulation Jerusalem would be taken captive NOT destroyed (Revelation
11:2).
What evidence do we have for an end-time fulfillment of the prophecies relating to the abomination of
desolation?
The first place that the abomination of desolation is mentioned is in Daniel 8.
―And as I was watching, behold, a he-goat came from the west, over the face of the all earth, and did not
touch the ground. And the he goat had an outstanding horn between his eyes…Then the he-goat became
very great. And when he was strong, the great horn was broken. And in its place came up four outstanding
ones towards the four winds of the heavens.
―And out of one of them came forth a little horn, which became very great, toward the south and toward the
east and toward the bountiful land. And it became great, even to the host of heaven. And it made fall some
of the host and of the stars to the ground, and trampled them.
―Yes, he magnified himself, even to the ruler of the host, and the daily sacrifice was taken away by him,
and the place of his sanctuary was cast down. And an army was given to him against the daily sacrifice
because of transgression, and it cast the truth to the ground. And it worked and succeeded.
―Then I heard a certain holy one speaking, and another holy one said to that one who spoke, Until when
shall the vision last, concerning the daily sacrifice and the transgression that astounds, to give both the
sanctuary and the host to be trampled? And he said to me, For 2 300 evenings and mornings. Then the
sanctuary shall be cleansed…
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―The he goat is the king of Greece. And the great horn between his eyes is the first king. And as for that
being broken, and four stood up in its place; four kingdoms shall stand up out of the nation, but not in its
power.
―And in the latter time of their kingdom, when the transgressors have come to the full, a king, fierce of
face, and skilled at intrigues, shall stand up. And his power shall be mighty, but not by his own power. And
he shall destroy marvelously, and shall prosper and work, and destroy the mighty and the holy people. And
also through his understanding, he shall cause deceit to succeed in his hand.
―And he shall magnify himself in his heart, and by peace shall destroy many. He also shall stand up
against the Prince of princes. But he shall be broken without a hand‖ (Daniel 8:5, 8-14, 22-25).
The he goat is the king of Greece and the great horn is its first king, Alexander the Great. After his
premature death the kingdom was split between his 4 generals.
A little horn then follows and it is he that causes the daily sacrifice to be taken away and place of the
sanctuary to be cast down. The latter time of their kingdom appears to indicate late in the Greek empire
that controlled the land of Israel right up until the time of Antiochus Epiphanes who stopped the daily
sacrifices and set up an idol of Zeus in the Temple in 168 BC. The Maccabees then drove out the Greeks
3 years later and cleansed the Temple, an event celebrated as Hannukah by the Jews today.
It seems a simple matter to interpret this prophecy of the daily sacrifice as just referring to the abomination
of desolation in the days of Antiochus Epiphanes.
That said, there is a very strong indication that the prophecy is dual because of what it says in Daniel 8:25
– ―He also shall stand up against the Prince of princes. But he shall be broken without a hand.‖
2 Maccabees 9:5-7 says the following about the death Antiochus Epiphanes: ―But the all-seeing Lord, the
God of Israel, struck him an incurable and unseen blow. As soon as he ceased speaking he was
seized with a pain in his bowels for which there was no relief and with sharp internal tortures - and that very
justly, for he had tortured the bowels of others with many and strange inflictions. Yet he did not in any way
stop his insolence, but was even more filled with arrogance, breathing fire in his rage against the Jews, and
giving orders to hasten the journey. And so it came about that he fell out of his chariot as it was rushing
along, and the fall was so hard as to torture every limb of his body.‖
The manner in which Antiochus Epiphanes died matches the prophecy of Daniel 8:25 of being broken
without a hand from anyone else. The part where it says he also shall stand up against the Princes of
princes could possibly be metaphorical of his defiance against God and His people or it could be literal.
If this is referring to a literal stand against the Prince of Princes (Jesus Christ) then it can only be an endtime event when Jesus Christ will return to this earth. It doesn‘t appear to refer to the events of 70 AD when
the Romans destroyed Jerusalem as General Titus later went on to become emperor.
Daniel 8:13-14 says: ―Until when shall the vision last, concerning the daily sacrifice and the transgression
that astounds, to give both the sanctuary and the host to be trampled? And he said to me, For 2 300
evenings and mornings. Then the sanctuary shall be cleansed.‖
That number of 2300 evenings and mornings is usually believed to be a reference to the evening and
morning sacrifices of which there were 2 each day. This would be 1150 days, as opposed to 2300 days if
so. What is this period referring to which differs from other periods of 1290 and 1335 days also mentioned
later in the book of Daniel?
The Expositor‘s Bible makes these comments on the events that appear to have fulfilled the prophecy of
the 2300 evenings and mornings:
―Turning now to the dates, we know that Judas the Maccabee cleansed (1 Mac 4:41-56, 2 Mac 10:1-5)
('justified' or 'vindicated', Dan 8:14) the Temple on Kisleu 25 (December 25th, B.C. 165). If we reckon back
2 300 full days from this date, it brings us to B.C. 171, in which Menelaus, who bribed Antiochus to appoint
him high priest, robbed the Temple of some of its treasures, and procured the murder of the high priest
Onias III.
―In this year [171 BC] Antiochus sacrificed a great sow on the altar of burnt offerings, and sprinkled
its broth over the sacred building. These crimes provoked the revolt of the Jews in which they killed
Lysimachus, governor of Syria, and brought on themselves a heavy retribution.
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―If we reckon back 2300 half-days, 1150 whole days, we must go back 3 years and 70 days, but we cannot
tell what exact event the writer had in mind as the starting-point of his calculations. The actual time which
elapsed from the final defilement of the Temple by Apollonius, the general of Antiochus, in B.C. 168, till its
re-purification was roughly 3 years. Perhaps, however - for all is uncertain - the writer reckoned from the
earliest steps taken, or contemplated, by Antiochus for the suppression of Judaism.
―The purification of the Temple did not end the time of persecution, which was to continue, first, for 140
days longer, and then 45 days more (Dan 12:11-12). It is clear from this that the writer reckoned the
beginning and the end of troubles from different epochs which we have no longer sufficient data to
discover.‖

The Expositor‘s commentary hints that the 1290 days of Daniel 12:11 may have been fulfilled at the time of
the first abomination of desolation, however, we simply do not have the data to prove it! This opens the
door for this prophecy to be fulfilled in the end time.
Going back to the 2300 evening and mornings, was this just fulfilled anciently or is there evidence for the
prophecy being dual with an end time fulfillment? We saw before how Antiochus Epiphanes‘ death fulfilled
the prophecy of being broken without a human hand. The part about standing up against the Prince of
Princes could be either metaphorical or it could be literal. If literal then that means there will be an end time
fulfillment.
There is something more definitive in this chapter pointing to an end time fulfillment. In Daniel 8:17 we
read: "So he came near beside my place. And when he came, I was afraid and fell on my face. But he said
to me, Understand, O son of man, for the vision is for the time of the end."
The term ―time of the end‖ is almost universally applied to the time before the second coming of Jesus
Christ to bring the Kingdom of God to this earth.
Daniel 8:13-14 says: ―Until when shall the vision last, concerning the daily sacrifice and the transgression
that astounds, to give both the sanctuary and the host to be trampled? And he said to me, For 2 300
evenings and mornings. Then the sanctuary shall be cleansed.‖
He asks when the vision was to come to an end regarding ―the daily sacrifice [being] taken away by him‖,
―the transgression that astounds‖ (most likely the setting up of an idol in the Temple) and ―the sanctuary
and the host [being] trampled‖ before being told the answer of 2300 evening and mornings.
This could refer to 2300 literal days or it could refer to 2300 evening and morning sacrifices (1150 days).
The Hebrew leans a little more to the latter.
What is the starting point for this? Is it the end time stopping of the sacrifices and abomination of desolation
(possibly 1290 days out from the return of Christ – Daniel 12:11) or perhaps even when the sacrifices
restart before being later stopped. The wording simply isn‘t clear enough to tell.
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If the former then perhaps the two witnesses or the Jews themselves cleanse the sanctuary 140 days
before the return of Christ while the beast power is tied up fighting the hordes from the north and the east
(Daniel 11:44).
We‘ve already looked at Daniel 11:31 which is placed in the series of prophecies in that chapter at the
place in time we would expect to find Antiochus Epiphanes. Only later in Daniel 11:40 does it then jump to
the time of the end. The sudden jump in the prophecies of Daniel 11 from the time of the Roman Empire to
the time of the end (Daniel 11:40) is explained by the lack of a Jewish presence in the land for most of that
time. With the birth of the Jewish nation of Israel in 1948 there is a clear Jewish presence in the land again.
In the following chapter, Daniel 12, we again read about the abomination of desolation. Let‘s look at the full
context:
―And at that time Michael shall stand up, the great ruler who stands for the sons of your people. And there
shall be a time of trouble, such as never was since there was a nation; until that time. And at that
time your people shall be delivered, every one that shall be found written in the book. And many of those
who sleep in the dust of the earth shall awake, some to everlasting life, and some to shame and everlasting
contempt...
―And one said to the man clothed in linen on the waters of the river: Until when shall be the end of these
wonders? And I heard the man clothed in linen, who was on the waters of the river, when he held up his
right and his left hand to Heaven, and swore by Him who lives forever that it shall be for a time, times, and
a half. And when they have made an end of scattering the power of the holy people, all these things
shall be finished.
―And I heard, but I did not understand. Then I said, O my lord, what shall be the end of these things? And
He said, Go, Daniel! For the words are closed up and sealed until the time of the end. Many shall be
purified, and made white, and tried. But the wicked shall do wickedly. And none of the wicked shall
understand, but the wise shall understand.
―And from the time that the daily sacrifice shall be taken away, and the abomination that makes
desolate is set up, there shall be 1290 days.
―Blessed is he who waits and comes to the 1335 days. But you go on to the end, for you shall rest and
stand in your lot at the end of the days (Daniel 12:1-2, 6-13).
There is mention in Daniel 12:11 here of 1290 days that would follow the stopping of the daily sacrifice and
the abomination of desolation. Is this the primary fulfillment of this verse or is there an end time fulfillment
as well?
In Daniel 12:1 there is a clear reference to the Great Tribulation where it speaks of a time of trouble such
as there ever was a nation. Matthew 24:21 says: "For then shall be great tribulation, such as was not since
the beginning of the world to this time, no, nor ever shall be." Jeremiah 30:7 similarly says: "Alas! for that
day is great, so that none is like it: it is even the time of Jacob's trouble; but he shall be saved out of it."
The ―time, times and half a time‖ in Daniel 12:7 is usually interpreted as 3 ½ years (1 year – time, 2 years –
times, ½ year – half a time). This period is "when he shall have accomplished to scatter the power of the
holy people, [and] all these things shall be finished." The prophecies of the previous chapter won't be
finished until the return of Christ. This appears to be a better fit than the scattering of the holy people by the
Romans started around 70 AD but not completed until the final Jewish revolt around 135 AD.
This ―time, times and half a time‖ is usually equated with the 42 months that Jerusalem will be trampled
by the Gentiles in the Great Tribulation and the 1260 days in which the two witnesses will prophesy – ―But
the court which is without the temple leave out, and measure it not; for it is given unto the Gentiles: and the
holy city shall they tread under 42 months. And I will give power unto my two witnesses, and they shall
prophesy 1260 days, clothed in sackcloth.‖
If we multiply 42 by 30 we come up with 1260 days. Many Bible students believe that a year of 360 days
with 12 months of 30 days each is the year that is being used in some prophecies like this one as opposed
to the current Hebrew calendar which has alternating months of 29 and 30 days. This may or may not be
true. There is simply not enough data to confirm or reject this hypothesis.
As confirmed in many ancient sources from around the ancient world, prior to around the time of Hezekiah
there was a shorter year of 360 days with 12 months of exactly 30 days each. Noah used 30 day months at
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the time of the Flood rather than alternating months of 29 and 30 days as the Hebrew calendar does today
(compare Genesis 7:11 with Genesis 8:3-4). The calendar change occurred before Daniel‘s time so it is a
little unusual why 360 day years would be used for the prophecies in the Book of Revelation.
In addition to the 1260 days when the two witnesses will prophesy in the Great Tribulation (noted in
Revelation 12:3), Daniel 12 notes two other periods – 1290 days (Daniel 12:11) and 1335 days (Daniel
12:12).
In Daniel 12:11 it says ―And from the time that the daily sacrifice shall be taken away, and the
abomination that makes desolate is set up, there shall be 1290 days.‖
In the time of Antiochus Epiphanes Josephus tells us "He [Antiochus] also spoiled the temple, and put a
stop to the constant practice of offering a daily sacrifice of expiation for 3 years and 6 months" (Wars of
the Jews, Book 1, Chapter 1, Verse 1).
This 3 years and 6 months equates to about 1270 days and is the time that the daily sacrifices were
stopped for. Using 2 leap months rather than 1 leap month would make this period 1300 days. Either way
this period differs from the 1290 days noted in Daniel 12:11.
How does this fit with the second ―abomination of desolation‖ that Jesus referred to in 70 AD? Notice the
following dates derived from Josephus‘ account in Wars of the Jews:
66 AD - 6th of 5th month (Av)
70 AD - 14th of 1st month (Nisan)
70 AD - 9th of 5th month (Av)
73 AD - 14th of 1st month (Nisan)

Stopping of sacrifices to Caesar
Siege of Jerusalem starts on Passover
Romans reach Temple and set up idols in Temple
Fall of Masada on Passover

One author claims (http://revelationrevolution.org/daniel-chapter-12-a-preterist-commentary/) that from the
stopping of the sacrifices to Caesar in 66 AD to the setting up of idols in the eastern wing of the Temple
that the Romans made sacrifices to was 1290 days. He also claims that from that the abomination of
desolation in the Temple when the Romans made sacrifices to the day after Masada fell (he gives the year
as 74 AD instead of 73 AD) was 1335 days.
Even if his year for the fall of Masada is correct, when I have cross-checked those periods I get a different
numbers of days than 1290 days from Av 6, 66 AD to Av 9, 70 AD and 1335 days from Av 9, 70 AD to
Nisan 15, 73 or 74 AD no matter what combination of leap months I use.
As best as I can tell, there is NO MATCH for the 1290 and 1335 days for the Jewish revolt when
Jerusalem was destroyed by the Romans in 70 AD.
Now if 1290 days does not appear to fit both the 1st and 2nd abominations of desolation in 168 BC
and 70 AD then it appears, by a process of elimination, to refer to a future end time abomination of
desolation when sacrifices will be stopped and an idol of some description is set up in a Jewish
temple.
Raymond McNair makes these comments on the end-time abomination of desolation:
―It appears, then, that some form of Temple worship will first be reinstituted by the Jews. Otherwise, how
could the sacrifices be ‗cut off‘? However, whether there will be an actual temple—or just a sacrificial altar
as in the days of Ezra—is not certain. Yet a strong argument can be made for the former since the Apostle
Paul says that the final ‗man of sin‘—the false religious leader…who will be in partnership with the Beast
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dictator—will enthrone himself ‗as God in the temple of God, showing himself that he is God‘ (2
Thessalonians 2:4)
―It should be noted that quite a number of Jews are right now engaged in reproducing implements of
Levitical worship and drawing up plans for a new house of worship on the Temple Mount. If they do actually
build a temple or altar in the years to come, this would certainly fan the flames of Arab hatred toward Israel‖
(The Coming War for the City of Peace, World Ahead, Sept-Oct. 1997, p.20).
There are two references (Daniel 8:17 & Daniel 8:25) that appear to support an end time abomination of
desolation in Daniel 8. The 1290 days of Daniel 12:11 may have been fulfilled anciently with the first
abomination of desolation and, only by a process of elimination do we see evidence for Daniel 12:11
having a future fulfilment.
We know from 2 Thessalonians 2:4 that there will be an end time Temple as the false prophet goes into
the Temple and claims to sit as God in the Temple. That there will be an end time Temple gives strong
support for the reinstitution of sacrifices in that Temple and the stopping of those and a future abomination
of desolation in that Temple.
Revelation 11:2-3 tells us the beast power controls Jerusalem for 42 months and the two witnesses
prophesy for 1260 days. Additionally, the church is also protected for 1260 days (Revelation 12:6). This
period is the same as the ―time, times and half a time‖ mentioned a few verses later in Revelation 12:14.
This same phrase, ―time, times and half a time‖, we saw was used in Daniel 12:7 for the time of the
―scattering the power of the holy people‖, which will start with the Jews (Israel today) and then the other
nations descended from Israel.
The end of the 42 months that Jerusalem is trodden on by the Gentiles appears to be the return of
Jesus Christ. That period of 42 months the beast power controls Jerusalem and the 1260 days that
the church is protected for appears to be the total length of the Great Tribulation.
This 42 months is assumed to be 1260 days (3 years and 6 months) using a prophetic year of 360 days. It
is around 9 days shorter than 3 years and 6 months using today‘s Hebrew calendar. The length of 1260
days using today‘s calendar is closer to 42 months than 41 months so 42 months may just be a rounded up
figure equal to 1260 days.
Depending on whether you use the prophetic year or not, the period of 1290 days from the stopping of
sacrifices and setting up of the abomination of desolation to some unspecified event is either 30 or 40 days
longer than the 42 months.
Like the 1260 days (42 months), the unspecified event is assumed to end with the return of Jesus
Christ. It is very unlikely that the 1290 days would start at the same time as the 1260 days and finish
30 days after the return of Christ so the assumption that they both end at the return of Christ is
quite logical and sound.
If the abomination of desolation occurs 1290 days before Jesus Christ returns and then a month later (1260
days before Christ‘s return) Europe invades the Middle East it leads to a very interesting problem. How is it
that the beast power will set up some kind of abominable thing in Jerusalem a full month before they
actually come in and conquer Jerusalem?
Now if the false prophet does enter the Temple of God and this happens in conjunction with the
abomination of desolation how might he do so a month before the armies of Europe conquer Jerusalem
and for what purpose? Under what pretext might he do such a thing? We are told that he has miraculous
power to do just about anything he wants to (Revelation 13:13-14).
The leader of the United Europe will tap into the influence that the false prophet will have if he has miracle
working powers and work with the Vatican and the church and the European state will be closely working
together like in centuries past. Those kind of miracles by the false prophet will undoubtedly shake the
Europeans out of their spiritual complacency and a religious revival will sweep through Europe.
I have a theory that could kill two birds with one stone. It could explain why the false prophet comes to the
Temple of God the Jews have built and what might arouse the anger of the Arabs against the Europeans.
Here is my theory, an educated guess that I hasten to add is just speculation.
What if the false prophet was to use his miracle-working powers and seize it as a golden opportunity to
show the ascendancy of Christianity (Catholicism) over the Jewish religion? What if he were to come down
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to Jerusalem and use his powers to take over the Temple of God? It would be an incredible public relations
victory for the Catholic Church if he were to take over the Temple. It would ―prove‖ that Christianity
supercedes the Jewish religion and that the church are the true inheritors of the things of God, including
possibly the Ark of the Covenant (if found), since the Jews killed and rejected Christ. Why stop the
sacrifices? Well, Christ died once and for all and therefore animal sacrifices are no longer necessary.
A takeover by the false prophet of the Temple in Jerusalem would be seen by many Arabs as merely the
first step towards a full takeover of Jerusalem by Europe and another crusade.
What if the false prophet to all the world watching on TV were to say the following after this hypothetical
takeover of the Temple – ―It‘s now time for Christianity to assert itself as the world‘s dominant religion and
be the instrument to bring God‘s kingdom and peace to the world‖?
Would that not be like a red flag to a bull for the Arabs who would see it as a declaration of holy war?
Another crusade like the ones of the Middle Ages? It would also help put the European people into a frame
of mind to accept the coming conquests as being the will of God. The miracles of this future false prophet
will be seen the world over on TV and the Arabs will see that miraculous power as a great threat.
So what will the abomination of desolation look like? Jesus described the abomination of desolation to
occur in 70 AD as ―standing in the holy place‖ (Matthew 24:15). The future abomination is described as
being ―set up‖ in Daniel 12:11.
The false prophet will exalt himself in the Temple as it says in 2 Thessalonians 2:3-4. Could his act on
sitting in the holy place, possibly even in the Holy of holies in ―the place of God‖, be the abomination?
Perhaps, though that doesn‘t seem to fit the description of being ―set up‖? What might he set up in the
Temple to desecrate it? I think the most likely scenario is that this coming false prophet might place a
throne for himself in the Holy of Holies, making Himself as God within it symbolically and behind it a large
standing crucifix with the false image of Jesus.
There is one more number of days spoken of in Daniel 12:12 where we read: ―Blessed is he who waits,
and comes to the 1335 days.‖ So what event might occur 1335 days before Jesus Christ returns,
assuming that is the end point for it? No further information is given.
The church has traditionally believed that this is possibly the time when God‘s people will be told to go to
the place of safety and have 75 days to get there before Europe invades the Middle East and the Great
Tribulation begins.
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The True Location of the Temple
The prophecy in 2 Thessalonians 2:3-4 indicates that there will be a future Temple in Jerusalem before
the return of Jesus Christ which today‘s Jews are keen to build. There is seemingly one major obstacle in
the way to this happening and that is the common belief that the Muslim Dome of the Rock was
constructed over the site where the Temples of God stood that both Solomon and later the second Temple
was built after the Jews returned from Babylon.
Those Temples are generally assumed to have stood where the Muslim Dome of the Rock now stands but
let‘s notice a couple of Jesus‘ prophecies about what was going to happen to the Temple and Jerusalem:
In Matthew 24:1-2 we read: ―Then Jesus went out and departed from the temple, and His disciples came
up to show Him the buildings of the temple. And Jesus said to them, ‗Do you not see all these things?
Assuredly, I say to you, not one stone shall be left here upon another, that shall not be thrown down‖.
In Luke 19:41-44 Jesus said: ―Now as He drew near, He saw the city and wept over it, saying, ‗If you had
known, even you, especially in this your day, the things that make for your peace! But now they are hidden
from your eyes. For days will come upon you when your enemies will build an embankment around you,
surround you and close you in on every side, and level you, and your children within you, to the ground;
and they will not leave in you one stone upon another, because you did not know the time of your
visitation.‖
Both Jerusalem and the Temple would be left without one stone upon another because they didn‘t
recognise Jesus who came to them was the true Messiah. An eyewitness of the destruction of Jerusalem
was Eleazar, the Jewish commander at Masada. In AD 73, three years after the war was finished in
Jerusalem, he stated:
―Where is this city that was believed to have God himself inhabiting therein? It is now demolished to the
very foundations, and hath nothing left BUT THAT MONUMENT OF IT PRESERVED, I MEAN THE CAMP
OF THOSE [ROMANS] THAT DESTROYED IT, WHICH STILL DWELLS UPON ITS RUINS…
―I cannot but wish that we had all died before we had seen that holy city demolished by the hands of our
enemies, or THE FOUNDATIONS OF OUR HOLY TEMPLE DUG UP, after so profane a manner‖ (Wars of
the Jews, Book 7, Chapter 8, Verse 7).

Above is the view of Jerusalem today from the Mount of Olives which is east of Jerusalem. Look at that
massive stone platform that the Dome of the Rock sits on today. Those lower stones are universally agreed
to have been built by Herod the Great. If that is so, then there is a major contradiction between the
accepted belief that this was where the Temple stood with Jesus‘ prophecies and the eyewitness statement
by the general at Masada.
If those stones were indeed built by Herod and if the general at Masada‘s statement is correct that the
Temple was dug up to its very foundations then that stone platform must have been the Roman fort called
Fort Antonia. Notice how Josephus described the Roman fort Antonia:
"Now as to the tower of Antonia, it was situated [its entrance was] at the corner of two cloisters
[colonnades] of the court of the Temple; of that on the west, and that on the north. It was erected upon a
rock of fifty cubits in height, and was on a great precipice. It was the work of King Herod, wherein he
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demonstrated his natural magnanimity. In the first place, the rock itself was covered over with smooth
pieces of stone, from its foundation…
―The inward parts had the largeness and form of a palace, it being parted into all kinds of rooms and other
conveniences, such as courts, and places for bathing, and broad spaces for camps [military training areas];
insomuch that, by having all conveniences that cities wanted, IT MIGHT SEEM TO BE COMPOSED OF
SEVERAL CITIES‖ (Wars of the Jews, Book 5, Chapter 5, Verse 8).

A Roman legion was formed of 5000 soldiers and there was at least one full legion based in Jerusalem and
so the fort was a lot bigger than it is usually depicted as. A typical Roman camp was around 400 x 500
metres, close to the size of this stone platform on which the Dome of the Rock now sits. So, if that stone
platform was Fort Antonia where was the Temple? Josephus stated that the Fort was to the north of the
Temple so Josephus places the Temple south of the Roman fort. The Roman historian Tacitus gives us
another major clue.
"The Temple resembled a fortress and had its own walls, which
were more laboriously constructed than the others. Even the
colonnades with which it was surrounded formed an admirable
outer defense. IT CONTAINED AN INEXHAUSTIBLE
SPRING" (Tacitus, History, 5, 11-12).
There was a spring that lay underneath the Temple complex.
There are two reasons why it was located near a spring:
1) Living waters symbolically flow from the throne of God and
2) Water in abundance was needed for the sacrifices.
The Gihon spring is the only spring in Jerusalem and is around
250 metres (700 feet) south of where southern wall of the stone
platform where the Dome of the Rock is today.
To the right is a photo taken before much of the excavations that took place from the 1960‘s on that shows
why the City of David was a great defensible location with steep sides on either side and its own water
source.
The Gihon Spring was where the tabernacle resided before the Temple was built in Solomon‘s day
(1 Kings 1:38-39). In describing the Temple during the time of Jesus day Josephus wrote:
"This hill [Temple platform] was walled all round, and in compass 4 stades [a stade was 600 feet], each
angle [of the square] containing in length a stade [600 feet on each side] [Antiquities of the Jews, Book 15,
Chapter 11, Verse 3]…The colonnades were 30 cubits broad [45 feet], and the complete circuit of them,
embracing [the colonnades to and from] the Tower of Antonia, measured 6 stades" [Wars of the Jews,
Book 5, Chapter 5, Verse 2]
Jerome in the late fourth century said the following about the destruction of the Temple:
Our holy and our beautiful house, where our fathers praised thee, is burned up with fire; and all our
pleasant things are laid waste': and the Temple which earned reverence throughout the world has become
the refuse dump of the new city whose founder [Hadrian] called it Aelia [that is, Hadrian called his new city
Aelia Capitolina] (Quoted by Moshe Gil, A History of Palestine 634-1099, p.67 – Temples p.175).
Jerome said the Temple area was turned into dump. Of the Temple site Eusebius about the same time as
Jerome wrote that the Temple:
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"…is a Roman farm like the rest of the country. Yea, with my own eyes i have seen the bulls plowing there,
and the sacred site sown with seed."
This is a fulfillment of Micah 3:12 which says: ―Therefore because of you Zion shall be plowed like a field.
Jerusalem shall become heaps of ruins and the mountain of the temple like the bare hills of the forest.‖
Based on the research I have presented here on the Temple from Ernest Martin‘s book ―The Temples That
Jerusalem Forgot‖ here is an artist‘s illustration of what the Temple really looked like in relation to the true
size of Fort Antonia where the Dome of the Rock is today. Each side of the Temple was a little under 200
metres long or about the length of two football fields. Notice the stairs up to Fort Antonia on its southern
side. That was most likely the site where the crowds gathered when Pilate offered to release either Jesus
or Barabbas.

So what is on this site today? After my first visit to Jerusalem in 1999 the Jews had taken over quite a bit of
the northern part of the spur that was the original City of David and developed an archaeological park that
is a huge tourist attraction.
Its key attraction is Hezekiah‘s tunnel that goes from the Gihon spring to the southern end of the spur
where the Pool of Siloam is. Arab houses are further south where the Temple site was but the Jews are
quite eager to buy them out. The left photo is looking up the hill from the south. In the photos below the two
photos I took on the top and bottom right (about 2/3rds up the hill from the south) are approximately where
the Temple stood.
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Now if the Temple was further south as this research indicates and if the Jews accepted this research then
there is no need to move or blow up the Dome of the Rock if the Jews wanted to rebuild the Temple on the
original site where the previous Temples were built. It‘s just a matter of acquiring the private properties
owned by Arab citizens who currently live on that site.
The 70 Weeks Prophecy
Another great prophecy in the Bible that many churches believe will partly be fullfilled in the end time and
relates to the city of Jerusalem and the Middle East is the 70 weeks prophecy of Daniel 9. Let's look at this
mysterious prophecy and note its purpose and the key elements within it:
―Seventy weeks [literally Seventy ―sevens‖] are decreed upon your people and upon your holy city to
finish the transgression and to make an end of sin, and to make reconciliation for iniquity, and to
bring in everlasting righteousness, and to seal up the vision and prophecy, and to anoint the Most
Holy.
―Know therefore and understand that from the going forth of the commandment to restore and to build
Jerusalem, to Messiah the Prince, shall be 7 weeks, and 62 weeks. It shall be built again with streets
and the wall, even in troublous times.
―And after 62 weeks Messiah shall be cut off, but not for Himself. And the people of the prince who shall
come shall destroy the city and the sanctuary. But his end shall be with a flood, and unto the end of the war
desolations are determined.
―And he shall confirm a covenant with many for one week. And in the midst of the week he shall
cause the sacrifice and the offering to cease, and upon the wing of abominations shall come one who
makes desolate even until the consummation. And the fully determined end which is decreed shall be
poured out upon the desolator.‖
The purpose of the prophecy is that these 70 ―sevens‖ are decreed upon Israel and Jerusalem:
• To finish the transgression and make an end to sin
• To make reconciliation for iniquity
• To bring in everlasting righteousness
• To seal up the vision and prophecy
• To anoint the Most Holy
This is the purpose of the prophecy – to reveal the fate of Israel and Jerusalem and their eventual
reconciliation with God through the sacrifice of Jesus Christ.
Some key elements that are noted in the prophecy are the following:
• The starting point is a command to restore and build Jerusalem. Note that it is Jerusalem and NOT
the Temple specified in the starting decree. It speaks of the streets and the wall being built in
troublesome times.
• There are two blocks of 7 ―sevens‖ and 62 ―sevens‖ to Messiah the Prince. There is nothing definitive that
indicates whether these two blocks are continuous or separated.
• It states that after 62 ―sevens‖ Messiah shall be cut off for others. This indicates that the block of 7
―sevens‖ occurs before the block of 62 ―sevens‖.
• During the 70th ―seven‖ (the last ―seven‖) a covenant is made by ―he‖. The identity of the person
noted as ―he‖ is not crystal clear. The Messiah is spoken of at the beginning of the previous verse
and then the prince of the people who destroys Jerusalem is spoken of in the latter part of the
previous verse. The ―he‖ could be the Messiah or the Roman leader or potentially even both.
• In the midst of that last ―seven‖ this ―he‖ shall cause the sacrifice and offering to cease.
• It then goes straight on to speak of abomination and desolation, presumably upon Jerusalem. The
abomination of desolation appears to form part of the prophecy.
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The starting point of Daniel 9's 70 weeks prophecy is a command to restore and build Jerusalem. It is
Jerusalem and NOT just the Temple that is specified in the starting decree.
It speaks of the streets and the wall being built in troublesome times. In relation to Jerusalem and the
Temple there are 4 decrees recorded in the post-Exile period noted in the Bible.

• The 1st is Cyrus' decree in his 1st year to rebuild the Temple (Ezra 1:1-6) which Josephus confirms
also included rebuilding Jerusalem (Antiquities of the Jews, op. cit., 11, 2) as stated in Isaiah's prophecy
about Cyrus (Isaiah 44:28) and this is dated to 539 BC. As it includes the rebuilding of Jerusalem it could
be a contender for the right decree.
• The 2nd is Darius I's decree in his 2nd year to complete the Temple (Ezra 6:1-12) dated to 520 BC which
saw its completion a few years later in 516 BC. This one is only related to the Temple, NOT to Jerusalem
so does not appear to fit the criteria for being the right decree for the start of the prophecy.
• The 3rd is the decree of Artaxerxes in his 7th year (Ezra 7:7-28). This Artaxerxes is usually identified as
Artaxerxes I which, IF this identification was correct, would place it in 457 BC. Many churches choose this
one because 483 years (69 x 7) neatly fits between this one and the start of Jesus' ministry (26 AD).
However, the nature of this decree was ONLY to beautify the Temple (Ezra 7:7-28). It had nothing to
do with building either the Temple, which was completed before it, or building Jerusalem. It does
not fit the criteria laid out in Daniel 9 for the starting decree!
• The 4th and last decree is that in Artaxerxes' 20th year to rebuild the city and its walls (Nehemiah 2:117). Again, this Artaxerxes is usually identified as Artaxerxes I which, IF this identification was correct,
would place it in 444 BC.
Dr Floyd Jones, who identifies the Artaxerxes in Nehemiah 2 as Artaxerxes I, dates this earlier to 454 BC
when if you count the 20th year from the time that Artaxerxes I became co-regent with Darius I, rather than
the sole king. This decree does fit the criteria for being the right decree for the start of the prophecy.
Only the first and last decrees above - Cyrus‘ 1st year decree and Artaxerxes‘ 20th year decree fit
the criteria of including the rebuilding of Jerusalem and not just the Temple!
Dr Floyd Jones in his book ―The Chronology of the Old Testament‖ discusses what could be described as a
chronological nightmare that is found in the post-exile books of Ezra and Nehemiah. He writes:
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―It has long been recognized that the books of Ezra and Nehemiah exhibit a built-in yet distasteful
quandary. The Book of Ezra begins in the 16th year of Cyrus, about 536 BC (Ezra 1:1), and the Book of
Nehemiah ends around the 32nd year of a Persian king designated as ‗Artaxerxes‘ (Neh. 2:1; 13:6).
―As nearly all scholars identify this monarch as being Artaxerxes Longimanus [Artaxerxes I], the Book of
Nehemiah is seen to close near 434 BC (his 32nd year).
―Thereby these two books apparently span nearly 102 years (536 - 434 = 102). Within them, the
names ‗Ezra‘ (Neh. 12:1, cp. Ezra 1:1-2:2) and ‗Nehemiah‘ (Ezra 2:2) are found throughout beginning from
the first year of Cyrus, at which time the men bearing these names are listed among the leaders returning
from the Babylonian captivity with Zerubbabel, unto the end (or very nearly so, Neh. 12:36, etc.).
―The ‗unpleasantness‘ produced by this is that although the context of the narrative seems to
depict them as being the same two men, their ages become uncomfortably large. Being portrayed
as leaders demands a minimal age of 30 in the first year of Cyrus, and when the 102 year span is
added to this, Nehemiah would have been at least 132 and Ezra, who is last mentioned in the 20th
year of ‗Artaxerxes‘ (c. 445?), a minimal of 121 years (536 - 445 = 91 + 30) by the story's end…
―The fact that the Books of Ezra and Nehemiah were originally only one volume makes this all the more
troublesome…
―The predicament arises from a comparison of the lists of priests and Levites returning with Zerubbabel in
the first year of Cyrus as sole rex of Persia and Babylonia (536 BC, Neh. 12:1-9) with the list of priests who
sealed a covenant with Nehemiah (Neh. 10:1-10). The consensus of nearly all scholarship is that this latter
event of sealing the covenant took place in the 20th year of Artaxerxes (445 BC).
―The correlation reveals that at least 16 and possibly as many as 20 of those who returned [in
Cyrus‘ 1st year] with Zerubbabel in leadership positions (hence 30 and older) were still alive in the
20th year of Artaxerxes [Artaxerxes I], if indeed most scholars are correct in assigning the
Nehemiah covenant to that date.
―If this ―Artaxerxes‖ were Longimanus [Artaxerxes I], as is currently taught, then this generation of
leaders would still have been alive 91 years (536 – 445 = 91) after they returned to Jerusalem‖
(p.240-241).
The only way to truly resolve this chronological nightmare is if the Artaxerxes at the end of the
book of Nehemiah is a different Artaxerxes than Artaxerxes I.
Could a previous Persian king before the first recognised Artaxerxes possibly be the correct Artaxerxes of
Nehemiah?
If so, then this has a major knock-on effect for the famous 70 weeks prophecy of Daniel 9 as the
Artaxerxes of both the 3rd and 4th decrees noted above were both made by the same Artaxerxes.
The name Artaxerxes used in Ezra and Nehemiah is the Greek equivalent of Ahasuerus in the book of
Esther. This is a title rather than a proper name and means "mighty king". It could be used for any Persian
king in the same way that Pharaoh can be used for any Egyptian king.
A king referred to as both Ahasuerus and Artaxerxes was petitioned by the Jews‘ enemies to have the work
in Jerusalem stopped in Ezra 4:6-7. The petition was successful and the work is stopped until the 2nd year
of Darius.
Only one Persian king is noted as reigning between Cyrus the Great and Darius I and that is Cambyses.
Cambyses is the king accepted here as the Ahasuerus of Ezra 4:6 and also the same as Artaxerxes in the
next verse. So here, we have another king commonly accepted as Artaxerxes who was not Artaxerxes I.
Dr Floyd Jones in his book "The Chronology of the Old Testament" makes a great case for Darius I being
the Ahasereus who married Esther. He uses two details relating to the number of provinces in the empire
and another detail relating to some islands showing this can only apply to Darius I, not Xerxes who most
scholars believe was Esther's husband.
The first Book of Esdras recites verbatim Esther 1:1-3, the only change being that of replacing the name
"Ahasuerus" with "Darius" (1 Esdras 3:1-2). This Darius is later firmly identified as Darius Hystaspis by
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relating that it was in the 6th year of this king's reign that the temple was completed (1 Esdras 6:5, Ezra
6:15).
While Dr Jones supports Artaxerxes I as the Artaxerxes of Nehemiah, his evidence for Darius being the
Ahasereus who married Esther can be used to support the possibility of Darius I also being the Artaxerxes
of Nehemiah since the titles Artaxerxes and Ahasereus are one and the same.
While not using Dr Jones evidence from Esther, Fred Coulter in his book "The Appointed Times of the
Messiah" believes Darius I is the Artaxerxes of Nehemiah who became king in 522 BC.
If we calculate the date for the 7th year of Artaxerxes‘ decree in Ezra 7 which involved the supply of
gold and silver and other treasures to decorate the Temple and identify this Artaxerxes as Darius I
we have a date of 515 BC - almost immediately after the Temple was completed in 6th year of Darius
noted in the previous chapter in Ezra 6.
Logically decorating the Temple would happen right after the Temple is built, NOT 60 years after
with the conventional identification of Artaxerxes as Artaxerxes I. By identifying Artaxerxes in Ezra
7 as Artaxerxes I scholars have added an artificial gap of 60 years into this book/s.
Ezra 6 has the Temple being completed in Darius I's 6th year and right after in Ezra 7 the decree to
decorate the Temple happens the year after in his 7th year. It is illogical for there to be a 60 year gap here
and then they decorate the Temple.
By identifying Artaxerxes in Ezra 7 as Darius I we nicely resolve the chronological problem in
Nehemiah where Nehemiah and many of the same priests are there at the time of Cyrus and also at
the time the wall is completed supposedly 90 years later.
By identifying Esther's husband as Darius I and not Xerxes this means that she became queen (in
Ahasereus' 3rd year) the year after Darius I (in his 2nd year) allowed the Temple to be rebuilt that was
completed 4 years later.
The unchangeable law of the Medes and Persians worked in favour of the Jews as Darius could not
rescind the Temple rebuild decree once given. Thwarted by that, the Jews' enemies then tried to
use the unchangeable law of the Medes and Persians against the Jews. Since they couldn't stop the
Temple they went all out to destroy the people.
If Darius I is the Artaxerxes of Nehemiah then Nehemiah hears of the state of the city and petitions Darius I
in his 20th year in 502 BC to rebuild the city and the wall. Nehemiah and the Jews complete the building of
the wall 10 years later. Nehemiah deals with the issue of sabbath-breaking in the last chapter of Nehemiah
13 before he completes his time as governor overseeing the completion of the city and the wall in 490 BC.
Daniel 9 says that there is a combined 69 "sevens" between the command to restore Jerusalem and the
coming of Messiah. This combination is formed of two blocks of 7 "sevens" and 62 "sevens". There must be
some purpose to these two groupings of 49 years (7 "sevens") and 434 years (62 "sevens").
The only two decrees that match the criteria of Danel 9:25 as the starting point are Cyrus‘ decree of
539 BC and Darius I‘s 20th year decree in 502 BC.
Even going forward from the latter one in 502 BC by 483 years you come to 19 BC so there almost
certainly appears to be a break or hiatus between the first 7 sevens and the remaining 62 sevens which is
a rather uncomfortable thought as there is no clear scriptural indication as to when the second grouping of
62 sevens would then begin.
By using Darius I as the Artaxerxes in Ezra/Nehemiah we find that Nehemiah and company
complete the job of restoring Jerusalem and Nehemiah finishes his governorship in 490 BC exactly 49 years after Cyrus' decree initial decree to rebuild both Jerusalem and the Temple in 539
BC. This physical restoration of Jerusalem completes the 7 "sevens" of the prophecy.
Fred Coulter has a break between the two blocks of 7 and 62 "sevens" and the second block of 62
"sevens" which he believes in is about spiritual judgment, he has starting with Malachi's proclamation of the
coming Messiah shortly before 400 BC. There is no definitive date for the book of Malachi. Fred Coulter
favours 409 BC with the 62 "sevens" ending in 26 AD with the start of the ministry of Christ.
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Below is a chart showing the fulfillment of the first 69 weeks using the Cyrus decree as the start given the
other potential decrees are all ruled out when the correct Persian king, Darius I, is recognised as the
Artaxerxes of Ezra 7 and Nehemiah 2.

The last week of the 70 weeks prophecy is quite complex just like the first 69 weeks.
Daniel 9:26 says: ―And after 62 weeks Messiah shall be cut off, but not for Himself. And the people of
the prince who shall come shall destroy the city and the sanctuary. But his end shall be with a flood,
and unto the end of the war desolations are determined.
This is clearly the coming of Jesus Christ and the destruction of Jerusalem and the Temple which followed
40 years later in 70 AD.
Daniel 9:27 says: ―And he shall confirm a covenant with many for one week. And in the midst of the
week he shall cause the sacrifice and the offering to cease, and upon the wing of abominations shall
come one who makes desolate even until the consummation. And the fully determined end which is
decreed shall be poured out upon the desolator.‖
If the ―he‖ is ―the prince of the people who shall come shall destroy the city and the sanctuary‖
noted in the previous verse i.e. the leader of the Romans then this can‘t refer to the time the
Romans under General Titus destroyed Jerusalem in 70 AD. No such deal or covenant was made
with the Jews prior to it in 66/67 AD.
While we know from 2 Thessalonians 2:3-4 that there will be an end time Temple and evidence from
Daniel that there will be an end time abomination of desolation and that is highly likely if the false prophet
takes over that end time Temple.
If we interpret the ―he‖ as Jesus Christ who causes ―the sacrifice and the offering to cease‖ or there is then
no longer a need for sacrifices because of the sacrifice He made for sin, then we don‘t have an adequate
explanation for the last line which speaks of an ―end to be poured out on the desolator.‖ General Titus (who
was a prince at the time as his father was emperor) did not get punished by God after destroying
Jerusalem. A decade later he became emperor.
The punishment of the beast leader (Daniel 11:45, Revelation 19:20) appears to be a much better fit for
the ―end to be poured out on the desolator‖.
It may well be that the identity of the ―he‖ is deliberately left unclear because it has a dual
application of both Jesus Christ and the leader of the Romans!
The two parallel lines of the story for the final week could be blended and summed up in this way with the
5 purposes of the prophecy noted here:
- [MESSIAH – first half of the week] Christ is baptised by John (TO ANOINT THE MOST HOLY),
proposes the new covenant to Israel starting with His disciples during His 3 ½ year ministry which is
accepted by the few. He is crucified paying the penalty of sin for Israel and mankind (TO MAKE
RECONCILIATION FOR INIQUITY). He is rejected by Israel which leads to the destruction of Jerusalem
and the Temple in 70 AD.
-

[PRINCE OF THE ROMANS - first half of the week] European leader proposes a covenant to
Israel 7 years prior to Christ‘s coming which the Israelites accept for protection instead of relying
on the true Messiah.
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-

[PRINCE OF THE ROMANS - second half of the week] European leader double-crosses Israel
causing the ―abomination of desolation‖ desecrating the Temple 3 ½ years before Christ‘s return
and taking Israel into captivity (TO FINISH THE TRANSGRESSION AND MAKE AN END TO
SIN).
- [MESSIAH – second half of the week] Jesus Christ returns and destroys the desolator – the Beast
power (Daniel 11:45), releases Israel from captivity who finally recognise the true Messiah who proposes
the new covenant to them (TO BRING IN EVERLASTING RIGHTEOUSNESS) that leads to the
restoration of Jerusalem, the millennial Temple and the House of Israel (TO SEAL UP THE VISION AND
PROPHECY).

2] Europe conquers America and Britain and takes them into captivity.
Now since the prophecies of Daniel 11 focus on events that will happen in the Middle East and the land of
Israel, the next major war offensive is not to be found in that chapter but is covered in many other
prophecies, and that is the invasion and captivity of the other Israelite nations – America and Britain - by
Europe.
America and Britain will probably stand up to Europe for its invasion of the
Middle East, especially America who have been staunch allies of the state of
Israel. Whatever transpires in the aftermath of the Middle East invasion will
lead to this power-hungry United Europe launching a major assault on our
Israelite nations. The result will be that the war against America and Britain
(and possibly Canada) will wipe out a third of its people, another third will die of
famine and disease and another third will be deported as slaves.
In Jeremiah 30:3-9 we read: ―‗For behold, the days are coming,‘ says the LORD, ‗that I will bring back
from captivity My people Israel AND Judah,‘ says the LORD. ‗And I will cause them to return to the land
that I gave to their fathers, and they shall possess it.‘ Now these are the words that the LORD spoke
concerning Israel and Judah. For thus says the LORD: ‗We have heard a voice of trembling, of fear, and not
of peace. Ask now, and see, whether a man is ever in labor with child? So why do I see every man with his
hands on his loins like a woman in labor, and all faces turned pale? Alas! For that day is great, so that none
is like it; and it is the time of Jacob‘s trouble, but he shall be saved out of it. ‗For it shall come to pass in
that day,‘ says the LORD of hosts, ‗that I will break his yoke from your neck, and will burst your
bonds; Foreigners shall no more enslave them. But they shall serve the LORD their God, and DAVID
THEIR KING, WHOM I WILL RAISE UP FOR THEM.‖
This is an end-time captivity of both the Jews (Judah) AND Israel (America, Canada, Britain, NW Europe,
Australia and New Zealand). ―That day is great, so that none is like it‖ refers to the Great Tribulation before
the return of Jesus Christ and the resurrection which will include King David over all the tribes of Israel.
The prophecies in the Book of Ezekiel were directed mainly to the House of Israel, not the House of Judah.
Ezekiel lived in the last days of the Kingdom of Judah before it was taken into captivity in Babylon. The
House of Israel had already been deported to Assyria over 100 years before Ezekiel so we can see that
most of the prophecies of Ezekiel refer to the time of the end before Christ‘s return.
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Of this same terrible captivity Ezekiel wrote: ―And you, son of man, take a sharp sword, take it as a barber‘s
razor, and pass it over your head and your beard; then take scales to weigh and divide the hair. You shall
burn with fire one-third in the midst of the city, when the days of the siege are finished; then you shall take
one-third and strike around it with the sword, and one-third you shall scatter in the wind: I will draw out a
sword after them. You shall also take a small number of them and bind them in the edge of your garment [a
likely reference to God‘s people in the place of safety]. Then take some of them again and throw them into
the midst of the fire, and burn them in the fire. From there a fire will go out into ALL THE HOUSE OF
ISRAEL [NOT just Judah]…
―One-third of you shall die of the pestilence, and be consumed with famine in your midst; and onethird shall fall by the sword all around you; and I will scatter another third to all the winds, and I will
draw out a sword after them‖ (Ezekiel 5:1-4, 12).
In the next chapter of Ezekiel he wrote:
―Now the word of the LORD came to me,
saying: Son of man, set your face toward the
mountains of Israel, and prophesy against
them, and say, ‗O mountains of Israel, hear
the word of the Lord GOD!‘ Thus says the
Lord GOD to the mountains, to the hills, to
the ravines, and to the valleys: Indeed I,
even I, will bring a sword against you, and I
will destroy your high places.‘ Then your
altars shall be desolate, your incense altars
shall be broken, and I will cast down your
slain men before your idols.
―And I will lay the corpses of the children of Israel before their idols, and I will scatter your bones all around
your altars. In ALL your dwelling places the cities shall be laid waste, and the high places shall be
desolate, so that your altars may be laid waste and made desolate‖ (Ezekiel 6:1-6).
All of our major cities will be laid waste. Those who survive the initial war
and who don‘t die of famine and disease, which often follow in the wake of
wars, will be deported as slaves to Europe and other places.
The American and British people who are deported as slaves and the
nations under European control will be forced to accept the religion of the
great false church and the mark of the beast (Worship [Total allegiance] to
the European state / church system and / or Sunday-keeping). Many who
don‘t will be killed.
Today there is a great ecumenical movement to unite the Anglican (Church of England) and Protestant
churches with the Catholic Church. This will gain momentum when the Pope at this time will start
performing great miracles (2 Thessalonians 2:3-9). Eventually they will be united under force of arms.
Could the phrase ―ALL your dwelling places the cities shall be laid waste‖ be a reference to nuclear war? In
Isaiah 9:14 we read the following: ―Therefore the Lord will cut off from Israel head and tail, palm-branch
and rush IN ONE DAY.‖ This may refer to a surprise nuclear attack against our Israelite nations.
Given the military superiority of the United States and Germany‘s historical pattern of launching ―blitzkrieg‖
or surprise lightning war this would be the most likely scenario. Even today the French have nuclear
submarines that have over a dozen SLBM‘s (Submarine Launched Ballistic Missiles) each of which contain
10 nuclear warheads. These submarines have a grand total of over 150 warheads capable of destroying
that many target cities in a very short space of time.
Ezekiel 6:11 clearly shows that the destruction that God is speaking of in chapters 5 and 6 is to happen to
the House of Israel, NOT the House of Judah at the hands of ancient Babylon.
―Thus says the Lord God: Pound your fists and stamp your feet and say, Alas for all the evil abominations
of THE HOUSE OF ISRAEL! For they shall fall by the sword, by famine and by pestilence.‖
This is not a dual prophecy! The House of Israel was conquered and deported to Assyria over 100 years
earlier. This is a yet future destruction to fall on the modern nations descended from Israel!
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In Hosea 5:5-7: ―The pride of Israel testifies to his face; therefore Israel and Ephraim stumble in their
iniquity; Judah also stumbles with them…They have dealt treacherously with the LORD, for they have
begotten pagan children. Now a New Moon shall devour them [Israel AND Judah] and their heritage.‖
Never did Israel AND Judah fall together, within the space of one month (a ―New Moon‖) so America
and Britain may be conquered within a month after the Jews and the Middle East invasion.
We know that our Israelite nations will be taken into captivity in the Great Tribulation but what proof is there
that it will be the coming United Europe that will defeat America and Britain?
In Revelation 18:7-8 we read the following about this political and religious Beast power called Babylon in
this chapter: ―In the measure that she glorified herself and lived luxuriously, in the same measure give her
torment and sorrow; for she says in her heart, ‗I sit as queen, and am no widow, and will not see
sorrow.‘ Therefore her plagues will come in one day—death and mourning and famine. And she will be
utterly burned with fire, for strong is the Lord God who judges her.‖
In Isaiah 47:5-9 we read a parallel account of this prophecy: ―Sit in silence, and go into darkness, O
daughter [end-time successor] of the Chaldeans [Babylon] for you shall no longer be called the Lady of
Kingdoms. I was angry with My people. I have profaned My inheritance, and given them into your
hand. You showed them no mercy; on the elderly you laid your yoke very heavily. And you said, ‗I shall be
a lady forever,‘ so that you did not take these things to heart, nor remember the latter end of them.
Therefore hear this now, you who are given to pleasures, who dwell securely, who say in your heart, ‗I am,
and there is no one else besides me; I shall not sit as a widow, nor shall I know the loss of children‘.
But these two things shall come to you in a moment, in one day: the loss of children, and widowhood. They
shall come upon you in their fullness.‖
These prophecies show that it is this European power that God will use to punish His people Israel – not
just the Jews but, as Jeremiah 30:3 points out, those nations descended from the ―lost 10 tribes‖ of Israel
– America and Britain. The reason there is so much focus on this Beast power in the Book of Revelation is
because they will be the rod of God‘s anger against His people who have turned so greatly from His way of
life. God will allow the cruel hand of this German-dominated Beast power to humble His people so they will
turn back to Him in heartfelt repentance.
In Isaiah 11 we read this prophecy about what will happen at Jesus Christ‘s return: ―It shall come to pass in
that day that the LORD shall set His hand again the second time to recover the remnant of His people who
are left, from ASSYRIA and Egypt, from Pathros and Cush [India], from Elam [Eastern Europe] and Shinar,
from Hamath and the islands of the sea…There will be a highway for the remnant of His people who will be
left from ASSYRIA, as it was for Israel in the day that he came up from the land of Egypt‖ (Isaiah 11:11,
16).
In Isaiah 10 we read: ―Woe to ASSYRIA, the rod of My anger and the staff in whose hand is My
indignation. I will send an ungodly nation against the people of My wrath. I will give him charge, to
seize the spoil, to take the prey, and to tread them down like the mire of the streets. Yet he does not mean
so, Nor does his heart think so; But it is in his heart to destroy, and cut off not a few nations. For he says,
Are not my princes altogether kings?…
―Therefore it shall come to pass, when the LORD has performed all His work on Mount Zion and on
Jerusalem, that He will say, ‗I will punish the fruit of the arrogant heart of the king of Assyria, and the glory
of his haughty looks.‘ For he says: ‗By the strength of my hand I have done it, and by my wisdom, for I am
prudent; also I have removed the boundaries of the people, and have robbed their treasuries; so I have put
down the inhabitants like a valiant man‖ (Isaiah 10:5-8, 12-13).
Verse 20 gives us the time frame of this captivity of Israel showing it is at the time of the Great Tribulation.
―And it shall come to pass in that day that the remnant of Israel, and such as have escaped of the house of
Jacob, will never again depend on him who defeated them, but will depend on the LORD, the Holy One of
Israel, in truth.‖
In Isaiah 10:13 it says that this Assyrian-led power will have ―robbed their treasures‖. John Ogwyn makes
this comment about this point: ―Taking advantage of confiscated wealth from conquered America and
Britain as well as slave labor, those at the helm of this system will, for a short time, enjoy unparalleled
wealth‖ (The Beast of Revelation – Myth, Metaphor or Reality, p.57). Revelation 18:11-14 gives a long list
of the goods that will be traded in this rich Babylonian political and economic system and finishes the list
with ―bodies and souls of men.‖ As Isaiah 11:11 indicates it will sell its American and British slaves to
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people in many nations. The distinction between bodies and souls of men could mean the organs of dead
slaves will also be sold.
In Zechariah 10:9-11 we read: ―I will sow them among the peoples and they shall remember me in far
countries…I will also bring them back from Egypt and gather them from ASSYRIA. I will bring them into the
land of Gilead and Lebanon until no more room is found for them...All the depths of the River shall dry up.
Then the pride of the ASSYRIAN shall be brought down.‖
Now what about the other nations such as Australia and New Zealand who are also descended from
Israel? Will they be conquered by Europe or by some other power? In World War 2 it was Japan, allied with
Germany, who were the threat to Australia. Will history repeat itself? Are there any possible indications
from the Bible of what might happen to them?
In Isaiah 60:9 we read of an event to occur soon after Christ‘s return: ―Surely the coastlands shall wait for
Me; and the ships of Tarshish will come first, to bring your sons from afar.‖ Israelite slaves will come back
from Tarshish. The western branch of Tarshish is Spain. There was also an eastern branch of Tarshish
who became the Japanese people (The Modern Day Descendants of Dodanim and Tarshish, p.8-16).
Isaiah 11:11 speaks of Israelite slaves returning from Cush. There were also two branches of Cush. One
became the Ethiopian people and the eastern branch of Cush became the Indian people. Craig White
makes these comments about Cush: ―The prophet Isaiah also proclaims scattered Israelites from ‗beyond
the rivers of Cush‘ (Zeph 3:10) will be liberated after a period of captivity. Here the Aramaic renders Cush
as 'Hodu' which means India in the Hebrew‖ (Australia the Fair, Australia the Condemned, p.3).
In the past both Japan and Indonesia have cast longing eyes on the continent of Australia and there would
be nothing to stop either of them from invading Australia and New Zealand when they no longer have the
protection of the United States. These are only possibilities. Only time will tell who God will use to punish
the Israelite nations of Australia and New Zealand.
Japan doesn‘t appear to be a part of the great Russian and Asiatic alliance spoken of in Ezekiel 38 and 39
which we will look at later. This may be an indication that Japan will once again be allied with Europe
during the Great Tribulation as they were during World War 2.
In Joel 3:1-3 we read the following: ―For behold, in those days and at that time, when I bring back the
captives of Judah and Jerusalem, I will also gather all nations, and bring them down to the Valley of
Jehoshaphat; and I will enter into judgment with them there on account of My people, My heritage Israel,
whom they have scattered among the nations; they have also divided up My land. They have cast lots
for My people.‖
Joel here indicates that the birthright lands of North America and Australia, along with the land of Israel, will
probably be divided up amongst Israel‘s enemies. Craig White offers this interesting speculation as to how
this might occur:
―Australia itself may be divided up by secret agreement between India, Japan and Indonesia. For instance,
Japan may take the Eastern States; Indonesia the Northern Territory and South Australia; and India
Western Australia. (Similarly, Russia may have Alaska returned to her by Europe if she keeps out of the
coming world crisis; the Caribbean‘s may be given the South-east USA; Mexico the South-West; Japan
may take Hawaii and Europe will divide up the rest of the North American continent)‖ (Australia the Fair,
Australia the Condemned, p.3).
There is a very interesting prophecy in Ezekiel 21:14 which reads: ―You therefore, son of man, prophesy,
and strike your hands together. The third time let the sword do double damage. It is the sword that slays,
the sword that slays the great men, that enters their private chambers.‖ The coming World War 3 will be far
more devastating than either World Wars 1 and 2.
And again for the third time, world war will be triggered off by the German people. Isaiah 10:7 says the
following about Assyria / Germany at this time: ―Yet he does not mean so, nor does his heart think so; but it
is in his heart to destroy, and cut off not a few nations.‖ The Germans are a cultured and very efficient
people capable of many great and wonderful things yet they periodically become an aggressive and proud
people who are capable of such terrible things as well. In the World Tomorrow God will tame this
aggressive tendency in their nature when they are converted and receive God‘s spirit (Isaiah 19:24-25).
Europe‘s invasion of the Middle East and Europe‘s conquest of America and Britain will occur at the
beginning of the Great Tribulation. The next two great war offensives – Europe attacking Russia and Asia
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and the counterattack by Russia and Asia occur during the last year of the Great Tribulation known as the
Day of the Lord.
The Bible does not really elaborate on any other war offensives that occur in the 2 years between
the conquest of the Middle East and America and Britain at the beginning of the Great Tribulation
and Europe‘s attack on Russia and Asia early during the Day of the Lord.
We can only speculate on a few things that might occur. Europe will be dominated by the great false church
that rules from the Vatican. All of Central and South America follow this great church so they will probably
be tied into Europe and follow them, especially at this time when the Pope will perform great miracles (2
Thessalonians 2:3-9).
Europe may also continue to expand its empire all throughout Africa. The white people in South Africa and
Zimbabwe are also of Israelite descent and will probably be punished along with the rest of Israel. The
African nations that were a part of French-west Africa are already tied in financially with Europe as the
Central African franc is interchangeable with the French franc. A similar arrangement exists with the third
world countries of the British Commonwealth and the European Union. Like in World War 2 the Israelite
nations of Scandinavia (Norway, Sweden and Finland) might be invaded and controlled by the German-led
United Europe.
Like in World War 2 Japan might expand its empire throughout much of East Asia and possibly Australia.
It‘s possible that Russia, China and the other nations of Asia may have its hands full dealing with Japan for
much of the early half of the Great Tribulation to worry about Europe before turning the tide on Japan.
3] Europe invades Russia and Asia.
Let‘s now pick up the outline of the Great Tribulation from where we left it off in Daniel 11. The next thing
that happens is the following: ―But news from the east [Asia] and the north [Russia] shall trouble him;
therefore he shall go out with great fury to destroy and annihilate many. And he shall plant the tents of his
palace between the seas and the glorious holy mountain; yet he shall come to his end, and no one will help
him. At that time Michael shall stand up, the great prince who stands watch over the sons of your people;
and there shall be a time of trouble, such as never was since there was a nation, even to that time. And at
that time your people shall be delivered, every one who is found written in the book. And many of those
who sleep in the dust of the earth shall awake, some to everlasting life‖ (Daniel 11:44 – 12:2).
The 5th and 6th trumpet plagues described in Revelation 9 talk about
two massive war offensives. The first one appears to be a bio-chemical
assault on Russia and Asia by the Beast power which lasts for five
months (Revelation 9:1-11). Rumours of hostility toward Europe from
Asia (the east) and Russia (the north - Moscow is almost due north of
the Holy Land) will cause the Europeans to launch a pre-emptive strike
against the powers of the East. The 5th trumpet signals ‗locusts‘ and
‗scorpions‘ rising out of the ‗bottomless pit‘ and tormenting men for 5
months. This may be describing modern helicopters and tanks of the
Beast, perhaps using chemical or biological weapons (Revelation 9:56).
4] Russia and Asia counterattack and conquer Europe.
The second war offensive is a massive counterattack by the Asiatics that sweeps across and destroys most
of Europe with an absolutely massive army of 200 million.
In Revelation 9:13-19 we read: ―Then the sixth angel sounded: And I heard a voice from the four horns of
the golden altar which is before God, saying to the sixth angel who had the trumpet, ‗Release the four
angels who are bound at the great river Euphrates‘. So the four angels, who had been prepared for the
hour and day and month and year, were released to kill a third of mankind. Now the number of the army of
the horsemen was two hundred million; I heard the number of them. And thus I saw the horses in the
vision: those who sat on them had breastplates of fiery red, hyacinth blue, and sulfur yellow; and the heads
of the horses were like the heads of lions; and out of their mouths came fire, smoke, and brimstone. By
these three plagues a third of mankind was killed—by the fire and the smoke and the brimstone which
came out of their mouths. For their power is in their mouth and in their tails; for their tails are like serpents,
having heads; and with them they do harm.‖ A third of mankind who are left after the destruction of the four
horseman will die in this war.
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In Isaiah 10:12-13 we read: ―Therefore it shall come to pass, when the LORD has performed all His work on
Mount Zion and on Jerusalem, that He will say, I will punish the fruit of the arrogant heart of the king of
Assyria, and the glory of his haughty looks.‖
This massive army will devastate Europe and this end-time Babylon will
fall. ―Babylon the great is fallen, is fallen…The kings of the earth who
committed fornication and lived luxuriously with her will weep and lament
for her, when they see the smoke of her burning, standing at a distance
for fear of her torment, saying, ‗Alas, alas, that great city Babylon, that
mighty city! For in one hour your judgment has come.‘ And the
merchants of the earth will weep and mourn over her, for no one buys
their merchandise anymore…
―They threw dust on their heads and cried out, weeping and wailing, and saying, ‗Alas, alas, that great city,
in which all who had ships on the sea became rich by her wealth! For in one hour she is made desolate.‘
Rejoice over her, O heaven, and you holy apostles and prophets, for God has avenged you on her!…Thus
with violence the great city Babylon shall be thrown down…For your merchants were the great men of the
earth, for by your sorcery all the nations were deceived‖ (Revelation 18:2, 9-11, 19-23).
In Revelation 17:16 we read: ―And the ten horns which you saw on the beast, these will hate the harlot [the
great false church], make her desolate and naked, eat her flesh and burn her with fire.‖ When everything
begins to fall apart for Europe the European leaders will turn on the great false church.
5] European and Asian forces gather at Armageddon, combine and proceed to
Jerusalem to fight Jesus Christ.
In Daniel 11:45 we read: ―And he shall plant the tents of his palace between the seas and the glorious holy
mountain; yet he shall come to his end, and no one will help him.‖ The leader of this United Europe and the
‗false prophet‘ will have established themselves in Jerusalem, which they will have surrounded and
occupied at the outset of the Great Tribulation. They will, by the time of the invasion from the East, have
large military forces in the Middle East.
―It is at this very stage in these plagues that the demons, possessing these rebel leaders (Revelation
16:13-14), will mobilize military forces of ‗all nations‘…in the valley of Megiddo [Armageddon], 70 miles
northeast of Jerusalem, to fight against the returning beings from outer space—Christ and His angels. They
will yet try to overthrow the divine power and continue to rule the world themselves. They will resist to the
end! But these human leaders shall be fighting supernatural power! Their fate will be awful! Their flesh will
consume away off their bones even while they yet stand on their feet!‖ (Where Are We Now in Prophecy?,
p.16).
―Then the LORD will go forth and fight against those nations, as He
fights in the day of battle. And in that day His feet will stand on the
Mount of Olives, which faces Jerusalem on the east. And the Mount
of Olives shall be split in two, from east to west, making a very large
valley; Half of the mountain shall move toward the north and half of it
toward the south…And this shall be the plague with which the LORD
will strike all the people who fought against Jerusalem: Their flesh
shall dissolve while they stand on their feet, their eyes shall dissolve
in their sockets, and their tongues shall dissolve in their
mouths…And the LORD shall be King over all the earth. In that day it
shall be—‗The LORD is one,‘ and His name one‖ (Zechariah 14:3-4,
12, 9).
6] Russian and Asian forces attempt to conquer Israel when they are regathered by
Christ in the land of Israel.
Many have blindly assumed that when Christ comes, there will be no opposition but that is not true! Many
of the Gentile nations shall not submit until forced to. The Europeans shall be subdued and conquered in
the battle before and at the time that Christ returns but the populous nations of Russia and Asia that God
up to this point has not dealt with will still need to be brought to submission. When Jesus Christ begins to
rule the world and has brought those left of all the tribes of Israel back and restored them to prosperity in
the land of Israel, a great Eurasian union of nations shall mount an attack against them. The Israelites will
not have to fight in this battle. They shall have learned by then that God fights their battles for them!
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―Now the word of the LORD came to me, saying, Son of man, set your face against Gog, of the land of
Magog, the prince of Rosh, Meshech, and Tubal, and prophesy against him…Persia, Ethiopia [Cush], and
Libya [Phut] are with them, all of them with shield and helmet; Gomer and all its troops; the house of
Togarmah from the far north and all its troops—many people are with you…
―In the latter years you will come into the land of those BROUGHT BACK from the sword and
GATHERED from many people on the mountains of Israel, which had long been desolate; they were
brought out of the nations, and now all of them dwell safely…You will say, ‗I will go up against a land of
unwalled villages; I will go to a peaceful people, who dwell safely, all of them dwelling without walls, and
having neither bars nor gates‘…You will come up against My people Israel like a cloud…
‘And it will come to pass at the same time, when Gog comes against the land of Israel‘, says the Lord GOD,
‗that My fury will show in My face. For in My jealousy and in the fire of My wrath I have spoken: Surely in
that day there shall be a great earthquake in the land of Israel…And I will bring him to judgment with
pestilence and bloodshed; I will rain down on him, on his troops, and on the many peoples who are with
him, flooding rain, great hailstones, fire, and brimstone. Thus I will magnify Myself and sanctify Myself, and
I will be known in the eyes of many nations. Then they shall know that I am the LORD‘…It will come to pass
in that day that I will give Gog a burial place there in Israel, the valley of those who pass by east of the sea
[east of either the Dead Sea or Sea of Galilee]; and it will obstruct travelers, because there they will bury
Gog and all his multitude. Therefore they will call it the Valley of Hamon Gog. For seven months the house
of Israel will be burying them, in order to cleanse the land. (Ezekiel 38:1-23, 39:11-12).
The Mongols and northern Chinese descend from Magog. Russia comes from Rosh and Moscow from
Meshech. Persia is Iran. Ethiopia and Libya are mistranslations. The original words are Cush and Phut.
There were both western and eastern divisions of Cush and Phut. The eastern divisions became the Indian
people. From Gomer descended the peoples of south-east Asia.
These nations will probably form the Asiatic army of 200 million that destroys Europe. There is another
attack by peoples described as coming from Gog and Magog after the millennium (Revelation 20:7-9) but
this particular battle mentioned in Ezekiel 38 and 39 is to occur at the beginning of the millennium.
In Ezekiel 38:11 Israel‘s enemies say that they will go up against the people who dwell securely in a land
of no walls, bars or gates. This is NOT referring to Israel in this end time age before Christ‘s return.
Ezekiel 38:8 shows that Israel will have been brought out of captivity and re-gathered in the land of Israel
when they are attacked.
AFTER the attack we read in Ezekiel 39:21-23: ―I will set My glory among the nations; all the nations shall
see My judgment which I have executed, and My hand which I have laid on them. So the house of Israel
shall know that I am the LORD their God from that day forward. AND THE NATIONS SHALL KNOW THAT
THE HOUSE OF ISRAEL WAS EXILED FOR THEIR INIQUITY. Because they sinned against Me,
therefore I hid My face from them and gave them into the hand of their enemies. So they all fell by the
sword.‖
―The nations then knowing that Israel was exiled during the Great Tribulation for their iniquity‖ would be a
very strange thing to say if this event is the same as the Gog and Magog attack that happens 1 000 years
later at the end of the millennium (Revelation 20:7-9) so this appears to be an event early during the
millennium before the Gentiles have truly been brought to submit to Christ‘s rule.
The world from that time forward shall truly know peace when Jesus Christ is acknowledged as King of
kings by all nations.

5] Will God’s people be protected and how will this be done?
What will happen to the church at this time? Will it be protected from all of these terrifying events?
Many evangelical churches believe that Jesus Christ will secretly "rapture" the church to heaven at the start
of the Great Tribulation where it will be spared the horrors of it and then return at the end of it with Jesus
Christ. This doctrine has been made very popular by the Left Behind movie series. The very term ―left
behind‖ implies some will miss out on this protection which in itself is curious. Just what does the Bible
have to say on this topic?
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There are a few key Bible passages used in relation to this subject. Let‘s take a look at what each of them
has to say and compare these verses. The first scripture usually quoted to support the rapture is
1 Thessalonians 4:15-17 which says:
―For this we say unto you by the word of the Lord, that we which are alive and remain unto the coming of
the Lord shall not prevent them which are asleep. For the Lord himself shall descend from heaven with a
shout, with the voice of the archangel, and with the trump of God: and the dead in Christ shall rise first:
Then we which are alive and remain shall be caught up together with them in the clouds to meet the Lord in
the air: and so shall we ever be with the Lord.‖
The words ―caught up‖ are translated from the Greek word ―harpazo‖. When Jerome translated the Bible
into Latin in the 4th century he used the Latin word rapture. Some say this word means to be taken up
suddenly, without warning, to be in heaven with Jesus. The expression caught up suddenly is a correct
translation but it can just as easily refer to the first resurrection at Christ‘s visible second coming. By and of
itself, it does not prove that there is a pre-Tribulation rapture.
A very important thing to note about 1 Thessalonians 4:15-17 is that the time period for this is not given.
The Greek word for ―meet‖ is ―apentesis‖. One source has the following comments about this word:
―Apantēsis (Strong‘s Greek 529) is a technical term that refers specifically to the practice of sending a
delegation outside the city walls and gates to receive a dignitary who was coming. This was the practice
when a king and his army were returning from war.
―All the people would pour forth from the city gates and welcome them with pomp and
circumstance. The people would meet them outside and THEN USHER THEM BACK INTO THE CITY
with shouts of joy and acclamation.
―W.E. Vines says ‗It is used in the papyri of a newly arriving magistrate. It seems that the special idea of the
word was the official welcome of a newly arrived dignitary.‘" (http://kingdomstudies.
blogspot.com.au/2009/07/apantesis.html)
This appears to give more support to christians meeting Jesus in the air and returning with Him to this earth
at His visible second coming to the Mount of Olives than it does to a secret coming of Christ to take His
followers to heaven and avoid the horrors of the Great Tribulation. Adventist writer Steve Wohlberg says
this about 1 Thessalonians 4:15-17:
―Left Behind describes this event as silent and secret, yet doesn‘t it seem rather loud and visible?
There is a shout, a voice, and a trumpet. Have you ever heard of a silent trumpet? Some people
have even called 1 Thessalonians 4:16 the noisiest verse in the Bible!‖ (The Left Behind Deception,
p.22)
1 Corinthians 15:51-53 also discusses the same resurrection that 1 Thessalonians 4:15-17 talks about.
What can we learn here about when the resurrection is and if this proves the rapture? It says:
―Behold, I speak a mystery to you; we shall not all fall asleep, but we shall all be changed; in a moment, in
a glance of an eye, AT THE LAST TRUMPET. For a trumpet shall sound, and the dead shall be raised
incorruptible, and we shall all be changed. For this corruptible must put on incorruption, and this mortal
must put on immortality.‖
This mystery to many is the rapture. The dead are raised first just like in 1 Thessalonians 4 before the rest
who are alive and in both verses trumpets sound. Unlike 1 Thessalonians 4, in this passage in
1 Corinthians 15 we are told the time period. It says that the resurrection occurs at the ―LAST
TRUMPET‖!
The sequence of the Great Tribulation in the Book of Revelation is seven seals and then the seventh seal
opens up the seven trumpets. At the seventh and LAST trumpet the kingdoms of this world become the
kingdoms of our Lord (Revelation 11:15) and this last trumpet occurs at the end of the Great Tribulation,
NOT before.
Those who support the rapture do not believe that this last trumpet is one and the same as the seventh
trumpet of the Book of Revelation. There is some truth to what they propose it could be. The last trumpet is
a Hebrew idiom for the Feast of Trumpets (which the Jews today refer to as Rosh Hashanah). Trumpets
were blown leading up to this feast culminating in the trumpets blown on that day. The resurrection will
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occur on either the seventh trumpet of Revelation or the Feast of Trumpets or perhaps even both! Let‘s go
now to our next scripture for more detail.
Revelation 11:15-18 tells us: ―And the seventh angel sounded. And there were great voices in Heaven,
saying, The kingdoms of this world have become the kingdoms of our Lord, and of His Christ. And He will
reign forever and ever... The nations were angry, and Your wrath has come, and the time of the dead,
that they should be judged, and that You should reward Your servants the prophets and the saints.‖
So here we are at the end of the Great Tribulation at the 7th and last trumpet when Christ‘s rule
begins. Only now at the end of the Great Tribulation are we told that the saints are rewarded. If the
saints have already been in heaven during the Great Tribulation wouldn‘t they have already
received their reward?
Matthew 24:30-31 tells us: ―And then the
sign of the Son of Man shall appear in the
heavens. And then all the tribes of the
earth shall mourn, and they shall see the
Son of Man coming in the clouds of the
heaven with power and great glory. And
He shall send His angels with a great
sound of a trumpet, and they shall gather
His elect from the four winds, from one
end of the heavens to the other.‖
Notice some key points and comparisons
with our previous verses we have looked
at. Like 1 Thessalonians 4 we see Christ
in the clouds, there‘s a great trumpet and
a gathering of the saints.
In Matthew 24:30-31 we are specifically told that all peoples will SEE Christ in the clouds and
FOLLOWING that we read about the resurrection of the saints.
There is one other passage used by supporters of the rapture and that is John 14:1-3 which says: ―Let not
your heart be troubled. You believe in God, believe also in Me. In My Father's house are many mansions; if
it were not so, I would have told you. I go to prepare a place for you. And if I go and prepare a place for
you, I will come again and receive you to Myself, so that where I am, you may be also.‖
Are these mansions or places, as rendered in other translations, some hiding spot in heaven during the
Great Tribulation? Ray Vander Laan in a Focus on the Family DVD shot on a tour of Israel called ―Faith
Lessons on the Life and Ministry of the Messiah‖ explains that this passage is drawing on bridal imagery
from a Jewish wedding.
What would happen when a man married a girl is generally they wouldn‘t go off to some different location
from their parents. They would build another house attached to the house of the man's parents. A man
would pick out a bride. He would then negotiate a bride price with the bride‘s father. They would exchange
a glass of wine to seal the deal and then the man would go to His father's place and build a new house or
unit next to his father's place. This might take many months but the bridegroom would come back for the
one he loves. Jesus is coming back for His church that He loves and they will be together always after His
second coming. It‘s not referring to a rapture.
When Jesus Christ explained what will happen in the Great Tribulation He said the following in Luke 21:36:
―Watch therefore, and pray always that you may be counted worthy to escape all these things that will
come to pass, and to stand before the Son of Man.‖
Watching and praying always here are two conditions of being accounted worthy to escape all these things.
To those end-time members characterized by the traits of the Philadelphian church, Christ says to them in
Revelation 3:10: ―Because you have kept My command to persevere, I also will keep you from the hour of
trial which shall come upon the whole world, to test those who dwell on the earth.‖ This is an obvious
reference to the Great Tribulation. Those who persevere with God‘s way of life and supporting His work will
be afforded this protection.
How will this protection occur? In Revelation 12:6-17 we read: ―Then the woman (the church) fled into the
wilderness, where she has a place prepared by God, that they should feed her there 1260 days…Now
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when the dragon (Satan) saw that he had been cast to the earth, he persecuted the woman who gave birth
to the male Child. But the woman was given two wings of a great eagle, that she might fly into the
wilderness to her place, where she is nourished for a time and times and half a time, from the presence of
the serpent. So the serpent spewed water out of his mouth like a flood after the woman, that he might
cause her to be carried away by the flood. But the earth helped the woman, and the earth opened its mouth
and swallowed up the flood which the dragon had spewed out of his mouth. And the dragon was enraged
with the woman, and he went to make war with the rest of her offspring, who keep the commandments
of God and have the testimony of Jesus Christ.‖
While the prophecy initially identifies the woman as the nation of Israel that gave birth to the male
child that would rule all nations (Revelation 12:6) the identity of the woman shifts to the church
(Spiritual Israel) at the end time as the rest of her offspring keep the commandments of God and
have the testimony of Jesus Christ. This cannot be said of the physical nation of Israel today! We
see here that some will be protected and others miss out on that protection. Those who are
protected are NOT in heaven but flee to a wilderness place on this earth!
The church flees to the wilderness which means a desolate, deserted
place. God‘s church is fed and nourished by God in this place both
physically and spiritually. Satan sends a flood after the church which
could possibly be a reference to armies but God will deliver the
fleeing church from this threat.
Enraged, Satan will go after those who fail to make it to the place
of safety. Many of these will be martyred and this martyrdom is
prophesied by the 5th seal (Revelation 6:9-11).
Notice that this place has been PREPARED by God. It is a literal place of protection rather than just
being protected wherever you are.
Revelation 3:10 says: ―Because you have kept my command to persevere, I also will keep you from the
hour of trial which shall come upon the whole world.‖
Some of God‘s people do flee to this place of safety while others do not make it to the place of safety. They
are still God‘s people and keep the commandments but, for whatever reason, this protection is not afforded
to them. Many of this generation are half-hearted christians and because of this lack of zeal some
members will have to go through the Great Tribulation.
To the Laodicean members Christ said, ―Because you say, ‗I am rich [physically and materially], have
become wealthy, and have need of nothing‘—and do not know that you are wretched, miserable, poor,
blind, and naked [spiritually] — I counsel you to buy from Me gold refined in the fire [the fiery trial of the
Great Tribulation], that you may be rich; and white garments, that you may be clothed, that the shame of
your nakedness may not be revealed; and anoint your eyes with eye salve, that you may see. As many as I
love, I rebuke and chasten. Therefore be zealous and repent‖ (Revelation 3:17-19).
There have been a couple of forerunners of this protection to the church at the end-time. Shortly before the
Roman armies destroyed Jerusalem in 70 AD the early church fled to Pella on the other side of the Jordan
River. Josephus (Wars of the Jews, Book 6, Chapter 5, Verse 3) records at Pentecost in 66 AD a great
sound accompanied by a quake was heard in the Temple saying: ―Let us remove hence‖. The church
according to other sources then fled to Pella where it was spared the horrors of the wars between Rome
and the Jews.
Also using the day-for-a-year principle, the church fled for 1260 years from the persecution of the great
false church from 325 AD when the Council of Laodicea forbid sabbath-keeping until 1585 when religious
freedom from the persecution of the Catholic Church was ensured after the defeat of the Spanish Armada
by the English navy and God‘s hand.
In Psalm 91:1-7 we read: "He who dwells in the secret place of the Most High shall abide under the
shadow of the Almighty. I will say of the LORD, 'He is my refuge and my fortress; My God, in Him I will
trust.' Surely He shall deliver you from the snare of the fowler and from the perilous pestilence. He shall
cover you with His feathers, and under His wings you shall take refuge; His truth shall be your shield and
buckler. You shall not be afraid of the terror by night, nor of the arrow that flies by day, nor of the pestilence
that walks in darkness, nor of the destruction that lays waste at noonday. A thousand may fall at your side,
and ten thousand at your right hand; but it shall not come near you."
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In Isaiah 26:20-21 God says: "Come, my people, enter your chambers, And shut your doors behind you;
Hide yourself, as it were, for a little moment until the indignation is past.‖ It says chambers - an enclosed
location. God shut the doors of the Ark and nobody could get into it. When God shows the church‘s
leadership what to do, some members no doubt will decide that it is too early, the wrong place or the wrong
way to go and will stay behind. Others will probably find that leaving family, friends, homes, jobs and
personal possessions more than they can bear and, they too, will probably stay behind. Ezekiel 5:3 says
―You shall also take a small number of them and bind them in the edge of your garment.” This is likely
reference to God‘s people in the place of safety. Ezekiel 5:4 implies some of them (who might be
unworthy) will be cast out of that place and suffer with others in the Great Tribulation.
Is it a place or could it be several places? The verses in Revelation 12 say "a place (singular)" and "her place
(singular)". The Bible also talks about keeping the feast in the place (singular) where God chooses to place His
name even though there are many Feast sites around the world.
Given the logistical nightmare it would be to bring members from every continent to one place in the world it is
also possible that there could be a place on each continent for the church to flee to. Whether there is one place
or multiple places of refuge for God‘s people only time will tell.
In Luke 17:28-32 we read: ―Likewise as it was also in the days of Lot: They ate, they drank, they bought,
they sold, they planted, they built; but on the day that Lot went out of Sodom it rained fire and brimstone
from heaven and destroyed them all. Even so will it be in the day when the Son of Man is revealed. In that
day, he who is on the housetop, and his goods are in the house, let him not come down to take them away.
And likewise the one who is in the field, let him not turn back. Remember Lot‘s wife.‖ What this means is
when the call comes to flee, when the directive is given, we must go - we must not linger as Lot did and
we must not turn back around as Lot's wife did.
While God‘s people are protected in the place of safety God will empower two converted leaders to be His
two witnesses calling this world to repentance. They will be given miracle-working powers to help get their
message through to this sinful world.
In Revelation 11:3-12 we read: ―And I will give power to my two witnesses, and they will prophesy one
thousand two hundred and sixty days, clothed in sackcloth. These are the two olive trees and the two
lampstands standing before the God of the earth. And if anyone wants to harm them, fire proceeds from
their mouth and devours their enemies. And if anyone wants to harm them, he must be killed in this
manner. These have power to shut heaven, so that no rain falls in the days of their prophecy (like Elijah);
and they have power over waters to turn them to blood (like Moses), and to strike the earth with all plagues,
as often as they desire.
―When they finish their testimony, the beast that ascends out of the bottomless pit will make war against
them, overcome them, and kill them. And their dead bodies will lie in the street of the great city which
spiritually is called Sodom and Egypt, where also our Lord was crucified (Jerusalem). Then those from the
peoples, tribes, tongues, and nations will see their dead bodies three-and-a-half days, and not allow their
dead bodies to be put into graves. And those who dwell on the earth will rejoice over them, make merry,
and send gifts to one another, because these two prophets tormented those who dwell on the earth. Now
after the three-and-a-half days the breath of life from God entered them, and they stood on their feet, and
great fear fell on those who saw them. And they heard a loud voice from heaven saying to them, ‗Come up
here.‘ And they ascended to heaven in a cloud, and their enemies saw them.‖
God will empower them with miracle-working power and they will preach to this sinful world for 1260 days
before the Beast power will be able to kill them. Their bodies will lie in the streets of Jerusalem for 3 ½ days
before they will be resurrected. This may or may not be the first resurrection when they are resurrected.
The events of Revelation 11:12-13 sounds similar to those which accompany the first resurrection. On the
other hand Revelation 11:14 indicates they are resurrected before the 3rd woe occurs which is the 7th
trumpet unleashing the seven last plagues. The 6th of the last plagues has the armies of the East crossing
the Euphrates into the land of Israel indicating these plagues will probably last much longer than just 3 ½
days.
They are called ―the two olive trees and the two lampstands‖. A lampstand is a symbol of a church
(Revelation 1:20). So, in a sense, they are called the two churches. It would appear as if these two men
are representatives of two churches. They could be representatives of those members protected in the
place of safety and those who are not. Another possibility is that one could be a representative of the
largest Church of God (UCG) and the other representative of the smaller Church of God groups and the
―Stay at Home‖ Church of God.
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The only other occasion where two olive trees and lampstands are mentioned is in Zechariah 4:11-14 in
reference to two individuals referred to as Joshua and Zerubbabel. Joshua and Zerubbabel were two of the
leaders when the Jews returned from Babylon and rebuilt the Temple. The two witnesses would appear to
be a type of these men. Zechariah 1 and 2 talk about how the people were taken into Babylon and then it
speaks of Joshua and Zerubbabel who helped rebuild the Temple after a remnant of the Jews returned
from Babylon. In the New Testament God‘s people are also called the Temple of God (1 Corinthians
3:16).
During the apostasy of the 1990‘s most of the church went back to spiritual Babylon and only a minority
held onto the Truth and rebuilt the Work of God. Zerubbabel is described as having a prominent role in
building the foundation of the rebuilt Work of God. It is in this context where the phrases ―‘Not by might nor
by power, but by My Spirit,‘ says the LORD of hosts‖ (Zechariah 4:6) and ―Who has despised the day of
small things?‖ (Zechariah 4:10) are mentioned in the Bible. Joshua is described as a brand plucked from
the fire (Zechariah 3:2). It‘s possible that he may be plucked out of the Great Tribulation and begin his
work after the other of the two witnesses.
At the same time that the two witnesses prophesy to the world Satan will empower the false prophet who
leads the great false church. In 2 Thessalonians 2:9 we read: ―The coming of the lawless one is according
to the working of Satan, with all power, signs, and lying wonders.‖ The world will be amazed at the miracles
that will be done by the forces of good and the forces of evil at this time.
Many hundreds of thousands will turn to God during the Great Tribulation when they will suffer terribly. Our
work will finally bear fruit and they will remember the truth of God being preached by God‘s church today. In
Revelation 7 we read about two groups of people that appear to be protected before God‘s wrath is poured
out on mankind during the Day of the Lord (the final year of the Great Tribulation).
The first are a group of 144,000 people of the 12 tribes of Israel. Why are they singled out from the rest of
those protected?
The angels about to unleash the trumpet plagues are told ―Do not harm the earth, the sea, or the trees till
we have sealed the servants of our God on their foreheads‖ (Revelation 7:3). These are sealed (probably
a reference to God‘s spirit) and are protected from the plagues of the Day of the Lord.
The second group is a far larger group of people. The apostle John wrote: ―After these things I looked, and
behold, a great multitude which no one could number, of all nations, tribes, peoples, and tongues, standing
before the throne and before the Lamb, clothed with white robes, with palm branches in their hands, and
crying out with a loud voice, saying, ‗Salvation belongs to our God who sits on the throne, and to the
Lamb!‘‖ (Revelation 7:9-10).
In Revelation 7 we read of 144 000 – 12 000 from each of 12 tribes of Israel who are sealed just before the
Day of the Lord. In Revelation 14:1-4 we read: ―And I looked, and, lo, a Lamb stood on the mount Zion,
and with him 144 000, having his Father's name written in their foreheads…These are they which follow the
Lamb wherever he goes. These were redeemed from among men, being the firstfruits unto God and
to the Lamb.‖
Here we are plainly told that the 144 000 are the firstfruits. Are they 12 000 from each physical tribe or is
this something symbolic - perhaps spiritual Israelites whose character and temperant matches those of the
corresponding physical tribes? Are they ALL of the firstfruits (at least up to the start of the Great Tribulation)
or are they merely a part of the firstfruits?
Back in the 1980‘s we would have said that they were only a part of the firstfruits as the church‘s feast
attendance figures for a time passed that magic number of 144 000. In hindsight, we now realise that the
number of people who were actually converted was a much smaller number. It may be possible that the
number of true firstfruits from 30 AD up to now is still short of that magic number and God is still working on
bringing His total of firsfruits up to that number.
There are 12 x 12 000 and the number 12 is significant in the Bible and generally thought of as the number
of organisational beginnings so, in this end-time context, could they be the ones chosen for governmental
roles in the coming Kingdom of God?
Author Art Braidic in his book ―The 144 000‖ notes that the order of the tribes of Israel in Revelation 7 is
utterly unique. He also notes that if we substitute the names of the tribes with the meaning of those names
it also very revealing. Bradic writes:
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"The fact that the tribes are not listed according to birth order, assembly by ensigns, or geographical
location is another indicator that this is not physical Israel. (p.62)…
"The Almighty God inspired the names of the tribes of Israel in such a way that they tell a wonderful story of
every true christian's struggle and ultimate triumph. Notice how a paragraph placing the meaning of these
names in their order might read:
"I will praise the Lord (Judah)
for He has looked on me (Reuben)
and good fortune comes (Gad).
Happy am I (Asher)
because my wrestling (Naphtali) with God
makes me forget (Manasseh) my trials.
God hears me (Simeon)
and has joined me (Levi) to Him.
He has purchased me (Isaachar)
and my Husband will dwell with me (Zebulon).
God will add (Joseph) me
to the Son of His right hand (Benjamin)" (p.67).
Perhaps this explains why Joseph and Manasseh are used as tribal names and not Ephraim and
Manasseh in order to get a more meaningful fit with the story you get from the meanings of the names.
Having said that, that doesn‘t explain why Dan is left out. Now the name Dan means judge and this is
something that the firstfruits will be doing in the World Tomorrow so there appears to be more to Dan being
excluded.
Is there perhaps a spiritual lesson we can draw out and apply in our lives in relation to Dan being
excluded? Dan didn‘t drive out the Canaanites from their inheritance and some of them weren‘t content
with their inheritance and did their own thing by seeking a new area to settle way up in the north of Israel.
They also played a part in Israel going into idolatry with the idols that were set up in Dan in the north in
Jeroboam‘s time. Perhaps the spiritual lesson we can learn that‘s emphasised here is that you can‘t go
your own way like the tribe of Dan did and expect to be a part of the firstfruits in the Kingdom of God.
There are differing views on who the great innumerable multitude is – one view is that they are those
converted and receive God‘s spirit during the Great Tribulation. Another view is that they are converted
during the Tribulation but don‘t receive God‘s spirit until after Christ‘s return. Jude 14 says that the Lord
comes with his 10 000‘s of saints as opposed to a great innumerable mutitude.
Revelation 7:14-15 says of the great innumerable multitude: ―These are the ones who came out of the
great tribulation and have washed their robes, and have whitened them in the blood of the Lamb. Therefore
they are before the throne of God, and they serve Him day and night in His temple. And He sitting on the
throne will dwell among them. They will not hunger any more, nor thirst any more, nor will the sun light on
them, nor any heat. For the Lamb who is in the midst of the throne will feed them and will lead them to the
fountains of living waters. And God will wipe away all tears from their eyes.‖
This language is very similar to what we read in Revelation 21 and 22. Art Braidic believes that these are
those who are converted during the millennium and the Great White Throne Judgment and that the latter
half of this chapter about the great innumerable chapter is an inset chapter that leaps forward to after the
millennium.
Supporting his view Art says that given that such a large number of 200 million (Revelation 9:16) is used in
the same book we can conclude that the great innumerable number of people who come to God are a
much greater number than 200 million.
Art makes a couple of good points but Revelation 7:14 does clearly state: ―These are the ones who came
out of the great tribulation‖. The definite article of ―the‖ is there in the Greek.
The great innumberable multitude could be those converted and forgiven during the Great Tribulation who
are also protected but due to being in captivity and a lack of opportunity to be baptised by God‘s true
ministry do not have God‘s spirit.
They would receive God‘s spirit at the beginning of the millennium and could be representative of
all who will be converted in the second latter harvest of souls.
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The 144 000 and the great innumerable multitude are probably representative, in part or in whole, of
the two great spiritual harvests of the firstfruits and the rest of mankind who are not in the first
resurrection.

6] What are the seven seals?
The Book of Revelation is a book that REVEALS what the future will be. That is why it is
called ―The Revelation of Jesus Christ which God gave Him to show His servants—things
which must shortly take place‖ (Revelation 1:1). Christ, not any man or angel, is the one
who is able to reveal to us its true meaning (Revelation 5).
The events of the end-time leading up to Christ‘s return are revealed to us in an
interesting pattern. Jesus Christ is pictured before the throne of God as being the only
one worthy to open a scroll that is sealed with 7 seals. As He opens each seal a specific
event takes place. There are 7 seals in all.
The 7th seal opens up 7 trumpet plagues and the 7th of those trumpet plagues
further opens up the 7 last plagues.
We are not specifically told what the scroll is or what is written on it, only that it is written on both sides and
sealed with seven seals (Revelation 5:1). There is an interesting story in Jeremiah 32 that may give a hint
at what this scroll may be about. The people of Israel were the rightful owners of the land of Israel but they
turned their back on God and He was about to punish them by sending them into captivity in Babylon.
Jeremiah buys a plot of land from his uncle and signs the purchase scroll which is then put in an earthen
vessel. God tells the people through Jeremiah that even though they will go into captivity that after they are
humbled there that he will bring them back into the land and they will return to their inheritance.
God is the owner of the earth (Exodus 19:5) but, for a
time, the kingdoms of men control it under the sway of
Satan‘s influence control it. Christ died for our sins and
rose again and is now worthy to take claim of his
inheritance of ruling all nations (Revelation 11:15).
The scroll may very well be the title deed to the whole
earth which only Christ is worthy of possessing.
Before He comes to possess it at His second coming,
seals are broken which symbolise traumatic events
which have to take place before Jesus Christ takes
possession and begins to directly rule all nations.
So let‘s now look at what great traumatic event each of the
seven seals represents. In Revelation 6:1-8 we read:
―Now I saw when the Lamb opened one of the seals; and I
heard one of the four living creatures saying with a voice
like thunder, ‗Come and see.‘ And I looked, and behold, a
white horse. He who sat on it had a bow; and a crown was
given to him, and he went out conquering and to conquer.
―When He opened the second seal, I heard the second
living creature saying, ‗Come and see.‘ Another horse,
fiery red, went out. And it was granted to the one who sat
on it to take peace from the earth, and that people should
kill one another; and there was given to him a great sword.
―

When He opened the third seal, I heard the third living creature say, ‗Come and see.‘ So I looked, and
behold, a black horse, and he who sat on it had a pair of scales in his hand. And I heard a voice in the
midst of the four living creatures saying, ‗A quart of wheat for a denarius, and three quarts of barley for a
denarius; and do not harm the oil and the wine.‘
‖When He opened the fourth seal, I heard the voice of the fourth living creature saying, ‗Come and see.‘ So
I looked, and behold, a pale horse. And the name of him who sat on it was Death, and Hades followed with
him. And power was given to them over a fourth of the earth, to kill with sword, with hunger, with
death, and by the beasts of the earth.
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These are the famous ―Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse‖. The word ―apocalypse‖ is simply the Greek
word for Revelation. What do these four horsemen represent? There are some clues in those verses above
to help us understand their meaning but to truly understand them we need to look to Jesus Christ, the
Revealer, to explain to us their meaning.
Fortunately, Jesus Christ has explained them to us in plain language elsewhere in the New Testament. In
his great Olivet prophecy, named because He was on the Mount of Olives at the time, He gives us an
overview of the major events that lead up to His second coming. This prophecy is found in Matthew 24
(Parallel accounts are also found in Luke 21 and Mark 13).
What is the first major event that Christ
tells us about? In Matthew 24:4-5 we
read: ―Jesus answered and said to them:
‗Take heed that no one deceives you. For
many will come in My name, saying, ‗I am
the Christ,‘ and will deceive many.‖
This is a parallel of the 1st seal – the white
horse. We are told in Revelation 19:11-15
that when Christ returns He is also on a
white horse. The first horseman is a clever
counterfeit of the real Jesus Christ. Jesus,
on His white horse, has a sword which
comes out of his mouth. The first
horseman has a bow in his hand.
The white horse of the 1st seal represents
false religion – that of the great false
church which will support and feed the
beast power of the United Europe.
Let‘s look at the next major event that
Christ tells us about. ―And you will hear of
wars and rumors of wars. See that you are
not troubled; for all these things must come
to pass, but the end is not yet. For nation
will rise against nation, and kingdom
against kingdom.‖
The red horse of the 2nd seal represents
world war. Revelation 6:4 says that the red
horse takes peace from the earth – war!
Following on from that Christ says in
Matthew 24:7: ―And there will be famines‖.
The 3rd seal, the black horse represents great famine. ―He who sat on it had a pair of scales in his hand.
And I heard a voice in the midst of the four living creatures saying, ‗A quart of wheat for a denarius, and
three quarts of barley for a denarius; and do not harm the oil and the wine.‘‖
Food prices are very high because food is so scarce. There may also be a major famine in the Israelite
nations due to a great locust plague (Joel 1:2-12) which appears to be an end time event as it speaks of
the Day of the Lord in Joel 1:15 and Joel 2:1.
After famines Christ then tells us that there will be ―pestilences, and earthquakes in various places. All
these are the beginning of sorrows‖ (Matthew 24:7).
The 4th seal, the (sickly) pale horse represents disease. Great disease epidemics will sweep around the
world in the wake of the terrible wars which often lead to such diseases and famines. The reference in
Revelation 6:8 to ―the beasts of the earth‖ refers to animal-borne diseases.
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Revelation 6:8 also tells us that the ―Four Horseman of the Apocalypse‖ - false religion, war, famine
and disease - will kill A QUARTER OF THE POPULATION OF THE WHOLE WORLD! That‘s nearly
one and a half billion people!
We know that war will kill a third of the Israelite nations and another third will die from famine and disease
(Ezekiel 5:12). Two-thirds of the population of the nations descended from Israel (America, Britain,
Canada, Australia, New Zealand, NW Europe and Israel) only brings us up to about 250 million people.
That leaves over a billion people from the Gentile nations who will be killed by war, famine and disease
leading up to the Day of the Lord.
As well as an end-time fulfilment of these four seals there is also a progressive fulfilment of the seals. The
intensity and death toll of wars, famines and diseases (as well as earthquakes) has increased dramatically
over the past century.
On the heels of those 4 seals will be the 5th seal which will be a martyrdom of many of God‘s true church.
In Revelation 6:9-11 we read: ―When He opened the fifth seal, I saw under the altar the souls of those
who had been slain for the word of God and for the testimony which they held. And they cried with a loud
voice, saying, ‘How long, O Lord, holy and true, until You judge and avenge our blood on those who dwell
on the earth?‘ Then a white robe was given to each of them; and it was said to them that they should rest a
little while longer, until both the number of their fellow servants and their brethren, who would be killed as
they were, was completed.‖
Thousands upon thousands of true
christians were killed at the behest of
the great false church during the Dark
and Middle Ages. In this symbolic
vision they ask when they will be
avenged and are told that there will be
yet another great persecution and
martyrdom of true christians in the
end-time.
In Matthew 24:9-13 after He gives the meaning of the first 4 seals, Jesus then says: ―Then they will deliver
you up to tribulation and kill you, and you will be hated by all nations for My name‘s sake. And then many
will be offended, will betray one another, and will hate one another. Then many false prophets will rise up
and deceive many. And because lawlessness will abound, the love of many will grow cold. But he who
endures to the end shall be saved.‖ It‘s interesting to note that the church will be hated by all nations for
Christ‘s sake. While the church and the Work of God is not anywhere near as recognized as it used to be
when Herbert W. Armstrong was alive it will once again be recognized by the whole world at this time.
In Mark 13:9-13 Christ‘s explanation of the 5th seal is recorded this way by Mark: ―But watch out for
yourselves, for they will deliver you up to councils, and you will be beaten in the synagogues. You will be
brought before rulers and kings for My sake, for a testimony to them. And the gospel must first be preached
to all the nations. But when they arrest you and deliver you up, do not worry beforehand, or premeditate
what you will speak. But whatever is given you in that hour, speak that; for it is not you who speak, but the
Holy Spirit. Now brother will betray brother to death, and a father his child; and children will rise up against
parents and cause them to be put to death. And you will be hated by all for My name‘s sake. But he who
endures to the end shall be saved.‖
Revelation 12 tells us that some of God‘s people will be protected in a place that God has prepared for
them while some are not. Satan will vigorously go after the rest of God‘s people that aren‘t protected at this
time. A great many of them will be martyred. Many members who are lukewarm and half-hearted when
they recognize the seriousness of what has come on the world will once again be zealous and repent.
Some church members will go along with the rest of the world in accepting the mark of the beast (following
the beast church/state power instead of God) so as not to be punished by the state. Some unconverted
family members of church members or church members that have gone along with the state will betray true
church members and tell the state about their beliefs. Many will be brought before courts and rulers to give
account of their beliefs. God tells those who are delivered up to rulers that He will inspire their words so
they give a witness of the gospel to those who are persecuting them.
It is only after describing the meaning of the 5th seal does Christ tell us in Matthew 24:14: ―And this gospel
of the kingdom shall be preached in the whole world as a witness unto all nations.‖ The primary fulfilment of
this prophecy will be through the preaching of the two witnesses accompanied by many great miracles.
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Over the initial 2 ½ year period of this world war 5 of the 7 seals of the Book of Revelation will be opened
with devastating impact on the peoples of all the world. This will primarily be the time of Satan's wrath
stirring the nations up to do battle since he knows that his time left before his banishment is very short
(Revelation 12:12).
The last year of this 3 ½ year period will be a time of God's wrath on mankind when He corrects the nations
in order to bring them to repentance.
The heavenly signs of the 6th seal will herald the beginning of this time followed by the 7th seal which
opens up the 7 trumpet plagues. Isaiah 34:8 says: ―For it is the day of the Lord's vengeance, the YEAR of
recompense in the controversy of Zion." Using the day for a year prophetic principle (Ezekiel 4:4-6) we
understand that the Day of the Lord will probably last approximately one year in length.
In His Olivet prophecy Jesus said: ―Immediately after the tribulation of those days the sun will be darkened,
and the moon will not give its light; the stars will fall from heaven, and the powers of the heavens will be
shaken.‖ (Matthew 24:29).
In Joel 2:31 we also read: ―The sun shall be turned into darkness, and the moon into blood, before the
coming of the great and awesome day of the LORD.‖

Technically the Great Tribulation is the period of Satan‘s wrath up to the beginning of the Day of the Lord,
though, in general terms we call the whole 3 ½ year period the Great Tribulation, much in the same way we
include the Last Great Day when we speak about the Feast of Tabernacles.
Marking the beginning of the Day of the Lord is the 6th
seal which we read of in Revelation 6:12-14: ―I looked
when He opened the sixth seal, and behold, there
was a great earthquake; and the sun became black as
sackcloth of hair, and the moon became like blood.
And the stars of heaven fell unto the earth, as a fig tree
drops its late figs, when it is shaken by a mighty wind.
Then the sky receded as a scroll when it is rolled up;
and every mountain and island was moved out of its
place."
In Luke 21:25-26 Christ‘s words are recorded this way by Luke: ―And there will be
signs in the sun, in the moon, and in the stars; and on the earth distress of nations,
with perplexity, the sea and the waves roaring; men‘s hearts failing them from fear
and the expectation of those things which are coming on the earth, for the
powers of heaven will be shaken.‖
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Blockbuster movies such as Deep Impact and Armageddon have made popular the concept of cosmic
catastrophism - the belief that heavenly objects such as meteors, asteroids and comets could hit our planet
and the devastating impact that they might have on planet Earth.
Certain verses in the Book of Revelation give the impression that God may use a similar method to punish
the nations during the Day of the Lord. There are two verses in Revelation 8 which talk about a great star
from heaven and a great mountain burning with fire hitting the earth.
During the 6th seal the sun and moon become dark (possibly from some cosmic dust) and these events are
accompanied by an enormous earthquake such that islands and mountains are moved out of their place.
The stars of heaven falling to the earth appear to be a reference to a great meteor shower.
After the sealing of the 144 000 in Revelation 7 so they are protected from the plagues of the Day of the
Lord the 7th seal is then opened.
In Revelation 8:1-2 we read: ―When He opened the seventh seal, there was silence in heaven for about
half an hour. And I saw the seven angels who stand before God, and to them were given seven trumpets.‖
The 7th seal opens up the 7 trumpet plagues.

7] What are the seven trumpet plagues?
Now the church has generally viewed the 7 trumpet plagues of the Day of the Lord as separate,
independent events with little or no relation to each other except to punish mankind. Before we look at what
each of the trumpet plagues are let's look at the question, ―Are most of these plagues actually connected to
each other as consequences of a single method or agent by which God will punish mankind?‖
Does God just arbitarily make up what plagues to use in some sort of random way? ―First plague will be a
hail mingled with fire. What will I try next? How about a plague of darkness?‖ Are the plagues just random
or are they connected to one another like a kind of chain reaction? Could they, for the most part, be effects
of a single agent of destruction that God is using to punish mankind?
Let‘s look at the plagues which talk about blood and waters turning to blood.
- Revelation 8:7, the 1st trumpet, tells us about a fiery hailstorm that is mingled with blood.
- Revelation 8:8, the 2nd trumpet, tells us that the great mountain burning with fire that hits the sea turns a
third part of the sea into blood. Whatever this fiery mountain is, such as a great meteor, it must have a
blood, red pigment to it to do this!
- Revelation 16:3, the 2nd of the 7 last plagues, tells us that waters of the sea were turned into blood.
- Revelation 16:4, the 3rd of the 7 last plagues, tells us that the waters of the rivers were also turned into
blood.
You‘ll notice that the earth and seas become covered with blood or a blood red pigment at least 4 times,
and 5 if you include the moon appearing red at the time of the 6th seal. Why would God repeat this type of
plague so many times if they had no relation to each another and were just independent, arbitary plagues?
There are two larger objects that hit the earth and cause major destruction (2nd and 3rd trumpet plagues).
What is different and unusual about one of these objects that crash into one of the earth‘s oceans is that it
turns the sea into a blood red colour.
There is a serious amount of ―red soil‖ coming off this huge object that hits one of our oceans. This red soil
and dust may go a long way to explaining a lot of the other plagues that speak of things turning into or
looking like blood such as the moon at the 6th seal. We are also told that the hail mingled with fire of the
1st trumpet plague is also mingled with blood.
While this red soil is not usually associated with comets it should have a familiar ring to it. A good portion of
Western Australia is iron ore and red dust from eroded iron ore is found in great abundance right across
Western Australia and over into Queensland. In our solar system we have the planet Mars which is fully
covered in red iron ore dust so any red soil coming off these celestial bodies would be iron ore dust.
What if the two larger objects that hit the earth and cause major destruction (2nd and 3rd trumpet plagues)
both break off from a much larger object that threatens the earth?
Let‘s look at the plagues of darkness.
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- Revelation 6:12, the 6th seal, tells us the sun becomes as black as a sackcloth of hair.
- Revelation 8:12, the 4th trumpet, tells us a third of the sun, moon and stars‘ light does not shine.
- Revelation 16:10, the 5th of the 7 last plagues, tells us that darkness covers the whole of the beast‘s
kingdom.
Again we see a repetition of a similar plague. But wait, there‘s still more!
Now when we think of a hailstorm we usually think of hail that is ice. In the time of the Exodus and in
Revelation the hailstorms are described as hail mingled with fire. Let‘s consider the option that this hail
mingled with fire and blood at this future time might be fiery meteorites like New York was pelted with in
Armageddon. Let‘s also notice what accompanies the hailstorms described in the book of Revelation.
- Revelation 6:12-16 and 8:7. As the heavenly signs of the 6th seal occur an almighty earthquake occurs
such that every mountain and island is moved out of its place. Right on the heels of this earthquake is the
first trumpet plague which is a fiery hailstorm. This meteor shower is so destructive that a third of the
earth‘s vegetation is destroyed by the fires created by it.
- Revelation 16:17-21. The last of the 7 last plagues is the greatest earthquake of all time shaking the
whole earth. Just like at the beginning of the Day of the Lord this almighty earthquake is also accompanied
by a tremendous hailstorm – another great meteor shower..
The last plague at the very end of the Day of the Lord is identical to the 6th seal - a worldwide earthquake
such that every mountain and island is moved out of its place accompanied by a great shower of hailstones
(Revelation 16:17-21).
In light of these two similar plagues, what could cause seismic stress on such an incredible worldwide scale
that every mountain and island are moved out of their place? Whatever causes it, it appears as if it may
happen twice - once at the beginning of the Day of the Lord and another time at the end of the Day of the
Lord.
Is this all co-incidence or is this evidence that these plagues are interrelated as consequences of a singular
agent of destruction by which God punishes mankind?
Potentially all bar the 5th and 6th trumpet plagues (which have to do with two wars of men) could be
caused by such an agent of destruction that God might direct to cause these plagues and hence why it is
called ―The Day of the Lord‖ as it is the Lord who is directing most of these plagues.
If these plagues are caused by some singular cosmic agent of destruction just how big might it be? Is it as
big as a mountain like in Deep Impact or potentially something much, much bigger? At the time of the 6th
seal and the great earthquake at the last of the 7 last plagues every mountain and island is moved out of its
place. Does that sound like something that could happen if it was only as big as a mountain?
If these plagues are caused by some great cosmic agent as it passes by at both the start and end of
the Day of the Lord, in order to cause great seismic stress all over the whole earth as it passes by it
potentially would have to be FAR larger than just the size of a mountain!
If this is some cosmic agent of destruction that God is using to cause most of the plagues of the Day of the
Lord then this agent of destruction may be the sign of the coming of the Son of Man that Jesus Himself
referred to in Matthew 24:29-30:
―Immediately after the tribulation of those days shall the sun be darkened, and the moon shall not give her
light, and the stars shall fall from heaven, and the powers of the heavens shall be shaken: AND THEN
SHALL APPEAR the sign of the Son of man in heaven: and then shall all the tribes of the earth mourn,
and they shall see the Son of man coming in the clouds of heaven with power and great glory.‖
Jesus talks about the heavenly signs of the 6th seal and says ―and then shall appear the sign of the Son
of man in heaven‖ implying it may be different to the heavenly signs He just spoke about. That sign may
be the agent of destruction that causes the heavenly signs of the 6th seal.
Let‘s now look at each of the 7 trumpet plagues.
Following on the heels of the 6th seal are the first 4 trumpet plagues. The
1st trumpet describes hail mingled with fire and blood hitting the earth and
causing fires which destroy a third of the earth's vegetation.
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―The first angel sounded: And hail and fire followed, mingled with blood, and they were thrown to the
earth. And a third of the trees were burned up, and all green grass was burned up‖ (Revelation 8:7).
The Book of Revelation describes quite a number of plagues that are similar to those which fell on
Egypt - waters turning to blood, plagues of darkness and boils appearing on man and beast.
Hall mingled with fire was one of the 10 plagues which fell on Egypt. Hail mingled with fire appears to be a
reference to a great meteor shower. The 2nd and 3rd trumpet plagues describe two much larger objects
hitting the earth.
―Then the second angel sounded:
mountain burning with fire was
third of the sea became blood. And
in the sea died, and a third of
(Revelation 8:9).

And something like a great
thrown into the sea, and a
a third of the living creatures
the ships were destroyed‖

The 2nd trumpet plague is described as "a great mountain
burning with fire" which hits one of the oceans causing
destruction to a third of the ships and a third of the creatures in
the sea. Such destruction would probably be caused by a
massive tsunami like that seen in the movie Deep Impact.
It says in Revelation 8:8 that it also causes a third of the sea to become blood. This object appears to
have a reddish cosmic dust that comes off it to cause the sea to take on the appearance of blood. This
same reddish dust may be why the 1st trumpet plague is referred to as hail mingled with fire and blood and
why the moon takes on the appearance of blood at the time of the 6th seal.
The 3rd trumpet plague describes "a great star from heaven‖ hitting the earth
poisoning a third of the rivers. ―Then the third angel sounded: And a great star fell
from heaven, burning like a torch, and it fell on a third of the rivers and on the
springs of water. The name of the star is Wormwood. A third of the waters became
wormwood, and many men died from the water, because it was made bitter‖
(Revelation 8:10-11).
The 4th trumpet plague is a plague of darkness so that a third part of the sun, moon and stars' light does
not shine. ―Then the fourth angel sounded: And a third of the sun was struck, a third of the moon, and a
third of the stars, so that a third of them were darkened. A third of the day did not shine, and likewise the
night‖ (Revelation 8:12).
In Amos 8:9 we read: ―‘And it shall come to pass in that day,‘ says the Lord GOD, ‗That I will make the sun
go down at noon, that will make the sun go down on a clear day‘‖. This may possibly refer to the same event.
It‘s possible that this may be similar to what happened in Hezekiah‘s day (2 Kings 20:8-11) with the earth
suddenly being rotated by a number of degrees forward and the sun appearing to set early.
The 5th and 6th trumpet plagues describe two massive
war offensives. The first one appears to be a bio-chemical
assault on Russia and Asia by the Beast power which lasts
for 5 months (Revelation 9:1-11, Daniel 11:44).
The 5th trumpet signals ‗locusts‘ and ‗scorpions‘ rising out
of the ‗bottomless pit‘ and tormenting men for 5 months.
This may be describing modern helicopters and tanks of
the Beast, perhaps using chemical or biological weapons.
The 6th trumpet is a massive counterattack by the
Asiatics that sweeps across and destroys most of Europe
with an army of 200 million (Revelation 9:13-19, 18:1-8).
The first 4 trumpet plagues follow the massive earthquake and meteor shower of
the 6th seal. The plagues released by the seventh trumpet don't follow, but instead
lead up to the climaxing worldwide earthquake and meteor shower (?) of the last of
the 7 last plagues.
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Is it possible that this is a great cosmic body coming from one direction and then coming back the other
way? If, hypothetically, it was, then the effects of its tail would occur in reverse order due to the fact that the
tail of comets always point away from the Sun.
If the seas and rivers becoming like blood at the end of the Day of the Lord are due to reddish
meteor/cometary dust it may also play a part in the darkness plagues and the boils which affect man and
beast that occur at the end of the Day of the Lord.
In Revelation 16 we read about the last 7 plagues which
are released by the seventh trumpet at the very end of the
Day of the Lord climaxing in the return of Jesus Christ. The
first 6 of these last plagues are described as boils appearing
on man and beast, seas again becoming as blood, rivers
becoming as blood, men being scorched by the heat of the
sun, great darkness and the Euphrates River being dried up
to allow the Eastern armies to cross on their way to
Armageddon. When ancient Babylon fell water was diverted
and dried up a part of the Euphrates River.
The great Eastern armies meet the armies of Europe
already deployed in the Middle East on the ancient
battleground of Armageddon (the Jezreel Valley in northern
Israel).
At this critical juncture in time Jesus Christ returns and they
are stirred up by Satan and the demons to perceive Jesus
Christ as a common enemy (as an Antichrist or invader from
outer space). They proceed to Jerusalem to fight Him and
are defeated by Christ and all the resurrected saints who
come with Him.
In Matthew 24:30-31 Jesus said: ―Then the sign of the Son of Man will appear in heaven, and then all the
tribes of the earth will mourn, and they will see the Son of Man coming on the clouds of heaven with power
and great glory. And He will send His angels with a great sound of a trumpet, and they will gather together
His elect from the four winds, from one end of heaven to the other.‖
In Revelation 19:11-16 we read: ―Now I saw heaven opened, and
behold, a white horse. And He who sat on him was called Faithful and
True, and in righteousness He judges and makes war. His eyes were like
a flame of fire, and on His head were many crowns. He had a name
written that no one knew except Himself. He was clothed with a robe
dipped in blood, and His name is called The Word of God. And the
armies in heaven, clothed in fine linen, white and clean, followed Him on
white horses. Now out of His mouth goes a sharp sword, that with it He
should strike the nations. And He Himself will rule them with a rod of iron.
He Himself treads the winepress of the fierceness and wrath of Almighty
God. And He has on His robe and on His thigh a name written: KING OF
KINGS AND LORD OF LORDS.‖
The very last plague is poured with the voice of the 7th angel crying out: "It is done!" The greatest earthquake
of all time rocks the whole earth! "And there were noises and thunderings and lightnings; and there was a
great earthquake, such a mighty and great earthquake as had not occurred since men were on the
earth…Then every island fled away and the mountains were not found. And great hail from heaven fell upon
men, each hailstone about the weight of a talent" (Revelation 16:18-21). Combined with this earthquake will
be an incredible shower of hailstones (meteorites ?) with some weighing as much as a talent or 100 pounds.
Isaiah 24:19-20 says that: "The earth is shaken exceedingly. The earth shall reel to and fro like a drunkard."
This earthquake will cause the Mount of Olives to split in two and shake Jerusalem like the mighty earthquake
of Uzziah's time (Zechariah 14:3-5). Jesus Christ returns to the earth with the sound of a mighty trumpet (1
Thessalonians 4:16) in power and glory. There are great lightning bolts and the hills and mountains melt like
wax at His return (Psalm 97:4-5) due perhaps to phenomenal volcanic activity shaking the earth at this time.
At this time of the 7th trumpet will be the first resurrection of all of God‘s people who have endured to the end
and they will meet Christ in the clouds with their new powerful spirit bodies – born into God‘s very own family
(1 Corinthians 15:50-53).
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In Zechariah 14:7 it says that at even time it shall be light. This may be due to Christ's brightness filling the
sky, making it like day or we may see something like a repeat of Joshua's long day. In such a dramatic
awesome spectacle God intervenes in human affairs and ushers in the Wonderful World Tomorrow.
After this dramatic battle the marriage supper of Jesus Christ and the Church will occur (Revelation 19:9).
Satan and the demons will be cast into the bottomless pit for a thousand years (Revelation 20:1-3) and
they will not be able to broadcast their impulses of sin and disobedience to the world. Will Jesus Christ
return on the Feast of Trumpets and Satan be bound nine days later on the Day of Atonement, followed by
the marriage of the Lamb on the Feast of Tabernacles? We don‘t know. Only time will tell but it‘s an
interesting possibility.
Then will come the great Exodus of all 12 tribes of Israel back to the land of Israel of which the exodus of
Moses‘ day was a forerunner (Jeremiah. 16:14-15, Isaiah 11:11-15). Christ will deal with Israel first and
only later begin to work with the Gentiles. Once they are settled in the land of Israel the remainder of the
Russian and Asian armies will come and try and conquer the returned Israelites (Ezekiel 38, 39). God will
fight for Israel and defeat them and from there on there will be a millennium of peace and prosperity.
In Amos 5:3 it says: ―For thus says the Lord GOD: ―The city that goes out by a thousand shall have a
hundred left, and that which goes out by a hundred shall have ten left to the house of Israel.‖ A similar thing
is mentioned in Isaiah 6:13.
This indicates that the population of our Israelite nations will be decimated by the end of the Great
Tribulation to where only a tenth will survive into the millennium. All indications are this will be the case for
the whole world as well, but that remaining tenth of the world will have been humbled by God and realize
that God‘s way is the only way to peace. They will rebuild the destroyed cities (Isaiah 61:4, Jeremiah 33:7)
and the world‘s population will rapidly expand once again (Isaiah 27:6) as Christ sets up the Kingdom of
God here on earth and rules the world from Jerusalem.
However the plagues of the Day of the Lord are brought upon the earth by God they will be terrifying
events. Coupled with the horrific world war that will come upon the whole world, the heavenly plagues of
the Day of the Lord will ensure that this will be the greatest period of trouble "since the beginning of the
world until this time, no, nor ever shall be" (Matthew 24:21). Thankfully God will cut it short and send Jesus
Christ to finally bring peace and happiness to this world which so desperately needs it.

Summary

1] What is the Great Tribulation?



Before Jesus Christ returns to this earth and establishes the Kingdom of God on this earth mankind will go
through its darkest and most frightening time in all of history. This final great world war is prophesied to
go for 3 ½ years (Daniel 12:7-13, Revelation 11:2-3, 12:6, 14).
Jesus foretold that the Great Tribulation would be so great that, unless God does intervene, no human
being would be saved alive. (Matthew 24:21-22). Mankind will be brought to acknowledge that God‘s way
is the only way to true peace.

2] Who and what is the Beast?




The prophecies of the books of Daniel and Revelation give us an orderly story flow of world history and
prophecy ahead of us. They show us that the major world power in the final world war leading up to the
return of Jesus Christ will be a military power known as the Beast (Revelation 17:7-14).
In Daniel 2 we read about a great dream that Nebuchadnezzar, king of Babylon, had that Daniel
interpreted for him. God had given a vision about the great empires to come right up until the return of
Jesus Christ. It was a prophecy of four great kingdoms to rule the ancient world.
In Daniel 7 we read that Daniel also had a dream of these four great kingdoms but instead of seeing a
statue of a man made of gold, silver, bronze and iron like Nebuchadnezzar did, he saw four wild beasts
– a lion, a bear, a leopard with four heads and a wild beast more terrible than the other three.
These four great ancient empires are plainly identified from history as -:
The Babylonian Empire (625 – 539 BC)
The Medo-Persian Empire (539 - 330 BC)
The Greco-Macedonian or Greek Empire (333 – 31 BC)
The Roman Empire (31 BC – 476 AD)
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In Revelation 13 we read about a beast that is a combination of the four wild animals in Daniel 7. If we
count up the number of heads and horns of the four wild beasts of Daniel 7 we come up with seven
heads (remembering the leopard has four heads) and ten horns – the same number of heads and
horns of the beast of Revelation 13. The Roman Empire swallowed up the territory and had many of
the strengths of the previous empires and was a composite of the previous great empires.
The ten toes of iron and clay are an extension or revival of the Roman Empire (a United Europe) that
will exist at the time that Jesus Christ returns and sets up the Kingdom of God on earth (Daniel 2:4044). The two legs of iron symbolize the Western and Eastern divisions of the Roman Empire. As there
are five toes on each foot some of the nations that form this United Europe will be from Western
Europe and others will be from Eastern Europe.
The term ―king‖ and ―kingdom‖ are used interchangeably to refer to both the kingdom and the ruler or
king over that kingdom (Daniel 2:36-37). The end-time beast is not only a revival of the Roman Empire
but also is a term used to refer to the Hitler-like ruler who will rule this United European power
(Revelation 19:20).
In Revelation 17 we read of another beast similar to the beast of Revelation 13. The seven heads are
seven kingdoms and it is said of those that ―five have fallen, one is and one is yet to come.‖ These are
seven successive revivals of the Roman Empire that rise and fall after the original Roman Empire.
The ten horns of Revelation 17 represent the same thing as the ten toes of Daniel 2 – ten rulers
and/or nations that give their power to the end-time ruler over the final revival of the Roman Empire that
will be based in Europe. They will make war with Jesus Christ at His return and be defeated by Him.
A great harlot called ―Mystery, Babylon the Great‖ rides or controls the beast of Revelation 17 This
woman is the great false church who is responsible for the death of a great number of true christians.
The Catholic Church has dominated all the revivals of the Roman Empire since the Imperial
Restoration of Justinian in 554 AD.
Matthew 24:7 shows sovereign nations and kingdoms fighting each other. While there are indeed
globalists pushing their agenda on this world, the beast power is NOT some one world government but
an end-time revival of the Roman Empire which we see the foundations of being laid today in Europe.
The builders of the European Union quite openly use the iconography of Babylon and the woman riding
the beast that features in the book of Revelation.
The final great revival of the Roman Empire based in Europe will be a great political and military power
that will work hand-in-hand with the great false church, which will be led by a great false prophet
(Revelation 20:10) who, through Satan‘s power, will be given the ability to perform great miracles (2
Thessalonians 2:3-10) and encourage people to follow the beast – the government of the coming
United Europe. It will be a union of both church and state like the Holy Roman Empire of the Middle
Ages.
This final revival of the Roman Empire is also called by the name of BABYLON in many prophecies.
From the days of Nimrod and the Tower of Babel the name Babylon has come to signify man‘s political,
economic and religious system apart from God. The name ―Babylon‖ is used synonymously for both the
great false church and the city from which she rules (the Vatican inside Rome) as well as the United
Europe (Revelation 17:5, 18:9-11).
Another name that is used in the Bible for this coming United Europe is ASSYRIA. The ethnic people
who dominated the Assyrian empire migrated into central Europe and became the people we know as
the Germans today. The prophecies of the Bible indicate that the German people will dominate this
coming United Europe as they did during the days of the Holy Roman Empire and during the last
revival when Hitler conquered much of Europe (Isaiah 10:5-6).

3] What is the Image, the Mark and the Number of the Beast?







In Revelation 13 not only do we read about a great empire called the Beast but we also read about
another beast that was like a lamb but spoke like a dragon. This second beast is the same great false
church represented by the great harlot of Revelation 17 who controlled the revivals of the Roman
Empire and the little horn of Daniel 7 who persecuted the saints of God (Daniel 7:25).
The image of the beast we can see from history was the governmental structure of the Roman Empire
that the Catholic Church structured itself after.
The mark of the beast is something of a religious nature because it is forced onto people by the great
false church and that it originated with the Roman Empire, not the church, which a cunning devil would
seize upon as a means of cleverly deceiving people into breaking one of God's commandments and it
involves a direct connection with holding a job - engaging in business - earning a living. Worshipping the
beast (Revelation 13:12) and Sunday keeping, counterfeits of the 1st and 4th commandments, both fit
these criteria.
The Catholic Church itself has said: ―Sunday is our MARK of authority.‖ (The Catholic Record, Sept. 1,
1923). The true Sabbath is a mark or identifying sign between us and God that we are His people (Exodus
31:12-17) and it is also like the mark of the beast as it is received on the forehead, signifying accepting it
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mentally, and on the hand, signifying obedience by work or rest (Exodus 13:9, Deuteronomy 6:1, 8,
11:18).
Sunday-keeping has already been forced onto people in the past in the way that the mark of the beast will
be in the future. After the decree of the Council of Laodicea (363 AD) men couldn‘t hold a job or engage in
business unless they worked on Saturday and rested on Sunday. Duality is another key to understanding
prophecy. What has happened will happen again. History often has a habit of repeating itself.
According to a tradition attributed to Polycarp, disciple of the Apostle John who wrote the Book of
Revelation the number 666 is ‗contained in the Greek letters of Lateinos‘ which means ‗Latin man‘ or
‗Roman‘. This is certainly the name of the Beast for ‗Roman‘ is the name of the empire itself as well as
every citizen of it.

4] What are the major battles that will occur during the Great Tribulation?

















In Daniel 11 we find the longest prophecy or collection of prophecies in the Bible. This series of
prophecies describes the course of 2500 years of history in the Middle East from the time of Daniel to
the time of Jesus Christ‘s second coming.
An Arab power known as the King of the South will push or attack this power for whatever reason. This
war begins with the coming United Europe sweeping through the Middle East and invades many
countries including Israel (Daniel 11:40-43). Jordan and the Palestinians, who have close ties with
Europe will be allowed to be independent after Europe‘s Middle East invasion. Egypt, Libya and
Ethiopia will be conquered and occupied by European forces (Daniel 11:42-43).
Since the Great Tribulation is to last 3 ½ years it appears as if the abomination of desolation (Matthew
24:15-22, 2 Thessalonians 2:4) when the daily sacrifices will be stopped by the coming United
Europe, will occur 1290 days (43 months) before the return of Jesus Christ (Daniel 12:9-13). A month
later (1260 days before Christ‘s return - Daniel 12:7) Europe invades the Middle East.
America and Britain will probably stand up to Europe for its invasion of the Middle East, especially
America who have been staunch allies of the state of Israel. Hosea 5:5-7 appears to be an end-time
prophecy about the Modern Israelites nations and the Jewish state falling one soon after the other.
Never did Israel AND Judah fall together, within the space of one month (a ―New Moon‖) so America
and Britain may be conquered within a month after the Jews and the Middle East invasion.Europe will
launch a major assault on our Israelite nations. The war against America and Britain will wipe out a
third of its people, another third will die of famine and disease and another third will be deported as
slaves (Ezekiel 5:1-12, Jeremiah 30:3-9).
Ezekiel 6:6 says that ―ALL your dwelling places the cities shall be laid waste‖. In Isaiah 9:14 we read
the following, ―Therefore the Lord will cut off from Israel head and tail, palm-branch and rush in one
day.‖ This may refer to a surprise nuclear attack against our Israelite nations.
Our Israelite nations will be taken into captivity in the Great Tribulation. A few verses show that it will be
at the hands of the coming United Europe (Isaiah 47:5-9 – compare with Revelation 18:7-8, Isaiah
10:5-8, 12-13, 20, 11:11, 16). God will allow the cruel hand of this German-dominated Beast power to
humble His people so they will turn back to Him in heartfelt repentance.
The fifth trumpet plague describes in Revelation 9 talk about two massive war offensives. It appears to
be a bio-chemical assault on Russia and Asia by the Beast power which lasts for five months (Daniel
11:44-45, Revelation 9:1-11).
The sixth trumpet plague is a massive counterattack by the Asiatics that sweeps across and destroys
most of Europe with an absolutely massive army of 200 million (Revelation 9:13-19). This massive
army will devastate Europe and this end-time Babylon will fall (Revelation 18, Isaiah 10:12-13). When
everything begins to fall apart for Europe the European leaders will turn on the great false church
(Revelation 17:16).
The great Eastern armies meet the armies of Europe already deployed in the Middle East on the
ancient battleground of Armageddon (the Jezreel Valley in northern Israel). At this critical juncture in
time Jesus Christ returns and they are stirred by Satan and the demons (Revelation 16:13-14) to
perceive Jesus Christ as a common enemy (as an Antichrist or invader from outer space) and proceed
to Jerusalem to fight and be defeated by Christ and all the resurrected saints who come with Him.
Christ will deal with Israel first and only later begin to work with the Gentiles. Once they are settled in
Palestine will come the remainder of the Russian and Asian armies who will try and conquer the
returned Israelites (Ezekiel 38, 39). God will fight for Israel and defeat them and from there on will be a
millennium of peace and prosperity.

5] Will God’s people be protected and how will this be done?


Shortly before the Tribulation begins (Daniel 12:12) the church flees to the wilderness which means a
desolate, deserted place (Revelation 12:6-17). God‘s church is fed by God in this place both physically
and spiritually.
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Some of God‘s people do flee to this place of safety (Revelation 3:10, Luke 21:36) while others do not
make it to the place of safety. Many of this generation are half-hearted christians and because of this
lack of zeal some members will have to go through the Great Tribulation (Revelation 3:17-19).
While God‘s people are protected in the place of safety God will empower two converted leaders to be
His two witnesses calling this world to repentance (Revelation 11). They will be given miracle-working
powers to help get their message through to this sinful world.
In Revelation 7 we read about two groups of people that will be protected before God‘s wrath is poured
out on mankind during the Day of the Lord (the final year of the Great Tribulation). The first are a group
of 144,000 people of the 12 tribes of Israel. They are referred to as firstfruits – converted people in the
church of God (Revelation 14:4). They appear to be spiritual Israelites as opposed to Israelites of
physical tribes. There are 12 x 12 000 and the number 12 is significant in the Bible and generally
thought of as the number of organisational beginnings so, in this end-time context, they could be the
ones chosen for governmental roles in the coming Kingdom of God?
The great innumberable multitude could be those converted and forgiven during the Great Tribulation
who are also protected but due to being in captivity and a lack of opportunity to be baptised by God‘s
true ministry are not sealed with God‘s spirit. The 144 000 and the great innumerable multitude are
probably representative, in part or in whole, of the two great spiritual harvests of the firstfruits and the
rest of mankind who are not in the first resurrection.

6] What are the seven seals?











The first four seals release the famous ―Four Horseman of the Apocalypse‖. The white horse of the first
seal (Revelation 6:1) represents false religion (Matthew 24:4-5) – that of the great false church which
will support and feed the power of the United Europe.
The red horse of the second seal represents world war (Revelation 6:4, Matthew 24:6).
The third seal (Revelation 6:5-6), the black horse represents great famine (Matthew 24:7).
The fourth seal (Revelation 6:7-8), the (sickly) pale horse represents disease (Matthew 24:7).
Revelation 6:8 also tells us that the ―Four Horseman of the Apocalypse‖ - false religion, war, famine
and disease - will kill A QUARTER OF THE POPULATION OF THE WHOLE WORLD! That‘s nearly
one and a half billion people!
On the heels of those four seals will be the fifth seal which will be a martyrdom of many of God‘s true
church (Revelation 6:9-11).
Marking the beginning of the Day of the Lord (Joel 2:31, Matthew 24:29) is the sixth seal (Revelation
6:12-14). During the sixth seal the sun becomes dark, the moon becomes like blood (possibly from
some cosmic dust) and these events are accompanied by an enormous earthquake such that islands
and mountains are moved out of their place. The stars of heaven falling to the earth appear to be a
reference to a great meteor shower.
The Day of the Lord is the last year of the Great Tribulation (Isaiah 34:8).
The seventh seal opens up the seven trumpet plagues (Revelation 8:1-2).

7] What are the seven trumpet plagues?









Following on the heels of the sixth seal are the first four trumpet plagues. The first trumpet describes
hail mingled with fire and blood hitting the earth and causing fires which destroy a third of the earth's
vegetation (Revelation 8:7). Hail mingled with fire appears to be a reference to a great meteor shower.
The second trumpet plague is described as "a great mountain burning with fire" which hits one of the
oceans causing destruction to a third of the ships and a third of the creatures in the sea (Revelation
8:9). This damage will probably happen because of a massive tsunami like that seen in the movie
Deep Impact.
The third trumpet plague describes "a great star from heaven‖ hitting the earth poisoning a third of the
rivers (Revelation 8:10-11).
The fourth trumpet plague is a plague of darkness so that a third part of the sun, moon and stars' light
does not shine (Revelation 8:12).
The fifth and sixth trumpet plagues describe two massive war offensives. The first one appears to be
a bio-chemical assault on Russia and Asia by the Beast power which lasts for 5 months (Revelation
9:1-11, Daniel 11:44). The second is a massive counterattack by the Asiatics that sweeps across and
destroys most of Europe with an army of 200 million (Revelation 9:13-19, 18:1-8).
In Revelation 16 we read about the last seven plagues which are released by the seventh trumpet at
the very end of the Day of the Lord climaxing in the return of Jesus Christ. The first six of these last
plagues are described as boils appearing on man and beast, seas again becoming as blood, rivers
becoming as blood, men being scorched by the heat of the sun, great darkness and the Euphrates
River being dried up to allow the Eastern armies to cross on their way to Armageddon. When ancient
Babylon fell water was diverted and dried up a part of the Euphrates River.
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The very last plague is the greatest earthquake of all time which rocks the whole earth (Revelation
16:18-21)! Combined with this earthquake will be an incredible shower of hailstones (meteorites ?) with
some weighing as much as a talent or 100 pounds.
Jesus Christ returns to the earth with the sound of a mighty trumpet (1 Thessalonians 4:16) in power
and glory. At this time will be the first resurrection of all of God‘s people who will meet Christ in the clouds
with their new powerful spirit bodies – born into God‘s very own family (1 Corinthians 15:50-53).
After this dramatic battle the marriage supper of Jesus Christ and the Church will occur (Revelation
19:9). Satan and the demons will be cast into the bottomless pit for a thousand years (Revelation
20:1-3) and will not be able to broadcast their impulses of sin and disobedience to the world.
Then will come the time for the great Exodus of all 12 tribes of Israel back to Palestine of which the
Exodus of Moses‘ day was a forerunner (Jeremiah 16:14-15, Isaiah 11:11-15).
The population of our Israelite nations (and probably the whole world) will be decimated by the end of
the Great Tribulation to where only a tenth will survive into the millennium (Amos 5:3, Isaiah 6:13).
They will have been humbled by God and realize that God‘s way is the only way to peace.
They will rebuild the destroyed cities (Isaiah 61:4, Jeremiah 33:7) and the world‘s population will
rapidly expand once again (Isaiah 27:6) as Christ sets up the Kingdom of God here on earth and rules
the world from Jerusalem.

Further Reading to Learn More about the Great Tribulation
















UCG booklet – The Book of Revelation Unveiled
UCG booklet – You Can Understand Prophecy
UCG booklet – The United States and Britain in Bible Prophecy
UCG booklet – The Middle East in Bible Prophecy
UCG booklet – Are We Living in the Time of the End?
UCG Bible Study Course – Lesson 5: ―Is There Hope for Human Survival?‖
Old WCG booklet – Who and What is the Prophetic Beast?
Old WCG booklet – Where Are We Now In Prophecy?
Old WCG booklet – Inside the Book of Revelation
Old WCG booklet – The Middle East in Prophecy
Old WCG booklet – The Book of Revelation – Unveiled at Last
Old WCG booklet – The History of Europe and the Church
Old WCG booklet – Russia and China in Prophecy
Old WCG booklet – The World Won‘t End This Way
Ambassador College Bible Correspondence Course – Lesson 2: ―World Peace – Coming in our
Time!‖
 Ambassador College Bible Correspondence Course – Lesson 3: ―The Dramatic Return of Jesus
Christ‖
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THE KINGDOM OF GOD
1] What is the True Gospel?
When Jesus Christ came to earth He brought a message of good news – the true gospel. The word gospel
is a very religious sounding name but all it means is ―good news‖. What was that good news? In his booklet
―Your Awesome Future‖ Herbert W. Armstrong writes the following:
"[In Mark 1:14 we read:] Now after that John was put in prison, Jesus came into Galilee, preaching the
gospel ...." What gospel? "... the gospel of the kingdom of God ...." That is the gospel Christ proclaimed.
The message He brought was the message about the Kingdom of God…
―Jesus said, ‗I must preach the kingdom of God to other cities also: for therefore am I sent‘ (Luke 4:43).
Jesus commissioned His disciples to teach the Kingdom of God. ‗Then he called the twelve disciples
together, and...he sent them to preach the kingdom of God...‘ (Luke 9:1-2). ‗But when they believed Philip
preaching the things concerning the kingdom of God, and the name of Jesus Christ, they were baptized,
both men and women‘ (Acts 8:12). ‗And Jesus went about all Galilee, teaching in their synagogues, and
preaching the gospel of the kingdom...‘ (Matthew 4:23).
―Jesus' parables concerned the Kingdom of God. To His disciples, in explaining the parable of the sower,
He said: ‗Unto you it is given to know the mystery of the kingdom of God‘ and then He explained to them
the parable. Again, ‗Then said he [Jesus], Unto what is the kingdom of God like? and whereunto shall I
resemble it?‘ (Luke 13:18) -- and then came a parable. ‗And again he said, Whereunto shall I liken the
kingdom of God? It is like leaven...‘ and then follows the parable of the leaven (Luke 13:20-21).
―One of His most important parables is recorded in the nineteenth chapter of Luke: ‗... he added and spake
a parable, because he was nigh to Jerusalem, and because they thought that the kingdom of God should
immediately appear‘ (Luke 19:11). Then He gave the parable of the nobleman going to a far country to
receive for himself a kingdom and to return -- the picture of Christ's ascension to heaven, where the
coronation ceremony shall take place, and His return to earth to rule all nations, as King of kings and Lord
of lords, in all the supreme power and glory of the great God‖ (p.11-12).
So what is the Kingdom of God? Well, there are four things that
are necessary to constitute a kingdom:
1) TERRITORY, with a specific location and definite boundary
lines ruled by
2) a KING or Supreme Ruler or government ruling over
3) CITIZENS or people who live in that territory and
4) LAWS and a form of government.
In relation to the Kingdom of God, what is the territory it will rule
over, who is it‘s King, who will it rule over and what is its laws
and form of government?
In Daniel 2 we read about a great dream that Nebuchadnezzar, the king of Babylon had. God, through the
prophet Daniel told him what the dream was and its interpretation. Daniel told him: ―You, O king, were
watching; and behold, a great image! This great image, whose splendor was excellent, stood before you;
and its form was awesome. This image‘s head was of fine gold, its chest and arms of silver, its belly and
thighs of bronze, its legs of iron, its feet partly of iron and partly of clay. You watched while a stone was cut
out without hands, which struck the image on its feet of iron and clay, and broke them in pieces. Then the
iron, the clay, the bronze, the silver, and the gold were crushed together, and became like chaff from the
summer threshing floors; the wind carried them away so that no trace of them was found. And the stone
that struck the image became a great mountain and filled the WHOLE EARTH‖ (Daniel 2:31-35).
Daniel then told Nebuchadnezzar that the gold, silver, brass and iron represented the Babylonian empire
and three great empires that would follow him (Persian, Greek and Roman empires). As we saw in the last
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lesson the ten toes would represent a final resurrection of the Roman Empire at the time of the return of
Jesus Christ.
Daniel then said, ―And in the days of these kings [the final revival of the Roman Empire] the God of heaven
will set up a kingdom which shall never be destroyed; and the kingdom shall not be left to other people; it
shall break in pieces and consume all these kingdoms, and it shall stand forever. Inasmuch as you saw that
the stone was cut out of the mountain without hands, and that it broke in pieces the iron, the bronze, the
clay, the silver, and the gold‖ (Daniel 2:44-45).
We see in verse 35 that the Kingdom of God will fill the WHOLE EARTH. That will be the territory that it
rules. Revelation 19:15-16 shows that Jesus Christ will be the King over this Kingdom of God that rules all
nations after His second coming and He will be assisted by those who overcome in this age (Revelation
20:4). All people of all the nations of the earth will be its citizens who will be ruled by Christ (Rev. 15:4).
The laws will be God‘s commandments, statutes and judgments (Ezekiel 36:27). After the millennium and
Great White Throne Judgment period the territory of God‘s kingdom will expand indefinitely and fill the
whole universe (Isaiah 9:7, Hebrews 2:8).
In the future Christ will be the King over all nations and ruling this earth with God's laws. The kingdom cannot
be here now in the church because only 3 of the 4 components are here now. As christians we voluntarily
subject ourselves to God's law with Christ as our High Priest and King. What is missing is territory.
The apostle Paul in 1 Corinthians 15:50 adds another dimension to our understanding of what the Kingdom of
God is. He wrote: ―Now this I say, brethren, that flesh and blood cannot inherit the kingdom of God; nor
does corruption inherit incorruption.―
What was Paul talking about when he said that flesh and blood cannot inherit the Kingdom of God and that
only when we become immortal can we inherit that kingdom?
Well, we often talk about the mineral kingdom, the plant kingdom and the animal kingdom. The Bible also
reveals an angel kingdom, created by God and composed of spirit, not matter. And then, high above all, is
the very CREATING Kingdom - the GOD Kingdom, or, in other words, THE KINGDOM OF GOD!
Herbert W. Armstrong always explained the gospel of the Kingdom of God as DUAL –:
Firstly, the good news of the coming FUTURE world-ruling government of God with Christ as king and
Secondly, the governing Family of God.
The other half of the gospel is how we can be born into the God kingdom - the Family of God. This
process of how we can be born into the Kingdom of God is also called salvation which is made
possible through Jesus Christ and the forgiveness He has made available to us.
The phrase "gospel of the Kingdom of God" appears a lot more often than phrases such as the "gospel of
salvation" or "gospel of grace" but salvation and grace are a part of that good news. Salvation - being born
into the Kingdom - is also an important component of the gospel of the Kingdom of God.
As members of the church are begotten but not born into God‘s family or the God kingdom, the church, in a
sense, is the Kingdom of God in embryo which will be born at the resurrection at Christ‘s return. At that
time Christ will rule all nations as King of kings and bring the Kingdom to this earth. At this time the prayers
of so many will be answered who have so earnestly prayed: ―Your kingdom come. Your will be done on
earth as it is in heaven‖ (Matthew 6:10).
In the quote above from ―Your Awesome Future‖ it was noted that Jesus‘ parable were all about the
Kingdom of God. The bulk of what are referred to as the Kingdom parables appear in Matthew 13. The
following material on these next couple of pages are a summary of points from a sermon by a good friend
of mine, Geoff Robertson called ―The Mystery of the Kingdom Parables‖.
In Matthew 13:10-11 we read: "Then the disciples came and said to him, 'Why do you speak to them in
parables?' And he answered them, 'To you it has been given to know the secrets of the kingdom of heaven,
but to them it has not been given'".
Jesus' parables have a couple of layers. One is a superficial moral layer which is beneficial but they also
have a deeper layer of secrets or mysteries that hold us to account in ways that the superficial layer may
not. What are those mysteries or secrets that have been hidden from the masses but only understood by
His called out ones?
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In Jesus' time the people were looking for someone to overthrow the government of Rome and restore the
kingdom of Israel as it was under kings like David and Solomon. They expected the Messiah to take over
and rule, not a Messiah who would come and die for their sins the first time He came. The quality of the
citizens is not usually on the mind of those who are trying to take over an empire who are more focused on
the power of their weaponry.
Many today are completely wrapped up in prophecy and want secret knowledge that makes them
feel special and knowing just when Christ will come. Jesus' approach as seen in these Kingdom
parables was completely the opposite. He was FAR more interested in the character of the people
who would be a part of that Kingdom than conveying specifics of Bible prophecy! He was far more
interested in developing people who were worthy of being in that kingdom!
In Matthew 13 Jesus gave 8 parables which have become known as the kingdom parables:
1) Parable of the sower (verses 3-9, 18-23)
2) Parable of the wheat and the tares (verses 24-30, 39-43)
3) Parable of the mustard seed (verses 31-32)
4) Parable of the leaven (verse 33)
5) Parable of the hidden treasure (verse 44)
6) Parable of the pearl of great price (verses 45-46)
7) Parable of the net gathering fish (verses 47-50)
8) Parable of new and old treasures (verse 52)
He starts off with the power of the sower. He talks about seed being spread and being snatched away by
the enemy, some seed not taking root, other seed being choked by the cares of this world and finally some
seed that bears fruit increasing 30, 60 and 100 times more than they started off with.
It's not the power or the reach of the kingdom that Jesus focuses on over and over again in these parables.
It's all about the citizens of the kingdom. Do they bear fruit and have godly character?
In the parable of the wheat and tares an enemy had sown tares in amongst the owner's wheat which look
similar to wheat in the early stages. They were a counterfeit not unlike many counterfeit churches in this
world. The owner didn't want to damage or put at risk what was being produced with the wheat. There was
great care not to damage the character of those being harvested. At the end of the age of offering salvation
to this world those who bear fruit and are truly sons of the Kingdom will enter that Kingdom and those who
are not will be burned.
"The Son of Man shall send out His angels, and they shall gather out of His kingdom all things that offend,
and those who do iniquity." He wants people who do not offend in the wrong way or commit iniquity (sin).
"Then the righteous shall shine out like the sun in the kingdom of their Father." Jesus' whole focus is about
the citizens of the Kingdom being righteous and shining like their Father in heaven.
The mustard seed is technically not the smallest seed but is the smallest of those harvested commercially.
This small mustard seed in the parable becomes a great tree. The mystery in this is that a mustard seed
doesn't become a tree, it only grows into a bush that only grows to about 6 feet tall at most. Something
unnatural or supernatural has transformed this seed to become a tree which it would not naturally become.
Some think this is about the growth of the reach of the coming Kingdom of God but this transformative
process of the mustard plant suggests something different. This kind of transformation is what happens by
the power of the Holy Spirit in the lives of those God is calling where their character is changed in a way
and become a type of person that they wouldn't naturally become.
The parable of leaven talks about leaven which is hidden in 3 measures of flour until it becomes fully
leavened. While leaven is used as a symbol of sin in other places, in this parable it is used in a positive
way. God's values grow silently within God's called out ones over time in such a way that they fully
transform those people and saturate every part of their lives. Are we being transformed like that?
The parable of the hidden treasure and the pearl of great price are very similar. Both see incredible value in
what they have found. In the first one, the treasure is hidden indicating that other people have no idea of
what the man has found value in. Pearls are created by molluscs secreting material that acts in defence of
damage caused by a parasite. God builds character in us often through fiery trials. We should see
incredible value in what God is offering us in His kingdom as well as what He has given to us now,
including His way of life which is the only way that truly works. Also, God sees incredible value in us and
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will go to great lengths to develop His character in us and develop rare precious jewels (Malachi 3:17) like
pearls in us.
The parable of the net gathering fish is similar to the parable of the wheat and tares. The net is cast and the
catch is sorted out with the good kept and bad ones cast away. The moral of the parable of new and old
treasures is that old experiences, and new observations, all have their use; and we must not content
ourselves just with old discoveries, but must be adding new ones. This is not just about head knowledge
but learning from life and building godly character.
In all these parables it is the character of the citizens of the Kingdom that is the focus. The common
thread that joins these parables together is the character of the citizens of the Kingdom, not the
power of the kingdom. Jesus is primarily concerned about the WHO when it comes to His kingdom,
not the when or the how.
The real message of the gospel of the Kingdom is that we are to become like God. It forms the
specific purpose statement of the whole Bible given in Genesis 1:26 where God said "Let us make
man in Our image, after Our likeness". Becoming literal children of God is the great mystery that
has been hidden to the masses!
In Colossians 1:27 we read: "To them God chose to make known how great among the Gentiles are the
riches of the glory of THIS MYSTERY, WHICH IS CHRIST IN YOU, the hope of glory."
"Christ in you" is the POWER of the Holy Spirit transforming us and building godly character in us and that
is the mechanism for spreading God's kingdom and transforming the citizens of the Kingdom. God's power
helps convict us to believe in God's way at a deeper level that it is the ONLY way to go.
Only when we are completely sold on God's ways at that deepest level can we be truly transformed rather
than just struggling to conform to God's will (Romans 12:2) when a part of us still wants to try it our own
way.
In Ephesians 3:3-11: we read: "The MYSTERY was made known to me by revelation, as I have written
briefly. When you read this, you can perceive my insight into the MYSTERY of Christ, which was not made
known to the sons of men in other generations as it has now been revealed to his holy apostles and
prophets by the Spirit.
"This MYSTERY is that the Gentiles are fellow heirs, members of the same body, and partakers of the
promise in Christ Jesus through the gospel. Of this gospel I was made a minister according to the gift of
God's grace, which was given me by the working of his power.
"To me, though I am the very least of all the saints, this grace was given, to preach to the Gentiles the
unsearchable riches of Christ, and to bring to light for everyone what is the plan of the MYSTERY hidden
for ages in God, who created all things, so that through the church the manifold wisdom of God might now
be made known to the rulers and authorities in the heavenly places. This was according to the eternal
purpose that he has realized in Christ Jesus our Lord."
God is producing godly offspring (Malachi 2:15) and what Paul is saying is that process is not limited to
just Israel - God wants to give everyone of ALL nations the opportunity to be a part of that Kingdom which
requires a transformation of character and bearing godly fruit. Those who won't bear fruit will be cast out as
is made clear in many of the Kingdom parables in Matthew 13.
Paul says "through the church the manifold wisdom of God might now be made known to the rulers and
authorities in the heavenly places". The angels, both good and bad, will see God's wisdom as He
transforms the character of us lowly creatures who become a part of His church to eventually be born of
God at the resurrection.
It was Paul's words in Ephesians 3:9 - "the plan of the mystery hidden for ages in God" from which
Herbert Armstrong came up with the title of his final book written in 1985 called "Mystery of the Ages" in
which he covered 7 great mysteries - God, Angels, Man, Civilisation, Israel, the Church and the Kingdom of
God.
The outline of that book formed the basis for the lessons of this Bible Study Course. Of those mysteries
forming chapters in his book, 6 of those form lessons of this Bible Study Course to which I have added
another 6 - proving God, proving the Bible, the truth about Heaven and Hell, the Holy Days, the Great
Tribulation and God's Way of Life.
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2] How will peace come upon the whole world?
Wars and violence are constantly going on around this world. How exactly will peace be brought to the
whole world when Christ returns to earth? What actions will be done to make it a reality? In his book
―Mystery of the Ages‖ Herbert W. Armstrong answers this question this way:
―Christ and the governing kingdom of God, then set up as the governing family, will bring about the coming
utopia by two basic courses of action.
1) All crime and organized rebellion will be put down by force -- divine supernatural force.
2) Christ will then set his hand to reeducate and to save or spiritually convert the world…
―This most glorious event in all earth's history -- the supernatural majestic descent to earth, in the clouds, of
the glorified all-powerful Christ -- will at long last put an end to the subtle, deceitful, invisible rule of Satan…
No longer will Satan be able to broadcast through the air into the spirit in man. No longer shall he be able to
inject into unsuspecting humans his satanic nature -- which we have been misled into calling human
nature.
―But that does not mean that the acquired satanic attitude will disappear from human minds immediately.
The multiplied millions shall have acquired it. And even though Satan will then be restrained from
continuing to broadcast it, what has been acquired as habit will not be automatically removed. Yet God has
made us humans free moral agents. He has given us control over our own minds, except as we may be
blinded by Satan's pull of evil by deception.
―But no longer will earth's mortal humans be deceived! Now the all-powerful Christ, and the immortal saints
ruling under him, will begin removing the scales that have blinded human minds. That is why I say
complete utopia cannot be ushered in all at once.
―Multiple millions will still hold to the attitude of rebellion -- of vanity, lust and greed. But with Christ's coming
shall begin the process of re-education -- of opening deceived minds -- of undeceiving minds, and bringing
them to a voluntary repentance. From the time of Christ's supernatural takeover, and Satan's banishment,
God's law and the word of the Eternal shall go forth from Zion, spreading over the whole earth (Isaiah 2:3)‖
(p.268, 254-255).
This change of heart will be made possible as people are brought to repentance and receive God‘s spirit. In
Joel 2:28 we read: ―And it shall come to pass afterward that I will pour out My Spirit on ALL FLESH.‖
God says to His people Israel after they return from captivity to the land of Palestine: ―I will give you a new
heart and put a new spirit within you; I will take the heart of stone out of your flesh and give you a heart of
flesh. I will put My Spirit within you and cause you to walk in My statutes, and you will keep My judgments
and do them‖ (Ezekiel 36:26:27).
At first some nations will be resistant. In Zechariah 14:17-19 we read: ―And it shall be that whichever of the
families of the earth do not come up to Jerusalem to worship the King, the LORD of hosts, on them there will
be no rain. If the family of Egypt will not come up and enter in, they shall have no rain; they shall receive
the plague with which the LORD strikes the nations who do not come up to keep the Feast of Tabernacles.
This shall be the punishment of Egypt and the punishment of all the nations that do not come up to keep
the Feast of Tabernacles.‖
For those of us in the church today, the Feast of Tabernacles is the highlight of the year but to Arabs,
having to keep ―Jewish‖ festivals will be something that they will resist at first. God will have to discipline
them until they come around and see the wisdom of obeying Him.
Today the Jews and Americans are hated by many nations, particularly the Arab nations. This will all
change in the millennium when all nations will praise them as they live by God‘s way of life. The Gentiles
nations will see how well they are blessed because they are following God and eagerly seek their
guidance. ―Yes, many peoples and strong nations shall come to seek the LORD of hosts in Jerusalem, and
to pray before the LORD. Thus says the LORD of hosts: ‗In those days ten men from every language of the
nations shall grasp the sleeve of a Jewish man, saying, ‗Let us go with you, for we have heard that God is
with you‘‖ (Zechaariah 8:22-23).
In the World Tomorrow no one will be deceived as the vast majority of mankind is today. All nations will
know the truth of God. There will be no more religious confusion. No more Hinduism, Islam, tribal religions
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of Africa, America and the aborigines of Australia or Roman Catholicism. All arguments over religion will
cease! Eyes will be opened to the truth.
Let's look at a couple of very inspiring scriptures that show how wonderful this
will be in the Kingdom of God or the World Tomorrow as Herbert W. Armstrong
liked to call it. In Isaiah 11:9 God says, "They shall not hurt nor destroy in all my
holy mountain: for the earth shall be full of the knowledge of the LORD, as
the waters cover the sea."
Jeremiah 31:34 says: "And they shall teach no more every man his neighbour, and every man his brother,
saying, Know the LORD: for they shall all know me, from the least of them unto the greatest of them,
saith the LORD: for I will forgive their iniquity, and I will remember their sin no more."
So what will the government structure of the World Tomorrow be like? In Mystery of the Ages Herbert W.
Armstrong wrote:
―King David, resurrected, immortal, in power and glory, will be king…over all twelve nations of Israel
(Jeremiah. 30:9; Ezekiel 34:23-24; 37:24-25). Each of the original twelve apostles will be king, under
David, over one of these then super-prosperous nations (Matthew 19:28). Under the apostles, each now
king over a great nation, will be the rulers over districts, states, shires, counties or provinces, and over
cities [Luke 19:11-27]‖ (p.277).
Herbert W. Armstrong also speculated about a few other possibilities as to who will have authority over
what based on their experience in this life. Daniel and the apostle Paul may work together over the Gentile
nations. Joseph may look after the economic system of the World Tomorrow which we will look at a little
later. He also felt that Noah might be given the responsibility of the relocation of national racial groups
within the boundaries that God had originally set (Deuteronomy 32:8-9, Acts 17:26).
For those of us who qualify for the first or better resurrection (from the point of view of the exciting
opportunity to help fix this world up in the millennium - Hebrews 11:35), there are a number of verses that
describe different aspects of our role in the millennium. Let's look at a few of those.
In Isaiah 1:26 our future job is to be judges and counsellors. A judge settles matters of
dispute between people and counsellors give guidance and support to people in need
of wisdom and help.
In Isaiah 30:20 those in God‘s family will be known as teachers teaching God‘s way of
life. In Isaiah 32:1 it talks about Christ ruling as King and princes ruling with justice. As
Jesus Christ can see into people‘s hearts He will be able to rule and judge with
complete equity (Isaiah 11:2-4).
In Isaiah 49:22-23 our future job is to also be foster fathers and nursing mothers. There will be a great
number of orphans after the Great Tribulation. Those of us who are in God‘s family at this time will be foster
fathers and nursing mothers to these many orphans.
In Jeremiah 3:15 the term pastors is used and in Jeremiah 23:4 the word shepherds is used. We will
gently tend to the people who survive into God‘s kingdom like a shepherd tends sheep and we will feed
them God‘s word to help them live a happy and peaceful life.
Obadiah 21 says that saviours (plural) will come to Mt Zion. Along with Jesus Christ we will help save this
world from the terrible time ahead and help save people from their sins as we teach them God‘s laws.
Finally, in Revelation 5:10 our future job is to be kings and priests in the World Tomorrow. A king is a ruler
and a priest is a teacher of God‘s laws and way of life. By teaching and enforcing God‘s way of life (Psalm
149:5-9, Revelation 19:15) in a fair and just way peace will come upon the whole world.

3] What terrible things will be no more in the Kingdom of God?
When God‘s kingdom is brought to this earth so many terrible things in this world today will be taken away
and be no more. Let‘s look at a few of those things. In his book ―Mystery of the Ages‖ Herbert W.
Armstrong writes:
―Can you realize that every unhappiness, every evil that has come to humanity, has been the result of
transgressing God's law?
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―If no one ever had any other god before the true God; if all children were reared to honor, respect and
obey their parents, and all parents reared their children in God's ways; if no one ever allowed the spirit of
murder to enter his heart, if there were no wars, no killing of humans by humans; if all marriages were kept
happy and there were no transgressions of chastity before or after marriage; if all had so much concern for
the good and welfare of others that no one would steal -- and we could throw away all locks, keys and
safes; if everyone told the truth -- everyone's word were good -- everyone were honest; if no one ever
coveted what was not rightfully his, but had so much outgoing concern for the welfare of others that he
really believed it is more blessed to give than to receive -- what a happy world we would have!
―In such a world, with all loving and worshiping God with all their minds, hearts and strength -- with all
having concern for the welfare of all others equal to concern for self -- there would be no divorce -- no
broken homes or families, no juvenile delinquency, no crime, no jails or prisons, no police except for
peaceful direction and supervision as a public service for all, no wars, no military establishments‖ (p.253).
In the World Tomorrow there will be no war. The war machines of Russia, America,
the Arabs and all nations will be dismantled. The awful atrocities of conflicts in places
like the Middle East, Northern Ireland, and Rwanda will be no more. Leaders have
sent countless young men to their deaths to fight in wars all throughout history leaving
countless widows in their wake. In the World Tomorrow war will no longer consume
the strength of young men.
Can you imagine a world where words like tank, battleship, bomb, warhead and
holocaust are only in the vocabulary of historians? Can you imagine what kind of
economy could exist if not one penny was spent on defence? And the greatest minds
were devoted to efforts of peace, not war?
The prophet Isaiah wrote about the following about this wonderful world soon to come: ―Many people shall
come and say, ―Come, and let us go up to the mountain of the LORD, to the house of the God of Jacob; He
will teach us His ways, and we shall walk in His paths. For out of Zion shall go forth the law, and the word
of the LORD from Jerusalem. He shall judge between the nations, and rebuke many people; They shall beat
their swords into plowshares, and their spears into pruning hooks; Nation shall not lift up sword against
nation, neither shall they learn war anymore.‖ (Isaiah 2:3-4).
There's just so much poverty in the Third World nations because of corrupt leaders and the breaking of
many of the basic laws of God and sound principles of agriculture. Wouldn't it great to have an active part
in turning that completely around? That will be the job for many of us in the World Tomorrow. Just as God
did with Israel, many of us will go into these countries and teach them basic laws of hygiene, health, sexual
chastity and agriculture as well as how to live peaceably with others.
God's laws such as the Jubilee year law, gleaning and the land sabbath will go a long way towards
eliminating poverty in the World Tomorrow. In the World Tomorrow everyone will have an inheritance of
land from God. The earth is God's (Psalm 24:1) and land itself in God's system cannot be horded by
individuals, companies and governments.
When a person in ancient Israel mismanaged their finances to the point where they had to sell their
inheritance they didn't sell the land but the productivity of the land. If it was 40 years to the next Jubilee
then it sold for 40 years worth of productivity; 30 years to the next Jubilee meant it could only be sold for 30
years worth of productivity as opposed to what the market would pay. This would help deflate inflation.
The land could be bought back or redeemed at any time by the person whose
inheritance it was or by his immediate family. The rights of the poor had
precedence over those rich profiteers who bought it off them in that they
could buy the land back at any time and have it restored to them. The Jubilee
law (Leviticus 25:8-17) helped equalize the wealth of the people where land
reverted back to those whose inheritance it was rather than the unfortunate
aspect of our society today where the gap between rich and poor is growing
ever larger.
In our society today most of the poor have no land with which to grow crops to live off and make a living. In
God's system everyone has land with which to grow food for themselves and make a living from. If they
mismanage their finances God has provided for that situation with the law allowing them to redeem it at any
time when they get their finances in order again and, failing that, it automatically reverted back to such a
person or his family in the Jubilee year.
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Along with the Jubilee law God has provided another means to support the less fortunate in our society
through the laws of gleaning and the land sabbath. Whatever was missed the first time when people
harvested the land of its crops they were to leave for the poor (Leviticus 19:9-10). Also, every seventh
year farmers were to rest their land from being harvested and whatever grew of itself was to be for the poor
and their animals (Leviticus 25:1-7).
In the World Tomorrow there will be no more crime. Just think how wonderful the
World Tomorrow will be when all this world's sufferings and evils will be no more. Turn
on the six o'clock news and what do you see – bad news after bad news – violent
murders, rapes and child abuse, terrible accidents, corruption at the highest levels of
government. Won't it be wonderful when that will all be something of the past and
there will only be good news on the news each night?
Imagine getting rid of the drug problems that plague our nations and stopping the drug
lords of Columbia and other places. What about getting rid of the pornographic
industry and cleaning up Hollywood where there's no more movies that come out with
gratuitous sex and violence?
―In God's kingdom, commands of his will be obeyed. They'll become the standard for regulating commerce,
business, finance, and the entire economic structure of the world. And all will be on the giving basis. Christ
said: ‗Give, and it shall be given unto you; good measure, pressed down, and shaken together, and running
over, shall men give into your bosom. For with the same measure that ye mete withal it shall be measured
to you again‘ (Luke 6:38). The giving standard will be followed in God's rule on this earth -- not the
grasping, conniving, striving, deceitful, clandestine, furtive, scurrilous, devious, cheating and lying
chicanery that is commonplace in today's business world‖ (Mystery of the Ages, p.265-266).
In parable after parable Jesus talked about the Kingdom of God and that coming kingdom was the topic of
most of His teaching during His ministry. Another way in which Jesus showed what the Kingdom of God on
earth will be like was through the miracles which He did throughout His ministry.
As its king He showed what it would be like by the way that He lived and also by the miracles He performed
which help give us a glimpse into what that Kingdom will be like.
• Control over the forces of nature
Jesus‘ disciples were amazed that He had control over the forces of nature by being able to calm the storm
(Matthew 8:24-27).
Imagine a world where the king has such control over the forces of nature! Jesus as the king of God‘s
kingdom on earth will be able to control the environment including being able to heal the earth of its
environmental problems.
Natural disasters will be a thing of the past. Can you imagine a world where hurricanes never blow ashore
and tornados never touch down? Where earthquakes never occur? Can you believe a world where drought
need never affect a crop? Where hunger is unheard of? Where floods never destroy homes? Where rain
falls in due season? Where food supplies are more than adequate to support the population of the entire
world? Air pollution, water pollution, soil pollution will all be gone. It will be an incredible world and we have
only covered the tip of the iceberg.
• Control over the spirit world
In Matthew 8:16 we read: ―And evening coming on, they brought to Him many who had been possessed
with demons. And He cast out the spirits with a word‖.
Just as Jesus cast out demons during His ministry, when He brings the Kingdom to this earth an angel
shall "cast him [Satan] into the abyss and shut him up and set a seal on him, that he should deceive the
nations no more" (Revelation 20:3).
While humans will still have the choice to obey God or not they will no longer be stirred up by Satan to do
so. Just as Jesus will have control over the natural forces of this world He also has control over the spirit
world.
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• Eliminating hunger
Another of the miracles of Jesus was where He fed the multitudes. The first time was where He fed 5 000
people starting with 5 loaves and 2 fishes in Matthew 14:15-21. The second time is recorded in Matthew
15:32-38 where He fed 4 000 people.
By miraculously feeding thousands at a time Jesus showed His total power to provide for the physical
needs of people including the most basic needs of food and water. While some miraculous feeding may be
needed at the beginning following the devastation of the Great Tribulation, mankind will be taught how to
properly build up the earth‘s soil and farm in a natural, sustainable way as God intended.
In the World Tomorrow the millions of starving people in Africa and Asia will then
know the abundance that we have enjoyed in our Western nations. Once they are reeducated in God's principles of agriculture and they have beautiful farmland and rain
in due season they will be able to feed themselves well.
A future world without hunger is described over in Amos 9:13 where we read:
"Behold, the days come, says the LORD, that the plowman shall overtake the reaper
and the treader of grapes him that sows seed." The good news is that the Kingdom of
God will eliminate world hunger.
• Healing the sick
In Matthew 15:30-31 we read: "And great multitudes came unto him, having with them those that were
lame, blind, dumb, maimed, and many others, and cast them down at Jesus' feet; and he healed them:
Insomuch that the multitude wondered, when they saw the dumb to speak, the maimed to be whole, the
lame to walk, and the blind to see: and they glorified the God of Israel."
Millions of people around the world suffer from all sorts of sicknesses and disease. Let‘s look at one
example, that of blindness. If I asked you how many people in this world were blind how many people
would you estimate? Well, according to Wikipedia, the number of people in this world who are blind is 40
million. Let that sink in for a moment – there are 40 million fully blind people in this world – that is double
the entire population of Australia.
What Jesus did in healing the blind, the lame, and the deaf mirrors what will happen in Kingdom of God.
The prophet Isaiah prophesied the following over in Isaiah 35:5-6: "Then the eyes of the blind shall be
opened, and the ears of the deaf shall be unstopped. Then shall the lame man shall leap as a deer, and the
tongue of the dumb sing: for in the wilderness shall waters break out, and streams in the desert."
How would you like it if you had the power to heal people who are suffering with
things like a completely hunched over back, who are blind or deaf or whatever
like Christ and the apostles did in early New Testament times. In the World
Tomorrow we will have that power to completely change their lives by healing
them of those sort of terrible afflictions. What would it be like to empty out all of
our hospitals and cure all the people in mental institutions?
Imagine that you have been blind all your life or you have been deaf all your life. Imagine the joy to be able
to hear the voice or see the face of your loved ones for the very first time. Imagine the joy to hear beautiful
music when you have never before heard a note or see a beautiful seaside view when all you have ever
seen before is utter darkness.
• Raising the dead
There is one last miracle of Jesus that goes way beyond healing a sickness and that is being able to raise
the dead back to life.
Almost everyone remembers the story of Jesus raising Lazarus back from the dead told in John 11. In
addition to Lazarus, we read in the Gospels that Jesus also raised two other people back to life making a
total of 3 people that Jesus rose from the dead that are recorded for us.
In Matthew 9:18-26 Jesus raised the daughter of Jairus from the dead. The other occasion was when
Jesus raised the son of a grieving widow from Nain in Luke 7:11-16. Jesus Himself was raised back to life
by His Father after 3 days and 3 nights.
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By resurrecting people Jesus showed that He has the power to reverse death itself. Now Revelation 20
speaks of two resurrections - the first resurrection, being of saints and prophets who will rule with Him
during the millennium, and the second resurrection, of everyone else up to Christ‘s return who died without
turning their lives to God, who will be given an opportunity for salvation after the millennium.
God‘s kingdom will be wonderful and fantastic and the many miracles of Jesus give us a foretaste of what
God‘s kingdom will truly be like after the return of Jesus Christ. It will be a time when natural disasters will
cease and God controls the natural forces. It will be a time when Satan and the demons will be cast out
and no longer be able to stir people up to sin.
It will be a time when world hunger, disease and sickness will be eliminated. It will be a time when life will
be meaningful and joyous like a feast. And ultimately it will be a time when death itself will be banished or
as the apostle Paul puts it ―death will be swallowed up in victory‖ (1 Corinthians 15:54).

4] What other positive changes will there be in the World Tomorrow?
Now that we‘ve looked at some of the terrible things that won‘t be anymore in the World Tomorrow let‘s
look at some of the many other wonderful things that there will be in this coming utopia. In his book ―The
Wonderful World Tomorrow – What It Will Be Like?‖, Herbert W. Armstrong writes:
"Today - the greatest and most awesome problem of all is the population explosion. Growing populations in
all nations are rapidly outstripping the ability of the world to sustain them. And the areas of the greatest rise
in population are the underdeveloped parts of the world - the ‗have-not‘ nations of poverty, illiteracy,
disease and superstition. Remember, not more than 10 percent of the earth's surface is tillable, or arable,
land. And now the latest U.N. figures indicate the world will double in population in just 34 short years.
"The daily, ominous pressure of people is one of the truly incomprehensible problems today. But God has
the solution, and how simple it is. Simply make most of the earth cultivatable. Reduce the bare, snowswept and craggy mountains, raise up some of the deep, arid desert valleys, change the world weather
patterns. Make all the deserts green and fertile. Open up huge slices of the earth, like the Kalahari Desert,
the Lake Chad basin and the Sahara in Africa, the Gobi Desert in Asia, and the great American deserts.
Make green and verdant the vast wastes of Mongolia, Siberia, Saudi Arabia and many of the Western
states in the U.S.
"Thaw out the deep ice packs and snowdrifts, the permafrost and tundra from the vast, almost limitless
expanses of Antarctica, North America, Greenland, Northern Europe and Siberia. Make level the awesome
Pamir Knot, the huge giants of the Himalayas, the Atlas, Taurus, Pyrenees, Rockies, Sierras and Hindu
Kush - level the immense sweep of the Andes, and all the other forbidding, towering, virtually uninhabitable
mountains of earth. Then, provide good, gentle rainfall, in right balance, just at the right season. And what
happens? Multiple millions of acres of unbelievably fertile, productive, wonderful farmland suddenly
become available - just waiting to be discovered, and pioneered.
"Impossible? In the hands of man - certainly. But look what
God promises. 'Fear not, thou worm Jacob, and ye men of
Israel; I will help thee, saith the [Eternal], and thy redeemer, the
Holy One of Israel. Behold, I will make thee a new sharp
threshing instrument having teeth: thou shalt thresh the
mountains, and beat them small, and shalt make the hills as
chaff. Thou shalt fan them, and the wind shall carry them away,
and the whirlwind shall scatter them: and thou shalt rejoice in
the [Eternal], and shalt glory in the Holy One of Israel.
"'When the poor and needy seek water, and there is none, and
their tongue faileth for thirst, I the [Eternal] will hear them, I the
God of Israel will not forsake them. I will open rivers in high
places, and fountains [artesian wells] in the midst of the
valleys: I will make the wilderness a pool of water, and the dry
land springs of water. I will plant in the wilderness the cedar,
the shittah [acacia] tree, and the myrtle and the oil tree; I will
set in the desert the fir tree, and the pine, and the box tree
[cypress] together: That they may see, and know, and
consider, and understand together, that the hand of the
[Eternal] hath done this, and the Holy One of Israel hath
created it' (Isaiah 41:14-20)‖ (p.69-70).
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How much different would the map of the world look like in the World Tomorrow? What would happen if
God reclaims a vast amount of land that is covered by the immense oceans of the world (Isaiah 11:15,
60:5)?
What if, instead of only 29% of the earth's surface being dry land, 60% of the earth's surface was land?
Say, put three or four continents the size of Australia in the Pacific and another one or two in the Atlantic
and Indian Oceans? What if Antarctica was thawed out and we could plant forests and fertile plains all over
it? What would it be like to open up the Artesian Basin underneath the deserts of Australia and turn those
deserts into beautiful rich farmland?
Have you ever envied the pioneers of yesteryear like Christopher Columbus,
Marco Polo or Captain Cook just to name a few? Well, the achievements of
the pioneers of tomorrow, you and me, who are being trained today will pale
into insignificance anything accomplished in past ages. Farmland will have to
be opened in new areas where no man has set foot. With Christ's guidance
beautiful cities are going to be built that will boggle the mind of today's
architects and town planners.
In Ezekiel 36:10 God says: ―I will multiply men upon you, all the house of Israel, all of it; and the cities shall
be inhabited and the ruins rebuilt.‖ This utopian world won‘t be created with a magic wand where it is
transformed instantly. The pollution and nuclear radiation in this world will probably be removed
supernaturally but God says that the cities will be rebuilt. There is value in doing it manually like this. Those
who rebuild the cities will be able to take pride in and value what they rebuild with Christ‘s guidance.
Jeremiah 23:7-8 says that the exodus of the Israelites back to Palestine after Christ‘s return will be much
greater than the one that occurred in Moses‘ day. When Israel came out of Egypt they numbered around 2
to 3 million people.
Amos 5:1-3 implies that our modern-day Israelite nations will be decimated in the Great Tribulation to
where only 1/10 of Israel survives into the millennium. If we combine the peoples of America, Britain,
Canada, Australia, New Zealand, NW Europe and the Jews in Palestine there would be around 350 million
people. A tenth of that would leave us with 35 million people which is still over 10 times the number of
Israelites who came out of Egypt plus they will come from all corners of the earth rather than just out of one
country. It will be an enormous exodus!
There are some fascinating parallels between the first exodus out of Egypt and the greater Exodus to
come. When God brings back Israel a second time they will come from many directions including Europe
and North Africa. Just as God parted the Red Sea for Israel during the first exodus God says that He will
part the waters of the Nile for those coming from North Africa as they make their way to Palestine (Isaiah
11:11-16). God will bring Israel out of modern Babylon just as He did with Israel out of Egypt. God will
cause water to come out of the rocks for them who thirst just as he did at Horeb during the first exodus
(Isaiah 48:20-21).
Before entering Palestine God will first bring Israel into the wilderness and
prepare them for entry into the Holy Land (Ezekiel 20:33-37). At Mt Sinai
God proposed the old covenant to ancient Israel. When God brings
modern Israel into the wilderness for a time before they move into the Holy
Land He will propose to them the new covenant to which they will agree to
(Jeremiah 31:31-34). This time around God will give Israel the Holy Spirit
and they will have the heart to be able to live God's way and keep the
terms of the new covenant. God says that He will purge out the rebels from
Israel. Just as there was the rebellion of Korah during the first exodus
there will be one this time which God will put down (Ezekiel 20:38).
Like in the days of the British Empire they will go into other nations (Isaiah 14:1-3), help rebuild their cities,
develop their civil infrastructure and teach them God's values. Israel will finally fulfill their destiny and
become a model nation of kings and priests (Exodus 19:4-6). The Israelite nations are gifted at
administration and leadership. The English-speaking nations have also excelled in developing inventions
and technology which helped lead the world into the industrial revolution and now the computer age.
Despite their faults these talents enabled Great Britain to be a blessing to the nations of the world (Genesis
12:3) and help build the civil infrastructure and raise the standard of living amongst the Gentile nations who
came under the British Empire. Similarly, America (along with Britain) has helped feed the developed
nations with their agricultural abundance.
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What stability we do enjoy in the international arena is due to the overwhelming power and deterring threat
of a superpower like America that defines international stability as a national interest. When their God-given
talents of inventiveness and administration are used to glorify God they can truly be that model nation God
intended Israel to be.
We read in Zechariah 14:14-16 that everyone, including Arab nations,
will have to keep the Feast of Tabernacles in the World Tomorrow.
How awesome will it be when the whole world keeps the Feast?
Imagine thousands upon thousands of feast sites over the whole world.
Can you imagine a whole tenth of the world's income going towards a
gigantic week-long festival/party?
The prophet Zephaniah was inspired to tell us in Zephaniah 3:9 that
God will provide one language which will be the language for the whole
world in the millennium. He wrote: "For then will I turn to the people a
pure language, that they may all call upon the name of the LORD, to
serve him with one consent."
This doesn't necessarily mean the abolition of all other national languages but God's new language, which
will probably be easy to learn and completely phonetic, will be the primary language in all nations. Wales is
very much a bi-lingual country. English is the primary language but alongside English they have preserved
Welsh as a secondary language which they teach to all school children along with English. Also, most of
their street signs have the names of the street in both English and Welsh.
This arrangement where English (the international language of the four countries that form the United
Kingdom) is the primary language and the national language of Wales is preserved as a secondary
language may possibly be the sort of arrangement we‘ll see in the World Tomorrow.
"Jeremiah wrote about the restoration of God's way, 'The sounds of joy
and gladness, the voices of bride and bridegroom, and the voices of
those who bring thank offerings to the house of the Lord, saying, 'Give
thanks to the Lord Almighty, for the Lord is good; his love endures
forever' (Jeremiah 33:11). For most of human history the joy of brides
and bridegrooms has only turned to sorrow. Sickness, poverty and war
have epitomised vast segments of human history. But in that world to
come, the joy of the wedding will live on and on. Husbands and wives
growing in love as each year goes by.
"They will have healthy and happy children. And they will know how to rear them. Notice what Zechariah
saw as God revealed the future to him: 'The city streets will be filled with boys and girls playing there'
(Zechariah 8:5). Without fear of serious accident kidnapping, mugging, abduction and the host of modern
atrocities that plague our societies, children will play openly—free from harm from man or beast. And verse
4 tells us, 'This is what the Lord Almighty says: 'Once again men and women of ripe old age will sit in the
streets of Jerusalem, each with cane in hand because of his [and her] age' ― (Plain Truth, Feb.1984, article:
'Yes: A Brighter Tomorrow Is Coming!').
Huge, overcrowded cities, cut off from the natural
beauty of surrounding countryside, will not exist.
The problems of poor planning, decaying
buildings, pollution, inadequate resources, lack of
educational, cultural and recreational activities,
crime and unhappy people will gradually be solved
as new cities are built throughout the world.
Life will be challenging and exciting where you
won't be stuck to a 40 hour a week routine. With
most people working on the land there'll be
exciting opportunities to travel or study during the
land Sabbath each seven years (Leviticus 25:14). Imagine every seven years half of the world's
people having a year-long holiday together. Where
would you love to travel with money being no
object? Europe, America, Canada or the West
Indies?
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People won't be anywhere near as burdened with the twins problems of not enough time or money to do
what they really want to do, whether it be spending time with their families, learning new things, taking up
certain hobbies or travelling anywhere in the world that they'd like to.
What would your social life be like in the World Tomorrow if distance
was no problem and you could instantly transport and catch up with
friends on the other side of the world? Can you imagine point-to-point
transport like in Star Trek?
Can you imagine watching God's home videos of the great events of the
Bible history like the creation of the earth and Adam and Eve, the parting
of the Red Sea and Christ's crucifixion and resurrection? God will
probably have a version of virtual reality every bit as good as the
holodeck on Star Trek where it feels like you're actually there?
What about meeting and inviting over for dinner some of the famous people of history such as the great
explorers or musicians or King David, Abraham or the apostles or even Jesus Himself?
The economy and standard of living will be fantastic. Imagine full employment and paying only your tithes
and no tax. In this world newly married couples have to go up to their eyeballs in debt when they buy a
home. Imagine being given a couple of acres as your inheritance from God as a wedding gift.
In Amos 9:13 we read, "Behold, the days come, says the LORD, that the
ploughman shall overtake the reaper, and the treader of grapes him that sows
seed; and the mountains shall drop sweet wine, and all the hills shall melt."
Imagine the rich, tasty food, the juicy succulent fruits and the beautiful sweet
wine that the Bible talks about when the goodness will be restored to our
farmland and farmers live God's way.
Can you imagine the kind of buildings, transportation, communications and conveniences we would have if
the greatest minds in the world were devoted to serving mankind and living God's way? How good will the
literature, architecture, landscaping and entertainment be in the World Tomorrow?
God will change the nature of animals so there will no killing and devouring in the animal kingdom that
reflects Satan's system of competition. Imagine no more venomous creatures and wild animals no longer
being dangerous.
God says through the prophet Isaiah that in the World Tomorrow
that ―the wolf also shall dwell with the lamb, the leopard shall lie
down with the young goat, the calf and the young lion and the
fatling together; and a little child shall lead them. The cow and the
bear shall graze; their young ones shall lie down together; and the
lion shall eat straw like the ox. The nursing child shall play by the
cobra‘s hole, and the weaned child shall put his hand in the viper‘s
den. They shall not hurt nor destroy in all My holy mountain, For
the earth shall be full of the knowledge of the LORD as the waters
cover the sea‖ (Isaiah 11:6-9).
What kind of animal would you like to have as a pet in the
World Tomorrow - a polar bear, a playful dolphin or penguin, a
Siberian tiger or maybe Bambi? I don't know about you ... but I
love venison. Imagine you're out swimming and suddenly you
hear this music - dum dum … dum dum dum dum… - "Oh,
there you are Jaws. I was looking all over for you".
What will it be like to be a God being? Try and think of it for a
moment. Here we are made of the dust of the earth. Imagine
never getting sick, never getting tired, being full of power,
energy, intelligence and able to travel across the galaxy in
seconds. Imagine no longer being troubled by the pulls of the
flesh and no longer being able to sin.
Can you imagine what will the first resurrection will be like when we will be beamed up to meet Christ in the
clouds? All of a sudden we will have ALL of the emotions, ALL of the sensory powers, ALL of the
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knowledge and ALL of the power of God! Suddenly we will see all the angels that encompass us and the
earth. We will be able to hear the awesome angelic choirs and literally see Satan and the demons put into
the abyss.
It‘ll be better than Superman for we will be faster than a beam of light,
more powerful than a million nuclear warheads and able to leap across
the galaxy in a single bound! Imagine finding out the answers to some of
the great mysteries of the universe such as who built the pyramids and
how they did it, the Colonel's 11 secret herbs and spices and what do
women really want?
In an article called ―Your First Day in the Kingdom‖ Steven Collins writes the following about this wonderful
time when we will be born into God‘s family:
"Now you understand what life is REALLY supposed to be like. Human life was so limited compared to
what you now experience that you marvel you were ever so limited and frail. You now comprehend what
Christ said in Matthew 19:17 when he said, ‗If you will enter into life, keep the commandments‘. The
human experience was so pale compared to this that you understand why Christ did not refer to it as real
‗life‘. Now you experience what it is like to no longer be bound by time and space, and yet have perfect love
and self-control in all you do...
"Christ then turns to you and you are given a white stone with a new name written on it which no one
knows, except you and Jesus Christ (Revelation 2:17), symbolising the unique and special relationship
you will have with your Saviour for all eternity! Other names are given you (Revelation 3:12) by which you
will be known to the rest of the family of God. You are now clothed in white raiment, glorious and brilliant,
and Christ summons an angel who brings forth a crown, more glorious and beautiful than anything you can
remember. You realise it is for YOU! The crown is designed to represent both you and the particular
rulership you are being given.
"You kneel before Jesus Christ, the very being who died for you and made all this possible, and as He
places the crown on your head, you see the scars in His hands and the realisation of what He went through
for you becomes very, very personal. You remember the stone in your hand with your personal name on it,
and a bond is sealed between you and Jesus Christ which will last an eternity. You marvel how your
responsibility of rulership is so uniquely designed for you, or is it that you were uniquely designed for the
responsibility now given you.
"You rise a crowned Son of God, and with the shouts of joy and
welcoming ringing in your ears, you return to your position to witness
the remainder of the ceremony, knowing that each other individual is
experiencing the same kind of personal feelings about their crowning
as you did.
"As the ceremony ends the entire newly-crowned assembly of the
Sons of God follows Jesus Christ to begin their collective and
individual responsibilities in the Kingdom of God. You now realise that
purpose is far greater than healing the earth and its environment, and
caring for human needs. The overriding purpose is to prepare and
assist all other humans now alive or ever shall be alive or resurrected
to come to repentance and to Jesus Christ so that they, like you, can
have their personal coronation ceremony as you have just had. You
are absolutely determined that none will miss out of what you are now
experiencing, and you realise it is the same determination with which
God the Father and Jesus Christ were determined to bring you into the
Kingdom of God.‖
The major task that we will have in the millennium will be to help Jesus Christ with the spiritual conversion
of the whole world and bring them into the Family of God.
―Eventually thousands of millions will be spiritually converted! The great ‗autumn harvest‘ of humans will be
gathered into the Kingdom of God—born again as divine members of the ruling Family of God during the
Millennium. By the end of the thousand years, the great Family of God will be ready for the final step in
God‘s Master Plan. Even greater joy and accomplishments lie ahead after the Millennium!‖ (Ambassador
College Bible Correspondence Course – Lesson 23, p.14).
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5] What will happen after the Millennium?
What happens at the end of the millennium? The last generation of the millennium will live over into a time
which may actually last for many years before the Great White Throne Judgment period occurs when Satan
will have been let loose and can invisibly broadcast his moods and feelings of selfishness and rebellion around
the world.
Herbert W. Armstrong speculated that the reason Satan is given this short period of time might be because
God cuts his 6 000 years to deceive man short before Christ returns. If God does allow the Tribulation to
begin and end before the 6000 years is up, this may help to explain why Satan is let loose for a little while
after the millennium (Revelation 20:3). God may cut short the 6 000 years by 5 or 10 or 20 years or
whatever and give that time to Satan after the millennium to be allowed to deceive mankind for a brief time
for a specific purpose God has in mind.
The people of the world at this time will have known nothing of Satan‘s deceptive power and could be
spiritually lukewarm. They will receive a taste of what it takes to fight those sinful urges to shake them out of
their spiritual complacency. Some of the nations of Gog and Magog however will give in to Satan‘s spirit of
rebellion and mount a rebellion against Jerusalem which God will defeat (Revelation 20:7-9). At this time
Satan and his demons will be cast into the lake of fire and they will deceive mankind no more for the rest of
eternity (Revelation 20:10).
After these events will then come the Great White Throne Judgment period. All who
have died without being saved up to Christ‘s return will be resurrected and judged
according to their works (Revelation 20:4-5, 12-13, Ezekiel 37:1-14).. A period of trial
and testing will have begun. They will be judged according to what‘s written in the
books – the Bible.
Will the earth fit everybody who is resurrected at this time? If God makes 60% of the earth‘s surface land in
the World Tomorrow and there are approximately 60 billion people that means there would be, on average,
a spacious 5 acres for every family of four. Imagine the joy that so many will have to be able to see loved
ones again at this time who died so long ago. The challenges of preparing for this resurrection and dealing
with so many people who have been influenced so much by Satan‘s way will be enormous.
We have generally thrown around a time of 100 years based on Isaiah 65:20 which speaks of 100 years
being a typical lifetime. The context of this verse is millennial and there is nothing that specifically ties it to
the Great White Throne Judgment period.
Matthew 12:41 says that those of Nineveh shall rise at the same time as those of Jesus‘ day and those two
generations were of much the same technological level. It is an assumption to say that all generations of
people up to Christ‘s return shall be resurrected in the Great White Throne Judgment at the same time.
While scripture does not give us any specific details it is possible that there might be multiple resurrections
over a longer period than 100 years so dealing with all these people will be more manageable.
It would be interesting if that is so what order the generations will be raised up in. Would we start with
Adam and Eve‘s generation and work through to this generation or start with this generation more used to
the technology of this day and age and work back to Adam and Eve? Imagine raising up Adam and Eve
and explaining to them everything that has happened over the previous 6 000 years. Imagine explaining
the technology of this age to someone of medieval times. It will certainly blow their mnds.
In Matthew 10:15 and Matthew 11:22 this time is referred to as the ―day of judgment‖. 2 Peter 3:8 speaks
of a principle that with God ―one day is as a thousand years, and a thousand years as one day‖ so one
possibility is that this day of judgment may be a thousand years long.
The number 8 is the Bible is symbolic of new beginnings. If you include the Great White Throne Judgment
period, an 8 000 year plan for mankind sounds like a more rounder number than 7 100 years. The Last
Great Day is, when combined with the Feast of Tabernacles, referred to as the 8th day and represents this
Great White Throne Judgment period.
Ultimately we've got to stoop down and try to bring into eternal life just about everyone who has ever lived
from power-hungry dictators, hardened criminals to starving kids on the streets of Calcutta in the World
Tomorrow. Talk about an awesome challenge on our hands! Just think of the incredible transformation to
take a starving kid in Calcutta or a primitive from Papua New Guinea or a pygmy in Africa, teach them
God's ways and for them to become a member in the God family sharing all the power and glory that God
has.
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With Jesus Christ ruling the whole world at this time and those of His spirit-born family helping teach all
mankind the right way to live, everyone will finally have a equal and fair chance at receiving salvation which
very, very few will reject in the end. Those incorrigible people who still rebel against God will die in the lake
of fire (Revelation 20:14-15). One would have to be truly rebellious to reject salvation after a full 100 years
when God‘s kingdom is here on earth and Satan is no longer around to deceive them.

After the Great White Throne Judgment period we read in Revelation 21 about how God the Father will
come and dwell with mankind on earth and bring New Jerusalem with Him which He has been preparing for
just this moment.
We are told in the Book of Revelation that the New Jerusalem is absolutely massive. It is 1500 miles by
1500 miles in area. The New Jerusalem will literally be two thirds of the area of Australia!
And it's also a staggering 1500 miles high! That height would put its peak some five times higher than the
standard orbit of the space shuttle which orbits in space about 300 miles above the earth! Can you imagine
taking an elevator ride up to the penthouse suite of the New Jerusalem? That's a pretty long trip in a
standard elevator! Imagine the view of the whole earth from the balcony of the top penthouse.
The walls of the New Jerusalem will be 20 stories high or to put it in terms that young people might
understand, the walls of the New Jerusalem will be as tall as Godzilla. You would gather from that, that to
God, size really does matter!
Some people think that the New Jerusalem will be like a cube given that the length, breadth and height are
all the same but I have difficulty imagining the New Jerusalem looking like the Borg cube in Star Trek.
Given that the height is 1500 miles high yet we are given a much lower and different measurement for the
walls indicate that it is not cube shaped.
Maybe it looks more like the flying city of Atlantis in Stargate Atlantis only bigger and with more parkland.
Maybe it is pyramid shaped.

George Kackos in a Good News article described the New Jerusalem this way:
"It defies human imagination. Containing the glory of God and illuminated like a jasper stone, it glows in
deep, rich, blue-green tones with the transparency of crystal. The walls have 12 gates, with the names of
the tribes of Israel written upon them and 12 angels present. There are three gates in each of the four
walls. The 12 foundations of the city wall contain the names of the 12 apostles (Revelation 11:14).
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"[One] possibility is that the city is shaped like a pyramid, with God the Father and Christ appearing in the
apex. The pyramidal structure is unique architecturally—the design may have originally come from God
Himself. Other spirit beings may occupy areas at lower heights, depending on their status. Whatever the
shape, New Jerusalem is a huge city. A spectacular example of God's handiwork is that the city is made of
gold that appears as clear glass (Revelation 21:18).
"The walls encompassing New Jerusalem are 216 feet high...Supporting the walls are an array of beautiful
stones. Visiting a gem dealer would help you appreciate the beauty of the jasper [green], sapphire [blue],
chalcedony [green], emerald [green], sardonyx [red & white], sardius [red], chrysolite [yellow], beryl [green],
topaz [greenish gold], chrysoprase [green], jacinth [bluish purple] and amethyst [purple] that are used
(Revelation 21:17-20).
"Though hard to imagine, each gate is made from a single pearl. That's quite a contrast to the small pearls
we see today. A street is described as being made of pure gold having the transparency of glass (Good
News, January 1981, article: 'After the Millennium - New Heavens and a New Earth')"
The streets have the colour of gold yet are translucent or see through which makes it look that much more
spectacular. This type of translucent colouring is becoming more and more of a trend in graphical art in scifi movies and computer software such as the look of the latest Windows operating system.
Mainstream Christianity would have us believe that when we die we go to heaven for all eternity playing
harps or whatever, yet the Bible tells us that what God has planned for us for the rest of eternity is far more
exciting!
The universe is currently in a state of decay. It is running down
and is eagerly awaiting our birth into God‘s family so it can be set
free from that decay (Romans 8:18-23). Once we are finished
fixing up planet Earth, the whole universe with its billions and
billions of stars and planets awaits us. God is in the creating
business and we will join the family business of creating and
beautifying the entire universe for all eternity with God the Father
and Jesus Christ.
Once we're finished with beautifying the earth we come to the
ultimate - creating our own CUSTOM-MADE PLANETS! Can you
imagine that? Have a think of what you would like on your own
custom-made planet. Maybe beautiful islands like Hawaii, Tahiti or
beautiful coastlines like the Gold Coast or Norway's fjords or
spectacular snow-capped Alpine mountains and gorgeous
landscapes with sparkling rivers, magnificent waterfalls and
superb lakes.
Imagine creating beautiful paradises on planets
like Mars, Venus, Mercury and our own moon?
Given that there is so solid surface on the gas
giants such as Jupiter and Saturn and that they
are just balls of gas with a solid inner core, it's
obvious that God didn't create them to be
inhabited. They were probably created to be
spectacular backdrops for their respective moons
we may terraform and make habitable one day.
What about creating some spectacular, colourful
nebulas and star clusters like some of magnificent
ones that the Hubble Space Telescope has
photographed? By the end of the Great White
Throne Judgment period there may be
approximately 200 billion members in God's family.
If you think that's a lot, scientists estimate there
are about 400 billion billion stars in the universe.
Divide the number of stars by the number of God members and you have a galaxy or two for everyone on
average. God has created all these solar systems with planets to one day be inhabited. We will be the ones
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to help populate those solar systems way out there. One day we really will have the "Intergalactic Church of
God".
Now we know that Christ has died once to pay for sin for ALL TIME (Hebrews 10:12) and that Satan will no
longer be an influence after the New Jerusalem comes to earth, so we need to keep those points in mind
for any projects God has in mind after the New Jerusalem has come down to earth. Now the Bible is silent
on this point, but let‘s hypothetically look at the possibility of God‘s family continuing to expand after the
New Jerusalem comes to earth with new people being born on other planets throughout the universe.
After the New Jerusalem has come down it says in Revelation 22:2 that the leaves of the tree of life will be
for the healing of the nations. For people to be healed they must be sick. Now why would there be sick
people after the New Jerusalem comes to earth? This indicates the possibility that we might create more
people who will be mortal before becoming immortal after Project Earth is finally complete after the Great
White Throne Judgment period.
If we do raise up new people on other worlds what might it be like down the track? Can you imagine tens of
thousands of years from now if we raise up several generations of new people who have subsequently
created people on other worlds and they meet those of us in the church now? They would think it‘s an
incredible privilege to meet someone who is, not just from the first world, but someone who was actually
one of the firstfruits on Earth!
As life's pressures build we need all the encouragement we can to get through life and dreaming about the
wonderful things God has prepared for us helps us keep our mind on the big picture and give us that
encouragement. Paul wrote in Romans 8:18 that the sufferings of this world are NOTHING compared to
the wonderful future God has prepared for us.
This subject means a lot to me personally. When I was a teenager in the 1980's I was
absolutely frightened to death by the prospect of nuclear war between Russia and
America with the cold war still going on and that fear was hightened even further by TV
shows such as the Prophecies of Nostrodamus and the Day After.
I picked up my first Plain Truth when I was 14 years old and the article that got me
hooked onto the truth of God was an article on the World Tomorrow that appeared in
the 50th anniversary issue. It was this good news of the Kingdom that brought me into
the church so that's why it means so much to me.
Our young people in the church should be actively encouraged to dream more about the World Tomorrow
and have that big picture focus because the more real it can become to them the less prone they‘d be to
giving up and leaving the church as well as having enthusiasm to live God's way of life.
All wonderful these things we‘ve looked at in this lesson are why overcoming, repentance as well
as baptism are all important – they are our passport to the World Tomorrow and being a part of that
better resurrection!
For those of you here considering baptism it is good to count the cost (Luke 14:28) as the Bible tells us to
do. What is even better is to count the reward. Jesus spoke about the pearl of great price in one of His
parables. Imagine what it‘ll be like to help Jesus Christ with the awesome job of fixing this world up and
creating the wonderful world tomorrow here on earth and then on out into the universe? This is what God is
offering you if you are prepared to commit to Him and His way of life for the rest of your life!
It says in 1 Corinthians 2:9 that, ―Eye has not seen, nor ear has heard, nor has entered into the heart of
man the things [of the World Tomorrow] which God has prepared for those who love Him.‖
Our ultimate destiny could be summed up in the following words.
"Space - the final frontier! These are the voyages of the God
family. It's bold eternal mission - to create new worlds and new
life forms and to boldly go where no man has gone before!"
―With God's great master plan of seven thousand years finally
completed -- the mystery of the ages finally revealed, and with the
re-creating of the vast universe and eternity lying ahead, we come
finally to THE BEGINNING!‖ (Mystery of the Ages, p.296-297).
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What a truly wonderful future God has planned for all of us in the Kingdom of God in the millennium and
beyond into eternity!

Summary

1] What is the True Gospel?








When Jesus Christ came to earth He brought a message of good news – the true gospel. The
message He brought was the message about the Kingdom of God (Mark 1:14, Matthew 4:23, Luke
4:43, 9:1-2, Acts 8:12).
There are four things that are necessary to constitute a kingdom: TERRITORY, with a specific location
and definite boundary lines ruled by a KING or Supreme Ruler or government ruling over CITIZENS or
people who live in that territory and LAWS and form of government.
In the future Christ will be the King over all nations (Revelation. 19:15-16) and ruling this earth (Daniel
2:31-35, 44-45) with God's laws (Ezekiel 36:27). After the millennium and Great White Throne
Judgment period the territory of God‘s kingdom will expand indefinitely and fill the whole universe
(Isaiah 9:7, Hebrews 2:8).
The gospel of the Kingdom of God is DUAL –: First of all, it is the good news of the coming FUTURE
world-ruling government of God with Christ as king and second, it is the governing Family of God.
The other half of the gospel is how we can be born into the God kingdom - the Family of God (1
Corinthians 15:50). This process of how we can be born into the Kingdom of God is also called salvation
which is made possible through Jesus Christ and the forgiveness He has made available to us.
Many today are completely wrapped up in prophecy and want secret knowledge that makes them feel
special and knowing just when Christ will come. Jesus' approach as seen in the Kingdom parables of
Matthew 13 was completely the opposite. He was FAR more interested in the character of the people
who would be a part of that Kingdom than conveying specifics of Bible prophecy! He was far more
interested in developing people who were worthy of being in that kingdom!

2] How will peace come upon the whole world?






Christ and the governing kingdom of God, then set up as the governing family, will bring about the
coming utopia by two basic courses of action. First, all crime and organized rebellion will be put down
by force -- divine supernatural force (Isaiah 2:2-4, Psalm 149:5-9 Zechariah 14:17-19) and, second,
Christ will then set his hand to reeducate and to save or spiritually convert the world (Isaiah 2:2-4, 11:9
Jeremiah 31:34, Ezekiel 36:26:27, Joel 2:28).
King David, when he is resurrected, will be king over all twelve nations of Israel (Jeremiah 30:9;
Ezekiel 34:23-24; 37:24-25). Each of the original twelve apostles will be king, under David, over one of
these then super-prosperous nations (Matthew 19:28). Under the apostles, each now king over a great
nation, will be the rulers over districts, states, shires, counties or provinces, and over cities (Luke
19:11-27).
Different aspects of the role of those of us who qualify for the first or better resurrection in the
millennium are described in the Bible such as judges and counselors (Isaiah 1:26), teachers (Isaiah
30:20), foster fathers and nursing mothers (Isaiah 49:22-23), pastors (Jeremiah 3:15) shepherds
(Jeremiah 23:4) saviours (Obadiah 21) and kings and priests (Revelation 5:10).

3] What terrible things will be no more in the Kingdom of God?







In the World Tomorrow there will be no war (Isaiah 2:2-4). The war machines of Russia, America, the
Arabs and all nations will be dismantled.
In the World Tomorrow the millions of starving people in Africa and Asia will then know the abundance
that we have enjoyed in our Western nations (Amos 9:13).
God's laws such as the Jubilee year law (Leviticus 25:8-17), gleaning (Leviticus 19:9-10) and the
land sabbath (Leviticus 25:1-7) will go a long way towards eliminating poverty in the World Tomorrow.
In the World Tomorrow everyone will have an inheritance of land from God.
In the World Tomorrow sickness and disease will be no more. "Then will the eyes of the blind be
opened and the ears of the deaf unstopped. Then will the lame leap like a deer, and the tongue of the
dumb [mute] shout for joy" (Isaiah 35:5-6).
In the World Tomorrow there will be no more crime. The city streets will be filled with boys and girls
playing without fear of serious accident kidnapping, mugging, abduction and the host of modern
atrocities that plague our societies (Zechariah 8:4-5).
God‘s kingdom will be wonderful and fantastic and the many miracles of Jesus give us a foretaste of
what God‘s kingdom will truly be like after the return of Jesus Christ. It will be a time when natural
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disasters will cease and God controls the natural forces (Matthew 8:24-27). It will be a time when
Satan and the demons will be cast out and no longer be able to stir people up to sin (Matthew 8:16,
(Revelation 20:3). It will be a time when world hunger (Matthew 14:15-21, 15:32-38), disease and
sickness (Matthew 15:30-31) will be eliminated. It will be a time when life will be meaningful and joyous
like a feast (Isaiah 25:6). And ultimately it will be a time when death itself will be banished or as the
apostle Paul puts it ―death will be swallowed up in victory‖ (1 Corinthians 15:54).
In the World Tomorrow with all loving and worshiping God with all their minds, hearts and strength -with all having concern for the welfare of all others equal to concern for self -- there will be no divorce -no broken homes or families, no juvenile delinquency, no crime, no jails or prisons, no police except for
peaceful direction and supervision as a public service for all, no wars and no military establishments.

4] What other positive changes will there be in the World Tomorrow?










Today the greatest and most awesome problem of all is the population explosion. Growing populations
in all nations are rapidly outstripping the ability of the world to sustain them. In the World Tomorrow
God will simply make much more of the earth cultivatable (Isaiah 41:14-20, 60:5).
With Christ's guidance beautiful cities are going to be rebuilt that will boggle the mind of today's
architects and town planners (Ezekiel 36:10)..
The exodus of the Israelites back to Palestine after Christ‘s return will be much greater than the one
that occurred in Moses‘ day (Jeremiah 23:7-8).
Like in the days of the British Empire they will go into other nations (Isaiah 14:1-3), help rebuild their
cities, develop their civil infrastructure and teach them God's values. Israel will finally fulfill their destiny
and become a model nation of kings and priests (Exodus 19:4-6).
Everyone, including Arab nations, will have to keep the Feast of Tabernacles in the World Tomorrow
(Zechariah 14:14-16).
God will provide one language which will be the language for the whole world in the millennium
(Zephaniah 3:9).
With most people working on the land there'll be exciting opportunities to travel or study during the land
Sabbath each seven years (Leviticus 25:1-4).
God will change the nature of animals so there will no killing and devouring in the animal kingdom that
reflects Satan's system of competition. Imagine no more venomous creatures and wild animals no
longer being dangerous (Isaiah 11:6-9).
The major task that we will have in the millennium will be to help Jesus Christ with the spiritual
conversion of the whole world and bring them into the Family of God. Eventually thousands of millions
will be spiritually converted (Isaiah 2:2-4, 11:9 Jeremiah 31:34, Ezekiel 36:26:27, Joel 2:28)! By the
end of the thousand years, the great Family of God will be ready for the final step in God‘s Master Plan.

5] What will happen after the Millennium?









The last generation of the millennium will live over into a time which may actually last for many years
before the Great White Throne Judgment period occurs when Satan will have been let loose and can
invisibly broadcast his moods and feelings of selfishness and rebellion around the world. They will receive
a taste of what it takes to fight those sinful urges to shake them out of their spiritual complacency. Some of
the nations of Gog and Magog however will give into Satan‘s spirit of rebellion and mount a rebellion
against Jerusalem which God will defeat (Revelation 20:7-9).
At the time this rebellion is put down Satan and his demons will be cast into the lake of fire and they will
deceive mankind no more for the rest of eternity (Revelation 20:10).
After these events will then come the Great White Throne Judgment period. All who have died without
being saved up to Christ‘s return will be resurrected and judged according to their works (Revelation
20:4-5, 12-13, Ezekiel 37:1-14). A period of trial and testing will have begun. They will be judged
according to what‘s written in the books – the Bible. Isaiah 65:20 indicates everyone will live at least
100 years.
After the Great White Throne Judgment period God the Father will come and dwell with mankind on the
earth and bring the New Jerusalem with Him (Revelation 21-22). We are told in the Book of Revelation
that the New Jerusalem is absolutely massive. It is 1500 miles by 1500 miles in area. The New
Jerusalem will literally be two thirds of the area of Australia! And it's also a staggering 1500 miles
high! That height would put its peak some five times higher than the standard orbit of the space shuttle
which orbits in space about 300 miles above the earth!
The universe is currently in a state of decay. It is running down and is eagerly awaiting our birth into
God‘s family so it can be set free from that decay (Romans 8:18-23). Once we are finished fixing up
planet Earth, the whole universe with its billions and billions of stars and planets awaits us. God is in
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the creating business and we will join the family business of creating and beautifying the entire
universe for all eternity with God the Father and Jesus Christ.
All wonderful these things are why overcoming, repentance as well as baptism are all important
– they are our passport to the World Tomorrow and being a part of that better resurrection!

Further Reading to Learn More about the Kingdom of God









UCG booklet – The Gospel of the Kingdom
UCG booklet – You Can Understand Prophecy
UCG Bible Study Course – Lesson 6: ―What is the Gospel of the Kingdom of God?‖
Mystery of the Ages (Herbert W. Armstrong) - Chapter 7: ―Mystery of the Kingdom of God‖
Old WCG booklet – The Wonderful World Tomorrow – What It Will Be Like
Old WCG booklet – Your Awesome Future
Old WCG booklet – What is the True Gospel?
Ambassador College Bible Correspondence Course – Lesson 4: ―The Coming Utopia –
Wonderful World Tomorrow‖
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GOD’S LAW AND WAY OF LIFE
1] What is God’s way of life?
What produces happiness? What are the principles of life that tell us what makes life work and what
doesn‘t? What would you give to know the answers to those questions? The great Creator of all mankind
has not left us without the answers to these questions. In his booklet ―Why Were You Born?‖ Herbert W.
Armstrong wrote:
―The book called the Holy Bible itself lays claim to being the revelation of basic, necessary
knowledge – the INSTRUCTION MANUAL – which man‘s Maker sent along with the crowning
product of His making – the human man!‖ (p.2).
Yes, God has given us the answers to these questions of what produces happiness, what works and what
doesn‘t work in getting along happily with our fellow man. In the same booklet Mr Armstrong also wrote:
―There exist, overall, only TWO BASIC WAYS OF LIFE -- two divergent philosophies. They travel in
opposite directions. I state them very simply: One is the way of GIVE -- the other of GET.
―More specifically, the one is the way of humility, and of outgoing concern for others equal to self-concern.
It is the way of cooperation, serving, helping, sharing; of consideration, patience and kindness. More
important, it is also THE WAY of obedience to, reliance on, and worship solely toward God. It is the GODcentered way, of LOVE toward God and LOVE toward neighbor.
―The opposite is the SELF-centered way of VANITY, lust and greed; of competition and strife; of envy,
jealousy, and unconcern for the welfare of others.
―Few realize this vital FACT: The GIVE way is actually an invisible, yet inexorable, SPIRITUAL LAW in
active motion. It is summarized, in principle, by the Ten Commandments. It is a LAW as REAL, as inflexibly
relentless as the law of gravity! It governs and regulates all human relationships!‖ (p.10-11).
In Romans 13:8-10 the apostle Paul wrote: ―Owe no one
anything except to love one another, for he who loves another
has fulfilled the law. For the commandments, ‗You shall not
commit adultery,‘ ‗You shall not murder,‘ ‗You shall not steal,‘
‗You shall not bear false witness,‘ ‗You shall not covet,‘ and if
there is any other commandment, are all SUMMED UP in this
saying, namely, ‗You shall love your neighbor as yourself.‘
Love does no harm to a neighbor; therefore love is the fulfillment
of the law.‖
In the UCG Bible Study Course the following is written about
God‘s way of life: ―Members of the early Church often referred to
themselves as those who followed the Way. Paul refers to their
way of life as ‗the way of the Lord‘ and ‗the way of God‘ (Acts
18:25-26). In other words, the early Christians, directly taught by
Christ's apostles, were recognized by their deeds and actions.
Their godly way of life distinguished them from the society
around them.
―The way of life of the early Christians was called the Way because they lived the way Christ lived. They
followed His example. They obeyed His instructions. The ‗Way‘ was then, and still is, a way of living and
thinking that is profoundly different from that followed by the vast majority of humanity‖ (Lesson 11 –
Christianity: A Way of Life, p.3).
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2] What are the Ten Commandments?
When God led Israel out of Egypt He inspired Moses to write the first five books of the Bible, sometimes
called the Pentateuch. The book of Genesis explains the origins of the universe and mankind as the
creation of God as well as the early history of God‘s dealing with mankind. The next four books contain the
laws, statutes and judgments of God, starting with the Ten Commandments. The laws contained in Exodus
through to Deuteronomy form the foundation to understand the rest of the Bible and God‘s way of life. They
also formed the constitution of the nation of Israel.
In the UCG booklet ―The Ten Commandments‖ we read the following about the Ten Commandments:
―If you think of the Bible as a guidebook for human behaviour, the Ten
Commandments serve as the main headings in its table of contents. By
themselves, the commandments do not tell the whole story, but they
clearly summarize it…
―Jesus Christ defined the purpose of God‘s law as teaching us how to apply the
two great principles of loving God and loving each other. He made this clear
when someone asked Him, ‗Teacher, which is the great commandment in the
law?‘ How did Jesus respond? ‗You shall love the LORD your God with all your
heart, with all your soul, and with all your mind. This is the first and great
commandment. And the second is like it: You shall love your neighbour as
yourself. On these two commandments hang all the Law and the Prophets‘
(Matthew 22:35-40)…
―When Jesus explained that everything written in ‗the Law and the Prophets‘ falls under the two major
headings of love for God and love for neighbour, He was emphasizing the importance of relationships
(Matthew 22:35-40). He was telling us that every command of God defines an aspect of the exemplary
relationships we should have with each other or with Him.
―When we look closely at the Ten Commandments, we see that the first four define how to relate to God—
how to show proper love and respect for our Maker. The other six define the essentials for right
relationships with each other…
―Jesus said, ‗Do not think that I came to destroy the Law or the Prophets. I did not come to destroy but to
fulfil‘ (Matthew 5:17). By ‗fulfil,‘ He meant that His teachings would fill out or expand the application of the
commandments of God…To make this point, in this same passage He affirms some specific
commandments and then greatly expands their application.
―He first focuses on the commandment forbidding murder. ‗You have heard that it was said to those of old,
‗You shall not murder, and whoever murders will be in danger of the judgment.‘ But I say to you that
whoever is angry with his brother without a cause shall be in danger of the judgment. And whoever says to
his brother, ‗Raca!‘ shall be in danger of the council. But whoever says, ‗You fool!‘ shall be in danger of hell
fire‘ (verses 21-22).
―Jesus Christ showed that the principle embodied in this commandment goes far beyond the taking of
human life. It includes the destructive effects of anger and bitterness. Christ explained that condemning
and hating someone in our hearts could prevent us from inheriting eternal life. In other words, Jesus
showed that His teachings amplify and explain the required behaviour summarized in the Ten
Commandments‖ (p. 7, 3, 7-8).
Of the Ten Commandments, seven of them begin with ―Thou shalt not‖ and this has led to the idea that the
Ten Commandments are negative and restrictive. Why do seven of them start with ―Thou shalt not‖?
Well, you have to think about it in terms of how a parent gradually teaches a child how to behave and live a
moral life. Because of the limited comprehension of an infant a parent has to be very specific and, more
often than not, they have to tell them not to touch something or do something because infants do whatever
they feel like or what comes naturally. As the child grows the instructions from the parent are still mostly
specific actions but there is more of a balance between positive directions and negative ones.
As the child gets older still the parent explains more of why they are asked to do things or not do certain
actions. The parent teaches the child more about the principles of why things are right and wrong. The
more they grasp those principles of why things are right and wrong, the more the directions from the
parents move from specific actions to principles and attitudes.
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The way that God teaches us His way of life in the Bible is much the same way. We, like the Israelites
when they came out of Egypt, are like spiritual infants when we first start to learn about God‘s way of life.
The Ten Commandments are mostly specific actions where God tells us not to do certain things. The
statutes and the judgments again mostly deal with specific actions rather than principles and there is more
of a balance between positive actions and negative ones.
As the people of Israel did not have God‘s spirit and were spiritually immature God had to be very specific
and tell them what they could and couldn‘t do. When we get to the New Testament most of the new
teaching introduced about God‘s way of life focuses on attitudes like the fruits of God‘s spirit and the
principles behind the laws of God.
In Romans 2:14-15 Paul wrote: ―When Gentiles, who do not have the law, by nature do the things in the
law, these, although not having the law, are a law to themselves, who show the work of the law written in
their hearts, their conscience also bearing witness, and between themselves their thoughts accusing or
else excusing them.‖
The Gentiles who weren‘t given the laws of God follow a number of the same laws. Even the most primitive
tribes have laws against murder and stealing. Simple observation of the consequences help a lot of
cultures know many of the basics of what is right and what is wrong.
In James 2:10-11 we read: ―For whoever shall keep the whole law, and yet stumble in one point, he is
guilty of all. For He who said, ‗Do not commit adultery‘, also said, ‗Do not murder.‘ Now if you do not commit
adultery, but you do murder, you have become a transgressor of the law.‖ What James is getting at here is
that God‘s law and His way of life is NOT a smorgasbord. You can‘t have a pick and choose approach to
God‘s law. We are to keep ALL of God‘s law as best as we can.
With that as background let‘s now look at the Ten Commandments and understand the principles behind
them.
[1] “YOU SHALL HAVE NO OTHER GODS BEFORE ME” (EXODUS 20:3).
―What is Our Greatest Priority?…When asked which of all the laws in the
Bible is the greatest, Christ responded by saying: ‗You shall love the LORD
your God with all your heart, with all your soul, and with all your mind‘
(Matthew 22:35-38; quoted from Deuteronomy 6:5).
―This is the First Commandment‘s powerful message. We are to worship and
serve our Creator—the miracle-working God who led ancient Israel out of
Egyptian bondage—and to credit our existence and blessings to no other
source. We are to love, respect and honour Him—to have a genuine,
personal relationship with Him (The Ten Commandments, p.9-12).
―Everyone is interested in what the future holds, and we often look to others for guidance. But God warned
about looking to the occult for advice. Mediums and spiritists were outlawed because God was not the
source of their information. At best, occult practitioners are fakes whose predictions cannot be trusted. At
worst, they are in contact with evil spirits and are thus extremely dangerous. We don't need to look to the
occult for information about the future. God has given us the Bible so that we may obtain all the information
we need -- and the Bible's teaching is trustworthy‖ (Life Application Bible, p.198).
―What do you truly ‗serve‘? What is your life primarily devoted to? In all honesty, what do you truly love with
ALL your being above everything else? Yourself? Your mate? Your children? Your career? If the answer is
not God at all times, then you are breaking the first commandment. For whenever we disobey—the real
cause of human suffering—it is because God is not first in our thoughts and priorities.
―Paul explained that ‗the love of money is a root of all kinds of evil‘ (1 Timothy 6:10). And every form of
coveting is idolatry (Colossians 3:5). Others are slaves of certain obsessions, addictions and wrong
habits. Drug addiction, gluttony and every other fleshly lust are also forms of idolatrous worship. The Bible
mentions those ‗whose god is their belly... who set their mind on earthly things‘ (Philippians 3:19). The
hedonistic pursuit of ‗fun, fun, FUN!‘ and endless entertainment is also a form of false worship. Today,
television has become a ‗god‘ for many that often does nothing more than waste valuable time.
―Sadly, most people just don't think about God very much. They don't truly and humbly call on Him for help
unless they are in some dire circumstance. Essentially, they have a ‗hip-pocket god‘—one they pull out in
emergencies to put in a ‗quick fix.‘
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―What do you think about the most? That is what you actually ‗worship‘! After all, the thoughts that
dominate your mind are what you truly value. Be sure that the thoughts, plans, hopes and dreams that you
hold all revolve around your Creator—with loving and obeying Him, serving Him, and fulfilling His purpose
in your life (Colossians 3:1-4)‖ (GCG booklet, The Ten Commandments, p.13-16).
[2] “YOU SHALL NOT MAKE FOR YOURSELF A CARVED IMAGE…YOU SHALL NOT BOW
DOWN TO THEM NOR SERVE THEM” (EXODUS 20:4).
―Our Creator is a living God, not an inanimate statue, figurine or picture. To make any representation of
Him distorts and limits our perception of what He is really like, and so damages our relationship with Him.
―Jesus made this clear when He said, ‗God is Spirit, and those who worship Him must worship in spirit and
truth‘ (John 4:24). We are not to worship God with images and meaningless rituals. Jesus explained that
‗the true worshipers will worship the Father in spirit and truth; for the Father is seeking such to worship Him‘
(verse 23).
―The Second Commandment is a constant reminder that we only, of all created things, are made in the
image of God. Only we can be transformed into the spiritual image of Christ, who, of course, came in the
flesh as the perfect spiritual image of our heavenly Father.
―The Second Commandment reminds us that God is far greater than anything we can see or imagine. We
must never let that knowledge be pushed aside by the use of some image or likeness in our worship of God
(The Ten Commandments, p.12-23).
[3] “YOU SHALL NOT TAKE THE NAME OF THE LORD YOUR GOD IN VAIN” (EXODUS
20:7).
―The Third Commandment focuses on showing respect. It addresses the way we communicate our feelings
about God to others and to Him. It encompasses our attitudes, speech and behaviour. We are expected
always to honour who and what He is.
―Conversely, the use of God‘s name in a flippant, degrading or in any way disrespectful manner expresses
an attitude of disdaining the relationship we are supposed to have with Him. This can vary from careless
disregard to hostility and antagonism. It covers misusing God‘s name in any way.
―Because those who follow Jesus Christ are known by His name, and perform their service to God in His
name, their behaviour always either honours or dishonours Him.
―Paul explains that even some who regard themselves as Christians can disgrace God‘s name by their
conduct. ‗Let as many bondservants as are under the yoke count their own masters worthy of all honour, so
that the name of God and His doctrine may not be blasphemed‘ (1 Timothy 6:1)‖ (The Ten
Commandments, p.24-29).
[4] “REMEMBER THE SABBATH DAY, TO KEEP IT HOLY. SIX DAYS YOU SHALL
LABOUR AND DO ALL YOUR WORK, BUT THE SEVENTH DAY IS THE SABBATH OF THE
LORD YOUR GOD. IN IT YOU SHALL DO NO WORK” (EXODUS 20:8-9).
We covered the importance of the Sabbath already in Lesson 10 on God‘s Holy Days but let‘s review a few
of the highlights. Why is setting apart one day a week so important that God included it as one of His Ten
Commandments? We read the following answer in the UCG booklet ―The Ten Commandments‖:
―Relationships take time. Every successful association demands time. No close relationship can succeed
without it—no courtship, no marriage, no friendship. Our relationship with God is no exception.‖
―The Sabbath is a special day to concentrate on developing our spiritual relationship with God. Although it
is a day of rest from our normal routines and we do need even physical rejuvenation, it is not a day for
doing nothing, as some assume. On the contrary, the Sabbath is a special day on which we dramatically
change the focus of our activity. God intended that it be a delightful period during which we busily draw
closer to Him‖ (p.34, 33).
An intimate part of keeping the sabbath holy is assembling for a holy convocation. A convocation is a
commanded assembly or gathering of people. God commands our presence each sabbath in the same
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way that a court can command our appearance to be a witness in a court case unless we have a genuine
reason such as sickness or distance.
God has commanded it because He knows we need regular encouragement and to regularly hear God‘s
truth being taught to us to help us stick close to God. Without our minds being fed by God‘s values on this
regular basis we quickly drift into following our natural desires and the ways of this world which are often
the path of least resistance.
In Isaiah 58:13-14 we read the following principles on how to keep the Sabbath holy: ―If you turn away your
foot from the Sabbath from doing your pleasure on my holy day and call the Sabbath a delight, the holy
day of the Lord honourable and shall honour him not doing your own ways, nor finding your pleasure, nor
speaking your own words. Then you shall delight yourself in the Lord.‖
Our own ways has to do with our employment, studies and those things involved in helping us make a
living or our physical maintenance. Finding our own pleasure involves our hobbies, sports and other
personal interests while our own words means the everyday things we talk about that don't involve God.
―We desperately need to take time to grow close to our Creator. He tells us how much special time we
need to set aside for our relationship with Him and when to take it. We have to decide whether we trust His
judgment and are willing to obey His Sabbath commandment (The Ten Commandments, p.36).
[5] “HONOUR YOUR FATHER AND YOUR MOTHER” (EXODUS 20:12).
―The Fifth Commandment shows us from whom and how the fundamentals of respect and honour are most
effectively learned. It guides us to know how to yield to others, how to properly submit to authority and how
to accept the influence of mentors. Learning to obey this commandment helps children establish a lifetime
pattern of respecting proper rules, traditions, principles and laws. Honouring others should be a normal,
natural habit learned during youth...
―We and our children should [also] be sure we do not neglect honouring our grandparents. They have
contributed significantly to our lives, and most grandparents cherish their grandchildren (The Ten
Commandments, p.37,42).
―[Romans 13:5 says] that we must obey constituted authority - not only ‗because of wrath‘, that is, fear of
punishment, ‗but also for conscience sake‘ - because we know we should since the authority is ultimately
from God. Coming to understand this important point begins with submission to parents during childhood.
Too many children today obey their parents only when coerced, begged or even bribed! Lacking is a spirit
of willingness to obey and serve. Yet, even though children are still carnally minded (Romans 8:7) and the
outside world may negatively influence them, if parents are faithful in properly teaching God's way of life,
even this right attitude carn be fostered to some degree.
―All this should help explain why obeying the fifth commandment
enables us to ‗live long on the earth‘ [Ephesians 6:1-2]. Children
who obey their parents automatically develop habits that lead to
long life. They will tend to steer clear of youthful recklessness,
violence, wrong associations and general rebellion - which often
lead to early death. Later, their respect for law and government will
prevent them from breaking civil laws, keeping them safe and out
of trouble. And ultimately, those young people who learn to
respectfully submit to their parents, and later to God Himself, will
definitely ‗Iive long on the earth‘ - as immortal spirit beings right
here on this planet! (Matthew 5:5; Revelation. 5:10).
―Additionally, there are everyday blessings for the obedient child. He has a sense of security. Without
parentally imposed limits, a child will be confused and feel somewhat uncared for. Obedience will free him
from frustrating feelings of guilt and rebellion. His life will seem happier, more carefree and purposeful.
And, when later imbued with spiritual life, he will make the wonderful transition from honouring his human
parents to worshiping his eternal spiritual Parent - the Great God!‖ (GCG booklet, The Ten
Commandments, p.38-39).
[6] “YOU SHALL NOT MURDER” (EXODUS 20:13).
―We must control our tempers. Taking another person‘s life is not our right to decide. That judgment is
reserved for God alone. That is the thrust of this commandment. God does not allow us to choose to
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wilfully, deliberately take another person‘s life. The Sixth Commandment reminds us that God is the giver of
life, and He alone has the authority to take it or to grant humans permission to take it.
―The Sixth Commandment does not specifically apply to manslaughter—deaths caused accidentally
through carelessness or other unintentional actions. Such deaths, although serious occurrences, are not
considered—by the laws of God or man—to fall into the same category as premeditated murder…
―God‘s preference is for us to be merciful. He is especially merciful to anyone who repents. ‗Say to them:
‗As I live,‘ says the Lord GOD, ‗I have no pleasure in the death of the wicked, but that the wicked turn from
his way and live‘‘ (Ezekiel 33:11). That is how God thinks. That is the way He wants us to think.
―When her accusers brought a woman caught in the act of adultery to Jesus, what was His reaction? Her
accusers would have gladly stoned her to death had Jesus agreed to that punishment. Such was the
penalty allowed by law for such an offence. But, although He in no way condoned her sin, neither did He
condemn her to death. Instead, He commanded her to ‗go and sin no more‘ (John 8:11). He showed
mercy, giving her the opportunity to reconsider how she was living and change her ways to avoid the
judgment to come.
―Christ amplified the meaning of ‗murder‘ to include bitter animosity, contempt or hateful hostility toward
others. Merely harbouring malicious attitudes toward others violates the intent of the Sixth Commandment.
Why? Because this is mental and emotional warfare, the desire to see a fellow human being suffer.
―Using words and speech to emotionally injure other people is equally wrong. With our tongues and pens
we attack them verbally. We assault their feelings. We annihilate their respectability. We damage their
reputations…
―God wants us to go far beyond avoiding murder. He requires that we not maliciously harm another human
being in word or deed. He desires that we treat even those who choose to hate us as respectfully as
possible and do all within our power to live in peace and harmony with them. He wants us to be builders,
not destroyers, of good relationships. To accomplish this we must respect this wonderful gift, this precious
possession—human life‖ (The Ten Commandments, p.43-47).
[7] “YOU SHALL NOT COMMIT ADULTERY” (EXODUS 20:14).
―God intended that marriage and sex—in that order—exist as tremendous blessings to humanity. Their
potential for good is boundless. But the same desires that bring a man and a woman together into a loving,
natural relationship—a godly blessing—can pose risks.
―Unless the natural desires that attract us to members of the opposite sex are channelled exclusively
toward a loving marriage relationship, the temptation to engage in sexual immorality can easily overpower
our self-control. This weakness is the focus of the Seventh Commandment: ‗You shall not commit adultery‘
(Exodus 20:14).
―Adultery is the violation of the marriage covenant by wilful participation in
sexual activity with someone other than one‘s spouse. Since God‘s law
sanctions sexual relationships only within a legitimate marriage, the
command not to commit adultery covers, in principle, all varieties of sexual
immorality. No sexual relationship of any sort should occur outside of
marriage. That is the message of this commandment…
―The psychological cost of betrayal, rejection and abandonment is
staggering. The spirit of millions is submerged in anger, depression and
bitterness because their trust in one whom they loved—whether mate or
parent—has been betrayed. Many of these people are emotionally distorted
for life. Some of them seek counselling, but others look for vengeance. The
problems go on and on. Who said no one gets hurt? Adultery and
promiscuity are tickets to social disaster. The real cost of sexual immorality is
astronomical…
―Contrary to the opinions of most people, sexual fantasies are anything but harmless. Our actions originate
in our thoughts, in the desires that float through our minds (James 1:14-15). Daydreams of illicit sexual
encounters render us especially vulnerable to the real thing. Make no mistake. Opportunities to sin will
come. We need to heed Jesus‘ warning that adultery begins in the heart‖ (The Ten Commandments,
p.48-53).
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―Sex outside marriage always hurts somebody. Some people argue that it is all right to break God's law
against sexual sin if nobody gets hurt. In truth, somebody always gets hurt. Spouses are devastated.
Children are scarred. The partners themselves, even if they escape disease and unwanted pregnancy, lose
their ability to fulfil commitments, to feel sexual desire, to trust, and to be entirely open with another person.
God's laws are not arbitrary. They do not forbid good, clean fun; rather, they warn us against destroying
ourself through unwise actions or running ahead of God's time‖ (Handbook of Bible Application, p.578).
―Faithfulness in marriage in its truest sense means therefore sexual fidelity and much more. It means the
faithful discharge of duties by husband and wife. It means dependability, trustworthiness of character,
strength in adversity, and loyalty…Faithfulness is a communicable attribute of God. It is a mark of strength
and character in a man, whereas unfaithfulness in any realm is a mark of weakness and sin‖ (The Institutes
of Biblical Law, p.447).
[8] “YOU SHALL NOT STEAL” (EXODUS 20:15).
―The Eighth Commandment safeguards everyone‘s right to legitimately acquire and own property. God
wants that right honoured and protected…The spiritual intent of the commandment against stealing tells us
where the battle against selfishness begins. It originates when we learn to appreciate the rights and needs
of others. God wants that right honoured and protected...
―To Him it is important that generosity rather than greed motivate the choices we make. Because they are
qualities of His own character, He asks that we, from the heart, put giving and serving ahead of lavishing
possessions on ourselves…God is willing to be our partner in serving others if we replace greed with a
devotion to serving. He looks at the measure of the intensity of our commitment to that giving way of life.
―Paul gives us the connection. ‗Let him who stole steal no longer, but rather let him
labour, working with his hands what is good, that he may have something to give him
who has need‘ (Ephesians 4:28).
―A thief must go far beyond simply ceasing his larceny to please God. Someone
once wisely observed: ‗A thief who has quit stealing may still be a thief at heart—a
thief just temporarily unemployed.‘ He really ceases to be a thief only if and when he
replaces stealing with giving. A thief has to change his heart and outlook.
―Directly taking another‘s possessions is not the only way to steal. Con artists use
sophisticated scams to swindle their victims. Deceptive advertisements do the same.
Manufacturers who misleadingly advertise their products of substandard quality
cheat their customers. Labourers who bill for more hours than they work or charge
more than their services are worth are stealing from those who hire them.
―Then there are those who ‗borrow‘ but never return. Aren‘t they stealing? [We can also add computer,
music and video piracy – making illegal copies of games and programs, etc. that we haven‘t paid for.]
There are so many ways to take what is not ours that we must stay on our guard. We could be breaking
God‘s commandment against stealing without realizing what we are doing.
―Employees who do not work although paid to do so are stealing from their employers. People who delight
in consuming what others produce while refusing to carry their share of the labour and responsibility or their
part in the production of goods and services engage in still another form of stealing. They siphon away
what others produce but make little or no contribution themselves. They take and give little in return. (The
Ten Commandments, p.55-57).
[9] “YOU SHALL NOT BEAR FALSE WITNESS AGAINST YOUR NEIGHBOUR” (EXODUS
20:16).
A person‘s honesty is often a good measuring gauge of a person‘s morality. If a person compromises with
the truth he is far more likely to compromise with other aspects of God‘s law and be more likely to be
selfish. A person who tells the truth and sticks to it even when it might be inconvenient or bad for him to do
so is much less likely to be selfish. By sticking to the truth and keeping his promises he is showing that he
is willing to put the needs of others before his own needs. Psalm 15:4 talks about someone ―who swears to
his own hurt and does not change‖.
If he remains committed to speaking the truth at all times, even at his own hurt, then he will consciously
avoid doing wrong things to avoid being tempted to lie if he is found out doing the wrong thing. His
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commitment to honesty motivates him to avoid wrong actions so he can avoid the pain of confessing such
wrong actions in his life.
―The godly man's communication is ‗yes, yes,‘ and ‗no, no‘; it is honest and forthright (Matthew 5:37). The
godly man swears or testifies honestly to his own hurt, and he does not change his witness to suit his
interests (Psalm 15:4). Being under God, the godly man's word is in a sense always under oath‖ (The
Institutes of Biblical Law, p.114).
We need to be responsible people. When we say yes we should mean yes and follow through on what we
have said, such as doing something we have said we will do. Some people say yes to social invitations and
then go somewhere else when a better offer comes along. We need to be people of our word and follow
through on what we have said we‘ll do even if it is inconvenient to us. It‘s perfectly acceptable to seek a
release on what we have said we‘ll do if the person is willing but we should do what we‘ve said we‘ll do if
the other person wants us to follow through on it.
―Basic to all lying is the unwillingness to accept responsibility. Satan is called the father of lies by our Lord
(John 8:44), and Adam and Eve, after accepting Satan's principle, immediately lied about their guilt
(Genesis 3:9-13). Where men are evading their responsibility, they are liars‖ (The Institutes of Biblical Law,
p.589).
―Many people are habitual liars! Embellishing stories, exaggerations, minimisations, colourful additions
which didn't really take place, are the ‗salt and pepper‘ that flavour their conversation! Many people are
such habitual liars they do so unconsciously. Lying—‗stretching the truth,‘ or telling what people refer to as
‗little white lies‘—is such a part of their very character they are oblivious to the fact they are doing it!‖ (CGI
booklet, The Ten Commandments, p.78).
Exaggerations are one form of subtle lying. We have to be careful of expressions such as ―You ALWAYS
do this‖ or ―You NEVER do that‖ when it is more accurate to say ―You often do this‖ or ―Sometimes you do
that‖. When we are upset with someone over something they have or haven‘t done we should check our
statements for accuracy as to how often they do or don‘t do something.
―Temptations to lie never cease. They are always present. Lying is such a quick and effortless way to gain
an advantage over others. It appears to offer easy and swift escape from embarrassment, fear and guilt.
But the Bible says, ‗Lying lips are an abomination to the LORD, but those who deal truthfully are His delight‘
(Proverbs 12:22)‖ (The Ten Commandments, p.62).
We are to speak the truth and believe and live by the truth. Where would we be if God did not tell the truth?
How could we trust Him? If we lie how can other people trust us? We are to not to hurt other people with
lies (Titus 3:2) but we should build up others as much as we can without stretching the truth.
The consequences of lying can be quite terrible at times. Once one lie is told other lies often ―need‖ to be
told to cover one‘s tracks which only compounds the problem and makes matters worse, a theme often
seen on many sitcoms. Speaking the truth frees us from those kinds of problems. ―You shall know the truth,
and the truth shall make you free‖ (John 8:32). Honesty really is the best policy.
[10] “YOU SHALL NOT COVET… ANYTHING THAT IS YOUR NEIGHBOUR’S” (EXODUS
20:17).
―It is fitting that the formal listing of these 10 foundational commands, which define the love of God, should
end by focusing on our hearts as the wellspring of our relationship problems. From within come the desires
that tempt us and lead us astray.
―Covet means to crave or desire, especially in excessive or improper ways. The Tenth Commandment
does not tell us that all of our desires are immoral. It tells us that some desires are wrong.
―Coveting is an immoral longing for something that is not rightfully ours. That is usually because the object
of our desire already belongs to someone else. But coveting can also include our wanting far more than we
would legitimately deserve or that would be our rightful share. The focus of the Tenth Commandment is
that we are not to illicitly desire anything that already belongs to others‖ (The Ten Commandments, p.6566).
On the subject of gambling John Ogwyn makes these comments: ―We are covetous if we try to acquire
what belongs to another without paying a fair price. If everyone obeyed the Tenth Commandment,
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gambling could not remain a viable industry, as one of its major appeals would vanish‖ (Tomorrow‘s World,
July-August 2001, p.17).
―The opposite of coveting is a positive desire to help others preserve and protect their blessings from God.
We should rejoice when other people are blessed. Our desire should be to contribute to the well-being of
others, to make our presence in their lives a blessing to them‖ (The Ten Commandments, p.65-66).
In John 13:34 Jesus said, ―A new commandment I give to you, that you love one another; as I have loved
you, that you also love one another‖.
―Did Jesus replace the clear definitions of the Ten Commandments with a new religious principle: that love
alone can guide our lives? Does this new commandment supersede the Ten Commandments and replace
all other biblical laws? Jesus clearly answered this fundamental question when He said: ‗Do not think that I
came to destroy the Law or the Prophets‘ (Matthew 5:17)…What, then, was new in Christ‘s ‗new
commandment‘? Notice His wording. He said we are to ‗love one another; as I have loved you ...‘
―What was new was His own example of love! The whole world has, in Jesus, a perfect model of the love of
God in Christ‘s perfect example of loving obedience. Christ loved us so much that He sacrificed His own life
for us. He Himself explained: ‗Greater love has no one than this, than to lay down one‘s life for his friends‘
(John 15:13).
―Jesus came as the light of the world to illuminate the application and practice of the royal law of love. We
no longer have an excuse for saying we don‘t understand what to do or how to do it. Jesus demonstrated
what loving obedience is all about: ‗If you keep My commandments, you will abide in My love, just as I have
kept My Father‘s commandments and abide in His love‘ (John 15:10). We comply with Jesus‘ new
commandment when we obey every commandment of God in a genuinely loving manner and are willing to
risk our lives for the sake of others‖ (The Ten Commandments, p.78).
When you think about the example of Jesus Christ in how He loved others, He really has raised the
bar quite considerably by asking us to love others as He did. The incredible way in which He raised
the standard by His example is what is so incredible and ―new‖ about this command to love others.

3] What are the Statutes and Judgments?
After God gave Israel the Ten Commandments He gave them secondary laws which gave them further
details on how to live in a godly way. God‘s laws give us an understanding of the mind of God and the
statutes and judgments that He gave to Israel show us the mind of God in action as it applies to many
specific situations. In this section we will look at some highlights of the various statutes and judgments that
God that gave to Israel and look at which ones apply today and what practical principles we can draw from
them today. Before we do we will look at what the difference is between the statutes and the judgments of
God.
What‘s the difference between the
statutes and the judgments?
Statutes are laws that made by lawmakers. In relation to the Ten Commandments, God‘s statutes
are secondary laws. Judgments, on the other hand, refer to judicial decisions made by a judge such
as God. Those judgments are made based upon the principles of already existing laws to come up
with a decision as to how best to apply those principles where there is no specific law to cover
what is being judged upon.
Now, how do we go about determining whether a law in the Old Testament is a statute or a
judgment? To determine generally speaking whether a law in the Old Testament is a statute or a
judgment we need to understand why the particular law was made and then we can ask whether
that law can be applied for all cultures for all times. If it can be, it‘s usually a statute otherwise it is
usually a judgment.
For our first example let‘s look at Deuteronomy 22:8 where we read: ―When you build a new house, then you
shall make a parapet [balustrade] for your roof, that you may not bring guilt of bloodshed on your household if
anyone falls from it.‖ Why was this law given? Well, in ancient times people had flat roofs and people used to
spend a fair bit of time on the top of their roofs for various reasons and so there was the danger of people
falling off a roof. This was a basic safety law like so many of the safety laws that governments pass.
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The next question we have to ask is whether that law can be applied for all cultures at all time. Well, today
few people have flat roofs and putting a railing or balustrade on some of our steep roofs might pose more
of a problem than not having one. The principle here is to preserve the health and safety of those who
might venture onto the roof. As the principle cannot be applied to all roofs this is a judgment made by God
based upon the principle of protecting the health and safety of those who might venture onto a roof.
In Jeremiah 7:22 we read that God didn‘t originally give Israel the laws dealing with the sacrifices and
offerings when they came out of Egypt. They‘re not found in the book of Exodus but in the later books
written after the time they sinned by worshipping the golden calf. The sacrifices and offerings were but
types of the greater sacrifice of Christ to come. They taught Israel of the need for Christ‘s sacrifice to come
later on and, are no longer required because of Christ‘s sacrifice. They were judgments made by God,
because of their sins at Mt Sinai, to help impress on a carnal, rebellious people the need for a greater
sacrifice to come. Now that we‘ve looked at judgments let‘s look at a couple of examples of statutes.
A good example of a statute are the holy days. While many think that Christ‘s sacrifice does away with the
need to keep these ―Jewish‖ holy days they are ignorant of the fact that the holy days teach us a lot about
the great plan of God to harvest all souls and save all mankind. By keeping the holy days we learn so much
about God‘s plan. This principle behind these holy day laws can be applied for all people, for all time and
are thus statutes.
We read of Egypt having to keep the Feast of Tabernacles in the World Tomorrow in Zechariah 14:16-19.
In Leviticus 23:31 we read the following about the Day of Atonement: ―You shall do no manner of work; it
shall be a statute forever throughout your generations in all your dwellings.‖ We can see from this verse
that the holy days are statutes.
The dietary laws can also be applied for all people, for all time. Most of the animals that are unclean in
Leviticus 11 were designed by God to be scavengers and are not fit for human consumption. Christ‘s
sacrifice does nothing to change that basic fact of God‘s creation. Thus, the dietary laws are statutes, as
opposed to judgments.
―God did not bother to tell the Israelites that eating fat would clog their arteries. They would have asked,
‗Lord, what is an artery?‘ He simply told them not to eat it and warned of discipline if they did [Leviticus
7:22-26]. It is not dissimilar to some parental warnings to children – ‗Because I told you so,‘ comes to mind.
―This law serves as a good illustration of the idea behind law in general. Many people tacitly accept an
‗arbitrary God' theory - that is to say that God arbitrarily made this act wrong and that act right. They
assume that an act is not intrinsically wrong, but is wrong merely because ‗God said so‘. This theory allows
that God could just as easily have said, 'Thou shalt commit adultery,‘ and we all could have had a lot more
fun.
―But what if it is the other way around? What if the reason God said an act is wrong is because it really is
wrong? It is wrong because it hurts someone. It is wrong to eat fat, not because it shortens God's life, but
because it shortens yours‖ (CEM BCC, Lesson 5, p.3).
―The difference between right and wrong is not always so easy to see. Life is complex, and the variations in
life situations are endless. A law that could tell us what to do at every turn in the road would fill all the
libraries in the world. Instead, what we have are basic laws, necessary statutes, and a selection of
explanatory judgments. These are given to be a lamp to our feet and a light to our path [Psalm 119:105]‖
(CEM BCC, Lesson 6, p.8).
The heaviest concentration of statutes in the Pentateuch are found in the following sections Exodus 21-23 (After the Ten Commandments), Leviticus 19 and Deuteronomy 14-25 (A listing of the
statutes in the Pentateuch is included as an appendix to this lesson).
Israel was a civil nation and could administer national laws with judges rendering sentences and
carrying out justice. We do not have that today. The church is a congregation but not a civil
government so only those laws that don‘t require civil government and justice courts apply today.
Deuteronomy 17:8-13 is the basis of the church‘s binding and loosing power that Christ gave to it in
Matthew 16:19 that Paul also spoke about in 1 Corinthians 6:1-5. As long as the judgments don‘t
directly violate the laws and the word of God, the church has the power of judgment in matters
brought before it.
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A couple of examples of judgments made by the church in our modern day include smoking being a sin and
third tithe not payable (as taxes taken from us cover that welfare today). Our leaders are not perfect and
God allows them to make mistakes as they learn how to judge. They may change their position at times,
sometimes for the better, other times not so. A couple of examples of church judgments that the church has
held differing positions on at differing times include makeup and inter-racial marriage.
Government
God‘s laws on government are designed to protect the people from having unfit men gain positions of
power and limit the burden put on the people by those in authority. They are also designed to help leaders
best serve the people. The purpose of government is to serve the people in those services which a nation
collectively needs to function properly, from national defence, providing for those who are less fortunate, to
providing good roads, utilities and other services which are for the collective benefit of all.
The qualities that God wants to see in those who lead His people, whether they are ministers in the church
or leaders of civil government, are outlined in Exodus 18:21 where we read: ―You shall select from all the
people able men, such as fear God, men of truth, hating covetousness; and place such over them to be
rulers of thousands, rulers of hundreds, rulers of fifties, and rulers of tens.‖
They must have four important qualities. They have to be able men – men
with the ability and talents to do the job. They can‘t be just good, moral
people. They also have to have the talent to do the job. The people of a
whole nation and those in the church suffer when a leader hasn‘t got the
experience and ability to do the job properly. The second trait in this list is the
fear of God. Intelligence and ability must be tempered with a respect for God
and a willingness to do things God‘s way and not his own way, even when
pressured by others to go contrary to God‘s way.
The third quality in the list is being ―men of truth‖. ―The leader who is dishonest to others or himself, who
bends truth and manipulates information to protect himself or delude others, ultimately proves to be
untrustworthy and a liar. When such leaders gain prominence and national office, they do great damage to
respect for government, undermine authority and weaken the standards and morality of a nation‘s citizens‖
(Good News, Sept-Oct 2000, p.30).
The last of the four qualities is to hate covetousness. ―Leaders are to hate covetousness—the desire to
take what does not belong to us or hold onto what is not ours. Power and authority intoxicate leaders.
Jesus tells His followers they must counteract this corrupting tendency by focusing on serving others, just
as He did (Matthew 20:25-28), rather than trying to gain power, authority and wealth for themselves.
―Godly leadership puts humility, concern for equity and justice under the law ahead of the personal power
and interests of the leader. These principles ensure that public offices are occupied by public servants who
are purely motivated to do the hard work of public service. Such leaders are not jealous or competitive for
their positions. More than ever the world needs true leadership‖ (Good News, Sept-Oct 2000, p.30-31).
Whenever we are given a position of authority over other people on the job or in the church we should think
about these qualities of true servant leadership.
God said to the Israelites that if in future they chose to have a king that he must, not just read, but also
write a copy of the first five books of the Bible which contain all the laws, statutes and judgments in them.
This was to help him to better understand God‘s laws and be more willing to live and rule the nation by
them in a godly way (Deuteronomy 17:18-19). The people also were to have the books which contained
the laws of God read to them once every seven years by the priests (Deuteronomy 30:10-13). We are to
show respect to the office of our leaders. God tells us to speak truthfully, and if possible, positively about
our leaders (Exodus 22:28, 2 Peter 2:17).
God set limits on the power of any future king that the people of Israel might later ask for (Deuteronomy
17:14-17). He was not to be a foreigner. He could not multiply horses which were used by armies to attack
other nations. The military was to be for defence, not conquest. He was not to multiply wives (a mistake
that both David and Solomon made) and he was not multiply silver and gold for himself. So many dictators
and rulers have taken whatever wealth they can for themselves when in power.
God was originally the king in Israel. They had no physical king before the people asked for one but had
judges who administered the laws of God in Israel. Israel was a theocracy in that it was God‘s nation and
He was the head of state.
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In the constitutional monarchies of Britain and Europe the king or queen
is the head of state. The king or queen exercises little direct control over
the affairs of state but is the highest person in authority in the land with
tremendous reserve powers if needed as a check and balance. The
prime minister is the next in authority exercising the majority of direct
rulership in the land though under the king or queen in authority. In
ancient Israel God was the king, though exercising little direct control.
The judges (who included Moses and Joshua) served like prime
ministers exercising the majority of the direct rulership of the land as
well as being the chief justice of the land.
In 1 Samuel 8 we read the story of how the people were happy to serve
under Samuel but they saw that he was getting old and his sons were
disobedient and so the elders all got together with Saul and demanded
of him that they have a king like the rest of the nations around them.
During the time of the Judges whenever Israel obeyed God, God
blessed them and when they forgot God they had war and invasion from
their enemies. This cycle repeated itself over and over again until the
Israelites had enough of it and wanted a different solution.
In effect, they said, ―Our government system is not strong enough. It isn‘t centralized sufficiently to the point
to where there is someone who has the power to pull together an army, to conscript soldiers, to defend us
against our enemies who keep invading us from every side. We need a strong central authority. We want a
king!‖ They would give up much of their freedom to have one.
They didn‘t realize that the answer lies not in giving up some of their freedom which Israel did when they
asked for a king but in the heart of man, of changing their ways and living by God‘s laws and having those
laws being enforced in a godly way by those appointed by God. Instead of collectively changing our ways
and turning back to God as a people we start looking for a system, a method, for a governmental solution
to our problems. This, in part, is why some church organizations and members put overemphasis on the
need for a particular kind of church government structure.
God‘s requirements of Israel, the burden He laid on them was light – a tithe with no IRS to demand it from
them. In contrast He told them that a human king would conscript property, your sons and daughters,
animals and another tithe on top of God‘s tithe. You will become servants of your government rather than
the government truly serving you.
Internationalism and globalism are about creating a new world order not based on power but based on
interdependence through global banking, economics and international treaties. The purpose of this leftwing, one world philosophy is to create an international community that will somehow bring peace to the
world and all the world‘s problems. The left wing internationalism dream will fail and when that happens it
will open the door for the right wing authoritarian system the Bible prophecies speak about that will rule in
the end-time known as the Beast.
The roots of this coming international crisis go all the way back to when our forefathers rejected God as
their king and asked for a human king and we have tried for hundreds and thousands of years to make it
work and ultimately it will backfire on us. In the end we will need God to restore His kingdom and to restore
peace and His original government on this earth.
Tithing
God Himself does not tax the land which He gave to Israel as a free gift. God is our Creator and everything
belongs to Him including the land (Psalm 24:1). God owns the land, not the government, and in God‘s
system all Israelites were to have an inheritance which was freely given to them by God (Numbers 26:5256). He does not tax the land but only taxes our increase (Deuteronomy 14:22). "All the tithe of the land,
whether of the seed of the land or the fruit of the tree, is the Lord's. It is holy to the Lord" (Leviticus 27:30).
The tithe is an income tax which is set at ten percent and no more. Beyond that, what a man gives is a
freewill offering; which God requires us to give from time to time as we are able to, such as on Holy Days
(Deuteronomy 16:16-17, Malachi 3:8-10).
The Levites, who were the civil servants of the land (like those who work for the government today),
(Numbers 18:23) received the tithe. God gave them the tithe to live off since they did not have an
inheritance but were scattered throughout the land allocated to the other tribes. The priests and Levites
were not given a land inheritance and were prevented from acquiring one as a check and balance. God knew
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there would be too much temptation for these human leaders to use their power and influence to amass
empires for themselves.
The tithe went to the priests and Levites as they met the necessary ecclesiastical and social functions of
society. The priesthood, who were only those Levites descended from the House of Aaron, received a tenth
of the tithe (Numbers 18:26-28).
Some may argue from that passage that the New Testament church is only entitled to a tenth of a tithe or
1% of our income. This argument is erroneous in two ways. Firstly, Paul says in Hebrews 7 that the church
was to receive the tithes that the Levites formerly received, not the tenth of the tithe which the Levitical
priesthood received. Secondly, the church in our day would hardly function with such a limited income. A
tenth of a tithe was sufficient for the Levitical priesthood because the whole nation, when obedient, tithed.
In our day, the church membership is far smaller than that of the
nation of ancient Israel and so it is only fitting that a tithe of the
membership of the church goes to support the church‘s collective
gospel efforts and feeding the flock.
―The only other tax God required was the poll tax (Exodus 30:11-16)…The meaning of atonement here is
a covering or protection; by means of this tax, the people of Israel placed themselves under God as their
King, paying tribute to Him, and gained in return God's protecting care…The amount of this tax was the
same for all men, half a shekel of silver, and it had to be paid by all men twenty years of age and
over…This head tax is specified as equal for all. ‗The rich shall not give more, and the poor shall not give
less‘ (Exodus 30:15)‖ (The Institutes of Biblical Law, p.281-282).
―Three principles must govern equitable taxation: 1) Taxes must bear a definite relation to the income of the
people and this relation must never be disturbed. And 2) In order to conform with this first principle, taxes
must be levied against income only; leaving all property, both real and personal, free from tax levies and
thus not subject to confiscation. 3) The government must live within its income as a matter of sound
business policy and remove forever the right to alter the tax principle. Under such conditions, government
income is increased only by increasing the income of the people‖ (Digest of the Divine Law, p.94).
Some taxes that go against these principles of taxation include land tax and property tax as well as Goods
and Services tax (GST) which is a tax on spending, not income. Progressive taxation, where income
earners pay tax at a higher rate the more that they earn, also goes against these principles.
We pay taxes to the government to provide collective services that all citizens need such as roads, town
water, sewerage, hospitals, defence, police, etc., that we all benefit from. Governments today provide a
multitude of services that were not around or a lot less needed in the days of ancient Israel. This is why a
tithe was more than sufficient in ancient Israel and why we pay such high taxes. With so many services and
so many people working for the government money is required to cover those costs. In the World
Tomorrow there will no longer be the need for hospitals,and a defence force and so a tithe will again be
more than adequate to cover the costs of all the millennial government‘s services.
The second tithe mentioned in the scriptures is the tithe that is to be saved up by the people to spend for
themselves during the Holy Days and primarily for the Feast of Tabernacles. We read of this tithe in
Deuteronomy 14:22-27: ―You shall truly tithe all the increase of your grain that the field produces year by
year. And you shall eat before the LORD your God, in the place where He chooses to make His name
abide, the tithe of your grain and your new wine and your oil, of the firstborn of your herds and your flocks,
that you may learn to fear the LORD your God always.
―But if the journey is too long for you, so that you are not able to carry the tithe, or if the place where the
LORD your God chooses to put His name is too far from you, when the LORD your God has blessed you,
then you shall exchange it for money, take the money in your hand, and go to the place which the LORD
your God chooses. And you shall spend that money for whatever your heart desires: for oxen or sheep, for
wine or similar drink, for whatever your heart desires; you shall eat there before the LORD your God, and
you shall rejoice, you and your household. You shall not forsake the Levite who is within your gates, for he
has no part nor inheritance with you.‖
This tithe was not given to the priests. It was another tithe that they spent themselves in order to properly
observe and enjoy the Holy Days, such as the Feast of Tabernacles where we travel to various feast sites
near and far. Notice that it says that we are not to forsake the Levite and, by extension, those who are
poor. This is why we are to save a full ten percent and not just what we need for ourselves if it is less. We
are to be generous with what we have at the Feast.
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Welfare
God‘s welfare system consists of two parts. The first is gleaning. This was the major way to provide for
those who were poor. The poor who were able to work, worked the land and gleaned the crops and fruit of
the harvest that was missed by farmers.
The second part of the system was the third tithe which people saved the third and sixth years out of every
seven year cycle (Deuteronomy 14:28-29). This was given to the poor with special preference given to
those who could not glean because of old age or disability.
In Leviticus 19:9-10 we read: ―When you reap the harvest of your land, you shall not wholly reap the
corners of your field, nor shall you gather the gleanings of your harvest. And you shall not glean your
vineyard, nor shall you gather every grape of your vineyard; you shall leave them for the poor and the
stranger: I am the LORD your God.‖
The poor worked for their sustenance by gleaning the harvest fields of
Israel after the harvesters had been through. What the harvesters
missed was for the poor. Supplemental to the food provided by
gleaning was the third tithe which the Levites would receive from the
people every third and sixth year per seven year cycles. The Levites
would have distributed that third tithe income to those in their
communities in most need.
The primary means of welfare was in the hands of those who needed it to go to the fields to work for it. If
that were to happen in our lands in this day much of the administrative work for welfare would be lifted from
the government and would relieve much of the need for tax revenue to pay out welfare.
In the UCG booklet ―What Does the Bible Say About Tithing?‖ we read the following about the
administration of third tithe today: "The Council of Elders has resolved that where governments provide
programs, the intent and purpose of which is to provide for the needs of those that the biblical third tithe
was designed to assist, and that where such programs are funded by an annual rate of taxation greater
than the biblical third tithe, members are not obligated to pay what amounts to an additional third tithe to
the Church.
―The Council of Elders further resolves that since there will always be members of the Church whose needs
will not be adequately provided for by national government social programs, and since the clear example in
Scripture is that the Church care for its members in need (Leviticus 19:9-10; Isaiah 58:7; Matthew 25:3540; Galatians 2:9-10), that those members of the Church who are able are encouraged to contribute to the
Church Assistance Fund so that the biblical injunction to care for the needy within the Church can be
fulfilled" (p.12).
Military laws
Another major function of the government today is to provide for the defence of the nation against any
possible attacks by other nations. God never intended for Israel to be a waring people. It was unnecessary
for Israel to arm themselves and wage war. God promised to fight their battles for them as He did at the
crossing of the Red Sea.
In his booklet ―Military Service and War‖ Herbert W.
Armstrong writes: ―Amalek, a Gentile king, came against
the Israelites in great strength with an invading
army…Moses, at the end of his patience trying to induce
these stubborn, rebellious people to believe in and trust
God, said to Joshua, ‗Choose us out men, and go out, fight
with Amalek‘ (Exodus 17:9). Lacking the faith to trust God
for their protection, Moses feared they would be
slaughtered. Although Moses weakened and gave the
order for war, it was the people themselves who actually
made the decision for war, by their utter lack of reliance on
God…
―Even though God allows humans to make their own decisions—allows them to sin—allows nations to go to
war—nevertheless God's purpose must stand! His purpose was to settle these descendants of Abraham in
the land he had promised Abraham—the Promised Land…It was God's responsibility to place these people
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in the Promised Land, driving out the inhabitants. It was Israel's responsibility to decide how this would be
done—whether to rely on God to do the fighting, driving out the illegal inhabitants, or to arm themselves,
fight, and engage in war…These Israelites did not need to fight! So it was because of Israel's faithlessness
and disobedience [Exodus 17, Deuteronomy 1] that God allowed them to sin by taking up arms. And
therefore God used them as His instruments in driving out the nations illegally in their land‖ (p.29-33).
Rather than obeying God and letting Him fight their enemies for them they later demanded a king in the
time of Samuel who could pull together a permanent, standing army that could repel their enemies. God
allowed this situation even though He would have fought their enemies for them if they later chose to
repent and trust Him to fight those enemies. We have three instances where kings of Judah did so in Asa
(2 Chronicles 14:9-13), Jehoshaphat (2 Chronicles 20:1-30) and Hezekiah (2 Kings 19:14-37). Saul and
David gave the people what they wanted – they fought the enemies of the nations with the permanent
armies they had drafted and God blessed their efforts in freeing Israel from their enemies and expanding
the Israelite empire from the Euphrates to the Nile, even though a permanent army was never God‘s
intention for Israel.
―Since Israel exercised their God-allowed prerogative of making the wrong decision for war, it is true that
God gave them special laws relating to war. They are found in Deuteronomy 20. But notice! They are not
laws of military strategy! They did not teach Israelites to hate, want to kill, or become skilled in the arts and
strategy of warfare or military tactics…
―This law provides exemptions from military service. If a man has built a new house, and not dedicated it—
planted a vineyard and not yet enjoyed its fruits—become betrothed, and not yet taken his wife to him—all
such shall be sent home [Deuteronomy 20:5-7]. If any man is faint-hearted and terrified, he is to return
home, lest his presence cause others to lose heart also [Deuteronomy 20:8]. Finally, when Israel's army
draws close to the enemy, they were to offer peace before fighting, and fight only if the enemy rejects
peace [Deuteronomy 20:10-12]. Quite different from the laws and rules of warfare used by any nation
today!‖ (Military Service and War, p.34-36).
Rousas John Rushdoony in his excellent book ―The Institutes of Biblical Law‖ makes these comments:
―From these exemptions, a general principle appears: the family has a priority over warfare. The young
bridegroom cannot serve; the new home must come first. The new farmer similarly gains exemption.
Important as defence is, the continuity of life and godly reconstruction are more important…
―Deuteronomy 20:19 [reads]…‘for is the tree of the field man, that it should be besieged of thee?‘ (KJV).
In other words, war is not to be waged against the earth, but against men. But, even more centrally, life
must go on, and the fruit tree and the vineyard represent at all times an inheritance from the past and a
heritage for the future: they are not to be destroyed‖ (p.278, 280). Violations of this principle include the
Romans‘ slash and burn policy where they would destroy what they could not conquer and General
Sherman‘s path of destruction through the South in the Civil War in order to destroy the fields and
properties that provided supplies to the South.
The principles behind God allowing exemptions for military service in ancient Israel and the fact that God
never wanted them to be a waring people in the first place supports the right of conscientious objection by
someone drafted into the military. Not only that, God forbids the taking of life by a christian. Only God has
the right to take a life, along with those directly delegated by Him to do so (Numbers 35:27), as in the case
of capital punishment.
Jesus said to Pilate: ―My kingdom is not of this world. If My kingdom were of this world, My servants would
fight, so that I should not be delivered to the Jews; but now My kingdom is not from here‖ (John 18:36).
Those in the church are citizens of God‘s kingdom to come (Philippians 3:20). We are not to physically,
with force of arms, fight to make this a better world.
An important principle that we can draw from Christ‘s comments in John 18:36 is that those of us in the
church that believe in God's kingdom do not have a duty to fix up this world. While we are to care for people we
have to remember this society is not God's. God's command to us is "Come out of her (this world's religious
and political system) my people lest you share in her sins and receive of her plagues" (Revelation 18:4). This
principle covers both military service and voting.
Those of us who have been baptized are now "ambassadors for Christ" (2 Corinthians 5:20) - ambassadors
of the coming Kingdom of God. We are in this world's kingdoms but we are not of them. The American
ambassador to China is not a communist. He does not regard China as his government because it is mortally
opposed to his government. The American ambassador is not able to enter the Chinese electoral process even
though he is subject to and must abide by Chinese laws and rules. The same applies for us in this world.
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There are areas where a godly citizen can and should exert good influence but it is NOT in the area of electing
most, if not all, of the unjust or worldly candidates from which we have to choose.
Crime and justice
In his book ―Digest of Divine Law‖ Howard Rand makes the comments about God‘s system of justice and
dealing with crime:
―We spend enormous sums maintaining prisons, but under the Israel laws the following methods were used
in punishment:
1) The death penalty for capital offences [Genesis 9:5-6, Exodus 21:12-14].
2) Whipping from one to forty stripes for minor offences [Deuteronomy 25:1-3].
3) In case of stealing and destruction of another man‘s property, restitution: to which
must be added from one hundred to four hundred per cent as punishment [Exodus
22:1-4].
4) Those who were financially unable to make restitution or pay the fine, were
compelled to contribute their work and labour until the debt had been fully paid
[Exodus 22:1-3].
5) Confinement in a city of refuge for accidental killing [Numbers 35:22-28].
‖The death penalty was mandatory for murder [Genesis 9:5-6, Exodus 21:12-14], kidnapping [Exodus
21:16], adultery [Leviticus 20:10-21], certain other immoral acts [like homosexuality and bestiality
(Leviticus 20:13-16)], blaspheming God [Leviticus 24:11-16, 23], desecration of the Sabbath [Exodus
35:2], idolatry [Exodus 22:20], and for the leader that undertook to turn the people from following the Lord
[Deuteronomy 13:1-10] and also for the stubborn and rebellious son [Deuteronomy 21:18-21]…Physical
whipping was the punishment for all other offences not subject to the death penalty [Deuteronomy 25:1-3].
‖At first those may seem like harsh judgments and yet, in operation, very few cases would come up for
such judgment as men and women would fear to do such evils when certain, sure and swift punishment
followed the committing of these crimes. Instead of having a land filled with violence and crime we would,
under the operation of the Divine laws, have a land where men, their property and their rights would be
respected; while the criminally inclined would soon be removed forever from society‖ (p.141).
‖Israel was to be free of jails, prisons and all their attendant problems and shortcomings. Emphasis was
upon deterring crime. The principle was simple: State the law; state the punishment; then swiftly and
consistently punish any lawbreakers. The rest of the people—any who would be tempted to do wrong—
would "hear and fear" (Deuteronomy 13:11; 17:13; 19:20, [Ecclesiastes 8:11])‖ (Don‘t Be A Crime
Victim, p.28).
Judges were to be appointed throughout the land according to God‘s instructions in Deuteronomy 16:1819: ―You shall appoint judges and officers in all your gates, which the LORD your God gives you, according
to your tribes, and they shall judge the people with just judgment. You shall not pervert justice; you shall not
show partiality, nor take a bribe, for a bribe blinds the eyes of the wise and twists the words of the
righteous.‖
In Leviticus 19:15 the judges are told: ―You shall do no injustice in judgment. You shall not be partial to the
poor, nor honor the person of the mighty. In righteousness you shall judge your neighbor.‖ Both the rich
and the poor are to be treated alike.
―What about the punishment of those adjudged guilty of minor offences for which, today, we impose a fine;
or imprisonment when they are unable to pay the fine? This is not equitable and just, for the rich escape jail
by means of wealth—while the poor man suffers confinement because of the inability to purchase
freedom…Where punishment was necessary the rich would suffer as much humiliation as the poor and the
possession or lack of money would have no bearing as to the type of punishment inflicted. The judge would
render a judgment from one to forty stripes according as he deemed necessary in the case (Deuteronomy
25:1-3). Thus the law would administer justice to all regardless of wealth, position, or power‖ (Digest of the
Divine Law, 140-141).
Another situation where today‘s justice system is partial towards the rich is how those who are rich can
bring in a team of skilled lawyers who can get those who are rich off from punishment through loopholes in
the law and blocking all the facts from being used in rendering a judgment.
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―Under modern criminal procedure a man, though innocent, can be convicted and,
though guilty, be set free. The prosecution is determined to convict regardless of guilt
and the defence to free regardless of whether the defendant be innocent or not. It is a
test of skill between the two; with the defendant the victim, and justice a secondary
issue…Rendering of true justice under the law of the Lord was the immediate purpose
of every trial. With this end in view the judges examined the witnesses without the
hindrances imposed in modern procedure when attorneys often fight to prevent the
whole truth from being told. Thus, under the law, the procedure was such that it
contributed to the maximum efficiency in the rendering of justice‖ (Digest of the Divine
Law, p.138).
The judges of Israel also made judgments on issues not specifically mentioned by God in the law. This is
spoken of in Deuteronomy 17:8-10: ―If a matter arises which is too hard for you to judge, between degrees
of guilt for bloodshed, between one judgment or another, or between one punishment or another, matters
of controversy within your gates, then you shall arise and go up to the place which the LORD your God
chooses. And you shall come to the priests, the Levites, and to the judge there in those days, and inquire of
them; they shall pronounce upon you the sentence of judgment. You shall do according to the sentence
which they pronounce upon you in that place which the LORD chooses. And you shall be careful to do
according to all that they order you.‖
They didn‘t have to go to the judges if they felt that they could work out their problem. But if they felt the
problem was too hard to work out they had the option to bring it to the judges and they would make a
judgment based upon determining why the laws were made and applying those principles to the matter
brought before them. This law is the basis of the church‘s binding and loosing power that Christ gave to it in
Matthew 18:18. As long as the judgments don‘t directly violate the laws and the word of God, the church
has the power of judgment in matters that affect the church as a whole. Neither church nor state can bind
or loose if it does not adhere to the law of God as the sole source of binding and loosing.
Many misunderstandings have arisen about the subject of vengeance. While we are on the subject of crime
and justice let‘s clear up a few of them. First of all, let‘s define a few terms. Firstly, vengeance is the
infliction of injury or harm in return for harm or offence. Retribution is the payment of reward or punishment
for deeds done while justice means the administration of deserved punishment or reward.
Is vengeance bad, by and of itself? In Romans 12:19 we read: ―Beloved, do not avenge yourselves, but
rather give place to wrath; for it is written, ‗Vengeance is Mine, I will repay,‘ says the Lord.‖ If God executes
vengeance on our behalf then how can it be wrong? In another verse we read: ―But if our unrighteousness
demonstrates the righteousness of God, what shall we say? Is God unjust who inflicts wrath? (I speak as a
man.) Certainly not! For then how will God judge the world?‖ (Romans 3:5-6). If God is going to fix this
world up in the World Tomorrow He will need to right wrongs and execute vengeance against evil men.
We see here in the New Testament a command to not execute personal, private vengeance. Did
something change between the Old Testament and the New Testament or has the idea of personal, private
vengeance always been wrong? In Leviticus 19:17-18 we read: ―You shall not hate your brother in your
heart. You shall surely rebuke your neighbor, and not bear sin because of him. You shall not take
vengeance, nor bear any grudge against the children of your people, but you shall love your neighbor as
yourself: I am the LORD.‖ The idea of not taking personal, private vengeance and loving one‘s neighbour
are both Old Testament commands, not just New Testament ideas.
Why is vengeance necessary anyway? We read the simple answer to
that question in Ecclesiastes 8:11: ―Because the sentence against an
evil work is not executed speedily, therefore the heart of the sons of
men is fully set in them to do evil.‖ Unless you stop criminals and evil
men and execute justice and vengeance they will continue to do evil
things. If America did not act on what happened in New York and
Washington D.C. on September 11, 2001 does anyone think that the
murders and terrorism would stop?
Does loving one‘s neighbour exclude any idea of vengeance? Justice
means putting things right that have been made wrong? It means
balancing the scales. Without vengeance and justice being exacted by
those in authority, mercy and forgiveness mean nothing. Loving one‘s
neighbour includes justice which requires vengeance at times.
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Another misunderstanding about vengeance is that human hands must never be involved with vengeance.
In Deuteronomy 17:5-7 we read that the those involved in the court trial of a murderer were to execute
God‘s vengeance on behalf of Him by stoning someone convicted of murder. God didn‘t simply send a
thunderbolt down to kill the murderer. This has been God‘s way from the beginning. Shortly after the Flood
God told Noah: ―Surely for your lifeblood I will demand a reckoning; from the hand of every beast I will
require it, and from the hand of man. From the hand of every man‘s brother I will require the life of man.
Whoever sheds man‘s blood, by man his blood shall be shed; for in the image of God He made man‖
(Genesis 9:5-6).
The last misunderstanding we‘ll look at is that the prohibition against vengeance applies to the civil
government. In Romans 12:17 to 13:5 we read:
―Repay no one evil for evil…If it is possible, as much as depends on you, live peaceably with all men.
Beloved, do not avenge yourselves, but rather give place to wrath; for it is written, ‗Vengeance is Mine, I
will repay,‘ says the Lord. Therefore if your enemy is hungry, feed him. If he is thirsty, give him a drink for in
so doing you will heap coals of fire on his head. Do not be overcome by evil, but overcome evil with good.
―Let every soul be subject to the governing authorities. For there is no authority except from God, and the
authorities that exist are appointed by God. Therefore whoever resists the authority resists the ordinance of
God, and those who resist will bring judgment on themselves. For rulers are not a terror to good works, but
to evil. Do you want to be unafraid of the authority? Do what is good, and you will have praise from the
same. For he is God‘s minister to you for good. But if you do evil, be afraid; for he does not bear the sword
in vain; for he is God‘s minister, an avenger to execute wrath on him who practices evil. Therefore you
must be subject, not only because of wrath but also for conscience‘ sake.‖
We are not to execute personal vengeance. God has given civil governments legitimate authority to be
bearers of God‘s vengeance. There is due process which must be followed by the state to execute
vengeance on our behalf. Just because we can‘t exact personal vengeance that doesn‘t mean an officer of
the state, a judge or policeman or military officer can‘t exact official vengeance on behalf of the state for us.
God has given governments of earth the authority to punish those who break those laws of man which
don‘t conflict with God‘s laws. We are to be subject to the laws of land which don‘t directly conflict with
God‘s law. He doesn‘t approve of us taking the law into our own hands to execute vengeance on those who
would wrong us. There are authorities such as the police and the court system to execute that justice when
needed. If we have no luck we can always appeal to the higher court of God‘s justice in heaven and leave it
in His hands.
We started off this section by looking at the major punishments for various crimes in God‘s system of
justice. Let‘s look at a few more specific details. The punishment for manslaughter or accidental killing was
confinement in a city of refuge. Rushdoony makes these comments about this law:
―Contrary to popular belief the Bible does not hold life cheaply. It is a serious thing to take life, and for the
taking of life the murderer forfeits his life. But those who accidentally cause the death of another are
confined in a city of refuge until the death of the High Priest. In some cases this might amount to life
imprisonment. Such a law certainly produced respect for life and made a man careful of the life of his fellow
man. This law in operation today would reduce automobile accidents to almost nothing. A driver of a car
would be as careful of the life of another's husband, wife, daughter and son as he would be of his own
loved ones, for none would want to forfeit his freedom‖ (The Institutes of Biblical Law, p.228).
In Deuteronomy 17:5-7 we read the following regarding the need for multiple witnesses for any crime that
warranted the death penalty: ―You shall bring out to your gates that man or woman who has committed that
wicked thing, and shall stone to death that man or woman with stones. Whoever is deserving of death shall
be put to death on the testimony of two or three witnesses; he shall not be put to death on the testimony of
one witness. The hands of the witnesses shall be the first against him to put him to death, and afterward
the hands of all the people.‖ Where there were insufficient witnesses a special ceremony was done calling
on God to carry out the punishment (Deuteronomy 21:1-9). Notice that those who were the witnesses
were the ones to throw the first stone.
―Being a witness, even by accident, to a capital sin meant the individual who had witnessed such acts
would not only be the key ‗material witness‘ causing the punishment of death for the individual who had so
sinned, but the witness had to be the first to cast the stones that would kill the person judged as guilty.
Thus, if two or three conspired to deliberately become ‗false witnesses‘ to illegally put a neighbour to death,
they would not only be breaking the commandment against ‗false witness‘ but would be forced through the
legal system under Moses to directly commit the act of murder! Probably, God insisted the witnesses
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themselves throw the first stones as a deterrent to false witnessing! It might have been one thing to lie
about a neighbour, but quite another thing to pick up a rock and kill him‖ (CGI booklet, The Ten
Commandments, p.73-74).
In Deuteronomy 19:18-19 we read: ―And the judges shall make careful inquiry, and indeed, if the witness
is a false witness, who has testified falsely against his brother, then you shall do to him as he thought to
have done to his brother; so you shall put away the evil from among you.‖ This principle means that if
restitution of $1 000 is involved, the false witness must make a payment of $1 000. In cases where the
defendant's life is at stake the false witness must be executed. The penalty of the case falls on the perjurer.
Norm Edwards in his article series entitled ―O How Love I Thy Law‖ makes these comments about the laws
concerning assault, death caused by someone else‘s animal and the loss of an animal through the fault of
another:
―lf men contend with each other, and one strikes the other with a stone or with his fist, and he does not die
but is confined to his bed, if he rises again and walks about outside with his staff, then he who struck him
shall be acquitted. He shall only pay for the loss of his time and shall provide for him to be thoroughly
healed‘ (Exodus 21:18-19)…
―The man who injures another must pay for the loss of the injured‘s time (value of his day's away from his
work), and pay the expenses of his healing. He does not go to jail with other criminals, he stays in his job
and pays. If he cannot pay, he becomes a servant.
―If an ox gores a man or a woman to death, then the ox shall surely be stoned, and its flesh shall not be
eaten; but the owner of the ox shall be acquitted. But if the ox tended to thrust with its horn in times past,
and it has been made known to his owner, and he has not kept it confined, so that it has killed a man or a
woman, the ox shall be stoned and its owner also shall be put to death (Exodus 21:28-29).
―While these verses are talking about oxen, the principles apply to many things we have today, such as
automobiles, power tools, etc. If an animal or machine kills a person you get rid of it so it cannot happen
again. (In the case of a machine, it may be possible simply to replace the failing part—if the brakes fail on a
truck and it hits and kills someone, the failing part(s) of the brake system would be replaced, not the entire
truck.) If the owner already knew about the unsafe condition and did nothing, then he is responsible for the
death and can be put to death himself.
―And if a man opens a pit, or if a man digs a pit and does not cover it, and an ox or a donkey falls in it, the
owner of the pit shall make it good; he shall give money to their owner, but the dead animal shall be his
(Exodus 21:33-34).
―The example is an ox, but the principle applies to many kinds of property. If a man creates an unsafe
condition that injures another's property, he is responsible for restoring the property, but no more. He is
allowed to keep the salvage value of the other's damaged property (the ox, above, could be used to make
leather, soap, chicken-food, etc.) If the offended party were allowed to receive replacement property and
salvage the damaged property, they might find it profitable to deliberately look for such unsafe conditions
and send their property into them‖ (Servants News, 1996).
The Life Application makes these comments on treating strangers and the poor fairly in its commentary on
Exodus 22:22-24: ―God warned the Israelites not to treat aliens unfairly because they themselves were
once strangers in Egypt. It is not easy coming into a new environment where you feel alone and out of
place. Are there strangers in your corner of the world? Refugees? New arrivals at school? Immigrants from
another country? Be sensitive to their struggles, and express God's love by your kindness and
generosity…The Hebrew law code is noted for its fairness and social responsibility toward the poor. God
insisted that the poor and powerless be well treated and given the chance to restore their fortunes. We
should reflect God's concern for the poor by helping those less fortunate than ourselves.‖
―The apostle Paul referred to the civil administration under the old covenant as the ‗ministration of death‘ (2
Corinthians 3:7) and the ‗ministration of condemnation‘ (verse 9). In other words, the purpose of that
administration was to condemn lawbreakers to appropriate physical punishment, often capital, to stop crime
and lawlessness. It was an effective system designed to serve its objectives well. But it did not lead to a
change of heart, to conversion and salvation.
‖True Christians are under a new administration. We have the ‗ministration of the spirit‘ (verse 8), the
‗ministration of righteousness‘ (verse 9). The purpose of this New Testament administration is to eliminate
through the inner power of the Holy Spirit the desire to do evil. It involves the building of righteous
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character. True christians now, through the power of the Holy Spirit, keep God's laws according to their full
meaning and intent. And when we slip and stumble—sin (transgress God's law)—we can be forgiven
through the blood of Jesus Christ who paid the penalty of death for sin‖ (Don‘t Be A Crime Victim, p.28).
Religious laws
The purpose of the religious laws God gave to Israel were to help them stay close to God and maintain a
high standard of morality and love and concern for each other which would result in peace and cooperation in Israel as well as many other blessings.
The Sabbath and the Holy Days, were fundamental religious laws God gave
(Leviticus 23). Along with the purpose of rest, these weekly and annual
sabbaths included a holy convocation, a regular coming together to worship
God and hear His truth being expounded. We need this regular renewal to
help us stick close to God. Without our minds being fed by God‘s values on
this regular basis we quickly drift into our carnal ways which are often the
path of least resistance and hurt ourselves and other people.
The tabernacle (and later the Temple) and the physical objects of religious
service from the Ark of the Covenant (Exodus 25-30) to the silver trumpets
(Numbers 10:1-10) and the oil and loaves of bread that the priest placed on
the altar (Leviticus 24) served to give people a physical reminder of God‘s
presence and His active participation in the life of the nation.
Those things, along with the rules of cleanness and uncleanness and other rules of purity (Numbers
19:11-22, Leviticus 12:1-5, 15:1-26, 22:3, 14) helped focus the Israelites on the need for purity in their
lives both physically and spiritually. They helped with conveying more of a sense of awe and respect to
those people who were receptive to God‘s ways.
Voluntary sacrifices have been around since God created Adam and Eve, like those offered by Abel
(Genesis 4:4), but the regular daily, weekly, monthly and annual sacrificial offerings (Numbers 28-29)
were only given after and because of the rebellion relating to the golden calf incident (Jeremiah 7:22).
They were for the purpose of impressing on a carnal, physical people the need of a far greater sacrifice to
come in the person of Jesus Christ, the son of God. They also served to impress on them the need to show
thankfulness to God for all the wonderful things that God has done for His people.
In the first few chapters of Leviticus we read about five different types of offerings – the burnt offering
(Leviticus 1), the grain offering (Leviticus 2), the peace offering (Leviticus 3), the sin offering (Leviticus
4) and the trespass offering (Leviticus 5-6:7).
The burnt offering was a voluntary offering that was totally consumed by fire and pictures us offering our
lives totally to God like Christ did (Romans 12:1). The grain offering was made of evenly ground flour, oil
and frankincense and was another voluntary offering. Only a handful of it was burned on the altar and the
rest was given to the priests for food. It pictures our service to God and providing for our fellow man. The
peace offering was offered by way of supplication or request for some good that was asked for from God. It
was a festive offering shared between the offerer, the priest and God picturing the unity and fellowship that
we are working towards and living at peace with God and man.
The sin offering was mainly for unintentional sins. It pictures the forgiveness of sins made against God. In
the sin offering no particular acts are mentioned but the trespass offering is offered after committing certain
acts that are specified against God and man. In certain cases a fifth was to be added to any restitution
involving taking what belongs to someone else. This teaches there is more to forgiveness than just
forgiveness. Often there needs to be restitution. The extra fifth teaches us that we need to go over and
above when making restitution to others.
Family laws
God‘s laws on family life are designed to keep families strong and safe from the threats of infidelity,
fornication, immorality of other kinds and financial hardship. Families are the building block of any society
and society is only as strong as its families.
The laws and statutes concerned with family life are a broadening of two of the ten commandments
regarding family life – the fifth commandment ―You shall honour your father and mother‖ and the seventh
commandment ―You shall not commit adultery‖.
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God expanded the commandment about not committing adultery to
forbid a number of other sexual practices. In Leviticus 18 a long
list of sexual / marital incestuous relationships with close relatives
are forbidden. Marriage between brothers and sisters was allowed
by God before the Exodus. God forbid such marriages only later
when the chances of birth defects became much greater for the
children produced in such marriages.
In Leviticus 20:15-16 God forbid the abominable practice of
bestiality – sex between a man and an animal. Homosexuality is
another abominable practice that God forbids (Leviticus 20:13).
Paul explained that homosexuality was against nature (Romans
1:26-27). God created two sexes and God physically designed sex
to only be between a man and a woman. The physical plumbing is
all wrong for homosexual sex.
Fornication or sex before marriage is so common in this age and today‘s sexual revolution is reaping
tremendous penalties such as sexual diseases, broken relationships and all sorts of other emotional
problems. God‘s law on pre-marital sex is an ingenious solution to deter this common practice. Norm
Edwards makes these comments on this law:
―If a man entices a virgin who is not betrothed, and lies with her, he shall surely pay the bride-price (dowry)
for her to be his wife. If her father utterly refuses to give her to him, he shall pay money according to the
bride-price of virgins (Exodus 22:16-17).
―Now look at the Eternal's law from the perspective of a man thinking about enticing a woman. If he just
wants a good time now, the woman could tell her father about him later and he could be stuck with her for
the rest of his life—a fearful thought. On the other hand, if he thinks he does love her and wants to marry
her, the woman's father could always say no. He would still have to pay the bride price, he would have a
bad name, and he would not have a wife. If he does not have the bride-price, he could become a servant. It
would seem much better to wait and to ask to marry the woman, rather than entice her.
‖The situation is equally bad from the woman's perspective. If she just wants a fun time now, her father may
demand that she settle down and marry the man. Yet if she is trying to ‗catch‘ the husband of her dreams,
he could be denied to her. In any case, if she loses her virginity, she has greatly decreased the chances of
her marrying at all. The problem will stay with her whether anyone finds out about the affair or not. If the
Eternal's law were practiced, sex outside of marriage would be understood to be the disastrous practice
that it really is‖ (O How Love I Thy Law, Servants News, 1996). This law was possibly the origin of the
―shotgun wedding‖. The father of the girl would normally be more mature than them and could make a
better decision on whether they were suited for marriage or not. Rushdoony makes these comments on this
law:
―In cases of seduction and rape the guilty party had to endower the girl with the dowry of a virgin. If
marriage followed, he lost permanently any right of divorce as well (Exodus 22:16,17; Deuteronomy
22:28-29). If not, the girl in such a case went into her marriage to another man with a double dowry, one of
50 shekels of silver from her seducer, and another from her husband‖ (The Institutes of Biblical Law,
p.177).
The principle of the dowry is a good lesson for young people in our day. Marriage is a big commitment. Men
need to be preparing themselves financially. Many guys have lots of wishbone and not enough backbone. Your
hormones may be flowing and you want to be married but are you preparing yourself financially?
In Exodus 21:1-6 we read of a law relating to servants. If a servant got married his wife and children would
remain as servants with the master once he got his freedom. This would certainly encourage servants to wait
until after they got their freedom and set themselves up financially before they got married.
In a related law God decreed that newlywed men were exempt from military service or any other civil
business in Deuteronomy 24:5. ―When a man has taken a new wife, he shall not go out to war or be
charged with any business; he shall be free at home one year, and bring happiness to his wife whom he
has taken." In its commentary on this verse the Life Application Bible has this to say: ―Recently married
couples were to remain together their first year. This was to avoid placing an excessive burden upon a
new, unproven relationship and to give it a chance to mature and strengthen before confronting it with
numerous responsibilities.‖
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God‘s original desire for marriage is that it be between one man and one woman for life but God allowed
divorce under restricted conditions because of the hardness of their hearts (Matthew 19:7-8). Polygamy was a
situation God never condoned even in ancient times. IF, in the hardness and selfishness of men‘s hearts, God
did have some statutes to make the best of a bad situation but He never condoned it. It was not God‘s intent.
Kings were barred from doing so (Deuteronomy 17:17) and ministers in the early New Testament time were
to be husband to only one wife (1 Timothy 3:2). David and Solomon sinned in this way. David repented of
his polygamy after God punished him and his wives were defiled during his flight from Jerusalem (2 Samuel
12:11, 20:3).
Similarly God never intended there be slavery. Virtually of all the statutes that discuss slavery are prefaced with
the word IF. It was not what God preferred. In ancient Israel slavery or becoming a servant came as a result of
a thief having to work off a debt of restitution or to help get one‘s family back on their feet financially. What God
wants ultimately are free sons. He doesn‘t want someone who is bound to Him as a slave but a free born son
who voluntarily wants to be with Him.
From the beginning God has always forbid marriage between His people and non-believers or heathen. Even
though Israel were not a part of the church, being denied access to God‘s spirit with a few exceptions, they
were forbidden to marry outside of Israel. They were to be faithful to God and intermarriage with the pagan
nations around them would weaken their commitment to God and was thus forbidden.
To the Israelites He commanded, "Nor shall you make marriages with them [the Gentile nations around them.
You shall not give your daughter to their son, nor take their daughter for your son. For they will turn your sons
away from following me to serve other gods" (Deuteronomy 7:3).
We read in 2 Corinthians 6:14: "Do not be unequally yoked together with unbelievers". The Life Application
Bible makes the following comment on this verse: "Paul urges believers not to form binding relationships with
non-believers, because this might weaken their Christian commitment, integrity or standards" (p.2100).
While a non-christian can meet many of your needs they cannot even fully understand and feel for the most
important part of your life. While you can have a good relationship with a non-christian it can never be the best
because non-christians cannot understand the spiritual side of your life. Because of these reasons God
commands us to marry only someone who is in the church. In 1 Corinthians 7:39 Paul writes: "A wife is bound
by law as long as her husband lives, but if her husband dies she is at liberty to be married to whom she wishes,
ONLY in the Lord". The word only means wholly something without exceptions.
In Malachi 2:14-15 God tells us one of the reasons for the institution of marriage. We read, ―The Lord has
been witness between you and the wife of your youth…she is your wife and your wife by covenant. But did
He not make them one having a remnant of the spirit? And why one? He seeks godly offspring.‖
God is reproducing Himself through mankind and parents have a heavy responsibility and vital role in that
process. In order to develop godly offspring God commands fathers in Ephesians 6:4 to ―bring [children]
up in the training and admonition of the Lord.‖
The Old Testament statute which this New Testament command is founded upon is in Deuteronomy 6:69. In the verse before God tells parents what they must first do in order to be successful in bringing up
children who value God‘s way of life. God tells our parents in Deuteronomy 6:5: ―You shall love the Lord
your God with all your heart, with all your soul and with all your might.‖ Parents, first of all, must themselves
have a deep love for and desire to share the truth of God with others if their children are to have a real
chance to feel the same.
Continuing on God says, ‖And these words which I command you today shall be in your heart. You shall
teach them diligently to your children and shall talk of them when you sit in your house, when you walk by
the way, when you lie down, and when you rise up. You shall bind them as a sign on your hand and they
shall be as frontlets between your eyes. You shall write them on the door posts of your house and on your
gates" (Deuteronomy 6:6-9).
The world is exerting a greater and greater pull on our young people than on previous generations. It is
increasingly moving away from the values of the Bible and it bombards us and our young people
continually with its false values through television, movies and other forms of entertainment. Parents have
to be diligent in teaching their children God‘s ways. They need to be taught how to build a close friendship
with God and how to be kind and generous to others. Parents should do all they can to stir up in them a
love of reading and learning about God‘s truth and the world around them. As they mature they need to be
given more responsibility for their own choices and how to make those choices good ones. They need to
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develop wisdom, how to think through the consequences of their actions and practice at how to think for
themselves.
An extension of the commandment to honour your parents is found in Leviticus 19:32 where we read:
―You shall rise before the grey headed and honour the presence of an old man, and fear your God: I am the
LORD.‖ Treating the elderly with respect is an extension of the respect we should show for both toward
God and our parents.
Economic laws
God‘s laws on property and economics are designed to ensure the protection of the property and
inheritance of men from theft, damage and devaluation. The laws and statutes on property and economics
further expand on the eighth commandment – ―You shall not steal‖ – and the tenth commandment – ―You
shall not covet‖.
In Deuteronomy 25:15 we read: ―You shall have a perfect and just weight, a perfect and just measure, that
your days may be lengthened in the land which the LORD your God is giving you". Howard Rand makes
these comments about this verse in relation to our medium of exchange:
―It is clear from a study of the Israel system of exchange that a unit of value was established, fixed in its
relation to goods, with silver part of the monetary system to increase volume with increase in goods…The
only foundation on which true prosperity can rest, with an unlimited expansion of industry and enterprise
and an increase in production—without having a corresponding increase in poverty in the midst of plenty—
is an adequate and equitable medium of exchange. This medium must be a perfect weight and measure
regarding the value of goods.
―Instead of fluctuation in prices there would be a fluctuation in the
volume of the medium of exchange. Increased production would
mean increased purchasing power in the increase in the
circularisation of an increased medium of exchange…Today, with
no adequate method of balancing gold against supply and
demand, fluctuation in prices is inevitable. But when money can be
made to expand with the increase in goods men can always
produce at a profit, for prices will have become stabilized. The
production of goods will then be as profitable as the mining of gold‖
(Digest of Divine Law).
If we print more money than we have gold or silver when it is used to back our paper money, then the value
of the paper money will decrease even though there might be a lot more goods and production.
Money should be printed at the same rate that we have something like gold or silver to back it and any
increase in money should be at the same rate as the increase in our production and goods to be a perfect
weight and measure regarding the value of goods. Fractional reserve banking, unbacked or partially
backed paper money and money exchangers making profit on money they sell (Matthew 21:12-13) are
also violations of this law.
In Exodus 22:25 we read: ―If you lend money to any of My people who are poor among you, you shall not
be like a moneylender to him; you shall not charge him interest.‖ Interest should never be charged to
someone that borrows money because he is poor or in need. This principle is greatly violated in our society
in that banks, credit card companies, and other lenders often try to induce poor and less-educated people
to buy more than they can afford on credit, and then they charge them very high interest rates for years to
come. However, a person that has money to invest, can certainly lend it at interest to someone that will use
it (Matthew 25:27). While interest is permitted on business loans, all such loans are under the restriction of
the sabbath law, i.e., their life is limited to six years (Deuteronomy 15:1-6). At the end of every seven year
cycle when the land sabbath came around all debts were to be forgiven.
Under God's system the number of things that can be taken by banks as security is a lot more restricted.
Deuteronomy 24:6-13 says that one could not take the mill or upper millstone or the cloak of a poor man
to be a pledge. A pledge (collateral, security) cannot involve anything necessary to a man's work or living,
for to do so would be to endanger the man's "life," i.e., his freedom. Since the land is God's, only the
produce of the land (crop lien) could be used as security. If God's economic principles were in force it
would solve the debt problems that so many people are burdened with in our nations.
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In Leviticus 19:13 we read: ―You shall not cheat your neighbor, nor rob him. The wages of him who is
hired shall not remain with you all night until morning.‖ If a man works for you, you are to pay him right
away—you don‘t work out some elaborate scheme to pay him later and benefit from interest earned on his
money. To employees they should give a fair day‘s pay for a fair day‘s work and workers should give a fair
day‘s work for a fair day‘s pay (Ephesians 6:5-9).
In addition to the Sabbath and the Holy Days we read in Leviticus 25:1-7 that at the end of every six years
an entire year (the seventh year) was a year of rest in which men were to cease from their labours. During
this year they could devote the time to travel and pleasure.
With the land sabbath law God commanded the modern nation of Israel to rest their Iand every seventh
year to allow it to regenerate and restore fertility. But modern man in his greed forgets future generations
while seeking his own immediate wealth. He commonly does not let land rest properly and destroys the
soil.
God's laws such as the Jubilee year law (Leviticus 25:8-17) and the land sabbath
(Leviticus 25:1-7) will go a long way towards eliminating poverty in the World
Tomorrow. In the World Tomorrow everyone will have an inheritance of land from
God. The earth is God's (Psalm 24:1) and land itself in God's system cannot be
sold and horded by individuals, companies and governments.
When a person in ancient Israel mismanaged their finances to the point where they had to sell their
inheritance they didn't sell the land but the productivity of the land. If it was 40 years to the next Jubilee
then it sold for 40 years worth of productivity; 30 years to the next Jubilee meant it could only be sold for 30
years worth of productivity as opposed to what the market would pay (Leviticus 25:8-17). The land could
be bought back or redeemed at any time by the person whose inheritance it was or by his immediate
family. The rights of the poor had precedence over those rich profiteers who bought it off them in that they
could buy the land back at any time and have it restored to them.
In our society today people sell land for as much as they can get and try to make a profit on the sale of the
land. If the price of land continues to rise because everyone is trying to make a profit when they sell it, this
increase fuels inflation. If people need more to buy property they need to make more money and this drives
up wages which, in turn, drives up the price of goods. God‘s system of buying and selling property helps
with deflating this problem.
Property laws
Let‘s now look at those laws and statutes that deal with property and start off by looking at the laws that
cover the penalties involved for stealing property. Norm Edwards makes these comments on them:
―If a man steals an ox or a sheep, and slaughters it or sells it, he shall restore five oxen for an ox and four
sheep for a sheep...If the theft is certainly found alive in his hand, whether it is an ox or donkey or sheep,
he shall restore double (Exodus 22:1,4).
―Why the different amounts of restoration: 5, 4 or 2 times the value? There is a very good reason! If the
thief is selling what he steals, he is making theft a business—he is getting rid of the evidence in order not to
be caught. He did not take an ox or a plough or an axe because he needed one, he took it because he
wanted to get money. There is a fivefold restoration for stealing the animals or tools that a person needs to
do his regular work. An ox was a trained animal that was used for pulling wagons, ploughing, etc. A sheep
did not do daily work, but was used for wool once a year, or eaten (once in its lifetime)‖ (O How Love I Thy
Law, Servants News, 1996).
This principle of double or more restitution to the owner of property that has been stolen from him helps
promote security in a society. If the law is being upheld by good law enforcement then people will feel more
safe regarding their property knowing if it is stolen from them they will receive much more than what was
stolen from them. The Life Application Bible makes these comments about the principle of restitution:
―Throughout chapter 22 we find examples of the principle of restitution -- making wrongs right. For
example, if a man stole an animal, he had to repay double the beast's market value. If you have done
someone wrong, perhaps you should go beyond what is expected to make things right. This will (1) help
ease any pain you've caused, (2) help the other person be more forgiving, and (3) make you more likely to
think before you do it again‖ (p.140).
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―Those who could not pay back the amount of restitution became servants and worked off the debt. ‘He
should make full restitution; if he has nothing, then he shall be sold for his theft‘ (Exodus 22:3). This law
would revolutionise our criminal justice system.
―Today, many thefts are committed by minors—they are rarely required to make restitution and are usually
put back on the street in a few weeks. White collar criminals often hide their booty in trusts or secret
accounts—they rarely make restitution and serve short sentences. If either of these two groups knew that
they would have to work hard for six years (no plea bargaining or reduced sentences) if they could not
make a four-fold restitution, they would think again before stealing‖ (O How Love I Thy Law, Servants
News, 1996).
In Leviticus 19:35-36 we read: ―You shall do no injustice in judgment, in measurement of length, weight, or
volume. You shall have honest scales, honest weights, an honest ephah, and an honest hin.‖ Businesses
should be honest about what they are selling and its price! The world of business and advertising is a long
way off from properly obeying this command.
Rushdoony makes these comments on helping someone if you are in a position to do so:
―Failure to render aid was once a serious offence, and to a limited degree, still makes the man who fails to
render aid liable to serious penalties. The direction of humanistic law is progressively absolving men of any
legal obligation to be a Good Samaritan. Biblical law, however, asserts the liability of the bystander. Thus,
Deuteronomy 22:1-4, declares:
‖You shall not see your brother‘s ox or his sheep going astray, and hide yourself from them; you shall
certainly bring them back to your brother. And if your brother is not near you, or if you do not know him,
then you shall bring it to your own house, and it shall remain with you until your brother seeks it; then you
shall restore it to him. You shall do the same with his donkey, and so shall you do with his garment; with
any lost thing of your brother‘s, which he has lost and you have found, you shall do likewise; you must not
hide yourself. You shall not see your brother‘s donkey or his ox fall down along the road, and hide yourself
from them; you shall surely help him lift them up again‖ (The Institutes of Biblical Law, p.463-464)
People are responsible for the damage they cause as well as the
damage caused by their animals or other property. A person who
improperly parks his car is responsible if it accidentally goes into
another's property and damages it. They have to pay full restoration for
any damage caused (Exodus 22:5-6).
Many arguments have been started from damage or loss caused to someone‘s property when they lend it
out to someone else. What does the Bible say about this kind of situation? Norm Edwards makes these
comments on God‘s statutes regarding this:
‖And if a man borrows anything from his neighbour, and it becomes injured or dies, the owner of it not
being with it, he shall surely make it good. If its owner was with it, he shall not make it good; if it was hired,
it came for its hire (Exodus 22:14-15). If everyone knew and practiced this principle, it would save
thousands of fights and court cases every day. We may derive the following principles:
1) If you borrow something, you must be prepared to fix or replace it if it breaks.
2) Do not borrow something that you do not know how to use and might break.
3) Do not borrow something that is in poor repair and likely to have a major breakdown.
4) If you desperately need to borrow something (such as a car or truck in our day), but one or more of the
above three rules are telling you not to do it, ask the owner to come with you to help you use it.
5) If you are lending something, make sure the borrower understands the possible costs of repairing or
replacing the item.
6) If the owner stays with the borrower to use the item, the owner must keep a careful watch and make
sure it is used correctly.
7) If you rent things out for a price, your customers are not automatically responsible to fix whatever goes
wrong. Either be prepared to take responsibility for all problems, or write out each party's responsibilities
before the transaction takes place‖ (O How Love I Thy Law, Servants News, 1996).
Health Laws
In the UCG booklet ―What Does the Bible Teach About Clean and Unclean Meats?‖ we read the
following about those animals designated as clean and unclean in the Bible:
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―God reveals which animals—including fish and birds—are suitable and unsuitable for human consumption
in Leviticus 11 and Deuteronomy 14…God states that cud-chewing animals with split hooves can be
eaten (Leviticus 11:3; Deuteronomy 14:6). These specifically include the cattle, sheep, goat, deer and
gazelle families [Strangely enough the giraffe is clean] (Deuteronomy 14:4-5). He also lists such animals
as camels, rabbits and pigs as being unclean, or unfit to eat (Leviticus 11:4-8). He later lists such
‗creeping things‘ as moles, mice and lizards as unfit to eat (verses 29-31), as well as four-footed animals
with paws (cats, dogs, bears, lions, tigers, etc.) as unclean (verse 27).
―He tells us that salt and freshwater fish with fins and scales may be eaten (verses
9-12), but water creatures without those characteristics (catfish, lobsters, oysters,
shrimp, crabs, clams, mussels, squid, frogs, octopi, etc.) should not be eaten. God
also lists birds and other flying creatures that are unclean for consumption (verses
13-19). He identifies carrion eaters and birds of prey as unclean, plus ostriches,
storks, herons and bats. Birds such as chickens, turkeys and pheasants are not on
the unclean list and therefore can be eaten. Insects, with the exception of locusts,
crickets and grasshoppers, are listed as unclean (verses 20-23).
―Why does God identify some animals as suitable for human consumption and others as unsuitable?…In
listing the animals that should not be eaten, God forbids the consumption of scavengers and carrion eaters,
which devour other animals for their food. Animals such as pigs, bears, vultures and raptors can eat (and
thrive) on decaying flesh. Predatory animals such as wolves, lions, leopards and cheetahs most often prey
on the weakest (and at times the diseased) in animal herds. When it comes to sea creatures, bottom
dwellers such as lobsters and crabs scavenge for dead animals on the sea floor. Shellfish such as oysters,
clams and mussels similarly consume decaying organic matter that sinks to the sea floor, including
sewage‖ (p.10-11).
―It is evident that certain animals have digestive systems that don't carry off as many poisons as do others.
A hog digests its food in about three and a half hours. A cow requires twenty-four hours to do the same
thing through two digestive processes screening out impurities that would otherwise pass into its flesh and
milk. The main reason any animal is unclean is that it wasn't made to be eaten by man. God made some
animals for human food. Others were for work, for pets, for consuming waste products and for controlling
the numbers of creatures‖ (The Bible Story, Volume 2, p.16-17).
The eating of blood is banned (Leviticus 17:10-14, 19:26), as is animal fat (Leviticus 7:23-25). Animals
that die naturally are not to be eaten (Deuteronomy 14:21). The kidneys and the liver are also forbidden
(Exodus 29:13, 22). These organs are for the purpose of screening out impurities and are not fit for human
consumption.
In Leviticus 12:3 God commanded the Israelites to physically circumcise their male babies on the eighth
day. It is on the eighth day that the vitamin K level in baby boys peaks which makes it the best time for this
usually painful but beneficial operation.
A basic law of cleanliness is given in Deuteronomy 23:13-14 regarding the burial of excrement and
sewerage. With all our high technology in our society some government authorities ignore this simple,
common sense law by dumping raw sewerage into our seas rather than returning it to the soil where soil
organisms and bacteria can build up the quality of the soil as God designed it to happen.
Miscellaneous statutes
In Leviticus 19:19 we read "You shall not let your livestock breed with another kind. You shall not sow your
field with mixed seed.‖ God here tells us not to mix our plants and animals by cross-breeding. God wants
us to keep the varieties that He has created PURE!
Tattooing is forbidden in God‘s law (Leviticus 19:28, 21:5). ―Tattooing was practiced religiously to indicate
that one adhered to or belonged to a god; it also indicated that a man was a slave, that he belonged to a
lord or owner‘s. The believer, as a free man in Christ, indicates Christ's lordship by obedience, not by
servile markings: the body is kept holy and clean unto the Lord‖ (The Institutes of Biblical Law, p.223).
In Deuteronomy 22:5 we read: ―A woman shall not wear anything that pertains to a man, nor shall a man
put on a woman‘s garment, for all who do so are an abomination to the LORD your God.‖
God wants us to have a clear distinction between the sexes. This not only refers to clothing (eg. men
wearing women‘s clothing even in comedy skits) but could include not taking up certain professions clearly
in the domain of the opposite sex (eg. women in the army) to women developing their bodies in a way that
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partially takes on a masculine appearance. This command clearly forbids transexuals who have, through
hormone taking and various operations, changed their appearance to that of the opposite sex. God labels
these practices as an abomination in His eyes.
After God brings our Israelite nations back out of captivity after the Great Tribulation He says this to them in
Ezekiel 36:27: ―I will put my spirit within you, and cause you to walk in my statutes, and you shall keep my
judgments, and do them.‖
Those of us in the church will be the ones who will teach them God‘s commandments, statutes and
judgments in the World Tomorrow. If we are to be the ones who will teach them these laws in the World
Tomorrow then it behoves all of us to be good students and learn all we can about them now.

4] What can we learn from the Sermon on the Mount?
The Sermon on the Mount is foundational to understanding the New Testament just as the laws and
statutes God gave Israel are to understanding the Old Testament and the rest of the Bible for that matter.
While the Ten Commandments and the other laws and statutes focus mainly on the letter of the law, the
Sermon on the Mount covers the spirit and intent behind the laws God gave to Israel when they came out
of Egypt. Christ magnified and filled the law to the full by the incredible way in which He expounded on the
spirit and intent behind the law and statutes that God had already given to Israel. The Sermon on the
Mount is indeed the Christian constitution. It teaches what basic Christianity is all about in a sermon
unparalleled since the time that Christ walked the earth.
In His famous Sermon on the Mount, Jesus Christ laid out the very essence of Christianity. At the
beginning of it He explained seven distinct character traits of that produce true joy that persists, even in the
midst of persecution, outward pressure and turmoil. These traits are often called the beatitudes or beautiful
attitudes. Let‘s look at them individually.
―Blessed are the poor in spirit, for theirs is the
kingdom of heaven‖ (Matthew 5:3). What did Christ
mean by ―poor in spirit‖? It doesn‘t mean to be poor in
possessions. It means to be poor in the kind of self-will
where put our own will ahead of that of God‘s will or
other people. It means to be humble and willing to put
others ahead of ourselves. The starting point for true
happiness is to realize that none of us can meet our
own spiritual needs and that we are poor in
righteousness without the help of Almighty God. We
should be profoundly aware of our deep need for a
Saviour and God‘s righteousness.
―Blessed are those who mourn, for they shall be comforted‖ (Matthew 5:4). John Ogwyn makes these
comments on this verse: ―Mourning or grief would appear to be the very antithesis of happiness. Why, then,
would Christ list this as one of the seven aspects of character that would lead to inner happiness and
contentment? The prophet Ezekiel recorded a vision in which he saw a group of people set apart by God to
be spared the prophetic judgments that were to come upon Israel. They are described as those who ‗sigh
and cry‘ for the abominations of their people (Ezekiel 9:4)…Christ's promise to such people is one of
comfort. Those who have come to truly hate sin and who are deeply grieved by it are the heirs of a
Kingdom that will be built upon righteousness. They can look forward to the time when the pain and sorrow
that constitute sin's legacy will be forever banished They will be the heirs of an age in which God Himself
will provide comfort (Revelation 21:4)‖ (World Ahead, Sept-Oct 1998, p.16).
―Blessed are the meek, for they shall inherit the earth‖ (Matthew 5:5). Meekness means humility and
being teachable – a willingness to admit when we are wrong which is essential if we are to learn and grow.
It is the opposite of a proud, know-it-all attitude. In the comedy ―Fletch Lives‖ Chevy Chase makes a
humorous statement, ―It takes a big man to admit he‘s wrong and I am not a big man!‖ Herbert W.
Armstrong used to say quite often that just about the hardest thing for any person to do is to admit that they
have been wrong.
―The true saints of God are destined to literally rule as kings and priests with Jesus Christ on this very earth
(Revelation 5:10). While promising His apostles the future responsibility of sitting on thrones and ruling the
various tribes of Israel (Luke 22:29-30), Christ emphasised that they must be prepared to administer a
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government vastly different from any they had ever known. Christ taught them that as rulers they were to
exemplify an attitude of humble service rather than one of domineering vanity‖ (World Ahead, Sept-Oct
1988, p.17).
―Blessed are those who hunger and thirst for righteousness, for they shall be filled‖ (Matthew 5:6).
What is it that you yearn for most in life? Is it God‘s righteousness (Matthew 6:33)? The type of hungering
and thirsting Jesus Christ is talking about here is not the way we feel after we‘ve missed a meal, it‘s not the
way we feel at the end of the day when we‘re about to sit down for dinner, it‘s not even the way we feel at
the end of the day of Atonement. Here He‘s talking about the type of hunger only a starving man knows
and the type of thirst a man dying of thirst can possibly understand. He is talking about an intense,
gnawing, aching, longing for God‘s righteousness, an intense desire to live God‘s way of life, to obey His
laws and to have what He is offering us. If we truly have this deep desire to live by God‘s way of life then
God promises to fill us with this kind of righteousness.
―Blessed are the merciful, for they shall obtain mercy‖ (Matthew 5:7). ―This fifth quality emphasized by
Christ is yet another characteristic that goes against the grain of human nature. We naturally respond in
retaliation and vengeance. How hard it is to untangle ourselves from hurts and grievances! ‘It's not fair!‘ we
say.
In Matthew 18:21-35 we find a parable that Jesus told to illustrate the matter of forgiveness. Simon Peter
had come to Christ and asked Him if he should be willing to forgive his brother as many as seven times!
Imagine his surprise when Christ told him that the number of times he must forgive his brother was ‗not
seven, but seventy times seven.‘ Peter's first thought may have been, ‗But I couldn't keep track of that
many times!‘ And that, of course, is the whole point. We are not to be ‗keeping score.‘ Rather, we must be
ready to extend mercy and compassion continually. After all, we need God to extend it to us continually‖
(World Ahead, Sept-Oct 1998, p.17).
God said that if we don‘t forgive others of their sins when they have repented then He won‘t forgive us of
our sins (Matt. 18:35). We are obligated to forgive others of their sins when they repent (Luke 17:3).
Forgiveness when someone hasn‘t repented of their sins is optional. Christ forgave the soldiers who
crucified Him because they didn‘t realize fully what they were doing. ―Father, forgive them, for they do not
know what they do‖ (Luke 23:34). He also forgave the woman caught in the act of adultery with the hope
that His compassionate forgiveness might move her to repent of her sins (John 8:11). Some have had to
forgive men who had murdered their children or relatives, for their own sake, rather than that of the
unrepentant murderer. The hate, the anger and the desire for vengeance and ―payback‖ was tearing them
up emotionally. In the end they had to let it go and be content to wait on God‘s eventual justice in the World
Tomorrow.
―Blessed are the pure in heart, for they shall see God‖ (Matthew 5:8). ―This attribute is the very
opposite of hypocrisy. The word ‗hypocrite‘ comes from a Greek word meaning an actor on the stage. In
the Greek dramas of the first century, actors wore masks while they recited their lines. Christ likened some
of the religious leaders of His day to those actors. For many of the Pharisees were simply playing a part.
They ‗wore a mask‘ that appeared to be very religious and holy. They followed countless rules and rituals.
But behind this disguise, their inner lives weren't permeated with genuineness and purity of motive. James
says that ‗pure and undefiled religion before God the Father is this: to visit orphans and widows in their
trouble, and to keep oneself unspotted from the world‘ (James 1:27). Religion that is purely motivated
reflects itself in helping those who are unable to help you in return. A desire to reflect the mind and attitude
of Jesus Christ, rather than to impress other people is what God is after in each of us. Those who are pure
in heart will ultimately see God‖ (World Ahead, Sept-Oct 1998, p.30).
―Blessed are the peacemakers, for they shall be called sons of God‖ (Matthew 5:9). ―Peacemakers
aren‘t out spreading gossip and rumours, stirring up strife between individuals and among groups. Rather,
a peacemaker pours oil on troubled waters and has a calming effect on those around him…Peacemakers
are practicing righteousness as a way of life. When that way fills the earth, peace will result. The
peacemakers have God‘s nature and attitude, and they are destined to be called His children forever‖
(World Ahead, Sept-Oct 1998, p.30).
After discussing these seven character traits He also pronounces a blessing on those who are persecuted
and ridiculed because they are living God‘s way of life (Matthew 5:11-12). They develop more depth of
character through such trials which will help them later in life as well as having the promise of God‘s
kingdom to come.
Now Jesus Christ takes these beatitudes and turns the coin over and contrasts them in Luke‘s version of
the Sermon on the Mount. Notice what He says: ―Woe to you who are full now for you shall hunger. Woe to
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you who laugh now for you shall weep‖ (Luke 6:25). What did He mean by this? Well, He meant woe to us
if we‘re satisfied with what we have, woe to us if we‘re content with the way we are, woe to us if we don‘t
intensely desire to live God‘s way of life and obey Him and woe to us if we‘re content to just cruise along
and not put any pressure on ourselves. He‘s saying we may live happily now but the day will come when
we realize our lack. That day will be when God‘s people enter into the Kingdom of God.
He then uses two analogies to show that we are to be good examples of living God‘s way of life in this
spiritually darkened world (Matthew 5:13-16). We are likened to salt that adds flavour and that was used to
preserve meat. We are cautioned not to lose that flavour by failing to live a godly way of life. We are also
likened to a light which should not be hid. We should not bury our talents but use them to benefit others.
―Let your light so shine before men, that they may see your good works and glorify your Father in heaven‖
(Matthew 5:16).
Christ said then that he did not come to destroy the law but to fulfill. Fulfill in this case means live by it or to
bring it to the full (Matthew 5:17-19). The written law, opposed to the faulty Jewish oral law, is permanent.
Not only did He teach that we should keep the letter of the law but that we also should live by the spirit or
intent of the law. He must have shocked them a little when He said: ―For I say to you, that unless your
righteousness exceeds the righteousness of the scribes and Pharisees, you will by no means enter the
kingdom of heaven‖ (Matthew 5:20). The Pharisees were so strict in keeping so many rules and rituals but
they did them, not out of a pure heart motivated by love for others, but to get attention from being seen to
be righteous.
―To give a practical illustration of the principles He was teaching, Christ chose the sixth commandment,
‗You shall not murder‘ (Exodus 20:13), and showed how much more it meant than what they then
understood. Jesus explained that it was not just the physical act of murder that would result in God's
judgment, but unjustified anger as well (Matthew 5:22). Expressions of contempt are the outgrowth of
feelings of anger and hostility. They reflect the spirit of murder. It's not enough simply to refrain from
intentionally killing someone. Christ told His disciples to get rid of the very attitudes that could motivate
such an act…
―After discussing the spirit of murder, Christ proceeded to discuss another of the Ten Commandments:
‗You shall not commit adultery‘ (Matthew 5:27). He emphasised again that avoidance of the physical act
wasn't sufficient. God desires much more of those who would inherit His Kingdom. As Christ went on to
explain, lustful thoughts violate the spirit of the seventh commandment, even if there are no physical acts
accompanying them‖ (World Ahead, Nov-Dec 1998, p.16-17).
In Matthew 5:23-26 Christ explained that we should be quick to resolve conflicts with people we know and
have offended. Some people are not very sensitive to even realize sometimes that they may have caused
someone a lot of hurt. We are to be more sensitive than that and strive to resolve conflicts rather than try to
sweep issues under the carpet like many people do. For us to have a right relationship with God we need
to have right relationships with others (1 John 2:9).
In Matthew 5:29-30 Christ said: ―If your right eye causes you to sin, pluck it out and cast it from you…And
if your right hand causes you to sin, cut it off and cast it from you.‖ This is a metaphor and not to be taken
literally. The right eye is symbolic of material we look at and read that might cause us to sin and our right
hand is symbolic of our actions. We are to avoid sin and pluck out our habits which are sinful.
―Another major area in which the Pharisees totally missed the point of what God was really after concerns
oaths. In Matthew 23:16-22, it's made clear that they spent a lot of time debating which oaths were more
valid than others. Christ showed them just how futile this was by emphasising that God's real desire and
intent was for people to simply tell the truth on all occasions. The idea that truth was obligatory under
certain conditions and not under others is alien to the very character and nature of our God…Christ
emphasised to His followers that rather than take any oaths whatsoever, they should simply let their yes be
yes and their no be no (Matthew 5:37)‖ (World Ahead, Nov-Dec 1998, p.28). We should keep our
promises to do something and not change our mind when it suits us (letting one‘s yes be yes).
―There is something greater and nearer to the heart of God than justice. That something is mercy! Christ
went on to explain that principle [in Matthew 5:38-39] ‗An eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth‘ is quoted
from Exodus 21:24 and subsequent places in the civil code that God gave to ancient Israel. It wasn't
talking about personal retaliation, but rather about the way in which justice was to be administered by the
civil courts. It simply meant that the punishment should fit the crime‖ (World Ahead, Nov-Dec 1998, p.28).
Matthew Henry in his commentary makes these comments on Matthew 5:38-42: ―If a man in anger or
scorn thus abuse thee, ‗turn to him the other cheek‟‟ that is, instead of avenging that injury, prepare for
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another, and bear it patiently: give not the rude man as good as he brings…we may avoid evil, and may
resist it, so far as is necessary to our own security; but we must not render evil for evil, must not bear a
grudge, nor avenge ourselves.‖
In Matthew 5:43-45 Christ said: ―You have heard that it was said, ‗You shall love your neighbor and hate
your enemy.‘ But I say to you, love your enemies, bless those who curse you, do good to those who hate
you, and pray for those who spitefully use you and persecute you, that you may be sons of your Father in
heaven; for He makes His sun rise on the evil and on the good, and sends rain on the just and on the
unjust.‖
The law never said to hate your enemy. They were to show love to strangers or foreigners (Leviticus
19:33-34). The part about hating your enemy was a part of Jewish oral law that was added. Sometimes you
can turn an enemy into a friend by showing love and kindness to them, focusing on and praising their good
qualities and praying for them. Even if they still mistreat you, you will bear it much better if you are positive
towards them than if you are hateful and vengeful to them.
―For if you love those who love you, what reward have you? Do not even the tax collectors do the same?
And if you greet your brethren only, what do you do more than others? Do not even the tax collectors do
so? Therefore you shall be perfect, just as your Father in heaven is perfect‖ (Matthew 5:46-48).
Here is a real litmus test for a christian. Do we only love those who love us? Is our love merely limited to our
own small circle of friends? Is it limited to giving only when it is convenient to us? If it is, then Christ quite bluntly
says here that our conversion really is not much better than that of the pagans and sinners of the world. If we
have true outgoing love we‘ll extend ourself beyond our own personal comfort zone and give to those we
wouldn‘t naturally associate with, as well as those who are closest to us.
In Matthew 6:1 Christ said: ―Take heed that you do not do your
charitable deeds before men, otherwise you have no reward from
your Father in heaven.‖ We are not to do good works to be seen of
men or to draw attention to ourselves so others will praise us. We
are to do good because we believe in helping others.
Christ told them not speak vain repetitive prayers but to talk to God
from the heart with meaning. He cares for us and He wants us to
put our hearts and feelings into our prayers. He then went on to
give a model prayer or a pattern for us to work from when we talk
to God and seek His help with our needs and those of others
(Matthew 6:9-13).
It starts off with ―Our Father in heaven, hallowed be Your name‖. We are coming before the great King of
the Universe to whom all praise is due but not only that, He is also our Father. We are to pray for God‘s
kingdom and that He will give us our daily needs which implies we should pray on a daily basis. Notice to
that it‘s not my needs but OUR needs. We should care for and pray for other people‘s needs as well. We
are also to daily seek forgiveness for our regular sins and those of others and we are to pray for spiritual
strength for ourselves and others to handle the trials that life throws at us at times.
In Matthew 6:22-23 Christ says: ―The lamp of the body is the eye. If therefore your eye is good, your whole
body will be full of light. But if your eye is bad, your whole body will be full of darkness.‖ The word used
here for eye here means one‘s attitude. We need a good heart and attitude that wants to do right. It doesn‘t
matter what ―good works‖ someone might do, if they are motivated by a selfish attitude (they give to get)
then they will not be developing God‘s righteousness at all.
The second half of Matthew 6 deals with the matter of our priorities in life. We live in a materialistic world
where people are trying to get more physical things and make lots of money. Pursuing wealth only
becomes a problem when we put it ahead of other more important things such as caring for one‘s family
and living God‘s way of life. Christ tells us to focus on laying up treasures in heaven (building God‘s
character) rather than treasures on earth (Matthew 6:19-21). He also tells us that you can‘t serve two
masters at the same time such as God and money (Matthew 6:24).
Many people have to endure the weekly struggle of making just enough money to make ends meet. This
can be a cause of great worry and anxiety for people. God tells us not to worry and that we have His
promise that He will always provide for our needs (not always our wants though) if we seek Him and His
righteousness FIRST ahead of everything else. Do we give Him first place with our time and obedience?
He has these encouraging words to help build our faith in His sure promise to always provide for our needs:
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―Therefore I say to you, do not worry about your life, what you will eat or what you will drink; nor about your
body, what you will put on. Is not life more than food and the body more than clothing? Look at the birds of
the air, for they neither sow nor reap nor gather into barns; yet your heavenly Father feeds them. Are you
not of more value than they?…Now if God so clothes the grass of the field, which today is, and tomorrow is
thrown into the oven, will He not much more clothe you, O you of little faith? Therefore do not worry,
saying, ‗What shall we eat?‘ or ‗What shall we drink?‘ or ‗What shall we wear?‘ For after all these things the
Gentiles seek. For your heavenly Father knows that you need all these things. But seek first the kingdom of
God and His righteousness, and all these things shall be added to you‖ (Matthew 6:25-33).
―In Matthew 7 Jesus [exhorts] His disciples not to be judgmental and condemning in dealing with people.
We aren't to have a negative, critical, "holier-than-thou" attitude towards others. The one who takes it upon
himself to stand in judgment of the hearts of others is usurping the place of God, the Judge of all mankind.
Christ says that such a person will be called into account by the very One whose role he usurps - and will
be judged by Him! As He went on to explain in verses 3 through 5, before we can take the ‗speck‘ out of
someone else's eye, we must first get rid of the ‗log‘ in our own eye. How can we help others by pointing
out some small mistake or fault when we are a thousand times more guilty - and are thus blaring forth our
hypocrisy? Rather than pointing the finger at everyone else, we need to go to God and ask Him to reveal to
us our own faults - so that we can change. Then we can effectively serve others, helping them to overcome
their weaknesses‖ (World Ahead, May-June 1999, p.22).
In Luke‘s version of the Sermon on the Mount He then says: ―Can the blind lead the blind? Will they not
both fall into the ditch? A disciple is not above his teacher, but everyone who is perfectly trained will be like
his teacher.‖ If we are spiritually blind to our faults how can we help others with their faults?
―We must come to see that God is very real and really does answer prayer. Christ told His disciples to ask,
seek and knock (Matthew 7:7) - and that God would be there to provide. Even human fathers, with all of
their natural human selfishness, would never dream of giving their own children something hurtful when
they were hungry and had asked for food (v. 9-10). Christ then emphasized how much more willing our
Heavenly Father is to give good gifts to His children when they ask (v. 11). For God's way is a way of give of love and outflowing concern‖ (World Ahead, May-June 1999, p.22).
In Luke‘s version of the Sermon on the Mount He then says in Luke 6:38: ―Give, and it will be given to you:
good measure, pressed down, shaken together, and running over will be put into your bosom. For with the
same measure that you use, it will be measured back to you.‖ You give and God gives to you. Notice how
much he gives to you - a "GOOD MEASURE". In other words He's not stingy. How good is this good measure?
Notice - "PRESSED DOWN AND SHAKEN". Ever open up a box of cereal and you find it's only half full
because when you press it down and shake it and open it almost half of it isn't there. Well God does more than
that. When God gives you a blessing He presses it down, then shakes it then there's some area left you see.
Then, what does He do? He fills it up again so that it's "RUNNING OVER". The point is here is that God gives
generously but He only gives to those who give to Him and to others.
―God's way must become our way. ‗So in everything,‘ Jesus said, ‗do to others what you would have them
do to you, for this sums up the Law and the Prophets‘ (v.12 NIV). Known as the Golden Rule this familiar
statement helps to summarize all that Jesus had been teaching in the Sermon on the Mount. Here He
showed the true direction to which all of the instructions of the Old Testament pointed. Interestingly, this
principle was taught in its negative form by the rabbis of Christ's day. Quoting a statement by Rabbi Hillel,
dating from about A.D. 20, the Talmud states, ‗What is hateful to you, do not to anyone else‘ (b Shabbath
31a). By stating it in the positive form as He did, however, Jesus included sins of omission as well as
commission‖ (World Ahead, May-June 1999, p.22-23).
In the conclusion to His Sermon on the Mount, Christ drew a series of contrasts by describing two paths,
two trees and two houses that teach us that we must learn to make right choices while rejecting wrong
ones.
―The pathway that leads to eternal life is depicted by Jesus as a narrow way traversed by comparatively
few. It is contrasted with the wide and popular pathway where the many are to be found. Those who follow
in the footsteps of the Messiah will find that the path is often difficult and fraught with peril (Matthew 7:1314). As the Apostle Paul explained, the pathway that leads into the entrance of the Kingdom passes
through many hardships (Acts 14:22). It is the pathway of righteousness, which is illuminated by the lamp
of God's Word (Psalm 119:105).
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―Next, Jesus drew a contrast between two trees. One yielded good fruit and the
other yielded bad. The fruit produced testifies to the kind of tree which produced
it. Christ told His listeners that they would encounter false prophets but that they
could discern the true from the false on the basis of the fruit they produced
(Matthew 7:15-20). These false prophets would, of course, claim to be true
ones - but the evidence of their life and teaching would belie their claims…
―The last of the contrasts drawn in the Sermon on the Mount is that between
two houses. One was built on solid rock and the other was built on sand. [The
one built on the sand] seemed to stand for a while but] when storms came one
house remained standing and the other collapsed - "and great was its fall" (v.
24-27). Nothing can be more substantial than the foundation upon which it is
built. Jesus likened those who listened to His words and then proceeded to put
them into practice in their lives to the man who built his house upon the rock - a
solid, sure foundation.
―You see, it's not enough to merely hear the Truth, to know it academically or even to acknowledge it and to
pay lip service to it. The Truth of God is something that must be practiced in our everyday lives. Jesus the
Messiah came with a powerful message that directs His followers to a radical transformation of their own
lives - including their priorities and even their innermost thoughts, attitudes and motives‖ (World Ahead,
May-June 1999, p.23).

5] What are the seven deadly sins?
Pride, envy, anger, greed, sloth, lust and gluttony. This list, known as the seven deadly sins, has been
categorized together since the Middle Ages as a means of helping people examine their behaviour before
God. Though the Bible does not group all of these sins together in one specific place within its pages, the
Bible does speak extensively about them. They are indeed seven of the most prevalent sins that plague
humanity.
Pride
The very first of the seven deadly sins is pride. What is pride and what makes it wrong. The Macquarie
Dictionary defines pride as a ―high or inordinate opinion of one‘s own dignity, importance, merit or
superiority.‖ This dictionary notes a difference between a high and an inordinate (i.e. excessive) opinion of
oneself. There is nothing wrong with having a high opinion of ourselves, our achievements or our beliefs
[the right kind of pride] as long as they are realistic and not excessive [the wrong kind of pride].
That selfish focus of trying to prop up our own estimation in the sight of others that can dominate our lives
is what John calls the ―pride of life‖ in 1 John 2:16. The apostle John in that verse lists three of the most
dominant ways that this sinful world influences us - through sensuality (doing whatever feels good
regardless of the cost, such as sexual promiscuity), materialism (an excessive desire to acquire money and
things in our life) and the pride of life. The first two are often motivated by pride. Sensuality and materialism
are, for the most part, driven by an attitude of ―I want what I want, when I want it and no one‘s going to tell
me otherwise or deny me what I want.‖
William Backus and Marie Chapian in their book ―Why Do I Do What I Don‘t To Do?‖ describe six different
types of pride. They write:
―This enthronement of self, this confidence in our own ability, this determination deep inside that we can
operate independently of God, this carefully concealed self-will, is what the Bible calls pride (Romans
12:3). It is actually rebellion against God and God's authority.
―The pride of other-control is the inability to tolerate a situation unless in charge of it. The basic lies Billy
has nurtured are: (1) My life shouldn't be subject to the orders of anybody else; and (2) I should be the one
to decide what other people do; and (3) I can do things just as well if not better than other people so they
have no right to make demands of me.
―The pride of vanity is rooted in the misbelief, ‗The most important thing in life is that other people think
highly of me and have only good and positive opinions of me.‘ Note, please, there is no sin in receiving
human attention or having others speak well of you. A problem surfaces when you believe you've got to
have attention, when you can't endure not being appreciated or recognized.
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―Following close behind the initial misbelief of the pride of vanity are these two lies: ‗I can't stand it if I am
not noticed,‘ and, ‗I can't stand it if, when I am noticed, somebody doesn't think well of me.‘
―Presumptuous pride says, ‗I can do anything. In fact, I can do anything better than you can.‘ We see a
lot of this kind of pride in people who believe they are qualified to give medical advice without medical
training. Presumption is the belief that anything anybody else does I can do also.
―The pride of rebellion is revealed when we insist we do something no matter what anybody else says
about it. Suppose I decide that I intend to steal something. Before I do it, I will have to tell God to move
over—‘Quit running my life, God, because if you run my life I can't steal.‘ Of course, I would never actually
say those words or form such a sentence because I don't admit to myself I have those feelings…
―Name a sin that is a problem for you and it will be a sin you think you have every right to commit.
Whenever you sin you have to believe something is good for you which God has said is not good. The
pride of rebellion says it's good to get your own way no matter who you hurt or how you get it…
―The pride of self-sufficiency says, ‗I will get out of life just what I put into it,‘ and ‗I can manage my own
life,‘ and ‗A person needs to learn to stand on his own two feet,‘ and ‗When I was your age, I was already
earning my own living!‘ All of these statements may sound reasonable, but pride turns good into evil. For
example, the ‗I can manage my own life‘ misbelief means that all rewards must be self-directed and selfgratifying, even to the exclusion of God…
―Here are some pride of superiority misbeliefs:
- I'm so terrific I can tell others what to do.
- I've got the answer and others don't.
- I'm better than others because I'm more self-sufficient.
- I'm important because others come to me for help.
- People need someone like me because I have the answers and help they need.
- People who are in need are inferior to me because I'm not in need‖ (p 48-58).
Herbert W. Armstrong once wrote these words about the sin of self-righteousness which is a pride of
superiority:
―Of all sins, I think probably that the greatest and most harmful is
SELF-righteousness, for this, even unrealized, puts the self ahead
of God, breaking the first commandment. Further, the selfrighteous is the hardest person to bring to repentance and
salvation. He is so deceived he thinks he HAS salvation already.
He thinks he has nothing to repent of -- he is already perfect. He is
a blinded fool‖ (Heart to Heart with Herbert W. Armstrong).
Before Luke records the parable of the Pharisee and the tax
collector he wrote that Jesus ―spoke this parable to some who
trusted in themselves that they were righteous, and despised
others‖ (Luke 18:9). Notice the two qualities that these Pharisees
had – they trusted in themselves (they thought they really were
righteous when they weren‘t) and they despised or looked down on
others.
The antidote to pride is humility. Humility or meekness is lacking selfishness, pride or vanity. We need to have
the right kind of pride in our talents and achievements but not an overestimation where we look down on others
or insist on our own way at the expense of what others want.
Envy
The second of the seven deadly sins is that of envy. Envy is a close cousin of jealousy and is often used
interchangeably by many for envy but there is a difference between the two. Envy is always wrong but there is
a right and wrong kind of jealousy. By understanding the right and wrong kind of jealousy we can understand
the difference between envy and jealousy. I quote again from Why Do I Do What I Don‘t Want To Do? by
William Backus & Marie Chapian:
―Certain jealousy may be sinful, and yet other times it may be the appropriate desire to keep what is yours to
yourself. It may be appropriate for a person to be jealous for his spouse. Notice we don't use the word
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‗suspicious.‘ ‗Jealous‘ and ‗suspicious‘ should not be used interchangeably. Godly jealousy in marriage refers
to a desire to keep united that which God has sacredly united. [It is an intolerance to unfaithfulness.] There are
times when jealousy is not appropriate—namely, when a thing is not rightfully ours. Jealousy, then, to be a
godly emotion, must be motivated by the desire to guard what is rightfully ours.
―Envy is a different matter. Envy has nothing to do with what we already have. The envious person is worried
about what somebody else has. [It‘s essentially the same thing as covetousness.] The envious person cannot
tolerate somebody's having something he or she wants and cannot have...
―[Envy] can easily be diagnosed: If you feel miserable when you see the success of somebody else, you
have it. (Or if you feel satisfaction from another's misfortune, you have it.)...The envious person cannot
tolerate somebody's having something he or she wants and cannot have.
―It really does not make any difference at all if somebody is better off than you are. It does not make any
difference if someone has things you want or is possibly more talented than you. There will always be
someone with an ability, trait, character disposition, skill or knowledge that you do not have. You can enjoy
your life in spite of that. Our value as people comes through God. He has made us; He has loved us; He
has redeemed us. That is why we have value and why nobody is inferior. When you understand this, you
can become a friend instead of an enemy to yourself‖ (p.63-72).
Webster's Dictionary gives the following definitions for the word jealousy:
1. "apprehensive of loss of exclusive devotion"
2. "intolerance of rivalry or unfaithfulness"
3. "hostile toward one believed to enjoy an advantage"
3. "vigilant to guard a possession"
All four of those aspects of jealousy are seen in the first commandment which describes God's jealousy.
Theyt are also all a part of sinful human jealousy.
Just as there is a right and wrong kind of anger there is a right and wrong kind of jealousy. Both
types of jealousy have in common a deeply passionate feeling of intolerance, hurt and anger at
another person being unfaithful to them. This is the emotion of jealousy.
It‘s in the motive, the attitude of jealousy and the actions that flow from that attitude or motive
where the right and wrong kind of jealousy separate.
The wrong kind of jealousy is selfish. Someone with this kind of jealous motive is only concerned for
themselves. It is possessive and controlling. It is suspicious and does not want to trust. It WANTS to hurt
and injure the parties that have hurt its feelings. It doesn‘t care about what is best for the other party.
The right kind of godly jealousy is not selfish. It IS concerned for the self and is protective of what belongs
to us but NOT at the expense of what is best for the other party. Godly jealousy is a protective jealousy to
protect them from what is harmful. God knows when we put others or other things before Him we will get
hurt and we will lose out on what He can offer us.
A right kind of jealousy is not constantly suspicious. It WANTS to trust and is willing to take a chance and
do the actions of trust even when the feelings of trust are not there yet. It doesn‘t want to hurt but will cause
hurt if short term punishment will lead to the long term good of a better and restored relationship.
The Handbook of Bible Application makes the following comments about envy and its antidote contentment:
―Envying others is a useless exercise because God is able to provide everything we really need, even if He
does not always give us everything we want. To stop coveting, we need to practice being content with what
we have. The apostle Paul emphasizes the significance of contentment in Philippians 4:11.
―It's a matter of perspective. Instead of thinking about what we don't have, we should thank God for what he
has given and strive to be content. After all, our most important possession is....available to everyone eternal life through Christ‖ (p.191).
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Anger
Anger is an emotional reaction of hostility that brings personal displeasure, either to
ourselves or to someone else. Anger does not have to lead to sin (Ephesians 4:26).
Jesus became angry when He drove the money changers out of the Temple but He
did not sin (Matthew 21:12-13). There is a place for righteous indignation. Christians
are right to be upset about sin and injustice and should take a stand against them.
Make sure your anger is directed toward the right issues. Often though, our anger
comes from jealousy and from things simply not going our way.
Many people have struggled with having a bad temper. A good example of this is the former tennis player John
McEnroe. His outbursts became legendary. Why was there so much anger that came out whenever he felt
wronged? He took those real or supposed wrongs far too seriously. Such anger is very closely connected to
selfishness - a desire to always have things go your way. He lacked tolerance when he was ―wronged‖. We
need a graciousness to accept things when circumstances go against us.
Proverbs 16:32 tells us ―He who is slow to anger is better than the mighty, and he who rules his spirit than
he who takes a city.‖ It can take a lot of self-control to control one‘s temper but the consequences in terms
of damage to relationships and physical property can be disastrous if we don‘t control our temper.
Proverbs 19:11 says: ―The discretion of a man makes him slow to anger, and his glory is to overlook a
transgression.‖ In God‘s eyes it is a glory to be big enough to overlook an offence when someone provokes
us. Proverbs 15:1 has this advice for defusing arguments that often lead to anger: ―A soft answer turns
away wrath, but a harsh word stirs up anger.‖
We often tend to be more irritable and more prone to losing our temper when deep down we‘re not all that
happy with how our life is going. Those negative feelings towards the state of our life can easily play into
Satan‘s hands needing little to trigger off an outburst of anger (Ephesians 4:26-27). To counter this we need
to have a more positive attitude towards life which can be developed by developing faith in God‘s ability to work
things out in our life. We should consciously be more thankful and focus our minds on positive things
(Philippians 4:8) to help develop a more positive attitude towards life which will help counteract irritability and
help make us less prone to losing our temper.
Greed
The fourth deadly sin is that of greed. There is a right and wrong desire to have more possessions and other
things in life. The wrong desire to have more is what we call greed. Greed refuses to be denied anything it
wants to possess. Greed is where we want too much, where we want to have more at the expense of others,
where we want more than we can reasonably afford and where we are obsessed with possessions much more
than character growth and building good relationships with people.
Greed is an excessive desire for possessions and intangible things such as power and other things. Greed
is one manifestation of a greater problem called selfishness where we want our own way and we‘ll do
whatever we want irregardless of how it impacts and hurts others.
―The deadly sin of greed has one lie upon which hinge all others.
That lie is, ‗Having 'X' would be good for me and I must have it.‘
Greed tells me that whatever my eye takes a fancy to should
belong to me because it would be good to have it. I believe I can
never be happy unless I have 'X'…We must discern greed from
desire. Desire is a gift from God. Life without desire is a dull and
futile life; psychologists say that without desire a person will not
even get out of bed in the morning. Without desire, life
stops…Greed refuses to be denied the thing it wants to possess.
Desire, on the other hand, is not troubled by the lack of that
thing‖ (Why Do I Do What I Don‘t Want To Do?, p.89, 97-98).
Sloth
Deadly sin number five is that of sloth, which is an old English word for laziness. Laziness is that trait of
avoiding or being disinclined to work.
―There's a difference between leisure and laziness. Relaxation and recreation provide a necessary and
much needed balance to our lives; but when it is time to work, Christians should jump right in. We should
make the most of our talent and time, doing all we can to provide for ourselves and our dependents. Rest
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when you should be resting, and work when you should be working‖ (The Handbook of Bible Application,
p.376).
Charles Swindoll in his book ―Active Spirituality‖ has this to say about laziness:
―‗The plans of the diligent lead surely to advantage, but everyone who is hasty comes surely to poverty‘
(Proverbs 21:5). Then why don't we always overrule Sluggard and give the nod to Diligence? Why do we
opt for procrastination more often than not? I have thought about that a lot (even while sitting here, realising
I needed to get at it). Here are my conclusions:
- Either we set goals that were unwise or unrealistic or
- We attempted to do something that was not God's will or
- We allowed Sluggard to win when he arm-wrestled Diligence!
―So? Surprisingly, Solomon says we need to take a trip out to an anthill. In
fact, God commands us to! ‗Go to the ant, O sluggard. Observe her ways
and be wise‘ [Proverbs 6:6]. They don't need some superintendent over
them. They get the essentials done first. They work ahead of time so they
can relax later. They do it all without fanfare or applause‖ (p.116).
We need to see the benefits of getting in and doing what we know we should. Sometimes we need to put
some pressure on ourself until we get some momentum going and we are more in the mood to do what we
should be doing.
Lust
The sixth deadly sin is, arguably, the hardest of all to overcome. We know it as lust. Lust has destroyed
many a man, including many men of God. That said, we have to remember that it is not a male problem
only as it takes two to tango. When God lists group of sins in the New Testament you will find adultery and
fornication are often the first sins that God lists. The Handbook of Bible Application has this to say about
lust in its section on the subject of sex:
―Sex outside marriage always hurts somebody. Some people argue that it is all right to break God's law
against sexual sin if nobody gets hurt. In truth, somebody always gets hurt. Spouses are devastated.
Children are scarred. The partners themselves, even if they escape disease and unwanted pregnancy, lose
their ability to fulfil commitments, to feel sexual desire, to trust, and to be entirely open with another person.
God's laws are not arbitrary. They do not forbid good, clean fun; rather, they warn us against destroying
ourself through unwise actions or running ahead of God's time.
―God created sex to be a beautiful and essential ingredient of marriage, but sexual sin—sex outside the
marriage relationship—always hurts someone. It hurts God because it shows that we prefer following our
own desires instead of the leading of the Holy Spirit. It hurts others because it violates the commitment so
necessary to a relationship. It often brings disease to our body. And it deeply affects our personality, which
responds in anguish when we harm ourself physically and spiritually.
―Lust must not be an excuse for sexual sin. Some think that if lustful thoughts are sin, why shouldn't a
person go ahead with the lustful actions too? Acting out sinful desires is harmful in several ways: (1) it
causes people to excuse sin rather than to stop sinning; (2) it destroys marriages; (3) it is deliberate
rebellion against God's Word; and (4) it always hurts someone else in addition to the sinner. Sinful action is
more dangerous than sinful desire, and that is why desires should not be acted out. Nevertheless, sinful
desire is just as damaging to righteousness. Left unchecked, wrong desires will result in wrong actions and
turn people away from God‖ (p.568-569).
William Backus and Marie Chapian in their book ―Why Do I Do What I Don‘t To Do?‖ makes these
comments about lust:
―When the sin of lust runs free, some of the misbeliefs in residence are, ‗I am
not hurting anybody by what I do,‘ and ‗I deserve something good and so I'll
take what I think is good.‘ These are what Potiphar's wife believed as she tried
to unleash her lust on Joseph (Genesis 39). He was busy minding his
business, managing the house of Potiphar while she was fantasizing about and
lusting after him. She finally propositioned Joseph. He recognized immediately
the lies of lust and responded, ‗How then can I do this great wickedness, and
sin against God?‘ Joseph was determined to hold to God's truth‖ (p.117).
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Put as much distance between yourself and sexually stimulating things as possible. Take Paul‘s words to ―flee
fornication‖ (1 Corinthians 6:18) seriously. Be on guard at all times especially when you‘re feeling down which
lowers your resistance to sin and willingness to put the hard stuff in to overcome it.
Do as Job did – ―I have made a covenant with my eyes not to look lustfully at a girl‖ (Job 31:1). Commit
yourself that you will not look lustfully and that you will focus on Christ and His way anytime you are sexually
stimulated.
Gluttony
On this subject the apostle Paul writes: ―Do you not know that you are the temple of God and that the Spirit
of God dwells in you? If anyone defiles the temple of God, God will destroy him. For the temple of God is
holy, which temple you are...For you were bought at a price; therefore glorify God in your body and in your
spirit, which are God‘s.‖ (1 Corinthians 3:16-17, 6:20). Paul tells us that because we have God‘s spirit in us
our bodies are holy to God - set apart for His purpose.
Now because our bodies are holy to God we should honour God by looking after our bodies. The main
thrust of his argument is not to dishonour God in our bodies by committing fornication or any other immoral
sexual act but the principle is broader than that.
We should honour God by keeping ourselves in reasonable shape physically, keeping ourselves healthy
and not abuse it through such practices as overeating or gluttony, drunkenness, smoking and substance
abuse. By doing those practices we break the principle of glorifying God in our bodies.
The seven deadly sins are only the major sinful attitudes. There are others which Paul calls the works of
the flesh. In Galatians 5:19-21 Paul lists a number of these sins. ―Now the works of the flesh are evident,
which are: adultery, fornication, uncleanness, lewdness, idolatry, sorcery, hatred, contentions, jealousies,
outbursts of wrath, selfish ambitions, dissensions, heresies, envy, murders, drunkenness, revelries, and the
like; of which I tell you beforehand, just as I also told you in time past, that those who practice such things
will not inherit the kingdom of God.‖
The key to winning the battle over sin is simple: We must feed our spiritual nature and starve the sinful one.
On this topic I‘d like to quote from an article called ―How You Can Overcome Sin‘s Deadly Power‖ by
Richard Rice. In it he writes:
Feed The Spiritual Nature
―Just as our physical body needs daily food to sustain energy, strength and health, so it is with our spiritual
life. We need spiritual food to derive the strength to fight our foes. Here are some practical steps that will
provide us with a concentrated diet of spiritual food:
―- Bible study. Jesus Christ said, ‗Man shall not live by bread alone, but by every word
that proceedeth out of the mouth of God‘ (Matthew 4:4). Our purpose in Bible study
should be to so saturate our minds with God's thoughts that we will instantly be ready
to combat Satan, the world and our own flesh.
―By filling our hearts and minds with the Word of God, we will reinforce our ability to resist the forces of evil
and to strive steadily toward God's Kingdom. We are to be literally washed by the Word of God (Ephesians
5:26).
―- Prayer. We must be in a constant state of prayer. Paul told the Romans to continue
‗instant [constantly diligent] in prayer‘ (Romans 12:12). In order for God's strength and
life to flow into us, it's imperative that we keep in daily contact with God. Our spiritual
strength is thus renewed each day (2 Corinthians 4:16). If we walk closely with God,
God will give us the help to conquer.
―- Meditation. David found that meditating on God's law day and night was one of his greatest sources of
strength: ‗O how love I thy law! it is my meditation all the day. Thou through thy commandments hast made
we wiser than mine enemies: for they are ever with me. I have more understanding than all my teachers:
for thy testimonies are my meditation‘ (Psalm 119:97-99).
―Meditation, coupled with the power of God's Holy Spirit, opens for us new realms of understanding.
Meditation is a process of assimilating the Word of God, the bread of life. The more our minds are filled
with spiritual truth, the less room there will be for Satan to enter.
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―- Sermons and Bible studies. God's ministry is commissioned to feed God's flock (John 21:15-17). God's
ministers have been specially trained to expound and enlarge the meaning of the Scriptures. When we
attend services with a keen desire to learn God's truth, we will discover rich gems of knowledge—tools of
spiritual warfare—we could never find on our own (Romans 10:14).
―- Fellowship with God's people. Frequent fellowship with brethren of like faith provides a wealth of spiritual
food and motivation. Hebrews 3:13 commands, ‗But exhort one another daily, while it is called To day; lest
any of you be hardened through the deceitfulness of sin.‘
―We must always strive to keep our fellowship and conversation positive, edifying and encouraging each
other at every opportune moment (Galatians 6:1-2, 6, 10). By mingling with brethren who are close to God
and filled with His Spirit, we will absorb much spiritual strength (Romans 1:11-12).
―- God's Holy Spirit. The bottom line to winning the victory over sin and Satan lies with God's Holy Spirit,
where we get our true power for battle (Ephesians 3:16-20, Romans 8:1-4). Ephesians 5:18 commands
us to ‗be filled with the Spirit.‘
―In every prayer, we should ask God to give us a renewed supply of His Spirit. When we are filled with
God's Spirit, there remains no place for sin to enter or Satan to work.
Starve Sin And Satan
―The secret to conquering our sinful nature is to cut off its ‗food supply‘. In other words, we must starve it to
death. To the degree that we accomplish this feat—starving our sinful nature, but feeding the spiritual— we
will overcome and win the victory over sin.
―Here are steps to overcoming sin:
―- Bring every thought into captivity. Paul exhorts us to bring ‗into captivity every thought to the obedience
of Christ‘ (2 Corinthians 10:5). This requires a high degree of discipline.
―Guard the door of your mind and examine every thought. Allow nothing to enter except what is pure and
clean in God's eyes (Philippians 4:8). Follow the lead of God's Spirit and develop a right conscience. Don't
rationalize with temptation, but crush it immediately. Keep up your defences at all times (Proverbs 16:32)
and look to God for help.
―- Flee from temptation. We are commanded to ‗Flee fornication‘ (1 Corinthians 6:18). Jesus Christ
revealed the urgency of getting away from sin in His instruction to pluck out our eye or cut off our right hand
if they tempt us to sin (Matthew 5:29-30). Of course, He was using a powerful figure of speech; He did not
mean we should literally cut off our hand or pluck out our eye. Our hands and eyes only obey our mind and
do not by themselves lead us into sin.
―Colossians 3:5 shows what Jesus was literally telling us to cut out. We should either remove ourselves
immediately from the scene of temptation or take whatever means are necessary to choke off the power of
temptation's influence.
―Do you take a second or third look at something or some situation that you know to be wrong? If so, you
are feeding your sinful nature and playing into the hands of the enemy. Grab yourself by the collar and run
as far away as possible! Don't look back, leer or linger—quickly cast out the wrong thought.
―- Control your natural drives. God gave us our five senses to enjoy the good things of life in a balanced,
wholesome way. But when we indulge them to excess, the power of sin begins to exert itself and take over.
God commands us to be temperate, or moderate, in all things (2 Peter 1:6). Master yourself and never
allow physical lusts to take pre-eminence‖ (Good News, March 1982).
William Backus and Marie Chapian in their book ―Why Do I Do Want I Don‘t Want To Do?‖ make these very
fine comments on identifying and defeating the lies of sin with the truth of God:
―Sin depends upon and grows out of the believing of certain lies. The genesis of sin is untruth. The genesis
of neuroses is also untruth. It is the root of drunkenness as well as depression, the root of stealing as well
as overeating.
―There are two very common lies with which you may be familiar. The first is "X" is good for me. Sin
results from the misbelief that something contrary to the Word of God is good for you.
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"X" can be stealing from a department store (‗I deserve to have...‘); or hitting the kid next door (‗I can't
control myself‘); or skipping school when you're not supposed to (‗It's good for me to do exactly as I
please‘); or lying to your wife (‗I must be right. I must please people at all times‘); or innumerable other sins.
Sin may seem like something good for you because it will pamper you in some way, make you feel good,
save you from trouble or embarrassment, flatter you or promote you. If it promotes you, how can God say it
isn't good for you? Certainly God must not understand how tough things are for you.
―Possibly you tell yourself a particular sin is good for you because you ‗need‘ it in your life—you can't do
without it, it is fundamental to your happiness. So you steal that record from the record department, you lie
on your time sheet at work or cheat on your income tax because you believe ‗it's good for me.‘
―The second common untruth is, I can't help myself. This sin says, ‗I've got to do it. I am helpless to
stop myself. The temptation is bigger than I am.‘
―How many times have you forsaken your diet and eaten some fattening mess even though you knew you
shouldn't because you said, ‗Oh, I just can't help myself‘? Some people have given up and started smoking
again because they have told themselves, ‗I can't make it. I'm too weak to be able to quit cigarettes.‘ Some
people have even committed adultery believing the same kind of lie.
―So "X" looks good for today. You're only human, after all. And you just don't have any resistance; surely
God can understand that. (You really don't want resistance because you'd rather believe "X" is good for
you.) [Just because something feels good doesn‘t mean that it is good or right]
―This is how sin deceives. And according to Romans 7, sin kills. "X" is not good for you. "X" is lethal. It kills.
Jesus met "X" with the truth. The devil came to Him and said, ‗Making bread out of stones is good for you.
It will prove you're the Son of God. No one will doubt you after that.‘ Satan also tried to convince Jesus that
jumping off the temple's pinnacle was good for Him. He told Him, ‗It will prove to the people you really are
the Messiah. What can it hurt? It will be good for you because then I'll give you the kingdom without the
cross.‘
―Jesus met every temptation by challenging its accompanying lie. He said in effect, ‗That isn't true, Satan.
The truth is, thou shalt not tempt the Lord thy God.‘ Jesus demonstrated by His example that we should live
only by the words that proceed out of the mouth of God. We can take the first step toward defeating
temptation by refusing to put ourselves into a place where we listen to Satan's lies‖ (p.39-40).
In Romans 2:14-15 Paul wrote: ―When Gentiles, who do not have the law, by nature do the things in the
law, these, although not having the law, are a law to themselves, who show the work of the law written in
their hearts, their conscience also bearing witness, and between themselves their thoughts accusing or
else excusing them.‖
The Nelson‘s New Illustrated Bible Dictionary defines our conscience as ―a person‘s inner awareness of
conforming to the will of God or departing from it, resulting in either a sense of approval or condemnation.‖
Many people say that you should follow your conscience to do what is right. That is right to a degree but
our conscience is not the ultimate authority of what is right and wrong – God‘s law is. We need to have an
educated conscience. Our understanding of what is right and wrong needs to conform with what is in the
Bible.
A good example of a situation of a miseducated conscience is found in 1 Corinthians 8. It was customary
in Corinth after meat was slaughtered that it was offered to idols in pagan temples and then afterwards it
was sold in the local meat market. In verse 4 he says that an idol is not a real god and following on from
that, there was nothing wrong if you ate the meat sold after. However, he says if you are having dinner with
non-christian and a new christian is also there who doesn‘t know it is OK or still feels it‘s wrong to eat the
meat because of the association with the idol, then you should refrain from eating it for new member‘s
sake. If you don‘t and he goes against his conscience by also eating it that might lead him to going against
his conscience with other things that really are wrong (1 Corinthians 8:7-10).
In 1 Timothy 4:2 Paul spoke about people who have gone against their conscience so much by ―speaking
lies in hypocrisy, having their own conscience seared with a hot iron.‖ They no longer have any feelings of
guilt even though they know what they are doing is wrong. This makes it incredibly difficult for them to
repent and this is why you have to careful not to go against your conscience.
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We are led by God‘s spirit (Romans 8:14). God‘s spirit doesn‘t
force us to do anything but it does work with our conscience as
that still small ―voice‖ from God that helps motivate us to do the
right thing. There‘s a battle that goes on in our minds all the time.
God‘s spirit will motivate us to be patient with some guy who‘s
really giving us a hard time. If we say ―I know I should be patient
with this guy but…‖ and then we act on the but we have poured a
little bit of water on the spirit. The more we do that the more we
quench God‘s spirit (1 Thessalonians 5:19). We need to act on
the first part that tells us to do the right thing and ignore the but
whatever if we are to grow in God‘s character and have more of
God‘s spirit.
The reason we have this struggle is because, even though we are often at the academic level
convinced that sin hurts, we often waver in our belief deep down in our hearts that sin is bad for us
and is going to hurt us. Deep down we believe that the benefits of whatever sin we are enticed
outweigh the hurt that it will produce.
Paul acknowledged that there is pleasure in sin when he wrote that Moses gave up "the passing pleasures of
sin" (Hebrews 11:25). The passing pleasures, as Paul calls them, that are in sin inevitably lead to kickbacks
which hurt more than the pleasure.
Satan's subtlety and deception is in regularly being able to convince us into looking at sin from a selective
viewpoint - focusing on the pleasure more than the inevitable kickback that follows just around the corner.
Sin often has a short-term pleasure and long-term pain. God's way most of the time has short-term and longterm pleasure but sometimes it involves short-term pain with long-term pleasure - eg. a young man having to
wait until marriage for sex.
God's way quite often involves self-discipline but we need to remember that the pain of regret is much more
painful than the pain of discipline. That realization should make us want to put in the work that is involved in
self-discipline to avoid the regret of giving in to the temptations of sin.
Because we are so often morally lazy we all too often take the path of least resistance. It takes work to
do the right thing when we are tempted and we are often too lazy to put in that work. When we are
physically lethargic or mentally and emotionally exhausted we are vulnerable to the temptations of sin
that come from Satan, the world and our own desires.
Another reason we vacillate between doing what is right and wrong is by taking a gambling perspective. Ron
Dart puts this very well in an article called "True Conversion" where he writes:
"'I call heaven and earth to record this day against you,' said God through Moses, ‗that I have set before you
life and death, blessing and cursing: therefore choose life that both you and your seed may live' (Deuteronomy
30:19). What this means is that God has left it within our power to choose death. But why would we do a thing
like that? Who, knowing the choice he is making, would choose death?
"I suspect it is because most of us think that we are only taking a chance with death. We would not
deliberately choose death over life, but we will gamble with death in order to pursue what we want.
―Everyone knows that, across the averages, smokers die much younger that non-smokers. But, we say to
ourselves, there are exceptions. Perhaps there is something else at work. Maybe I can beat the odds…
"It is curious that we should think that baptism changes everything. It only changes one thing. We go down in
the waters of baptism guilty of every sin in the book. We come up out of the waters innocent. THAT IS ALL!
Unfortunately, we are still the same person. We still have almost exactly the same character, the same
weaknesses, the same lusts, the same failings. We are ready to receive the Holy Spirit and the power to begin
to turn our life around...
"Most people will agree that they notice little change in their appetites after conversion. Some have confessed
to being more tempted after baptism than they were before. Instead of the spiritual process becoming easier, it
becomes harder. The problem is this - it is our response to our appetites that has to change, not the appetites
themselves. Our desires may abate over time, but there is no overnight change - at least in most cases. Things
that felt good before still feel good. Things that you craved before are still desirable to you.
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"People have occasionally written to ask us to pray that God would take away their desire for cigarettes. Now, it
may be that God will perform a miracle and take away the craving for nicotine. But why should He take away
your sense of smell and taste? If you really like the smell and taste of a cigarette, should God change all of that
to where you hate it? Must all the laws of nature be changed to make it easy for us to overcome?
"I hate to disillusion anyone, but if God had intended to make it easy for us to overcome sin, we would have
been out of the woods long ago. Could it be that He is willing that it should be hard work to overcome sin?
Could it be that the way God changes us into what He wants us to be is through the hard knocks of life? In our
language, conversion mean change. When we convert something, we make it into something it was not before.
If God were satisfied with what we are, He would no doubt smooth out the road. But if He wants to change us
into something else, then our old man is going to have to suffer through the process of change. The primary
agent of that change is choice‖ (Twentieth Century Watch, Sept. 1994, p.10-12).
Herbert W. Armstrong used to talk about a fundamental principle to be able to overcome sin and that is
having an attitude of being conquered by God. Now, what does it mean to be conquered by God? To
answer that question, let‘s ask another question. What is God‘s attitude? Have you ever stopped to answer
that? Does God really want to sin but because He has such great power He‘s able to resist it and He‘s so
powerful that He doesn‘t give in? Is that what God‘s attitude is? No, that‘s not true.
You see sin is absolutely abhorrent to God. God does not want to sin. God has no such desire to
sin. God hates sin more than He hates anything else. God desires and loves holiness and
righteousness. That‘s what He loves, that‘s what He desires and that‘s what He does. Now what
about you?
Do you have the same attitude God has or do you find yourself wanting to be a part of this world? If you‘re
a man do you find yourself wanting to look at women other than your wife or steal a glance at the
pornography in the magazine rack or watch torrid bedroom scenes on TV and find yourself having to strive
against that desire? You don‘t have His attitude if you do. You see if the self will, the vanity, the resistance
to God‘s will has never been crushed out of us, then our will has never been totally surrendered to God‘s
will.
We cannot want to sin even though we might strive to resist it. We cannot want to sin and hunger
and thirst for God‘s righteousness at the same time. We either have one attitude or we have the
other. We cannot have both of them.
We may be able to stop smoking, start tithing, begin keeping the holy days and the Sabbath and do a
number of things and resist and fight and strive against our desire to do those things and force ourselves to
do right things and still not have the attitude God has.
This attitude is well-illustrated by a story I once heard about three men who applied for a chauffer‘s job and
their job was to be a chauffer of a very important rich magnate and they called them all in one after another
and tested them over and over again and they came down to just three men. They‘d eliminated all the rest
and so they decided to find out which one would be best at protecting the life of the man riding in the back
seat so they asked them all one question and they took them out to a gravel road which came right around
to the edge of a cliff.
They asked them, ―How close could you drive to the edge of that cliff and still be safe?‖ The first one looked
at it, though about it and said, ―Four inches‖ The second one after being asked the same question said,
―Six inches‖ Then they called the third one and asked him the same question, ―How close could you drive
to the edge of that cliff and still be safe? We want to know if you‘re a good enough driver to protect the man
we‘re going to have you drive around.‖ The man looked at it and said, ― wouldn‘t go closer than six feet.‖ He
said, I‘d probably be crazy to do that but I wouldn‘t even go closer than twelve feet.‖ And then they said to
him, ―O.K. you‘re the one who‘s got the job.‖
That‘s the way we‘ve got to be with God‘s law. The man said, ‗I‘m going to keep as far from that cliff
as I possibly can. I‘m not going to be that foolish.‘ We‘ve got to realize that we too have got to have
that same attitude towards sin.
Now if you have been totally conquered by God you will want His ways. You will find you won‘t have to
struggle against the desire for what this world has to offer. You‘ll hate sin. We‘re talking about something
which comes after years of seeking God. Jesus Christ never sinned, not because He had the willpower not
to but because He hates sin and God says in Philippians 2:5 to let Christ‘s mind be in you and if you will
seek it you will be able to put sin out of your life.
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6] What are the fruits of the spirit?
The Apostle Paul in the book of Galatians wrote that fruit of God‘s Spirit ―is love,
joy, peace, longsuffering (patience), gentleness (kindness), goodness, faith,
meekness (humility), temperance (self-control): against such there is no law‖
(Galatians 5:22-23).
These attitudes or fruits as Paul calls them are part and parcel of what God‘s
nature is. They are the attitudes prevalent in all truly converted christians as they
are all a part of the way of outflowing love and concern for other people. These
qualities are called fruit. They mature with time, and so someone who has these
qualities in abundance should be like a good wine getting better and better with time.
Love
In the English language there is the one word love. In the Greek language, the language of the New
Testament, three different words translate into the English word love.
The first word is "eros". It forms the root of our English word erotic. It is desire. It is romantic sexual love. The
second kind of love comes from the Greek word "philia". Again you may recognize the meaning - for example,
the name of the city of Philadelphia means the city of brotherly love. Philia is friendship, companionship, the
physical as well as emotional sharing of time and interests. It shows a desire to co-operate.
There is yet another Greek word that explains the deep and spiritual meaning of love. The word is "agape".
Agape is a love of total commitment. Agape is total giving love. It is where there is no self-interest. We put
another's needs ahead of ours even if we don't feel like it or it's inconvenient. Agape is not a natural love.
Agape is the Greek word that is used to describe God‘s love for all of us and it is from God and His spirit where
we can receive this ―agape‖ love of God.
Herbert W. Armstrong used to define our English word ―love‖ as AN UNSELFISH, OUTGOING CONCERN
FOR OTHERS. Let‘s look at the three parts of that definition to see what we can learn from it about this fruit of
God‘s spirit.
The first point is that LOVE IS UNSELFISH. It must have unselfish motives. Some people pursue friendships
out of selfish motives and take rather than give. Some psychologists maintain that no one ever acts from purely
ultraistic motives, because we rarely give to a relationship without receiving something in return. We do,
however, have control in consciously establishing our motives for friendship.
Love doesn‘t give in order to get back. It gives purely out of concern to serve the other person. We can put
ourselves to the test. Analyse your motives when you give to others your time in friendship, conversation,
service and physical things. You may be surprised if you are honest, as I still am at times, just how much we're
motivated to do things out of our own interests whether it's being with the people we want to be with or getting
physical rewards, friendship or whatever in return back.
The second point of Mr Armstrong‘s definition is that LOVE IS OUTGOING. It must manifest itself in a
pattern of good works and not just be good intentions.
In Proverbs 27:5 God says: ―Open love is better than love carefully concealed.‖ It's better to actually rebuke
someone in a proper spirit when it's needed than to have love and concern that is merely in your heart. Our
love can't merely be good intentions – it has to be outgoing!
In 1 Timothy 6:18 we read the following. Breaking into Paul‘s commands to
Timothy for those who are financially well off he says: ―Let them do good, that they
may be RICH in good works, ready to give, willing to share.‖ Now what about us?
Are we RICH in good works? If I were to ask you to write a list down of all the good
works that you had done in the last couple of weeks how many things could you
come up with? Could you come up with more than a couple of items?
In Luke 6:32 Jesus Christ in the Sermon on the Mount said: ―But if you love those
that love you, what credit is that to you? For even sinners love those who love
them. And if you do good to those who do good to you, what credit is that to you?
For even sinners do the same.‖
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Here is a real litmus test for a christian. We can ask ourselves some hard questions – Is our love merely limited
to our own small circle of friends? Is it limited to giving only when it is convenient to us? If it is, then Christ quite
bluntly says here that our conversion really is not much better than that of the pagans and sinners of the world.
If we have true outgoing love we‘ll extend ourself beyond our own personal comfort zone and give to
those we wouldn‘t naturally associate with, along with those who are closest to us.
It's perfectly natural for people to associate in smaller groups with people who have similar interests to us.
Such smaller groups are needed to get to know others on a more personal level. It's only when these groups
become exclusive cliques does it become wrong. Do we include others in our group activities other than our
same closest friends from time to time? God‘s love is inclusive bringing others in to enjoy what we are able to
enjoy when we can.
The example of the givers is in what creates in many ways the greatest impression on those who are new and
they remember the givers. In my early years of the church I saw both sides of this coin. Not having grown up in
the church I received rather minimal friendship from my immediate peers a couple of years either side of my
age and, to be perfectly honest, I was rarely included in their activities.
On the other hand there were a few older singles who did befriend and help me for which I was very grateful. I
was 16 when I first started to attend church on my own and for many months I was that strange kid who used
to ride on my push bike to church from my place at Holland Park to Mansfield. In those days I didn‘t own any
slacks or any dress shirts. One example of the kindness that those older singles showed me was that,
unknown to me, a few of the older singles put together some money and bought me some good church clothes
for my first feast.
That contrast between what I would call ―unintentional neglect‖ on the one hand and the inclusiveness
of those older singles made a very deep impression on me as a new member back then. That kind of
―unintentional neglect‖ is easy for any one of us to slip into as it takes vigilance to be aware of the
needs of others and effort and sometimes courage to step up to the plate to help others and make
them feel included.
Not being connected with any physical families in the church and having been a single for a long time in the
church I find myself more aware of those who come along who are on the periphery. If you have an awareness
of such people perhaps you could take on a role like that of a fullback in rugby league. If others in a team all
miss someone it is the fullback‘s role to act as the last line of defence. Perhaps you can befriend and help
those who slip through the cracks and are missed by others in the church.
There are a few scriptures that have stuck out in my mind that I have personally found that are very confronting
and challenging that really test the depth of our love and how much we are inclusive, caring people.
One is Luke 6:32 which we just looked at that challenges us to not just to love those who love us.
In showing love to others in our spiritual family there are two broad ways where we can do this. One way we
can do this is in an ad-hoc or reactionary way. We‘ll respond to other people when they approach us or just
hang out with those we feel comfortable with without pushing ourselves beyond our comfort zone. This is one
way we can show love to others in our spiritual family. The other way is to take a proactive approach where we
plan our efforts to show friendship and give to others and consciously make an effort to go beyond our comfort
zone in getting to know others better.
I would submit to you that, like most endeavours of life, if we only take a reactive approach then we‘ll only be
half as effective compared to if we take a proactive, planned approach.
I have two simple suggestions to offer that will help us get to know our spiritual family in both a wider and
deeper way.
The first suggestion is make it a goal to get to know one person each week at church. That could be
getting to know one person you‘ve not spoken to before or it could be getting to know someone you already
know but a lot deeper if you barely know them.
My second suggestion to get to know your spiritual family is make the most of giving hospitality. This
can take two forms. This could be get togethers and activities you arrange with others out and about. The other
way we give hospitality is inviting people into our homes. Such activities and times we have people over for
dinner provide a great opportunity to get to know different people who we have never engaged in real
conversation with or get to people we don‘t know well a whole lot better.
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Another way we can slip into just caring for our own is only caring for those in the church and not caring for
those in the world. We can do this on a personal level with individual people we meet or we could do this by not
caring about the Work of God.
Let‘s now take a look at our next confronting scripture over in Luke 14:12-14: which reads: ―When you give a
dinner or a supper, do not ask your friends, your brothers, your relatives, nor rich neighbors, lest they also
invite you back, and you be repaid. But when you give a feast, invite the poor, the maimed, the lame, the blind.
And you will be blessed, because they cannot repay you.‖
That sure is a confronting and sobering scripture to think about next time we think about inviting people over for
dinner or organising a get together with others. The main thrust of this verse is not to give to others in order to
get something back but it also gives us pause to think beyond our own circle of friends to those who might
normally miss out when we arrange a dinner or get together with friends.
The next confronting scripture that tests the depth of our love is James 1:27 which says: "Pure religion and
undefiled before God and the Father is this, to visit orphans and widows in their afflictions, and to keep oneself
unspotted from the world." When I was still a teenager I was particularly convicted by that verse.
Back in the 1980's when I first attended the Worldwide Church of God we used to meet at Mansfield High
School where about 500 people used to attend each week. To the left of the canteen where tea and coffee
were served there would be a whole row of seats for the many elderly who used to attend. I made it a goal to
try and get to know as many of those elderly who used to sit there after church as I could. It was quite tough at
first but as I kept at it I developed some good friendships with them and it was worth the effort.
When you are young it‘s quite easy to hang out with your peers most of the time but for our younger people it is
well worth getting to know and learning from the elderly people in our church areas.
The next challenging scripture showing the love of God in action is over in Matthew 25:34-40 where we read:
―Then the King will say to those on His right hand, ‗Come, you blessed of My Father, inherit the kingdom
prepared for you from the foundation of the world: ‗for I was hungry and you gave Me food; I was thirsty and
you gave Me drink; I was a stranger and you took Me in; ‗I was naked and you clothed Me; I was sick and you
visited Me; I was in prison and you came to Me.‘ ―Then the righteous will answer Him, saying, ‗Lord, when did
we see You hungry and feed You, or thirsty and give You drink? ‗When did we see You a stranger and take
You in, or naked and clothe You? ‗Or when did we see You sick, or in prison, and come to You?‘ ―And the King
will answer and say to them, ‗Assuredly, I say to you, inasmuch as you did it to one of the least of these My
brethren, you did it to Me.‘
This is a well known passage but I wanted to briefly draw your attention to one of the words in this passage. It
is the word ―least‖. Does God consider them the least? Looking at other verses in the New Testament I don‘t
think so. Paul talked about how we are all one in Christ and God doesn‘t view any of us as second class
christians based on physical qualities like being Greek, or Jew, male or female so I would say that it is us
flawed mortals who put different value on other people either because of our attitude or lack of interest in some
compared to others. God cares for all people and He wants to develop that same deep love within us. Jerry
and Mary White in their book ―Friends and Friendship‖ write:
"Loyalty means supporting a friend in difficulty as well as prosperity. 'A friend loves at all times, and a brother is
born for adversity'(Proverbs 17:17). We need friends desperately at times of problems and difficulty...Adversity
reveals the depth of friendship. Adversity is not just those catastrophic happenings of life and death when many
rally around, but also those deep waters that only a few know we are passing through. Friendship really
deepens when we pass through those difficulties together" (p16-17).
In the church there are advertised needs such as those that members ask for prayers from the church for but
there are many more needs that go under the radar such as the deep waters of very personal trials that most of
us go through at some time or another. Sometimes people need support and encouragement, sometimes
words of advice or just someone to listen to them, sometimes it‘s a private matter or it‘s something someone
may not feel comfortable asking a minister for help with. These are the sort of needs you only find out about by
spending time getting to know people and asking them from time to time about what‘s happening in their lives
in a friendly way.
Often people are guarded and will only share their deeper pains with those who prove by the time that they are
willing to invest that they care enough for that person. At other times people might say a throwaway line,
something to indicate that there‘s a problem just to test whether the other person cares enough to enquire
further about it or is willing to help. eg. We might ask someone how they are and they might say ―Could be
better‖ or whatever. It takes pro-active rather than reactive concern to find out such needs.
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The last of the confronting scriptures that test the depth of our love is over in Luke 15:4-6 where we read:
―What man of you, having a hundred sheep, if he loses one of them, does not leave the ninety-nine in the
wilderness, and go after the one which is lost until he finds it? ―And when he has found it, he lays it on his
shoulders, rejoicing. ―And when he comes home, he calls together his friends and neighbors, saying to them,
‗Rejoice with me, for I have found my sheep which was lost!‘
When was the last time that we went after someone who was lost? It may be someone who is drifting away
from church or from God‘s ways. This passage tells us that we shouldn‘t be indifferent in such situations but
reach out and be a help to those who have left the path.
Terrorists in some parts of the world do many random acts of violence and senseless acts of destruction. A
bumper sticker has turned this phrase into something wonderful. It reads: ―Do random acts of kindness and
senseless acts of beauty.‖
In a sermon on the subject of doing random acts of kindness many years ago the minister mentioned an act of
kindness that sort of doubles as a pratical joke which I always wanted to try out. I remember the first time I tried
it out. I was coming back from Redcliffe and I got to the toll gate of the Gateway Bridge, pulled out $4 and said
to the toll attendant that I‘m paying for myself and the guy behind me. I drove off with my eyes glued to the rear
view mirror just waiting to see the reaction. Talk about confusion! It took ages before the driver behind me
finally accepted it and drove off. It was quite a funny scene.
Paul tells us in Ephesians 5:2 that we are to walk in love. Someone I know made the comment that the
word walk here could be better translated as ―lifestyle‖. Our lifestyle should be that of outgoing acts of love.
Now, the third and final part of Mr Armstrong‘s definition is that LOVE IS ALSO BEING CONCERNED.
What do we mean concern? Our concerns or cares are those things we think about. Are our minds focused
just on our daily pursuits and having fun or do we think a lot about others?
We read in Matthew 15:19-20 about how what comes out of the heart defiles a man referring to all sorts of
wrong attitudes which lead to sinful actions. The process works for good also. If we think about giving to others
a lot more then we are more likely to act on those thoughts. As I said before, planning good things to brighten
up people‘s day or helping out others can give great pleasure and be a lot of fun at times. Are we just living for
ourselves or is giving to God and to others a big part of what drives us in our life?
Herbert W. Armstrong used to describe the two broad ways of life in the Bible very simply as the way of give
and the way of get. How do we move from the way of get to the way of give?
One answer can be found in Isaiah 32:8 where we read: "The generous devises generous things and by
generosity he shall stand." The generous person devises or plans his giving. That is, he or she, sits down and
makes an active plan for giving. Think of opportunities, occasions and situations where you intend to live the
way of give.
Plan regular opportunities to give hospitality. They're giving experiences that we need. Maybe once a month or
more often as we are able. Plan things in your prayer time, especially plenty of intercessory prayer for others.
When you ask God to bless someone who is sick, who is weak, who is depressed you have given them time.
It's a reflection of the way of give.
Plan to see those who are sick or elderly. Plan to talk to new members, visitors or those who need someone to
talk to or someone who you haven't talked to for a while. If you are a young man plan to give through dating.
Plan to use your resources - your money or whatever to give to others and, finally, plan to increase your
offerings as time goes by.
From a kind word, an encouraging note, a thoughtful gesture, an ear to listen, or an expression of appreciation,
to a sacrifice of time, energy or convenience, love is a way of life. And it is a way of life that is not out for
recognition. It does what it does because it feels it. And it feels it because it believes in it, and is led by God's
spirit that comes from the God who is love.
The all-time classic passage of scripture that describes what love is like is found in 1 Corinthians 13:4-7. Let's
take a different look at this wonderful passage by substituting the word love with ―friend‖:
A friend is patient, a friend is kind, a friend does not envy nor is vain or puffed up, a friend does not
behave rudely, a friend is not selfish or easily provoked, a friend thinks no evil, a friend does not
rejoice in iniquity, but rejoices in the truth and a friend bears all things, believes all things, hopes all
things and endures all things.
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Joy
Joy and happiness are similar but not the same. Joy is a calmness and thankfulness that God is in
control whether your circumstances are good or bad while happiness is feeling good and excited
about the way your life is (James 1:2, 1 Peter 4:12-13).
Happiness comes from the word happenings which are sometimes good and sometimes bad. Trails are part of
a christian‘s life (Acts 14:22) but along with the trials that God allows to help build our character there are also
times of peace and happiness.
There is also a difference between pleasure and joy. Too often people chase pleasures of the flesh
such as partying, sex, drugs, alcohol and various cheap thrills to fill a whole in our hearts that ONLY
God and intimacy with and helping other people will fill. Joy is that more lasting pleasure of the soul as
opposed to the quick pleasures of the flesh which don‘t satisfy.
How do we develop more joy and happiness in our lives?
―Money can solve the problem of paying your light bill or the problem of buying groceries but it cannot solve
your marital problems, your problem of depression, your problem with your teenagers or your friends. In
fact many times money can cause a whole new set of problems that the person with meager means does
not face. As Christ said: ‗A man's life consisteth not in the abundance of the things which he posseseth‘
(Luke 12:15).
―We live in the get generation. But happiness is not something you can get for yourself by pursuing it or
trying to grab it from someone else. Indeed the very act of trying to get happiness for yourself drives it away
because God designed life to work to our good only when we operate on the principle of giving rather than
getting (Acts 20:35). Happiness is not something you can get for yourself. It is something that comes to
you automatically but only when you obey the principles of life that produce it‖ (Good News, May 1982,
article ―How to be Truly Happy‖).
The first pillar of happiness is an understanding of why you were born and of
God‘s great plan for all mankind to become a part of His great family. The
apostle Peter talks about the hope that lies within us in 1 Peter 3:15. In Psalm
146:5 we read: ―Happy is he who has the God of Jacob for his help, whose
hope is in the LORD his God.‖ We have the great God as our Lord. We know
why we were born and where we are going. And we can know true happiness
as a result.
God wants us to enjoy life. Jesus said: ―I have come that they may have life,
and that they may have it MORE abundantly‖ (John 10:10). The apostle John
wrote: ―Beloved, I pray that you may prosper in all things and be in health, just
as your soul prospers‖ (3 John 2). God will bless us physically when we can
spiritually handle it. Certainly in the Kingdom we will have more riches than we
can ever dream of if we are not wealthy in this life but one doesn‘t need wealth
to be happy and joyful.
Another pillar of happiness is a close loving family. The companionship and love of a strong family
relationship not only picture God's future Family in which God Himself will find great happiness but serve as
a foundational pillar of happiness in our own life.
The next pillar of happiness is a satisfying challenging job, role or career in which you can give by
contributing of yourself. Solomon saw the value of work. ―Nothing is better for a man than that he should
eat and drink, and that his soul should enjoy good in his labor‖ (Ecclesiastes 2:24). He understood that
men and women were made to be productive and to give something to their society. But be careful. Your
job or other responsibilities in life will only give happiness if your efforts are aimed at contributing instead of
taking and your job or career doesn‘t take away from your family or other significant relationships.
The very process of growing in character leads to happiness and satisfaction. This is because God
designed the character-building process to produce a sense of accomplishment and satisfaction - and
happiness. By avoiding sin and getting rid of bad habits we avoid doing the things in life that will lead to
pain and unhappiness.
On the subject of spiritual goals I had a few interesting thoughts one time when I was preparing a teen
Bible study on the proverbs dealing with success. Proverbs 13:19 says that "the desire accomplished (a
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goal achieved) is sweet to the soul: but it is abomination to fools to depart from evil." I was wondering why
fools hating to improve themselves and depart from evil was contrasted with the sweetness of achieving
your goals. Then I had the thought that Solomon was actually speaking of the sweetness of achieving your
spiritual goals such as overcoming a bad habit or developing more of the fruits of God's spirit in your life.
I had a very interesting experience when we moved house a few years ago. I came into the church when I
was 16 and it has always been my custom on the back of my prayer list to write a list of my spiritual goals
(sins to get rid of, etc.). When we moved house I ran across one of these lists I wrote soon after I had come
into the church as a teenager. It made for very interesting reading. Some of them I had conquered a long
time ago and I felt pretty good about that. Others made me think, "Oh boy, I can't believe that I'm still
working on that one" and then there were others that made me think, "Man, I can't ever remember having a
problem with that one!" It was quite a funny experience to not even remember some of those problems I
used to have. I guess that's a positive since if I can't remember them I must have overcome them.
Doing good works is a powerful builder of happiness. King Solomon wrote: "He who despises his neighbor
sins; but he who has mercy on the poor, happy is he" (Proverbs 14:21). Doing good works brings us
happiness for more than one reason. When we do good works, we practice God's character, for God is the
giver of every good gift (James 1:17). When we imitate God, we gain the happiness that comes from being
like God and living the way of outgoing concern.
In Ecclesiastes 9:10 we read: ―Whatever your hand finds to do, do it with your might.‖ While there is a time
for leisure, relaxation and having fun we should also try to busily build in every aspect of our lives - our
education, our physical bodies, our homes, our yards and our physical goods. We should be the example
of busy building activity - whether it be in activities of God's Church, of our families, of our homes or of our
possessions. Such accomplishment and achievement will add much enjoyment and satisfaction to our
lives.
Another important about how to develop joy and happiness in our life is to have a positive attitude. How happy
we feel has a lot to do with our attitude in life. If we are negative and focus on what we don‘t have even when
our circumstances are quite good in comparison to others then we won‘t feel happy.
Paul tells us how to have a positive attitude to life in Philippians 4:6-8 where he writes: ―Be anxious for
nothing, but in everything by prayer and supplication, with thanksgiving, let your requests be made known
to God; and the peace of God, which surpasses all understanding, will guard your hearts and minds
through Christ Jesus. Finally, brethren, whatever things are true, whatever things are noble, whatever
things are just, whatever things are pure, whatever things are lovely, whatever things are of good report, if
there is any virtue and if there is anything praiseworthy—meditate on these things.‖
In Ecclesiastes 11:9 we read: ‖Rejoice, O young man, in your youth, and let your heart cheer you in the
days of your youth." If you'd like to learn ski-ing go on one of those ski package tours. Have the exhilaration of
ski-ing down the slopes. Go out and enjoy yourself. Broaden your talents, your horizons, travel around and get
involved in all sorts of fun activities and sports and whatever you like with the right kind of financial common
sense.
"But know that for all these things God will bring you into judgment" (Ecclesiastes 11:9). Be careful that as
you're having a good time that you keep God's laws.
Yes, you can get caught up in a wrong sexual relationship with a girl. A girl at work may give you the eye and
you may start to be tempted to date her outside the church and possibly leave yourself as a result. This is a
volatile time also - a time to keep your wits about you and keep close to God but have a good time
because God tells you to!
Peace
What is peace? Peace is calmness and an absence of conflict which can be manifest conflict or inner
conflict. Christ in the Sermon on the Mount said: ―Blessed are the peacemakers‖ (Matthew 5:9). Not only
do we need to learn how to prevent conflict but we also need to learn how to resolve conflict.
Josh McDowall in his book ―The Secret of Loving‖ writes: ―It is more rewarding to resolve a conflict than to
dissolve a relationship. Of course, it is much easier just to walk away than to put forth the effort to resolve a
conflict. But the reward of staying is that every time you resolve a conflict you come out a better person—
better able to deal with the inevitable conflicts the future will bring‖ (p.103).
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Not only do we become better people who are more capable of resolving conflicts and more sensitive to
others‘ feelings but often our friendships can be even stronger. Often people become much closer when
they have resolved conflict between them.
―Humility precedes peace. Humility is the opposite of pride. And pride breeds contention (Proverbs 13:10).
‗Depart from evil, and do good; seek peace, and pursue it‘ (Psalm 34:14). God tells us to consciously avoid
evil, to seek and pursue peace. ‗When a man's ways please the Lord, He makes even his enemies to be at
peace with him‘ (Proverbs 16:7)…
"‘Great peace have those who love Your law, and nothing causes them to stumble‘ (Psalm 119:165). Not
only will you enjoy peace among your friends, but God can cause even your enemies - those who despise
you, gossip about you and assassinate your character - to be at peace with you.
"‘The beginning of strife is like releasing water; therefore stop contention before a quarrel starts‘ (Proverbs
17:14). Nip contention in the bud before it gains a head of steam. Humility is the key…Proverbs 15:1 tells
us: ‗A soft answer turns away wrath, but a harsh word stirs up anger‘…
―He commands us to ‗do good to all, especially to those who are of the household of faith‘ - to other
members of God's Church (Galatians 6:10). This promotes peace…Don't forget your immediate family.
This is where you start. Practice peacemaking with them first, last and always. Overcoming in this area will
make it much easier to make peace outside your home‖ (Good News, May-June 1988, Article: ―You Can
Have Peace of Mind‖).
Satan is referred to as ―the accuser of our brethren‖ over in Revelation 12:10 and he loves to use
accusations to divide us from each other. How does Satan try and inject this spirit of accusation into us?
How does it play out? Why do people gossip and sow discord?
In an Good News article entitled ―Gossip – Doing the Devil‘s Work for Him‖ (March-April 1988) it says:
"People of low self esteem tend to gossip. They do not respect themselves, so they gossip about others
and pull them down. This allows their own egos to rise on the ruin of others. The gossiper experiences a
temporary illusion of worth, but quickly descends even lower than before…
"Frustration produces gossipers, too. You can‘t have everything you want. Perhaps you are dissatisfied
with your situation in life…So what do you do…Some…talk, talk, talk and devour their neighbours away.
After gossiping they feel better for a little while…then the reality hits them again" (p.20).
I‘ve seen this pattern repeat itself a number of times in the church and watched how low self esteem and
pride, which are seemingly opposite work together in some people to cause division. Someone insecure
with low self esteem sees someone else with an advantage that they don‘t have, whether it‘s a material
possession, a relationship that they don‘t have or they have a position or power that they crave. They‘ll
then put another person down over real or imagined faults that they‘ve made up or exaggerated.
Often they will fool themselves by convincing themselves that they are just trying to help the other person
by pointing out their supposed faults so they can see them and fix them when in reality they are just trying
to get one-up on the other person.
Due to their own insecurity or low self esteem the thought of taking the inferior position of confessing their
faults and being seen to be wrong (which is part of what real repentance is) is, to them, too fearful a thing
to do; so, a form of pride gets in the way and stops them from taking ownership of what they have done
and repenting. When I‘ve seen it happen from time to time, it leaves me scratching my head wondering
―Don‘t they realise that they‘ve just been manipulated by Satan to cause division?‖
King David gave us a solution to ensure that we don‘t fall victim to the spirit of accusation. In Psalm 141:3
he wrote: "Set a watch, O LORD, before my mouth; keep the door of my lips. Incline not my heart to any
evil thing."
There is a difference between constructive and destructive criticism that comes from the true motives that
we have when we offer criticism. Like David said, we need to put a check on ourselves whenever we offer
criticism and make sure our motives are pure and only criticise in a constructive and supportive way and
never in a destructive way where we are trying to get one-up on someone else.
There are four scenarios which deal with problems. Let‘s look at them and how to deal with each of them.
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1) When we've done something wrong to another person. When we have we need the humility to admit
the mistake, apologize and make sure not to repeat it.
Jesus said in Matthew 5:23-24: "If you bring your gift to the altar and there remember that your brother has
something against you, leave the gift there at the altar and go your way. First be reconciled to your brother,
and then come and offer your gift". We don't bring gifts to the altar today. But it is easy to see the principle.
Let's not fool ourselves - we can't carry a right relationship with God and ignore the fact that we have
caused offence and hurt to someone else. Christ instruction implies that we should do something about the
problem as soon as we're able to - make a phone call, write a note, pay a visit - get it straightened out.
The apostle Paul said in Ephesians 4:26: "Let not the sun go down on your wrath" or as the Phillips
translation renders it, "Never go to bed angry." Paul encourages us to solve our conflicts as quickly as it is
possible and not talk ourselves out of being reconciled. We need humility to be willing to admit our mistakes
and apologise (Ephesians 4:1-3). Then we're to make sure we don't repeat those mistakes which often can be
hard and sometimes we'll fall down on.
Most conflict is generated by two people. One seldom is all wrong and the other is all right. Conflict resolution
begins with each of us personally understanding our individual parts in causing the conflict. I remember a
minister who once said, "If there is a conflict and the other person is 99% wrong and you are only 1% wrong
you still have to repent of that 1%."
To admit wrong or guilt is one of the hardest things we humans do. But if you want to have peaceful
relationships and get along with others, if you want to solve the problems while they are small ones you will
have to see what part you played in the problem. Why should it be so hard to say, "I'm sorry. I was wrong."
"An apology is a friendship preserver, an antidote for hatred, never a sign of weakness; it costs nothing but
one's pride, always saves more than it costs, and is a device needed in every home" (Reader's Digest, April
1979, p.56).
Some people have a pride where they can‘t be seen to be wrong. They have to ―save face‖ and not look bad or
wrong in front of others. This is why some people aren‘t prepared to confess and admit they‘ve caused offence
sometimes. They have a faulty and irrational perception. They don‘t want to look bad by admitting they are
wrong but they really do look bad in front of others the more they dig in and refuse to admit they‘ve done any
wrong. The other person already thinks they have done something wrong and there‘s little chance of them
changing their mind.
Politicians are especially guilty of this irrational logic. If they actually admit they‘ve made a mistake and
genuinely go over and above in trying to fix the problem the other person or persons will think much better of
them. This paradox is mentioned in Matthew 23:12 where we read: ―Whoever exalts himself (insists he‘s right
when he‘s not) will be humbled (others will still think less of him), and he who humbles himself (is prepared
to confess his mistake) will be exalted (others will think better of him, not less of him).
The way that we respond when people bring things to our attention that need correction and improvement
are a reflection of our character. We can ask the question, ―How responsive am I when someone criticizes
me?‖ Do we defend ourselves and minimize our problems when we shouldn‘t? Do we really try to change
and apply any legitimate criticism, regardless of the attitude of the person who brings it to our attention?
Do we ignore someone who wants to bring something to our attention and sweep issues under the carpet?
Our ability to handle correction when it comes to us in all shapes and forms, both harsh and gentle, is a
reflection of our character and maturity. The more we respond to correction the more we‘ll grow in
character because we are prepared to accept the need to change. If we ignore the need to change then
how can we grow in character?
2) When another person has wronged us. In this case we need to approach them privately about the
problem and show them the problem with gentleness and love. We should sincerely forgive them when
they do repent.
There are always times when others will wrong us and we need to confront them about the problem. Jesus
spoke about these occasions in Matthew 18:15-17 when He said, "Moreover if your brother sins against you,
go and tell him his fault alone. If he hears you, you have gained your brother. But if he will not hear you, take
with you one or two more, that by the mouth of two or three witnesses every word may be established. And if
he refuses to hear them, tell it to the church."
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We need to show tact and gentleness in order to handle the confrontation properly. Jesus tells us we should go
to our brother first and always do it in private. Some people mix up the order and go the minister first whereas
the wisdom of scripture, in order to not offend your offender, is to minimise the number of people who are
involved and only bring in others if it's absolutely necessary.
There comes a time when a confrontation or some criticism is necessary when we shouldn‘t dodge it but keep
it to a minimum. Sometimes it's very hard to gauge. After many painful mistakes in this area my rule of thumb
is, if in doubt don't, or put another way, err on the side of too little criticism rather than too much.
Before you do, find out what you can to determine if it is the right time to confront them. Are they going through
enough problems as it is without being loaded with more? Is their self-esteem low that they need
encouragement rather than criticism? Are they aware of the problem and are they trying their best to work on it
already? These are some of the questions we need to answer before we confront someone over an issue.
Once you've discovered why the conflict occurred find a time to talk privately with your friend. Sometimes it
may be too difficult to confront face to face so sometimes a written note will be much more easier and
enable one to convey what you mean better. If you do confront face-to-face then it should be in a
comfortable setting, as free from interruptions as possible, and without time constraints.
Pray beforehand. Approach them in a humble way. A gentle, courteous and humble approach is necessary
to have the best chance of persuading the other person to change their actions and not cause future
offence to you. "A soft answer turns away wrath but a harsh word stirs up anger" (Proverbs 15:1). If you
speak harshly to the other person and badger them about the problem you're likely to stir up more
antagonism but if you point it out gently they're more likely to initiate restoration.
If you‘ve made similar mistakes before feel free to use that to soften the blow so they won‘t feel ―inferior‖. Stick
to the facts. Criticise the problem and never attack the person and allow your friend to respond. Criticism is a
delicate art and we should swift to hear and slow to criticise. If we offer criticism not only must we speak the
truth in doing so but we must speak the truth in love (Ephesians 4:15). Also, balance criticism with praise.
They will be more receptive to your criticism if you point out a number of their good points and works along with
it. Finally, be willing to forgive them whenever they repent and make the needed changes (Luke 17:3).
3) When two are arguing and have a conflict of interests. The thing that the parties are arguing over are
personal preferences that are not wrong of themselves eg. a husband and wife arguing over whether or not
to buy something or go somewhere. Sometimes we need to have the humility to let the other person have it
their way as Abraham did with his brother Lot when their possessions became so great that they couldn‘t
dwell together (Genesis 13:7-9). A little humility and a little less selfishness can go a long way to resolving
these kind of matters.
Immediately before his instructions to husbands and wives, Paul says in Ephesians 5:21 that we should
submit ourselves one to another – in other words be willing to defer to what others want and need rather
than insisting on our own way all the time.
One of the peaceable fruits of godly wisdom is being willing to yield or easy to be entreated as it says in some
versions. If we put others needs and desires above our own (Philippians 2:1-4) and become more unselfish
we will develop this flexible quality. If we have that flexible approach to others, without necessarily yielding to
everything when it may not be right to, we will find we can reduce the number of arguments we have with
others.
4) When there are no problems. Prevention is better than cure as the old saying goes. There are many
things we can do to prevent arguments and keep peace between people.
The apostle Paul in 1 Corinthians 10:23-24 says: ―We are free to do all things, but there are things which it
is not wise to do. We are free to do all things, but not all things are for the common good. Let a man give
attention not only to what is good for himself, but equally to his neighbour's good‖ (BBE Version)
A few verses down he goes on to say: ―Give no cause of trouble to Jews, or to Greeks, or to the church of
God. Even as I give way to all men in all things, not looking for profit for myself, but for the good of others,
that they may get salvation‖ (1 Corinthians 10:32).
Thre are a couple of major things we can do to prevent arguments. The first one that Paul talks about in the
verses above is to strive not to do things that hurt or offend others.
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Sometimes telling the truth even in love will offend others and we must not shirk back in standing up for the
truth but apart from that Paul says here to strive not to do anything outside that which might offend others.
Be willing to co operate with what other people want you to do and treat all people with love, courtesy and
humility. . Think twice about your comments before you speak so you don't offend others, especially when it
comes to sensitive things. Remember be sensitive to other's values and treat everyone with the respect they
deserve as a potential son or daughter of God.
On the flip side of that, while there is a time to point out people's faults courteously, Paul has one other
piece of wisdom in being able to prevent problems over in Ephesisans 4:2 where Paul says: ―with all
lowliness and meekness, with long-suffering, forbearing one another in love.‖ Forbear means "to tolerate",
"put up with" and "be patient with". Try not to be oversensitive. Though there is a time to point out people's
faults courteously, learn to bear with them more rather than complaining too much about others‘ problems
(Colossians 3:13).
Solomon spoke of how annoying a contentious or nagging woman is who is always picking at other's problems
(Proverbs 21:19, 25:24). Forbear means "to tolerate", "put up with" and "be patient with". Rather than reacting
by complaining we should strive within reason to overlook the things that others do that annoy us. This quality
is especially important with people who have quite different views or personalities to ours (personality clashes).
Love is not easily provoked or touchy (1 Corinthians 13:5). It gives a lot of room for mistakes. Love is flexible,
not stubborn. One way to reduce the friction level with others is to be generous and friendly and give lots of
praise and encouragement (1 Pet. 4:8-9). Love is not demanding and doesn't insist on its own way. Love is
patient and caring when others aren't in a good mood. Rather than being touchy we should give a little more
room for mistakes and help them through that bad mood. Try not to be offended by little things but have a long
fuse.
Patience
―So what is patience? Dictionaries tell us that patience is "the capacity,
habit or fact of bearing pains or trials calmly or without complaint." Two
things are involved: 1) being in an unpleasant situation, and 2) being calm
about it…
―The apostle James wrote: ‗Count it all joy when you fall into various trials,
knowing that the testing of your faith produces patience. But let patience
have its perfect work, that you may be perfect and complete, lacking
nothing‘ (James 1:2-4)…Some trials and persecutions we can do nothing
about; we must simply remain under them, patiently, until the trials are
over. As best we can, we should endure them cheerfully. Cheer is easier to
endure than bitterness and self-pity. It sets a better example for others
(including, perhaps, those who may have caused our trials or
persecutions). And cheerfulness helps us have more positive approach to
our problems.
―Of course, if there is something we can do about the problem, then we should do so. For example, if we
are unemployed, we should try to find another source of income. We may not find it immediately, so we
need to patiently continue looking. Patience does not mean that we should sit around waiting when we
should be working…
―When we think of patience, we usually think of during situations and other people. But we also need
patience with ourselves. Some people get frustrated when they can't learn to play the piano [or play golf as
well as they‘d like], for example, in one month. Some are frustrated when they don't grow spiritually as fast
as they would like…
―One of the results of patience is a calm, optimistic attitude - peace of mind. Patience often produces
physical blessings, too, especially when we are working with others…By cheerfully enduring difficult
circumstances, we can avoid the penalties associated with impatience-higher blood pressure, increased
frustrations and strained relationships. Patience produces fewer hasty words and hurt feelings, fewer jobs
of poor quality that must be done again, no irritating outbursts or complaints that make it harder for others
to do their work.
―Impatience leads to stress and mental frustration; it is self-defeating. Patience, however, is self-rewarding;
the blessings are automatic…Patience will not necessarily make our trials go away any quicker. Patience
does not make the line shorter or the trip quicker (although it usually makes the job easier). But patience
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always makes the delay more bearable. Patience is much more than the outward action of waiting - it is an
inner, mental attitude that helps us be calm rather than annoyed while we wait‖ (Good News, JulyAug.1988, Article: ―Why Wait? The Reward of Patience Comes Instantly!‖).
Kindness
―Many other words often used in the Scriptures cover common ground with kindness. Compassion, mercy,
grace and forgiveness are such words. Kindness is the desire, the inclination, the willingness to do good even when that good is undeserved. It is being merciful, mellow and easily approachable.
―Over and over again the Psalms express assurance that God will help us. Why? Because we deserve it.
No, but because ‗His merciful kindness is great toward us‘ (Psalm 117:2). In His kindness, God supplies
the needs of those who have lost their way (verses 4-9). He sets free those who are in bondage (verses
10-16). He helps those suffering the results of their own blunders (verses 17-22). He delivers those
threatened by forces beyond their control (verses 23-32).
―Do you see yourself in any similar situations? God is extremely generous with His blessings (verses 3342). And we deserve none of them. Meditate on these things. ‗Whoever is wise will observe these things,
and they will understand the lovingkindness of the Lord‘ (verse 43).
―What does your life reflect? A person with God's spirit will reflect the
kindness of God in his or her dealings with fellow humans. Kindness is the
inclination to do more than what a situation may strictly call for or require. It
is wanting to go that extra mile, being thoughtful, considerate, forgiving and
merciful.
―There is no list of do's and don'ts when it comes to kindness. The main
rule is ‗just as you want men to do to you, you also do to them likewise‘
(Luke 6:31)…Be thoughtful. Put yourself in the shoes of others. Be on the
lookout for things you can do or say to make the lives of others more
pleasant. ‗And be kind to one another, tenderhearted, forgiving one
another, just as God in Christ also forgave you‘ (Ephesians 4:32).
―When Jesus talked about judging between the ‗sheep‘ and the ‗goats‘, notice what He mentioned as being
the ultimate determining factor as to who will inherit the Kingdom of God. It is to what extent knowledge and
spirituality is translated into actively helping and serving others, especially Christ's brethren:
"‘For I was hungry,‘ Jesus said, ‗and you gave Me food; I was thirsty and you gave Me drink; I was a
stranger and you took Me in; I was naked and you clothed Me; I was sick and you visited Me; I was in
prison and you came to Me‘ (Matthew 25:35-36).
―None of these are complicated acts requiring great talent and ability. They are simple acts of kindness.
Micah summed up all God requires of you this way: ‗To do justice, and to love kindness, and to walk
humbly with your God‘ (Micah 6:8, RSV)‖ (Good News, Sept-Oct.1988, Article: ―God Loves Kindness - Do
You?‖).
Goodness
―Goodness is an action. We should first take note of some Bible words translated into English as
‗goodness‘. In the New Testament, [there are] two words translated from the Greek. The first [chrestotes]
refers to an internal quality of wanting to provide for and serve others; the second refers to the outward
expression of that inner intent. Goodness is God's way of love in action!
―The second Greek word is agathosune, referring to goodness that is expressed outwardly in acts of
helping others. Agathosune is the word found in Galatians 5:22-23, where the fruits of God's spirit are
listed. 2 Thessalonians 1:11 commands, ‗Fulfill [meaning to put into action, to express] all the good
pleasure of His goodness [agathosune] and the work of faith with power.‘
―Herbert W. Armstrong…observed that people in this world want to be right, but they don't want to do right.
It's the same with goodness. People want to be seen by others as being good - indeed, they want to see
themselves as good - but they don't want to do the things God defines as being good! [Proverbs 20:6]
―[Goodness] will make you want to be more like God, to give to others, to share with others, to make life
more pleasant for others, to forgive those who have wronged you, to take pity on those less fortunate than
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you, to think less of self than you may have in the past, to be thankful for all the blessings God has given
you, to be a blazing example of all the fruits of God's Holy Spirit, which flow from the first one - love
(Galatians 5:22-23). So pray that God will express His own goodness through you, and ‗Walk in the way of
goodness (Proverbs 2:20)!‖ (Good News, Nov-Dec.1988, Article: ―Walk in the Way of Goodness‖).
Faith
The word faith in the New Testament comes from the same word as believe. And both words believe and
faith come from the root verb meaning "to be persuaded'. It's pretty simple really: To have faith in Biblical
terms means that you are persuaded of something. You believe in it. To have faith of any sort you must
believe and be convinced of something.
Faith is being persuaded that God's promise of a better life in the future is true. Of being totally persuaded
that Christ was the Son of God and died for our sins. Of being totally persuaded that He will come back
again. Of being persuaded by God‘s promises to bless and help us throughout the Bible.
The more we study the Bible the more we can be persuaded that these things we believe are true. We
have control over our own mind. The spirit will always be subject to us. God doesn't just jam a persuaded
mind into our head. We have to study and become persuaded! How else can we explain the many times
that Christ chastised the apostles for their lack of faith if it was completely out of their control? (Matthew
8:26).
It was in their control! They saw the miracles of Christ, they knew that it was the time of the messiah, they
had the scriptures, they saw the effects in peoples lives from Christ's teachings. They should have been
persuaded - just like the Israelites of old should have been persuaded that God would look after them.
When we talk about faith or believing God there are three major aspects to this faith in God that sometimes
gets blurred. These three aspects deal with:
1) Our mental belief that God exists.
We are given an incredible amount of information to prove that God is God and a track record of His
concern for His people to show that His promises are sure and that He doesn‘t lie.
- We can prove there is a God by just looking at the incredible design of nature.
- We can prove that the Bible is far too amazing to be a work of man.
- We can prove even today that the resurrection took place.
The Bible tells us that we are to love God with all of our heart, all of our soul and all of our mind (Matthew
22:37). The use of the word "mind" in this verse means that our belief in God and the Bible is to be an
intelligent faith based on evidence, not just simply a blind faith. We become persuaded to believe in God by
study, mediation and prayer (Romans 10:14). It's very simple really - do you believe Him or not?
2) What God tells us to do and says is best for us.
If God gives us laws and a way of life and we refuse to live by those laws what does it say about how much
we believe in His Law? Doesn‘t it say that we are NOT convinced that His law and what He tells us to do is
the best way? Doesn‘t it say we think our way is better than His ways?
Now most of us don‘t outright reject and disobey ALL of God‘s laws. What many people tend to do, though,
is to pick and choose what laws of God they want to obey and reject and disobey those laws they don‘t like.
With those areas we disobey we are more convinced OUR way is better than what God tells us to do.
James, the author of the epistle by the same name, was a real sharp shooter. In James 2:10 he blasts this
idea of cafeteria christianity where you can pick and choose what you want to obey and deliberately reject
what you don't like by saying "For whoever shall keep the whole Law and yet offend in one point, he is
guilty of all."
The demons know God exists and know for a fact that Jesus died for humanity‘s sins and rose again yet
that academic belief doesn‘t save them (James 2:19-22). If you believe God and are fully persuaded His
laws are best you will prove it by doing your best to obey His laws with the help and power of God. What
you do PROVES how much you believe God‘s laws are best deep down in your heart.
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3) What God says that God will do.
Hebrews 11:1 gives us a definition of faith: ―Now faith is the substance of things hoped for, the evidence of
things not seen.‖
A better translation of this verse would be ―Faithfulness (that is, God‘s track record of faithfulness)
is the evidence of things hoped for.‖
God does not require us to simply hope without any proof. We are not required to believe without any
evidence. Faith is built on evidence and substance. Do you realise that this is the exact opposite from most
people believe?
This third aspect of faith comes into play when we are praying about things. 1 John 4:16 says that God is
love. He always has our best interests at heart. God promises healing (James 5:14-15) and that He will
provide us with all of our needs. In Titus 1:2 God says He cannot lie yet most of us, if we are honest,
struggle at times with doubts about His love and concern for us when He delays or doesn‘t answer our
prayers.
There are many factors as to why God does and doesn‘t answer prayers the way we want them to. 1 John
5:14 says that we have to pray according to His will rather than praying in a way where we think that God is
like a genie in a bottle who‘s there to do our bidding. God is intensely interested in us and building His
character in us and this character building process explains many times when prayers are delayed or
answered differently to the way that we want.
Hebrews 11:6 says: ―But without faith it is impossible to please him.‖ That said, we also have to remember
this level of conviction and belief in God and His promises isn‘t something we can completely generate by
and of ourselves. We need God to strengthen us and increase and develop this faith in us as it is a fruit of
His Holy Spirit and a gift from God (Ephesians 2:8, Mark 9:23-24).
Satan wants us to give over to our doubts and let our worries and fears control our actions in a hurtful way.
Whether it‘s financial worries or worrying about finding that special someone in life or worrying about other
things, fear and insecurity can make us do crazy things that hurt us and hurt other people.
When we‘re insecure we lack faith and we worry. John Haggai in his book ―How to Win Over Worry‖ makes the
following comments about worry:
―Worry is a sin. It is always a sin for two reasons. Worry is distrust in the truthfulness of God and
worry is detrimental to the temple of God [our bodies]…When you worry you accuse God of
falsehood!‖ (p.29).
God says, ―Cast all your cares on me for I do care very much for you (put your own name in here).‖ Worry
says, ―You‘re lying God‖. God says, ―I will never leave you nor forsake you.‖ Worry says, ―You‘re lying God.‖
God says, ―Don't worry about anything. I will provide you with all your needs. I will give you your hearts desires
also if you will seek me. Look at all the birds. They don‘t sow or reap yet I provide for them. Look at all the lilies
of the field. They don't toil or spin yet I array them in magnificence. How much more do I love you and want to
give you good things with all my heart? Why do you lack faith? You, (insert your name), are so precious to me
and I want to give you your heart‘s desires if you seek and love me. So don‘t worry.‖
The reason we struggle with faith is because of two things a) We underestimate the power of God and b) We
underestimate the love of God. To counter underestimating God‘s power (Jeremiah 32:17) simply read about
God‘s great power as seen in this vast universe (as we covered in lesson one).
Now how do we underestimate the love of God? Because God is invisible He can seem unreal to us and if
other people don‘t care to reach out to us the way we would like them to we can easily think of God that way
too but God‘s love is infinite. It is so much greater than any love that we might show on a human level.
Ever ask God for something in prayer and when He did answer your prayer He gave you more than you
bargained for? He gave you over and above - just like He said in Luke 6:38 - pressed down, shaken together
and RUNNING OVER. It‘s been said many times before but it is true that you can‘t outgive God!
The more you deep down believe that God will always provide for you no matter what trials you go through the
less your emotions will go up and down like a yo-yo and you'll be a lot more contented on the inside. Do you
depend on and put your faith in men and physical signs or do you trust implicitly in God and His promises?
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God loves you and really does have your best interests at heart. How much you worry versus how much you
relax and trust Him with those things you cannot control shows just how persuaded you are, how much faith
you have that God will do what He says that He will do.
How much do you REALLY believe in God? Enough to obey Him with all His laws? Enough to trust in
His help no matter what the external circumstances are like? The amount you obey Him and the
amount that you worry provide a window into your own soul about how much faith you REALLY have
in God.
Humility
Humility or meekness is not a weakness but actually a character strength. A humble person is lacking in
selfishness, pride, envy and vanity (Matthew 5:3). A humble person is one who doesn‘t feel superior to
others. That doesn‘t mean he wallows in self-pity but instead he realizes how insignificant he is without
God, that he doesn‘t have the true wealth of God‘s character by and of himself, and he realizes how much
he needs to change and be more like God (John 5:30, Romans 7:18-24).
It is not right to have an "I'm-no-good-and-I'II-never-be-any-good" attitude either. Through God's Spirit we
can become of value. That's what the miracle of conversion is all about. With God's Spirit, we can become
members of God‘s Family. A humble person recognizes where he is on the road to total conversion. A
Christian should not "think of himself more highly than he ought to think; but to think soberly [realistically,
truthfully]" (Romans 12:3).
Such a person doesn‘t rejoice in any greatness that he has but rejoices in the power and help that God has
given him to live His way of life. ―But let him who glories glory in this, that he understands and knows Me,
that I am the LORD, exercising lovingkindness, judgment, and righteousness in the earth‖ (Jeremiah 9:24).
Our achievements are the result of the talents that God has given us, not our own greatness.
Humility is the opposite of the "I-know-it-all" attitude. When pride comes, then comes shame; but with the
humble is wisdom" (Proverbs 11:2). The humble are teachable. Humility is knowing when to be
inconspicuous. Jesus said we should not call attention to ourselves every time we do a good work
(Matthew 6:1-4). A humble person esteems and serves others not to be recognized and applauded but out
of genuine concern for others (Philippians 2:1-8).
A humble person is not snobby where they only spend time with those who are ―good enough‖ for them.
Paul writes in Romans 12:16: ―Do not set your mind on high things, but associate with the humble.‖ Don‘t
be snobby in other words.
A humble person is willing to play second fiddle to and serve under others and doesn‘t feel cheated when
others get credit for things. He rejoices in others‘ successes (Romans 12:15). A humble person doesn‘t
consider his needs as important as those of others but gives preference to them (Romans 12:10).
A humble person doesn‘t look for fault in others, he‘s willing to serve under others and doesn‘t get bitter
over injustices.
A humble person is willing to admit his mistakes and learn from and be corrected by others, especially from
God (Psalm 25:4-5). ―For all those things My hand has made, and all those things exist, says the LORD.
But on this one will I look: on him who is poor and of a contrite spirit, and who trembles at My word‖ (Isaiah
66:2).
Self-control
―This final trait, self-control (or temperance), anchors God's love and your salvation. Self-control is thus
exercised for others. As a result, love is made personal. Self-control is active self-mastery. A truly
converted Christian isn't ready for God's Family until the anchor - self-control - is in place…
―Attaining self-mastery requires daily dedication to and walking in God's law. Christ walked this way to
establish mastery and control over potentially lustful and destructive thoughts and actions. Likewise, we
must be ‗casting down arguments and every high thing that exalts itself against the knowledge of God,
bringing every thought into captivity to the obedience of Christ‘ (2 Corinthians 10:5).
―Finally learn to say no to self! Learn to say no even to things that, though they may be lawful, might cause
offense to a brother [1 Corinthians 10:23]. Temperance anchors harmony between God's law and human
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actions. The fruit of God's spirit, including temperance, unifies God's begotten children to Him in much
greater harmony than the rider experiences with the Lippizaner stallion.
―The marvelous grace and beauty of self-control almost defies description. Its guarded step and total
giving, out of concern for others, is invaluable. The tongue, feet, eyes, hands, temper, tastes, desires feel
its curbs. The man and his neighbor both receive remarkable benefits. Remember what Paul said?
‗Therefore I run thus: not with uncertainty. Thus I fight: not as one who beats the air. But I discipline my
body and bring it into subjection‘ (1 Corinthians 9:26-27).
―The unifying fruit of God's spirit is thus borne, the person producing these fruits reshaped. Each fruit
contributes to the whole - to the development of God's own holy, righteous character. ‗Against such there is
no law‘ (Galatians 5:23)!‖ (Good News, May-June 1989, Article: ―Last But Not Least!‖).
We‘ve looked at the nine fruits of God‘s spirit that are specifically mentioned in Galatians 5:22-23. There
are a number of other fruits of God‘s spirit that are mentioned in the Bible. Let‘s quickly look at a few.
Honesty is the quality of speaking the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth (Ephesians 4:25).
Appreciation is showing gratitude and being thankful towards God and those who have given of
themselves for our benefit (1 Thessalonians 5:18). Compassion is a deep, from-the-heart feeling of
concern towards others who are hurt and in trouble and desire to help alleviate them from what they are
struggling with (1 Peter 3:8).
Empathy is a quality very similar to compassion and is being able to feel as others feel (1 Corinthians
12:25-26, Romans 12:15). Forgiveness is a willingness to pardon or show mercy towards someone who
has either deliberately or unintentionally offended us or caused us harm (Ephesians 4:32). Hospitality is
being able to make people feel welcome, especially strangers – to provide, entertain and care for others‖
(Hebrews 13:1-3).
Encouragement is the fruit of motivation. It means to inspire with hope, to strengthen the confidence of
others to perform to their best with our words and actions (1 Thessalonians 5:14). Co-operation is a
working together for the common benefit of all (1 Corinthians 12:24-26). Courtesy is being polite and
considerate and showing manners and proper etiquette (1 Peter 3:8).
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Respect for authority is giving due respect and obeying those who have been given positions of
responsibility such as police, the imperfect rulers of this world, our parents, church pastors and to God
Himself (Romans 13:1). Diligence can be defined as persistent effort or work to achieve a goal
(Ecclesiastes 9:10). Contentment is a state of peace of mind where we are happy with those things which
we possess without the lust for more possessions or what others have‖ (1 Timothy 6:6, Hebrews 13:5).
Impartiality is being free from prejudice or favouritism (Acts 10:34, James 2:1-9). Order is being neat and
properly organized (1 Corinthians 14:40). Affection is a desire to get close to and show concern for
another‘s well-being – a fondness or warmth for another expressed through actions or physical contact
(Romans 12:10).
Sincerity is a genuine desire to be true and pure in our thoughts, words and actions (1 Corinthians 8:8).
Religion that is purely motivated reflects itself in helping those who are unable to help you in return (James
1:27). A desire to reflect the mind and attitude of Jesus Christ, rather than to impress other people is what
God is after in each of us.

7] What laws and advice does God have for young people?
In Proverbs 1:6-7 we read: ―The fear of the LORD is the beginning of knowledge, but fools despise wisdom
and instruction. My son, hear the instruction of your father, and do not forsake the law of your mother.‖
This is the starting point for young people who want to be wise and enjoy a happy and prosperous life. The
beginning of wisdom comes when we admit only God has the real answers, when we believe He exists and
respect His laws. After giving us the single most important principle a young person needs to understand He
also gives us a second principle which strikes a little closer to home. Now, no-one expects you to be
continuously overjoyed by what your parents tell you what and what not to do. God, who offers you such an
incredible future if you will follow Him, says you must learn to listen and obey your parents and do what they
say unless what they say is directly contrary to God's law.
In Proverbs 2:1-12 we read: ―My son, if you receive my words, and treasure my commands within you, so
that you incline your ear to wisdom, and apply your heart to understanding; yes, if you cry out for
discernment, and lift up your voice for understanding, if you seek her as silver, and search for her as for
hidden treasures; then you will understand the fear of the LORD, and find the knowledge of God.
―For the LORD gives wisdom; from His mouth come knowledge and understanding. He stores up sound
wisdom for the upright. He is a shield to those who walk uprightly. He guards the paths of justice, and
preserves the way of His saints. Then you will understand righteousness and justice, equity and every good
path. When wisdom enters your heart, and knowledge is pleasant to your soul. Discretion will preserve you.
Understanding will keep you, to deliver you from the way of evil.‖
Now what does it mean in these verse when he talks about knowledge and discretion? Well, it simply means
the ability to make right choices. We all have to make choices whether we like to or not. The decisions we
make in our life will determine whether we will be a success or a failure in life, whether we will be richer or
poorer, whether we will be happy or miserable. God's way of life is the way to true happiness and the right kind
of fun that doesn't lead to youthful pitfalls and heartaches.
God tells young people to diligently seek that knowledge and wisdom of God‘s way of life from Him through
reading His word, from their parents and from the church. The Book of Proverbs, which was written
specifically for teenagers, has many gems of wisdom which are yours to learn and benefit from if you are
prepared to dig them out by reading and studying them.
In Proverbs 3:5-7 we read: ―Trust in the LORD with all your heart, and lean not on your own understanding.
In all your ways acknowledge Him, and He shall direct your paths. Do not be wise in your own eyes. Fear
the LORD and depart from evil.‖
Young people should not be wise in their eyes – think that they know it all or don‘t need any advice or help
from others. God wants us to include Him in all of our plans and seek His help and guidance through prayer
and seeking a multitude of counsel from others (Proverbs 11:14). A multitude of others means people who
are able to give right advice that sometimes we may not want to hear, not just the opinions of other
teenagers.
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Develop a personal friendship with God. Do you ask Him as you would ask a friend for help with the
little things in life as well as the big things you need help with? KEEP CLOSE TO GOD AND OPEN UP
TO HIM ABOUT EVERYTHING AS YOU WOULD WITH YOUR BEST FRIEND!
You need to see the part God has played in your life. Remember or ask about the times you have received
divine intervention or healing and answered prayer in your life. Realize that God really is our friend and He is
personally interested in each and every one of us.
Let‘s now look at a few different areas that affect young people and see what advice God has to offer about
them.
Do you come to church for the right reasons?
In 2 Corinthians 13:5 we're asked to examine whether we are in the faith. Why do you come to church
anyway? Fun and social activities should be part of it but it shouldn't be the most important thing. Young people
can often focus on having fun, fun, fun and having a good time. That's good and proper but if that's our only
reason for being in the church because there are plenty of fun activities we need to re-evaluate our priorities.
Others come along just because their parents come along
rather than coming because they want to, while others are
just in the church for the gravy train - the fun activities, the
social life and because their friends are in the church. Check
your motives. Why do you come along to church?
God has called us to be rulers and teachers (Revelation
5:10) when Christ comes back to straighten this world out.
That's an incredible privilege to think that each of us in the
church have the awesome opportunity to be pioneers and
architects of God's wonderful world tomorrow.
We'll have the privilege to found a new age where the millions in the third world will no longer suffer, when
there will be no more greed, crime and violence. We'll have the opportunity with God's power to clean up this
planet and rebuild the cities into beautiful masterpieces, where beauty will be the order of the day and where
everyone will live in peace and prosperity and will truly be one big, happy family. How exciting to think that in a
few short years God will give us that exciting opportunity to change this world which it yearns for so desperately
and create that wonderful world tomorrow. THAT'S WHERE IT'S AT!
Think about it you young people! You are the only person out of about every 100 000 on this planet
who God has given that totally awesome opportunity to! You have an incredibly rare privilege denied
to so many others at this time. It really is a pearl of great price far more valuable than anything else we
might have in this life (Matthew 13:45-46)!
Have vision and think about that wonderful world tomorrow just a few years around the corner! And then when
we're finished with this world there's a whole galaxy to choose from! Do you want to be a part of it? Do you
want to soar into the clouds and travel the stars? Do you want to feed and save those people who suffer abject
poverty in Africa for good? Do you want to be a spirit-being with limitless power, wealth and energy like God?
IT'S ALL THERE FOR THE TAKING BUT YOU CAN ONLY HAVE IT THROUGH BEING IN THE CHURCH,
OVERCOMING YOUR HUMAN NATURE AND GROWING IN YOUR ABILITY TO LOVE AND HELP
OTHERS ANY WAY YOU CAN.
The Differences between
First and Second Generation Christians
In the church we have two rather distinctive groups of members which we call first and second generation
christians.
By definition, first generation christians are those of us who were called out from the world into the church.
Second generation christians, on the other hand, are those who were raised up in the church by parents
who themselves came into the church from the world.
There are several variations to this grouping of members in the church. Some of those variations include -:
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-

-

-

Third and even fourth generation members.
Those whose parents came into the church when they were in their teenage years or even older and
they spent little of their childhood being raised in the church. (Most of those who fall into this category,
from my experience, tend to have a calling and an enthusiasm much like that of first generation
christians)
Those who were raised in the church but left around the time they were teenagers only to come back to
the church much later after they saw the world for what it really was. (We have had many prodigal sons
and daughters return to the church over the years)
Those who were raised up in the church but had their own first love experience, like those of first
generation christians, when they had to prove all the doctrines of the church for themselves during the
apostasy of our former association.

What are some of the differences between first and second generation christians?
-

First generation christians tend to have a dramatic calling and they see the teachings of the church as
new, shocking and exciting. Often God has softened them up first in the leadup to their calling with
certain trials and then opened their eyes to the many teachings of the Bible in a dramatic way.

-

For those raised in the church there is no shock and those of us who came out of the world should
understand why there's no shock. It's impossible to find it shocking when you've known it all your life
and therefore it is much easier for second generation members to take the truth for granted and not
value it for what it really is.

-

First generation christians see the opportunity as a pearl of great price. They see a stark black and white
contrast between what the world offers and the church teaches and they jump at it. If you've grown up in
the church take pride in your parents for having the courage to come out of the world's ways. If we came
out of the world we shouldn't brag about what things we have given up but have Paul's attitude where he
counted those things as rubbish (Philippians 3:8). Second generation christians should be deeply thankful
they've been brought up in the church for it is a great blessing (1 Corinthians 7:14).

-

First generation christians tend to see good and bad in a lot more black and white terms than those who've
been brought up in the church. Since they are so used to hearing God's truth and have lived to some
degree a sheltered life, the line between right and wrong can seem hazy at times for those brought up in
the church.

-

First generation christians have a new love. To second generation christians it's not a new love but it
should, in time, be a first love. To give up work and sport on Saturdays and all the other things is easier for
first generation christians because they're usually older and on a spiritual high whereas second generation
christians are not on a high and are usually younger and parents need to help them through those kind of
sacrifices in a positive way.

-

Because they have it so good in the church with the opportunities that they have it's hard sometimes for
those who have grown up in the church to have much of an urgency in wanting God's kingdom to come.
It‘s good for those who have grown up in the church to watch and read up on how badly people have it in
the third world as well as how tragic life is for so many people in our nation today so they can feel deeply
and see how badly this world needs God‘s kingdom and have more of urgency for the kingdom. Make it
your goal to be in God's kingdom and realize that the world is going to end very soon and REAL LIFE is
soon to begin.

In 2 Timothy 1:5, the Apostle Paul wrote the following to the evangelist Timothy, ―When I call to remembrance
the unfeigned faith that is in thee, which dwelt first in thy grandmother Lois, and thy mother Eunice; and I
am persuaded that in thee also.‖ We see here that Timothy was himself not a second but a third generation
christian having both a mother and a grandmother in the church.
The calling for those who have grown up in the church is totally expected and not so dramatic but it can and
should be just as profound. Those of us who came out of the world should appreciate the calling of second
generation christians just as those brought up in the church should appreciate the calling of those of us who
were called from out of the world.
True Masculinity
What is true masculinity? Here are some of the things the world says you have to be to be masculine - tough
and brutal, a good fighter and avenger, a heavy drinker and smoker, a reckless driver who drives hard and fast,
a sexual conquestor and someone who swears and tells crude humour. In short, the world's masculinity really
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is a gross unconcern for others. Effeminism (1 Corinthians 6:9) is just as abominable in God's eyes. Men are
getting softer and being dominated by women. Many men are weak and skinny and unathletic. Homosexuality
and effeminism are drastically rising. A big influence comes from effeminate rock and movie stars.
There are two sides to true masculinity - there are the physical and there are the spiritual characteristics. First,
let's look at the physical characteristics. Men should be physically strong and fit. David was no weakling. He
battled wild animals and a bear (1 Samuel 17:36). Now we don't have to do bold things like that or be an
Arnold Schwarzenneger but should we have a reasonable amount of physical strength. We should be in
shape, physically fit and in good condition.
Another part of true masculinity is courage. Everyone has fears. The truly masculine man is the one who cuts
through it and does the tough things even when he's scared. He has a strong, deep conviction of what's right
and he'll do what's right even against ridicule and persecution from family, friends and people at work, school
or wherever.
Men should be able to endure hardship, both physical and emotional. That kind of toughness, physical and
emotional, in particular, takes time to develop. Though emotionally we shouldn't be oversensitive to hurt and
criticism, on the other hand we should be expressive of our feelings and occasionally not be afraid to cry when
it's appropriate such as for repentance or times of great stress or great joy and emotion.
Education and knowledge are vital tools for a masculine young man with real goals and purpose (1 Chronicles
1:7-10, Luke 2:46-47). A masculine man is also thoughtful, courteous, patient, self-controlled and takes
personal interest in others, gives a lot in hospitality including dating and has a wide range of talents and skills.
He makes sensible decisions seeking other's input and leads well in conversation. He gives his all to help,
provide, encourage and support his family seeking God's help diligently in his life to truly lead others in a godly
way.
True Femininity
A good understanding of what true femininity is can be found described in two passages of the Bible. The first
one in Genesis 2:18 describes the goal of true femininity while the second one in Proverbs 31 describes an
ideal example of a truly feminine woman.
Let's look at the definition of true femininity in Genesis 2:18. "And the Lord God said, It is not good that the
man should be alone. I will make a helper comparable to him."
The goal of true femininity is to fulfill the purpose of why God created woman - to be a helper to others
and, in particular, to man. The word helper does not mean slave. It means a supporter and a
encourager - someone who'll lighten his load in life and is also a companion and a friend.
The ideal example of truly feminine woman can be found described in Proverbs 31. For their comments on
this description of the ideal woman I‘d like to quote from Barry St Clair and Bill Jones‘ book ―Dating – Picking
and Being a Winner‖. They write:
―If you want to be a truly feminine woman in God's eyes
then learn to be like Ruby. Ruby is a woman in the Bible.
She's called Ruby because the Bible tells us, ‗Her worth is
far above rubies [One of the rarest gems there is].‘ You
can read about Ruby in Proverbs 31:10-31. Let's look at
each of her excellent qualities.
―She was a terrific teammate. ‗The heart of her husband
trusts in her and he will have no lack of gain. She does him
good and not evil all the days of her life‘ (v 11, 12). Ruby's
husband knew he could count on her because she wanted
to do him good. She was considerate, not selfish. She put
him second only to God and she looked out for the needs
of her family and friends.
―Ruby was also a cheerful worker. ‗She looks for wool and flax and works with her hands in delight‘ (v 13).
Ruby worked with delight. She was cheerful. She had a positive attitude toward her responsibilities.
―Ruby's also a great cook. ‗She is like merchant ships. She brings her food from afar. She rises also while it is
still night and gives food to her household and portions to her maidens‘ (v 14, 15). Ruby knew how to shop and
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cook. To some guys it's a real priority but after you've tasted some of those guys' meals you can't blame them
sometimes.
―She's a business woman. ‗She considers a field and buys it, from her earnings she plants a vineyard‘ (v 16).
Ruby knew how to make and manage money. If something ever happened to her husband she could provide
for her family.
―Ruby loves to exercise. ‗She girds herself with strength and makes her arms strong‘ (v 17). Ruby was a
physical fitness enthusiast. She watched what she ate, didn't let herself go and kept her body in shape.
―She is creative. ‗She senses that her gain is good, her lamp does not go out at night. She stretches out her
hands to the distaff and her hands grasp the spindle‘ (v 18, 19). Ruby used her time wisely by learning how to
enhance the beauty of her home.
―Ruby's also a fashionable dresser. ‗She is not afraid of the snow for her household is clothed with scarlet. She
makes coverings for herself. Her clothing is fine linen and purple‘ (v 21, 22). Ruby was fashionable but frugal.
She not only knew how to buy clothes but she could make them as well.
―Above all Ruby was generous and kind to those who needed it. ‗She extends her hand to the poor and she
stretches out her hands to the needy.‘ Ruby felt compassion for the poor and needy and she did something
about it.
―These beautiful qualities weren't developed overnight. They were developed over years. Look at what
happened because Ruby took the time to develop herself. Verse 28 says ‗Her children rise up and bless her,
her husband also, and he praises her. Many daughters have done nobly, but you excel them all.‘"
Sometimes we guys need encouragement and girls who are willing to approach us guys in church and spare a
few minutes to see how we're doing and have a chat with us can really make our day. Girls, remember just a
small thing like that can really make a big difference and the more you help and encourage and bolster the
guys you meet the more they'll grow and become the masculine men you're after. If you want masculine men
then be prepared to help them anyway you can in those many little practical ways that will build their
confidence and make them feel more masculine.
Proverbs 31:30 says: ―Charm is deceitful and beauty is passing, but a woman who fears the LORD, she
shall be praised.‖ There is no set mould for what a truly feminine woman should be like just a common theme that she is a helper and a supporter to others as well as seeking her own fulfillment in a balanced way. A
woman who is kind, who reaches out and cares for other people and makes them feel good about themselves,
who‘s generous and lives God‘s way of life – that is REAL beauty (1 Peter 3:3-4)!
Feelings and Emotional Maturity
Emotions and feelings are impulses from within us that move us toward action. Emotions are what drive us to
do the things we do. When our emotions are controlled we do what is right and if they're not we do what we
feel like. Among the emotions are such feelings or expressions as fear, anger, resentment, jealousy, hatred,
grief, sorrow, surprise, desire, elation and joy. Unfortunately a lot of us allow ourselves to act thoughtlessly on
impulse. As a result we get swayed and buffeted into all sorts of troubles, tragedies and sufferings through our
irrational actions.
I'm sure you know examples of people who live according to their moods, feelings and self-indulgent whims.
They live according whatever feels good at the time without any restraint or concern about how it affects
others. We can look at the lives of those who have great wealth, who live according to every self-indulgent
desire they have and their lives are an absolute mess because of it. You wonder how they could descend into
such a state of debauchery when they've got so much wealth and other things going for them and that truly is a
sad part of human nature.
Some examples of emotional immaturity include pouting or crying over trivial things, acting or buying things too
impulsively, being too easily influenced by others, daydreaming too much, being too easily offended and
touchy, being accusative, over-competitiveness, sarcasm and cynicism. Avoiding responsibility, being too
demanding, getting upset when one‘s not the centre of attention and refusing to admit error when wrong is
another classic examples of emotional immaturity.
Emotional maturity, on the other hand, is where we don't just react purely on how we feel. It's where we control
our reactions and only react where it's for the good of others and ourselves, not at others‘ expense irregardless
of how we feel!
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The Greeks put it well when they said that emotions must be ruled by reason and also, just as
important, that reason must be warmed by emotion.
God says we should turn to him with deep earnest heart-rending feeling (Joel 2:12). This is no thoughtless
giving way to uncontrolled emotion. This is full mental realization of the need to seek God with all our strength
and might. In correcting Israel for their manner of indifferent prayers, God says of Israel: "They never put their
heart into their prayers" (Hosea 7:14, Moffatt translation). We should have deep feelings and express them
when appropriate. On the other hand, we should not wear our emotions on our shirt sleeves where we can
easily offend others with what we can say. They should be properly controlled.
The original series of the popular science fiction show ―Star
Trek‖ was built around this tension between emotion and logic
that we all go through. Mr Spock, from the planet Vulcan,
represented pure logic, free of all emotion, while the
passionate Dr McCoy (a.k.a. Bones) wore his emotions on his
shirt sleeves. Captain Kirk realized the value of both emotions
and logic in making right choices. He listened to both sides of
their arguments balancing Spock‘s logic with Bones‘ emotions
in order to make right command decisions.
In the movie ―Star Trek 2‖ Mr Spock gives his life to save the
life of the whole crew in a crisis situation. As he‘s dying he tells
Captain Kirk a Vulcan quote - ―the needs of the many outweigh
the needs of the one.‖
In ―Star Trek 3‖ Captain Kirk‘s crew go to extraordinary lengths to re-unite Spock‘s ―living soul‖ housed
temporarily in Dr McCoy with Spock‘s regenerated body on the experimental Genesis planet. After body and
soul are re-united on planet Vulcan, Spock asks Kirk why they all went to such lengths to do this for him. Kirk‘s
answer was that ―the needs of the one outweigh the needs of the many‖. Quite reminiscent of the Musketeers
motto: ―One for all and all for one‖.
If you deeply understand only one point here about feelings then I hope you understand that feelings all feelings come and go and have the same up and down nature like waves.
How much those highs and lows go differs from person to person. If we draw a line across the centre of a wave
or sine curve, symbolizing the emotional centre (neither high nor low), the distance from the centre to a peak
for a particular person is usually about the same as the distance from the centre to the valley.
Some people are very steady and while they don‘t get very excited about things neither do they get very
depressed either. On the other hand, people who get very excited generally have lows of the same intensity.
Teenagers will tend to experience greater highs and lows with the hormones that start pumping at the time of
adolescence.
Feelings of romance, happiness, sadness, excitement and boredom continually go back and forth in our lives.
With that in mind there's no need to panic when negative feelings creep into our lives. There‘s also no reason
to feel that God or other people love you any less just because you are at the low point of that regular cycle.
Remember that your feelings will usually pick up not long after.
Just because you're feeling bored or your conversation feels dull, if you do the things that are right your
feelings of excitement and passion will return again in due course. Some people rush into marriage on the
crest of a wave while their feelings are passionate before the first trough comes along without examining
whether they have the other things which are necessary for a stable marriage. Just because you're feeling
passionate for someone now doesn't mean those feelings are going to last forever.
Your feelings of passion may be strong now for someone but when the trials of life hit those trials may show
how weak your commitment for that special someone might really be if you're too wrapped up in your own
interests or you're stubborn or inflexible or you don't have much of a deep concern for your loved one. Feelings
or the intensity of your physical attraction for someone wax and wane like the phases of the moon and are
never constant. Romantic feelings contain only a piece of reality. They constantly fluctuate. They're difficult to
control but they do add spice to life so understand them for what they are. Don't ignore them but trust them too
much either by blinding you to the real facts about someone.
Our feelings can never be fully relied upon to discern right from wrong. Remember just because we feel or
don't feel guilt doesn't mean something's right or wrong. If we do learn to live by "every word of God" we will
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learn to guide our emotions intelligently but we shall never suppress them neither let them run rampant and
uncontrolled where they ought not.
No matter what cards we‘ve been dealt with, from genetic traits and looks to the way or circumstances we were
brought up with or how badly other people have treated us we still have the choice as to how to respond to
those adversities or handicaps. Will we blame our circumstances or others around us for all of our problems or
will we rise above it and respond to adversity in as positive way as possible and make a good life for ourselves
with God‘s help?
Many people suffer from being insecure. To be secure you need an anchor or a foundation. Most of us have
been on the rollercoaster of romance at some time in your life where your feelings would go up and down
dramatically based on the way a special girl or guy you liked treated you or how much or how little attention
they gave. The reason the lows often hit us bad is because we have this tendency to walk by sight and not by
faith (2 Corinthians 5:7). We look for things that are tangible and physical rather than implicitly trusting in God
even though there may not be any physical signs.
There are many tell-tale signs of people who are insecure. We all want to feel important to and loved by
others. When those needs aren't being met and we don't trust God to provide them often we go seeking
them the wrong way. People who are proud or are vain surprisingly have low self-esteem. They boast and
fish for praise. People who depend on the approval of others to feel good about themselves will be
disappointed and what is more, their need for approval can ruin relationships by overloading them. The best
friendships do not require that anyone keeps the upper hand. There is no real jealousy between them. Rather,
there is a mutuality in which either partner is free to be weak at times without fearing that the other will get "one
up".
You can't depend on others for your sense of self-worth. It must come from within you and from God. The best
way to be secure, feel loved and enjoy ourselves is not to go seeking it by dominating conversation and not
letting anyone else speak, fishing for praise, doing attention-grabbing things or just seeking to have fun for
yourself all the time.
It's best described in the immortal words of Christ Himself: "Give and it will be given unto you" (Luke 6:38).
Christ here is not just talking about physical needs. He's also talking about emotional needs. Forget about
worrying about how down or unloved you feel. Focus on other people and how to fill their physical and
emotional needs. Your mind can only usually focus on one thing at a time. If you focus on other people you
aren't usually focusing on your own needs and worries. And in time God will make sure, through others, your
needs will be looked after.
Low Self Esteem
What is low self-esteem? Low self-esteem is having a low opinion of oneself whether it‘s a feeling of
inadequacy where we don‘t measure up to a standard we have set for ourself or a feeling of feeling unwanted.
We all know that there is a side to us that is called our human nature. That carnal side of us that is the
accumulation of all of our bad habits that have been developed through our wrong choices. Everything that is
us without God's help is carnal and selfish! This side of us we have to utterly repent of (Ezekiel 36:31, Job
42:5-6). On the other hand God wants us to love and show the right concern for the rest of who we are – the
unique individual that He created in His own image who has the destiny of one day being born into His family
as well as the good character traits that He has already developed in each of us.
Christ commanded us to love our neighbours as we love ourselves (Matthew 22:39). This implies that it is
basic to Christian ethics and to interpersonal relationships for a Christian to have a healthy self-image or
self-respect. You are able to give to others only when you have a healthy (but not excessive) opinion of
yourself.
Low self-esteem can damage your potential. In Christ‘s parable about the talents the man with one talent
was immobilised by fear and feelings of inadequacy (Matthew 25:24-30). And that's exactly what Satan
wants for you as a Christian—that you will be so tied up that you are tied down, frozen, paralyzed, settling
into a job and a life far below your potential. The second danger of low self-esteem is that low self-esteem
can ruin your relationships with God and with others. When you devaluate yourself, you become overly
absorbed in and with yourself, and you don't have anything left over to give to others. There are four
sources from which we get our self-image.
The first is the outer world. How we feel about ourself is molded by how we are treated and cared for by
others. How people treat us plays a very big part in molding our self-esteem. Often we do what Paul warns
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us not to do in 2 Corinthians 10:12 when we compare ourselves with others. Spiritually we need to
compare ourselves with God and draw our self-worth from Him. We are all in the same boat when we
compare ourselves to God. We should not feel inferior to anyone because EVERYONE is in the same boat
when we compare ouselves with God!
The second source for our self-image is the world within us, the physical, emotional, and spiritual
equipment that we bring into the world. This includes our physical appearance and our capacity to learn
and do things.
Satan is a third source. Satan as the accuser of the brethren uses inferiority, inadequacy and selfbelittling to defeat Christians and prevent them from realizing their full potential as God's own children.
The fourth source for our self-esteem is God. From God is where we need to get our picture of our
worth and value from.
We need to develop the picture of our worth and value from God, not from the false reflections that come out
from our past. The healing of low self-esteem really hinges on a choice you must make: Will you listen to Satan
as he employs all the lies, the distortions, the put-downs, and the hurts of your past to keep you bound by
unhealthy feelings and concepts about yourself? Or will you receive your self-esteem from God and His word?
Let‘s look at a few encouraging things from the Bible that will nourish our soul and boost our self-esteem during
those times that come along that wear it down.
How much does God value you? Regardless of how much or little you feel other people make you feel wanted
God is interested in you very personally and wants you so much that He gave the life of His own dear Son to
redeem you (Romans 5:7).
In Matthew 6:26-31 we read: ―Look at the birds of the air for they neither sow nor reap nor gather into barns
yet your heavenly Father feeds them. Are you not of more value than they?…So why do you worry about
clothing? Consider the lillies of the field how they grow; they neither toil nor spin and yet I say to you that even
Solomon in all his glory was not arrayed like one of these. Now if God so clothes the grass of the field which
today is and tomorrow is thrown into the oven will he not much more clothe you, O you of little faith? Therefore
do not worry‖ Be happy as the song says!
As long as we do our part God is always there for us to provide our needs and open up solutions to those
problems that pull us down from time to time. What can I do to improve the situation that‘s getting me down?
eg. If I was struggling with shyness I could ask myself, ―What am I doing to develop myself and my
conversational abilities a bit at a time? Am I reaching out for the help that‘s available from others to help me
with that kind of a problem?‖
The last point I‘d like to offer in building our self-esteem is to focus on the big picture. In Romans 8:18-19
we read: ―For I consider that the sufferings of this present time are not worthy to be compared with the
glory which shall be revealed in us. For the earnest expectation of the creation eagerly waits for the
revealing of the sons of God.‖ Any problems you have now are nothing compared to the incredible future
that God has planned for each and every one of us in His kingdom. It will be far beyond anything that we
can possibly dream of.
Where will you get your idea about yourself? From distortions of your childhood? From past hurts
and false ideas that have been programmed into you? Or will you say, 'No, I will not listen to those
lies from the past any longer. I will not listen to Satan, the liar and the accuser of the brethren
(Revelation 12:10). I am going to listen to God's opinion of me, and let His feelings of love and
concern for me become a part of my life, right down to my innermost feelings.
Dating
Dating as we have come to know it is where we spend time with members of the
opposite sex, sometimes in groups as well as one-on-one dating Now why should you
date? Well the simple answer is that half of the world is the opposite sex! If you're afraid
of the opposite sex, if you don't know how the opposite sex reacts, if you don't know
what their goals and ambitions are, if you don't understand the way of a woman or the
way of a man then how do you expect to deal with the opposite sex in the church today
and how do you expect to deal with them in the World Tomorrow?
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How do you feel around young ladies or young men or older ladies or older men? Do you feel comfortable or
uncomfortable? Are you able to converse or do you feel on edge or uneasy? Are you socially awkward or
socially adept? These skills we learn through dating - interaction with the opposite sex.
To marry a woman just for her beauty is like buying a house just for its paint. "Boy, I sure like the paint on this
house. I think I'll buy it. I know the termites are eating it up and the roof's about to fall down but I sure love that
paint."
Dating is a form of giving - giving someone of a good time. Everybody you know has an effect on your life
because you learn things you like and things you don't like. We're all different with different tastes and it's
important to note some of these qualities as you date.
Too often dates lack creativity and end up following the same pattern like dinner and a movie. Here‘s a few
ideas from a book entitled "Waiting To Choose The Right Mate":
"You can go to amusement parks, parks in general, movies, television, dancing, parties, visiting friends and
family, picnics, attending sports events such as football, soccer, baseball, hockey, cricket, basketball, tennis,
etc. You can go to community activities, visit a courtroom, do some volunteer work, visit someone in hospital.
"You can share hobbies together - stamps, photography, painting, arts and crafts. You can go dining. You
could try new cuisines like American, Armenian, Brazilian, Chinese, Continental, English, European, French,
German, Greek, Japanese, Italian, Jewish, Mexican, Middle Eastern, Oriental, Polynesian and so on.
"What about participating in various sports like ski-ing, backpacking, bicycling, hiking, fishing, horseriding,
skating, squash, rock-climbing, boating, golf, tennis, swimming, jogging, camping out and so on.
"There's cultural events, theatres, musicals, ballets, dogshows, museums, planetariums and so on, educational
opportunities like lectures on travel, art, gardening, music, singing and so on."
There's plenty of things to do if you're creative and put your mind to it. Remember experiences are twice
the fun when shared with someone else. With broad dating experience you grow as a person. Your interest
and knowledge of yourself and others is enlarged. If you've dated only a few persons or if you've gone out
with only one guy or girl you haven't given yourself the best possible chance to know what you really want
in a husband or wife.
The most common analogy used in the church to describe the game plan for dating and finding that special
someone is the diamond analogy where you start off steadily building up a wide base of friends through your
late teens and early twenties and after you've dated widely you steadily narrow down to the guys or girls who
have the qualities you like most until you meet that one special someone in life.
Dating in the world is quite different to how it generally is in the church. In the world people generally try and
make a romantic connection on the first or second date rather than getting to know that person first before
deciding whether the person is compatible for them.
If a guy asks a girl out on a second or third date it‘s generally accepted by each other that they are boyfriend
and girlfriend. Dating someone is used as a term to say that two people are a romantic couple. It‘s usually an
unspoken thing that they are a romantic couple if they go out on more than one date. A friend of mine, who
used to attend church, had one such misunderstanding when she unwisely accepted a second date from a guy
outside the church.
Because people go steady so quickly, two or three dates into getting to know each other, they find themselves
breaking up with people over and over again because it doesn‘t take long after to realize that the other person
is too selfish or they aren‘t compatible with each other. People in the world spend very little time finding out
whether the other person is right for them before they start going steady and end up breaking up with lots of
people over and over again or stay with someone who is just no good for them.
If you want to find the right person that God has in mind for you and you want to protect yourself from the
breaking up cycle get to know people well before you start going steady with them, even if there is mutual
attraction between the two of you. Try to keep things at the friendship level first until you realize there‘s quite a
strong chance that the other person may be the right one for you.
Ephesians 4:2 says to be humble, gentle, patient, forbearing and loving toward one another. This cannot
happen if you focus on yourself. But when you concentrate on these attitudes you will be able to put the needs
of others ahead of your own and this greatly benefits your dating. Dating should be fun and first, and foremost,
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for building friendships. Finding that special someone should be a natural by-product of building friendships
through dating.
One unfortunate trend that I have seen in the church over the years is that so many singles (the majority in
my own humble opinion) will only try and get close to someone of the opposite sex when they want to build
a romance with them. Pursuing romance becomes the primary motivation and building friendship plays a
poor second, if at all in some cases, rather than the other way around. I believe in putting the effort into and
building all my friendships with the opposite sex as far as they will naturally go, regardless of whether I feel
any romantic feelings for them or not. My wish is that this approach would prevail a lot more amongst our
young people in the church.
Preparing for marriage
In his book ―The Missing Dimension in Sex‖ Herbert Armstrong makes the following comments about God
selecting the right person for you:
―It is GOD who joins together in marriage a husband and a wife. Therefore it ought to be -- in your
own interest -- GOD who selects for you the husband or wife you are going to marry! And God will
do this, if you ask Him, and then refrain from getting in a hurry and taking it into your own hands!
This may require self-restraint and patience, yes, and also faith. But if you rely on God, He will not
fail you. And if He selects your lifelong mate, you'll have the right one!‖
How does God do this and how do we know if God is selecting a certain someone for us? First of all, we must
ask Him in prayer to select that person and guide us in our actions. Have we even asked God for this? We
have to be careful not to take things out of God‘s hands and insist we have found the right someone when
there are things that others see and we should also that the person is not right for us.
Seek a multitude of counsel from friends and family as God can
communicate much wisdom and a different perspective on things through
others to you. Look out for circumstances that are providential and not
just co-incidential in nature. Look for God‘s hand in circumstances. Look
to God to handpick that certain someone for you and bring you together
with that person He will not fail you if you do your part.
In a singles Bible study given by Gary Antion around 1987 he made
these comments regarding finding that special someone in life:
―Scripture tells us, ‗Whosoever finds a wife finds a good thing‘
(Proverbs 18:22) not ‗Whosoever accepts‘ or ‗Whoever God sends‘.
That means that we‘ve got to do some looking. Oh yes, consult God.
Ask him to help you see the right one…Understand God‘s will – same
religion, same race [Deuteronomy 32:8, Genesis 24:3-4,
Deuteronomy 22:9-11, Nehemiah 13:26-27], that you have love and
respect for each other and that you do it with good counsel. That‘s
God‘s will. The rest is your choice.‖
Barry St Clair and Bill Jones in their book ―Dating – Picking and Being a Winner‖ make these comments on
how to pick a winner:
―Here‘s a good example of how you can pick a loser when you thought you've picked a winner. Bill tells this
story of how he almost picked someone who seemed a winner at first:
"She was perfect: a California girl, 5 and 1/2 feet tall, medium build with blonde hair, fair complexion and blue
eyes. She was the life of the party, but still a straight. Bill's dream had come true or so he thought.
"After getting up my nerve, I asked her out. She said ‗yes‘ and everything went perfectly. We had a great time. I
continued to ask her out but after the first couple of dates I noticed something - she was selfish. She cared
about herself much more than me and it was obvious. But I continued to date her, because I thought I would be
crazy to let go of someone who fit my picture of the perfect date. Besides, I might not find another perfect girl.
So I hung on, hoping she would change.
"One night, after driving to her house she started coming on to me physically. I didn't know what to do. The
year before I'd decided to become a christian and one of the main ways God had been changing me was in my
attitudes and conduct in dating relationships. I had committed myself to date according to God's plan and I
knew messing around would not honour Jesus Christ.
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"All I could think was, ‗How can I get out of here?‘ I looked nervously at my watch and told my date that I had to
get home. I walked her to her door and never asked her out again. ‗What went wrong?‘ I asked myself and
God. How could she be such a loser as a date? Will I ever find another perfect girl and if I do, how can I keep
the same thing from happening again?"
―UNFORTUNATELY THE BIG THREE (LOOKS, PERSONALITY AND POPULARITY) COVER ONLY THE
SUPERFICIAL QUALITIES OF PEOPLE AND COMPLETELY MISS THE MOST IMPORTANT CATEGORY
OF ALL - CHARACTER.
―Character is everything a person is on the inside - especially their attitudes and maturity. It is often a
result of the person's spiritual life and convictions. And that's what really counts!‖
Marriage is not so much in finding the right person but being the right person that counts. If you want a queen
you need to be a king and vice versa. Marriage can only be a give and take commitment - you must be willing
to give exactly what you want to receive. The golden rule here is - whatever qualities you desire in a mate,
develop first in yourself.
So what are the most important things to look for in a marriage partner? In my personal order of importance
they are:
1) Character. Character certainly is the most important thing to look for in a potential marriage partner. How
generous and unselfish are they? How kind and generous is he or she to you and to others? How committed
are they to God and to the church? The Bible tells us that out of the abundance of the heart does the mouth
speak (Matthew 15:18-19). How much do they talk about and are interested in God‘s truth and way of life?
Does their calling mean the world to them?
2) Communication. How freely do you talk with the guy or girl you hope to marry? Is there a full fluency of
conversation between you from small talk and light-hearted conversation to spiritual topics and deep and
meaningful conversation? Do you talk as freely to each other as you would with your best friend? Conversation
is the lifeblood of relationships so develop the ability to have free-flowing conversation with each other.
If there was no physical attraction between you and your potential mate would you still be close friends with
each other because of how freely and how much you enjoy talking to each other? You have to be the best of
friends if you hope to be married and free flowing conversation is essential to that.
3) Common interests. How much do you have in common between you? Do you both share a good sense of
humour? Do you like to do the same sorts of activities when you get together? Do you share similar interests
and hobbies? If two people have full fluency in their conversation it‘s usually due to the fact that they have a
great deal in common including the calling and what they believe in. One way to gauge how much you have in
common are how similar are your friends. If you have difficulty getting along with the other person‘s friends
then you may not have as much in common or have similar viewpoints on life as you might think. Remember
you not only marry into a family but also a circle of friends.
4) Good looks. Quite obviously if you want to spend the rest of your life with someone you will want to find
your partner very attractive. Good looks are still important. As author David Seamands puts it, ―I can‘t think of
anything worse than being married for a lifetime to someone who didn‘t ring my chimes!‖
Real love may bring out strong feelings but real love is not a feeling. Love is a decision "for better or for worse,
richer or poorer, in sickness and in health" you will care for that person and put that person's needs ahead of
your own.
According to past ministerial surveys marriage problems have been the number one problem in the church.
The problems probably would be only half as bad if singles, before they got married, would actively out of love
for their future spouse try and root out as many of the seeds of their bad attitudes and habits as possible
whether it be a bad temper, sexual lust, laziness around the house, financial irresponsibility, a bad stubborn
streak or whatever it may be.
Those type of attitudes take time to break and overcome so make the most of the time you have while
you're single to grow up emotionally and spiritually and try bring as few of those spiritual liabilities into
your future marriage.
Have a stability of what you plan on doing with your life careerwise and develop stability in your relationships
and stability of residence before getting married. Don‘t take on the important responsibility of marriage until
you are ready emotionally, socially, spiritually and financially.
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Financial responsibility is one of the most important areas to get right in your life before you enter marriage.
Financial problems have been ranked in times past as the second biggest problem in the church directly after
marriage problems. Do you have a career? Is it the best and most enjoyable for your ability? How do you
approach spending? Are you constantly spending more than you are making? Are you working on
extinguishing any debts, except a mortgage if you have one, before you enter marriage.
Both men and women should be saving for marriage (Proverbs 24:27). It shouldn't be just the men who are
saving for marriage. The cost of coming up with a deposit for a house and things to put into one is very
expensive these days so men themselves not only should be serious about getting something behind them
financially but girls also should be working and saving to help out as well.
You still have to enjoy yourself while you're young but be careful about not squandering your money while
you're young because if you squander it, it can set you back quite a bit towards getting married. I hasten to
add to our young people who might also have the travel bug, don't repeat my mistake from my younger
days and blow all your money in the process.
My advice is to invest your first two or three thousand and don't touch it. Once you have that then you're
free to spend whatever you earn over that for travel or whatever without worrying you've got nothing to fall
back on later when you really need it. If you are impatient you can enter marriage too young and take on a lot
more financial pressure than you need to which can put serious pressure on a marriage.
Darien Cooper in her book ―How to Be Happy Though Young‖ offers these points on when to know you truly
love someone and you‘re ready to be married:
1) You have grown to love this special one.
2) You have common bonds of faith.
3) You are compatible with a number of common interests and a common approach to life and marriage.
4) You will appreciate your loved one's appearance.
5) You will be willing to accept your right one as he [or she] is.
6) You have passed the test of separation and time.
7) You have your parent's approval.
8) The final and most important criteria for recognizing your lifetime partner is a deep, inner assurance provided
by God that this is the one. If there are nagging doubts, back off! Give God time to confirm your doubts or
totally remove them.
Sex
The Bible makes it very clear that sex is designed for marriage only. Within marriage sex can be a profound
blessing binding a man and woman close together in the bond of marriage and deepening their feelings of
love and concern for another along with providing great pleasure. Outside of marriage, though, sex can
produce great penalties.
Sex is like a fire. That same fire that warms a house can burn it down. A fire in the fireplace gives warmth and
comfort. A fire outside the limits of the fireplace destroys. The proper place for sex to burn is in the fireplace of
the marriage relationship where it brings warmth to the relationship. Outside of the marriage relationship sex
destroys.
In their book ―Sex – Desiring the Best‖, Barry St Clair and Bill Jones explain why it is so important to keep
sex for marriage and abstain from pre-marital sex:
―God designed sex to unite two people in marriage. Although people can have sex
to have babies, to feel pleasure and to show love, God's higher plan is for total
dynamic oneness. And that can happen only in marriage. The Bible teaches that
sex is more than merely a physical act. When two people have sex they become
one flesh. Both give themselves to each other. They become one person. How?
―Sex joins personalities. When you have sexual intercourse with another person,
you join your personality with the other person's personality. When the Bible says,
"a man shall leave...and cleave" (Matthew 19:5), it means to glue, to cement. A
man and woman in sexual intercourse join personalities. If you have sex and then
break up with that person, you have left a part of your personality behind and torn
away some of the other personality as well. Both of you are hurt and incomplete
(p.22-23)…
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―Trust in each other when you wait is complete. Sex before marriage creates tremendous insecurity on the part
of the girl and the lack of respect for the girl on the part of the guy. Those feelings cast doubt on the
relationship and its future. If the couple does get married, the question will eventually arise: if he (or she) had
sex before marriage, will he(or she) do it after marriage, too? All of that adds up to destroyed trust. When you
wait you can fully trust one another.
―Sexual diseases are not a worry. Sexually transmitted diseases are rampant. New types and strains are being
discovered all the time. Most don't respond to medication. They are miserable at best. They bring death at
worst. That is a high price to pay for a few minutes of pleasure. The way to insure against disease is to
wait(p.55-56)…
―In 1 Thessalonians 4:6 Paul explains that a relationship built on sex outside of marriage is not healthy
because ‗No one should wrong his brother or take advantage of him.‘ When a relationship gets too physical
one person or both in the relationship is taking advantage of the other. You try to start over but every time the
physical gets too heavy. It hurts both you and the other person. Why does it happen over and over again?
Because you are taking advantage of each other. You don't know how to build a healthy relationship. You can't
beat the break-up habit because you've put too much emphasis on sex. You have lost sight of what God is
trying to do in your life and in the life of the other person.
―When sex controls you, your relationship with God goes into neutral. He seems to be a million miles away.
You feel like your prayers don't reach the ceiling. You even begin to doubt if God exists. When you have sex
outside of marriage, you want to be intimate and close. You want sex to bind you together. Instead, it tears you
apart. What started out as a tender expression now produces tension. Your relationship suffers in several
areas:
Breakdown in communication. Now instead of long talks, you are looking for ways to be alone to make love.
Without talking, your relationship is crippled. More sex only puts a band-aid on a broken bone that will never
correctly heal.
Shallow relationship. Sex is the easiest and most direct route to intimacy but it is not the best. Sharing bodies
without sharing hearts and minds is a shallow, hollow experience. The glue of sex is not strong enough to hold
the relationship together. The qualities that make a relationship hold together - trust, honesty, openness, deep
friendship and spiritual depth - take time and effort to develop. A heavy duty emphasis on sex causes the
relationship to come unglued.
Guilt. Sex before marriage causes you to feel guilty. Why? Because you are. This guilt prevents you from
building the relationship.
Insecurity and loss of respect. In real love there is no one else. But premarital sex knocks the props out from
under the security the girl needs and the respect a guy needs.
"If he made love to me I wonder if there are others."
"All he ever wants is sex"
"I just don't respect her anymore"
Comparison to others. If you have sex before marriage, when you get married you will flash back. You will
think, "That guy kisses better than my husband." "She makes love better than my wife." Or if your sexual
experiences are bad before marriage, all the fear and anger of the past will cause you to freeze emotionally. As
a result, you are not completely free to love your marriage partner.
―When you have sex, a part of your personality stays with that other person forever. Like an apple sliced with a
knife and handed out to several different people, every time you have sex with a different person, your
personality is divided and handed out. You can never recover it. [Sex is designed to bond a married couple
close together in love. The more sexual bonding experiences you have before marriage the weaker the sexual
glue becomes to bond to the next person who may turn out to be your future spouse.]
―Because sex is so powerful, it creates strong emotional bonds between partners. These bonds can make you
feel that the relationship is deeper than it really is - thinking you know your partner and your partner knows you
better than you actually do. You become emotionally ‗sliced‘:
- You have unfulfilled needs that cause you to get frustrated and bitter.
- You hang on to the relationship, not out of love, but out of fear and insecurity.
- You wanted intimacy and love but are disappointed that all you got was sex‖ (p.59-61).
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Along with those numerous psychological and inter-personal reasons for abstaining from pre-marital sex,
unless you are married and in the position of being able to provide for a new human being it's not worth the risk
of bringing an unwanted baby into the world and that means also in the engagement period prior to marriage
because a great many engagements do split up.
We live in a sex-saturated society that constantly bombards all of us with erotic stimuli. Suggestive poses and
near-nude bodies are just a glance away. Come-on eyes peer at us from colourful, provocative ads on
television, in magazines and on billboards.
Girls in the church can easily flow along with the world‘s provocative dress fashions. Guys in the church have
enough of a battle keeping their minds pure with what the world throws at them so girls in the church need to
be sensitive to this and dress modestly (1 Timothy 2:9). Men are visually stimulated in a way that women have
difficulty in comprehending. They should be careful not to present a stumbling block of visual temptation for any
guys in the church.
Girls in the church must be careful not to dress with clothes that are too tight or clothes that are too low-cut.
Virtually all girls in the church would think it is too immodest to go out in public in just a bra and panties
underwear yet strangely think it is OK to wear a bikini to the beach. Bikinis show as much flesh as a woman
being dressed in underware such as a bra and panties.
Tom Eisenman makes thes powerful comments about sex in his book ―Temptations Men Face‖. He writes:
―Sex has enormous power. It has power to create and sustain a community. Power to live in love. Power to
know another deeply. Power to express the image of God. It is both a gift and a profound blessing from the
Lord of love.
―If perverted, sex is a power that destroys. It holds men captive. Turns quickly to an obsession. Burns with lust.
It demeans human beings, reducing them to things to be used, abused and discarded. Held in its bondage,
otherwise reasonable men will lie to themselves and others, turn their hearts and minds away from God, leave
their wives and the children they love, and choose to live in tension, guilt and shame, all for the promise of
tasting again the brief, pulsing current of its seductive pleasure‖ (p.54).
In their book ―Sex – Desiring the Best‖, Barry St Clair and Bill Jones offer these points for those who have a
problem bringing their sexual desires under control:
1) Refuse to rationalize the problem.
2) Nail down a stake. Even though you may make some mistakes in the future you will win no matter what!
3) Confide in a friend.
4) Focus your eyes and avoid tempting situations (Job 31:1).
5) Think about the price you are paying for your problem.
6) Plug into God‘s power and renew your mind through prayer and Bible study.
7) Press on despite failure.
Remember that sex is a progressive in nature. Once the sexual motor is turned on it doesn‘t want to stop.
Imagine a car going along at 100 km per hour and then throwing the gear into park. You'd kill the car. It can't
stop that fast. It's even worse trying to throw it into reverse. It wants to keep going and so do your sexual
desires once they're running. This is why young people must not just make a commitment not to engage in sex
before marriage, they also need to commit to not getting involved in those physical intimacies that are meant to
lead into sex such as prolonged kissing, necking and petting with a girl or guy they might get involved with.
Managing your finances
A common area into which many people fall into all sorts of problems these days is in handling money. Here a
number of common sense points that can make a real difference in being able to handle our money properly.
Tithing is the first law of financial success. Tithing teaches the principle of giving. It teaches generosity
because that's the reason they've got anything. God has given us the opportunity to work. He has given us a
body. He has given us the soil, the grass, the sun and rain to grow what we have and everything we use to
earn a living. He has given us the money and the means to live off what He has given to us.
The next principle to financial success is to learn how to budget. The word budget means proportioning
your income into a series of categories. The first 10% of your income is God's. The remaining 90% can now be
allocated. For utilities and other bills and debt payments divide the payment by the number of pays between
payments. eg. If you have a phone bill each 3 months for around $120 and you get paid fortnightly then divide
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$120 by 6 to find out how much you have to put away each fortnight. In this example you'd need to put away
$20 per fortnightly pay. This budget will tell you exactly how much to put away for each current and upcoming
expense, so you will have precisely what you need to pay the bills as they arrive. Don‘t take a reactionary
approach to expenses where you are forever trying to catch up on them.
Develop a savings habit. Contingencies and unexpected bills often
come up so it is always good to have enough savings to cover that
extra bill you did not anticipate. Even if you are in financial difficulty, try
to begin a savings habit. It need not be large at first ,just enough to
develop the habit in you. Later, when you have gotten out of trouble
you will have established the pattern in your life.
Learn to save for big items like a house or a block of land. Why
can't a teenager start thinking about saving for a block of land
(Proverbs 24:27)? Why does it always have to be a porsche or a
lamborghini or a mustang? A car - it's the worst investment. Have a
think about this - a young man if he starts work at 18 and is able to
save $50 a week, in 5 years at age 23 he'd have saved $12 500. With
interest it could be close to $15000. Five years might seem like a long
time, but it's not. What a great foundation for marriage!
Avoid the pitfalls of easy credit. Credit, in many ways, is like alcohol. It's easy to get hooked on it if it's not
used in moderation. Sometimes the only solution for the "credaholic" is to go cold turkey until his financial
system has a chance to return to equilibrium. Be willing to take the short-term pain of limiting your expenses in
a balanced way until you can clear your debts. Solomon wrote: "The rich rules over the poor and the borrower
is servant to the lender" (Proverbs 22:7).
Learn to buy quality. Buy that which is reliable rather than that which is attractive and glittery. Buy the best
within your price range.
Avoid extremes in fashion and be content with what you've got. Don't covet and buy things out of your
financial reach.
Be careful of impulse buying If you feel the urge to buy something impulsively then tell yourself I'll come back
in 2 days time. If I still want it after evaluating my finances then I'll buy it. Usually the urge to impulse buy lasts
no longer than 24 hours.
Learn to be generous. God tells us in Proverbs 11:24-25: "There is that which scatters yet increases more
and there is that who withholds more than is right but it leads to poverty. The generous soul will be made rich
and he who waters will also be watered himself." Giving sets a cycle in motion where God will help look after
you if manage your funds wisely and are generous to others.
When assessing why you're in financial trouble determine God's reason for your lack of funds. Is it (a)
Don't need it (b) God wants to test your faith (c) You haven't asked Him for what you need or want or (d)
You've misspent it irresponsibly? Never blame God for what you lack and also don't put God in a financial
corner by buying on faith hoping He'll provide for you later if you can avoid it.
Treat your money with respect. There are a lot of people who don't respect money and some people can find
themselves in the company of people who don't respect the fact that they've worked hard for the past 5 days
and they just want to blow it. Remember each dollar is important. Ben Franklin said, "A small leak can sink a
great ship." Each dollar should have a certain respect.
Learn to budget properly, carefully spend your money and not abuse credit and put God first when it comes to
your money and you can be a financial winner.
Peer pressure
What is peer pressure? Peer pressure is that persuasive force that causes a teenager to go with his or her
friends - to do what they want to do - to have the same attitudes they have - to behave the way they behave to go where they want to go - to dress the way they want to dress - listen to the same tunes they listen to and
to have the same likes and dislikes they have.
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Peer pressure is a powerful force that can be both good and bad depending on the character and values of the
young people one is trying to be accepted by. More often than not in this world, peer pressure leads many
young people astray from the good, positive morals of the Bible in order to be accepted by other teenagers.
The wrong kind of peer pressure nurtures a quality which the Bible calls vanity which goes through a number of
stages. As a little child becomes aware of the world around it, it develops a simple desire, a desire to be liked.
As a child grows older this desire to be liked becomes a desire for approval. Approval is very important,
especially from parents and teachers. Now these desires are fine as long as they don't get out of control and
become stronger than our desire to do what's right.
Satan tries as hard as he can to feed this desire and as we grow up this desire develops and changes and as
we reach our teenage years it becomes a desire to be respected and accepted especially by our own circle of
friends. Now this desire to be respected and accepted doesn't last forever. As we move into our early to mid
twenties it develops into a desire to be thought of as important, especially by those older than us.
Then, as a person enters his thirties, it develops into a desire for prestige and this is what drives a lot of men
and women on in their careers, not just to be thought of as important but to attain prestige - to have an
important position or office in life. Later on as the individual grows older and if he's given the opportunity, this
drive for prestige becomes a drive for power and this is why older executives climb over the bodies and careers
of younger men to put themselves into a position of great power and this, according to those who study it, is
one of the greatest drives in man.
Some of us tend to think peer pressure is brand new. What you need to realize is that peer pressure is as old
as man. Did you realize that God talks about peer pressure at the start of the Book of Proverbs. In fact He
singles it out as the main problem or the single greatest pressure that a teenager or a young person is up
against.
In Proverbs 1:10-15 he says: ―My son, if sinners entice you, do not consent. If they say, ‗Come with us, Let
us lie in wait to shed blood. Let us lurk secretly for the innocent without cause. Let us swallow them alive
like Sheol, and whole, like those who go down to the Pit. We shall find all kinds of precious possessions.
We shall fill our houses with spoil. Cast in your lot among us. Let us all have one purse‖ My son, do not
walk in the way with them. Keep your foot from their path.‖
What God is saying here young people is this - are you being constantly tempted by your friends to experiment
with things you shouldn't. If so, God says in this verse that you may have to seriously consider that you're
amongst the wrong circle of friends and that's something some people need to consider. If you want to avoid
being drawn into wrong things simply don't hang around with those who want to indulge in these things. Why?
Well, the next verse tells us. In verse 17 it says: "Surely, in vain the net is spread
in the sight of every bird but they lie in wait for their own blood. They lurk secretly
for their own lives." What does that all mean? Simply, it means this - ultimately the
person who gives in to peer pressure is the one who pays the penalty. God is
saying never make the mistake of saying it can't happen to me. Don't make the
mistake of thinking others get away with it so why can't I? The truth is others don't
get away with it.
There are penalties and in verse 20 He says this - you don't have to experiment with sin to find out that sin
brings penalties! He says: "Wisdom calls aloud outside. She raises her voice in the open squares. She cries
out in the chief concourses. At the opening of the gates in the city she speaks her words." What God is saying
is that you don't have to experiment with drugs to know the terrible results of drug addiction. You don't have to
experiment with pre-marital sex to know the miseries of unwanted pregnancies, the horrors of sexually
transmissible diseases, the anguish of the mental problems that stem from the feelings of guilt you go through
afterwards.
God simply says look around you. Observe the results and the tragic lives of those who didn't know the
difference between right and wrong, who didn't have the wisdom to make the right decisions when they were
young and who didn't have the courage to say no. You see them in the streets, you see them on the beaches,
you see them in the hospitals, you see them wherever you find people. That's why God says wisdom cries
aloud in the streets!
Remember, you're not alone in the struggle to stand up against drug abuse, illicit sexual behaviour and other
harmful practices. There are times when it is right to say yes to good, fun and right activities. But there are also
times when with firmness and tact you in your personal life should say no!
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There are often more subtle forms of wrong behaviour where we can be influenced by friends IN the church
to do the wrong thing. Such things can be bad language, dirty jokes, seeing movies that are too filled with
sex or violence or wrong values, listening to music that have immoral lyrics and going along with the wrong
kind of trends and fashions of worldly young people. It‘s easy to flow along and think if other friends in the
church are doing it mustn‘t be too bad. In 3 John 11 we read: ―Beloved, do not imitate what is evil, but what
is good.‖ This applies to the behaviour of both people in the world as well as in the church.

8] How do I know if or when I should be baptized?
In Revelation 17:14 we read the following: ―These shall make war with the Lamb, and the Lamb shall
overcome them: for he is Lord of lords, and King of kings: and they that are with him are called, and
chosen, and faithful.‖ We know what faithful means in this passage – to be faithful to God‘s ways to the end
or when Christ returns but what do we mean by someone being called and chosen?
Does being called mean the same thing as being chosen by God? We can find the answer to that question
in Matthew 20:16 where we read: ―So the last shall be first, and the first last: for many are called, but few
chosen.‖ It says the many are called not the few and that only a few are chosen. So we see that being
called by God is something completely different from being chosen.
My own personal view on this is that the calling is a general invitation to all our young people in the church
from God where God gives them a partial understanding of His truth. It‘s a partial opening up of their minds
with an invitation to become a converted member. It‘s then up to those who are called to respond to that
calling at their own pace and if they respond enough then God chooses them and gives them a much fuller
understanding of His truth.
If you have been raised up in the church what things can you do to deepen your conversion and know that
you‘re ready to be baptized?
First of all, you need to prove the doctrines of the church and not just assume they are correct. Cultivate a
love for all the areas of God‘s truth and not just some here and there. Have a love for all of the doctrines
and prophecy as well as God‘s way of life. Second generation christians need to believe the doctrines and
keep God‘s laws because they've proven them right and not just accept them because their parents believe
them.
How can you tell whether you are merely accepting the doctrines of the church and God‘s way of life because
your parents believe them or because you believe in them? Well, I would ask you a simple question, ―Is what
you believe a conviction or is it merely a preference?‖
A conviction is a belief or a standard of behaviour that you will hold to no matter what. A preference is merely
something you prefer to do that you might change under different circumstances.
You can ask yourself if all your family and best friends left the church would you stay and hold onto the
doctrines of the church and still live by God‘s way of life? Many young people of my generation got baptized
because it was the thing to do or because it was expected of them. When the trials of life came later on and
when the WCG changed its teachings they gave up the truth and God‘s way of life simply because it was a
preference and not a conviction. How about you? Would you do the same thing under those circumstances or
are you truly convicted of God‘s way no matter what happens?
If God‘s way of life and the teachings of the truth are something that you are
committed to, no matter what, then you do have the repentance required for
baptism no matter how you feel. Of course, like with romance and marriage,
we can fool ourselves into thinking we‘re ready so it is good to get counsel
from the ministry to help make sure of your commitment level.
Attitudes of the heart and the Holy Spirit are spiritual and not something that
you can feel so don‘t get hung up on waiting for a dramatic calling
accompanied by great feelings. Only when you receive God's spirit at
baptism are you officially eligible for the first resurrection by having God's
spirit in you and not just working with you.
If you want to deepen your feelings and appreciation for God‘s truth then remember contrast is a big key.
For those of us who were called into the church many of us know deeply what it‘s like to live without the
hope of God‘s kingdom and many of us have had first-hand experience at how awful life can be not
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knowing or living by God‘s way. Our appreciation comes from the great contrast of knowing what life is like
without it.
Another point to deepen your conversion if you are a second generation christian is to get to know people
older than you, from those in their 20‘s and 30‘s right up to our senior members. In Proverbs 13:20 it says,
―He that walks with wise men shall be wise.‖ My own observation over the years is that the maturity of
young people is often directly proportional to the time they spend getting to know people older than them.
Those who spend virtually all their time with their peers tend to be more shallow and less mature. If you
spend time getting to know those older than you from those in their 20‘s, 30‘s and older, little by little, you‘ll
be quite surprised just how enjoyable and helpful those friendships can be.
There is no need if you've grown up in the church to leave the church for a while to prove God's way is
right. In Proverbs 1:20 we read that ―Wisdom calls aloud outside; she raises her voice in the open
squares.‖ It says that wisdom cries aloud in the streets. There's enough evidence in the messed up lives of
people in the world, including unconverted friends and family, to prove God's way is right and the world's
way only brings pain. If you do leave the church and come back later you will still have to wear the
consequences of living by the world‘s ways. If you speak to those who have done it you‘ll realize that it‘s
just not worth it.
It‘s far better to learn second-hand from friends and family in the world as well as people you read about in
magazines and see on TV just how bad life can be without living by God‘s way than to experience it firsthand. You‘ll spare yourself quite a lot of scars and regrets if you do. If you want to deepen your feelings
and appreciation for the truth and God‘s way of life spend some time seeing the deep contrast of life
without it through the lives of others. You‘ll soon see what a pearl of great price that you have in your hands
to know God‘s truth and be invited to be in the first resurrection if you do your part.

9] What does God say about building friendships?
What is friendship? How would you define it? The word friend gets tossed around so much in our world that it
has lost a lot of its meaning. It has become a clique to a fair degree. Friendship in the popular sense is any
relationship where there is mutual giving and receiving, even if the motive is to gain something in return.
True friendship, on the other hand, is a relationship where there is mutual giving and receiving and the giving is
done purely for the good of the friend - NOT to gain something in return.
The secret to happiness is best summed up in the old saying - to love and to be loved. When we have a
cause in our life, when we are devoted to something that is bigger than ourself that is good, such as
God's calling of supporting His work and giving and making people happy, we will not want for
happiness in our life. Christ said it is more blessed to give than to receive (Acts 20:35) and it's only
through living the way of give that we will be truly happy.
Also, we need to be loved - to have good friends
who aren't just fair-weather friends. We all yearn
for a sense of belonging - to have friends who
make us feel like we belong. Most of us want a
wide
variety
of
casual
friends
and
acquaintances of both sexes and different age
groups. Most of us also yearn for a number of
friends who we spend regular time with and who
seek our company even when the chips are
down. Being loved more often than not is a
direct by-product of loving others.
In regards to social development, Alan Loy McGuinnis in his book "The Friendship Factor" makes the
following observations about how we prioritise friendship:
"As I've watched those who are deeply loved, I've noticed they all believe that people are the basic source
of happiness. Their companions are very important to them, and no matter how busy their schedule, they
have developed a lifestyle and a way of dispensing their time that allows them to have several profound
relationships with people.
"On the other hand, in talking with lonely people I often discover that, though they lament their lack of close
companions, they actually place little emphasis on the cultivation of friends...Deep friendship requires
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cultivation over the years - evenings before the fire, long walks together, and lots of time for talk. It requires
keeping the television off so that the two of you can log in with each other...
"Why do we seldom relate at such a deep level? Why is there such a shortage of friendship? One simple
reason: We do not devote ourselves sufficiently to it. If our relationships are the most valuable commodity
we can own in this world, one would expect that everyone everywhere would assign friendship highest
priority. But for many, it does not even figure in their list of goals. They apparently assume that love will 'just
happen'.
But of course few of the valuable things in life 'just happen'. When they happen it is because we recognise
their importance and devote ourselves to them. You can have almost anything you want if you want it badly
enough. If you want to run the Boston Marathon badly enough you probably can do it. And if you want love
you can have that too. It is simply a matter of priorities. Significant relationships come to those who assign
them enough importance to cultivate them. So...Assign top priority to your relationships" (p21-25).
In a Dr Dobson video called "Finding God's Will For Your Life" he spoke about viewing your career,
business and personal goals from an end of life perspective given how some people seem to have it all and
find it's not satisfying.
He said that when he had a heart attack there were only three things that mattered to him at that moment in
time. He said that those three important things are - 1) Who you've loved, 2) Who loves you and 3) What
you have done for God. It‘s good to have goals and work towards achieving those but it‘s important to keep
those three things in mind when you think about all the wonderful things that you want to achieve in life.
In Proverbs 27:10 God emphasizes the importance of building and maintaining our friendships when He
says: ―Do not forsake your own friend or your father‘s friend.‖
In Proverbs 18:24 we also read: ―A man that hath friends
must shew himself friendly: and there is a friend that
sticketh closer than a brother‖ (KJV). If you want to have
friends then you must make the effort to show yourself
friendly and reach out to others. There are some close
friends who will stick by you every bit, if not more, than
even your own family at times.
The twelve disciples of Jesus who later went on to become
apostles were close friends of Jesus (John 15:15).
Amongst those friends Jesus was particularly close to
Peter, James and John who saw His transfiguration
(Matthew 17:1-2). Of those three John was probably
Jesus‘ best friend. He was called the disciple Jesus loved
(John 13:23) and was asked by Him to take care of His
mother after His death (John 19:26-27). Jesus also had a
special bond of friendship with Moses (Exodus 33:11) and
Abraham who was called the friend of God (James 2:23).
In Proverbs 27:17 we read: ―As iron sharpens iron, so a man sharpens the countenance of his friend.‖ A
good friend stimulates and challenges us to be a better person. In Ecclesiastes 4:9-10 we read: ―Two are
better than one, because they have a good reward for their labor. For if they fall, one will lift up his
companion. But woe to him who is alone when he falls, for he has no one to help him up.‖ This verse
shows us the benefit of having good friends who will help and encourage us when we are feeling down and
need support through life.
When I first started attending church I was painfully shy and I struggled a lot talking with people. I didn‘t like
being that way at all and I did everything that I could to break out of my shell through much hard work and
little help from my peers at the time.
The one thing that I found most helpful in developing my conversational skills was developing the habit of
remembering anything that I ran across that I could use for future conversations, whether it be stories,
jokes, observations or all the many things that I read, watch or write about and try to remember as much
detail as I can about them. It doesn‘t take long after you apply yourself to doing that before you have plenty
of things stored away that you can use for future conversations. It‘s helpful to think of good conversation as
a gift that we give to other people.
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It also helps to develop more of a child-like wonder and enthusiasm to share the things that you remember
for future conversations, not to mention having a strong natural curiosity to know all you can about people
you meet without being too forward.
Even if we struggle to be creative and come up with conversation the least we can do is to be as
responsive to the other person as possible so they will be encouraged to keep on talking. If we can do that
and keep them talking there‘s more chance they‘ll say something that we can relate to and talk about. At
least, listen and learn more about what the other person is interested for next time you meet.
We communicate our interest in many ways non-verbally as well as verbally. The sort of positive feedback
that I find encourages me to keep talking are things like someone smiling a lot when I‘m talking, laughing
when my jokes aren‘t too bad, good eye contact, the other person having fun and kidding along with me
and also asking questions about what I‘m talking about. I find that the more that other people give in
conversation the more I‘ve got to work with in discussing things related to it. In other words, we feed off
each other.
There are two major reasons why we feel shy around others. The first is a fear of not having something to
say and the conversation falling flat. By developing a storehouse in your mind of things to talk about you
can develop the confidence to overcome that fear. Even if the conversation goes quiet it‘s not the end of
the world. There are far worse things that can happen in life so keep a positive, light-hearted perspective
and move on to someone else.
The other reason why we can be shy at times is a fear that the other person won‘t like you. In the church
this shouldn‘t be a problem as we should be accepting, friendly people. Try not to think negatively. Expect a
positive response from others you feel like going up and talking to. More often than not they will be more than
happy to talk to you. If not, then remember that it‘s their problem, not yours.
If you are shy remember that most people are often just as shy and insecure as you. That realization is all that
it takes sometimes to take the edge off the nerves and make you feel confident enough to go up and talk to
someone. If someone I know well is talking to someone I feel shy about approaching I try and take advantage
of those opportunities to meet the other person since they are talking to someone I‘m already comfortable with.
If you are shy or want to know more about how to build friendships there are many books available on
developing friendship and social skills. The are plenty of resources out there but you have to make the
conscious choice to seek that help and apply it in your life. Some books that I do recommend are ―How to Start
a Conversation and Make Friends‖ by Don Gabor, "The Friendship Factor" by Alan Loy McGuinnis, ―Friends
and Friendship‖ by Jerry and Mary White and ―How to Win Friends and Influence People‖ by Dale Carnegie.
Over the years I‘ve heard people talk a lot about how friendly or cliquey various church areas are and I have
made a couple of observations about the friendliness of people and church areas. The first is that friendliness
is not a black and white issue. There are varying degrees of friendliness or how deep is your love to
paraphrase the Bee Gees. The second observation that I have made is that there are two distinct components
to friendliness.
Those two components are the breadth of a person‘s friendliness (How widely they mix) and the second is the
depth of one‘s friendliness (How deeply you build your friendships as opposed to only taking a rather superficial
interest in others). I would encourage all of us, if we want greater unity in the church here, to be aware of what
we can do to help create a sense of belonging for everyone and do what we can.
We read in Acts 2:44 about the early New Testament church that ―all who believed were together and had all
things in common‖. We see that they had a burning desire to spend as much time together as possible and
look out for one another‘s needs. Is that true of us?
We all have a certain emptiness in our hearts that longs to be filled. So many have fallen into the trap of
pursuing every doctrinal novelty and self-interest under the sun in order to fill that void when it is only the love
of God APPLIED in our lives that will fill that emptiness. In fact, there is great pleasure in planning and acting
on doing good things and being kind to others. There is a lot of pleasure in building good friendships. To finish
this section off I‘d like to give you my ten commandments or suggestions for building good friendships :1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Make your friendships top priority.
Be open about yourself and your feelings.
Be liberal with your praise and encouragement.
Be generous with your acts of kindness and giving.
Make regular time for interesting conversation and activities with your friends.
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6) Give people the space they need in your friendships with them.
7) Show enthusiasm in what your friends are interested in.
8) Be a genuine listener to what your friends have to say.
9) Be expressive of your affection of others through kind words and physical affection when appropriate.
10) Be loyal to your friends by never breaking a confidence and regularly seeking their company through good
times and bad.

10] What are the keys to a happy marriage?
Why did God ordain the human relationship of marriage? In Malachi 2:14-15 God tells us one of the
reasons for the institution of marriage. We read: ―The Lord has been witness between you and the wife of
your youth…she is your wife and your wife by covenant. But did He not make them one having a remnant
of the spirit? And why one? He seeks godly offspring.‖
God is reproducing Himself through mankind and parents have a heavy responsibility and vital role in that
process. Herbert W. Armstrong‘s in his article ―Why the Family?‖ (WCG brochure ―Love, Marriage and
Sex‖) answers the question of why God created marriage with these words:
―Animals reproduce. But animals do not marry! Animals are born with instinct. They need little or no
teaching. As soon as a calf is born, it will begin to stagger to its feet, while the cow just stands waiting. She
does not need to teach her calf how to walk, how to take its food, how to do anything. A little wobbly and
unsteady the first minutes, the calf is soon up and walking.
‖But with humans all this is different. The newborn human does not get up and walk immediately to its food.
The tiny baby is helpless. It has mind—but at birth there is NO KNOWLEDGE as yet in its mind. It must be
taught! It needs parents to teach it! It matures so very much more slowly than other creatures! Yet its
potentiality is infinitely higher! And for this higher purpose, parental guidance and FAMILY LIFE are
NECESSARY!…
―The FAMILY relationship demands the HUSBAND-AND-WIFE relationship! And that demands MARRIAGE
and faithfulness to that matrimonial bond!‖ (p.1)
So what are the keys to a happy and successful marriage? Here are 10 major keys to a good marriage.
1] BE COMMITTED TO YOUR SPOUSE
God‘s original desire for marriage is that it be between one man and one woman for life but God allowed
divorce under restricted conditions because of the hardness of men‘s hearts.
In Matthew 19:3-9 we read: ―The Pharisees also came to Him, testing Him, and saying to Him, ‗Is it lawful
for a man to divorce his wife for just any reason?‘ And He answered and said to them, ‗Have you not read
that He who made them at the beginning ‗made them male and female,‘ and said, ‗For this reason a man
shall leave his father and mother and be joined to his wife, and the two shall become one flesh‘? So then,
they are no longer two but one flesh. Therefore what God has joined together, let not man separate.‘
―They said to Him, ‗Why then did Moses command to give a certificate of divorce, and to put her away?‘ He
said to them, ‗Moses, because of the hardness of your hearts, permitted you to divorce your wives, but
from the beginning it was not so. And I say to you, whoever divorces his wife, except for sexual immorality,
and marries another, commits adultery; and whoever marries her who is divorced commits adultery.‘‖
Marriage is meant for life! The only allowable situations where divorce is allowed are instances of persistent
unrepented sexual immorality (Matthew 19:9) and where an unconverted spouse is not pleased to dwell
with a believer (1 Corinthians 7:13-15).
―The expression ‗till death do us part‘ may seem old fashioned or passé to many young people. But those
same couples may be suffering loneliness, emptiness and misery if they leave that concept out of their
marriages.
―Yet today, most people take for granted the modern option of leaving their mate and forsaking their
marriage vows. Many couples plan for the eventuality of divorce by having a lawyer write up a prenuptial
agreement. Then they promise to stay together for life, but insist on acting ‗prudently‘ to protect their assets
in case the marriage doesn't last. This idea may seem wise and prudent, but is it really? No!
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―The common acceptance of the ‗escape hatch‘ of an easy divorce creates a vicious cycle. The more some
people divorce, the easier it seems for others to do likewise. And the breakdown of a society has begun!
Nearly all thoughtful men and women realize that a stable home and family is basic for a decent society. As
our homes and marriages come apart, so the wildness, ruthlessness and violence in our society will
increase…
―Throughout your married life, always remember that it is GOD who made you ‗one.‘ In a true
marriage, a man and woman covenant before God to take each other as mates for life. Under all
normal circumstances, you should stay together. If need be, you should pray and work to save your
marriage.
―In Malachi 2:13-16, our Creator shows why He sometimes withholds His blessing: ‗You cover the altar of
the LORD with tears, with weeping and crying; so He does not regard the offering anymore, nor receive it
with good will from your hands. Yet you say, ‗For what reason?‘ Because the LORD has been witness
between you and the wife of your youth, with whom you have dealt treacherously; yet she is your
companion and your wife by covenant. But did He not make them one, having a remnant of the Spirit? And
why one? He seeks godly offspring.
―Therefore take heed to your spirit, and let none deal treacherously with the wife of his youth. ‘For the
LORD God of Israel says that He hates divorce, for it covers one's garment with violence,‘ says the LORD
of hosts. ‗Therefore take heed to your spirit, that you do not deal treacherously.‘
―Notice that God says plainly that He hates divorce! So should you. That doesn't mean you hate divorced
people. Neither does God...
―If we would truly do this--and make a real commitment when we marry--then we could work out
any problems that might arise. We could learn the lessons of giving, sharing and forgiving in a way
that only marriage can teach. Our faithfulness to our mates shows our Maker that our commitment
to Him will also be lasting‖(p.2-5).
In his book ―The Secret of Loving‖ Josh McDowell makes the following comments on the subject of conflict
in marriage:
―There is a phrase I want you to remember. It is simply this: It is more rewarding to resolve a conflict than
dissolve a relationship. Of course, it is much easier just to walk away than to put forth the effort to resolve a
conflict. But the reward of staying is that every time you resolve a conflict you come out a better person better able to deal with the inevitable conflicts the future will bring.
―Sometimes we forget that relationships are part of God's initial grand design. God said in Genesis 2:18, 'It
is not good for man to be alone‘…To experience the blessing that God intended for us to have in
relationships we must go against the false wisdom of our day and resolve our conflicts.
―Today you are encouraged to demand your rights and have it your way…The elevation of self above
others has created an 'I'm number one' philosophy which does not teach us to build lasting relationships
and to resolve conflict. If winning is everything for you, you may reach a few personal goals but you will
sacrifice relationships along the way. Relationships are built by yielding not winning. We must therefore rise
above our culture if we want to experience intimate, fulfilled relationships…
―Have you ever felt good after resolving a conflict? If so, you will agree that there are positive benefits from
conflict…I have become more sensitive to the hurts and feelings of other people as a result of conflict‖ (p.
102-104)
In his book ―Letters to Phillip‖ Charlie Shedd makes these comments on marriage:
―In one town where I lived two rivers met. There was a bluff high above them where you could sit and watch
their coming together. It was a wonderful place for lovers to park and study miscellaneous matters of
communication. I am not thinking right now what you think I am thinking. What I am wishing is that I could
take you and Marilyn there and then leave you to watch those two rivers in their meeting.
―You would observe that well upstream, before they united, each river flowed gently along. But right at the
point of their union, look out! Those two nice streams came at each other like fury. I have actually seen
them on days when it was almost frightening to watch. They clashed in a wild commotion of frenzy and
confusion. They hurled themselves head on as if each was determined that the other should end its
existence right there.
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―Then, as you watched, you could almost see the angry white caps pair off, bow in respect to each other,
and join forces as if to say ‗Let us get along now. Ahead of us there is something better.‘ Sure enough, on
downstream, at some distance, the river swept steadily on once more. It was broader there, more majestic,
and it gave you the feeling that something had been fashioned out of the conflict.
―A good marriage is often like that. When two independent streams of existence come together there will
probably be some dashing of life against life at the juncture. Personalities clash. Ideas contend for power
and habits vie for position. Sometimes, like the waves, they throw up a spray that leaves you breathless
and makes you wonder where has the loveliness gone. But that‘s all right. Like the two rivers, what comes
out of their struggle may be something deeper, more powerful than what they were on their own‖ (p.82-83).
―Faithfulness in marriage in its truest sense means therefore sexual fidelity and much more. It
means the faithful discharge of duties by husband and wife. It means dependability,
trustworthiness of character, strength in adversity, and loyalty…Faithfulness is a communicable
attribute of God. It is a mark of strength and character in a man, whereas unfaithfulness in any
realm is a mark of weakness and sin‖ (The Institutes of Biblical Law, p.447).
2) HAVE GOOD, OPEN COMMUNICATION IN YOUR MARRIAGE
Conversation is the lifeblood of relationships so it is vital to develop the ability to have free-flowing conversation
with your spouse. There are three levels of conversation – facts, opinions and feelings. Conversation that flows
well in a relationship has a healthy level of all three of these levels on a wide range of subjects and common
interests.
It is also important that we speak ―the truth in love‖ (Ephesians 4:15). We are to be both honest and show love
with all that we communicate with our spouses. In his book ―The Secret of Loving‖ Josh McDowell makes these
comments about communication in marriage:
―One of the keys to communication and to developing intimacy is to realize that the other person is not only
trying to understand but he or she really cares. This empathy will cause both individuals to be more open in
the relationship. When, on the other hand, you sense that the other person doesn‘t want to listen, or is not
trying to understand you, it affects your self-esteem.
―You soon begin to withdraw because you feel that what you have to say is not being viewed as important.
You start to feel that you are not important and the relationship moves into a danger zone. Previous biases
or negative expectations must be set on the shelf to keep them from distorting the conversation you are
having. Our commitment must be to really hear the other person, regardless of differing convictions or
disagreements…
"‘Attention to what our mate says,‘ writes Richard Austin, ‗is one measure of our respect. Too often we hear
the words of a conversation but do not really hear the message. Listening to words and hearing the
message are quite different‘…
―Really listening says to another person, ‗You are important! You are of great value!‘ Respect begins with
listening.
‖Listening is one of the most profound ways to show someone that you take them seriously; that you care;
that you value their opinion. Dr. David Augsburger puts it this way, ‗An open ear is the only believable sign
of an open heart.‘ Here's how Augsburger relates effective listening to a person's self-esteem:
‖If you listen to me, then I must be worth hearing.
If you ignore me, I must be a bore.
If you approve of my views or values, then I have something of worth to offer.
If you disapprove of my comment or contribution, then I apparently had nothing to say.
If I cannot be with you without using your comments for self-evaluation, then leveling will be impossible. If I
am preoccupied with what you think of me, then I have already shut you out'…
‖Being positive is a real plus factor in communications. It promotes openness with your mate, whereas
criticism tends to hinder healthy communication. Two very critical people may communicate, but it will not
be healthy communication. By nature we each tend to accentuate and remember the negative…
―The ratio of praise to criticism in a conversation ought to be a healthy 90 percent praise and 10 percent
criticism. Are you a positive communicator with people? It will be far easier for them to reach out to you and
share if your orientation is positive‖ (p.62-64).
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In his chapter on communication in ―The Secret of Loving‖ Josh McDowell offers these 11 points on
becoming a better communicator in marriage:
1. Work at It
2. Learn to Compromise
3. Seek to Understand
4. Affirm Your Spouse's Worth, Dignity, and Value
5. Be Positive and Encouraging
6. Practice Confidentiality
7. Wait for the Right Time
8. Share Your Feelings
9. Avoid Mind Reading
10. Give a Response
11. Be Honest
One of the most outstanding books there is on how to love your wife is Charlie Shedd‘s book ―Letters to
Phillip‖. In his book he has these things to say about how to communicate with and treat your wife:
―There are three things I aim to do every day as a husband:
1) Tell her I love her
2) Do something nice for her
3) Pay her a compliment
―The truth is that this only sounds simple. But you try these as a regular discipline and you will see that they
‗say‘ easier than they ‗do‘. And the toughest of these to remember may be number three…(p.29)
―How to Treat a Woman in Public
1) When you enter the room, take her arm and come in smiling. If you look happy, she will, and God knows
the world needs encouragement.
2) Walk proud! Act like you are thinking ‗How could I be so fortunate?‘ If you stick out your chest she will
too. Most women look better that way.
3) Say something nice when you introduce her. I mean about her. This is good practice and it lifts her
spirits. If you make her feel good, you feel good also.
4) When you sit down to dinner, hold her chair! Then pat her on the shoulder and smile. Keep smiling till
she looks up. She‘ll soon catch on and it becomes a ritual. This is a very good thing.
5) When the conversation lags ask her a question! Be sure you choose one she can answer. Make it one of
her favourite subjects and always wait for her reply. Never forget, smart people make others feel smart.
6) Never, and I mean never, fuss over little points in her story. Who cares whether the roses were true pink
or only a faded red? If she is all wrong, somebody else can set her straight. But not you.
7) After dinner, if you get separated, look her up once in a while. Be sure she is pleasantly situated. Tell her
you missed her and is she all right?
8) When you are ready to go, hold her coat, take her arm and open the car door for her! Not many men do
and she knows it. This makes her somebody special.
9) On the way home take her hand and tell her how proud you were to have her along. A very good
procedure. It pays off later.
10) Sometime when you are with her mother alone, tell her how much you appreciate her daughter. No
woman alive could keep this to herself, and nothing does more for your wife than a compliment coming in
sideways!…(p. 54-55)
―A Half-dozen Nevers…
1) Never point in derision to something that she can‘t change.
2) Never criticise her in public.
3) Never compare her unfavourably with other women.
4) Never drop a delayed bomb… What I have in mind is something like this: Suddenly telling her you don‘t
like something she‘s been doing a long time…If she thinks at all, she‘s going to be asking, ‗What else
doesn‘t he like?‘ It makes her nervous.
5) Never go away when she‘s crying.
6) Never lay a hand on her except in love‖ (p.63-66).
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3] GIVE PLENTY OF QUALITY TIME TO YOUR SPOUSE
Dr Meredith in his booklet ―How to Have a Joyous Marriage‖ makes these comments on giving plenty of
quality time to your spouse:
―Before you even become officially engaged, you had better become ‗best friends‘ with your future mate-and mean it. You had better find out if you truly have a whole range of interests in common--besides sex
and romance!
―In a truly happy marriage, the two individuals are to become like one person. There is to be a oneness of
mind, body, emotions, attitudes and a sharing in nearly every aspect of life.
―This doesn't mean that a man can never play basketball, handball, pool, or cards with other men
occasionally. Good masculine companionship once in a while helps a husband to be more of a man. This
gives him more confidence and more of a release for a particular part of his nature that ought to be
expressed with other men.
―But if a husband is always playing cards, basketball, baseball, or pool with other men--or away from home
trying to make it big on the job--then this takes him mentally, emotionally and physically away from his wife
and children. A continuing practice of this is wrong! It is breaking the commandment of Christ that a man is
to cleave to his wife.
―Where is your ‗heart‘? How and where do you spend your time? Husbands and wives need special time
together--sometimes apart even from the children. Get a babysitter, if you can, and go out to dinner or to a
concert once in a while. You can walk, hand in hand, as you used to do when you were courting and
dating--dance together, talk together and love together.
―You can even take short trips together. Then you will appreciate the
children more, because you've been away from them for a few days
(not several weeks or months) perhaps once or twice a year. This
doesn't hurt them at all, if they are properly trained and your family is
emotionally close as it should be‖ (p. 6-8).
―Another thing to remember is that women go for ingenuity. The little
secret things between you; the games you play in your courting; the
happy surprises she wasn‘t expecting – these tell her many things.
One thing they say is that you are putting her high on your agenda,
and this has to be good. You are thinking of ways to please her, and
a woman will glow inside when she knows you‘ve secretly been
planning her happiness.
―Let me give you an example of one man‘s ingenuity and how it works to advantage in their marriage. I
heard this one day at the golf course. We were discussing ‗golf widows‘ and the men were bemoaning their
wives‘ complaints. This fellow listened them through. Then when the time was right, he said, ‗You never
hear my wife cry, do you? The reason is we made a deal. When I play on Saturday, I take her to dinner that
night. This way she‘s got something to look forward to. I even notice now that she feels sort of bad when I
don‘t play!‘‖ (Letters to Phillip, p.44-45).
Dr Dobson gives us these helpful insights on better managing our time in marriage so we can spend more
time with our spouse:
―Most Americans maintain a ‗priority list‘ of things to purchase when enough money has been saved for that
purpose. They plan ahead to reupholster the sofa or carpet the dining room floor or buy a newer car.
However, it is my conviction that domestic help for the mother of small children should appear on that
priority list too. Without it, she is sentenced to the same responsibility day in and day out, seven days a
week. For several years, she is unable to escape the unending burden of dirty diapers, runny noses and
unwashed dishes. It is my belief that she will do a more efficient job in those tasks and be a better mother if
she can share that load occasionally. More explicitly, I feel she should get out of the house completely for
one day, doing something for sheer enjoyment. This seems more important to the happiness of the home
than buying new drapes or a power saw for Dad...
―Husbands and wives should constantly guard against the scourge of overcommitment. Even worthwhile
and enjoyable activities become damaging when they consume the last ounce of energy or the remaining
free moments in the day. Though it is rarely possible for a busy family, everyone needs to waste some time
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every now and then – to walk along kicking rocks and thinking pleasant thoughts. Men need time to putter
in the garage and women need to pluck their eyebrows and do girlie things again. But as I have described,
the whole world seems to conspire against such reconstructive activities. Even our vacations are hectic:
‗We have to reach St Louis by sundown or we‘ll lose our reservations.‘
―I can provide a simple prescription for a happier, healthier life but it must be implemented by the individual
family. You must resolve to slow your pace, you learn to say no gracefully; you must resist the temptation
to chase after more pleasures, more hobbies, more social entanglements; you must hold the line with the
tenacity of a tackle for a professional football team, blocking out the intruders and defending the home
team. In essence, three questions should be asked about every new activity which presents itself: Is it
worthy of our time? What will be eliminated if it is added? What will be its impact on our family life? My
suspicion is that most of the items in our busy day would score rather poorly on this three item test (What
Wives Wish Their Husbands Knew About Women, p.53-54).
4] MARRIAGE MEANS GIVING
―God wants husbands and wives to be lovers…The first way to love your mate is with the love expressed
by the Greek word agape. This is the word translated in 1 Corinthians 13 as ‗love‘ or, in the Authorized
Version, ‗charity.‘
‖Agape means unconditional, unselfish giving. In marriage agape could be defined as a willful commitment
to give to your imperfect mate without expecting to get in it return. You consciously, under all
circumstances, make a lifelong commitment to never stop giving to your mate‖ (article - ―Five Ways to Love
Your Mate‖, WCG brochure ―Love, Marriage and Sex‖, p.10).
Marriage is one of the best training grounds to learn what giving is all about. From the independence of
being single we move into a phase in our life where we are a part of a partnership requiring us to be
balanced with the principles of give and take and a willingness to compromise when needed.
―Marriage is certainly one of the best places to learn to give. For when you are constantly living with
another person, when you are bound by God in marriage to that person, you desperately need to learn to
give and give and give in order for that union to be as deeply happy and satisfying as it should be!
―As the one God intended to take the lead, a husband ought to take the lead in creating, in marriage, an
atmosphere of giving and serving. Then the wife should surely follow this lead so that each party is trying to
give a wonderful life and marriage to the other, to enrich their partner's life in every possible way.
Otherwise, if both partners are immature, selfish and just trying to ‗get‘, then big trouble lies ahead!…
―[Ladies] don't "worship" your own careers, your house or your children. Do not put them ahead of your
husband! Put forth time and effort to be with your husband, to respond to his interests, to return his
affection and to encourage and inspire him in every way you can. Within God's laws, try every way you can
to make his life happy. Smile at him, laugh with him, kiss him back passionately and make him feel like he
is ten feet tall!
―Then, ‗your‘ man--if he is normal--will deeply appreciate the fact that he married you, will cherish you as
his wife, will work even harder to provide for you and the children, and will certainly try to accommodate
any genuine needs you have. He will spend more time with the children when they are very young, or sick,
or have some special needs…
―If you can use your marriage and your family as a ‗training ground,‘ to unreservedly love, share and give to
others, you will develop the greatest characteristic of all. Then, from a strong, happy marriage as a base of
strength, that love can flow out from you and your mate to the rest of your family, friends, neighbors and
associates. In every aspect of your married life, learn to practice the way of give. You will not be sorry(How
to Have a Joyous Marriage, p.11, 21-22, 14).
Joyce Huggett in her book ―Growing Into Love‖ says the following about giving in marriage:
―Paul Tournier summarises the problem: 'Marriage is not just a question of sex. It is also a school for selfforgetting.' And who wants to forget 'number one'? Who wants to sacrifice selfish desires? That is the last
thing most people want. And so, while the rewards of marriage attract, its demands repel.
‖Marriage is offensive to some because it requires complete renunciation of personal independence. But
independence and self-actualization are twentieth-century gods.
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―Marriage must be viewed as the 'school of self-sacrifice' and a paradox must be recognised. It is those
who allow their needs and concerns to be swallowed up in an enterprise which rises above selfish desires
who discover the meaning of life, the truth about themselves and the rewards of marriage. Those who
actively pursue self-satisfaction rarely find it. When the limitations of marriage are accepted, when we resist
fretting about 'me' and 'my needs', a miracle takes place‖ (p.24-25).
5] BE FORGIVING
―To be happy and remain happy in marriage, you must not only give but also forgive. There have never
been two perfect people on earth, and so no marriage has ever been truly perfect--as all long-married
people understand. You knew full well when you married that your husband or wife was not perfect. So you
must not hold them up to some unreasonable standard of perfection. If you do, you will both be perfectly
miserable.
―When there are real misunderstandings and hurts--and there will be--you must learn to forgive. As a real
Christian, you are commanded to forgive all men--so how much more your own mate!
―Jesus Christ, the One who shed His blood for us, stated, ‗For if you forgive men their trespasses, your
heavenly Father will also forgive you. But if you do not forgive men their trespasses, neither will your Father
forgive your trespasses‘ (Matthew 6:14-15).
―You must ask God in prayer to grant you the spirit of forgiveness--the ability to completely put away all
resentment and animosity against others who have hurt you. And then you need to practice this. Do it
regularly. Build the habit of forgiving others quickly, especially your own mate!…
―There are those who carry grudges. They often brood and fume and smolder over little hurts and
misunderstandings. Are you like this?… Change your pattern of thinking. Don't allow yourself to get hurt so
easily [Ephesians 4:2]. Pray your heart out to God who is called "the Father of mercies" (2 Corinthians
1:3). As He forgives us again and again, so must we forgive others--including our mates.
―The apostle Peter asked Jesus, "Lord, how often shall my brother sin against me, and I forgive him? Up to
seven times?" (Matthew 18:21). Think about it! Sometimes your mate will offend you (though you probably
shouldn't be so sensitive!) many times in one day!
―Jesus understood. He knew that we all need forgiveness from God and from each other again and again.
So Jesus answered, "I do not say to you, up to seven times, but up to seventy times seven" (verse 22). So
love your mate. Forgive your mate. Don't carry grudges.
―Remember how difficult it must be for him or her to live with you! If you were someone else, how
would you like to have to put up with all the mistakes and foibles that you exhibit almost every
week of your life? Remind yourself that you cannot be happy ‗hating‘ your mate. Learn to genuinely
forgive, forget and move forward to a truly joyous and satisfying life‖ (How to Have a Joyous
Marriage, p.15-17).
―Forgiveness when regularly practiced in marriage, however, leads to increased intimacy because it
spawns open communication. If someone loves you despite your faults and accepts you even after you've
wronged them, you can't help but respond to that person with an even deeper love‖ (The Secret of Loving,
p.123).
6] ROMANCE AND FUN
In Ecclesiastes 4:9-11 we read: ―Two are better than one, Because they have a good reward for their
labor. For if they fall, one will lift up his companion. But woe to him who is alone when he falls, For he has
no one to help him up. Again, if two lie down together, they will keep warm; But how can one be warm
alone?‖
They say that joy shared is joy doubled. Marriage provides a wonderful opportunity to share life and double
our joy with a special someone in life. Marriage gives us the chance to double the joy of a special someone
that we care for.
We all need a proper balance between work and play and this is also very important in marriage. While we
have to be responsible and work to earn a living and take care of the chores and needs of a household, we
also need time to play as well in marriage. Romance and fun are just as vital to the health of any marriage.
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―Most courtships and marriages begin with romance and fun. The young couple spends a lot of time
together. They go to the beach, the mountains or the park. They eat together. They go out dancing, or to
the museum, libraries or movies. Above all, they have long, intimate talks with each other--looking into
each other's eyes, exulting in the romance of love. And they have fun.
―In most cases, they laugh and kiss and kid around and really enjoy the getting-to-know-you stage of
courtship. Life takes on a special glow because of their attraction to each other--and because they are
using that attraction to enhance and make special the sharing of all their activities and intimate moments
together.
―But all too often--a few weeks or months after the marriage--this fun and romance begins to leave the
marriage. Often, life becomes hum-drum and dull and one or both marriage partners start asking
themselves, ‗What went wrong?‘ Why?
―There are often a number of reasons, of course...The man may begin very quickly to take his wife for
granted. Instead of continuing to court her as she had been used to, he now very seldom takes her out,
very seldom has long, intimate talks with her, very seldom whispers ‗sweet nothings‘ in her ear.
―Often, after marriage, the man buries himself in his career. And, after work, he may simply plop himself in
front of the television and proclaim that he is too tired to go out, or to have friends over, or even to have a
long walk, or talk with his wife.
―Instead of this, a man needs to treat his wife as a sweetheart. He needs to cultivate and build an
atmosphere of love, romance and intimacy in their home--kissing his wife when he returns from work,
holding her hand as they are taking walks, and embracing her often throughout the day with free and lavish
affection.‖
―True love certainly involves deep and abiding respect. A man ought to be grateful and thankful that the
woman who is his wife has decided to leave her own estate and cleave to him above all others unto death.
He ought to appreciate that fact--and the many, many good qualities of help, patience and service which
practically every wife possesses. He ought to encourage and bring out the best in her--not constantly harp
and carp away at her in belittling criticism which only causes her, in most cases, to degenerate and
respond in kind.
―Men, if you will do this, most normal women will respond with love and appreciation. Your wife will want to
be your sweetheart. She will be thrilled to be sincerely loved and appreciated, and will repay your love in a
hundred different ways‖ (How to Have a Joyous Marriage, p.17-18).
Dr Dobson in ―What Wives Wish Their Husbands Understood About Women‖ writes:
―If I had the power to communicate only one message to every family in America, I would specify the
importance of romantic love to every aspect of feminine existence. It provides the foundation for a woman‘s
self-esteem, her joy in living and her sexual responsiveness. Therefore the vast number of men who are
involved in bored, tired marriages – and find themselves locked out of the bedroom – should know where
the trouble possibly lies. Real love can melt an iceberg‖ (p.117).
At the beginning of a sermon of marriage one minister asked the congregation what was the most romantic
verse in the Bible. After a few guesses he said that the verse that he felt that was the most romantic verse
in the Bible was Genesis 29:20 which reads: ―So Jacob served seven years for Rachel, and they seemed
only a few days to him because of the love he had for her.‖ Working for his sweetheart, Rachel, was a
labour of love.
In his book ―The Romance Factor‖ Alan Loy McGuiness makes these comments about love and romance:
―What we are talking about, of course, is the heart of love - a desire to make another happy. It is the surest
sign that you are in love when you find yourself planning and scheming ways to bring happiness to another.
It is well illustrated by a man who had fallen newly in love with a golden woman who was an ex-cheerleader
and from whom emanated an energetic, moving, sensual allure. He said to me, ‗In my fantasies about her,
it's not so much sex with her that I long for, although that's certainly part of it. More than anything else, it's a
desire to make her happy. I fantasize about strolling down Fifth Avenue with her on a fall day, buying a hot
pretzel from a vendor, and then seeing the delight in her face as she eats it. That's love for me—doing
things that would make her happy.‘
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‖Most people who have been soundly in love have had that overpowering desire to make the beloved
happy, even if it requires some sacrifice. The sacrifice does not seem to matter, because they are getting
their happiness from seeing the pleasure of the people they love. When this happens in your own
relationship, you have experienced not only one of the greatest ecstasies possible in this life, but also a
perfect example of the Christian ethic at work. You have transcended yourself...
―Research shows that there are several preconditions for ecstasy. In her excellent book Ecstasy,
Marghanita Laski (who is not a psychologist at all, interestingly enough, but a novelist and literary critic)
calls these preconditions ‗ecstatic triggers.‘ These circumstances are not to be confused with the
experience itself, because they frequently occur without bringing about any heightened awareness. But
they happen so often in conjunction with peak experiences that they are important to examine. The most
common triggers are:
―Art, especially music
Natural scenery
Play and rhythmic movement
Religion
Discovery of new knowledge
Creative work
Beauty
Childbirth
Sexual love
‖One cannot help being struck by the frequency with which most couples combine these experiences when
they fall in love...Most expert lovers manage instinctively to employ nearIy every one of these inductors to
heighten the experience. That is, the pleasure resides not merely in the enjoyment of the beloved; it is
enhanced by a host of ecstatic agents‖ (p.113, 46).
In Letters to Phillip‖ Charlie Shedd makes these comments about sex in marriage:
―Warning: Women resent compliments if the only ones they hear are sex gimmicks. Here are some proofs
to the point:
―‘How can men be such unimaginative morons? The only time my husband tells me I‘m nice is when he
wants sex‘…‘Whenever he gets rhetorical, I know what‘s coming‘…‘He never flatters me unless we‘re in
bed‘…‘My husband has a string of what I call ‗bedtime lyrics.‘ Just once I wish he would tell me I‘m nice
without an ulterior motive.‘
―That sound you heard may be a snort from the grave of Casanova. No expert lover would make such
stupid mistakes. Tell yourself repeatedly that you must avoid using anything that smacks of ‗using‘ rather
than loving. The surest safeguard, obviously, is to praise her biscuits and her housekeeping; how well she
manages your money; how nice she looked at the party; the new apron she made and anything else you
like about her.
―Sex for a woman is one of those ultrasensitive things in which it is almost impossible to hide false motives.
Therefore, if you want your sex life to rank with the best, you‘d better keep checking to be sure that
sincerity is a big part of the total relationship‖ (p.111-112).
In his article ―Keeping Romance Alive‖ Ron Kelly makes these comments about the need to continue to
date your wife after you marry. He writes:
―Not long ago, a couple came to me for counseling. They were having marital problems. They had been
married 12 years and had three children ages 10 to 4. As we talked, I discovered that since their first child
was born 10 years ago, they had not been alone for even one evening! Not one night had they spent away
from the children. Not one dinner for just the two of them. Now, in one way that is admirable. They certainly
had devoted a great deal of time to the children. But they had neglected each other.
‖As the years passed, they had lost the ability to communicate with each other. They had become a father
and mother and forgot they were still a husband and wife.
‖During the counseling sessions, I recommended they begin to date each other again. It was hard for them.
The children had never been left with a baby-sitter. But they made arrangements and went out to a nice
dinner. It wasn't a smashing success. But it was a beginning.
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‖Next month, they did it again. This time it was better. They were more relaxed. They talked. They laughed.
They remembered. Now they go out once every few weeks. Every marriage needs that. Not always for
dinner. Sometimes, when finances are a little tight, you might take in a free concert. Or go for a drive. Or
take a long walk.
‖But once a week—certainly at least two or three times a month—every married couple needs to get out
alone for an evening or afternoon. Just to be together.
―In addition to regular dates for dinner or entertainment, every marriage profits by spending an occasional
few days on a "mini-vacation."
‖In counseling, I call these ‗escape weekends.‘ And I advise couples to make such escapes at least once
each year — two times a year if time and finances permit. The purpose of doing this is to keep the romance
alive.
‖I have counseled hundreds of couples. It's been humorous, sometimes, to see the reaction when I suggest
this kind of getaway. One husband reacted: ‗Why, I can't go away just the two of us for an entire weekend.
What on earth would we talk about that long?‘ How eloquent. He didn't even realize he had just showed
how important it was. He didn't have in him two days worth of conversation with his own wife.
―After I had completed a recent lecture on this subject, one couple told me how they had already put that to
practice in their marriage. I thought their idea was well worth passing on.
‖They have a regularly scheduled date. It takes place sometime during the last week of each month. They
have set aside an amount in their budget for these dates. It's not a lot. They can't afford a really expensive
restaurant. So they have to use creative ideas.
‖The interesting twist was, they alternate months on who plans the date. One month the husband surprises
his wife. The next month it's her turn to plan the evening. They keep their plans completely secret till the
day of the event. Sometimes it's a picnic. Other times horseback riding at a resort. They have been to nice
but inexpensive restaurants. They have been to concerts and ball games.
―But one thing they each try to do is plan an event that will please the mate — not something they alone
want to do. That makes them think about the other person and put their own selfish interests in the
background.
‖Then for their anniversary each year they do the same thing. One year the wife plans a two or three day
trip. The next year it's the husband's turn to plan. The only requirement is that they set a budget in advance
for the next two times. It has to be the same…
‖So if you thought dating was just for the unmarried, think again. Dating after marriage is far more important
than before the wedding ceremony. Keep the romantic fires burning. There is nothing more joyful than a
long and happy life together as husband and wife‖ (Good News, January-February 1988, p.15-17).
7] LIVE BY GODLY FINANCIAL PRINCIPLES
After poor communication, the single biggest problem in marriage according to many surveys is financial
difficulties.
―Nothing can trouble a relationship faster than problems associated with mismanaged finances. The reason
is suggested by Jesus in Matthew 6:21, ‗For where your treasure is, there will your heart be also.‘ More
than any other discipline, the use of money tests the motives of a person's heart. Not surprisingly, conflict
over finances is one of the major causes of divorce today…
―Since you will bring your spending habits with you into your marriage, it is important that you develop
healthy financial practices while you are single. The very use or misuse of money can be a dynamic source
of friction in every home. One careless or undisciplined partner can literally devastate a marriage by his or
her poor control and use of money (The Secret of Loving, p.214-216).
In ―What Wives Wish Their Husbands Knew About Women‖ Dr Dobson offers us the following advice about
handling money in marriage:
―Though I can make no claim to wealth, I have tasted most of the things Americans hunger for: new cars,
an attractive home and gadgets and devices which promise to set us free. Looking at those materialistic
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possessions from the other side of the cash register, I can tell you that they don‘t deliver the satisfaction
they advertise! On the contrary, I have found great wisdom in the adage, ‗That which you own will
eventually own you!‘ How true that is! Having surrended my hard earned dollars for a new object only
obligates me to maintain and protect it; instead of its contributing to my pleasure, I must spend my precious
Saturdays oiling it, mowing it, painting it, repairing it, cleaning it or calling the Salvation Army to haul it off.
The time I might have invested in worthwhile family activities is spent in slavery to a depreciating piece of
junk…
―Let me ask you to recall the most worthless, unnecessary expenditure you made in the last year. Perhaps
it was an electric can opener which now sits in the garage or a suit of clothes which will never be worn. Do
you realize that this item was not purchased with your money; it was bought with your time which was
traded for money. In effect, you swapped a certain proportion of your allotted days on earth for that piece of
junk which now clutters you home. Furthermore, no power on earth could retrieve the time which you
squandered on this purchase. It is gone forever. We are investing our lives in worthless materialism, both in
the original expenditures and on subsequent upkeep and maintenance…
―When I reach the end of my days, a moment or two from now, I must look backward on something more
meaningful than the pursuit of houses and land and machines and stocks and bonds. Nor is fame of any
lasting benefit. I will consider my earthly existence to have been wasted unless I can recall a loving family,
a consistent investment in the lives of people, and an earnest attempt to serve the God who made me.
Nothing else makes much sense and certainly nothing else is worthy of my agitation! (p.106-108)
Dexter Faulkner in his article ―A Balanced Family Budget‖ says the following about how to manage finances
in a family:
―Let's look at the principles of budget revealed in the Bible, and learn how to overcome money troubles
once and for all. First, here are four keys of financing. They are essential before any budget can be put into
operation:
―1) Make budgeting a family project. Get everyone involved. Of course, the husband as head of the family
should take the lead in planning and sticking to a budget. But the counsel and cooperation of every family
member is necessary.
―If you are a husband, remember that you and your wife are ‗heirs together of the grace of life‘ (1 Peter
3:7). By all means consult your wife on how the family income is spent. Perhaps she has more time or skill
than you to devote to record-keeping, or to the mechanical process of writing the checks to pay the bills. At
the least, your wife should be aware of what is happening, so she can offer wise counsel and be able to
handle the job if anything should happen to you.
―Children, too, need to develop the right attitude toward finances. They can learn about tithing, budgeting,
saving and getting the best value for their money. This includes making wise purchases and not spending
money frivolously.
―2) Buy quality. The cheapest is not always the best. Often, those who always choose the cheapest
develop personalities that reflect this point of character. We tend to act differently when using something
expensive. When making purchases, realize that many ‗bargains‘ are not always what they seem to be.
Shop wisely. Evaluate an item by more than price alone. In the way it will affect you psychologically, an
item of slightly higher price may be a far better investment.
‖3) Save. A big source of misery in family money matters is the habit of living without a savings. Some are
convinced that saving is out of the question for them. But most people would not be in the trouble they are
in had they only learned to practice this law of finances earlier.
―Proverbs 6:6-8 tells us to learn from the ant, who ‗provides her supplies in the summer, and gathers her
food in the harvest.‘ In other words, she has a savings of food to tide her over the rough spots and the
winter. Even if you are in financial difficulties, you need to begin a savings. It need not be large at first, just
enough to develop the habit in you. Later, when you have gotten out of trouble, you will have established
the pattern in your life. Many people live so close to the edge that just one extra bill pushes them over the
edge into financial oblivion. How good it would be to have enough savings to pay that one bill you did not
anticipate. It is easy to have it if you will just start putting a small amount away from each of your future
paychecks.
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―4) Avoid credit buying. Just as some think it impossible to save, some are convinced they cannot get along
without charge accounts. The fact is that you must get along without them, or you will never enjoy financial
happiness.
―Despite how much you are presently tied to revolving interest payments, you need to start getting away
from them. It may take some time to break their stranglehold, but it will be worth it to your peace of mind.
Solomon wrote, ‗The rich rules over the poor, and the borrower is servant to the lender‘ (Proverbs 22:7).
Start today to have the strength of character to wait until you can save the cash. It costs much more to pay
the interest on borrowed money than it would to save the money ahead of time.
―Avoid spending sprees. Almost every charge account is set up on a minimum monthly charge of 11/2
percent - that's 18 percent a year. And many charge more. Yet when you have cash, you can not only save
the carrying charges, but can often buy at a discount. Of course, in certain cases today credit buying has
almost become a necessity. The principle to follow, however, is that credit purchases should be made for
necessities only - such as a car or home. Never should you buy luxuries on credit. Television sets, sporting
goods and hobby supplies should be paid for in cash. It is usually these items that give people trouble in
credit buying. It just seems so easy to buy the extras now and delay the payment until later. Don't fall into
this trap.
―Credit cards should not be used on major purchases where you are forced to carry the payment beyond
the initial billing period. In other words, don't charge anything that you can't pay for completely when the bill
first comes. Interest rates are so high on credit-card purchases that you will end up paying much more for
the items than if you had paid cash‖ (How to Have a Happy Marriage, p.24-28)
We should have a proactive rather than reactive budget. That means we have savings ahead of time to
cover our bills we know about in advance rather than paying bills in a reactive way. The way to do this is to
save a certain percentage of each bill each pay eg. If you have an annual bill for $600 and you get paid
monthly you save $50 each monthly pay to cover that bill and so on with each major bill. To save a
standard percentage of every bill ahead of time takes a bit of work to get to if you haven‘t been doing it and
you have to first catch up with urgent bills but it is well worth the effort.
―By saving a standard amount for each bill from each check, the worry of budgeting disappears. Your list of
standard amounts automatically tells you how to do the job. Once properly set up, this budget needs only
occasional thought, as contrasted with the constant headache of fitting each individual bill into the money
on hand. What's more, with this budget you are not forgetting any items or wasting any money‖ (How to
Have a Happy Marriage, p.29).
8] UNDERSTAND THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN MEN AND WOMEN
In 1 Peter 3:7 we read: ―Husbands, likewise, dwell with them with understanding, giving honor to the wife,
as to the weaker vessel, and as being heirs together of the grace of life, that your prayers may not be
hindered.‖ We are to make the effort to understand our spouses and a proper understanding of our spouse
isn‘t possible without understanding the differences between men and women.
Two books that I recommend to help spouses understand the differences between the two sexes are Cecil
Osborne‘s book ―The Art of Understanding Your Mate‖ and Dr Dobson‘s classic book ―What Wives Wish
Their Husbands Understood About Women‖. Cecil Osborne makes these comments on the difference
between the sexes as they pertain to marriage:
―She [the wife] receives a sense of security from knowing that he [the husband] is strong enough to resist,
but wise enough to know when to give in! She needs to know what is expected of her, but without limiting
her freedom of choice. She wants to be appreciated and to have her self-identity reinforced by oft-repeated
signs of recognition, approval, and affection.
‖She wants, basically, to be a helper, not the boss, but she will seem to seek dominance as she pushes
and tests. She desires to control within her own sphere, which involves the home and children, yet she
needs a husband's concern and strength. She wants her ‗sphere of influence‘ to be reasonably flexible,
depending upon her fluctuating emotional needs; she wants to have affection expressed in many ways,
both great and small. These needs may vary enormously in degree from day to day, and she expects her
husband to come equipped with a degree of extrasensory perception so that he can be aware of her
variable emotional states.
―The male sees this womanly personality as a mixture of conflicting, unrealistic, illogical needs which no
man could completely satisfy. But he has a surprising variety of needs, too. He wants to be made to feel
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competent, worthwhile, believed in. He may have inner doubts about whether he is going to ‗make it,‘ but
cannot admit this even to himself, much less to his wife. He needs to be encouraged without being lectured
to, argued with, or criticized. His ego strength needs to be built up to enable him to function in a highly
competitive society. He wants his self-image reinforced, not torn down by being shown where he is wrong,
even when he is.
‖He wants his self-identity restored subtly with sincerity and much affection, but in such a way as will not
remind him of his mother, lest he be made to feel like a little boy, especially when he acts like one. He
needs a wife-mother who will not dominate, yet who will minister to his needs; a mistress who can seduce
and be seduced, whether she feels like it or not, who will appear as attractive to him as the women he
meets during the day; a housekeeper who will take care of the home and children without making him feel
guilty when he doesn't do his part. As the home is an extension of her personality, his work is an extension
of his. He cannot be as much interested in the home as she, any more than she can be as interested in his
work as he is. He needs to be allowed to have his male pursuits and hobbies without being made to feel
guilty. As she has her female friends and pursuits, he needs his male interests…
―Men and women are vulnerable to criticism at different points. In general it can be said that a woman is
especially vulnerable in areas pertaining to her feminine role—getting a husband, rearing her children, and
maintaining her physical appearance. Her self-image can be damaged at any of these points. Women are
often surprised to discover that their husbands seem abnormally sensitive. Because of a man's greater
aggressiveness and capacity to face obstacles which many women would find threatening, women imagine
that men should be less sensitive. But men are vulnerable, too, in such areas as their capacity to earn a
living (hold a job, win success), in the area of sexual performance, and in any area which challenges their
male image. Obviously such vulnerability varies from person to person, but in some degree any normal
male feels sensitive to criticism when challenged or criticised at these points…
―The need for security is one of the strongest emotional needs a woman possesses. The term security
does not mean merely financial security, though this is one aspect. Ideally she gains her security both from
a husband whom she loves, trusts, and admires and from faith in herself as a person. When the husband
begins to falter, if she has considerable anxiety and doubts about herself, all manner of insecurity is
triggered within her.
‖A woman's sense of security can be threatened when her husband fails in his work or begins to drink
excessively. If, instead of panicking, she can become the helper and give loving emotional support, the
husband will have a far better chance of succeeding.
‖The business world is highly competitive. A man can make only a given number of mistakes before the
axe falls. The last thing a man needs in today's world is to come home to a barrage of criticism and
faultfinding. His wife has a need for security and love, and if she doesn't receive it in proper amounts, she
can easily fall into the trap of becoming her husband's worst enemy—the one who is doing him the most
damage at a time when, of all things, he needs strong emotional support from his wife‖ (The Art of
Understanding Your Mate, p.12-13, 34-35, 50-51).
The next quote is from Dr Dobson‘s book ―What Wives Wish Their Husbands Understood About Women‖.
―I would like to stress a fact understood by very few women: self-esteem is directly related to estrogen
levels; hence, it fluctuates predictably through the twenty-eight day cycle…In the normal menstrual cycle,
estrogen peaks at midcycle (ovulation). Both estrogen and progesterone circulate during the second half of
the cycle, falling off just prior to menstruation. Moods change with the fluctuating hormone levels; women
feel the greatest self-esteem and the least anxiety and hostility at midcycle…
―The information provided above can be invaluable to a woman who wants to understand her own body
and its impact on her emotions. Most important, she should interpret her feelings with caution and
skepticism during her premenstrual period. If she can remember that the despair and sense of
worthlessness are hormonally induced and have nothing to do with reality, she can withstand the
psychological nosedive more easily. She should have a little talk with herself every month, saying: ‗Even
though I feel inadequate and inferior, I refuse to believe it. I know I‘ll feel differently in a few days and it is
ridiculous to let this get me down. Though the sky looks dark, I am seeing it through a distorted perception.
My real problem is physical, not emotional and it will improve soon.‘
―It would be extremely helpful if a husband would learn to anticipate his wife‘s menstrual period,
recognizing the emotional changes which will probably accompany it. Of particular importance will be a
need for affection and tenderness during this time, even though she may be rather unlovable for three or
four days. He should also avoid discussions of financial problems or other earth-shaking topics until the
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internal storm has passed and keep the home atmosphere as tranquil as possible. If his wife seems to be
sinking into despair, he should give her the speech described for self-interpretation in the previous
paragraph…
―A closer look at the women‘s responses reveals a highly significant trend among American housewives.
Fully one-third of the group ranked three items within the top five (Low Self Esteem; Loneliness, Isolation,
Boredom; and Absence of Romantic Love in Marriage). The ladies were saying in effect: 1) I don‘t like
myself; 2) I have no meaningful relationships outside my home and 3) I am not even close to the man I
love. These three categories obviously encompass the whole world! These young, attractive wives and
mothers admitted to being emotionally isolated from all other human beings on earth! And therein lies the
greatest source of feminine discontent in twentieth century America‖ (p.151-153, 59).
Relating to this subject of wives being emotionally isolated Alan Loy McGuiness makes these comments
about the need to maintain friendships outside the home that balance the quality time that we need spend
with our spouses:
―Part of our strategy for strengthening self-esteem, and thus strengthening our love lives, should be to
widen our circle of friends. In Samuel Johnson's phrase, to keep our friendships ‗in good repair.‘ Here
again, some of this probably needs to be done independently.
―As I said in an earlier book we make a terrible mistake to drop our old friends at the altar and to suppose
that our socialising from that point on should be exclusively with other couples. The odds of four people all
liking each other equally are not very good, and if your mate does not find much in common with your old
friends, that should not halt the friendships. If you happen to find some other couple with whom you are
simpatico, that's wonderful, but if not, you should not feel guilty about cultivating friendships on your own
that meet your emotional needs and keep you stretching.
―I get uneasy when a man says to me, ‗My wife is my best friend. I can tell her everything, so l don't need
other close friends.‘ Your mate should be your best friend, but not your only friend. There is no way that
any one person can meet all your emotional needs, and to expect your mate to do so is to put undue
pressure on the relationship. If you surround yourself with supportive and healthy friendships in which you
are stimulated to expand your horizons, you should arrive home from such associations happy. And most
of us find it easiest to love when we are happiest‖ (The Romance Factor, p.101-102)
The next lot of quotes comes again from Dr Dobson‘s ―What Wives Wish Their Husbands Understood
About Women‖ and deal with the sexual differences between men and women:
―Female sexual desire tends to be somewhat cyclical, correlated
with the menstrual calendar, whereas males are acyclical…
―Women are much more discriminating in their sexual interests.
They less commonly become excited by observing a goodlooking charmer or by the photograph of a hairy model; rather,
their desire is usually focused on a particular individual whom
they respect or admire. A woman is stimulated by the romantic
aura which surrounds her man, and by his character and
personality. She yields to the man who appeals to her
emotionally as well as physically. Obviously there are exceptions
to these characteristic desires but the fact remains: sex for men
is a more physical thing; sex for a woman is a deeply emotional
experience…
―If I had the power to communicate only one message to every
family in America, I would specify the importance of romantic
love to every aspect of feminine existence.
It provides the foundation for a woman‘s self-esteem, her joy in living and her sexual responsiveness.
Therefore the vast number of men who are involved in bored, tired marriages – and find themselves locked
out of the bedroom – should know where the trouble possibly lies. Real love can melt an iceberg…
―Many women stand in amazement at how regularly their husbands desire sexual intercourse. In this
instance there is a matter which husband wish their wives knew about men. When sexual response is
blocked, males experience an accumulating physiological pressure which demands release. Two seminal
vesicles (small sacs containing semen) gradually fill to capacity; as maximum level is reached, hormonal
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influences sensitize the man to all sexual stimuli [this usually occurs between 3 and 7 days]. Whereas a
particular woman would be of little interest to him when he is satisfied, he may be eroticized just to be in
her presence when he is in deprivation.
―A wife may find it difficult to comprehend this accumulating aspect of her husband‘s sexual appetite, since
her needs are typically less urgent and pressing. Thus, she should recognize that his desire is dictated by
definite biochemical forces within his body, and if she loves him, she will seek to satisfy those needs as
meaningfully and regularly as possible. I‘m not denying that women have definite sexual needs which seek
gratification; rather I am merely explaining that abstinence is usually more difficult for men to tolerate…
―As long as a husband and wife are satisfied with each other, it doesn‘t matter what Cosmopolitan
magazine says their inadequacies happen to be. Sex has become a statistical monster. ‗The average
couple has intercourse three times a week! Oh no! What‘s wrong with us? Are we undersexed?‘ A husband
worries if his genitalia are of ‗average‘ size, while his wife contemplates her insufficient bust line. We are
tyrannized by the great, new ‗sexual freedom‘ which has beset us. I hereby make a proposal: let‘s keep sex
in its proper place; sure it is important, but it should serve us and not the other way around!‖ (p.114-121).
9] FULFILL YOUR GODLY ROLES
God created men and women differently and God has assigned us different roles to play in marriage as a
result of the way that He made us. To increase the happiness of our marriage we need to get more in sync
with the roles that He has assigned for us in marriage. To go against those roles is a recipe for putting
great strain upon our marriages.
These roles are best summed up by these words of the apostle Paul in Ephesians 5:22-33 where we read:
―Wives, submit to your own husbands, as to the Lord. For the husband is head of the wife, as also Christ is
head of the church; and He is the Savior of the body. Therefore, just as the church is subject to Christ, so
let the wives be to their own husbands in everything. Husbands, love your wives, just as Christ also loved
the church and gave Himself for her, that He might sanctify and cleanse her with the washing of water by
the word, that He might present her to Himself a glorious church, not having spot or wrinkle or any such
thing, but that she should be holy and without blemish. So husbands ought to love their own wives as their
own bodies; he who loves his wife loves himself. For no one ever hated his own flesh, but nourishes and
cherishes it, just as the Lord does the church.
―For we are members of His body, of His flesh and of His bones. ‗For this reason a man shall leave his
father and mother and be joined to his wife, and the two shall become one flesh.‘ This is a great mystery,
but I speak concerning Christ and the church. Nevertheless let each one of you in particular so love his
own wife as himself, and let the wife see that she respects her husband.‖
Charlie Shedd in ―Letters to Philip‖ has this to say about male leadership in the family:
―The other day I saw an interesting plaque in one of our neighborhood gift shops…The motto read:
WHEREVER DAD SITS IS THE HEAD OF THE TABLE. I hope that it sells like crazy because this is one of
the basic needs of every home. So one of my first bits of advice on how to treat a woman is ‗Take charge!‘
For the good of your marriage, for the good of your children-to-be and for the good of the nation‘s future I
hope that you‘ll read me loud and clear…The image here is not that of a mighty potentate sitting on his
throne, ruling his cowering subjects with an iron hand. This is more like a conductor standing on his box
directing a symphony. Delicate but definite! Subdued, yet powerful.
―As you know, I see many marital problems from the inside. Some things you wouldn‘t believe. Others are
downright funny. But in some the pain is awful and among the worst are those where the only right words
are ‗Get your foot off the lady‘s neck, Hitler! You can never win a woman‘s love by applying the hobnail
boot.‘
―What I am saying is that women hate dictators, despots, tyrants and old meanies – but they respect strong
leaders.
―Here are three quotes from the feminine front to show you what I mean. Number one is the word of a
successful lady editor.
―‗All day long,‘ she says, ‗I make decisions. I talk with men, deal with men, compete with men. But at night I
long to be all woman. It is so good to have a man who will open the door, order the meal and give me the
feeling that I can let down now.‘
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―The next witness is a sweet little wife whose husband obviously knows what he‘s doing. ‗Once in a while‘,
she smiles, ‗Tommy sticks his chest out and says, ‗Now you listen to me, squaw! Get back in your wigwam.
I‘m the chief and don‘t you forget it!‘ On first hearing, you might think this borders on rough handling. But
this is what she says, ‗It‘s funny what this does. When he says it nice, I get the best feeling. You know, all
secure, and like that!‘
―Number three is something else. This poor soul is at the opposite end of the problem. ‗Can you imagine
how I felt?‘ We were hardly home from our honeymoon when I saw that clearly Lawrence didn‘t need a
home, he needed a nursery. Now don‘t get me wrong. I know every man feels like a cry baby some days
and I enjoy mothering him once in a while. But all the time? When is it my turn?
―I could go on parading a long line of these. Some good. Some bad. But none quite as sad as the weary
women who can‘t lean because there is nothing to lean on. Their men are too weak, too careless, too
preoccupied, too much at the office, too long at their cups or too something else to be the strong male
figure at the head of the house.
―Of course, like everything else, there are two sides to this story. Some juggernaut types may want their
men to be submissive. But I also know good women who took command because somebody had to march
the troops and dad was too weak to do it.
―So take it from me, your wife will love you more if she knows that you know when to stand up and say,
‗Have no fear! Your leader is here!‘(p.13-15)
Joyce Huggett in her book ―Growing Into Love‖ has these words to say about the godly roles of the
husband and the wife:
‖In the past it was thought that the husband's responsibility stopped at providing for his wife materially. If he
contributed an adequate, regular salary and a roof over her head, he had fulfilled his duty. He was a
successful husband. This impoverished view of the man's role is unbiblical.
―As Paul puts it, the husband must love his wife in the same way as Christ loves His bride. This provision is
all-inclusive. It is material (Matthew 6:26-32), spiritual (John 3:16), emotional (Ezekiel 16:6) and intensely
practical (John 13:5). What is this example saying to husbands today?
‖The discernment of Christ, which recognises not just the surface needs of His bride but which penetrates
into the deep recesses of her psyche to recognise and meet her unspoken needs, must also be imitated by
Christian husbands. Just as man has a craving to be trusted, his wife has a yearning to be acknowledged
and loved for who she is. She has a need to be set free to become the person God made her to be. This is
life; the abundant life Jesus promised. How can a husband draw out his wife's fullest potential?
The secret lies in Ephesians 5:21. This Christ-like headship expresses itself in self-giving. Even the Son of
man came, not to be served, but to serve (Mark 10:45). The pattern for husbands to follow is a superlative
standard of self-sacrifice which is unafraid to stoop to do filthy, menial tasks.
‖Husbands-to-be, are you prepared to assist your partner in the mundane, domestic chores so that she is
free to express herself outside the confines of the home? How do you feel about expressing your love for
her in this way?
‖When a husband recognises his wife's latent talents and promotes them, he is expressing Christ-like love.
When a husband acknowledges the sacrifices his wife makes to create a happy home and makes provision
for her to push out the boundaries of her own existence, it is Christ-like love that he is demonstrating. And
when a man refuses to leave his wife with heart-wounds that will not stop bleeding, but makes emotional
provision for her, he is fulfilling his role as a husband in the fullest sense of that word. Role fulfillment is not
task-oriented; it is an attitude…
―Thus headship knows nothing of rights to be claimed. It calls forth a superlative standard of self-sacrifice.
Headship banishes harshness. Its gentleness draws out the wife's full potential. Headship protects the
successful wife and it embraces her when she fails. 'While we were still sinners Christ died for us' (Romans
5:8)…
‖The wife must love her husband (Titus 2:4-5). I have already attempted to highlight some aspects of
marital love. This love includes giving another a zest for life. Today, so much emphasis is placed on the
urgent need women have to receive education and training to fulfil themselves and find the answer to the
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'Who am I?' question, that we are in danger of ignoring man's deepest need. It is the need to feel wanted,
approved, applauded by his wife…
―Are you contemplating marriage? If so, wives-to-be, are you prepared to renounce the pursuit of selfactualization, discovering yourself, striving to keep your career, struggling to centre life on yourself? Are
you prepared to stand by your husband, be loyal to him and support him in his career? How do you feel
about expressing love for him in this way? Do you believe in him?
‖And how do you feel about the vocation to motherhood? This is another 'fixed wifely role' which is not only
contained in the Bible but which is also a biological fact. The woman conceives babies. This makes
inevitable inroads on her career, time, energy, body, hormones and emotions. Are you prepared to accept
this role? If not, perhaps you should choose not to marry?
‖Of course, bringing children into the world demands not just motherhood but parenthood. The need today
is for full-time mothers and devoted fathers. How do you feel about devoting your lives to your future
offspring?…
―The world persuades us to seek self first. Self-fulfillment, self-indulgence, self-seeking are preferred to
sacrifice. But, as Christians, we are called to run counter to this worldly suggestion. And this submission
results in the kind of exhilarating, adventurous, successful partnership which the writer of Proverbs implies.
‖This deliberate self-renunciation is hard. But doesn't love want to make sacrifices? John Powell suggests
that it does, ‗Love implies that I am ready and willing to forgo my own convenience, to invest my own time,
and even risk my own security to promote your satisfaction, security and development.‘ That is submission.
It is the inward compulsion of love to love. How do you feel about giving love in this way?
‖Jesus models this kind of submission with poise and strength. He rejoiced in His unity with the Father. 'I
and the Father are one' (John 10:30). This equality did not prevent His ensuring that He lived and worked
in complete alignment with His Father's will. In fact, this equality of love ensured that He wanted only what
His Father wanted. And this oneness did not blind Him to the paradoxical nature of their relationship. He
could declare, with pride, 'My Father is greater than I' (John 14:28). His Father was the head.
‖Just as Jesus donates all He is and all He has to the Father, so the Christian wife is required to offer her
whole self to her husband. For this paradox, equality with headship, extends to marriage. Husband and
wife are equals, but the husband is the divinely-appointed chief amongst equals. Is this degrading? Is it
demeaning? Is it insulting the wife? Where headship and submission are correctly understood and
appropriated, the answer to those questions is an unequivocal ‗no‘‖ (p.110-111, 117, 108-110, 116-117).
10] CENTRE YOUR LIVES ON GOD
For our final of our ten points on building a happy marriage I‘d like to begin with a quote from Dr Meredith‘s
booklet ―How to Have a Joyous Marriage‖. He writes:
―This final key is no doubt the most important point of all. If you truly put your Creator and His ways at the
very center of your marriage, then everything else is going to work much better.
―The Creator God is the one who created man and woman for marriage. He set forth laws governing the
marriage union. He desires His children to have beautiful and rewarding marriages. And, if you seek Him
and sincerely cry out to Him, He will guide and bless your marriage in many different ways!
―The Psalmist was inspired to write, ‗Unless the LORD builds the house, they labor in vain who build it‘
(Psalm 127:1). Without God's guidance, selfish human nature takes over and destroys millions of
marriages which should be happy and fulfilling. Then confusion, loneliness, frustration, adultery, and a host
of other sins follow in the wake of these broken homes. Tragically, tens of millions of children are also left
deeply hurt, confused and often very bitter and rebellious. There is no end to the problems caused by
selfish people who could and should have made their marriages successful!
―So strive with all your heart to let the true God rule your life and rule your marriage. Learn to pray to Him
regularly. If your mate is willing, develop a family practice of praying together about your marriage!‖ (p.2223)
On this point of praying together for your marriage and allowing God to help you build a strong marriage
Charlie Shedd writes:
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―I spend considerable time in marriage consultation talking about prayer. In my opinion nothing, and I mean
nothing, matters more than this: Can these two children of God accept the fact that He made them and
brought them together to create something not first for themselves but first for Him? And if they believe this
then the next question is ‗Will you open the channels daily for his spirit to touch your spirits and His love to
come into your home?‘
―I have seen marriages that looked for all the world like they were shattered beyond any earthly power to
put them back together. And they were. But some of these are still going on and going greater than ever
because they learned to pray. So help me this is a fact. I have never known one couple who prayed
together who didn‘t find their marriage moving toward deeper understanding, growing inner joy and a finer,
fuller love…So the rule for married prayer is: ‗We will pray for each other and with each other. Every day
we will pray and the more we have to do the more we will remember to pray!‘
―Sure there are homes where God is left out and they never pray and still hold together. I‘m glad that‘s true.
It is obvious that we need permanency of every kind. But from what I‘ve seen this truth holds: The kind of
homes we need most are those where two lives are being drawn together by a holy love greater than their
own‖ (Letters to Philip, p.124-125).
To conclude this point and our ten keys to a happy marriage I‘d like to quote from Gavin Reid‘s book
―Starting Out Together‖ in which he offers these ten basic guidelines for a Christian home. Here are his ten
points:
1. Be involved in the church
2. Start and end the day with a simple prayer
3. Make Bible reading and personal prayer a part of your life
4. Never go to bed angry with another member of the family. First make peace.
5. Welcome others into your home.
6. Pray with your children from the day they are born
7. Share your problems with each other and never be afraid to seek the help of others.
8. The husband should be the leader but his leadership must help each member to be fulfilled and happy.
9. Work away at loving your neighbour.
10. Never forget that God loves the world and wants His people to pass on His love.
A christian home with an outgoing husband, wife and children should be a team committed to doing good
and helping others in the church. We have a good example of this in 1 Corinthians 16:15 where Paul
commends the family of Stephanas for their combined efforts of serving the church with these words: ―You
know the household of Stephanas, that it is the firstfruits of Achaia, and that they have devoted themselves
to the ministry of the saints.‖
In his excellent book ―The Art of Understanding Your Mate‖ Cecil Osborne has two separate lists of
commandments, one for husbands and one for wives. Given that the needs of men and women differ, here
are Cecil Osborne‘s two lists to cater to the differing needs of husbands and wives:
―Here are the Ten Commandments for Wives:
I. Learn the Real Meaning of Love.
II. Give Up Your Dreams of a ‗Perfect Marriage‘ and Work Toward a ‗Good Marriage.‘
III. Discover Your Husband's Personal, Unique Needs and Try to Meet Them.
IV. Abandon All Dependency Upon Your Parents and All Criticism of His Relatives.
V. Give Praise and Appreciation Instead of Seeking It.
VI. Surrender Possessiveness and Jealousy.
VII. Greet Your Husband With Affection Instead of Complaints or Demands.
VIII. Abandon All Hope of Changing Your Husband Through Criticism or Attack.
IX. Outgrow the Princess Syndrome.
X. Pray for Patience‖ (p.157-158)
―Here are the Ten Commandments for Husbands:
I. Treat Your Wife With Strength and Gentleness.
II. Give Ample Praise and Reassurance.
III. Define the Areas of Responsibility.
IV. Avoid Criticism.
V. Remember the Importance of ‗Little Things.‘
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VI. Recognize Her Need for Togetherness.
VII. Give Her a Sense of Security.
VIII. Recognize the Validity of Her Moods.
IX. Cooperate With Her in Every Effort to Improve Your Marriage.
X. Discover Her Particular, Individual Needs and Try to Meet Them‖ (p.171).
In his article ―The Ten Commandments of a Marriage Covenant‖ Samuele Bacchiochi explores ten
commandments of marriage developed that exactly parallel the ten commandments God gave to mankind
at Mt Sinai. He writes:
―It is an enlightening exercise to compare the Sinai covenant with the marriage covenant by interpreting the
Ten Commandments as ten principles of conduct for married people. Paul Stevens has produced a most
perceptive comparison between the two covenants by means of the following table:

Covenant Between Israel and God

Covenant Between Wife and Husband

1. No other Gods
2. No graven image
3. Not taking the Lord's name in vain

1. Exclusive loyalty to my spouse
2. Truthfulness and faithfulness
3. Honoring my spouse in public and
private
4. Giving my spouse time and rest
5. Rightly relating to parents and parentsin- law
6. Freedom from hatred, destructive anger
and uncontrolled emotions
7.
Sexual
faithfulness;
controlled
appetites
8. True community of property with the
gift of privacy
9. Truthful communication
10. Contentment: freedom from demands

4. Remembering the sabbath day
5. Honoring father and mother
6. No murder
7. No adultery
8. No stealing
9. No false testimony
10. No coveting

Marriage truly is a training ground to learn the depths of the love of God. The deep, mature, unconditional
love of God in all its multi-faceted aspects is what God wants us to learn through the gift of marriage.
Without this kind of mature love marriages can easily fail but with it marriage truly becomes a little piece of
heaven right here on earth.

11] What are the keys to raising godly children?
In Malachi 2:14-15 God tells us one of the main reasons for parents to raise children. We read: ―The Lord
has been witness between you and the wife of your youth…she is your wife and your wife by covenant. But
did He not make them one having a remnant of the spirit? And why one? He seeks godly offspring.‖
Parents need to be intimately involved in every facet of your child‘s development—moral, spiritual,
emotional and intellectual. In Proverbs 22:6 we read: "Train up a child in the way he should go and when
he is old he will not depart from it". It is interesting to note the root meaning of chanak, the Hebrew word for
train here, is "to narrow." Training our children involves narrowing the choices they have to make, instead
of accepting the vast array of deceptive, negative life-styles this world offers (Matthew 7:13-14).
The most important childrearing principle is that of setting the right example. They say that actions speak
louder than words and this is no more evident than with raising children.
―Parental example is a critical factor in right child rearing. Nothing renders a parent's efforts in child rearing
more ineffective than parental hypocrisy. Children cannot be expected to adopt standards their parents are
unwilling to practice.
‖Children and teenagers who smoke pot or take drugs will often point to their parents' addiction to alcohol,
tobacco or prescription drugs. If children observe one spouse verbally attack, criticise or ridicule the other.
they are likely to think this is the appropriate way to respond. Children learn from example more than from
words. They are natural mimics. A child's personality often mirrors that of parents. Mannerisms, habits,
vocabulary and opinions will reflect those of the parents—for better or for worse!
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‖Learning takes place through the five senses: seeing, hearing, smelling, feeling, tasting. The right
example, therefore, is important in all aspects. The way we learn is through repetition, perception,
association. Your children; learn from the whole range of words you use, how you use them, the attitudes
you express, the situations you explore and the information you share. Therefore, you would do well to
evaluate what your example is teaching…
‖Parents also need to set the right example in providing for their children's needs. The children, after all,
had not ask to come into this world. The parents, whether on purpose or accidentally, produced them.
When a man and woman embark on such a course, they are obligating themselves to provide for the child
until the child is grown. If anyone does not provide for his own, including children, ‗he has denied the faith
and is worse than an unbeliever‘ (1 Timothy 5:8, RAV).
‖Basic provisions that children need include wholesome, balanced food; appropriate, quality clothing;
cheerful, well-kept living quarters; proper education; and wholesome entertainment. Remember that
children will follow parents' examples more than parents' words.
‖Do you keep your word? Are you obedient to God? Do you respect law and those in authority? Or
on the other hand, do your children see in you an individual who criticises, complains and talks
back? Do you say nice things to other people's faces and then speak critically of them in private?
Do you claim to be one thing in public and then do just the opposite in private—even in your own
home? You will be a successful parent only if you are a right example‖ (WCG Brochure – The Plain
Truth About Childrearing – article ―Five Basic Rules of Parenting‖)
I‘d like to now quote an excellent extract from a PCG booklet (The Decline of Modern Israel) that gives
parents twelve very good points on being a better parent:
―1] Build a good marriage
―When husbands learn to really love their wives and lead them in a strong, positive and considerate
manner, and when wives learn to submit to their husbands and obey them as they follow God -- then
couples can expect to be effective in their CHILDREARING and FAMILY RELATIONS.
2] Don't argue in front of your children. No, never!
―Airing differences before your children automatically sends them the wrong signal. They know immediately
that they have dad and mom divided! That usually means their natural and repeated struggles to get their
own way are as good as won, if they ‗play their cards correctly.‘ It also tells them which parent is most likely
to agree with their DEMANDS, that is if you tolerate DEMANDS…Children should never be allowed to play
one parent against the other.
3] Husbands, don't leave most of the disciplining and loving of your children to your wife.
―Men, we must honestly face the fact that this is one of the most prevalent mistakes in child rearing. When
we do this, it leaves us looking like a disinterested wimp in the eyes of our wife and everyone around us.
Proof of the prevalence and seriousness of this problem is in that last verse in the Old Testament. As God
says through the prophet Malachi, utter destruction of our people will follow, unless fathers resume their
God-given role as HEAD OF THE FAMILY (Malachi 4:6).
4] Parents must be sure they exercise fair judgment toward each child, at all times.
―In all child-discipline situations, the offspring are on trial for their misdemeanors, but then so are you, as
their judge and jury! Don't be an ‗UNJUST JUDGE.‘ Here the most common pitfall is the ‗spoiled brat‘
syndrome in relation to the youngest child in the family. Don't show favoritism.
―Remember, your judgment is final! Children have no right of appeal, but they can spot INJUSTICE a mile
away. That is a way many children are provoked to ANGER and FRUSTRATION. God says don't do this
(Ephesians 6:4).
5] Be consistent at all times with your children.
―INCONSISTENCY is a form of injustice and provokes great WRATH and FRUSTRATION. As adults, most
of us can recall working under the authority of someone who was totally inconsistent. You know what a
great trial their unpredictability could be. Children have the same reaction when parents are inconsistent. In
whatever form, discipline should be done PROMPTLY and always IN LOVE. Never in a temper!
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6] From an early age, teach your children to work.
―This process should begin by requiring little children to learn the habit of picking up after themselves. They
should not be allowed to just walk off to another location, leaving trash or toys scattered behind them.
―Where tidiness is not required, mothers eventually become frazzled, kids become SPOILED, LAZY, and
THOUGHTLESS, and the environment degenerates to that of a PIG STY! These permissive parents and
children set the tone of modern Western society, which is now unbelievably scruffy, untidy, unkempt,
boorish, ignorant, arrogant, discourteous and usually selfish!
―In teaching our children to work, we should assign everyone meaningful chores. These should contribute
to the well-being of the whole family. Remember, motivated children love meaningful work. Encourage
them to volunteer their help, instead of allowing a family argument as to whose turn it is to do a particular
job.
―If you want children who will go above and beyond, you must set the example as a parent. You must be a
SELF-STARTER in order to also be a MOTIVATOR. It is very difficult to motivate others if you are LAZY.
7] Maintain a right balance between love and law.
―Discipline in various forms will always be a requirement in all child rearing. However, the amount any
parent can successfully administer will be in exact proportion to the amount of AFFECTION [and praise]
you are prepared to give. This also applies in other areas. Here is a simple equation to illustrate the point:
―DISCIPLINE plus AFFECTION equals obedient, secure, balanced children.
DISCIPLINE minus AFFECTION equals provoked, deceitful children.
AFFECTION minus DISCIPLINE equals insecurity and role reversal.
And NO AFFECTION plus NO DISCIPLINE equals rebellion and anarchy.‖
Before returning to these 12 points of childrearing I‘d like to interject some quotes relating to this seventh
point. Dr James Dobson makes these comments on the difference between a child‘s self-esteem and a
child‘s will that relates to this topic of a balance between love and disciple:
―Self-esteem is the most fragile attribute in human nature; it can be damaged by very minor incidents and
its reconstruction is difficult to engineer. A father who is sarcastic and biting in his criticism of children
cannot expect to receive genuine respect in return. His offspring might fear him enough to conceal their
contempt, but revenge will often erupt in late adolescence…
―The human spirit, as I have defined it, relates to the self-esteem or the personal worth that a child feels. As
such, it is exceedingly fragile at all ages and must be handled with care. You, as a parent, correctly assume
that you can damage your child's spirit quite easily...by ridicule, disrespect, threats to withdraw love, and by
verbal rejection. Anything that depreciates his self-esteem can be costly to his spirit.
‖However while the spirit is brittle and must be treated gently, the will is
made of steel. It is one of the few intellectual components which arrives
full strength at the moment of birth. A recent issue of Psychology Today,
this heading described the research findings from a study of infancy: ‗A
baby knows who he is before he has language to tell us so. He reaches
deliberately for control of his environment, especially his parents.‘ This
scientific disclosure would bring no new revelation to the parents of a
strong-willed infant. They have walked the floor with him in the wee small
hours, listening to this tiny dictator as he made his wants and wishes
abundantly clear. Later, a defiant toddler can become so angry that he is
capable of holding his breath until he loses consciousness.
―‘How can I shape my nine-year old's will without damaging his spirit?‘…I would suggest that you respond
decisively the next time your son behaves in a blatantly disruptive or defiant manner. There should be no
screaming or derogatory accusations, although he should soon know that you mean what you say. He
should probably be given a spanking and sent to bed an hour or two early. The following morning you
should discuss the issue rationally, reassuring him of your continuing love, and then start over. Most
rebellious pre-teenagers respond beautifully to this one-two punch of love and consistent discipline. It's an
unbeatable combination‖ (Dr Dobson Answers Your Questions, p.113, 129-130)
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―Also, it is important to reward good conduct. Positive reinforcement for right action is as effective a teacher
as discipline for wrongdoing. Praise your children when the situation calls for it. Comment on your pleasure
at seeing their right conduct. Commend them for their helpfulness and consideration. Such rewards will
lend powerful support to your teaching that right conduct brings happiness and harmony. Praise does work
wonders‖ (WCG Brochure – The Plain Truth About Childrearing – article ―The Overlooked In-Between
Years‖).
―Babies and children must have constant affection and encouragement to develop the right kind of
confidence and sense of worth and the capacity to feel and express affection themselves. Even though this
may seem obvious to some, it is, sadly, one of the most neglected areas of childrearing.
‖You who are parents must learn to hold, kiss, cuddle and encourage not only your babies but your
younger children as well. The habit of touching, hugging and physically expressing affection to children is
something one should never outgrow! Yet how many parents have been emotionally crippled in this
respect?
―You who are fathers and mothers should learn to regularly hug and kiss your children. Take them in your
arms and hug them when you have been away from them for a while. Play with them, teach them, read to
them while they are sitting on your lap, and then hug them and kiss them again as you put them to bed.
Tell them: ‗Daddy and Mommy love you. We are proud of you. We are very glad to have a little boy (or girl)
like you.‘
‖With such love and encouragement, your children will bloom before your eyes. Your love and assurance
and the sense of security it provides will nourish them as surely as physical food. And in doing all this, you
will be building a deep bond of affection and trust that will make it much easier for your children to want to
respond to your training and to please you even when you are not present to supervise them.
‖Always let your children know that you will love them and try to help them no matter what. You may
disapprove or even correct them for the genuine mistakes they will certainly make. But that does NOT
change the underlying love and affection you will always feel for them‖ (WCG Brochure – The Plain Truth
About Childrearing – article ―Five Basic Rules of Parenting‖)
8] Discipline promptly and appropriately.
―Because sentence against an evil work is not executed speedily, therefore the heart of the sons of men is
fully set in them to do evil" (Ecclesiastes 8:11).
―Discipline must be preceded by patient teaching, and teaching that the parent must ensure is clearly
understood by the child. Bear in mind, as adults, we don't usually understand new things the first time they
are explained. Maybe we don't fully comprehend on the second, or the third time either, so BE PATIENT
with your children, but not PERMISSIVE! To make sure you know that they understand what you require,
have them repeat your instruction and keep teaching them until they can repeat it.
―Discipline must also be preceded by ONE warning, which should be accompanied by another round of
TEACHING. Never forget that REPEATED warnings before discipline are WEAKNESS. REPEATED
TEACHING AND PATIENT EXPLANATION are UNDERSTANDING and MERCY. Discipline itself MUST
BE ACCOMPANIED (before and after) by further teaching.
―Discipline comes in many forms, but delayed, bad-tempered walloping is not one that is acceptable in
God's sight. Neither is sending a child to his room. Deal with the problem then and there, while the
infringement is fresh on their mind and yours. A mixture of corporal punishment and deprivation of
privileges is best for most children. The mix of these two will vary with the child and their age and sex.
9] Eat, work, and play together as a family.
―In doing these things, always maintain your position as a parent. Never
become just a ‗pal.‘ Children of all ages look to you for leadership, an
example, and guidance, even in play. You are an ADULT. Always conduct
yourself as an adult, never as a ‗pal.‘ As a ‗pal,‘ you descend to their level.
This confuses them and they don't appreciate it.
―It is said: ‗The family that EATS together, STAYS together.‘ We may be sure
the same can be said for work and play! As the leader of the family, set the
example and require all to be present, washed, dressed and groomed when
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your wife is ready to serve the meal. This is an important avenue for training and maintaining law and order
in the family. It is considerate of the wife in regard to her responsibilities, and provides the best daily
opportunities for group conversation. If at all possible, this program should definitely include breakfast,
even if some have to rise earlier to participate.
―HOSPITALITY and ENTERTAINING should also come within the scope of this point. Smart parents make
their home the focal point of family social life. It will otherwise become little more than a dormitory. If you
are willing to make the effort (and don't let the family leave most of the extra work to the wife), all members
of the family will be well rewarded.
One of the best rewards for parents is that you directly control the guest list, the entertainment, the food
and drink, the dress, and general conduct, when your home is the social center. At any other location, you
control NOTHING, except your child's attendance!
―Be willing to spend time teaching your young children to play various
types of sports and other games. They will love it. Encourage both boys
and girls to get involved in some kind of sport and other vigorous physical
activities from an early age. This helps them build coordination,
confidence, strong, well-developed, healthy bodies, and good relationships
with others of their own age and sex. A variety of games also helps young
people develop personality, and the ability to win and lose in the right
attitude and control a wrong spirit of competition. It has been said, one can
learn more about a person's character in a half hour of a sport or game
than in a year under many other circumstances.
10] Control what goes into your child's mind.
―First of all, SET THE EXAMPLE by what you allow into your home and your mind. This applies to TV,
videos, radio, cassettes, records, compact discs, papers, books, magazines, etc.
―Herbert Armstrong often said, to get air out of an empty glass, you have to put something else into it. It's
the same with a child's mind. Don't just ban all negative things and leave it at that. As parents, YOU MUST
PUT GOOD music, art, literature, decor, dress, grooming and life style in place of the bad, the ugly, the
filthy, the scruffy, the violent, and the evil. Upgrade your own standards, so you can positively influence
your children. Point your children to all the good quality examples around them, including other families and
young people.
11] Teach your children good manners and the social graces of a prince or princess in Israel.
"‘But ye are a chosen generation, a royal priesthood, an holy nation, a peculiar people; that ye should shew
forth the praises of him who hath called you out of darkness into his marvellous light: which in time past
were not a people, but are now the people of God: which had not obtained mercy, but now have obtained
mercy" (1 Peter 2:9-10). As parents with the mind of Christ (1 Corinthians 2:16), and as ambassadors for
Jesus Christ (2 Corinthians 5:20), UPGRADE YOUR STANDARDS and TEACH YOURSELF FIRST. Then
you will be able to inculcate these things into the minds of your children.
―Teach your children to honor you both as parents (Exodus 20:12); to rise up before the hoary head
(Leviticus 19:32); to stand for adults; to open doors; to shake hands firmly and look people in the eye; to
use ‗please‘ and ‗thank you‘ and people's names; to conduct themselves properly at the table; to speak
correctly and clearly. Boys need to keep their hair properly cut (1 Corinthians 11:3-4, 7-9, 14, 16; Daniel
4:28-37; Ezekiel 44:4-5, 20; Malachi 2:7); keep their hands out of their pockets; their clothes neatly
pressed; their shirt tucked into their pants, rather than hanging out like some unemployed dead-beat; their
shoes cleaned and laces tied.
―Girls should be taught and required to dress modestly; to avoid every extreme of fashion; to avoid dressing
beyond their age; to avoid clothes that are too tight, too short, or four sizes too large. They should be
taught to take good care of their hair, preserving that natural, healthy appearance.
―Mothers should always set the example in dress and grooming; shun extreme hair styles, such as the
masculine, overly short look (1 Corinthians 11:5-6, 10, 15). Then there is that other popular extreme which
is long, but looks like a wild bird's nest that has been teased out and fallen apart since the last breeding
season!
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12] Teach your children to believe and obey God.
"‘By this we know that we love the children of God, when we love God, and keep his commandments. For
this is the love of God, that we keep his commandments: and his commandments are not grievous‘ (1 John
5:2-3). John also wrote in 1 John 3:23: ‗And this is his commandment, That we should believe on the
name of his Son Jesus Christ, and love one another, as he gave us commandment.‘
―How are we to do this? There are a few very simple steps which we can all follow and diligently apply:
―a) Set your children a godly example in your life as parents (or as a parent).
b) Fathers, lead your family in regular and interesting Bible studies and family prayer.
c) Help your children prove that God exists…
d) Help your children prove that the Bible is God's word…
e) Help your children prove which is God's one true Church…
f) Help your children prove who are God's true ministers…
g) Help your children prove who are Satan's false ministers…
―Young people, like the rest of us, have all kinds of WANTS and DESIRES, but teach them to GET THEIR
PRIORITIES RIGHT early in life, and keep them right. As Christ said, ‗But seek ye first the kingdom of God,
and his righteousness; and all these things shall be added unto you‘ (Matthew 6:33).‖
The following is a list of questions compiled by Dr Dobson that will help parents develop five key concepts
of christian character into their children, particularly during the impressionable years leading up to their
seventh year. He writes:
―Listed below is a ‗Checklist for Spiritual Training‘—a set of targets at which to aim. Many of the items
require maturity which children lack and we should not try to make adult Christians out of our immature
youngsters. But we can gently urge them toward these goals—these targets—during the impressionable
years of childhood. Essentially, the five scriptural concepts which follow should be consciously taught,
providing the foundation on which all future doctrine and faith will rest. I encourage every Christian parent
to evaluate his child's understanding of these five areas:
‖CONCEPT 1: ‗And thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy heart‘ (Mark 12:30 KJV).
1. Is your child learning of the love of God through the love, tenderness and mercy of his parents?
2. Is he learning to talk about the Lord, and to include Him in his thoughts and plans?
3. Is he learning to turn to Jesus for help whenever he is frightened or anxious or lonely?
4. Is he learning to read the Bible?
5. Is he learning to pray?
6. Is he learning the meaning of faith and trust?
7. Is he learning the joy of the Christian way of life?
8. Is he learning the beauty of Jesus' birth and death?
‖CONCEPT 2: ‗Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself‘ (Mark 12:31 KJV).
1. Is he learning to understand and empathise with the feelings of others?
2. Is he learning not to be selfish and demanding?
3. Is he learning to share?
4. Is he learning not to gossip and criticise others?
5. Is he learning to accept himself?
‖CONCEPT 3: ‗Teach me to do thy will: for thou art my God‘ (Psalm 143:10 KJV).
1. Is he learning to obey his parents as preparation for later obedience to God? (most important)
2. Is he learning to behave properly in church—God‘s house?
3. Is he learning a healthy appreciation for both aspects of God's nature: love and justice?
4. Is he learning that there are many forms of benevolent authority outside himself to which he must
submit?
5. Is he learning the meaning of sin and its inevitable consequences?
‖CONCEPT 4: ‗Fear God and keep his commandments: for this is the whole duty of man‘ (Ecclesiastes
12:13 KJV)
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1. Is he learning to be truthful and honest.
2. Is he learning to keep the Sabbath day holy.
3. Is he learning the relative insignificance of materialism.
4. Is he learning the meaning of the Christian family, and the faithfulness to it which God intends?
5. Is he learning to follow the dictates of his own conscience?
‖CONCEPT 5: ‗But the fruit of the Spirit is...self-control‘ (Galatians 5:22-23 RSV).
1. Is he learning to give a portion of his allowance (and other money) to God?
2. Is he learning to control his impulses.
3. Is he learning to work and carry responsibility?
4. Is he learning the vast difference between self-worth and egotistical pride?
5. Is he learning to bow in reverence before the God of the universe?…
―I believe the most valuable contribution a parent can make to his child is to instill in him a genuine faith in
God. What greater ego satisfaction could there be than knowing that the Creator of the universe is
acquainted with me personally? That He values me more than the possessions of the entire world; that He
understands my fears and my anxieties; that He reaches out to me in immeasurable love when no one else
cares; that His only Son Jesus, actually gave His life for me; that He can turn my liabilities into assets and
my emptiness into fullness; that a better life follows this one, where the present handicaps and
inadequacies will all be eliminated—where earthly pain and suffering will be no more than a dim memory!
―What a beautiful philosophy with which to ‗clothe‘ your tender child. What a fantastic message of hope and
encouragement for the broken teenager who has been crushed by life's circumstances. This is self-esteem
at its richest, not dependent on the whims of birth or social judgment, or the cult of the superchild, but on
divine decree (Dr Dobson Answers Your Questions, p.170)
The teenage years are a vital stage in the childrearing process. It‘s that period in a child‘s life when they go
from being dependent to independent adults. Carl McNair in his article ―Raising Kids for Independence‖
makes these comments about the process of developing independence in children and the process of
letting them go as they mature into adults:
―During adolescence, ages 12-20, young people experience the urge to spread their wings and test the
moral concepts of their parents. This is normal youthful behavior. This period requires parents to constantly
train children in the process of thinking, reasoning and choosing good over evil. The ability of making right
choices is a learned skill. Children who do not adequately learn decision-making have parents who totally
control every decision they would otherwise work out…
―Parents often shudder at the prospect of their children making a mistake. Though they seem more
attentive to their children, the real reason for their attention is that they are inwardly focused—overly
concerned about their children's behavior as a reflection on themselves. Of course, children's behavior
often does reflect on the parents. However, parents need to keep in mind that children will make mistakes
because they are children.
‖Dire consequences can result from such overbearing parenting in adolescent years. The most likely fruit to
be borne is anger and resentment—perhaps leading to rebellion. Though there may be an initial feeling of
security from totally controlling parents, this will dissipate and turn to bitterness as young people see their
friends extended more and more latitude and freedom from their parents.
‖The Bible is not silent in this matter. God says, ‗Fathers, provoke not your children to wrath: but bring them
up in the nurture and admonition of the Lord‘ (Ephesians 6:4 KJV). You ‗nurture‘ a thing by caring for it,
feeding it, working with it. Also notice: ‗Fathers, do not provoke your children, lest they become
discouraged‘ (Colossians 3:21). The problem is that we as parents, without realizing what we are doing,
cause our children to become angry and upset. We provoke them to wrath or squash their spirits, not
understanding that we need to nurture and work with them, giving them some latitude or opportunity to
make some decisions and some mistakes, even burning their fingers a little.
‖The consequence of unbridled authoritarianism is that youths don't develop the skill of making decisions.
This will wreak havoc on the maturing process. Sadly, stunted intellectual, emotional and social growth is
all too often the result. Young adults in this predicament still rely on their parents for everything they need
to know. They can't think for themselves, or are afraid to step out and oftentimes don't know how to
properly interact with others…
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‖While we must gradually release our control upon our children, we must not release too much too soon.
This is inviting disaster. There must be limits and there must be rules—as long as a young person lives
under his parents' roof. These must be reinforced by discipline—mental, moral and physical training to
teach an appropriate lesson—throughout adolescence. It is during this period that young people will test
the moral concepts their parents have taught them to see if they wish to adopt them as their own.
‖During adolescence, peer pressure becomes more important than parental acceptance. And it is for this
reason that parents must exercise some control over who their kids hang out with—until their kids prove,
over time, that they know how to choose the right friends. Even then, parents should remain aware of who
their kids are spending time with, sometimes telling the child to avoid a bad crowd or individual.
‖Notice, also, what family psychologist Dr. Kevin Leman said in…Bringing Up Kids Without Tearing Them
Down: ‗Two major issues bring parents and their children to my counseling office: authoritarianism and
permissiveness. Authoritarians tell the child, ‗My way or the highway.‘ Permissive parents say, ‗Have it your
way, Honey. Can I drive you anywhere?‘
‖‘Both approaches leave children feeling unloved, insecure, not belonging, unapproved of and
unrecognized—and operating in an independent, irresponsible way. Both approaches erode children's selfimage or sense of self-worth. When used to extremes, both approaches lead straight to a seriously
dysfunctional family.
‖‘Within the firm-but-fair approach, however, is a great deal of flexibility—and freedom to fail...When
children feel they can never fail, they're hampered and become afraid to try, risk, create, grow and learn.
When parents are understanding, they can turn a failure into a good learning situation‘ ["What Makes a
Functional Family?" p. 12-13].
―How do you ‗raise kids‘ for independence? Remember to incrementally release control over your children's
lives to enable them to learn how to make right choices. By this means, you will help your children develop
self-discipline in obeying the moral principles you have taught them from the Holy Bible and traditional
family culture‖ (World Ahead, May 1995, p.21-23).
Even with the best parenting some children may still reject their parents ways, particularly if there is very
strong peer pressure or if the child has a single parent [though a few of the good kings and prophets had
bad fathers but good mothers]. Children are free moral agents and may still stray morally with the best of
guidance but these cases will be very rare if both parents are diligent in following these keys to good
childrearing. When your child is no longer a child; when he reaches maturity and enjoys a life of happiness,
balance, wisdom and sound judgment, without the cares and kickbacks of disobedience, then you can say
that your child training has been a success.

12] What is christian maturity?
To finish off this extra long lesson on God‘s way of life let‘s put it all together and look at how to be
balanced and the principles of being a mature christian.
Growing Up (Not Just Old) in the Lord
What is christian maturity? Charles Swindoll in his book ―Three Steps Forward, Two Steps Back‖ answers
this question the following way:
―What is a sign of maturity? Practicing what you hear [Romans 2:13, James 1:21-27]. Through
practice you become mature [Hebrews 5:12-14]. YOU SEE, IT IS ONE THING TO GROW OLD IN THE
LORD, BUT IT IS ANOTHER THING TO GROW UP IN THE LORD!
―There are many people cruising from church to church, from Bible conference to Bible conference,
filling notebook after notebook, wearing out Bible after Bible, who are still some of the crankiest,
fussiest, most irresponsible people you meet. Why? Because they do not practice the things they
hear.
―This is the whole thrust of the Book of James. I call James the New Testament's ‗man from Missouri.‘ He
wants you to put to the test what you claim to believe—by doing it! A mature person is one who is involved
in practicing on a regular, consistent basis what he hears and what he takes in. Just being exposed to Bible
instruction won't solve problems‖ (p.21).
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Being Balanced
Another aspect of christian maturity is being balanced and not going to extremes. In Joshua 1:7 Israel's leader
Joshua was encouraged to walk in God's ways and to "turn neither to the right nor to the left"(KJV). The Bible
emphasises the need to guide our lives between the left predispositions and the predispositions on our right. In
other words, don't go to extremes!
Steiner offers the following appendix in his book "The God Who is There" to illustrate that often the true godly
traits fall in the centre of two not-so-godly traits.

God is neither right-winged nor left-winged politically. Some people are so conservative that they will never try
new ideas or change things while others are so liberal that they will forsake tried and tested truth and patterns
of living which God has ordained. God is neither. He has the perfect balance and is straight down the line as
we would say about those who stick to tried and tested truths of living and doctrine.
Charles Swindoll in his book ―Active Spirituality‖ points out these ways that we need to be balanced in:
―We need a balance between work and play (too much of either is unhealthy and distasteful).
We need a balance between time alone and time with others (too much of either takes a toll on us).
We need a balance between independence and dependence (either one, all alone, leads to problems).
We need a balance:
between kindness and firmness,
between waiting and praying,
between resisting and co-operating,
between saving and spending,
between taking in and giving out,
between wanting too much and expecting too little,
between warm acceptance and keen discernment,
between grace and truth‖ (p.140).
Character is best seen when tough choices are made by people (Luke 14:26, Philippians 2:1-4). You
don‘t really know someone deeply until they have to make those tough choices.
Character and christian maturity is seen when someone is selfless enough to defer to the will and
good of others when it conflicts with what they would prefer to do. This is how you can get a good
idea of just how mature someone is, whether they are a friend or a potential mate.
God's way of life is all about relationships and the way that we treat and value our friendships and
the way that we respond when people bring things to our attention that need improvement are a
reflection of our character.
We can ask the question, ―How responsive am I when someone criticizes me?‖ Do we defend ourselves
and minimize our problems when we shouldn‘t? Do we really try to change and apply any legitimate
criticism, regardless of the attitude of the person who brings it to our attention? Do we ignore someone who
wants to bring something to our attention and sweep issues under the carpet? Our ability to handle
correction when it comes to us in all shapes and forms, both harsh and gentle, is a reflection of our
character and maturity.
The following are a list of questions that you can use to gauge how deep your own christian maturity is or
that of other people such as someone you might be romantically interested in :Is our love merely limited to our own small circle of friends?
Is it limited to giving only when it is convenient to us?
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Do you ONLY take an interest in a girl if you are a guy (or vice versa) if you like them romantically?
How much do you talk about spiritual things?
Do we give in order to get back favours, friendship or popularity?
Do you put others needs first or do you have to have your own way?
Do you avoid or neglect responsibility toward others?
Do you get upset when you're not the centre of attention?
Do you demand or expect too much from other people?
Do you refuse to admit error when wrong?
Do you have a strong interest in God‘s work through the church?
Are you sensitive to do the right thing by God or do you excuse ―little‖ sins?
A Way of the Heart
God‘s way of life is a way of the heart. It is something that is meant to
operate within our deepest inner feelings and thoughts. If we read the
Bible from Genesis to Revelation - we can see that God has always
been primarily interested in the heart. All the things that came along
whether it be sacrifices, rituals, punishments - all revolved around the
matter of man's heart.
Listen to the words God spoke at Mt Sinai. We can hear the longing in
the words He spoke. In Deuteronomy He says: "Oh, that they had such
a heart in them...that it might be well with them and with their children
forever‖ (Deuteronomy 5:29). It's never changed! God has been
searching the hearts of men (Proverbs 20:27) since He first created
Adam.
- From Noah‘s day where He found their heart evil continually (Genesis 6:5).
- To David: a man after God's own heart (1 Samuel 13:14).
- To Solomon whose many wives turned his heart away (1 Kings 11:4).
Remember the Pharisee that asked Christ: "What is the first commandment of the law?" Christ answered
and said: "to love God with all your heart and all your soul‖ (Matthew 22:36).
The Pharisees were keeping the technical rules - even more than what was required - but their heart was
WAY OFF BEAM. It is possible to keep all the rules and be totally wasting your time! And yet this same
issue of a way of rules versus a way of the heart is where so many Christian people go astray. They
correctly see that Christianity is a way of the heart so they toss out the rules! They say that God's
commandments and laws and holy days are done away. They lose perspective.
It IS all a matter of the heart! But without God's laws how can we ever test our heart to see if it is on
track?
Christ said He came not to destroy the law but to magnify it. And how did he magnify it? He put it back into
the heart where it belonged!
- No longer don‘t just not murder but don‘t hate in your heart (Matthew 5:21-22).
- No longer don‘t just not commit adultery but don‘t lust in your heart (Matthew 5:27-28).
It all seems to revolve around the matter of the heart. It doesn't matter if your 5 years old, whether your
baptized or not - God is intently interested in what goes on inside your heart more than anything else.
David and Samuel were chosen in their youth - before they received the Holy Spirit - because of their
hearts.
What is it that you really WANT to do? Why do you do the things that you do? It‘s good to reflect on that
from time to time? What really motivates you to do the things that you do? What are your motives as
opposed to your attitude? You may have good intentions but your actions will show what really motivates
you – whether you truly at the deep emotional level want to live selfishly and do your own thing or whether
you truly want to obey God (Matthew 15:18-19).
It‘s the heart that is the key. God gave us these laws - not to test us or try us - but so that we can live a
happy life. They are a guide to our heart. It's not a burdensome set of rules (1 John 5:3). God knows our
heart - but He wants us to also know its true status.
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If you want a happy and fulfilling life you will keep your heart right with diligence (Proverbs 4:23). You will
save a lot of heartache later. Use God's laws as the measure of testing your heart. Don't use your peers or
other worldly standards - it doesn't work.
Guarding Your Heart
In her book "Allowing God to Change Us from the Inside Out" Joanna Weaver has this short story to
illustrate a point about the need to protect and guard our hearts. She writes:
―The quaint little village lay nestled high in the Austrian Alps. Surrounded by emerald forests and alpine
peaks, it had become a favourite of tourists wanting to escape city life. Located in the centre of town was a
glistening pond fed by a stream that wound down from the mountains high above.
―Each summer, beautiful white swans floated across its sparkling depths as townsfolk and visitors sat on its
grassy banks. The whole place was a paradise, some said. Absolute paradise. But one evening, as the
town council met to review its budget, one member pointed to an expense no one had noticed before.
―‘Keeper of the Spring‘, the line read.
―‘What‘s that?‘, he asked.
―‘Just an old man who lives up the mountain,‘ another answered. ‗Not quite sure what he does. Something
to do with the spring and the city‘s water supply.‘
Perhaps this was an area where they could save money, they reasoned. And so they sent word that the old
man‘s services would no longer be needed.
At first, nothing seemed to change. The pond was not quite as clear as it had been but no one really
noticed. But by the following spring when the swans didn‘t return, several commented. Others wandered
about the yellowish brown tint of water and the odor that wafted up when the weather was just right. Tourist
reservations lagged and the town contemplated a national ad campaign. But no one thought anything about
the old man on the mountain – until the day a curious few hiked up to the source of the spring.
―Along the way they noticed rocks and debris blocking the waters flow but the real problem lay at the spring
itself. Its once bubbling depths were now still and dark, clogged with rotting leaves and forest litter – the
very things the old man had spent his summers working so faithfully to remove. And that‘s when everyone
realized. No one was more important to the town than the Keeper of the Spring.‖
Solomon writes in Proverbs 4:23: ―Above all else, guard your heart, for it is the wellspring of life.‖ Solomon
likened our hearts to a spring. From it are the motives, emotions and attitudes that flow out and drive our
words and our actions. Just as debris can cause the waters coming from the spring to pollute its purity the
same can happen to our own hearts.
The things that can pollute our hearts are referred to as thorns in the parable of the sower. Jesus
highlighted 3 things in particular that can choke our spiritual life and make us unfruitful. In Mark 4:18-19 we
read:
―Now these are the ones sown among thorns, they are the ones that hear the word and the cares of this
world and the deceitfulness of riches and the lusts of other things entering in choke the word and it
becomes unfruitful.‖
In Mark‘s account of the parable Jesus highlights three things as thorns that choke the word:
1) the cares of this world
2) the deceitfulness of riches and
3) the lusts of other things.
Now the first thorn described here, the cares of this world, is not sinful by and of itself. We all have to invest
so much of our time in jobs and businesses in order to put food on the table, clothe ourselves and our
families and pay our bills. The cares of this world are not wrong by and of themselves. It‘s when we allow
those things to crowd out our time for God that we miss the mark.
The next two things Jesus points out as thorns, unlike the cares of this world, are actually sinful – the
deceitfulness of riches (or materialism) and the lust for other things (or sensualism).
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The person caught up in the deceitfulness of riches is wrapped up in maintaining his status and acquiring
possessions which consume his interest, time and energy. He has no time for God. He is too busy serving
himself. Material things are more important than spiritual matters. The way of covetousness is a violation of
the tenth commandment and will inevitably destroy our relationship with God if not rooted out of our hearts.
Lust is excessive desire or desire for things which are forbidden by God. We live in an age of addiction
where the temptations that can lead people down the path the path of addiction are arguably the strongest
in man‘s history.
Lusting for things such as alcohol, gambling, cigarettes, drugs and pornography or anything else addictive
can quickly develop into a deadly addiction that can choke our spiritual lives and we will need to take
drastic steps to root them out if they gain a foothold in our lives.
We need to guard our hearts against the debris that can pollute our hearts and block the time and energy
that we invest in our relationships with God and one another. We should be on guard against the cares of
this world, the deceitfulness of riches and the lusts of other things. As Solomon said, ―Above all else, guard
your heart, for it is the wellspring of life.‖
Growing in Grace (Graciousness) and the Knowledge of the Lord
The previous section on the way of the heart are my notes from a sermon given by Mark Robertson, an
excellent speaker in my local church in Brisbane. This final section are my notes from another sermon of
his called ―Growing in Grace‖ showing how we need to be growing both in the grace or graciousness of
God as well as the knowledge of the Lord. It‘s a very good summary of what true christian maturity is all
about.
In Exodus 34:6 we read: ―And the LORD passed by before him, and proclaimed, The LORD, The LORD
God, merciful and gracious, longsuffering, and abundant in goodness and truth.‖
In Psalm 86:15 we also read: ―But you, O Lord, are a God full of compassion, and gracious.‖
The term gracious is an important key description of what God‘s character is like. What do we mean by the
term gracious?
To be gracious means to be full of grace, disposed to show undeserved favour, full of kindness and
empathy especially to those of a lower social status and undeserving.
Grace is defined as favour, to be treated as special particular when someone doesn't deserve it or expects
it.
In Luke 2:40 it says the following about Jesus: ―And the child grew, and waxed strong in spirit, filled with
wisdom: and the grace of God was upon him.‖
In Luke 2:52 it also says: ―And Jesus increased in wisdom and stature, and in favour with God and
man.‖
Grace is something that is attractive. Jesus increased in favour with man. Grace attracts people and
wins them over.
If we take the time to get to know our God we will find that He is a mighty king and Lord of all we find in Him
graciousness that makes Him personally very endearing. That's what graciousness does and we are called
to reflect that same gracious spirit that God has.
In 2 Peter 3:18 we read: ―But grow in grace, and in the knowledge of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ.‖
We, in the church, have been given a deep and a rich knowledge of the Bible but what about the first half of
what Peter instructs us to do - growing in grace our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ?
In the church of God we talk about the law but how much do we talk about grace? Do you feel like you've
been growing in grace along with your knowledge?
Are you becoming a more gracious person as you get older? Do the people you know, both in and
out of the church, think that you have grown in graciousness alongside of your Bible knowledge?
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There's a reason why Peter put grace first before knowledge. Some people are full of knowledge but if they
lack graciousness they can be quite painful and difficult to be with. Knowledge has a tendency to puff us
up.
They would tend to look down on others. Somebody, on the other hand, who was gracious but had no
knowledge would be someone who's company we'd enjoy but it would tend to be a shallow relationship.
They would have a shallow faith. If it was a choice between one or the other then I would suggest that
grace comes before knowledge just as mercy trumps judgment (James 2:13).
We need to strive for BOTH grace and knowledge.
In John 1:14 we read: ―And the Word became flesh, and tabernacled among us. And we beheld His glory,
the glory as of the only begotten of the Father, full of grace and of truth.‖
If we just have knowledge and no grace we might be right but we can be an incredible pain to
others and put other people off rather than be a draw to others.
A truly godly, grace-filled person who also knows the scriptures well is a force to be reckoned with.
It's an unbeatable combination.
Here are some key attributes of what a gracious person looks like in action:
1) A gracious person is a deeply thankful person.
It starts by recognising that we are saved by God's grace and not from anything of our own doing.
Gracious people don't feel entitled, they don't demand their own rights and they feel privileged to receive
what they have been given.
Do we reflect that gratitude in the way that we treat other people when other people do things for us?
2) A gracious person is considerate of people who others ignore.
Our gracious God had laws in the Old Testament to protect and take care of the poor and disadvantaged in
society because it's in his nature to do that. He got very angry over those who were not considerate of
those in need.
In Mark 10:46-52 we read: ―And they came to Jericho. And as He with His disciples and a large crowd went
out of Jericho, blind Bartimeus, the son of Timeus, was sitting by the side of the highway, begging. And
when he heard that it was Jesus of Nazareth, he began to cry out and say, Jesus, son of David, have
mercy on me! And many warned him that he should be quiet, but he cried a great deal more, Son of David,
have mercy on me! And Jesus stood still and commanded him to be called...Jesus said to him, What do
you desire that I should do to you? The blind man said to Him, My Lord, that I may see again. And Jesus
said to him, Go, your faith has healed you. And instantly he saw again, and he followed Jesus in the way.‖
Some people told him to be quiet and thought Jesus was too important to be bothered by a blind beggar.
Jesus didn't think that way at all.
When little children were brought to Jesus the disciples also thought Jesus was too important to be
bothered by and again Jesus didn't think that way at all (Matthew 19:13-15).
On the cross when He was suffering the worst of pain He thought "Who's going to look after my mum?" and
asked John to take care of her.
3) A gracious person uplifts other people around them.
Gracious people energise others and make them feel valued. We've all met people who think the world
revolves around them and who only seem to talk about themselves and their own interests. They don't
energise us but drain and sap us. To be like our Father in heaven is to uplift and energise those around us.
4) A gracious person puts self interests second.
Do we put the interests of others ahead of ours even if it is inconvenient to us? A gracious person will,
within reason, put their own plans on hold to help others out.
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5) A gracious person takes advice from those below them.
Graciousness has to do with how we treat people we might subconciously think are weaker or inferior or
different in some way. Gracious people don't despise correction from underlings or little people. "Who are
you to tell me what to do?" is not a gracious statement. Gracious people don't try to play one-up-manship.
They don't belittle little people or silly ideas.
In Numbers 27:1-7 God accepted the advice of the daughters of Zelophehad and acknowledged their good
idea was right. God gave credit where credit is due.
In some groups there can be a culture where those in charge show little or no enthusiasm in any
good ideas brought before them by those under them. They only show enthusiasm in their own
ideas and ignore good or better ideas of those under them.
There is the astonishing story in Exodus 32:7-14 of God accepting what might come across as correction
from Moses when God got angry and had enough of the constant rebellion of the people of Israel when
they made the golden calf. It's remarkable the audacity shown by Moses to talk to God face-to-face in such
a manner and amazingly God accepted Moses' advice and changed his mind to destroy them and make a
new nation from Moses' descendants.
Gracious people listen and consider input from others no matter who they are regardless of
whether that correction is given in a harsh or gentle way.
6) A gracious person is patient with the failings and shortcomings of others.
Often as we get older we suffer fools less and grow less patient with the faults of others. That's the natural
reaction as you get older and learn more but it's not good. Getting crankier and short tempered and looking
down at certain groups of people as we grow in all our wonderful knowledge is a natural reaction but it's not
the way that we should be.
It's easy to be very ungracious to people like telemarketers or support people from different countries. If
God reacted in the same way as we do at times how long would we last when we repeat the same
mistakes over and over again?
God is far more gracious than we naturally are with those of us who sin and make mistakes. Dealing with
high handed rebellion is a different matter than dealing with those who try but trip up over and over again.
Jonah knew exactly how gracious God was and tried to make that out as if it was a weakness (Jonah 4:14). We need to be more gracious and more patient with people as we grow older not more crankier.
How do we react under pressure? Are we gracious like Jesus or do we lose it? It‘s a very tall order
to be gracious when we are under pressure.
7) A gracious person is respectful of those who see things different to them.
Do we subconsciously look down on those in other church groups who believe differently than we do? If
you were in another group and you sensed a smugness from them you wouldn't be interested in asking
more about them and their beliefs.
Even though we might disagree with some of their beliefs if we compliment them on the positives
where they are right or doing good things their attitude toward us can change dramatically. They
won't see us as a threat but more as a fellow traveller. You get a much better result in the quality of
a relationship if you are gracious towards those who see things different to us.
The Apostle Paul could have hammered the Greeks for being foolish worshipping all their many idols and
gods but what did he do in Athens? He looked for common ground and talked to them about "The Unknown
God" they had erected a monument to (Acts 17:22-34). The result was a few of them said we'd like to hear
more from you on this matter.
8) A gracious person looks for the good in another person.
It's easy to find negatives in other people. While we shouldn't whitewash and ignore serious faults, we have
the choice whether we focus mainly on the positive or the negative in others. What choice will we take? In
1 Corinthians 13:7 we read: "Love bears all things, believes all things, hopes all things, endures all
things."
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9) A gracious person forgives and forgets.
In Psalm 103:12-14 we read: ―As far as the east is from the west, so far has He removed our
transgressions from us. As a father pities his children, the LORD pities those who fear Him. For He knows
our form; He remembers that we are dust.‖
Likewise we should be forgiving and kind people who don‘t hold onto grudges.
Law and grace are not opposed to each other. They work together.
God's law is holy, just and good but He wants His law administered with grace, not as a battering
ram against people who don't measure up. Grace has to do with how we administer the law.
How wonderful the law is when it is administered and seen through the eyes of grace and how harsh it is
when it isn't administered with grace. The same applies with knowledge. Knowledge is powerful but if we
don't use our knowledge in a gracious way it is of little value.
Graciousness is the means by which we are to spread the wonderful knowledge of God.
Graciousness is an attractive quality when we treat all people in a way that they have value
regardless of their status in life.
Conclusion
In the Sermon on the Mount we read the purpose of why God gave His laws and statutes to mankind,
―Therefore you shall be [become] perfect, just as your Father in heaven is perfect‖ (Matthew 5:48). God is
in the process of transforming us lowly human beings into spirit-born children of God to inherit all power
and the whole universe.
We need to develop God‘s holy righteous character and learn to get along with each other before He
changes us at the resurrection to come. God‘s laws teach us the principles of how to get along with each
other and really enjoy this life as well as helping to mould our character so at the resurrection ―the spirits of
just men [will be] made perfect‖ (Hebrews 12:23).
We should be so very thankful that God has given us such wisdom and knowledge of how to have a happy
and peaceful life through the laws and statutes that He has given to us in His instruction manual that tell us
what makes life really work!

Summary

1] What is God’s way of life?



In God‘s instruction manual, the Bible, He reveals two basic ways of life - two divergent philosophies.
They travel in opposite directions. They are very simply: the way of GIVE and the way of GET.
God‘s way is the way of LOVE, of outgoing concern, of giving (Matthew 22:36-40, 1 John 4:8)!
The way of life of the early Christians was called the Way because they lived the way Christ lived (Acts
19:9, 23, 22:4, 24:14). Paul also referred to their way of life as ‗the way of the Lord‘ and ‗the way of
God‘ (Acts 18:25-26).

2] What are the Ten Commandments?




The Ten Commandments are found in Exodus 20 and Deuteronomy 5 and are broad, specific actions
that cover the basics of how to live a godly life. If you think of the Bible as a guidebook for human
behaviour, the Ten Commandments serve as the main headings in its table of contents. By
themselves, the commandments do not tell the whole story, but they clearly summarize it (Romans
13:9).
The first four define how to relate to God and how to show proper love and respect for our Creator
(Matthew 22:36-37). They are:

1) You shall have no other gods before me.
2) You shall not make for yourself a carved image…you shall not bow down to them nor serve
them.
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3) You shall not take the name of the LORD your God in vain.
4) Remember the Sabbath day, to keep it holy.


The last six give the basics of how to have right relationships with each other and to show love for our
fellow man (Romans 13:9). They are:
5) Honour your father and your mother.
6) You shall not murder.
7) You shall not commit adultery.
8) You shall not steal.
9) You shall not bear false witness against your neighbour.
10) You shall not covet…anything that is your neighbour‘s.



In John 13:34 Jesus said, ―A new commandment I give to you, that you love one another; as I have
loved you, that you also love one another‖. What was new about this commandment was His own
example of love. When you think about the example of Jesus Christ in how He loved others, He really
has raised the bar quite considerably by asking us to love others as He did. The incredible way in
which He raised the standard by His example is what is so incredible and ―new‖ about this command to
love others.

3] What are the Statutes and Judgments?














After God gave Israel the Ten Commandments He gave them secondary laws which gave them further
details on how to live in a godly way. God‘s laws give us an understanding of the mind of God and the
statutes and judgments that He gave to Israel show us the mind of God in action as it applies to many
specific situations.
Statutes are secondary laws that made by lawmakers. Judgments are judicial decisions based upon
the principles of already existing laws to come up with a decision as to how best to apply those
principles where there is no specific law to cover what is being judged upon. To determine generally
speaking whether a law in the Old Testament is a statute or a judgment we need to understand why the
particular law was made and then we can ask whether that law can be applied for all cultures for all
times. If it can be, it‘s usually a statute (Leviticus 11, 23:31), otherwise it is usually a judgment
(Deuteronomy 22:8, Jeremiah 7:22).
God‘s laws on government are designed to protect the people from having unfit men gain positions of
power and limit the burden put on the people by those in authority. They are also designed to help
leaders best serve the people. Some government statutes and judgments include the qualities to look
for in appointing leaders and judges (Exodus 18:21), kings having to write a copy of the Law
(Deuteronomy 17:18-19) and limits on the power of any future king that the people of Israel might ask
for (Deuteronomy 17:14-17).
There are three tithes spoken of the Bible. The first tithe or tenth of our income is to go to God to
support the work of the church (Leviticus 27:30, Malachi 3:8-10, Matthew 23:23, Hebrews 7). The
second tithe or tenth of our income is for us to save and spend on ourselves and others during God‘s
Holy Days such as the Feast of Tabernacles (Deuteronomy. 14:22-27).
The third tithe was a part of ancient Israel‘s welfare system and was taken up in the third and sixth
years of each seven year cycle to provide for the poor (Deuteronomy. 14:28-29) with preference given
to those who could not glean the fields. The third tithe backed up the primary means of providing for the
poor, which was gleaning what crops and fruit were left behind by those who harvested the land
(Leviticus 19:9-10).
We spend enormous sums maintaining prisons, but under the Israel laws the following methods were
used in punishment:
1) The death penalty for capital offences such as murder (Genesis 9:5-6, Exodus 21:12-14),
kidnapping (Exodus 21:16), adultery (Leviticus 20:10-21], homosexuality and bestiality (Leviticus
20:13-16), blaspheming God (Leviticus 24:11-16, 23), desecration of the Sabbath (Exodus 35:2) and
idolatry (Exodus 22:20).
2) Whipping from one to forty stripes for minor offences (Deuteronomy 25:1-3).
3) In case of stealing and destruction of another man‘s property, restitution: to which must be added
from one hundred to four hundred per cent as punishment (Exodus 22:1-4).
4) Those who were financially unable to make restitution or pay the fine, were compelled to contribute
their work and labour until the debt had been fully paid (Exodus 22:1-3).
5) Confinement in a city of refuge for accidental killing (Numbers 35:22-28).
The purpose of the religious laws God gave to Israel were to help them stay close to God and maintain
a high standard of morality and love and concern for each other which would result in peace and cooperation in Israel as well as many other blessings.
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The Sabbath and the Holy Days, were the fundamental religious laws God gave (Leviticus 23) along
with rules of cleanness and uncleanness and other rules of purity (Numbers 19:11-22). The sacrifices
were given (Leviticus 1-6) for the purpose of impressing on a carnal, physical people the need of a far
greater sacrifice to come in the person of Jesus Christ, the son of God (Hebrews 10:1-10) and to
impress on them the need to show thankfulness to God for all the wonderful things that God has done
for His people.
There were five different types of offerings – the burnt offering (Leviticus 1), the grain offering
(Leviticus 2), the peace offering (Leviticus 3), the sin offering (Leviticus 4) and the trespass offering
(Leviticus 5-6:7).
God‘s laws on family life are designed to keep families strong and safe from the threats of infidelity,
fornication, immorality of other kinds and financial hardship. Some of those family laws included
honouring our parents (Exodus 20:12), honouring the elderly (Leviticus 19:32), diligently teaching
children the truth and ways of God (Deuteronomy 6:6-9, Ephesians 6:4), commands against actions
such as fornication (Exodus 22:16-17), marrying outside of Israel (Deuteronomy 7:3) (and today the
church 1 Corinthians 7:39, 2 Corinthians 6:14), homosexuality (Leviticus 20:13, Romans 1:26-27)
and incest (Leviticus 18), exemption from military and other civil duties for newlyweds (Deuteronomy
24:5).
God‘s laws on property and economics are designed to ensure the protection of the property and
inheritance of men from theft, damage and devaluation. Some of them include having just weights and
scales and a just medium of exchange (Deuteronomy 25:15) forbidding of interest to fellow Israelites
except for commercial loans (Exodus 22:25), the clearing of debts at the end of each seven year cycle
(Deuteronomy 15:1-6), the Jubilee law (Leviticus 25:8-17), the land sabbath (Leviticus 25:1-7), and
laws concerning the borrowing of items (Exodus 22:14-15).
God‘s health laws include the forbidding of eating a range of animals that were designed for
scavenging and other purposes than food such as seafood and pigs (Leviticus 11, Deuteronomy 14),
banning of drinking of blood (Leviticus 17:10-14, 19:26) and eating animal fat (Leviticus 7:23-25).
Animals that die naturally are not to be eaten (Deuteronomy 14:21) and the kidneys and the liver are
also forbidden (Exodus 29:13, 22). God commanded the Israelites to physically circumcise their male
babies on the eighth day (Leviticus 12:3) and to bury their sewerage (Deuteronomy 23:13-14).

4] What can we learn from the Sermon on the Mount?












While the Ten Commandments and the other laws and statutes focus mainly on the letter of the law,
the Sermon on the Mount covers the spirit and intent behind the laws God gave to Israel when they
came out of Egypt. In this sermon Jesus Christ laid out the very essence of Christianity (Matthew 5-7).
At the beginning of His famous Sermon on the Mount He explained seven distinct character traits that
produce true joy that persists, even in the midst of persecution, outward pressure and turmoil. These
traits are often called the beatitudes or beautiful attitudes (Matthew 5:3-9). They are to be poor in spirit
or humble, mourn for those who hurt in this world, be meek and teachable, be merciful, be pure in heart
free from hypocrisy and be peaceable.
He then used two analogies comparing us to salt and to light to show that we are to be good examples
of living God‘s way of life in this spiritually darkened world (Matthew 5:13-16).
Christ said that he did not come to destroy the law but to fulfill. Fulfill, in this case, means to live by it or
to bring it to the full (Matthew 5:17-19). Not only did He teach that we should keep the letter of the law
but that we should also live by the spirit or intent of the law. He used two examples to show how He
magnified the law. He said don‘t just not murder but don‘t even hate someone in your heart (Matthew
5:21-22). We are not to just not commit adultery but not to lust for someone else‘s wife in our heart also
(Matthew. 5:27-28).
In Matthew 5:23-26 Christ explained that we should be quick to resolve conflicts with people we know
we have offended. For us to have a right relationship with God we need to have right relationships with
others also (1 John 2:9).
Christ tells us that we are to love even our enemies and said that if a man in anger abuse or hurts you,
―turn to him the other cheek‘‘ (Matthew 5:38-42), that is, instead of avenging that injury, prepare for
another, and bear it patiently. We may avoid evil, and may resist it, so far as is necessary to our own
security but we must not render evil for evil, must not bear a grudge, nor avenge ourselves personally.
We are to use the proper civil and law authorities to obtain vengeance and not take matters into our
own hands (Romans 12:17 - 13:5).
We are not to do good works to be seen of men or to draw attention to ourselves so others will praise
us. We are to do good because we believe in helping others (Matthew 6:1).
In the model prayer Christ gave (Matthew 6:9-13) He told us to begin our prayers by praising our
Father in heaven. We are to pray for God‘s kingdom to come and that He will give us our daily needs
which implies we should pray on a daily basis. We should care for and pray for other people‘s needs as
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well. We are also to daily seek forgiveness for our regular sins and those of others and we are to pray
for spiritual strength for ourselves and others to handle the trials that life throws at us at times.
Christ tells us to focus on laying up treasures in heaven (building God‘s character) rather than
treasures on earth (Matthew 6:19-21). He also tells us that you can‘t serve two masters at the same
time such as God and money (Matthew 6:24).
Many people have to endure the weekly struggle of making just enough money to make ends meet.
This can be a cause of great worry and anxiety for people. God tells us not to worry and that we have
His promise (Matthew 6:25-33) that He will always provide for our needs (not always our wants
though) if we seek Him and His righteousness FIRST ahead of everything else. Do we give Him first
place with our time and obedience?
In Matthew 7:1-5 Jesus tells us not to be judgmental and condemning in dealing with people. We aren't
to have a negative, critical, "holier-than-thou" attitude towards others, especially when we have
problems the same or greater than they have.
We must come to see that God is very real and really does answer prayer. Christ told His disciples to
ask, seek and knock (Matthew 7:7) and that God would be there to provide. He then went on to explain
the golden rule we should live by do to others what you would have them do to you (Matthew 7:12).
In the conclusion to His Sermon on the Mount, Christ drew a series of contrasts by describing two
paths, two trees and two houses that teach us that we must learn to make right choices while rejecting
wrong ones (Matthew 7:15-27).

5] What are the seven deadly sins?
















Pride, envy, anger, greed, sloth, lust and gluttony. This list, known as the seven deadly sins, has been
categorized together since the Middle Ages as a means of helping people examine their behaviour
before God.
There is nothing wrong with having a high opinion of ourselves, our achievements or our beliefs [the
right kind of pride] as long as they are realistic and not excessive [the wrong kind of pride] (Romans
12:3, 1 John 2:16).
There are a number of different kinds of pride. The pride of other-control is the inability to tolerate a
situation unless in charge of it. The pride of vanity says: ―I can't stand it if I am not noticed,‖ and, ―I
can't stand it if, when I am noticed, somebody doesn't think well of me.‖ Presumptuous pride says, ―I
can do anything. In fact, I can do anything better than you can.‖ The pride of self-sufficiency is a
pride that refuses to reach out for help, especially from God. Those who have the pride of superiority
feel that they are better or more important than others and they look down at or despise others (Luke
18:9).
Envy has nothing to do with what we already have. The envious person is worried about what somebody
else has and is very similar to covetousness. The envious person cannot tolerate somebody's having
something he or she wants and cannot have (Proverbs 14:30). It can easily be diagnosed: If you feel
miserable when you see the success of somebody else, you have it or if you feel satisfaction from
another's misfortune, you have it. To stop coveting and being envious, we need to practice being
content with what we have (1 Timothy 6:6-10).
Anger is an emotional reaction of hostility that brings personal displeasure, either to ourselves or to
someone else. Anger does not have to lead to sin (Ephesians 4:26). Christians are right to be upset
about sin and injustice and should take a stand against them. Often though, our anger comes from
jealousy and from things simply not going our way. The wrong kind of anger is very closely connected to
selfishness - a desire to always have things go your way and a lack of tolerance when for we are
―wronged‖. We need a graciousness to accept things when circumstances go against us.
The fourth deadly sin is that of greed. Greed refuses to be denied anything it wants to possess (1 Timothy
6:6-10). Greed is where we want too much, where we want to have more at the expense of others, where
we want more than we can reasonably afford and where we are obsessed with possessions much more
than character growth and building good relationships with people.
Deadly sin number five is that of sloth, which is an old English word for laziness. Laziness is that trait of
avoiding or being disinclined to work (Proverbs 6:6, 21:5).. There's a difference between leisure and
laziness. Relaxation and recreation provide a necessary and much needed balance to our lives; but
when it is time to work, christians should jump right in.
The sixth deadly sin is, arguably, the hardest of all to overcome. We know it as lust. Sexual lust is a
covetous dersire to have sex with someone who we are not married to. It hurts God because it shows
that we prefer following our own desires instead of the leading of the Holy Spirit. It hurts others
because it violates the commitment so necessary to a relationship and it deeply affects our personality,
which responds in anguish when we harm ourself physically and spiritually.
We are to take Paul‘s words to ―flee fornication‖ (1 Corinthians 6:18) seriously and do as Job did by
making ―a covenant with [our] eyes not to look lustfully at a girl‖ (Job 31:1). Commit yourself that you will
not look lustfully and that you will focus on Christ and His way anytime you are sexually stimulated.
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We should honour God by keeping ourselves in reasonable shape physically, keeping ourselves
healthy and not abuse it through such practices as overeating or gluttony, drunkenness, smoking and
substance abuse. By doing those practices we break the principle of glorifying God in our bodies (1
Corinthians 3:16-17, 6:20).
The key to winning the battle over sin is simple: We must feed our spiritual nature (2 Corinthians 4:16,
Romans 12:1-2) through things such as prayer (Romans 12:12), Bible study (Matthew 4:4),
meditation (Psalm 119:97-99), fasting (Isaiah 58), listening to sermons and Bible studies (Romans
10:14), fellowshipping with God‘s people (Hebrews 10:24-25) and using God‘s Holy Spirit (Ephesians
3:16-20, Romans 8:1-4). We also must starve our sinful side by bringing every thought into captivity (2
Corinthians 10:5) and fleeing temptation (1 Corinthians 6:18).
Sin depends upon and grows out of the believing of certain lies. The first is "X" is good for me. Sin
results from the misbelief that something contrary to the Word of God is good for you (James 1:14-15).
The second common untruth is, ―I can't help myself‖. This sin says, ―I've got to do it. I am helpless to
stop myself. The temptation is bigger than I am,‖ which God says is false in 1 Corinthians 10:13.
We cannot want to sin even though we might strive to resist it. We cannot want to sin and hunger and
thirst for God‘s righteousness (Matthew 5:6) at the same time. We either have one attitude or we have
the other. We cannot have both of them.

6] What are the fruits of the spirit?



















The Apostle Paul in the book of Galatians wrote that fruit of God‘s Spirit ―is love, joy, peace,
longsuffering (patience), gentleness (kindness), goodness, faith, meekness (humility), temperance
(self-control): against such there is no law‖ (Galatians 5:22-23). These attitudes or fruits as Paul calls
them are part and parcel of what God‘s nature is.
Herbert W. Armstrong used to define our English word ―love‖ as AN UNSELFISH, OUTGOING
CONCERN FOR OTHERS (1 Corinthians 13:4-7). Love is unselfish. It must have unselfish motives. Love
doesn‘t give in order to get back. It gives purely out of concern to serve the other person. Love is outgoing.
It must manifest itself in a pattern of good works and not just be good intentions (Proverbs 27:5, 1
Timothy 6:18). Love is also being concerned. Are our minds focused just on our daily pursuits and having
fun or do we think a lot about others and their needs?
If we have true outgoing love we‘ll extend ourself beyond our own personal comfort zone and give
to those we wouldn‘t naturally associate with, along with those who are closest to us (Luke 6:32).
Joy and happiness are similar but not the same. Joy is a calmness and thankfulness that God is in control
whether your circumstances are good or bad while happiness is feeling good and excited about the way
your life is (James 1:2, 1 Peter 4:12-13). Happiness comes from the word happenings which are
sometimes good and sometimes bad.
Peace is calmness and an absence of conflict which can be manifest conflict or inner conflict. Not only
do we need to learn how to prevent conflict but we also need to learn how to resolve conflict (Matthew
5:9). Humility precedes peace. Pride, the opposite of humility, breeds contention (Proverbs 13:10).
When we have offended someone else we need the humility to admit the mistake, apologize and
make sure not to repeat it (Matthew 5:23-24).
When another person has wronged us we need to approach them privately about the problem and
show them the problem with gentleness and love (Matthew 18:15-17). We should sincerely forgive
them when they do repent.
When two are arguing and have a conflict of interests over personal preferences that are not
wrong of themselves we need to put others needs and desires above our own and be willing to defer to
others (Genesis 13:7-9, Philippians 2:1-4). We need to develop the flexible quality of being willing to
yield or easy to be entreated (James 3:17). If we have that flexible approach to others, without necessarily
yielding to everything when it may not be right to, we will find we can reduce the number of arguments we
have with others.
Prevention is better than cure. Two things we can do to prevent arguments are a) Strive not to do
things that hurt or annoy others and b) Try not to be oversensitive (Ephesians 4:1-3). Don't complain
too much about other's problems and bad habits. Though there is a time to point them out courteously,
learn to bear with them more (Colossians 3:13).
Patience is "the capacity, habit or fact of bearing pains or trials calmly or without complaint." Two things
are involved: 1) being in an unpleasant situation, and 2) being calm about it. Some trials and
persecutions we can do nothing about; we must simply remain under them, patiently, until the trials are
over (James 1:2-4). As best we can, we should endure them cheerfully. Cheer is easier to endure than
bitterness and self-pity.
Kindness is the desire, the inclination, the willingness to do good - even when that good is undeserved
(Luke 6:31, Matthew 25:35-36). It is being merciful, mellow and easily approachable.
Goodness comes from the Greek word, agathosune, which means God's way of love in action
expressed in acts of helping others.
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The word faith in the New Testament comes from the same word as believe. And both words believe
and faith come from the root verb meaning "to be persuaded'. Faith is being totally persuaded that
God's promise of a better life in the future is true; of being totally persuaded that Christ was the Son of
God and died for our sins; of being totally persuaded that He will come back again; and of being totally
persuaded by God‘s promises to bless and help us throughout the Bible (Hebrews 11:1). A better
translation of this verse would be ―Faithfulness (that is, God‘s track record of faithfulness) is the
evidence of things hoped for.‖
There is much we can do of ourselves to develop this level of conviction and faith (trust) in God through
stepping out and trusting God (by practice) and studying the Bible. Having said that this level of faith
and conviction in His promises isn‘t something we can completely generate by and of ourselves. We
need God to strengthen us and increase and develop this faith in us as it is a fruit of His Holy Spirit and
a gift from God (Ephesians 2:8, Mark 9:23-24).
Worry, the opposite of faith, is a sin. It is always a sin for two reasons. Worry is distrust in the
truthfulness of God and worry is detrimental to the temple of God [our bodies]. When you worry we
accuse God of falsehood!
A humble person is lacking in selfishness, pride, envy and vanity (Matthew 5:3). A humble person is
one who doesn‘t feel superior to others. That doesn‘t mean he wallows in self-pity but instead he
realizes how insignificant he is without God (John 5:30, Romans 7:18-24). A humble person is willing
to admit his mistakes and learn from and be corrected by others, especially from God (Psalm 25:4-5,
Isaiah 66:2).
A humble person is not snobby where they only spend time with those who are ―good enough‖ for them
(Romans 12:16). A humble person is willing to play second fiddle to and serve under others and
doesn‘t feel cheated when others get credit for things. He rejoices in others‘ successes (Romans
12:15). A humble person doesn‘t consider his needs as important as those of others but gives
preference to them (Romans 12:10).
Self-control (or temperance) anchors God's love and your salvation. Self-control is active self-mastery.
Self-control is the ability to temper our feelings and our drives and say no to them when expressing
them might hurt ourselves and others and lead to sin (1 Corinthians 9:26-27, 10:23, 2 Corinthians
10:5).

7] What laws and advice does God have for young people?











The starting point for young people who want to be wise and enjoy a happy and prosperous life is when we
acknowledge only God has the real answers and when we believe He exists and respect His laws. The
second principle strikes a little closer to home. God, who offers you such an incredible future if you will
follow Him, says you must learn to listen and obey your parents and do what they say unless what they
say is directly contrary to God's law (Proverbs 1:6-7).
We all have to make choices whether we like to or not. The decisions we make in our life will determine
whether we will be a success or a failure in life, whether we will be richer or poorer, whether we will be
happy or miserable. God's way of life is the way to true happiness and the right kind of fun that doesn't lead
to youthful pitfalls and heartaches. God tells young people to diligently seek the knowledge and wisdom
of God‘s way of life from Him through reading His word, from their parents and from the church
(Proverbs 2:1-12, 3:5-7).
Develop a personal friendship with God (Proverbs 3:5-7, 1 Peter 5:7). Do you ask Him as you would ask
a friend for help with the little things in life as well as the big things you need help with? KEEP CLOSE TO
GOD AND OPEN UP TO HIM ABOUT EVERYTHING AS YOU WOULD WITH YOUR BEST FRIEND!
In 2 Corinthians 13:5 we're asked to examine whether we are in the faith. Why do you come to church
anyway? Fun and social activities should be part of it but it shouldn't be the most important thing. God has
called us to be rulers and teachers (Revelation 5:10) when Christ comes back to straighten this world out.
It really is a pearl of great price far more valuable than anything else we might have in this life (Matthew
13:45-46)!
Men are called on by God to be good leaders of their families and they need to be masculine in the right
kind of way (1 Corinthians 11:3). There are two sides to true masculinity - there are the physical and there
are the spiritual characteristics. Men should be reasonable strong and fit and should be able to endure
hardship, both physically and emotionally in order to comfort women through those kind of trials. Education
and knowledge are vital tools for a masculine young man with real goals and purpose (1 Chronicles 1:710, Luke 2:46-47). A truly masculine man gives his all to help, provide, encourage and support his family
seeking God's help diligently in his life to truly lead others in a godly way.
A good understanding of what true femininity is can be found described in two passages of the Bible. The
first one in Genesis 2:18 describes the goal of true femininity while the second one in Proverbs 31
describes an ideal example of a truly feminine woman. The goal of true femininity is to fulfill the purpose of
why God created woman - to be a helper to others and, in particular, to man. The word helper does not
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mean slave. It means a supporter and a encourager - someone who'll lighten his load in life and is also a
companion and a friend.
There is no set mould for what a truly feminine woman should be like just a common theme - that she is a
helper and a supporter to others as well as seeking her own fulfillment in a balanced way. A woman who is
kind, who reaches out and cares for other people and makes them feel good about themselves, who‘s
generous and lives God‘s way of life – that is REAL beauty (1 Peter 3:3-4)!
Emotions and feelings are impulses from within us that move us toward action. Emotions are what drive us
to do the things we do. When our emotions are controlled we do what is right and if they're not we do what
we feel like. The Greeks put it well when they said that emotions must be ruled by reason and also, just as
important, that reason must be warmed by emotion (Joel 2:12, Hosea 7:14).
All feelings come and go and have the same up and down nature like waves. Feelings of romance,
happiness, sadness, excitement and boredom continually go back and forth in our lives. With that in mind
there's no need to panic when negative feelings creep into our lives.
Dating is a form of giving - giving someone of a good time. Everybody you know has an effect on your life
because you learn things you like and things you don't like. With broad dating experience you grow as a
person. If you've dated only a few persons or if you've gone out with only one guy or girl you haven't
given yourself the best possible chance to know what you really want in a husband or wife.
It is GOD who joins together in marriage a husband and a wife (Matthew 19:5-6). Therefore it ought to
be - in your own interest - GOD who selects for you the husband or wife you are going to marry! And
God will do this, if you ask Him, and then refrain from getting in a hurry and taking it into your own
hands! This may require self-restraint and patience, yes, and also faith. But if you rely on God, He will
not fail you. And if He selects your lifelong mate, you'll have the right one!
Marriage is not so much in finding the right person but being the right person that counts. If you want a
queen you need to be a king and vice versa. Marriage can only be a give and take commitment - you must
be willing to give exactly what you want to receive. The golden rule here is - whatever qualities you desire
in a mate, develop first in yourself.
Good character is the most important thing to look for in a potential marriage partner. How much do they
talk about and are interested in God‘s truth and way of life? Does their calling mean the world to them?
Conversation is the lifeblood of relationships so develop the ability to have free-flowing conversation with
each other. You have to be the best of friends if you hope to be married and free flowing
conversation is essential to that. Along with those two qualities you certainly want to share a good
number of common interests and find the other person attractive if you hope to marry a certain person.
Don‘t take on the important responsibility of marriage until you are ready emotionally, socially,
spiritually and financially.
Sex is like a fire. That same fire that warms a house can burn it down. A fire in the fireplace gives warmth
and comfort. A fire outside the limits of the fireplace destroys. The proper place for sex to burn is in the
fireplace of the marriage relationship where it brings warmth to the relationship. Outside of the marriage
relationship sex destroys (1 Corinthians 6:15-20).
Girls in the church can easily flow along with the world‘s provocative dress fashions. Guys in the church
have enough of a battle keeping their minds pure with what the world throws at them so girls in the church
need to be sensitive to this and dress modestly (1 Timothy 2:9).
Young people must not just make a commitment not to engage in sex before marriage, they also need to
commit to not getting involved in those physical intimacies that are meant to lead into sex such as
prolonged kissing, necking and petting with a girl or guy they might get involved with.
Some principles of good money management include tithing and being generous to others (Proverbs
11:24-25), developing a savings habit (Proverbs 24:27), avoiding credit as much as possible (Proverbs
22:7), being careful of impulse buying and having a good budget that you stick to and you‘re putting aside
for upcoming bills and not taking a a reactionary approach to your expenses.
Peer pressure is that persuasive force that causes a teenager to go with his or her friends - to do what they
want to do - to have the same attitudes they have - to behave the way they behave - to go where they
want to go - to dress the way they want to dress - listen to the same tunes they listen to and to have the
same likes and dislikes they have. God singles it out as the main problem or the single greatest pressure
that a teenager or a young person is up against in living a good life (Proverbs 1:10-15).
You don't have to experiment with sin to find out that sin brings penalties! You don't have to experiment
with drugs to know the terrible results of drug addiction. You don't have to experiment with pre-marital sex
to know the miseries of unwanted pregnancies, the horrors of sexually transmissible diseases, the anguish
of the mental problems that stem from the feelings of guilt you go through afterwards. God simply says
look around you (Proverbs 1:20). Observe the results and the tragic lives of those who didn't know the
difference between right and wrong, who didn't have the wisdom to make the right decisions when they
were young and who didn't have the courage to say no.
There are often more subtle forms of wrong behaviour where we can be influenced by friends IN the
church to do the wrong thing (3 John 11). Such things can be bad language, dirty jokes, seeing movies
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that are too filled with sex or violence or wrong values, listening to music that have immoral lyrics and
going along with the wrong kind of trends and fashions of worldly young people.

8] How do I know if or when I should be baptized?






Being called by God is something completely different from being chosen (Revelation 17:14). The
calling is a general invitation to all our young people in the church from God where God gives them a
partial understanding of His truth. It‘s a partial opening up of their minds with an invitation to become a
converted member. It‘s then up to those who are called to respond to that calling at their own pace and
if they respond enough then God chooses them and gives them a much fuller understanding of His
truth (Matthew 20:16).
How can you tell whether you are merely accepting the doctrines of the church and God‘s way of life
because your parents believe them or because you believe in them? Well, ask yourself a simple question,
―Is what you believe a conviction or is it merely a preference?‖ A conviction is a belief or a standard of
behaviour that you will hold to no matter what (Luke 14:26-33). A preference is merely something you
prefer to do that you might change under different circumstances.
If God‘s way of life and the teachings of the truth are something that you are committed to, no matter
what, then you do have the repentance required for baptism no matter how you feel. Of course, like
with romance and marriage, we can fool ourselves into thinking we‘re ready so it is good to get counsel
from the ministry to help make sure of your commitment level.

9] What does God say about building friendships?







True friendship, on the other hand, is a relationship where there is mutual giving and receiving and the
giving is done purely for the good of the friend - NOT to gain something in return. The secret to
happiness is best summed up in the old saying - to love and to be loved.
Those who are deeply loved believe that people are the basic source of happiness. Deep friendship
requires cultivation over the years - evenings before the fire, long walks together, etc. and lots of time
for talk. Significant relationships come to those who assign them enough importance to them to
cultivate them. Give your relationships the high priority that they deserve.
The twelve disciples of Jesus who later went on to become apostles were close friends of Jesus (John
15:15). Amongst those friends Jesus was particularly close to Peter, James and John who saw His
transfiguration (Matthew 17:1-2). Of those three, John was probably Jesus‘ best friend. He was called
the disciple Jesus loved (John 13:23) and was asked by Him to take care of His mother after His death
(John 19:26-27). Jesus also had a special bond of friendship with Moses (Exodus 33:11) and
Abraham who was called the friend of God (James 2:23).
God emphasizes the importance of building and maintaining our friendships in Proverbs 27:10 where
He encourages us to maintain our friendships and not neglect them. If you want to have friends then
you must make the effort to show yourself friendly and reach out to others (Proverbs 18:24, KJV).
Good friends stimulate us (Proverbs 27:17) and help and encourage us when we are feeling down and
give us needed support through life (Ecclesiastes 4:9-10).

10] What are the keys to a happy marriage?




Why did God ordain the human relationship of marriage? Animals reproduce but animals do not marry.
Animals are born with instinct. They need little or no teaching but with humans all this is different. The
newborn human does not get up and walk immediately to its food. The tiny baby is helpless. It has
mind—but at birth there is NO KNOWLEDGE as yet in its mind. It must be taught. It needs parents to
teach it! It is far more dependent than other creatures yet its potential is infinitely higher! God is seeking
godly offspring (Malachi 2:14-15). For this higher purpose, parental guidance and FAMILY LIFE are
NECESSARY. The FAMILY relationship demands the HUSBAND-AND-WIFE relationship and that
demands MARRIAGE and faithfulness to that matrimonial bond.
Ten keys to a happy marriage include:
1) Be committed to one another (Matthew 19:4-6, Genesis 2:24, Proverbs 18:22).
2) Have good, open communication with your spouse (Proverbs 15:23, John 15:15, Ephesians
4:15).
3) Give plenty of quality time to our spouse (Genesis 2:18, Ecclesiastes 4:9-10).
4) Give generously to your spouse (Acts 20:35, Ephesians 5:25-30, 1 Corinthians 13:4-7).
5) Be forgiving (Matthew 6:14-15, 18:21-22).
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6)

Develop romance and fun in your marriage (Genesis 29:20, Ecclesiastes 9:9,
Song of Solomon 1-7, 1 Corinthians 7:3-5).
7) Live by godly financial principles (Proverbs 11:24-25, 22:7, Luke 12:13-15).
8) Understand the differences between men and women (1 Peter 3:7).
9) Fulfill your godly roles (Ephesians 5:21-32, Titus 2:4-5, Proverbs 31:10-31).
10) Centre your lives on God (Matthew 6:33, 22:37-40).










Faithfulness in marriage in its truest sense means therefore sexual fidelity and much more. It means
the faithful discharge of duties by husband and wife. It means dependability, trustworthiness of
character, strength in adversity, and loyalty.
Three things each husband should aim to do every day for their wives include:
1) Tell her you love her
2) Do something nice for her
3) Pay her a compliment.
As Paul puts it, the husband must love his wife in the same way as Christ loves His bride (Ephesians
5:25-29). This provision is all-inclusive. It is material (Matthew 6:26-32), spiritual (John 3:16),
emotional (Ezekiel 16:6) and intensely practical (John 13:5).
Just as Jesus donates all He is and all He has to the Father, so the Christian wife is required to offer
her whole self to her husband (Ephesians 5:22-23). Husband and wife are equals, but the husband is
the divinely-appointed chief amongst equals.
Love implies that I am ready and willing to forgo my own convenience, to invest my own time, and even
risk my own security to promote my spouse‘s satisfaction, security and development. That is the love
and submission to one another‘s needs both husband and wife are to extend to one another
(Ephesians 5:21).
The family that prays together stays together.
Marriage truly is a training ground to learn the depths of the love of God. The deep, mature,
unconditional love of God in all its multi-faceted aspects (1 Corinthians 13:4-7) is what God wants us
to learn through the gift of marriage. Without this kind of mature love marriages can easily fail but with it
marriage truly becomes a little piece of heaven right here on earth.

11] What are the keys to raising godly children?




In Malachi 2:14-15 God tells us one of the main reasons for parents to raise children properly. We
read: ―The Lord has been witness between you and the wife of your youth…she is your wife and your
wife by covenant. But did He not make them one having a remnant of the spirit? And why one? He
seeks godly offspring.‖
Twelve keys to rasing godly children include:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)

Build a good marriage (Ephesians 5:21-30).
Set the right example (1 Timothy 3:4-5, 5:8).
Don't argue in front of your children (Genesis 13:8, 2 Timothy 2:24).
Fathers, don't leave most of the disciplining and loving of your children to your wife (Malachi 4:6).
Be consistent at all times with your children (James 2:1-9).
From an early age, teach your children to work (Proverbs 10:4, 13:4, 22:29).
Maintain a right balance between love and law (Ephesians 6:4, Romans 12:10, Hebrews 12:5-8).
Discipline promptly and appropriately (Proverbs 22:15, Ecclesiastes 8:11).
Eat, work, and play together as a family (1 Corinthians 16:15).
Control what goes into your child's mind (2 Corinthians 6:17-18, Philippians 4:8-9).
Teach your children good manners and the social graces of a prince or princess in Israel (Isaiah
32:1, 1 Peter 2:9-10).
12) Teach your children to believe and obey God (Deuteronomy 6:6-9, Proverbs 22:6, Ephesians
6:4).


DISCIPLINE plus AFFECTION equals obedient, secure, balanced children.
DISCIPLINE minus AFFECTION equals provoked, deceitful children.
AFFECTION minus DISCIPLINE equals insecurity and role reversal.
And NO AFFECTION plus NO DISCIPLINE equals rebellion and anarchy.



The most valuable contribution a parent can make to his child is to instill in him a genuine faith in God.
What greater ego satisfaction could there be than knowing that the Creator of the universe is
acquainted with me personally? (Matthew 18:10). That He values me more than the possessions of
the entire world; that He understands my fears and my anxieties; that He reaches out to me in
immeasurable love when no one else cares and that His only Son Jesus, actually gave His life for me.
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How do you ‗raise kids‘ for independence? It is done by incrementally releasing control over your
children's lives to enable them to learn how to make right choices. By this means, you will help your
children develop self-discipline in obeying the moral principles you have taught them from the Holy
Bible and traditional family culture.

12] What is christian maturity?







Christian maturity is practicing what you hear (Romans 2:13, James 1:21-27). Through practice
you become mature. You see, it is one thing to grow old in the Lord, but it is another thing to
grow up in the Lord!
Another aspect of christian maturity is being balanced and not going to extremes. In Joshua 1:7 Israel's
leader Joshua was encouraged to walk in God's ways and to "turn neither to the right nor to the left"(KJV).
In other words, don't go to extremes!
Character is best seen when tough choices are made by people (Luke 14:26). You don‘t really
know someone deeply until they have to make those kind of tough choices. Character and
christian maturity is seen when someone is selfless enough to defer to the will and good of
others when it conflicts with what they would prefer to do (Philippians 2:1-4). This is how you
can get a good idea of just how mature someone is, whether they are a friend or a potential
mate.
God's way of life is all about relationships and the way that we treat and value our friendships and the
way that we respond when people bring things to our attention that need improvement are a reflection
of our character. Are we sensitive to do the right thing by God or do we excuse ―little‖ sins?
Christianity is a way of the heart. It is something that is meant to operate within our deepest inner
feelings and thoughts. God has been searching the hearts of men (Proverbs 20:27) since He first
created Adam. Like David we should strive to be ―a man (or woman) after God's own heart‖ (1 Samuel
13:14).
Further Reading to Learn More About God‘s Way of Life



























UCG booklet – The Ten Commandments
UCG booklet – Making Life Work
UCG booklet – Transforming Your Life – The Process of Conversion
UCG booklet – Managing Your Finances
UCG booklet – What Does the Bible Teach About Tithing?
UCG booklet – What Does the Bible Teach About Clean and Unclean Meats?
UCG booklet – You Can Have Living Faith
UCG Bible Study Course – Lesson 11: ―Christianity: A Way of Life‖
Old WCG booklet – The Ten Commandments
Old WCG booklet – What is a Real Christian
Old WCG booklet – Principles of Healthful Living
Old WCG booklet – How to Have a Happy Marriage
Old WCG booklet – Managing Your Personal Finances
Old WCG booklet – All About Water Baptism
Old WCG booklet – Love, Marriage & Sex
Old WCG booklet – I Need Some Answers
Old WCG booklet – Prepare to Be a King
Old WCG booklet – There‘s a Hidden Enemy in Your Home
Ambassador College Bible Correspondence Course – Lesson 12: ―Christianity is a Way of Life‖
Ambassador College Bible Correspondence Course – Lesson 9: ―What is Real Repentance?‖
Ambassador College Bible Correspondence Course – Lesson 10: ―Should You Be Baptized?‖
Ambassador College Bible Correspondence Course – Lesson 11: ―Why You Need the Holy
Spirit?‖
Ambassador College Bible Correspondence Course – Lesson 32: ―A New Beginning‖
The Institutes of Biblical Law (Rousas John Rushdoony)
Digest of Divine Law (Howard Rand)
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Appendix to Lesson 12

LISTING OF COMMANDMENTS, STATUTES
AND JUDGMENTS IN THE PENTATEUCH
EXODUS
Exodus 12
Exodus 13
Exodus 18:21

Exodus 20

Exodus 20:25-26
Exodus 21:1-11

Exodus 21:12-27

Exodus 21:28-36

Exodus 22:1-15

Exodus 22:16-17

Exodus 22:18-20
Exodus 22:21-24
Exodus 22:25-27
Exodus 22:28
Exodus 22:29-30
Exodus 22:31
Exodus 23:1
Exodus 23:2
Exodus 23:3 & 6
Exodus 23:4-5
Exodus 23:8
Exodus 23:9

Passover and Unleavened Bread instructions. Verse 48 – no uncircumcised
male was allowed to keep the Passover.
Unleavened Bread instructions and law of firstborn
Four qualities of those chosen to be leaders –
(1) They are able, competent men, (2) They fear God, (3) They are honest and
(4) They hate covetousness (aren‘t greedy).
The Ten Commandments (repeated in Deuteronomy 5). You shall not worship
any other gods but the true God, you shall not make a graven image or take
God‘s name in vain. You shall keep the sabbath. You shall honour your
parents. You shall not kill, commit adultery, steal, lie or covet.
Altars to only be made of uncut stone without steps
Laws regarding servants (economic slaves – also in Leviticus 25). Economic
slaves were to be released of their bondage in the seventh year. They could
choose to remain with their master and an awl through his ear was a sign of
this. A man should wait until he is out of debt before taking a wife else a family
will stay with the master upon his release. If a man sells his daughter and can
then work to redeem her back she is not to do the hard work of male slaves
(verse 7). Protections in place for her in verses 8-11 if she is betrothed to her
master or master‘s son.
Laws regarding violence. Death penalty for murder. Living in a city of refuge for
manslaughter. Death penalty for kidnapping. If someone causes bodily harm
they are to pay for their loss of time working and medical expenses. If a
woman is hurt from a fight the husband can seek financial compensation as
the judges determine. The principle of eye for an eye and tooth for a tooth here
is harm caused to the child being carried by the woman that is born premature.
This is not literal but proportional financial compensation determined by the
judge. Any bodily harm caused by a master to one‘s servant results in the
servant going free.
Laws regarding animals causing harm. If an animal killed someone it was put
to death. Its owner was accountable if it had a history of causing harm. He
could be put to death or made to pay compensation to redeem his life.
Compensation was due if bodily harm was done to another person, a servant
or another person‘s animal.
Laws regarding property. Restitution of property if a man steals someone‘s
property. Five oxen for an ox, four sheep for a sheep if it is killed or sold off.
Double if he still has it. He has to work it off if he has not the money to pay the
restitution. If someone causes damage to another‘s property he has to restore
it fully. If a man borrows anything and it is damaged he shall restore it fully. If
the owner was with it, he shall not have to restore it.
Law regarding pre-marital sex (fornication). The father of the girl has the option
if they are to marry or not but bride-price of 50 shekels is given by the man
regardless. If the father decides they have to marry they have no option for
divorce.
Death penalty for a sorceress, for committing bestiality & idolatry
Do not oppress strangers, widows or fatherless
Do not charge interest or take a garment being used as security for loans
Don‘t curse God or a ruler of your people
Don‘t delay when giving your firstfruits to God
Don‘t eat meat killed by other animals but give it to the dogs
Don‘t spread a false report or be a lying witness
Don‘t follow a crowd (majority) to do evil
Don‘t be partial to someone who is poor (either for or against him)
Bring back a stray animal or help an animal in need even if it is your enemy‘s
animal.
Do not take a bribe
Do not oppress strangers
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Exodus 23:10-11
Exodus 23:14-17
Exodus 23:19

Exodus 25-28

Exodus 29:38-46

Exodus 30
Exodus 30:11-16
Exodus 31:12-17

Exodus 35:2-3

Law of the land sabbath. Seventh year land is to lie fallow. What grows
naturally in that year is for the poor (repeated in Leviticus 25:1-7).
The three feast seasons of Unleavened Bread, Feast of Harvest (Pentecost)
and Feast of Ingathering (Tabernacles).
Do not boil a young goat in its mother‘s milk (a pagan prosperity ritual). This is
not a prohibition against mixing milk and meat products as interpreted by the
Jews extrapolating this verse as Abraham served butter, milk and meat
together when the Lord and two angels came to visit him (Genesis 18:8).
Instructions for the Ark of the Testimony (covenant), table for the showbread,
gold lampstand, tabernacle, court of the tabernacle, priests‘ garments, ephod
and breastplate
Morning and evening daily lamb burnt offerings (The Gospels tell us Jesus was
put on the cross at the time of the morning sacrifice and died at the time of the
evening sacrifice)
Instructions for the altar of incense, bronze laver, anointing oil and incense.
Each census all people, rich or poor, were to give half a shekel known as a
ransom for himself.
The sabbaths (plural) are a sign that the Lord sanctifies or sets us apart. The
sabbath is the seventh day of rest to be kept as a perpetual covenant. Anyone
who works on it is to be put to death.
No work or kindling a fire on the sabbath

LEVITICUS
Leviticus 1-7

Leviticus 5:15-16
Leviticus 7:23-27
Leviticus 11
Leviticus 12
Leviticus 12:3
Leviticus 13-15
Leviticus 16

Leviticus 17:10-14
Leviticus 17:15
Leviticus 18
Leviticus 19:9-10

Leviticus 19:12
Leviticus 19:13
Leviticus 19:14
Leviticus 19:15
Leviticus 19:16

Laws regarding the 5 different types of offerings – burnt offerings, grain
offerings, peace offerings, sin offerings and trespass offerings.
(1) The burnt offering was a voluntary offering that was totally consumed by
fire and pictures us offering our lives totally to God.
(2) The grain offering was another voluntary offering. Only a handful of it was
burned on the altar and the rest was given to the priests for food. It pictures
our service to God and providing for our fellow man.
(3) The peace offering was offered by way of supplication or request for some
good that was asked for from God. It was a festive offering shared between the
offerer, the priest and God.
(4) The sin offering was mainly for unintentional sins.
(5) The trespass offering is offered after committing certain acts that are
specified against God and man.
If one sins in regards to the holy things of God he shall add 1/5 in addition to
restoring the holy thing
Fat and blood are not to be eaten
Laws regarding clean and unclean animals (repeated in brief in Deuteronomy
14)
Laws regarding ritual uncleanness after childbirth
Circumcise male babies on their 8th day since birth
Laws regarding leprosy (includes quarantine), leprous houses and bodily
discharges from sicknesses
Day of Atonement ceremony where two goats are presented and lots cast to
determine which is killed as an atonement and which is driven out by a fit man
into the wilderness. Azazel (or scapegoat [poor translation]) was anciently a
name for a wilderness demon.
No eating of blood ―for the life of the flesh is in the blood‖
Do not eat animals that die of themselves or killed by other animals
Laws of sexual morality forbidding incest, pedophilia, adultery, homosexuality
(verse 22) and bestiality (verse 23)
Do not reap the corners of your land or reap the gleanings (leftovers after first
pass) but leave them for the poor and the stranger to assist them to feed
themselves
Do not swear by God‘s name falsely nor profane His name
Labourers should be paid on time and wages not held back to the next day
Do not curse the deaf or put a stumbling block before the blind
Do not be partial either to the poor or to the rich
Do not be a talebearer telling falsehoods
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Leviticus 19:17

Leviticus 19:18
Leviticus 19:19
Leviticus 19:23-25
Leviticus 19:26
Leviticus 19:27
Leviticus 19:28

Leviticus 19:29
Leviticus 19:31
Leviticus 19:32
Leviticus 19:33-34
Leviticus 19:35-36
Leviticus 20

Leviticus 21-22
Leviticus 23

Leviticus 24:1-9
Leviticus 24:15-16
Leviticus 24:17
Leviticus 24:18
Leviticus 24:19-20
Leviticus 24:22
Leviticus 25:1-7
Leviticus 25:8-17

Leviticus 25:23-34

Leviticus 25:35-37
Leviticus 25:39-55
Leviticus 27

Do not hate your brother in your heart. You shall rebuke him when he sins so
you don‘t bear his sin for not trying to turn him back to repentance as others
may be hurt because of his sins.
Do not take vengeance nor bear a grudge. Love your neighbour as yourself.
Do not let your livestock breed with another kind nor sow with mixed seed. Do
not mix garments with wool and linen.
Do not eat fruit from trees in their first 3 years. The 4th year‘s fruit is to go to
the Lord and you can eat of it from year 5.
Don‘t eat blood, practise divination (calling on spirits) or soothsaying (fortune
telling)
Do not shave around the sides of the head nor disfigure the edges of your
beard (pagan customs of the time)
Do not make cuttings in your flesh nor tattoo marks on yourself (Tattoos were
brands of slavery to one‘s pagan god. The Holy Spirit is that for us today that
we belong to Him. Nothing more required).
Do not make your daughter a prostitute
Do not go to mediums to seek advice and prophetic understanding
Rise before elderly people and give them honour
Do not mistreat strangers
You shall be just in judgment and not use dishonest scales in measuring and
selling goods.
Various penalties for breaking different laws. Death penalty for committing
adultery, incest, homosexuality, bestiality. Stoning to death for those who offer
children to Molech or mediums or channellers of spirits.
Regulations for conduct of priests
Laws regarding the sabbath and the seven annual festivals which are called
MY feasts by God. After Pentecost instructions verse 22 repeats the statute of
not reaping the corners of your field or the gleanings and leaving those for the
poor and the stranger.
Instructions regarding the tabernacle lamps and showbread
Death penalty by stoning for cursing God
Death penalty for murder
Restoration of an animal if one kills another‘s animal
Principle of eye for an eye in relation to compensation for physical harm to
another
Same law for both citizens and strangers
Law of the land sabbath. Each seventh year the land is to lie fallow. What
grows naturally in that year is for the poor.
Law of the Jubilee. On Atonement during the seventh sabbath year the Jubilee
year is proclaimed. If anyone had to sell his inheritance he or his family could
have that returned to them in the Jubilee year. Inheritance land was only sold
leasehold for the produce of the number of years till the next Jubilee.
Land not to be sold permanently. God owns the land. If someone has to sell
some of his inheritance he or a redeeming relative can buy it back at any time
before the Jubilee. Does not apply with houses within a walled city (except for
Levite houses) where redemption applies within a year of selling and no return
to original owner at Jubilee time.
Lend to those who are genuinely poor and do not charge them interest.
Laws regarding servants (economic slaves)
Laws regarding redeeming persons and property dedicated to God. In most
cases for property this is done to 120 percent of its valuation.

NUMBERS
Numbers 5:1-4
Numbers 5:12-21

Numbers 6

Those deemed unclean due to leprosy, touching a dead corpse or have had a
discharge from sickness are to be quarantined outside the camp.
The law of marital jealousy. If there is strong suspicion by a husband his wife
has secretly been unfaithful she is to be brought to the priest and made to
drink holy water with dust (not harmful of itself) and ask God to cause a visible
reaction to it if she is guilty.
Law of the Nazarite (where a non-Levite is dedicated to God?) Conditions of
this covenant on the Nazarite are not to eat or drink anything from the
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Numbers 8
Numbers 9:1-14
Numbers 15
Numbers 15:38-40
Numbers 18:21-32
Numbers 19
Numbers 28-29
Numbers 30
Numbers 35

grapevine, no razor to cut his hair until vow is complete and not to touch a
dead body.
The Levites serve God in the Temple service in place of the firstborn of all of
Israel. They serve between 25 and 50. Priests from 30.
If someone was unable to keep the Passover that year then they could have
the Passover on the 14th of the second month
Repetition of various laws regarding grain and drink offerings, unintentional
sins and presumptuous sins.
Make tassels on the corners of your garments with a blue thread as a reminder
of the need to keep God‘s laws
The tithes that Israel gives to God are for the support of the Levites who are
responsible for the work involved with the tabernacle.
Laws regarding purification of those who are unclean
Laws regarding offerings done daily, weekly on the sabbath, monthly and
annual festivals
Laws regarding vows
Cities throughout the tribes inheritances were for the Levites. If you committed
manslaughter (accidentally killed someone) you had to go to one of those
cities for refuge from the wrath of the family of the victim that a person
accidentally killed. He had to remain there till the death of the high priest.

DEUTERONOMY
Deuteronomy 5
Deuteronomy 6:5
Deuteronomy 6:6-9
Deuteronomy 7:1-4

Deuteronomy 10:12-19

Deuteronomy 12:29-32
Deuteronomy 13:1-5

Deuteronomy 14:3-21
Deuteronomy 14:22-27

Deuteronomy 14:28-29

Deuteronomy 15:1-6

Deuteronomy 15:7-11
Deuteronomy 15:12-18

Deuteronomy 15:19-23
Deuteronomy 16:1-15
Deuteronomy 16:16-17
Deuteronomy 16:18-17:12

The Ten Commandments
The Great Commandment to love the Lord with all your heart, mind and soul
Diligently teach your children all of God‘s laws and write them as reminders in
appropriates places (eg. doorposts and city gates)
Israel was not to make covenants with the peoples they were to drive out of
Canaan nor make any marriages with them lest they turn their hearts away
from God
Fear God and love Him with all your heart and soul. Circumcise the foreskin of
your hearts and don‘t be stiff-necked. God loves those who can‘t fend for
themselves. Love the stranger as Israel were strangers in Egypt.
Do not mix pagan customs with the worship of God. God hates such a mixture.
Don‘t add or take away from what God has commanded.
Do not follow other gods other than the true God even if signs come to pass by
one encouraging such a thing. Those turning people away from the true God
by such things are to be put to death.
Laws regarding clean and unclean animals
Law of the second (or festival) tithe. Produce can be changed to money and
spent on whatever one‘s heart desires at the feast. You shall rejoice at the
feast and ensure that the Levites (and, by extension, the poor) are looked after
during the festivals.
Law of the third tithe. An additional tithe collected only in the 3rd and 6th years
of each cycle of seven years is for the Levite, the strangers and the poor (a
supplement to the gleanings they could harvest).
Debts are to be cancelled at the end of each seven years for Israelites who
owe money. Israel could lend to foreigners but were not to borrow from them
and give them economic control over them.
Lend to poor in genuine need with a willing heart.
Economic slaves were to be released of their bondage in the seventh year and
not go away empty-handed. They could choose to remain with their master
and an awl through his ear shall be a sign of this.
Firstborn of animals are to be sacrificed to God unless they have a defect.
Laws regarding the annual festivals of Passover, Unleavened Bread,
Pentecost and the Feast of Tabernacles.
Three times a year shall Israelites come before God and give an offering as
they are able to according to how God has blessed them.
Laws regarding judges. They are not to show partiality, nor take a bribe. If one
commits an abomination worthy of the death penalty such as idolatry the
judges are to enquire diligently and can only be put to death by the testimony
of at least two witnesses with the witnesses being the first to stone them.
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Deuteronomy 17:8-13

Deuteronomy 17:14-20

Deuteronomy 18:10-12

Deuteronomy 19:1-13
Deuteronomy 19:14
Deuteronomy 19:15-21

Deuteronomy 20

Deuteronomy 21:1-9
Deuteronomy 21:10-14
Deuteronomy 21:15-17
Deuteronomy 21:18-21
Deuteronomy 21:22-23
Deuteronomy 22:1-4
Deuteronomy 22:5
Deuteronomy 22:6-7
Deuteronomy 22:8
Deuteronomy 22:9
Deuteronomy 22:10
Deuteronomy 22:11
Deuteronomy 22:12
Deuteronomy 22:13-21
Deuteronomy 22:22
Deuteronomy 22:23-24
Deuteronomy 22:25-27
Deuteronomy 22:28-29

Deuteronomy 23:12-14
Deuteronomy 23:15-16
Deuteronomy 23:17-18
Deuteronomy 23:19-20
Deuteronomy 23:21-22
Deuteronomy 23:24-25

Deuteronomy 24:1-4
Deuteronomy 24:5

If a matter is too hard for people to judge between themselves they can take it
to the judges and they are bound to the judgment. Defying the judgment is
worthy of the death penalty.
Laws regarding kings (God knew they ultimately would reject Him as king and
want a human one). He cannot be a foreigner. He cannot multiply horses
(instruments of war), nor wives for himself, nor gold and silver for himself and
cannot take them back to Egypt. He is to handwrite a book of the law for
himself and study it every day.
No one is to make their children pass through the fire to Molech, be a witch,
soothsayer, sorcerer, interpreter of omens, spell conjurer, medium or
channeller or one who calls up the dead.
Laws regarding manslaughter and murderer trying to misuse that law for his
benefit.
Do not remove boundary markers to your benefit
Laws concerning witnesses. Penalty to be applied only where there is at least
two witnesses. False witnesses found out will have the penalty done to them
that would have occurred if the perjury wasn‘t found out. Judges are to
enquire diligently (question thoroughly all parties) and the punishment is to be
proportional and fit the crime (eye for an eye, tooth for a tooth principle).
Laws concerning warfare. Exemptions to fight are there for one who has built a
house and not dedicated it, one who has planted a vineyard and not partaken
of it or is betrothed to marry a girl. Those faint of heart were exempt so as not
to discourage others. Peace terms are to be offered first and if they accept
they will come under tribute. Fruit trees are not to be cut down for sieges.
Law regarding unsolved murder appealing to God to avenge the victim
Law regarding female captives
Law regarding firstborn inheritance right if a man has two wives not to favour
one over the other.
Persistently rebellious sons could be brought to the elders by their parents and
if the case is proven the son could be stoned to death
If a capital offence is carried out by hanging a person on a tree the body is not
to be left there overnight.
Bring back a stray animal or any property of your neighbour‘s. Render
assistance to your neighbour‘s animals.
Do not put on the clothes of those of the opposite sex.
Law regarding birds with their young or eggs
Build a railing around your roof (roofs were normally flat) so people don‘t
accidentally fall off
Do not sow different kinds of seed together
Do not plough with an ox and donkey together
Do not wear garments of different types together such as wool and linen
Make tassels on your garments (reminder of God‘s laws - Numbers 15:38-40)
Law regarding claim of false virginity whether a false or true claim.
Law regarding adultery
Law regarding ―adultery‖ with a betrothed woman. If the act is in a city it is not
considered rape if the woman doesn‘t cry out for help.
Law regarding rape. Death penalty for rapist.
Law regarding fornication. She is to give 50 shekels to the father (normal
bride-price) and they have to marry with no option for divorce. Exodus 22:1617 shows father has option if they marry or not but bride-price is given
regardless.
Human faeces is to be buried
Escaped slaves are not to be returned to their masters
Prostitution forbidden and money gained by such means is not to be offered to
God
Interest not to be charged to fellow Israelites
Do not delay with fulfilling any vow that you have made
You can eat of your neighbour‘s grapes and grain but it becomes stealing if
you pile it in a container or use a sickle (This is for produce that is not gleaning
or the corners of the field)
Law regarding divorce. If a man is hard-hearted and gives her a bill of divorce
he cannot take her back.
A newly married man is not to go to war or be charged with any business in his
first year of marriage so her can bring happiness to his wife
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Deuteronomy 24:6
Deuteronomy 24:7
Deuteronomy 24:10-11
Deuteronomy 24:12-13
Deuteronomy 24:14-15
Deuteronomy 24:16
Deuteronomy 24:17-18
Deuteronomy 24:19-22
Deuteronomy 25:1-3
Deuteronomy 25:4
Deuteronomy 25:5-10
Deuteronomy 26:11-12
Deuteronomy 26:12-16
Deuteronomy 31:9-13

A pledge or collateral for a loan cannot be something that a person needs for
earning his living
Kidnapping forbidden and earns the death penalty
You can‘t forcibly enter a house to get a pledge for a loan
If a garment is taken of a poor man for a pledge it has be returned by the end
of the day
Do not delay to give a man his wages.
A person can only be put to death for his own sin
Do not pervert justice or show partiality or take a widow‘s garment as a pledge
Gleanings (leftovers after first pass) in a field are for the stranger and the poor
For judgments worthy of beating he can only be given up to 40 lashes
You shall not muzzle an ox when it is treading grain for you
Law of the Levirate (where a man dies without providing a son as heir)
Forbidden for a woman to grab a man by his genitals to help her husband in a
fight.
It is forbidden to use dishonest weights when buying and selling goods
The law of God is to be read to all of the people in the year of release each
seven years at the Feast of Tabernacles.
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